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NOTE TO THE reader:
on reading mathematical equations at A NUMBER of places in this book I have resorted to the use of mathematical
formulae, unabashed and unheeding of warnings that are frequently given: that each such formula will cut down the
general readership by half. If you are a reader who finds any formula intimidating (and most people do), then I
recommend a procedure that I normally adopt myself when such an offending line presents itself.
The procedure is, more or less, to ignore that line completely and to skip over to the next actual line of text! Well, not
exactly this;
one should spare the poor formula a perusing, rather than a comprehending glance, and then press onwards. After a
little, if armed with new confidence, one may return to that neglected formula and try to pick out some salient features.
The text itself may be helpful in letting one know what is important and what can be safely ignored about it. If not,
then do not be afraid to leave a formula behind altogether.
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FOREWORD
by Martin Gardner MANY GREAT MATHEMATICIANS and physicists find it difficult, if not impossible, to write a
book that non professionals can understand.
Until this year one might have supposed that Roger Penrose, one of the world's most knowledgeable and creative
mathematical physicists, belonged to such a class. Those of us who had read his non-technical articles and lectures
knew better. Even so, it came as a delightful surprise to find that Penrose had taken time off from his labours to
produce a marvelous book for informed laymen. It is a book that I believe will become a classic.
Although Penrose's chapters range widely over relativity theory, quantum mechanics, and cosmology, their central
concern is what philosophers call the 'mind-body problem'. For decades now the proponents of 'strong AI' (Artificial
Intelligence) have tried to persuade us that it is only a matter of a century or two (some have lowered the time to fifty
years! ) until electronic computers will be doing everything a human mind can do.
Stimulated by science fiction read in their youth, and convinced that our minds are simply 'computers made of meat' (as
Marvin Minsky once put it), they take for granted that pleasure and pain, the appreciation of beauty and humour,
consciousness, and free will are capacities that will emerge naturally when electronic robots become sufficiently
complex in their algorithmic behaviour.
Some philosophers of science (notably John Searle, whose notorious Chinese room thought experiment is discussed in
depth by Penrose), strongly disagree.
To them a computer is not essentially different from mechanical calculators that operate with xiii
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book that non professionals can understand.
Until this year one might have supposed that Roger Penrose, one of the world's most knowledgeable and creative
mathematical physicists, belonged to such a class. Those of us who had read his non-technical articles and lectures
knew better. Even so, it came as a delightful surprise to find that Penrose had taken time off from his labours to
produce a marvelous book for informed laymen. It is a book that I believe will become a classic.
Although Penrose's chapters range widely over relativity theory, quantum mechanics, and cosmology, their central
concern is what philosophers call the 'mind-body problem'. For decades now the proponents of 'strong AI' (Artificial
Intelligence) have tried to persuade us that it is only a matter of a century or two (some have lowered the time to fifty
years! ) until electronic computers will be doing everything a human mind can do.
Stimulated by science fiction read in their youth, and convinced that our minds are simply 'computers made of meat' (as
Marvin Minsky once put it), they take for granted that pleasure and pain, the appreciation of beauty and humour,
consciousness, and free will are capacities that will emerge naturally when electronic robots become sufficiently
complex in their algorithmic behaviour.
Some philosophers of science (notably John Searle, whose notorious Chinese room thought experiment is discussed in
depth by Penrose), strongly disagree.
To them a computer is not essentially different from mechanical calculators that operate with wheels, levers, or
anything that transmits signals. (One can base a computer on rolling marbles or water moving through pipes. )
Because electricity travels through wires faster than other forms of energy (except light) it can twiddle symbols more

rapidly than mechanical calculators, and therefore handle tasks of enormous complexity. But does an electrical
computer 'understand' what it is doing in a way that is superior to the 'understanding' of an abacus? Computers now
play grand master chess.
Do they 'understand' the game any better than a tick-tack-toe machine that a group of computer hackers once
constructed with tinker toys?
Penrose's book is the most powerful attack yet written on strong AI.
Objections have been raised in past centuries to the reductionist claim that a mind is a machine operated by known laws
of physics, but Penrose's offensive is more persuasive because it draws on information not available to earlier writers.
The book reveals Penrose to be more than a mathematical physicist. He is also a philosopher of first rank, unafraid to
grapple with problems that contemporary philosophers tend to dismiss as meaningless.
Penrose also has the courage to affirm, contrary to a growing denial by a small group of physicists, a robust realism.
Not only is the universe 'out there', but mathematical truth also has its own mysterious independence and timelessness.
Like Newton and Einstein, Penrose has a profound sense of humility and awe toward both the physical world and the
Platonic realm of pure mathematics. The distinguished number theorist Paul Erdos likes to speak of "God's book' in
which all the best proofs are recorded.
Mathematicians are occasionally allowed to glimpse part of a page. When a physicist or a mathematician experiences a
sudden 'aha' insight, Penrose believes, it is more than just something 'conjured up by complicated calculation'. It is
mind making contact for a moment with objective truth.
Could it be, he wonders, that Plato's world and the physical world (which physicists have now dissolved into
mathematics) are really one and the same?
Many pages in Penrose's book are devoted to a famous fractal- like structure called the Mandelbrot set after Benoit
Mandelbrot who discovered it.
Although self-similar in a statistical sense as portions of it are enlarged, its infinitely convoluted pattern xiv keeps
changing in unpredictable ways.
Penrose finds it incomprehensible (as do I) that anyone could suppose that this exotic structure is not as much 'out
there' as Mount Everest is, subject to exploration in the way a jungle is explored.
Penrose is one of an increasingly large band of physicists who think Einstein was not being stubborn or muddle-headed
when he said his 'little finger' told him that quantum mechanics is incomplete. To support this contention, Penrose
takes you on a dazzling tour that covers such topics as complex numbers, Turing machines, complexity theory, the
bewildering paradoxes of quantum mechanics, formal systems, Godel undecidability, phase spaces, Hilbert spaces,
black holes, white holes. Hawking radiation, entropy, the structure of the brain, and scores of other topics at the heart
of current speculations. Are dogs and cats 'conscious' of themselves? Is it possible in theory for a matter-transmission
machine to translocate a person from here to there the way astronauts are beamed up and down in television's Star Trek
series? What is the survival value that evolution found in producing consciousness? Is there a level beyond quantum
mechanics in which the direction of time and the distinction between right and left are firmly embedded? Are the laws
of quantum mechanics, perhaps even deeper laws, essential for the operation of a mind?
To the last two questions Penrose answers yes. His famous theory of 'twisters' -abstract geometrical objects which
operate in a higher-dimensional complex space that underlies space--time is too technical for inclusion in this book.
They are Penrose's efforts over two decades to probe a region deeper than the fields and particles of quantum
mechanics. In his fourfold classification of theories as superb, useful, tentative, and misguided, Penrose modestly puts
twist or theory in the tentative class, along with super strings and other grand unification schemes now hotly debated.
Since 1973 Penrose has been the Rouse Ball Professor of Mathematics at Oxford University. The title is appropriate
because W. W. Rouse Ball not only was a noted mathematician, he was also an amateur magician with such an ardent
interest in recreational mathematics that he wrote the classic English work on this field. Mathematical Recreations and
Essays. Penrose xv shares Ball's enthusiasm for play. In his youth he discovered an 'impossible object' called a tri bar
(An impossible object is a drawing of a solid figure that cannot exist because it embodies self-contradictory elements. )
He and his father Lionel, a geneticist, turned the tri bar into the Penrose Staircase, a structure that Maurits Escher used
in two well-known lithographs: Ascending and Descending, and Waterfall. One day when Penrose was lying in bed, in
what he called a 'fit of madness', he visualized an impossible object in four-dimensional space. It is something, he said,
that a four-space creature, if it came upon it, would exclaim "My God, what's that?"

During the 1960s, when Penrose worked on cosmology with his friend Stephen Hawking, he made what is perhaps his
best known discovery. If relativity theory holds 'all the way down', there must be a singularity in every black hole
where the laws of physics no longer apply. Even this achievement has been eclipsed in recent years by Penrose's
construction of two shapes that tile the plane, in the manner of an Escher tessellation, but which can tile it only in a
non-periodic way. (You can read about these amazing shapes in my book Penrose Tiles to Trapdoor Ciphers. ) Penrose
invented them, or rather discovered them, without any expectation they would be useful. To everybody's astonishment
it turned out that three-dimensional forms of his tiles may underlie a strange new kind of matter. Studying these quasi
crystals is now one of the most active research areas in crystallography. It is also the most dramatic instance in modern
times of how playful mathematics can have unanticipated applications.
Penrose's achievements in mathematics and physics and I have touched on only a small fraction- spring from a lifelong
sense of wonder toward the mystery and beauty of being. His little finger tells him that the human mind is more than
just a collection of tiny wires and switches. The Adam of his prologue and epilogue is partly a symbol of the dawn of
consciousness in the slow evolution of sentient life. To me he is also Penrose the child sitting in the third row, a
distance back from the leaders of AI who dares to suggest that the emperors of strong AI have no clothes. Many of
Penrose's opinions are infused with humour, but this one is no laughing matter.
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PROLOGUE
THERE WAS A GREAT gathering in the Grand Auditorium, marking the initiation of the new "Ultronic' computer.
President Polio had just finished his opening speech. He was glad of that: he did not much care for such occasions and
knew nothing of computers, save the fact that this one was going to gain him a great deal of time. He had been assured
by the manufacturers that, amongst its many duties, it would be able to take over all those awkward decisions of State
that he found so irksome. It had better do so, considering the amount of treasury gold that he had spent on it. He

looked forward to being able to enjoy many long hours playing golf on his magnificent private golf course one of the
few remaining sizeable green areas left in his tiny country.
Adam felt privileged to be among those attending this opening ceremony. He sat in the third row. Two rows in front of
him was his mother, a chief technocrat involved in Ultronic's design. His father, as it happened, was also there
uninvited at the back of the hall, and now completely surrounded by security guards. At the last minute Adam's father
had tried to blow up the computer. He had assigned himself this duty, as the self-styled chair spirit of a small group of
fringe activists: The Grand Council for Psychic Consciousness. Of course he and all his explosives had been spotted at
once by numerous electronic and chemical sensing devices. As a small part of his punishment he would have to
witness the turning-on ceremony.
Adam had little feeling for either parent. Perhaps such feelings were not necessary for him. For all of his thirteen years
he had been brought up in great material luxury, almost entirely by computers. He could have anything he wished for,
merely at the touch of a button: food, drink, companionship, and entertainment, and also education whenever he felt the
need- always illustrated by appealing and colourful graphic displays. His mother's position had made all this possible.
Now the Chief Designer was nearing the end of his speech:'. has over 1017 logical units. That's more than the number
of neurons in the combined brains of everyone in the entire country! Its intelligence will be unimaginable.
But fortunately we do not need to imagine it. In a moment we shall all have the privilege of witnessing this intelligence
at first hand: I call upon the esteemed First Lady of our great country, Madame Isabella Polio, to throw the switch
which will turn on our fantastic Ultronic Computer! "
The President's wife moved forward. Just a little nervously, and fumbling a little, she threw the switch. There was a
hush, and an almost imperceptible dimming of lights as the 1017 logical units became activated. Everyone waited, not
quite knowing what to expect.
"Now is there anyone in the audience who would like to initiate our new Ultronic Computer System by asking it its first
question?" asked the Chief Designer. Everyone felt bashful, afraid to seem stupid before the crowd and before the
New Omnipresence. There was silence.
"Surely there must be someone?" he pleaded. But all were afraid, seeming to sense a new and all- powerful
consciousness. Adam did not feel the same awe.
He had grown up with computers since birth. He almost knew what it might feel like to be a computer. At least he
thought perhaps he did. Anyway, he was curious. Adam raised his hand.
"Ah yes," said the Chief Designer, 'the little lad in the third row.
You have a question for our ah- new friend? "
can A computer HAVE A mind?
INTRODUCTION
over THE PAST few decades, electronic computer technology has made enormous strides. Moreover, there can be
little doubt that in the decades to follow, there will be further great advances in speed, capacity and logical design.
The computers of today may be made to seem as sluggish and primitive as the mechanical calculators of yesteryear
now appear to us. There is something almost frightening about the pace of development. Already computers are able
to perform numerous tasks that had previously been the exclusive province of human thinking, with a speed and
accuracy which far outstrip anything that a human being can achieve. We have long been accustomed to machinery
which easily out-performs us in physical ways. That causes us no distress. On the contrary, we are only too pleased to
have devices which regularly propel us at great speeds across the ground- a good five times as fast as the swiftest
human athlete or that can dig holes or demolish unwanted structures at rates which would put teams of dozens of men
to shame. We are even more delighted to have machines that can enable us physically to do things we have never been
able to do before: they can lift us into the sky and deposit us at the other side of an ocean in a matter of hours. These
achievements do not worry our pride. But to be able to think- that has been a very human prerogative. It has, after all,
been that ability to think which, when translated to physical terms, has enabled us to transcend our physical limitations
and which has seemed to set us above our fellow creatures in achievement. If machines can one day excel us in that
one important quality in which we have believed ourselves to be superior, shall we not then have surrendered that
unique superiority to our creations?

The question of whether a mechanical device could ever be said to think perhaps even to experience feelings, or to have
a mind- is not really a new one. 1 But it has been given a new impetus, even an urgency, by the advent of modern
computer technology. The question touches upon deep issues of philosophy. What does it mean to think or to feel?
What is a mind? Do minds really exist? Assuming that they do, to what extent are minds functionally dependent upon
the physical structures with which they are associated? Might minds be able to exist quite independently of such
structures? Or are they simply the functionings of (appropriate kinds of) physical structure? In any case, is it necessary
that the relevant structures be biological in nature (brains), or might minds equally well be associated with pieces of
electronic equipment? Are minds subject to the laws of physics? What, indeed, are the laws of physics?
These are among the issues I shall be attempting to address in this book. To ask for definitive answers to such
grandiose questions would, of course, be a tall order. Such answers I cannot provide: nor can anyone else, though some
may try to impress us with their guesses. My own guesses will have important roles to play in what follows, but I shall
try to be clear in distinguishing such speculation from hard scientific fact, and I shall try also to be clear about the
reasons underlying my speculations. My main purpose here, however, is not so much to attempt to guess answers. It is
rather to raise certain apparently new issues concerning the relation between the structure of physical law, the nature of
mathematics and of conscious thinking, and to present a viewpoint that I have not seen expressed before. It is a
viewpoint that I cannot adequately describe in a few words; and this is one reason for my desire to present things in a
book of this length. But briefly, and perhaps a little misleadingly, I can at least state that my point of view entails that it
is our present lack of understanding of the fundamental laws of physics that prevents us from coming to grips with the
concept of 'mind' in physical or logical terms. By this I do not mean that the laws will never be that well known.
On the contrary, part of the aim of this work is to attempt to stimulate future research in directions which seem to be
promising in this respect, and to try to make certain fairly specific, and apparently new, suggestions about the place that
'mind' might actually occupy within a development of the physics that we know.
I should make clear that my point of view is an unconventional one among physicists and is consequently one which is
unlikely to be adopted, at present, by computer scientists or physiologists. Most physicists would claim that the
fundamental laws operative at the scale of a human brain are indeed all perfectly well known. It would, of course, not
be disputed that there are still many gaps in our knowledge of physics generally. For example, we do not know the
basic laws governing the mass-values of the subatomic particles of nature nor the strengths of their interactions. We do
not know how to make quantum theory fully consistent with Einstein's special theory of relativity let alone how to
construct the 'quantum gravity' theory that would make quantum theory consistent with his general theory of relativity.
As a consequence of the latter, we do not understand the nature of space at the absurdly tiny scale of
1/100000000000000000000 of the dimension of the known fundamental particles, though at dimensions larger than
that our knowledge is presumed adequate. We do not know whether the universe as a whole is finite or infinite in
extent- either in space or in time though such uncertainties would appear to have no bearing whatever on physics at the
human scale. We do not understand the physics that must operate at the cores of black holes nor at the big-bang origin
of the universe itself. Yet all these issues seem as remote as one could imagine from the 'everyday' scale (or a little
smaller) that is relevant to the workings of a human brain. And remote they certainly are!
Nevertheless, I shall argue that there is another vast unknown in our physical understanding at just such a level as could
indeed be relevant to the operation of human thought and consciousness in front of (or rather behind) our very noses! It
is an unknown that is not even recognized by the majority of physicists, as I shall try to explain. I shall further argue
that, quite remarkably, the black holes and big bang are considerations which actually do have a definite bearing on
these issues!
In what follows I shall attempt to persuade the reader of the force of evidence underlying the viewpoint I am trying to
put forward. But in order to understand this viewpoint we shall have a lot of work to do. We shall need to journey
through much strange territory some of seemingly dubious relevance and through many disparate fields of endeavour.
We shall need to examine the structure, foundations, and puzzles of quantum theory, the basic features of both special
and general relativity, of black holes, the big bang, and of the second law of thermodynamics, of Maxwell's theory of
electromagnetic phenomena, as well as of the basics of Newtonian mechanics.
Questions of philosophy and psychology will have their clear role to play when it comes to attempting to understand
the nature and function of consciousness. We shall, of course, have to have some glimpse of the actual neuro
physiology of the brain, in addition to suggested computer models. We shall need some idea of the status of artificial
intelligence. We shall need to know what a Turing machine is, and to understand the meaning of computability, of
Godel's theorem, and of complexity theory. We shall need also to delve into the foundations of mathematics, and even
to question the very nature of physical reality.

If, at the end of it all, the reader remains unpersuaded by the less conventional of the arguments that I am trying to
express, it is at least my hope that she or he will come away with something of genuine value from this tortuous but, I
hope, fascinating journey.
THE TURING TEST
Let us imagine that a new model of computer has come on the market, possibly with a size of memory store and
number of logical units in excess of those in a human brain. Suppose also that the machines have been carefully
programmed and fed with great quantities of data of an appropriate kind. The manufacturers are claiming that the
devices actually think. Perhaps they are also claiming them to be genuinely intelligent. Or they may go further and
make the suggestion that the devices actually feel- pain, happiness, compassion, pride, etc. and that they are aware of,
and actually understand what they are doing. Indeed, the claim seems to be being made that they are conscious.
How are we to tell whether or not the manufacturers' claims are to be believed? Ordinarily, when we purchase a piece
of machinery, we judge its worth solely according to the service it provides us. If it satisfactorily performs the tasks we
set it, then we are well pleased. If not, then we take it back for repairs or for a replacement. To test the manufacturers'
claim that such a device actually has the asserted human attributes we would, according to this criterion, simply ask
that it behaves as a human being would in these respects. Provided that it does this satisfactorily, we should have no
cause to complain to the manufacturers and no need to return the computer for repairs or replacement.
This provides us with a very operational view concerning these matters. The operationalist would say that the computer
thinks provided that it acts in distinguishably from the way that a person acts when thinking. For the moment, let us
adopt this operational viewpoint. Of course this does not mean that we are asking that the computer move about in the
way that a person might while thinking.
Still less would we expect it to look like a human being or feel like one to the touch: those would be attributes
irrelevant to the computer's purpose.
However, this does mean that we are asking it to produce human-like answers to any question that we may care to put
to it, and that we are claiming to be satisfied that it indeed thinks (or feels, understands, etc. ) provided that it answers
our questions in a way indistinguishable from a human being.
This viewpoint was argued for very forcefully in a famous article by Alan Turing, entitled "Computing Machinery and
Intelligence', which appeared in 1950 in the philosophical journal Mind (Turing 1950). (We shall be hearing more
about Turing later.) In this article the idea now referred to as the Turing test was first described. This was intended to
be a test of whether a machine can reasonably be said to think. Let us suppose that a computer (like the one our
manufacturers are hawking in the description above) is indeed being claimed to think. According to the Turing test, the
computer, together with some human volunteer, are both to be hidden from the view of some (perceptive) interrogator.
The interrogator has to try to decide which of the two is the computer and which is the human being merely by putting
probing questions to each of them.
These questions, but more importantly the answers that she receives, are all transmitted in an impersonal fashion, say
typed on a keyboard and displayed on a screen. The interrogator is allowed no information about either party other
than that obtained merely from this question-and-answer session. The human subject answers the questions truthfully
and tries to persuade her that he is indeed the human being and that the other subject is the computer; but the computer
is programmed to 'lie' so as to try to convince the interrogator that it, instead, is the human being. If in the course of a
series of such tests the interrogator is unable to identify the real human subject in any consistent way, then the
computer (or the computer's program, or programmer, or designer, etc. ) is deemed to have passed the test.
Now, it might be argued that this test is actually quite unfair on the computer. For if the roles were reversed so that the
human subject instead were being asked to pretend to be a computer and the computer instead to answer truthfully, then
it would be only too easy for the interrogator to find out which is which. All she would need to do would be to ask the
subject to perform some very complicated arithmetical calculation. A good computer should be able to answer
accurately at once, but a human would be easily stumped. (One might have to be a little careful about this, however.
There are human 'calculating prodigies' who can perform very remarkable feats of mental arithmetic with unfailing
accuracy and apparent effortless ness For example, Johann Martin Zacharias Dase,2 an illiterate farmer's son, who lived
from * There is an inevitable problem in writing a work such as this in deciding whether to use the pronoun 'he' or 'she'
where, of course, no implication with respect to gender is intended. Accordingly, when referring to some abstract
person, I shall henceforth use 'he' simply to mean the phrase 'she or he', which is what I take to be the normal practice.

However, I hope that I may be forgiven one clear piece of 'sexism' in expressing a preference for a female interrogator
here. My guess would be that she might be more sensitive than her male counterpart in recognizing true human
quality!
CAN A COMPUTER HAVE A MIND?
1824 to 1861, in Germany, was able to multiply any two eight figure numbers together in his head in less than a
minute, or two twenty figure numbers together in about six minutes! It might be easy to mistake such feats for the
calculations of a computer. In more recent times, the computational achievements of Alexander Aitken, who was
Professor of Mathematics at the University of Edinburgh in the 1950s, and others, are as impressive. The arithmetical
task that the interrogator chooses for the test would need to be significantly more taxing than this say to multiply
together two thirty digit numbers in two seconds, which would be easily within the capabilities of a good modern
computer. ) Thus, part of the task for the computer's programmers is to make the computer appear to be 'stupider' than
it actually is in certain respects. For if the interrogator were to ask the computer a complicated arithmetical question, as
we had been considering above, then the computer must now have to pretend not to be able to answer it, or it would be
given away at once! But I do not believe that the task of making the computer 'stupider' in this way would be a
particularly serious problem facing the computer's programmers. Their main difficulty would be to make it answer
some of the simplest 'common sense' types of question questions that the human subject would have no difficulty with
whatever!
There is an inherent problem in citing specific examples of such questions, however. For whatever question one might
first suggest, it would be an easy matter, subsequently, to think of a way to make the computer answer that particular
question as a person might. But any lack of real understanding on the part of the computer would be likely to become
evident with sustained questioning, and especially with questions of an original nature and requiring some real
understanding. The skill of the interrogator would partly lie in being able to devise such original forms of question, and
partly in being able to follow them up with others, of a probing nature, designed to reveal whether or not any actual
'understanding' has occurred.
She might also choose to throw in an occasional complete nonsense question, to see if the computer could detect the
difference, or she might add one or two which sounded superficially like nonsense, but really did make some kind of
sense: for example she might say, "I hear that a rhinoceros flew along the Mississippi in a pink balloon, this morning.
What do you make of that?"
(One can almost imagine the beads of cold sweat forming on the computer's brow to use a most inappropriate
metaphor! ) It might guardedly reply, "That sounds rather ridiculous to me." So far, so good. Interrogator: "Really?
My uncle did it once both ways only it was off-white with stripes. What's so ridiculous about that?" It is easy to
imagine that if it had no proper 'understanding', a computer could soon be trapped into revealing itself. It might even
blunder into "Rhinoceroses can't fly', its memory banks having helpfully come up with the fact that they have no wings,
in answer to the first question, or " Rhinoceroses don't have stripes' in answer to the second. Next time she might try a
real nonsense question, such as changing it to 'under the Mississippi', or 'inside a pink balloon', or 'in a pink nightdress'
to see if the computer would have the sense to realize the essential difference!
Let us set aside, for the moment, the issue of whether, or when, some computer might be made which actually passes
the Turing test. Let us suppose instead, just for the purpose of argument, that such machines have already been
constructed. We may well ask whether a computer, which does pass the test, should necessarily be said to think, feel,
understand, etc. I shall come back to this matter very shortly. For the moment, let us consider some of the
implications. For example, if the manufacturers are correct in their strongest claims, namely that their device is a
thinking, feeling, sensitive, understanding, conscious being, then our purchasing of the device will involve us in moral
responsibilities. It certainly should do so if the manufacturers are to be believed! Simply to operate the computer to
satisfy our needs without regard to its own sensibilities would be reprehensible.
That would be morally no different from maltreating a slave. Causing the computer to experience the pain that the
manufacturers claim it is capable of feeling would be something that, in a general way, we should have to avoid.
Turning off the computer, or even perhaps selling it, when it might have become attached to us, would present us with
moral difficulties, and there would be countless other problems of the kind that relationships with other human beings
or other animals tend to involve us in. All these would now become highly relevant issues. Thus, it would be of great
importance for us to know (and also for the authorities to know! ) whether the manufacturers' claims which, let us

suppose, are based on their assertion that "Each thinking device has been thoroughly Turing-tested by our team of
experts' are actually true!
It seems to me that, despite the apparent absurdity of some of the implications of these claims, particularly the moral
ones, the case for regarding the successful passing of a Turing test as a valid indication of the presence of thought,
intelligence, understanding, or consciousness is actually quite a strong one. For how else do we normally form our
judgements that people other than ourselves possess just such qualities, except by conversation? Actually there are
other criteria, such as facial expressions, movements of the body, and actions generally, which can influence us very
significantly when we are making such judgements. But we could imagine that (perhaps somewhat more distantly in
the future) a robot could be constructed which could successfully imitate all these expressions and movements.
It would now not be necessary to hide the robot and the human subject from the view of the interrogator, but the criteria
that the interrogator has at her disposal are, in principle, the same as before.
From my own point of view, I should be prepared to weaken the requirements of the Turing test very considerably. It
seems to me that asking the computer to imitate a human being so closely so as to be indistinguishable from one in the
relevant ways is really asking more of the computer than necessary. All I would myself ask for would be that our
perceptive interrogator should really feel convinced, from the nature of the computer's replies, that there is a conscious
presence underlying these replies albeit a possibly alien one.
This is something manifestly absent from all computer systems that have been constructed to date. However, I can
appreciate that there would be a danger that if the interrogator were able to decide which subject was in fact the
computer, then, perhaps unconsciously, she might be reluctant to attribute a consciousness to the computer even when
she could perceive it.
Or, on the other hand, she might have the impression that she 'senses' such an 'alien presence' and be prepared to give
the computer the benefit of the doubt- even when there is none. For such reasons, the original Turing version of the test
has a considerable advantage in its greater objectivity, and I shall generally stick to it in what follows. The consequent
'unfairness' towards the computer to which I have referred earlier (i. e.
that it must be able to do all that a human can do in order to pass, whereas the human need not be able to do all that a
computer can do) is not something that seems to worry supporters of the Turing test as a true test of thinking, etc. In
any case their point of view often tends to be that it will not be too long before a computer will be able actually to pass
the test say by the year 2010. (Turing originally suggested that a 30 per cent success rate for the computer, with an
'average' interrogator and just five minutes' questioning, might be achieved by the year 2000. ) By implication, they are
rather confident that this bias is not significantly delaying that day!
All these matters are relevant to an essential question: namely does the operational point of view actually provide a
reasonable set of criteria for judging the presence or absence of mental qualities in an object? Some would argue
strongly that it does not. Imitation, no matter how skilful, need not be the same as the real thing. My own position is a
somewhat intermediate one in this respect. I am inclined to believe, as a general principle, that imitation, no matter
how skilful, ought always to be detectable by skilful enough probing though this is more a matter of faith (or scientific
optimism) that proven fact. Thus I am, on the whole, prepared to accept the Turing test as a roughly valid one in its
chosen context.
That is to say, <^the computer were indeed able to answer all questions put to it in a manner indistinguishable from the
way that a human being might answer them- and thus to fool our perceptive interrogator properly and consistently then,
in * I am being deliberately cagey about what I should consider to be a genuine passing of the Turing test. I can
imagine, for example, that after a long sequence of failures of the test a computer might put together all the answers
that the human subject had previously given and then simply trot them back with some suitably random ingredients.
After a while our tired interrogator might run out of original questions to ask and might get fooled in a way that I
regard as 'cheating' on the computer's part!
the absence of any contrary evidence, my guess would be that the computer actually thinks, feels, etc. By my use of
words such as 'evidence', 'actually', and 'guess' here, I am implying that when I refer to thinking, feeling, or
understanding, or, particularly, to consciousness, I take the concepts to mean actual objective 'things' whose presence or
absence in physical bodies is something we are trying to ascertain, and not to be merely conveniences of language! I
regard this as a crucial point. In trying to discern the presence of such qualities, we make guesses based on all the
evidence that may be available to us. (This is not, in principle, different from, say, an astronomer trying to ascertain the
mass of a distant star. ) What kind of contrary evidence might have to be considered? It is hard to lay down rules

about this ahead of time. But I do want to make clear that the mere fact that the computer might be made from
transistors, wires, and the like, rather than neurons, blood vessels, etc. is not, in itself, the kind of thing that I would
regard as contrary evidence. The kind of thing I do have in mind is that at some time in the future a successful theory of
consciousness might be developed successful in the sense that it is a coherent and appropriate physical theory,
consistent in a beautiful way with the rest of physical understanding, and such that its predictions correlate precisely
with human beings' claims as to when, whether, and to what degree they themselves seem to be conscious- and that this
theory might indeed have implications regarding the putative consciousness of our computer. One might even envisage
a 'consciousness detector', built according to the principles of this theory, which is completely reliable with regard to
human subjects, but which gives results at variance with those of a Turing test in the case of a computer. In such
circumstances one would have to be very careful about interpreting the results of Turing tests. It seems to me that how
one views the question of the appropriateness of the Turing test depends partly on how one expects science and
technology to develop. We shall need to return to some of these considerations later on.
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
An area of much interest in recent years is that referred to as artificial intelligence, often shortened simply to "AI'. The
objectives of AI are to imitate by means of machines, normally electronic ones, as much of human mental activity as
possible, and perhaps eventually to improve upon human abilities in these respects.
There is interest in the results of AI from at least four directions.
In particular there is the study of robotics, which is concerned, to a large extent, with the practical requirements of
industry for mechanical devices which can perform 'intelligent' tasks tasks of a versatility and complication which have
previously demanded human intervention or control and to perform them with a speed and reliability beyond any
human capabilities, or under adverse conditions where human life could be at risk. Also of interest commercially, as
well as generally, is the development of expert systems, according to which the essential knowledge of an entire
profession medical, legal, etc. -is intended to be coded into a computer package! Is it possible that the experience and
expertise of human members of these professions might actually be supplanted by such packages? Or is it merely that
long lists of factual information, together with comprehensive cross-referencing, are all that can be expected to be
achieved? The question of whether the computers can exhibit (or simulate) genuine intelligence clearly has
considerable social implications. Another area in which AI could have direct relevance is psychology. It is hoped that
by trying to imitate the behaviour of a human brain (or that of some other animal) by means of an electronic device or
by failing to do so- one may learn something of importance concerning the brain's workings.
Finally, there is the optimistic hope that for similar reasons AI might have something to say about deep questions of
philosophy, by providing insights into the meaning of the concept of mind.
How far has AI been able to progress to date? It would be hard for me to try to summarize. There are many active
groups in different parts of the world and I am familiar with details of only a little of this work. Nevertheless, it would
be fair to say that, although many clever things have indeed been done, the simulation of anything that could pass for
genuine intelligence is yet a long way off. To convey something of the flavour of the subject, I shall first mention some
of the (still quite impressive) early achievements, and then some remarkable recent progress with chess computers.
One of the first AI devices was W. Grey Walter's 'tortoise', made in the early 1950s,3 which moved around the floor
under its own power until its batteries ran low, and then it would make for the nearest power socket, plug itself in and
recharge its batteries. When thoroughly replenished it would detach itself from the socket and renew its adventures
across the floor!
Since then many other similar objects have been constructed (see, for example, Waltz 1982). A somewhat separate line
of development is exemplified by Terry Winograd's computer program, designed in 1972, which can converse sensibly
about a collection of blocks of various shapes and colours which, in simulation, it places on top of one another in
different orders and arrangements. Despite such early successes, it is remarkable how difficult it has proved to be to
design the control of even a simple, jointed 'robot arm', which has to manoeuvre around, avoiding crowded obstacles,
where the required motions may seem 'obvious' to a human looking on. The interpretation of visual scenes generally is
also an area where the procedures of AI have so far got nowhere close to what the human brain (and, indeed, most other
animals) seems 'effortlessly' to be able to achieve. \ Perhaps more in the direct line of a Turing test is the computer
program of K. M. Colby, developed in the mid-1960s, which simulates a psychotherapist so successfully that some
patients find that they prefer the computer to a human therapist, and are prepared to reveal more of themselves to it than
they are to its human counterparts. For an example4 of such an interchange between the computer 'therapist' and a
patient, consider the following conversation (conducted via teletype):

therapist: How can I help you patient: I don't know therapist: Try to tell me something about it PATIENT: no therapist:
Can you elaborate patient: I am sick and tired today therapist: Do you have any idea why patient: Yes I'm old therapist:
Please go on patient: I seem to have lost interest in everything therapist: Tell me more about such feelings patient: I
have some idea why I feel this way too therapist: You have patient: It seems that 1 miss having a family therapist: What
makes you feel you miss having a family patient: There is a challenge about it therapist: Why is that important to you
Though this may give an eerie impression that the computer has some understanding, in fact it has none, and is merely
following some fairly simple mechanical rules. (There is also a 'converse' to this in a system where the computer
simulates a human schizophrenic patient, giving all the textbook answers and symptoms, and is capable of fooling
some medical students into believing that a human patient is actually supplying the answers! ) Chess-playing computers
probably provide the best examples of machines exhibiting what might be thought of as 'intelligent behaviour'. In fact,
some machines have now (in 1989) reached an extremely respectable level of performance in relation to human players
approaching that of "International Master'. (These computers' ratings would be a little below 2300, where, for
comparison, Kasparov, the world champion, has a rating greater than 2700.) In particular, a computer program (for a
Fidelity Excel commercial microprocessor) by Clan and Kathe Spracklen has achieved a rating (Elo) of 2110 and has
now been awarded the USCF " Master' title. Even more impressive is "Deep Thought', programmed largely by Hsiung
Hsu, of Carnegie Mellon University, which has a rating of about 2500 Elo, and recently achieved the remarkable feat of
sharing first prize (with Grand- master Tony Miles) in a chess tournament (in Longbeach, California November 1988),
actually defeating a Grandmaster (Bent Larsen) for the first time!5 Chess computers now also excel at solving chess
problems, and can easily outstrip humans at this endeavour.6 Chess-playing machines rely a lot on 'book knowledge' in
addition to accurate calculation al power.
It is worth remarking that chess-playing machines fare better on the whole, relative to a comparable human player,
when it is required that the moves are made very quickly; the human players perform relatively better in relation to the
machines when a good measure of time is allowed for each move.
One can understand this in terms of the fact that the computer's decisions are made on the basis of precise and rapid
extended computations, whereas the human player takes advantage of 'judgements', that rely upon comparatively slow
conscious assessments. These human judgements serve to cut down drastically the number of serious possibilities that
need be considered at each stage of calculation, and much greater depth can be achieved in the analysis, when the time
is available, than in the machine's simply calculating and directly eliminating possibilities, without using such
judgements. (This difference is even more noticeable with the difficult Oriental game of 'go', where the number of
possibilities per move is considerably greater than in chess. ) The relationship between consciousness and the forming
of judgements will be central to my later arguments, especially in Chapter 10.
AN AI APPROACH TO "PLEASURE' AND " PAIN'
One of the claims of AI is that it provides a route towards some sort of understanding of mental qualities, such as
happiness, pain, hunger. Let us take the example of Grey Walter's tortoise. When its batteries ran low its behaviour
pattern would change, and it would then act in a way designed to replenish its store of energy. There are clear
analogies between this and the way that a human being or any other animal would act when feeling hungry.
It perhaps might not be too much of a distortion of language to say that the Grey Walter tortoise was 'hungry' when it
acted in this way. Some mechanism within it was sensitive to the state of charge in its battery, and when this got below
a certain point it switched the tortoise over to a different behaviour pattern. No doubt there is something similar
operating within animals when they become hungry, except that the changes in behaviour patterns are more
complicated and subtle. Rather than simply switching over from one behaviour pattern to another, there is a change in
tendencies to act in certain ways, these changes becoming stronger (up to a point) as the need to replenish the energy
supply increases.
Likewise, some AI supporters envisage that concepts such as pain or happiness can be appropriately modelled in this
way. Let us simplify things and consider just a single scale of 'feelings' ranging from extreme 'pain' (score: --100) to
extreme 'pleasure' (score: +100).
Imagine that we have a device a machine of some kind, presumably electronic that has a means of registering its own
(putative) 'pleasure-pain' score, which I refer to as its 'pp-score'. The device is to have certain modes of behaviour and
certain inputs, either internal (like the state of its batteries) or external. The idea is that its actions are geared so as to
maximize its pp-score. There could be many factors which influence the pp-score. We could certainly arrange that the
charge in its battery is one of them, so that a low charge counts negatively and a high charge positively, but there could
be other factors too. Perhaps our device has some solar panels on it which give it an alternative means of obtaining

energy, so that its batteries need not be used when the panels are in operation. We could arrange that by moving
towards the light it can increase its pp-score a little, so that in the absence of other factors this is what it would tend to
do. (Actually, Grey Walter's tortoise used to avoid the light! ) It would need to have some means of performing
computations so that it could work out the likely effects that different actions on its part would ultimately have on its
pp-score. It could introduce probability weightings, so that a calculation would count as having a larger or smaller
effect on the score depending upon the reliability of the data upon which it is based.
It would be necessary also to provide our device with other 'goals' than just maintaining its energy supply, since
otherwise we should have no means of distinguishing 'pain' from 'hunger'. No doubt it is too much to ask that our
device have a means of procreation so, for the moment, sex is out! But perhaps we can implant in it a 'desire' for
companionship with other such devices, by giving meetings with them a positive pp-score. Or we could make it 'crave'
learning for its own sake, so that the mere storing of facts about the outside world would also score positively on its ppscale.
(More selfishly, we could arrange that performing various services for us have a positive score, as one would need to
do if constructing a robot servant! ) It might be argued that there is an artificiality about imposing such 'goals' on our
device according to our whim. But this is not so very different from the way that natural selection has imposed upon
us, as individuals, certain 'goals' which are to a large extent governed by the need to propagate our genes.
Suppose, now, that our device has been successfully constructed in accordance with all this. What right would we have
to assert that it actually feels pleasure when its pp-score is positive and pain when the score is negative?
The AI (or operational) point of view would be that we judge this simply from the way that the device behaves. Since
it acts in a way which increases its score to as large a positive value as possible (and for as long as possible) and it
correspondingly also acts to avoid negative scores, then we could reasonably define its feeling of pleasure as the degree
of positivity of its score, and correspondingly define its feeling of pain to be the degree of negativity of the score. The
'reasonableness' of such a definition, it would be argued, comes from the fact that this is precisely the way that a human
being reacts in relation to feelings of pleasure or pain. Of course, with human beings things are actually not nearly so
simple as that, as we all know: sometimes we seem deliberately to court pain, or to go out of our way to avoid certain
pleasures. It is clear that our actions are really guided by much more complex criteria than these (of. Dennett 1978, pp.
190-229).
But as a very rough approximation, avoiding pain and courting pleasure is indeed the way we act. To an operationalist
this would be enough to provide justification, at a similar level of approximation, for the identification of pp-score in
our device with its pain-pleasure rating. Such identifications seem also to be among the aims of AI theory.
We must ask: Is it really the case that our device would actually feel pain when its pp-score is negative and pleasure
when it is positive? Indeed, could our device feel anything at all? The operationalist would, no doubt, either say
"Obviously yes', or dismiss such questions as meaningless. But it seems to me to be clear that there is a serious and
difficult question to be considered here.
In ourselves, the influences that drive us are of various kinds. Some are conscious, like pain or pleasure; but there are
others of which we are not directly aware. This is clearly illustrated by the example of a person touching a hot stove.
An involuntary action is set up which causes him to withdraw his hand even before he experiences any sensation of
pain. It would seem to be the case that such involuntary actions are very much closer to the responses of our device to
its pp-score than are the actual effects of pain or pleasure.
One often uses anthropomorphic terms in a descriptive, often jocular, way to describe the behaviour of machines: "My
car doesn't seem to want to start this morning'; or " My watch still thinks it's running on Californian time';
or "My computer claims it didn't understand that last instruction and doesn't know what to do next." Of course we don't
really mean to imply that the car actually might want something, or that the watch thinks, or that the computer actually
claims anything or that it understands or even knows what it is doing. Nevertheless such statements can be genuinely
descriptive and helpful to our own understanding, provided that we take them merely in the spirit in which they are
intended and do not regard them as literal assertions. I would take a rather similar attitude to various claims of AI that
mental qualities might be present in the devices which have been constructedirrespective of the spirit in which they are
intended! If I agree to say that Grey Walter's tortoise can be hungry, it is in this half-jocular sense that I mean it. If I
am prepared to use terms such as 'pain' or 'pleasure' for the pp-score of a device as envisaged above, it is because I find
these terms helpful to my understanding of its behaviour, owing to certain analogies with my own behaviour and

mental states. I do not mean to imply that these analogies are really particularly close or, indeed, that there are not
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other MMConscious things which influence my behaviour in a much more analogous way.
I hope it is clear to the reader that in my opinion there is-a great deal more to the understanding of mental qualities than
can be directly obtained from AI. Nevertheless, I do believe that AI presents a serious case which must be respected
and reckoned with. In saying this I do not mean to imply that very much, if anything, has yet been achieved in the
simulation of actual intelligence. But one has to bear in mind that the subject is very young. Computers will get faster,
have larger rapid-access stores, more logical units, and will have large numbers of operations performed in parallel.
There will be improvements in logical design and in programming technique.
These machines, the vehicles of the AI philosophy, will be vastly improved in their technical capabilities. Moreover,
the philosophy itself is not an intrinsically absurd one. Perhaps human intelligence can indeed be very accurately
simulated by electronic computers essentially the computers of today, based on principles that are already understood,
but with the much greater capacity, speed, etc. , that they are bound to have in the years to come. Perhaps, even, these
devices will actually be intelligent; perhaps they will think, feel, and have minds. Or perhaps they will not, and some
new principle is needed, which is at present thoroughly lacking. That is what is at issue, and it is a question that cannot
be dismissed lightly. I shall try to present evidence, as best I see it.
Eventually I shall put forward my own suggestions.
STRONG AI AND SEARLE'S CHINESE ROOM
There is a point of view, referred to as strong AI which adopts a rather extreme position on these issues. 7 According
to strong AI, not only would the devices just referred to indeed be intelligent and have minds, etc. " but mental
qualities of a sort can be attributed to the logical functioning of any computational device, even the very simplest
mechanical ones, such as a thermostat.8 The idea is that mental activity is simply the carrying out of some well-defined
sequence of operations, frequently referred to as an algorithm. I shall be more precise later on, as to what an algorithm
actually is. For the moment, it will be adequate to define an algorithm simply as a calculation al procedure of some
kind. In the case of a thermostat, the algorithm is extremely simple: the device registers whether the temperature is
greater or smaller than the setting, and then it arranges that the circuit be disconnected in the former case and connected
in the latter. For any significant kind of mental activity of a human brain, the algorithm would have to be something
vastly more complicated but, according to the strong- AI view, an algorithm nevertheless It would differ very greatly in
degree from the simple algorithm of the thermostat, but need not differ in principle. Thus, according to strong AI, the
difference between the essential functioning of a human brain (including all its conscious manifestations) and that of a
thermostat lies only in this much greater complication (or perhaps 'higher-order structure' or 'self-referential properties',
or some other attribute that one might assign to an algorithm) in the case of a brain. Most importantly, all mental
qualities thinking, feeling, intelligence, understanding, consciousness are to be regarded, according to this view, merely
as aspects of this complicated functioning;
that is to say, they are features merely of the algorithm being carried out by the brain.
The virtue of any specific algorithm would lie in its performance, namely in the accuracy of its results, its scope, its
economy, and the speed with which it can be operated. An algorithm purporting to match what is presumed to be
operating in a human brain would need to be a stupendous thing. But if an algorithm of this kind exists for the brainand the supporters of strong AI would certainly claim that it does then it could in principle be run on a computer.
Indeed it could be run on any modern general-purpose electronic computer, were it not for limitations of storage space
and speed of operation. (The justification of this remark will come later, when we come to consider the universal
Turing machine. ) It is anticipated that any such limitations would be overcome for the large fast computers of the nottoo-distant future.
In that eventuality, such an algorithm, if it could be found, would presumably pass the Turing test. The supporters of
strong AI would claim that whenever the algorithm were run it would, in itself: experience feelings; have a
consciousness; be a mind.
By no means everyone would be in agreement that mental states and algorithms can be identified with one another in
this kind of way. In particular, the American philosopher John Searle (1980, 1987) has strongly disputed that view. He
has cited examples where simplified versions of the Turing test have actually already been passed by an appropriately
programmed computer, but he gives strong arguments to support the view that the relevant mental attribute of

'understanding' is, nevertheless, entirely absent. One such example is based on a computer program designed by Roger
Schank (Schank and Abelson 1977). The aim of the program is to provide a simulation of the understanding of simple
stories like: "A man went into a restaurant and ordered a hamburger. When the hamburger arrived it was burned to a
crisp, and the man stormed out of the restaurant angrily, without paying the bill or leaving a tip." For a second
example: "A man went into a restaurant and ordered a hamburger; when the hamburger came he was very pleased with
it; and as he left the restaurant he gave the waitress a large tip before paying his bill," As a test of 'understanding' of the
stories, the computer is asked whether the man ate the hamburger in each case (a fact which had not been explicitly
mentioned in either story). To this kind of simple story and simple question the computer can give answers which are
essentially indistinguishable from the answers an English-speaking human being would give, namely, for these
particular examples, 'no' in the first case and 'yes' in the second. So in this very limited sense a machine has already
passed a Turing test!
The question that we must consider is whether this kind of success actually indicates any genuine understanding on the
part of the computer or, perhaps, on the part of the program itself. Searle's argument that it does not is to invoke his
concept of a "Chinese room'. He envisages first of all, that the stories are to be told in Chinese rather than English
surely an inessential change- and that all the operations of the computer's algorithm for this particular exercise are
supplied (in English) as a set of instructions for manipulating counters with Chinese symbols on them. Searle imagines
himself doing all the manipulations inside a locked room. The sequences of symbols representing the stories, and then
the questions, are fed into the room through some small slot. No other information whatever is allowed in from the
outside. Finally, when all the manipulations are complete, the resulting sequence is fed out again through the slot.
Since all these manipulations are simply carrying out the algorithm of Schank's program, it must turn out that this final
resulting sequence is simply the Chinese for 'yes' or 'no', as the case may be, giving the correct answer to the original
question in Chinese about a story in Chinese. Now Searle makes it quite clear that he doesn't understand a word of
Chinese, so he would not have the faintest idea what the stories are about. Nevertheless, by correctly carrying out the
series of operations which constitute Schank's algorithm (the instructions for this algorithm having been given to him in
English) he would be able to do as well as a Chinese person who would indeed understand the stories.
Searle's point- and I think it is quite a powerful one is that the mere carying out of a successful algorithm does not in
itself imply that any understanding has taken place. The (imagined) Searle, locked in his Chinese room, would not
understand a single word of any of the stories!
A number of objections have been raised against Searle's argument. I shall mention only those that I regard as being of
serious significance. In the first place, there is perhaps something rather misleading in the phrase 'not understand a
single word', as used above. Understanding has as much to do with patterns as with individual words. While carrying
out algorithms of this kind, one might well begin to perceive something of the patterns that the symbols make without
understanding the actual meanings of many of the individual symbols. For example, the Chinese character for
'hamburger' (if, indeed, there is such a thing) could be replaced by that for some other dish, say 'chow mein', and the
stories would not be significantly affected.
Nevertheless, it seems to me to be reasonable to suppose that in fact very little of the stories' actual meanings (even
regarding such replacements as being unimportant) would come through if one merely kept following through the
details of such an algorithm.
In the second place, one must take into account the fact that the execution of even a rather simple computer program
would normally be something extraordinarily lengthy and tedious if carried out by human beings manipulating
symbols. (This is, after all, why we have computers to do such things for us! ) If Searle were actually to perform
Schank's algorithm in the way suggested, he would be likely to be involved with many days, months, or years of
extremely boring work in order to answer just a single question not an altogether plausible activity for a philosopher!
However, this does not seem to me to be a serious objection since we are here concerned with matters of principle and
not with practicalities. The difficulty arises more with a putative computer program which is supposed to have
sufficient complication to match a human brain and thus to pass the Turing test proper.
Any such program would have to be horrendously complicated.
One can imagine that the operation of this program, in order to effect the reply to even some rather simple Turing-test
question, might involve so many steps that there would be no possibility of any single human being carrying out the
algorithm by hand within a normal human lifetime. Whether this would indeed be the case is hard to say, in the
absence of such a program. 9 But, in any case, this question of extreme complication cannot, in my opinion, simply be
ignored. It is true that we are concerned with matters of principle here, but it is not inconceivable to me that there

might be some 'critical' amount of complication in an algorithm which it is necessary to achieve in order that the
algorithm exhibit mental qualities. Perhaps this critical value is so large that no algorithm, complicated to that degree,
could conceivably be carried out by hand by any human being, in the manner envisaged by Searle.
Searle himself has countered this last objection by allowing a whole team of human non-Chinese-speaking symbol
manipulators to replace the previous single inhabitant ('himself') of his Chinese room. To get the numbers large
enough, he even imagines replacing his room by the whole of India, its entire population (excluding those who
understand Chinese! ) being now engaged in symbol manipulation. Though this would be in practice absurd, it is not
in principle absurd, and the argument is essentially the same as before: the symbol manipulators do not understand the
story, despite the strong-AI claim that the mere carrying out of the appropriate algorithm would elicit the mental quality
of 'understanding'. However, now another objection begins to loom large.
Are not these individual Indians more like the individual neurons in a person's brain than like the whole brain itself ?
No-one would suggest that neurons, whose firings apparently constitute the physical activity of a brain in the act of
thinking, would themselves individually understand what that person is thinking, so why expect the individual Indians
to understand the Chinese stories? Searle replies to this suggestion by pointing out the apparent absurdity of India, the
actual country, understanding a story that none of its individual inhabitants understands. A country, he argues, like a
thermostat or an automobile, is not in the 'business of understanding', whereas an individual person is.
T his argument has a good deal less force to it than the earlier one.
I think that Searle's argument is at its strongest when there is just a single person carrying out the algorithm, where we
restrict attention to the case of an algorithm which is sufficiently uncomplicated for a person actually to carry it out in
less than a lifetime. I do not regard his argument as rigorously establishing that there is not some kind of disembodied
'understanding' associated with the person's carrying out of that algorithm, and whose presence does not impinge in any
way upon his own consciousness. However, I would agree with Searle that this possibility has been rendered rather
implausible, to say the least. I think that Searle's argument has a considerable force to it, even if it is not altogether
conclusive. It is rather convincing in demonstrating that algorithms with the kind of complication that Schank's
computer program possesses cannot have any genuine understanding whatsoever of the tasks that they perform; also, it
suggests (but no more) that no algorithm, no matter how complicated, can ever, of itself alone, embody genuine
understanding-in contradistinction to the claims of strong AI.
There are, as far as I can see, other very serious difficulties with the strong-AI point of view. According to strong AI, it
is simply the algorithm that counts. It makes no difference whether that algorithm is being effected by a brain, an
electronic computer, an entire country of Indians, a mechanical device of wheels and cogs, or a system of water pipes.
The viewpoint is that it is simply the logical structure of the algorithm that is significant for the 'mental state' it is
supposed to represent, the particular physical embodiment of that algorithm being entirely irrelevant.
As Searle points out, this actually entails a form of 'dualism'. Dualism is a philosophical viewpoint espoused by the
highly influential seventeenth century philosopher and mathematician Rene Descartes, and it asserts that there are two
separate kinds of substance: 'mind- stuff and ordinary matter.
Whether, or how, one of these kinds of substance might or might not be able to affect the other is an additional
question. The point is that the mind-stuff is not supposed to be composed of matter, and is able to exist independently
of it. The mind-stuff of strong AI is the logical structure of an algorithm. As I have just remarked, the particular
physical embodiment of an algorithm is something totally irrelevant. The algorithm has some kind of disembodied
'existence' which is quite apart from any realization of that algorithm in physical terms. How seriously we must take
this kind of existence is a question I shall need to return to in the next chapter. It is part of the general question of the
Platonic reality of abstract mathematical objects. For the moment I shall sidestep this general issue and merely remark
that the supporters of strong AI do indeed seem to be taking the reality at least of algorithms seriously, since they
believe that algorithms form the 'substance' of their thoughts, their feelings, their understanding, their conscious
perceptions. There is a remarkable irony in this fact that, as Searle has pointed out, the standpoint of strong AI seems
to drive one into an extreme form of dualism, the very viewpoint with which the supporters of strong AI would least
wish to be associated!
This dilemma lies behind the scenes of an argument put forward by Douglas Hofstadter (1981)-himself a major
proponent of the strong-AI view in a dialogue entitled "A Conversation with Einstein's Brain'. Hofstadter envisages a
book, of absurdly monstrous proportions, which is supposed to contain a complete description of the brain of Albert
Einstein. Any question that one might care to put to Einstein can be answered, just as the living Einstein would have,
simply by leafing through the book and carefully following all the detailed instructions it provides. Of course 'simply'

is an utter misnomer, as Hofstadter is careful to point out. But his claim is that in principle the book is completely
equivalent, in the operational sense of a Turing test, to a ridiculously slowed-down version of the actual Einstein.
Thus, according to the contentions of strong AI, the book would think, feel, understand, be aware, just as though it were
Einstein himself, but perhaps living at a monstrously slowed-down rate (so that to the book-Einstein the world outside
would seem to flash by at a ridiculously speeded-up rate). Indeed, since the book is supposed to be merely a particular
embodiment of the algorithm which constitutes Einstein's 'self, it would actually be Einstein.
But now a new difficulty presents itself. The book might never be opened, or it might be continually pored over by
innumerable students and searchers after truth. How would the book 'know' the difference?
Perhaps the book would not need to be opened, its information being retrieved by means of X-ray tomography, or some
other technological wizardry. Would Einstein's awareness be enacted only when the book is being so examined?
Would he be aware twice over if two people chose to ask the book the same question at two completely different times?
Or would that entail two separate and temporally distinct instances of the same state of Einstein's awareness? Perhaps
his awareness would be enacted only if the book is changed! After all, normally when we are aware of something we
receive information from the outside world which affects our memories, and the states of our minds are indeed slightly
changed. If so, does this mean that it is (suitable) changes in algorithms (and here I am including the memory store as
part of the algorithm) which are to be associated with mental events rather than (or perhaps in addition to) the
activation of algorithms? Or would the book-Einstein remain completely self aware even if it were never examined or
disturbed by anyone or anything?
Hofstadter touches on some of these questions, but he does not really attempt to answer or to come to terms with most
of them.
What does it mean to activate an algorithm, or to embody it in physical form?
Would changing an algorithm be different in any sense from merely discarding one algorithm and replacing it with
another?
What on earth does any of this have to do with our feelings of conscious awareness? The reader (unless himself or
herself a supporter of strong AI) may be wondering why I have devoted so much space to such a patently absurd idea.
In fact, I do not regard the idea as intrinsically an absurd one mainly just wrong! There is, indeed some force in the
reasoning behind strong AI which must be reckoned with, and this I shall try to explain.
There is, also, in my opinion, a certain appeal in some of the ideas if modified appropriately as I shall also try to
convey. Moreover, in my opinion, the particular contrary view expressed by Searle also contains some serious puzzles
and seeming absurdities, even though, to a partial extent, I agree with him!
Searle, in his discussion, seems to be implicitly accepting that electronic computers of the present-day type, but with
considerably enhanced speed of action and size of rapid-access store (and possibly parallel action) may well be able to
pass the Turing test proper, in the not-too-distant future. He is prepared to accept the contention of strong AI (and of
most other 'scientific' viewpoints) that 'we are the instantiations of any number of computer programs'. Moreover, he
succumbs to: "Of course the brain is a digital computer. Since everything is a digital computer, brains are too."
10 Searle maintains that the distinction between the function of human brains (which can have minds) and of electronic
computers (which, he has argued, cannot) both of which might be executing the same algorithm, lies solely in the
material construction of each. He claims, but for reasons he is not able to explain, that the biological objects (brains)
can have 'intentionality' and 'semantics', which he regards as defining characteristics of mental activity, whereas the
electronic ones cannot. In itself this does not seem to me to point the way towards any helpful scientific theory of
mind. What is so special about biological systems, apart perhaps from the 'historical' way in which they have evolved
(and the fact that we happen to be such systems), which sets them apart as the objects allowed to achieve intentionality
or semantics? The claim looks to me suspiciously like a dogmatic assertion, perhaps no less dogmatic, even, than those
assertions of strong AI which maintain that the mere enacting of an algorithm can conjure up a state of conscious
awareness!
In my opinion Searle, and a great many other people, have been led astray by the computer people. And they, in turn,
have been led astray by the physicists. (It is not the physicists' fault. Even they don't know everything! ) The belief
seems to be widespread that, indeed, 'everything is a digital computer'. It is my intention, in this book, to try to show
why, and perhaps how, this need not be the case.

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
In the jargon of computer science, the term hardware is used to denote the actual machinery involved in a computer
(printed circuits, transistors, wires, magnetic storage space, etc. ), including the complete specification for the way in
which everything is connected up. Correspondingly, the term software refers to the various programs which can be run
on the machine. It was one of Alan Turing's remarkable discoveries that, in effect, any machine for which the hardware
has achieved . a certain definite degree of complication and flexibility, is equivalent to any other such machine. This
equivalence is to be taken in the sense that for any two such machines A and B there would be a specific piece of
software which if given to machine A would make it act precisely as though it were machine B; likewise, there would
be another piece of software which would make machine B act precisely like machine A. I am using the word
'precisely' here to refer to the actual output of the machines for any given input (fed in after the converting software is
fed in) and not to the time that each machine might take to produce that output. I am also allowing that if either
machine at any stage runs out of storage space for its calculations then it can call upon some (in principle unlimited)
external supply of blank 'rough paper' which could take the form of magnetic tape, discs, drums or whatever.
In fact, the difference in the time taken by machines A and B to perform some task, might well be a very serious
consideration. It might be the case, for example, that A is more than a thousand times faster at performing a particular
task than B. It might also be the case that, for the very same machines, there is some other task for which B is a
thousand rimes faster than A. Moreover, these timings could depend very greatly on the particular choices of
converting soft30 ware that are used. This is very much an 'in-principle' discussion, where one is not really concerned
with such practical matters as achieving one's calculations in a reasonable time. I shall be more precise in the next
section about the concepts being referred to here: the machines A and B are instances of what are called universal
Turing machines.
In effect, all modern general purpose computers are universal Turing machines. Thus, all general purpose computers
are equivalent to one another in the above sense: the differences between them can be entirely subsumed in the
software, provided that we are not concerned about differences in the resulting speed of operation and possible
limitations on storage size.
Indeed, modern technology has enabled computers to perform so swiftly and with such vast storage capacities that, for
most 'everyday' purposes, neither of these practical considerations actually represents any serious limitation to what is
normally needed so this effective theoretical equivalence between computers can also be seen at the practical level.
Technology has, it seems, transformed entirely academic discussions concerning idealized computing devices into
matters which directly affect all our lives!
As far as I can make out, one of the most important factors underlying the strong-AI philosophy is this equivalence
between physical computing devices.
The hardware is seen as being relatively unimportant (perhaps even totally unimportant) and the software, i. e.
the program, or the algorithm, is taken to be the one vital ingredient.
However, it seems to me that there are also other important underlying factors, coming more from the direction of
physics. I shall try to give some indication of what these factors are.
What is it that gives a particular person his individual identity? Is it, to some extent, the very atoms that compose his
body? Is his identity dependent upon the particular choice of electrons, protons, and other particles that compose those
atoms? There are at least two reasons why this cannot be so.
In the first place, there is a continual turnover in the material of any living person's body. This applies in particular to
the cells in a person's brain, despite * However, see the discussion of complexity theory and NP problems at the end of
Chapter 4.
the fact that no new actual brain cells are produced after birth. The vast majority of atoms in each living cell (including
each brain cell) and indeed, virtually the entire material of our bodies -has been replaced many times since birth.
The second reason comes from quantum physics and by a strange irony is, strictly speaking, in contradiction with the
first! According to quantum mechanics (and we shall see more about this in Chapter 6, p.
360), any two electrons must necessarily be completely identical, and the same holds for any two protons and for any
two particles whatever, of any one particular kind. This is not merely to say that there is no way of telling the particles
apart:

the statement is considerably stronger than that. If an electron in a person's brain were to be exchanged with an
electron in a brick, then the state of the system would be exactly1l the same state as it was before, not merely
indistinguishable from it! The same holds for protons and for any other kind of particle, and for whole atoms,
molecules, etc. If the entire material content of a person were to be exchanged with corresponding particles in the
bricks of his house then, in a strong sense, nothing would have happened whatsoever. What distinguishes the person
from his house is the pattern of how his constituents are arranged, not the individuality of the constituents themselves.
There is perhaps an analogue of this at an everyday level, which is independent of quantum mechanics, but made
particularly manifest to me as I write this, by the electronic technology which enables me to type at a word-processor.
If I desire to change a word, say to transform 'make' into 'made', I may do this by simply replacing the 'k' by a 'd', or I
may choose instead to type out the whole word again. If I do the latter, is the 'm' the same 'm' as was there before, or
have I replaced it with an identical one?
What about the 'e'? Even if I do simply replace 'k' by 'd', rather than retype the word, there is a moment just between
the disappearance of 'k' and appearance of 'd' when the gap closes and there is (or, at least, sometimes is) a wave of realignment down the page as the placement of every succeeding letter (including the 'e') is re-calculated, and then re-recalculated as the 'd' is inserted. (Oh, the cheapness of mindless calculation in this modern age! ) In any case, all the
letters that I see before me on the screen are mere gaps in the track of an electron beam as the whole screen is scanned
sixty times each second. If I take any letter whatever and replace it by an identical one, is the situation the same after
the replacement, or merely indistinguishable from it? To try to adopt the second viewpoint (i. e.
'merely indistinguishable') as being distinct from the first (i. e. 'the same') seems footling. At least, it seems reasonable
to call the situation the same when the letters are the same. And so it is with the quantum mechanics of identical
particles.
To replace one particle by an identical one is actually to have done nothing to the state at all. The situation is indeed to
be regarded as the same as before. (However, as we shall see in Chapter 6, the distinction is actually not a trivial one in
a quantum-mechanical context. ) The remarks above concerning the continual turnover of atoms in a person's body
were made in the context of classical rather than quantum physics. The remarks were worded as though it might be
meaningful to maintain the individuality of each atom. In fact classical physics is adequate and we do not go badly
wrong, at this level of description, by regarding atoms as individual objects.
Provided that the atoms are reasonably well separated from their identical counterparts as they move about, one can
consistently refer to them as maintaining their individual identities since each atom can be, in effect, tracked
continuously, so that one could envisage keeping a tab on each separately. From the point of view of quantum
mechanics it would only be a convenience of speech to refer to the individuality of the atoms, but it is a consistent
enough description at the level just considered.
Let us accept that a person's individuality has nothing to do with any individuality that one might try to assign to his
material constituents.
Instead, it must have to do with the configuration, in some sense, of those constituents let us say the configuration in
space or in space-time. (More about that later. ) But the supporters of strong AI go further than this.
If the information content of such a configuration can be translated into another form from which the original can again
be recovered then, so they would claim, the person's individuality must remain intact. It is like the sequences of letters
I have just typed and now see displayed on the screen of my word-processor. If I move them off the screen, they
remain coded in the form of certain tiny displacements of electric charge, in some configuration in no clear way
geometrically resembling the letters I have just typed. Yet, at any time 1 can move them back on to the screen, and
there they are, just as though no transformation had taken place. If I choose to save what 1 have just written, then I can
transfer the information of the sequences of letters into configurations of magnetization on a disc which I can then
remove, and then by switching off the machine I neutralize all the (relevant) tiny charge displacements in it.
Tomorrow, I can re-insert the disc, reinstate the little charge displacements and display the letter sequences again on the
screen, just as though nothing had happened. To the supporters of strong AI, it is 'clear that a person's individuality can
be treated in just the same way.
Like the sequences of letters on my display screen, so these people would claim, nothing is lost of a person's
individuality indeed nothing would really have happened to it at all- if his physical form were to be translated into
something quite different, say into fields of magnetization in a block of iron. They appear even to claim that the
person's conscious awareness would persist while the person's 'information' is in this other form. On this view, a

'person's awareness' is to be taken, in effect, as a piece of software, and his particular manifestation as a material human
being is to be taken as the operation of this software by the hardware of his brain and body.
It seems that the reason for these claims is that, whatever material form the hardware takes- for example some
electronic device one could always 'ask' the software questions (in the manner of a Turing test), and assuming that the
hardware performs satisfactorily in computing the replies to these questions, these replies would be identical to those
that the person would make whilst in his normal state. ("How are you feeling this morning?"
"Oh, fairly well, thank you, though I have a slightly bothersome headache."
"You don't feel, then, that there's ... er ... anything odd about your personal identity... or something?"
"No; why do you say that? It seems rather a strange question to be asking."
"Then you feel yourself to be the same person that you were yesterday?"
"Of course I do!" ) An idea frequently discussed in this kind of context is the teleportation machine of science fiction.
12 It is intended as a means of 'transportation' from, say, one planet to another, but whether it actually would be such, is
what the discussion is all about. Instead of being physically transported by a spaceship in the 'normal' way, the wouldbe traveller is scanned from head to toe, the accurate location and complete specification of every atom and every
electron in his body being recorded in full detail. All this information is then beamed (at the speed of light), by an
electromagnetic signal, to the distant planet of intended destination.
There, the information is collected and used as the instructions to assemble a precise duplicate of the traveller, together
with all his memories, his intentions, his hopes, and his deepest feelings. At least that is what is expected;
for every detail of the state of his brain has been faithfully recorded, transmitted, and reconstructed. Assuming that the
mechanism has worked, the original copy of the traveller can be 'safely' destroyed. Of course the question is: is this
really a method of travelling from one place to another or is it merely the construction of a duplicate, together with the
murder of the original? Would you be prepared to use this method of 'travel' assuming that the method had been shown
to be completely reliable, within its terms of reference? If teleportation is not travelling, then what is the difference in
principle between it and just walking from one room into another? In the latter case, are not one's atoms of one
moment simply providing the information for the locations of the atoms of the next moment?
We have seen, after all, that there is no significance in preserving the identity of any particular atom. The question of
the identity of any particular atom is not even meaningful. Does not any moving pattern of atoms simply constitute a
kind of wave of information propagating from one place to another?
Where is the essential difference between the propagation of waves which describes our traveller ambling in a
commonplace way from one room to the other and that which takes place in the teleportation device?
Suppose it is true that teleportation does actually 'work', in the sense that the traveller's own jawareness' is actually
reawakened in the copy of himself on the distant planet (assuming that this question has genuine meaning).
What would happen if the original copy of the traveller were not destroyed, as the rules of this game demand? Would
his jawareness' be in two places at once?
(Try to imagine your response to being told the following:
"Oh dear, so the drug we gave you before placing you in the Teleporter has worn off prematurely has it? That is a little
unfortunate, but no matter.
Anyway, you will be pleased to hear that the other you- er, I mean the actual you, that is- has now arrived safely on
Venus, so we caner dispose of you here er, I mean of the redundant copy here. It will, of course, be quite painless." )
The situation has an air of paradox about it. Is there anything in the laws of physics which could render teleportation in
principle impossible? Perhaps, on the other hand, there is nothing in principle against transmitting a person, and a
person's consciousness, by such means, but that the 'copying' process involved would inevitably destroy the original?
Might it then be that the preserving of two viable copies is what is impossible in principle? I believe that despite the
outlandish nature of these considerations, there is perhaps something of significance concerning the physical nature of
consciousness and individuality to be gained from them. I believe that they provide one pointer, indicating a certain
essential role for quantum mechanics in the understanding of mental phenomena.
But I am leaping ahead. It will be necessary to return to these matters after we have examined the structure of quantum
theory in Chapter 6 (of. p.348).

Let us see how the point of view of strong AI relates to the teleportation question. We shall suppose that somewhere
between the two planets is a relay station, where the information is temporarily stored before being re-transmitted to its
final destination. For convenience, this information is not stored in human form, but in some magnetic or electronic
device.
Would the traveller's jawareness' be present in association with this device?
The supporters of strong AI would have us believe that this must be so.
After all, they say, any question that we might choose to put to the traveller could in principle be answered by the
device, by 'merely' having a simulation set up for the appropriate activity of his brain. The device would contain all the
necessary information;
and the rest would just be a matter of computation. Since the device would reply to questions exactly as though it were
the traveller, then (Turing test! ) it would be the traveller. This all comes back to the strong-AI contention that the
actual hardware is not important with regard to mental phenomena. This contention seems to me to be unjustified. It is
based on the presumption that the brain (or the mind) is, indeed, a digital computer.
It assumes that no specific physical phenomena are being called upon, when one thinks, that might demand the
particular physical (biological, chemical) structure that brains actually have.
No doubt it would be argued (from the strong-AI point of view) that the only assumption that is really being made is
that the effects of any specific physical phenomena which need to be called upon can always be accurately modelled by
digital calculations. I feel fairly sure that most physicists would argue that such an assumption is actually a very
natural one to make on the basis of our present physical understandings. I shall be presenting the reasons for my own
contrary view in later chapters (where I shall also need to lead up to why I believe that there is even any appreciable
assumption being made). But, just for the moment, let us accept this (commonly held) view that all the relevant physics
can always be modelled by digital calculations. Then the only real assumption (apart from questions of time and
calculation space) is the 'operational' one that if something acts entirely like a consciously aware entity, then one must
also maintain that it 'feels' itself to be that entity.
The strong-AI view holds that, being 'just' a hardware question, any physics actually being called upon in the workings
of the brain can necessarily be simulated by the introduction of appropriate converting software. If we accept the
operational viewpoint, then the question rests on the equivalence of universal Turing machines, and on the fact that any
algorithm can, indeed, be effected by such a machine together with the presumption that the brain acts according to
some kind of algorithmic action. It is time for me to be more explicit about these intriguing and important concepts.
1. See, for example, Gardner (1958), Gregory (1981), and references contained therein.
2. See, for example, Resnikoff and Wells (1984), pp. 181-4. For a classic account of calculating prodigies generally,
see Rouse Ball (1892); also Smith (1983).
3. See Gregory (1981), pp. 285-7, Grey Walter (1953).
4. This example is quoted from Delbriick (1986).
5. See the articles by O'Connell (1988) and Keene (1988). For more information about computer chess, see Levy
(1984).
6. Of course, most chess problems are designed to be hard for humans to solve. It would probably not be too difficult
to construct a chess problem that human beings would not find enormously hard, but which present-day chess-problem
solving computers could not solve in a thousand years. (What would be required would be a fairly obvious plan, a very
large number of moves deep. Problems are known, for example, requiring some 200 moves- more than enough! ) This
suggests an interesting challenge.
7. Throughout this book I have adopted Searle's terminology 'strong AI' for this extreme viewpoint, just to be specific.
The term 'funcrionalism' is frequently used for what is essentially the same viewpoint, but perhaps not always so
specifically. Some proponents of this kind of view are Minsky (1968), Fodor (1983), Hofstadter (1979), and Moravec
(1989).
8. See Searle (1987), p. 211, for an example of such a claim.
9. In his criticism of Searle's original paper, as reprinted in The Mind's I, Douglas Hofstadter complains that no human
being could conceivably 'internalize' the entire description of another human being's mind, owing to the complication

involved. Indeed not! But as I see it, that is not entirely the point. One is concerned merely with the carrying out of
that part of an algorithm which purports to embody the occurrence of a single mental event. This could be some
momentary 'conscious realization' in the answering of a Turing-test question, or it could be something simpler. Would
any such 'event' necessarily require an algorithm of stupendous complication?
10. See pp. 368,372 in Searle's (1980) article in Hofstadter and Dennett (1981).
11. Some readers, knowledgeable about such matters, might worry about a certain sign difference. But even that
(arguable) distinction disappears if we rotate one of the electrons completely through 360 as we make the interchange!
(See Chapter 6, p. 360 for an explanation. ) 12. See the Introduction to Hofstadter and Dennett (1981), 2 algorithms
AND turing
MACHINES
BACKGROUND TO THE ALGORITHM CONCEPT
what PRECISELY IS an algorithm, or a Turing machine, or a universal Turing machine? Why should these concepts
be so central to the modern view of what could constitute a 'thinking device'? Are there any absolute limitations to
what an algorithm could in principle achieve?
In order to address these questions adequately, we shall need to examine the idea of an algorithm and of Turing
machines in some detail.
In the various discussions which follow, I shall sometimes need to refer to mathematical expressions. I appreciate that
some readers may be put off by such things, or perhaps find them intimidating. If you are such a reader, I ask your
indulgence, and recommend that you follow the advice I have given in my "Note to the reader' on p. viii!
The arguments given here do not require mathematical knowledge beyond that of elementary school, but to follow
them in detail, some serious thought would be required. In fact, most of the descriptions are quite explicit, and a good
understanding can be obtained by following the details. But much can also be gained even if one simply skims over the
arguments in order to obtain merely their flavour. If, on the other hand, you are an expert, I again ask your indulgence.
I suspect that it may still be worth your while to look through what I have to say, and there may indeed be a thing or
two to catch your interest.
The word 'algorithm' comes from the name of the ninth century Persian mathematician Abu Ja'far Mohammed ibn
Musa al- Khowarizm who wrote an influential mathematical textbook, in about 825 ad, entitled "Kitab al-jabr was1muqabala'. The way that the name 'algorithm' has now come to be spelt, rather than the earlier and more accurate
'algorism', seems to have been due to an association with the word 'arithmetic'. (It is noteworthy, also, that the word
'algebra' comes from the Arabic 'al-jabr' appearing in the title of his book.) Instances of algorithms were, however,
known very much earlier than aI-Khowarizm's book. One of the most familiar, dating from ancient Greek times (c.
300 be), is the procedure now referred to as Euclid's algorithm for finding the highest common factor of two numbers.
Let us see how this works. It will be helpful to have a specific pair of numbers in mind, say 1365 and 3654. The
highest common factor is the largest single whole number that divides into each of these two numbers exactly. To
apply Euclid's algorithm, we divide one of our two numbers by the other and take the remainder: 1365 goes twice into
3654, with remainder 924 (= 3654 2730).
We now replace our original two numbers by this remainder, namely 924, and the number we just divided by, namely
1365, in that order. We repeat what we just did using this new pair: 924 goes once into 1365, with remainder 441.
This gives another new pair, 441 and 924, and we divide 441 into 924 to get the remainder 42 (= 924 - 882), and so on
until we get a division that goes exactly. Setting all this out, we get:
3654 - 1365 gives remainder 924 1365 - 924 gives remainder 441 924 441 gives remainder 42 441 -- 42 gives
remainder 21 42--21 gives remainder 0 The last number we divided by, namely 21, is the required highest common
factor.
Euclid's algorithm itself is the systematic procedure by which we found this factor. We have just applied this procedure
to a particular pair of numbers, but the procedure itself applies quite generally, to numbers of any size.
For very large numbers, the procedure could take a very long time to carry out, and the larger the numbers, the longer
the procedure will tend to take.

But in any specific case the procedure will eventually terminate and a definite answer will be obtained in a finite
number of steps. At each step it is perfectly clear-cut what the operation is that has to be performed, and the decision
as to the moment at which the whole process has terminated is also perfectly clear-cut. Moreover, the description of
the whole procedure can be presented in finite terms, despite the fact that it applies to natural numbers of unlimited
size. (The 'natural numbers', are simply the ordinary non-negative1 whole numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, . )
Indeed, it is easy to construct a (finite) 'flow chart' to describe the full logical operation of Euclid's algorithm (see
below).
It should be noted that this procedure is still not quite broken down into its most elementary parts since it has been
implicitly assumed that we already 'know' how to perform the necessary basic operation of obtaining the remainder
from a division, for two arbitrary natural numbers A and B. That operation is again algorithmic performed by the very
familiar procedure for division that we learn at school. That procedure is actually rather more complicated than the rest
of Euclid's algorithm, but again a flow chart may be constructed. The main complication results from the fact that we
would (presumably) be using the standard 'denary' notation for natural numbers, so that we would need to list all our
multiplication tables and worry about carrying, etc. If we had simply used a succession of n marks of some kind to
represent the number n -for example, -to represent five- then the forming of a remainder would be seen as a very
elementary algorithmic operation.
In order to obtain the remainder when A is divided by B we simply keep removing the succession of marks
representing B from that representing A until there are not enough marks left to perform the operation again. The last
remaining succession of marks provides the required answer. For example, to obtain the remainder when seventeen is
divided by five we simply proceed by removing successions of m-from and the answer is clearly two since we cannot
perform the operation again.
A flow chart which finds the remainder in a division, achieved by this means of repeated subtraction, given as on p. 44.
To complete the entire flow chart for Euclid's algorithm, we substitute this chart for forming a remainder into the box at
the centre right in our original chart. This kind of substitution of one algorithm into another is a common computerprogramming procedure. The algorithm on p. 44 for finding a remainder is an example of a subroutine, that is, it is a
(normally previously known) algorithm which is called upon and used by the main algorithm as a part of its operation.
Of course the representation of the number n simply as n spots is very inefficient when large numbers are involved,
which is why we normally use a more compact notation such as the standard (denary) system. However we shall not be
much concerned with the efficiency of operations or notations here.
We are concerned instead with the question of what operations can in principle be performed algorithmically. What is
algorithmic if we use one notation for numbers is also algorithmic if we use the other. The only differences lie in the
detail and complication in the two cases.
Euclid's algorithm is just one among the numerous, often classical, algorithmic procedures that are to be found
throughout mathematics.
But it is perhaps remarkable that despite the ancient historic origins of specific examples of algorithms, the precise
formulation of the concept of a general algorithm dates only from this century.
In fact, various alternative descriptions of this concept have been given, all in the 1930s. The most direct and
persuasive of these, and also historically the most important, is in terms of the concept known as a Turing machine. It
will be appropriate for us to examine these 'machines' in some detail.
One thing to bear in mind about a Turing 'machine' will be that it is a piece of 'abstract mathematics' and not a physical
object. The concept was introduced by the English mathematician, code- breaker extraordinary and seminal computer
scientist Alan Turing in 1935--6 (Turing 1937), in order to tackle a very broad-ranging problem, known as the
Entscheidungsproblem, partially posed by the great German mathematician David Hilbert in 1900, at the Paris
International Congress of Mathematicians ("Hubert's tenth problem'), and more completely, at the Bologna
International Congress in 1928. Hilbert had asked for no less than a general algorithmic procedure for resolving
mathematical questions- or, rather, for an answer to the question of whether or not such a procedure might in principle
exist.
Hilbert also had a programme for placing mathematics on an unassailably sound foundation, with axioms and rules of
procedure which were to be laid down once and for all, but by the time Turing produced his great work, that
programme had already suffered a crushing blow from a startling theorem proved in 1931 by the brilliant Austrian
logician Kurt Godel. We shall be considering the Godel theorem and its significance in Chapter 4. The problem of

Hilbert's that concerned Turing (the Entscheidungsproblem) went beyond any particular formulation of mathematics in
terms of axiomatic systems. The question was: is there some general mechanical procedure which could, in principle,
solve all the problems of mathematics (belonging to some suitably well-defined class) one after the other?
Part of the difficulty in answering this question was to decide what is to be meant by a 'mechanical procedure'. The
concept lay outside the normal mathematical ideas of the time. In order to come to grips with it, Turing tried to
imagine how the concept of a 'machine' could be formalized, its operation being broken down into elementary terms.
It seems clear that Turing also regarded a human brain to be an example of a 'machine' in his sense, so whatever the
activities might be that are carried out by human mathematicians when they tackle their problems of mathematics, these
also would have to come under the heading of 'mechanical procedures'.
Whilst this view of human thinking appears to have been valuable to Turing in the development of his highly important
concept, it is by no means necessary for us to adhere to it. Indeed, by making precise what is meant by a mechanical
procedure, Turing actually showed that there are some perfectly well-defined mathematical operations which cannot, in
any ordinary sense, be called mechanical! There is perhaps some irony in the fact that this aspect of Turing's own work
my now indirectly provide us with a possible loophole to his own viewpoint concerning the nature of mental
phenomena. However, this is not our concern for the moment. We need first to find out what Turing's concept of a
mechanical procedure actually is.
TURING'S CONCEPT
Let us try to imagine a device for carrying out some (finitely definable) calculation al procedure. What general form
would such a device take? We must be prepared to idealize a little and not worry too much about practicalities: we are
really thinking of a mathematically idealized 'machine'. We want our device to have a discrete set of different possible
states, which are finite in number (though perhaps a very large number). We call these the internal states of the device.
However we do not want to limit the size of the calculations that our device will perform in principle.
Recall Euclid's algorithm described above. There is, in principle, no limit to the size of the numbers on which that
algorithm can act. The algorithm or the general calculation al procedure is just the same no matter how large the
numbers are. For very large numbers, the procedure may indeed take a very long time, and a considerable amount of
'rough paper' may be needed on which to perform the actual calculations. But the algorithm is the same finite set of
instructions no matter how big the numbers.
Thus, although it has a finite number of internal states, our device must be able to deal with an input which is not
restricted in its size. Moreover, the device must be allowed to call upon an unlimited external storage space (our 'rough
paper') for its calculations, and also to be able to produce an output of unlimited size. Since our device has only a finite
number of distinct internal states, it cannot be expected to 'internalize' all the external data nor all the results of its own
calculations. Instead it must examine only those parts of the data or previous calculations that it is immediately dealing
with, and then perform whatever operation it is required to perform on them. It can note down, perhaps in the external
storage space, the relevant results of that operation, and then proceed in a precisely determined way to the next stage of
operation. It is the unlimited nature of the input, calculation space, and output which tells us that we are considering
only a mathematical idealization rather than something that could be actually constructed in practice (see Fig. 2. 1).
But it is an idealization of great relevance. The marvels of modern computer technology have provided us with
electronic storage devices which can, indeed, be treated as unlimited for most practical purposes.
In fact, the type of storage space that has been referred to as 'external' in the above discussion could be regarded as
actually part of the internal workings of a modern computer. It is perhaps a technicality whether a certain part of the
storage space is to be regarded as internal or external.
One way of referring to this division between the 'device' and the 'external' pan would be in terms of hardware and
software. The internal part could then be Fig. 2. 1. A strict Turing machine requires an infinite tape! 47 the hardware
and the external part, the software. I shall not necessarily stick to this, but whichever way one looks at it, Turing's
idealization is indeed remarkably well approximated by the electronic computers of today.
The way that Turing pictured the external data and storage space was in terms of a 'tape' with marks on it. This tape
would be called upon by the device and 'read' as necessary, and the tape could be moved backwards or forwards by the
device, as part of its operation. The device could also place new marks on the tape where required, and could obliterate
old ones, allowing the same tape to act as external storage (i. e. 'rough paper') as well as input. In fact it is helpful not
to make any clear distinction between 'external storage' and 'input' because in many operations the intermediate results
of a calculation can play a role just like that of new data. Recall that with Euclid's algorithm we kept replacing our

original input (the numbers A and B) by the results of the different stages of the calculation. Likewise, the same tape
can be used for the final output (i. e. the 'answer'). The tape will keep running back and forth through the device so
long as further calculations need to be performed. When the calculation is finally completed, the device comes to a halt
and the answer to the calculation is displayed on that part of the tape which lies to one side of the device. For
definiteness, let us suppose that the answer is always displayed on the left, while all the numerical data in the input,
together with the specification of the problem to be solved, always goes in on the right.
For my own part, I feel a little uncomfortable about having our finite device moving a potentially infinite tape
backwards and forwards. No matter how lightweight its material, an infinite tape might be hard to shift! Instead, I
prefer to think of the tape as representing some external environment through which our finite device can move. (Of
course, with modern electronics, neither the 'tape' nor the 'device' need actually 'move' in the ordinary physical sense,
but such 'movement' is a convenient way of picturing things. ) On this view, the device receives all its input from this
environment. It uses the environment as its 'rough paper'. Finally it writes out its output on this same environment.
In Turing's picture the 'tape' consists of a linear sequence of squares, which is taken to be infinite in both directions.
Each square on the tape is either blank or contains a single mark The use of marked or unmarked squares illustrates that
we are allowing our 'environment' (i. e. the tape) to be broken down and described in terms of discrete (as opposed to
continuous) elements. This seems to be a reasonable thing to do if we wish our device to function in a reliable and
absolutely definite way. We are, however, allowing this 'environment' to be (potentially) infinite, as a feature of the
mathematical idealization that we are using, but in any particular case the input, calculation and output must always be
finite. Thus, although the tape is taken to be infinitely long, there must only be a finite number of actual marks on it.
Beyond a certain point in each direction the tape must be entirely blank.
We indicate a blank square by the symbol '0' and a marked one by the symbol "I', e.g.:
o|o|o|i|i|i|i|o|i|o|o|i|i|i|o! o|i|o|o|i|o|i|i|o|i|o|o We need our device to 'read' the tape, and we shall suppose that it does this
one square at a time, and after each operation moves just one square to the right or left. There is no loss in generality
involved in that. A device which reads n squares at a time or moves k squares at a time can easily be modelled by
another device which reads and moves just one square at a time. A movement of k squares can be built up of k
movements of one square, and by storing up n readings of one square it can behave as though it reads all n squares at
once.
What, in detail, can such a device do? What is the most general way in which something that we would describe as
'mechanical' might function? Recall that the internal states of our device are to be finite in number. All we need to
know, beyond this finiteness is that the behaviour of the device is completely determined by its internal state and by the
input. This input we have simplified to * In fact, in his original descriptions Turing allowed his tape to be marked in
more complicated ways, but this makes no real difference.
The more complicated marks could always be broken down into successions of marks and blanks. I shall be taking
various other unimportant liberties with Turing's original specifications.
being just one of the two symbols '0' or "I'. Given its initial state and this input, the device is to operate completely
deterministic ally it changes its internal state to some other (or possibly the same) internal state; it replaces the 0 or 1
that it is just reading by the same or different symbol 0 or 1; it moves one square either to the right or left;
finally, it decides whether to continue the calculation or to terminate it and come to a halt.
To define the operation of our device in an explicit way, let us first number the different internal states, say by the
labels 0,1,2,3, 4, 5,. ; the operation of the device, or Turing machine, would then be completely specified by some
explicit list of replacements, such as:
00 --> OOR 01 - 131L
10 -* 651R
11 -> lOR 20 -> OlR. STOP
21 - 661L 30 -> 370R
2581 -> OOR. STOP
2590 -> 97lR
2591 -> OOR. STOP

The large figure on the left-hand side of the arrow is the symbol on the tape that the device is in the process of reading,
and the device replaces it by the large figure at the middle on the right. R tells us that the device is to move one square
to the right along the tape and L tells us that it is to move by one step to the left. (If, as with Turing's original
descriptions, we think of the tape moving rather than the device, then we must interpret R as the instruction to move the
tape one square to the left and L as moving it one square to the right. ) The word STOP indicates that the calculation
has been completed and the device is to come to a halt. In particular, the second instruction Of-> 131L tells us that if
the device is in internal state 0 and reads 1 on the tape then it must change to internal state 13, leave the 1 as a 1 on the
tape, and move one square along the tape to the left. The last instruction 2591 --> OOR. STOP tells us that if the
device is in state 259 and reads 1 on the tape, then it must revert to state 0, erase the 1 to produce 0 on the tape, move
one square along the tape to the right, and terminate the calculation.
Instead of using the numerals 0, l, 2,3,4,5,. for labelling the internal states, it would be somewhat more in keeping with
the above notation for marks on the tape if we were to use symbols made up of just Os and is. We could simply use a
succession of n is to label the state n if we choose, but that is inefficient. Instead, let us use the binary numbering
system, which is now a familiar mode of notation:
0- 0, 1-> 1, 2-* 10, 3- 11, 4-> 100, 5- 101, 6- 110, 7- 111, 81000, 91001, 10- 1010, 11-* 1011, 12-1100, etc.
Here the final digit on the right refers to the 'units' just as it does in the standard (denary) notation, but the digit just
before it refers to 'twos' rather than 'tens'. The one before that refers to 'fours' rather than 'hundreds' and before that, to
'eights' rather than 'thousands', and so on, the value of each successive digit, as we move to the left, being the
successive powers of two: 1,2,4 (= 2 x 2), 8 (= 2 x 2 x 2), 16 (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 2), 32 (= 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 x 2), etc. (For some
other purposes that we shall come to later, we shall also sometimes find it useful to use a base other than two or ten to
represent natural numbers: e. g. in base three, the denary number 64 would be written 2101, each digit having a value
which is now a power of three: 64 = (2 X 33) + 32 + 1; of. Chapter 4, p. 138, footnote. ) Using such a binary notation
for the internal states, the specification of the above Turing machine would now be:
00 -> OCR 01 - HOllL
10 -* 10000011R
11 - 10R
100 - 01STOP
101 - 10000101L 110 -> 1001010R
110100100 - lllL
1000000101 -> OOSTOP
1000000110 - 11000011R
1000000111 - OOSTOP
In the above, I have also abbreviated R. STOP to STOP, since we may as well assume that L. STOP never occurs so
that the result of the final step in the calculation is always displayed at the left of the device, as part of the answer.
Let us suppose that our device is in the particular internal state represented by the binary sequence 11010010 and is in
the midst of a calculation for which the tape is given as on p. 49, and we apply the instruction 110100100 -*111L. The
particular digit on the tape that is being read (here the digit '0') is indicated by a larger figure, to the right of the string
of symbols representing the internal state.
In the example of a Turing machine as partly specified above (and which I have made up more or less at random), the
'0' which is being read would be replaced by a' 1' and the internal state would be changed to' 11'; then the device would
be moved one step to the left:
"o]o|o|i|i|i|i|o|i|o|o|i|i|i|o|i|i|o|o|i|o|i|i|o|i|o|o The device is now ready to read another digit, again a *0'. According to the
table, it now leaves this '0' unchanged, but replaces the internal state by '100101' and moves back along the tape to the
right by one step. Now it reads " I', and somewhere down the table would be a further instruction as to what
replacement to make in its internal state, whether it should change the digit it is reading, and in which direction it
should move along the tape. It would continue this way until it reaches a STOP, at which point (after it moves one
further step to the right) we imagine a bell ringing to alert the operator of the machine that the calculation has been
completed.

We shall suppose that the machine is always started with internal state '0' and that all the tape to the left of the reading
device is initially blank.
The instructions and data are all fed in at the right. As mentioned earlier, this information which is fed in is always to
take the form of a finite string of Os and Is, followed by blank tape (i. e. Os). When the machine reaches STOP, the
result of the calculation appears on the tape to the left of the reading device.
Since we wish to be able to include numerical data as part of our input, we shall want to have a way of describing
ordinary numbers (by which I here mean the natural numbers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,. ) as part of the input. One way to do this
might be simply to use a string of n Is to represent the number n (although this could give us a difficulty with the
natural number zero):
1 - 1,2 -> 11,3 -r 111, 4 -* 1111,5 - 11111, etc.
This primitive numbering system is referred to (rather illogically) as the unary system. Then the symbol '0' could be
used as a space to separate different numbers from one another. It is important that we have such a means of separating
numbers from one another since many algorithms act on sets of numbers rather than on just single numbers.
For example, for Euclid's algorithm, our device would need to act on the pair of numbers A and B. Turing machines
can be written down, without great difficulty, which effect this algorithm. As an exercise, some dedicated readers
might perhaps care to verify that the following explicit description of a Turing machine (which I shall call EUC) does
indeed effect Euclid's algorithm when applied to a pair of unary numbers separated by a 0:
00-*OOR, Ol- llL, 10->lOlR, ll- HL, 100- 10100R, 101-+110R, 110- 1000R, llllllR, 1000->1000R, 100l- 1010R, 10101110L, 1011~ 110lL, 11001100L, 110lllL, 1110-*mOL, llll--> 10001L, 10000->10010L, 10001-* lOOOlL, 100lO*'100R, 10011>llL, 10100OOSTOP, 10101 -- 10101R.
Before embarking on this, however, it would be wise for any such reader to start with something much simpler, such as
the Turing machine UN +1:
00->OOR, Ol- llR, 10- OlSTOP, ll- llR, which simply adds one to a unary number. To check that UN + 1 does just
that, let us imagine that it is applied to, say, the tape00000111100000. , which represents the number 4.
We take the device to be initially somewhere off to the left of the Is. It is in internal state o and reads a 0. This it leaves
as 0, according to the first instruction, and it moves off one step to the right, staying in internal state 0.
It keeps doing this, moving one step to the right until it meets the first 1.
Then the second instruction comes into play: it leaves the 1 as a 1 and moves to the right again, but now in internal
state l. In accordance with the fourth instruction, it stays in internal state 1, leaving the Is alone, moving along to the
right until it reaches the first 0 following the Is. The third instruction then tells it to change that 0 to a 1, move one
further step to the right (recall that STOP stands for R. STOP) and then halt.
Thus, another 1 has been added to the string of Is, and the 4 of our example has indeed been changed to 5, as required.
As a somewhat more taxing exercise, one may check that the machine UN X 2, defined by oo- oor, oi- ior, io- ioil, iiiir, 100- 110R, 10l1000R, 110OlSTOP, lll- lllR, 1000->101lL, 100l- 100lR, lOlOflOlL, 10ll101lL, doubles a unary
number, as it is intended to.
In the case of EUC, to get the idea of what is involved, some suitable explicit pair of numbers can be tried, say 6 and 8.
The reading device is, as before, taken to be in state 0 and initially on the left, and the tape would now be initially
marked as: 0000000000011111101111111100000. After the Turing machine comes to a halt, many steps later, we get
a tape marked000011000000000000. with the reading device to the right of the non-zero digits. Thus the required
highest common factor is (correctly) given as 2.
The full explanation of why EUC (or, indeed, UN X 2) actually does what it is supposed to do involves some subtleties
and would be rather more complicated to explain than the machine is complicated itself a not uncommon feature of
computer programs! (To understand fully why an algorithmic procedure does what it is supposed to involves insights.
Are 'insights' themselves algorithmic? This is a question that will have importance for us later. ) I shall not attempt to
provide such an explanation here for the examples EUC or UN X 2. The reader who does check them through will find
that I have taken a very slight liberty with Euclid's actual algorithm in order to express things more concisely in the
required scheme. The description of EUC is still somewhat complicated, comprising 22 elementary instructions for 11

distinct internal states. Most of the complication is of a purely organizational kind. It will be observed, for example,
that of the 22 instructions, only 3 actually involve altering marks on the tape!
(Even for UN X 2 I have used 12 instructions, half of which involve altering the marks. )
BINARY CODING OF NUMERICAL DATA
The unary system is exceedingly inefficient for the representation of numbers of large size. Accordingly, we shall
usually use the binary number system, as described earlier. However, we cannot just do this directly, attempting to
read the tape simply as a binary number. As things stand, there would be no way of telling when the binary
representation of the number has come to an end and the infinite succession of Os representing the blank tape on the
right begins. We need some notation for terminating the binary description of a number. Moreover, we shall often want
to feed in several numbers, as with the pair of numbers2 required for Euclid's algorithm. As things stand, we cannot
distinguish the spaces between numbers from the Os or strings of Os that appear as parts of the binary representation of
single numbers. In addition, we might perhaps also want to include all kinds of complicated instructions on the input
tape, as well as numbers. In order to overcome these difficulties, let us adopt a procedure which I shall refer to as
contraction, according to which any string of Os and Is (with a finite total number of Is) is not simply read as a binary
number, but is replaced by a string of Os, Is, 8s, 3s, etc. " by a prescription whereby each digit of the second sequence
is simply the number of Is lying between successive Os of the first sequence. For example, the sequence would be
replaced 010 0 010110101011010 0 01110101011110 0110 thus: 10018118100311 4 08 We can now read the numbers
8, 3, 4, ... as markers or instructions of some kind.
Indeed, let us regard 23 as simply a 'comma', indicating the space between two numbers, whereas 3, 4, 8, ... could,
according to our wishes, represent various instructions or notations of interest, such as 'minus sign', 'plus', 'times', 'go to
the location with the following number', 'iterate the previous operation the following number of times', etc. We now
have various strings of Os, and Is which are separated by higher digits. The former are to represent ordinary numbers
written in the binary scale. Thus, the above would read (with 'comma' for '2'):
(binary number 1001) comma (binary number 11) comma . Using standard Arabic notation '9', '3', '4', '0' for the
respective binary numbers 1001, 11, 100, 0, we get, for the entire sequence:
9,3,4 (instruction 3) 3 (instruction 4) 0, In particular, this procedure gives us a means of terminating the description of a
number (and thereby distinguishing it from an infinite stretch of blank tape on the right) simply by using a comma at
the end. Moreover, it enables us to code any finite sequence of natural numbers, written in the binary notation, as a
single sequence of Os and Is, where we use commas to separate the numbers. Let us see how this works in a specific
case. Consider the sequence 5,13,0,1,1,4, for example. In binary notation this is 101,"01, 0,1,1,100, which is coded on
the tape, by expansion (i.e. the inverse of the above contraction procedure),
as00001001011010100101100110101101011010 0011000... To achieve this coding in a simple direct way we can
make replacements in our original sequence of binary numbers as follows 0 0 1--10 ,^110 and then adjoin an unlimited
supply of Os at both ends. It is made clearer how this has been applied to the above tape, if we space it out:
0000 10 0 10 110 10 10 0 10 110 0 110 10 110 10 110 10 0 0 110 00 I
shall refer to this notation for (sets of) numbers as the expanded binary notation. (So, in particular, the expanded binary
form of 13 is 1010010. ) There is one final point that should be made about this coding. It is just a technicality, but
necessary for completeness. 3 In the binary (or denary) representation of natural numbers there is a slight redundancy
in that Os placed on the far left of an expression do not 'count' -and are normally omitted, e. g. 00110010 is the same
binary number as 110010 (and 0050 is the same denary number as 50). This redundancy extends to the number zero
itself, which can be written 000 or 00 just as well as 0. Indeed a blank space should, logically, denote zero as well! In
ordinary notation that would lead to great confusion, but it fits in well with the notation just described above. Thus a
zero between two commas can just as well be written as two commas next to one another ( ) which would be coded on
the tape as two pairs 11 separated by a single 0: 001101100. Thus the above set of six numbers can also be written in
binary notation as 101,"01.,1,1,100, 58 and coded on the tape, in expanded binary form,
as000010010110101001011011010110101101000 11000... (which has one 0 missing from the sequence that we had
before). We can now consider a Turing machine for effecting, say, Euclid's algorithm, applying it to pairs of numbers
written in the expanded binary notation. For example, for the pair of numbers 6,8 that we considered earlier, instead of
using0000000000011111101111111100000 .... as we did before, we consider the binary representations of 6 and 8,
namely 110 and 1000, respectively. The pair is 6,8, i.e." in binary notation, 110,1000, which, by expansion, is coded
as the tape00000101001101000011000000. For this particular pair of numbers there is no gain in conciseness from the
unary form. Suppose, however, that we take, say, the (denary) numbers 1583169 and 8610. In binary notation these

would be 110000010100001000001, 10000110100010, so we have the pair coded as the
tape001010000001001000001000000101101000001 010010000100110. which all fits on two lines, whereas in the
unary notation, the tape representing '1583169, 8610' would more than fill this entire book!
A Turing machine that effects Euclid's algorithm when the numbers are expressed in expanded binary notation could, if
desired, be obtained simply by adjoining to EUC a suitable pair of subroutine algorithms which translate between unary
and expanded binary. This would actually be extremely inefficient, however, since the inefficiency of the unary
numbering system would still be 'internally' present and would show up in the slowness of the device and in the
inordinate amount of external 'rough paper' (which would be on the left-hand part of the tape) that would be needed. A
more efficient Turing machine for Euclid's algorithm operating entirely within expanded binary can also be given, but it
would not be particularly illuminating for us here.
Instead, in order to illustrate how a Turing machine can be made to operate on expanded binary numbers, let us try
something a good deal simpler than Euclid's algorithm, namely the process of simply adding one to a natural number.
This can be effected by the Turing machine (which I shall call XN +
I):
00- OOR, Ol- llR, 10- OOR, ll10lR, 100->110L, 10l- 10lR, 110- 01STOP, lll1000L, 1000- 101lL, 100l-*100lL, 1010MIOOR, 1011-*10lR, 110lllllR, 1110lllR, llll 1110R.
Again, some dedicated readers might care to check that this Turing machine actually does what it is supposed to do, by
applying it to, say, the number 167, which has binary representation 10100111 and so would be given by the
tape0000100100010101011000. To add one to a binary number, we simply locate the final 0 and change it to 1 and
then replace all the Is which follow by Os, e. g.
167 + 1 = 168 is written in binary notation as 10100111+1=10101000.
Thus our 'adding-one' Turing machine should replace the aforementioned tape by0000100100100001100000. which
indeed it does.
Note that even the very elementary operation of simply adding one is a bit complicated with this notation, using fifteen
instructions and eight different internal states! Things were a lot simpler with the unary notation, of course, since
'adding one' then simply means extending the string of Is by one further 1, so it is not surprising that our machine UN +
1 was more basic. However, for very large numbers, UN + I would be exceedingly slow because of the inordinate
length of tape required, and the more complicated machine XN + 1, which operates with the more compact expanded
binary notation, would be better.
As an aside, I point out an operation for which the Turing machine actually looks simpler for expanded binary than for
unary notation, namely multiplying by two. Here, the Turing machine XN X 2, given by 00->OOR, Ol- lOR, 10->OlR,
ll- lOOR, 100->lllR, 110- OlSTOP, achieves this in expanded binary, whereas the corresponding machine in unary
notation, UN X 2, which was described earlier, is a good deal more complicated!
This gives us some idea of what Turing machines can do at a very basic level.
As might be expected, they can, and do, get vastly more complicated than this when operations of some complexity are
to be performed. What is the ultimate scope of such devices? Let us consider this question next.
THE CHURCH-TURING THESIS
Once one has gained some familiarity with constructing simple Turing machines, it becomes easy to satisfy oneself that
the various basic arithmetical operations, such as adding two numbers together, or multiplying them, or raising one
number to the power of another, can indeed all be effected by specific Turing machines. It would not be too
cumbersome to give such machines explicitly, but I shall not bother to do this here. Operations where the result is a
pair of natural numbers, such as division with a remainder, can also be provided or where the result is an arbitrarily
large finite set of numbers. Moreover Turing machines can be constructed for which it is not specified ahead of time
which arithmetical operation it is that needs to be performed, but the instructions for this are fed in on the tape.
Perhaps the particular operation that has to be performed depends, at some stage, upon the result of some calculation
that the machine has had to perform at some earlier stage. ("If the answer to that calculation was greater than so-andso, do this; otherwise, do that." ) Once it is appreciated that one can make Turing machines which perform arithmetic or
simple logical operations, it becomes easier to imagine how they can be made to perform more complicated tasks of an

algorithmic nature. After one has played with such things for a while, one is easily reassured that a machine of this
type can indeed be made to perform any mechanical operation whatever.
Mathematically, it becomes reasonable to define a mechanical operation to be one that can be carried out by such a
machine. The noun 'algorithm' and the adjectives 'computable', 'recursive', and 'effective' are all used by
mathematicians to denote the mechanical operations that can be performed by theoretical machines of this type the
Turing machines.
So long as a procedure is sufficiently clear-cut and mechanical, then it is reasonable to believe that a Turing machine
can indeed be found to perform it. This, after all, was the whole point of our (i. e.
Turing's) introductory discussion motivating the very concept of a Turing machine.
On the other hand, it still could be felt that the design of these machines was perhaps unnecessarily restrictive.
Allowing the device to read only one binary digit (0 or 1) at a time, and to move only one space at a time along only a
sing leone-dimensional tape seems at first sight to be limiting. Why not allow four or five, or perhaps one thousand
separate tapes, with a great number of interconnected reading devices running all at once? Why not allow a whole
plane of squares of Os and Is (or perhaps a three-dimensional array) rather than insisting on a one- dimensional tape?
Why not allow other symbols from some more complicated numbering system or alphabet? In fact, none of these
changes makes the slightest difference to what can be in principle achieved, though some make a certain amount of
difference to the economy of the operations (as would certainly be the case if we allowed more than one tape). The
class of operations performed, and thus come under the heading of 'algorithms' (or 'computations' or 'effective
procedures' or 'recursive operations'), would be precisely the same as before even if we broadened the definition of our
machines in all these ways at once!
We can see that there is no necessity to have more than one tape, so long as the device can keep finding new space on
the given tape, as required. For this, it may need to keep shunting data from one place to another on the tape. This may
be 'inefficient', but it does not limit what can be in principle achieved. 4 Likewise, using more than one Turing device
in parallel action which is an idea that has become fashionable in recent years, in connection with attempts to model
human brains more closely does not in principle gain anything (though there may be an improved speed of action under
certain circumstances). Having two separate devices which do not directly communicate with one another achieves no
more than having two which do communicate; and if they communicate, then, in effect, they are just a single device!
What about Turing's restriction to^a one-dimensional tape? If we think of this tape as representing the 'environment',
we might prefer to think of it as a planar surface rather than as a one- dimensional tape, or perhaps as a threedimensional space. A planar surface might seem to be closer to what is needed for a 'flow chart' (as in the above
description of the operation of Euclid's algorithm) than a one-dimensional tape would be There is, however, no
difficulty in principle about writing out the operation of a flow diagram in a 'one-dimensional' form (e. g. by the use of
an ordinary 'verbal description of the chart). The two-dimensional planar display is only for our own convenience and
ease of comprehension and it makes no difference to what can in principle be achieved. It is always possible to code
the location of a mark or an object on a two-dimensional plane, or even in a three-dimensional space, in a
straightforward way on a one- dimensional tape.
(In fact, using a two-dimensional plane is * As things have been described here, this flow chart itself would actually be
part of the 'device' rather than of the external environment 'tape'. It was the actual numbers A, B, A B, etc. , which we
represented on the tape. However, we shall be wanting also to express the specification of the device in a linear onedimensional form. As we shall see later, in connection with the universal Turing machine, there is an intimate relation
between the specification for a particular 'device' and the specification of possible 'data' (or 'program') for a given
device. It is therefore convenient to have both of these in one-dimensional form.
completely equivalent to using two tapes. The two tapes would supply the two 'coordinates' that would be needed for
specifying a point on a two-dimensional plane; likewise three tapes can act as 'coordinates' for a point in a threedimensional space. ) Again this one-dimensional coding may be 'inefficient', but it does not limit what can be achieved
in principle.
Despite all of this, we might still question whether the concept of a Turing machine really does incorporate every
logical or mathematical operation that we would wish to call 'mechanical'. At the time that Turing wrote his seminal
paper, this was considerably less clear than it is today, so Turing found it necessary to put his case in appreciable detail.
Turing's closely argued case found additional support from the fact that, quite independently (and actually a little
earlier), the American logician Alonzo Church (with the help of S. C. Kleene) had put forward a scheme- the lambda

calculus -also aimed at resolving Hilbert's Ent- scheidungsproblem. Though it was much less obviously a fully
comprehensive mechanical scheme than was Turing's, it had some advantages in the striking economy of its
mathematical structure. (I shall be describing Church's remarkable calculus at the end of this chapter. ) Also
independently of Turing there were yet other proposals for resolving Hilbert's problem (see Gandy 1988), most
particularly that of the Polish-American logician Emil Post (a little later than Turing, but with ideas considerably more
like those of Turing than of Church). All these schemes were soon shown to be completely equivalent. This added a
good deal of force to the viewpoint, which became known as the Church--Turing Thesis, that the Turing machine
concept (or equivalent) actually does define what, mathematically, we mean by an algorithmic (or effective or recursive
or mechanical) procedure. Now that highspeed electronic computers have become such a familiar part of our lives, not
many people seem to feel the need to question this thesis in its original form. Instead, some attention has been turned
to the matter of whether actual physical systems (presumably including human brains) -subject as they are to precise
physical laws are able to perform more than, less than, or precisely the same logical and mathematical operations as
Turing machines. For my own part, I am very happy to accept the original math S ematical form of the Church-Turing
Thesis. Its relation to the behaviour of actual physical systems, on the other hand, is a separate issue which will be a
major concern for us later in this book.
NUMBERS OTHER THAN NATURAL NUMBERS
In the discussion given above, we considered operations on natural numbers, and we noted the remarkable fact that
single Turing machines can handle natural numbers of arbitrarily large size, despite the fact that each machine has a
fixed finite number of distinct internal states. However, one often needs to work with more complicated kinds of
number than this, such as negative numbers, fractions, or infinite decimals. Negative numbers and fractions (e. g.
numbers like597/26) can be easily handled by Turing machines, and the numerators and denominators can be as large
as we like.
All we need is some suitable coding for the signs '-' and 7', and this can easily be done using the expanded binary
notation described earlier (for example, '5' for'-' and '4' for' coded as 1110 and 11110, respectively, in the expanded
binary notation). Negative numbers and fractions are thus handled in terms of finite sets of natural numbers, so with
regard to general questions of computability they give us nothing new.
Likewise, finite decimal expressions of unrestricted length give us nothing new, since these are just particular cases of
fractions. For example, the finite decimal approximation to the irrational number ji, given by 3.
14159265, is simply the fraction 314159265/100000000.
However, infinite decimal expressions, such as the full non-terminating expansion n = 3. 14159265358979 . present
certain difficulties. Neither the input nor the output of a Turing machine can, strictly speaking, be an infinite decimal.
One might think that we could find a Turing machine to churn out all the successive digits, 3,1,4,1,5,9,. " of the above
expansion for ji one after the other on the output tape, where we simply allow the machine to run on forever. But this is
not allowed for a Turing machine. We must wait for the machine to halt (indicated by the bell ringing!) before we are
allowed to examine the output. So long as the machine has not reached a STOP order, the output is subject to possible
change and so cannot be trusted. After it has reached STOP, on the other hand, the output is necessarily finite.
There is, however, a procedure for legitimately making a Turing machine produce digits one after the other, in a way
very similar to this. If we wish to generate an infinite decimal expansion, say that of ji, we could have a Turing
machine produce the whole-number part, 3, by making the machine act on 0, then we could produce the first decimal
digit, 1, by making the machine act on 1, then the second decimal digit, 4, by making it act on 2, then the third, 1, by
making it act on 3, and so on. In fact a Turing machine for producing the entire decimal expansion of n in this sense
certainly does exist, though it would be a little complicated to work it out explicitly. A similar remark applies to many
other irrational numbers, such as Vl = 1.
414213562 . It turns out, however, that some irrationals (remarkably) cannot be produced by any Turing machine at
all, as we shall see in the next chapter. The numbers that can be generated in this way are called computable (Turing
1937). Those that cannot (actually the vast majority! ) are wow-computable. I shall come back to this matter, and
related issues, in later chapters. It will have some relevance for us in relation to the question of whether an actual
physical object (e. g. a human brain) can, according to our physical theories, be adequately described in terms of
computable mathematical structures.
The issue of computability is an important one generally in mathematics. One should not think of it as a matter which
applies just to numbers as such.

One can have Turing machines which operate directly on mathematical formulae, such as algebraic or trigonometric
expressions, for example, or which carry through the formal manipulations of the calculus. All that one needs is some
form of precise coding into sequences of Os and Is, of all the mathematical symbols that are involved, and then the
Turing machine concept can be applied. This, after all, was what Turing had in mind in his attack on the
Entscheidungsproblem, which asks for an algorithmic procedure for answering mathematical questions of a general
nature. We shall be coming back to this shortly.
THE UNIVERSAL TURING MACHINE
I have not yet described the concept of a universal Turing machine.
The principle behind this is not too difficult to give, even though the details are complicated. The basic idea is to code
the list of instructions for an arbitrary Turing ma ching T into a string of Os and Is that can be represented on a tape.
This tape is then used as the initial part of the input for some particular Turing machine U-called a universal Turing
machine which then acts on the remainder of the input just as T would have done. The universal Turing machine is a
universal mimic. The initial part of the tape gives the universal machine 17 the full information that it needs for it to
imitate any given machine T exactly!
To see how this works we first need a systematic way of numbering Turing machines. Consider the list of instructions
defining some particular Turing machine, say one of those described above. We must code this list into a string of Os
and Is according to some precise scheme. This can be done with the aid of the 'contraction' procedure that we adopted
before. For if we represent the respective symbols R, L, STOP, the arrow (- ), and the comma as, say, the numerals
2,3,4,5, and 6, we can code them as contractions, by 110,"10," 110,"1110, and 1111110. Then the digits 0 and 1, coded
as 0 and 10, respectively, can be used for the actual strings of these symbols appearing in the table. We do not heed to
have a different notation to distinguish the large figure 0 and 1 in the Turing machine table from the smaller boldface
ones, since the position of the large digits at the end of the binary numbering is sufficient to distinguish them from the
others.
Thus, for example, 1101 would be read as the binary number 1101 and coded on the tape as 1010010. In particular, o0
would be read as 00, which can, without ambiguity, be coded 0, or as a symbol omitted altogether. We can economize
considerably by not actually bothering to code any arrow nor any of the symbols immediately preceding it, relying
instead upon the numerical ordering of instructions to specify what those symbols must be 67 although to adopt this
procedure we must make sure that there are no gaps in this ordering, supplying a few extra 'dummy' orders where
required. (For example, the Turing machine XN + 1 has no order telling us what to do with 1100, since this
combination never occurs in the running of the machine, so we must insert a 'dummy' order, say 1100 -- oOR, which
can be incorporated into the list without changing anything. Similarly we should insert 101 -- OOR into the machine
XN X 2.) Without such 'dummies', the coding of the subsequent orders in the list would be spoiled. We do not actually
need the comma at the end of each instruction, as it turns out, since the symbols L or R suffice to separate the
instructions from one another. We therefore simply adopt the following coding:
OforOorO, 10 for 1 or 1, 110 for R, 1110 for L, 11110 for STOP As an example, let us code the Turing machine XN +
1 (with the 1100 -- OOR instruction inserted). Leaving out the arrows, the digits immediately preceding them, and also
the commas, we have OOR HR OOR 101R 110L 101R OlSTOP 1000L lOllL 1001L 1100R 101R OOR llllR lllR
lllOR.
We can improve on this by leaving out every 00 and replacing each Of , by simply 1, in accordance with what has been
said earlier, to get RllRRlOlRllOLlOlRlSTOPlOOOLlOllLlOOlLllOORlOlRRllllR UlRlllOR.
This is coded as the tape sequence 10100101101101010101011010101011010101001 10.
As two further minor economies, we may as well always delete the initial 110 (together with the infinite stretch of
blank tape that precedes it) since this denotes OOR, which represents the initial instruction 00 - OOR that I have been
implicitly taking to be common to all Turing machines- so that the device can start arbitrarily far to the left of the marks
on the tape and run to the right until it comes up to the first mark- and we may as well always delete the final 110 (and
the implicit infinite sequence of Os which is assumed to follow it) since all Turing machines must have their
descriptions ending this way (because they all end with r, L, or STOP). The resulting binary number is the number of
the Turing machine, which in the case of XN + 1 is:
0010110110101010101101010101101010100.
In standard denary notation, this particular number is 450813704461563958982113775643437908.

We sometimes loosely refer to the Turing machine whose number is n as the with Turing machine, denoted T". Thus
XN + 1 is the 450813704461563958982113775643437908th Turing machine!
It is a striking fact that we appear to have to go this far along the 'list' of Turing machines before we find one that even
performs so trivial an operation as adding one (in the expanded binary notation) to a natural number! (I do not think
that 1 have been grossly inefficient in my coding, though I can see room for some minor improvements. ) Actually
there are some Turing machines with smaller numbers which are of interest. For example, UN + 1 has the binary
number which is merely 177642 in denary notation! Thus the particularly trivial Turing machine UN + 1, which
merely places an additional 1 at the end of a sequence of Is, is the 177642nd Turing machine.
For curiosity's sake, we may note that 'multiplying by two' comes somewhere between these two in the list of Turing
machines, in either notation, for we find that the number for XN X 2 is 10389728107 while that of UN X 2 is
1492923420919872026917547669.
It is perhaps not surprising to learn, in view of the sizes of these numbers, that the vast majority of natural numbers do
not give working Turing machines at all. Let us list the first thirteen Turing machines according to this numbering:
00->OOR, Ol OOR, 00- OOR, Ol OOL, 00- OOR, Ol OlR,
00 -> OOR, 01 - OOSTOP,
00- OOR, Ol*10R, 00->OOR, Ol OlL,
00 - OOR, 01 - OOR, 10 -> OOR,
00- OOR, Of>? ,
00- OOR, 01->100R,
00- OOR, Ol 10L, 00- OOR, Ol 'llR, 00 - OOR, 01 -> OlSTOP,
00 - OOR, 01 -> OOR, 10 -> OOR.
Of these. To simply moves on to the right obliterating everything that it encounters, never stopping and never turning
back. The machine Ti ultimately achieves the same effect, but in a clumsier way, jerking backwards after it obliterates
each mark on the tape. Like To, the machine Tz also moves on endlessly to the right, but is more respectful, simply
leaving everything on the tape just as it was before. None of these is any good as a Turing machine since none of them
ever stops. T3 is the first respectable machine.
It indeed stops, modestly, after changing the first (leftmost) 1 into a 0.
T4 encounters a serious problem. After it finds its first 1 on the tape it enters an internal state for which there is no
listing, so it has no instructions as to what to do next. Tg, Tg, and Tio encounter the same problem. The difficulty with
Ty is even more basic. The string of Os and Is which codes it involves a sequence of five successive Is: 110111110.
There is no interpretation for such a sequence, so Ty will get stuck as soon as it finds its first 1 on the tape. (I shall
refer to Ty, or any other machine Tn for which the binary expansion of n contains a sequence of more than four Is as
being not correctly specified. ) The machines Ts, Tg, and Tiz encounter problems similar to those of To, t], and Ti.
They simply run on indefinitely without ever stopping. All of the machines To, Ti, Tz, T4, T5, Tg, T-? " Tg, T?" Tio,
and Tiz are duds!
Only Ts and Tn are working Turing machines, and not very interesting ones at that. Tn is even more modest than T^.
It stops at its first encounter with a 1 and it doesn't change a thing!
We should note that there is also a redundancy in our list. The machine Tiz is identical with Tg, and also identical in
action with To, since the internal state l of Tg and T^ is never entered. We need not be disturbed by this redundancy,
nor by the proliferation of dud Turing machines in the list.
It would indeed be possible to improve our coding so that a good many of the duds are removed and the redundancy
considerably reduced. All this would be at the expense of complicating our poor universal Turing machine which has
to decipher the code and pretend to be the Turing machine Tn whose number n it is reading. This might be worth doing
if we could remove a//the duds (or the redundancy). But this is not possible, as we shall see shortly!
So let us leave our coding as it is.
It will be convenient to interpret a tape with its succession of marks, e.

g. 0001101110010000..
as the binary representation of some number. Recall that the Os continue indefinitely at both ends, but that there is
only a finite number of Is. I am also assuming that the number of Is is non-zero (i. e. there is at least one 1). We could
choose to read the finite string of symbols between the first and last 1 (inclusive), which in the above case is
110111001, as the binary description of a natural number (here 441, in denary notation).
However, this procedure would only give us odd numbers (numbers whose binary representation ends in a 1) and we
want to be able to represent all natural numbers. Thus we adopt the simple expedient of removing the final 1 (which is
taken to be just a marker indicating the termination of the expression) and reading what is left as a binary number. 5
Thus, for the above example, we have the binary number 11011100, which, in denary notation, is 220. This procedure
has the advantage that zero is also represented as a marked tape, namely0000001000000 . Let us consider the action of
the Turing machine T" on some (finite) string of Os and Is on a tape which we feed in on the right.
It will be convenient to regard this string also as the binary representation of some number, say m, according to the
scheme given above. Let us assume that after a succession of steps the machine T" finally comes to a halt (i.
e. reaches STOP). The string of binary digits that the machine has now produced at the left is the answer to the
calculation. Let us also read this as the binary representation of a number in the same way, say p. We shall write this
relation, which expresses the fact that when the th Turing machine acts on m it produces p, as:
Now let us look at this relation in a slightly different way. We think of it as expressing one particular operation which
is applied to the pair of numbers n and m in order to produce the number p.
(Thus: given the two numbers n and m, we can work out from them what p is by seeing what the with Turing machine
does to m. } This particular operation is an entirely algorithmic procedure. It can therefore be carried out by one
particular Turing machine U;
that is, U acts on the pair (n, m} to produce p. Since the machine U has to act on both of n and m to produce the single
result p, we need some way of coding the pair ( , m) on the one tape. For this, we can assume that n is written out in
ordinary binary notation and then immediately terminated by the sequence 111110. (Recall that the binary number of
every correctly specified Turing machine is a sequence made up just of Os, 10s, 110s, 1110s, and 11110s, and it
therefore contains no sequence of more than four Is. Thus if Tn is a correctly specified machine, the occurrence of
111110 indeed signifies that the description of the number n is finished with. ) Everything following it is to be simply
the tape represented by m according to our above prescription (i.e. the binary number m immediately followed by 1000
. ). Thus this second part is simply the tape that T, is supposed to act on.
As an example, if we take n = 11 and m = 6, we have, for the tape on which U has to act, the sequence of
marks000101111111011010000. This is made up as follows: 0000 (initial blank tape) 1011 (binary representation of
11) 111110 (terminates ) 110 (binary representation of 6) 10000 . (remainder of tape) What the Turing machine 17
would have to do, at each successive step of the operation of T on m, would be to examine the structure of the
succession of digits in the expression for n so that the appropriate replacement in the digits for m (i. e. T^'s 'tape') can
be made. In fact it is not difficult in principle (though decidedly tedious in practice) to see how one might actually
construct such a machine. Its own list of instructions would simply be providing a means of reading the appropriate
entry in that 'list' which is encoded in the number n, at each stage of application to the digits of the 'tape', as given by m.
There would admittedly be a lot of dodging backwards and forwards between the digits of m and those of h, and the
procedure would tend to be exceedingly slow. Nevertheless, a list of instructions for such a machine can certainly be
provided; and we call such a machine a universallwmf, machine. Denoting the action of this machine on the pair of
numbers n and m by U(n, m), we have:
U{n,m)^Tn[m) tor each ( , m) for which T is a correctly specified Turing machine. 6 The machine U, when first fed
with the number n, precisely imitates the th Turing machine!
Since U is a Turing machine, it will itself have a number; i. e. we have U = T u *m for some number u. How big is ? In
fact we can take precisely 73 u = 724485533533931757719839503961571123795236
84190629^443656015145490488092208448003482249 (or some other possibility of at least that kind of size). This
number no doubt seems alarmingly large!
Indeed it is alarmingly large, but I have not been able to see how it could have been made significantly smaller. The
coding procedures and specifications that I have given for Turing machines are quite reasonable and simp leones yet

one is inevitably led to a number of this kind of size for the coding of an actual universal Turing machine. 7 I have said
that all modern general purpose computers are, in effect, universal Turing machines.
I do not mean to imply that the logical design of such computers need resemble at all closely the kind of description for
a universal Turing machine that I have just given.
The point is simply that, by supplying any universal Turing machine first with an appropriate program (initial part of
the input tape), it can be made to mimic the behaviour of any Turing machine whatever!
In the description above, the program simply takes the form of a single number (the number n), but other procedures
are possible, there being many variations on Turing's original theme. In fact in my own descriptions I have deviated
somewhat from those that Turing originally gave. None of these differences is important for our present needs.
THE INSOLUBILITY OF HILBERT'S PROBLEM
We now come to the purpose for which Turing originally put forward his ideas, the resolution of Hilbert's broadranging Entscheidungsproblem: is there some mechanical procedure for answering all mathematical problems,
belonging to some broad, but well-defined class? Turing found that he could phrase his version of the question in
terms of the problem of deciding whether or not the nth Turing machine would actually ever stop when acting on the
number m.
This problem was referred to as the halting problem. It is an easy matter to construct an instruction list for which the
machine will not stop for any number m (for example, n = 1 or 2, as given above, or any other case where there are no
STOP instructions whatever).
Also there are many instruction lists for which the machine would always stop, whatever number it is given (e. g. n =
11); and some machines would stop for some numbers but not for others. One could fairly say that a putative algorithm
is not much use when it runs forever without stopping.
That is no algorithm at all. So an important question is to be able to decide whether or not T" applied to m actually
ever gives any answer! If it does not (i.e. if the calculation does not stop), then I shall write (Included in this notation
would be those situations where the Turing machine runs into a problem at some stage because it finds no appropriate
instruction to tell it what to do- as with the dud machines such as T^ and tj considered above. Also, unfortunately, our
seemingly successful machine T3 must now also be considered a dud:
Ts(m) = D, because the result of the action of T3 is always just blank tape, whereas we need at least one 1 in the output
in order that the result of the calculation be assigned a number! The machine Tn is, however, legitimate since it
produces a single 1. This output is the tape numbered 0, so we have Tn(w)=0forallw. ) It would be an important issue
in mathematics to be able to decide when Turing machines stop. For example, consider the equation:
(x + I)"" *"3 + (y + I)"
"1-3 = (z + I)" '4-3.
(If technical mathematical equations are things that worry you, don't be put off! This equation is being used only as an
example, and there is no need to understand it in detail. ) This particular equation relates to a famous unsolved problem
in mathematics- perhaps the most famous of all. The problem is this: is there any set of natural numbers w, x, y, z for
which this equation is satisfied? The famous statement known as "Format's last theorem', made in the margin of
Diophantus's Arithmetica, by the great seventeenth century French mathematician Pierre de Format (1601--1665), is the
assertion that the equation is never satisfied.*8 Though a lawyer by profession (and a contemporary * Recall that by die
natural numbers we mean 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,... The reason for the 'x + 1' and 'w + 3', etc." rather than the more familiar form
(x"' + y" = ;;"';
x, y, z > 0, w > 2) of die Format assertion, is that we are allowing all natural numbers for x, w, etc. " starring with zero.
of Descartes), Fermat was the finest mathematician of his time. He claimed to have 'a truly wonderful proof of his
assertion, which the margin was too small to contain; but to this day no-one has been able to reconstruct such a proof
nor, on the other hand, to find any counter-example to Format's assertion!
It is clear that given the quadruple of numbers (w, x, y, z), it is a mere matter of computation to decide whether or not
the equation holds. Thus we could imagine a computer algorithm which runs through all the quadruples of numbers one
after the other, and stops only when the equation is satisfied.

(We have seen that there are ways of coding finite sets of numbers, in a computable way, on a single tape, i. e. simply
as single numbers, so we can 'run through' all the quadruples by just following the natural ordering of these single
numbers. ) If we could establish that this algorithm does not stop, then we would have a proof of the Format assertion.
In a similar way it is possible to phrase many other unsolved mathematical problems in terms of the Turing machine
halting problem.
Such an example is the "Goldbach conjecture', which asserts that every even number greater than 2 is the sum of two
prime numbers It is an algorithmic process to decide whether or not a given natural number is prime since one needs
only to test its divisibility by numbers less than itself, a matter of only finite calculation. We could devise a Turing
machine which runs through the even numbers 6, 8, 10, 12, 14,... trying all the different ways of splitting them into
pairs of odd numbers 6=3+3, 8=3+5, 10=3+7=5+5, 12=5+7, 14 = 3 + 11 = 7 + 7,... and testing to make sure that, for
each such even number, it splits to some pair for which both members are prime. (Clearly we need not test pairs of
even summands, except 2+2, since all primes except 2 are odd.) Our machine is to stop only when it reaches an even
number for which none of the pairs into which that number splits consists of two primes.
In that case we should have a counter-example to the Goldbach conjecture, namely an even * Recall that the prime
numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, are those natural numbers divisible, separately, only by themselves and by unity.
Neither 0 nor 1 is considered to be a prime.
number (greater than 2) which is not the sum of two primes. Thus if we could decide whether or not this Turing
machine ever stops, we should have a way of deciding the truth of the Goldbach conjecture also.
A natural question arises: how are we to decide whether or not any particular Turing machine (when fed with some
specific input) will ever stop? For many Turing machines this might not be hard to answer;
but occasionally, as we have seen above, the answer could involve the solution of an outstanding mathematical
problem. So, is there some algorithmic procedure for answering the general question- the halting problem -completely
automatically? Turing showed that indeed there is not.
His argument was essentially the following. We first suppose that, on the contrary, there is such an algorithm Then
there must be some Turing machine H which 'decides' whether or not the with Turing machine, when acting on the
number m, eventually stops. Let us say that it outputs the tape numbered 0 if it does not stop and 1 if it does:
0 ifT (w)==D 1 if Tn(w) stops.
Here, one might take the coding of the pair (n, m) to follow the same rule as we adopted for the universal machine U.
However this could run into the technical problem that for some number n (e. g. n = 7), T is not correctly specified;
and the marker 111101 would be inadequate to separate n from m on the tape. To obviate this problem, let us assume
that n is coded using the expanded binary notation rather than just the binary notation, with m in ordinary binary, as
before. Then the marker 110 will actually be sufficient to separate n from m. The use of the semicolon in H{n; m), as
distinct from the comma in U{n, m) is to indicate this change.
Now let us imagine an infinite array, which lists all the outputs of all possible Turing machines acting on all the
possible different * This is the familiar and powerful mathematical procedure known as reductio ad absurdum, whereby
one first assumes that what one is trying to prove is false;
and from that one derives a contradiction, thus establishing that the required result is actually true.
inputs. The nth row of the array displays the output of the nth Turing machine, as applied to the various inputs
0,1,2,3,4,. :
m-> 012345678. n i 0 DDDDDDDDD. 1 000000000. 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 3 020202020. 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .
5 ODODODODO.
6 OD1D2D3D4.
7 012345678.
8 D1DD1DDD1.
197 2 3 5 7 11 13 17 19 23 . In the above table I have cheated a little, and not listed the Turing machines as they are
actually numbered. To have done so would have yielded a list that looks much too boring to begin with, since all the

machines for which n is less than 11 yield nothing but Ds, and for n = 11 itself we get nothing but Os. In order to make
the list look initially more interesting, I have assumed that some much more efficient coding has been achieved. In fact
I have simply made up the entries fairly randomly, just to give some kind of impression as to what its general
appearance could be like.
I am not asking that we have actually calculated this array, say by some algorithm. (In fact, there is no such algorithm,
as we shall see in a moment. ) We are just supposed to imagine that the true list has somehow been laid out before us,
perhaps by God! It is the occurrence of the Ds which would cause the difficulties if we were to attempt to calculate the
array, for we might not know for sure when to place a D in some position since those calculations simply run on
forever!
However, we could provide a calculation al procedure for generating the table if we were allowed to use our putative H,
for H would tell us where the Ds actually occur. But instead, let us use H to eliminate every D by replacing each
occurrence with 0. This is achieved by preceding the action of T" on m by the calculation H[n;
m}; then we allow T" to act on m only if H[n; m) = 1 (i.e. only if the calculation Tn(m) actually gives an answer), and
simply write 0 if H(n; m} = 0 (i.e. if Tn(m) = D). We can write our new procedure (i.e. that obtained by preceding
Tn(m} by the action of H[n; m) ) as T" (w) X H(n; m).
(Here I am using a common mathematical convention about the ordering of mathematical operations: the one on the
right is to be performed first. Note that, symbolically, we have D x 0 = 0. ) The table for this now reads:
i 0 000000000 1 000000000 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 3 020202020 4 111111111 5 000000000 6 001020304 7 012345678 8
010010001 Note that, assuming H exists, the rows of this table consist of computable sequences. (By a computable
sequence I mean an infinite sequence whose successive values can be generated by an algorithm;
i. e. there is some Turing machine which, when applied to the natural numbers m = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,. in turn, yields the
successive members of the sequence. ) Now, we take note of two facts about this table. In the first place, every
computable sequence of natural numbers must appear somewhere (perhaps many times over) amongst its rows. This
property was already true of the original table with its Ds. We have simply added some rows to replace the 'dud'
Turing machines (i. e. the ones which produce at least one D).
In the second place, the assumption having been made that the Turing machine H actually exists, the table has been
computably generated (i. e. generated by some definite algorithm), namely by the procedure Tn(m) X H{n; m). That is
to say, there is some Turing machine Q which, when acting on the pair of numbers (w, m) produces the appropriate
entry in the table. For this, we may code n and m on Q's tape in the same way as for H, and we have Q(n; m) = T,(m}
X H(n; m).
We now apply a variant of an ingenious and powerful device, the 'diagonal slash' of Georg Cantor. (We shall be seeing
the original version of Cantor's diagonal slash in the next chapter. ) Consider the elements of the main diagonal,
marked now with bold figures:
000000000 000000000 111111111 020202020 111111111 000000000 001020304 012345678 010010001 The
elements provide some sequence 0,0,1,2,1,0,3,7,1,.
to each of whose terms we now add 1:
1,1,2,3,2,1,4,8,2,. 81 This is clearly a computable procedure and, given that our table was computably generated, it
provides us with some new computable sequence, in fact with the sequence 1 + Q(n; n), i. e.
l+T,(n)xH(n;n) (since the diagonal is given by making m equal to n). But our table contains every computable
sequence, so our new sequence must be somewhere in the list. Yet this cannot be so! For our new sequence differs
from the first row in the first entry, from the second row in the second entry, from the third row in the third entry, and
so on.
This is manifestly a contradiction. It is the contradiction which establishes what we have been trying to prove, namely
that the Turing machine H does not in fact exist! There is no universal algorithm for deciding whether or not a Turing
machine is going to stop.
Another way of phrasing this argument is to note that, on the assumption that H exists, there is some Turing machine
number, say k, for the algorithm (diagonal process! ) 1 + Q(n; n), so we have l+T,{n)xH{n;n)=Tk(n). But if we
substitute n = k in this relation we get 1 + Tk(k) x H(k; k) = Tk(k).

This is a contradiction because if Tk(k) stops we get the impossible relation 1 + Tk(k) = T"{k) (since H{k; k) = 1),
whereas if T*(fe) does not stop (so H{k; k) = 0) we have the equally inconsistent
1 + 0 = D.
The question of whether or not a particular Turing machine stops is a perfectly well-defined piece of mathematics (and
we have already seen that, conversely, various significant mathematical questions can be phrased as the stopping of
Turing machines). Thus, by showing that no algorithm exists for deciding the question of the stopping of Turing
machines, Turing showed (as had Church, using his own rather different type of approach) that there can be no general
algorithm for deciding mathematical questions. Hilbert's Entscheidungsproblem has no solution!
This is not to say that in any individual Case we may not be able to decide the truth, or otherwise, of some particular
mathematical question; or decide whether or not some given Turing machine will stop. By the exercise of ingenuity, or
even of just common sense, we may be able to decide such a question in a given case. (For example, if a Turing
machine's instruction list contains no STOP order, or contains only STOP orders, then common sense alone is sufficient
to tell us whether or not it will stop! ) But there is no one algorithm that works for all mathematical questions, nor for
all Turing machines and all numbers on which they might act.
It might seem that we have now established that there are at least some un decidable mathematical questions.
However, we have done nothing of the kind!
We have not shown that there is some especially awkward Turing machine table for which, in some absolute sense, it is
impossible to decide whether or not the machine stops when it is fed with some especially awkward number- indeed,
quite the reverse, as we shall see in a moment. We have said nothing whatever about the insolubility of single
problems, but only about the algorithmic insolubility of families of problems. In any single case the answer is either
'yes' or 'no', so there certainly is an algorithm for deciding that particular case, namely the algorithm that simply says
'yes', when presented with the problem, or the one that simply says 'no', as the case may be! The difficulty is, of course,
that we may not know which of these algorithms to use. That is a question of deciding the mathematical truth of a
single statement, not the systematic decision problem for a family of statements. It is important to realize that
algorithms do not, in themselves, decide mathematical truth. The validity of an algorithm must always be established
by external means.
HOW TO OUTDO AN ALGORITHM
This question of deciding the truth of mathematical statements will be returned to later, in connection with Godel's
theorem (see Chapter 4). For the moment, I wish to point out that Turing's argument is actually a lot more constructive
and less negative than I have seemed to imply so far. We have certainly not exhibited a specific Turing machine for
which, in some absolute sense, it is un decidable whether or not it stops. Indeed, if we examine the argument carefully,
we find that our very procedure has actually implicitly told us the answer for the seemingly 'especially awkward
machines that we construct using Turing's procedure!
Let us see how this comes about. Suppose we have some algorithm which is sometimes effective for telling us when a
Turing machine will not stop.
Turing's procedure, as outlined above, will explicitly exhibit a Turing machine calculation for which that particular
algorithm is not able to decide whether or not the calculation stops. However, in doing so, it actually enables us to see
the answer in this case! The particular Turing machine calculation that we exhibit will indeed not stop.
To see how this arises in detail suppose we have such an algorithm that is sometimes effective. As before, we denote
this algorithm (Turing machine) by H, but now we allow that the algorithm may not always be sure to tell us that a
Turing machine will actually not stop:
0 or D if T,(w) = D 1 if T (w) stops, so H(n; m) = D is a possibility when Tn[m) = D. Many such algorithms H(w; m)
actually exist. (For example, H{n;
m] could simply produce a 1 as soon as Tn(m) stops, although (feat particular algorithm would hardly be of much
practical use! ) We can follow through Turing's procedure in detail just as given above, except that instead of replacing
all the Ds by Os, we now have some Ds left. As before, our diagonal procedure has provided us with l+Tn[n)xH(n;n),
as the th term on the diagonal. (We shall get a D whenever H[n; n) = D. Note that D x D = D, 1 + D = D. ) This is a
perfectly good computation, so it is achieved by some Turing machine, say the kth one, and now we do have 1 + Tn{n)
x H(n; n) = T^(w).

We look at the kth diagonal term, i. e. n = k, and obtain 1 + Tk(k} X H(k;
k} = Tk(k).
If the computation Tk(k) stops, we have a contradiction (since H(k;
k) is supposed to be 1 whenever Tk(k] stops, and the equation then gives inconsistency: 1 + Ti,[k) = Tk{k}). Thus
Tk[k) cannot stop, i. e.
Tk(k) = n.
But the algorithm cannot 'know' this, because if it gave H(k\ k) = 0, we should again have contradiction (symbolically,
we should have the invalid relation: 1 + 0 = D).
Thus, if we can find k we shall know how to construct our specific calculation to defeat the algorithm but for which we
know the answer!
How do we find ^? That's hard work. What we have to do is to look in detail at the construction of H[n; m) and of
Tn{m) and then see in detail how 1 + T (w) x H(n; n) acts as a Turing machine. We find the number of this Turing
machine, which is k. This would certainly be complicated to carry out in detail, but it could be done Because of the
complication, we would not be at all interested in the calculation Tk[k) were it not for the fact that we have specially
produced it in order to defeat the algorithm H! What is important is that we have a well-defined procedure, whichever
H is given to us, for finding a corresponding k for which we know that Tk(k) defeats H, and for which we can therefore
do better than the algorithm. Perhaps that comforts us a little if we think we are better than mere algorithms!
In fact the procedure is so well defined that we could find an algorithm for generating k, given H. So, before we get too
complacent, we have to realize that this algorithm can improve9 on H since, in effect, it 'knows' that Tk(k) = D or does
it? It has been helpful in the above description to use the anthropomorphic term 'know' in reference to an algorithm.
However, is it not we * In fact, the hardest part of this is already achieved by the construction of the universal Turing
machine U above, since this enables us to write down T"(w) as a Turing machine acting on n.
who are doing the 'knowing', while the algorithm just follows the rules we have told it to follow? Or are we ourselves
merely following rules that we have been programmed to follow from the construction of our brains and from our
environment? The issue is not really simply one of algorithms, but also a question of how one judges what is true and
what is not true. These are central issues that we shall have to return to later. The question of mathematical truth (and
its non-algorithmic nature) will be considered in Chapter 4. At least we should now have some feeling about the
meanings of the terms 'algorithm' and 'computability', and an understanding of some of the related issues.
CHURCH'S LAMBDA CALCULUS
The concept of computability is a very important and beautiful mathematical idea. It is also a remarkably recent one as
things of such a fundamental nature go in mathematics having been first put forward in the 1930s. It is an idea which
cuts across all areas of mathematics (although it may well be true that most mathematicians do not, as yet, often worry
themselves about computability questions).
The power of the idea lies partly in the fact that some well-defined operations in mathematics are actually not
computable (like the stopping, or otherwise, of a Tump machine;
we shall see other examples in Chapter 4). For if there were no such non-computable things, the concept of
computability would not have much mathematical interest. Mathematicians, after all, like puzzles.
It can be an intriguing puzzle for them to decide, of some mathematical operation, whether or not it is computable. It is
especially intriguing because the general solution of that puzzle is itself non-computable!
One thing should be made clear. Computability is a genuine 'absolute' mathematical concept. It is an abstract idea
which lies quite beyond any particular realization in terms of the "Turing machines' as I have described them. As I
have remarked before, we do not need to attach any particular significance to the 'tapes' and 'internal states', etc." which
characterize Turing's ingenious but particular approach. There are also other ways of expressing the idea of
computability, historically the first of these being the remarkable 'lambda calculus' of the American logician Alonzo
Church, with the assistance of Stephen C. Kleene. Church's procedure was quite different, and distinctly more abstract
from that of Turing. In fact, in the form that Church stated his ideas, there is rather little obvious connection between
them and anything that one might call 'mechanical'. The key idea lying behind Church's procedure is, indeed, abstract
in its very essence a mathematical operation that Church actually referred to as 'abstraction'.

I feel that it is worth while to give a brief description of Church's scheme not only because it emphasizes that
computability is a mathematical idea, independent of any particular concept of computing machine, but also because it
illustrates the power of abstract ideas in mathematics. The reader who is not readily conversant with mathematical
ideas, nor intrigued by such things for their own sake, may, at this stage, prefer to move on to the next chapter and there
would not be significant loss in the flow of argument.
Nevertheless, I believe that such readers might benefit by bearing with me for a while longer, and thus witnessing some
of the magical economy of Church's scheme (see Church 1941).
In this scheme one is concerned with a 'universe' of objects, denoted by say a,b,c,d,. ,z,a',b',. ^',a",b" ,. aa"
",... each of which stands for a mathematical operation or function. (The reason for the primed letters is simply to allow
an unlimited supply of symbols to denote such functions.) The 'arguments' of these functions that is to say, the things
on which these functions act are other things of the same kind, i.e. also functions.
Moreover, the result (or 'value') of one such function acting on another is to be again a function. (There is, indeed, a
wonderful economy of concepts in Church's system.) Thus, when we write a = be * A more familiar form of notation
would have been to write a = b(c), say, but these particular parentheses are not really necessary and it is better to get
used to their omission. To include them consistently would lead to rather cumbersome formulae such as (f(.p)}(q) and
((pr), instead of (fp)q and ((fp)q)r respectively.
we mean that the result of the function b acting on the function c is another function a. There is no difficulty about
expressing the idea of a function of two or more variables in this scheme. If we wish to think off as a function of two
variables p and q, say, we may simply write (which is the result of the function fp as applied to q). For a function of
three variables we consider and so on.
Now comes the powerful operation of abstraction. For this we use the Greek letter X (lambda) and follow it
immediately by a letter standing for one of Church's functions, say x, which we consider as a 'dummy variable'. Every
occurrence of the variable x in the square-bracketed expression which immediately follows is then considered merely
as a 'slot' into which may be substituted anything that follows the whole expression. Thus if we write we mean the
function which when acting on, say, a produces the result fa. That is to say.
(>x. [fx])a=fa. In other words, \x. [fx] is simply the function f, i. e.
\x. [fx]=f.
This bears a little thinking about. It is one of those mathematical niceties that seems so pedantic and trivial at first that
one is liable to miss the point completely. Let us consider an example taken from familiar school mathematics. We
take the function f to be the trigonometrical operation of taking the sine of an angle, so the abstract function 'sin' is
defined by ^(.
[sinx] = sin.
(Do not worry about how the 'function' x may be taken to be an angle.
We shall shortly see something of the way that numbers may be regarded as functions; and an angle is just a kind of
number. ) So far, this is indeed rather trivial. But let us imagine that the notation 'sin' had not been invented, but that
we are aware of the power series expression for sin x:
X - "JC3 + -^-X5 - x 6" 120" Then we could define sin = \x.[x - ^ +Ax5 ...].
Note that, even more simply, we could define, say, the 'one-sixth cubing' operation for which there is no standard
'functional' notation:
Q = ^. [^3]
and find, for example, Q(a + 1) = ia + I)3 = ta3 + {a1 + {a +g.
More pertinent to the present discussion would be expressions made up simply from Church's elementary functional
operations, such as W(fx)].
This is the function which, when acting on another function, say g, produces g iterated twice acting on x, i. e.
(W(^)])g=g(gA).

We could also have 'abstracted away' the x first, to obtain \f. [^.
[f(fx}]], which we may abbreviate to Kfx. [f(fx)}. This is the operation which, when acting on g, produces the 89
function 'g iterated twice'. In fact this is the very function that Church identifies with the natural number 2:
1 = Kfx. [f(fx)], so (^g)y = g(gy). Similarly he defines:
3 = ^fxWfxW, 4 = \fx. [fWxm, etc. " together with 1 = X/x.[/;>c], =
VA. M.
Really, Church's "I' is more like 'twice' and his '3' is 'thrice', etc.
Thus, the action of 3 on a function f, namely 3f, is the operation 'iterate f three times'. The action of Sfon y, therefore,
would be Wy = f(f(f(yW.
Let us see how a very simple arithmetical operation, namely the operation of adding H to a number, can be expressed in
Church's scheme. Define S = \abe.
[b{{ab}c}].
To illustrate that S indeed simply adds 11 to a number described in Church's notation, let us test it on 3:
S3 = \abe. [b((ab)c)]3 = \be. [b((3b)c)] = \be. [b(b(b(be))}] = ^, since (3b)c = b(b(be)). Clearly this applies equally
well to any other natural number. (In fact \abe. [{ab)[be)] would also have done just as well as S. ) How about
multiplying a number by two? This doubling can be achieved by D = \abe. [(ab)((ab)c)], which is again illustrated by
its action on 3:
D = \abe. [(ab)((ab}c)]3 = \be. [(3b)((3b}c)] = \be. [(3b)(b{b(be)))] = \be. [b{b{b(b(b(be)))))] = @.
In fact, the basic arithmetical operations of addition, multiplication, and raising to a power can be defined, respectively,
by:
A = >. fgxy. [((fx)[gx))y], M = \fgx. \f{gx)}, P=WS\.
The reader may care to convince herself or himself or else to take on trust that, indeed, (Air[fi))ini = to+bh, (MTO)ini =
toxir, (PTO)iii] = ov", where iron and lin are Church's functions for two natural numbers, TO + lii) is his function for
their sum, and so on. The last of these is the most astonishing. Let us just check it for the case TO = 1, (W = his-[fs]W
= (^g.[W = {>.s.[\fx.[f(fx)W = Xgx.[g(gx)]3 = \x.[3(3x)] = >x.[\fy.[f(f{fy})]{3x)] = Kxy.[(3x)[(3x)((3x)y))] =
\xy.[(3x)((3x){x[x(xy)}))] = }Jcy.[(3x)(x{x{x{x{x(xy})))))] = >Jcy.[x{x{x(x(x{x(x[x(xy))))}))}] = 8 = 3s.
The operations of subtraction and division are not so easily defined (and, indeed, we need some convention about what
to do with "TO--OH' when m is smaller than ira and with " TO--OH' when TO is. not divisible by OH). In fact a major
landmark of the subject occurred in the early 1930s when Kleene discovered how to express the operation of
subtraction within Church's scheme! Other operations then followed.
Finally, in 1937, Church and Turing independently showed that every computable (or algorithmic) operation whatevernow in the sense of Turing's machines- can be achieved in terms of one of Church's expressions (and vice versa).
This is a truly remarkable fact, and it serves to emphasize the fundamentally objective and mathematical character of
the notion of computability.
Church's notion of computability has, at first sight, very little to do with computing machines. Yet it has, nevertheless,
some fundamental relations to practical computing. In particular, the powerful and flexible computer language LISP
incorporates, in an essential way, the basic structure of Church's calculus.
As I indicated earlier, there are also other ways of defining the notion of computability. Post's concept of computing
machine was very close to Turing's, and was produced independently, at almost the same time. There was currently
also a rather more usable definition of computability re cursiveness due to J. Herbrand and Godel. H. B. Curry in 1929,
and also M. Schonfinkel in 1924, had a different approach somewhat earlier, from which Church's calculus was partly
developed. (See Gandy 1988. ) Modem approaches to computability (such as that of an unlimited register machine,
described in Cutland 1980) differ considerably in detail from Turing's original one, and they are rather more practical.
Yet the concept of computability remains the same, whichever of these various approaches is adopted.

Like so many other mathematical ideas, especially the more profoundly beautiful and fundamental ones, the idea of
computability seems to have a kind of Platonic reality of its own. It is this mysterious question of the Platonic reality
of mathematical concepts generally that we must turn to in the next two chapters.
1. I am adopting the usual modem terminology which now includes zero among the 'natural numbers'.
2. There are many other ways of coding pairs, triples, etc. " of numbers as single numbers, well known to
mathematicians, though less convenient for our present purposes. For example, the formula ^((a + b)2 + 3a + b}
represents the pairs (a, b) of natural numbers uniquely as a single natural number. Try it!
3. I have not bothered, in the above, to introduce some mark to initiate the sequence of numbers (or instructions, etc. ).
This is not necessary for the input, since things just start when the first 1 is encountered. However, for the output
something else may be needed, since one may not know a priori how far to look along the output tape in order to reach
the first (i. e.
leftmost) 1. Even though a long string of Os may have been encountered going off to the left, this would be no
guarantee that there would not be a 1 still farther off on the left.
One can adopt various viewpoints on this. One of these would be always to use a special mark (say, coded by 6 in the
contraction procedure) to initiate the entire output. But for simplicity, in my descriptions I shall take a different point
of view, namely that it is always 'known' how much of the tape has actually been encountered by the device (e. g. one
can imagine that it leaves a 'trail' of some kind), so that one does not, in principle, have to examine an infinite amount
of tape in order to be sure that the entire output has been surveyed.
4. One way of coding the information of two tapes on a single tape is to interleave the two. Thus, the odd-numbered
marks on the single tape could represent the marks of the first tape, whilst the even-numbered ones could represent the
marks of the second tape. A similar scheme works for three or more tapes. The 'inefficiency' of this procedure results
from the fact that the reading device would have to keep dodging backwards and forwards along the tape and leaving
markers on it to keep track of where it is, at both even and odd parts of the tape.
5. This procedure refers only to the way in which a marked tape can be interpreted as a natural number. It does not
alter the numbers of our specific Turing machines, such as EUC or XN + 1.
6. If T, is not correctly specified, then U will proceed as though the number for n has terminated as soon as the first
string of more than four Is in his binary expression is reached. It will read the rest of this expression as part of the tape
for m, so it will proceed to perform some nonsensical calculation! This feature could be eliminated, if desired, by
arranging that n be expressed in expanded binary notation. I have chosen not to do this so as not to complicate further
the description of the poor universal machine U!
7. I am grateful to David Deutsch for deriving the denary form of the binary description for u which I had worked out
below. 1 am grateful to him also for checking that this binary value of u actually does give a universal Turing
machine! The binary value for u is in fact:
lioioooioioioioiiioiooiooooioioiioioioooiomoiolo
10101010100A00101101010011010010010011101000001101
10101110100010001110100'xOOlOlOlOlOlOllOlOOlOlOOlOl The enterprising reader, with an effective home
computer, may care to check, using the prescriptions given in the text, that the above code does in fact give a universal
Turing machine's action, by applying it to various simple Turing machine numbers!
Some lowering of the value of u might have been possible with a different specification for a Turing machine. For
example, we could dispense with STOP and, instead, adopt the rule that the machine stops whenever the internal state 0
is re-entered after it has been in some other internal state. This would not gain a great deal (if anything at all). A
bigger gain would have resulted had we allowed tapes with marks other than just 0 or 1. Very concise-looking universal
Turing machines have indeed been described in the literature, but the conciseness is deceptive, for they depend upon
exceedingly complicated codings for the descriptions of Turing machines generally.
8. For a non-technical discussion of matters relating to this famous assertion, see Devlin (1988).
9. We could, of course, defeat this improved algorithm too, by simply applying the foregoing procedure all over again.
We can then use this new knowledge to improve our algorithm still further; but we could defeat that one also, and so

on. The kind of consideration that this iterative procedure leads us into will be discussed in connection with Godel's
theorem, in Chapter 4, of. p. 142.
MATHEMATICS AND REALITY
entering it. Or could it be some vast and oddly shaped alien city, with roads going off in various directions to small
towns and villages nearby?
Maybe it is an island and then let us try to find whether there is a nearby continent with which it is associated. This we
can do by 'backing away', reducing the magnification of our sensing device by a linear factor of about fifteen. Lo and
behold, the entire world springs into view (Fig. 3. 2);
Fig. 3. 2. Tor'Bled-Nam' in its entirety. The locations of the magnifications shown in Figs 3. 1,3. 3, and 3. 4 are
indicated beneath the arrows.
Our 'island' is seen as a small dot indicated below "Fig. 3." in Fig.
3. 2. The filaments (streams, roads, bridges? ), from the original island all come to an end, with the exception of the
one attached at the inside of its right-hand crevice, which finally joins on to the very much larger object that we see
depicted in Fig. 3. 2. This larger object is clearly similar to the island that we saw first -though it is not precisely the
same. If we focus more closely on what appears to be this object's coastline we see innumerable protuberances
roundish, but themselves possessing similar protuberances of their own. Each small protuberance seems to be attached
to a larger one at some minute place, producing many warts upon warts. As the picture becomes clearer, we see
myriads of tiny filaments emanating from the structure. The filaments themselves are forked at various places and
often meander wildly. At certain spots on the filaments we seem to see little knots of complication which our sensing
device, with its present magnification, cannot resolve.
Clearly the object is no actual island or continent, nor a landscape of any kind. Perhaps, after all, we are viewing some
monstrous beetle, and the first that we saw was one of its offspring, attached to it still, by some kind of filamentary
umbilical cord.
Let us try to examine the nature of one of our creature's warts, by turning up the magnification of our sensing device by
a linear factor of about ten (Fig. 3. 3 -the location being indicated under Tig.
3. 3' in Fig. 3. 2). The wart itself bears a strong resemblance to the creature as a whole- except just at the point of
attachment. Notice that there are various places in Fig. 3. 3 where five filaments come together.
There is perhaps a certain five ness about this particular wart (as there would be a three ness about the uppermost wart).
Indeed, if we were to examine the next reasonable- sized wart, a little down on the left on Fig. 3. 2, we should find a
seven ness about it; and for the next, a nine ness and so on. As we enter the crevice between the two largest regions of
Fig. 3. 2, we find warts on the right characterized by odd numbers, increasing by two each time.
Let us peer deep down into this crevice, turning up the magnification from that of Fig. 3. 2 by a factor of about ten
(Fig. 3. 4). We see numerous other tiny warts and also much swirling activity. On the right, we can just discern some
tiny spiral 'seahorse tails' -in an area we shall know as 'seahorse valley'. Here we shall find, if the magnification is
turned up enough, various 'sea anemones' or regions with a distinctly floral appearance. Perhaps, after all, this is indeed
some exotic coastline maybe some coral reef, teeming with life of all kinds. What might Fig. 3. 3. A wart with a five
ness about its filaments.
have seemed to be a flower would reveal itself, on further magnification, to be composed of myriads of tiny, but
incredibly complicated structures, each with numerous filaments and swirling spiral tails. Let us examine one of the
larger seahorse tails in some detail, namely the one just discernible where indicated as "Fig. 3.5' in Fig. 3.4 (which is
attached to a wart with a '29-ness' about it!).
With a further approximate 250-fold magnification, we are presented with the spiral depicted in Fig. 3. 5. We find that
this is no ordinary tail, but is itself made up of the most complicated swirlings back and forth, with innumerable tiny
spirals, and regions like octopuses and sea horses
At many places, the structure is attached just where two spirals come together. Let us examine one of these places
(indicated below "Fig.
3. 6' in Fig. 3. 5), increasing our magnification by a Fig. 3. 4. The main crevice.

"Seahorse valley' is just discernible on the lower right.
factor of about thirty. Behold: do we discern a strange but now familiar object in the middle? A further increase of
magnification by a factor of about six (Fig. 3. 7) reveals a tiny baby creature -almost identical to the entire structure we
have been examining! If we look closely, we see that the filaments emanating from it differ a little from those of the
main structure, and they swirl about and extend to relatively much greater distances. Yet the tiny creature itself seems
to differ hardly at all from its parent, even to the extent of possessing offspring of its own, in closely corresponding
positions. These we could again examine if we turned up the magnification still further. The grandchildren would also
resemble their common ancestor and one readily believes that this continues indefinitely. We may explore this
extraordinary world of Tor'Bled-Nam as long as we wish, tuning our sensing device to higher and higher degrees of
magnification. We find an endless variety: no two regions are precisely alike yet there is a general flavour that we soon
become accustomed to. The now familiar beetle-like creatures emerge at yet tinier and tinier scales. Every time, the
neighbouring filamentary structures differ from what we had seen before, and present us with fantastic new scenes of
unbelievable complication.
What is this strange, varied and most wonderfully intricate land that we have stumbled upon? No doubt many readers
will already know. But some will not.
This world is nothing but a piece of abstract mathematics the set known as the Mandelbrot set. 1 Complicated it
undoubtedly is; yet it is generated by a rule of Fig. 3. 6 Fig. 3. 5.
A close-up of a seahorse tail.
Fig. 3. 6. A further magnification is CA^i^i. of a joining point where two spirals come together. A tiny baby is just
visible at the central point.
remarkable simplicity! To explain the rule properly, I shall first need to explain what a complex number is. It is as
well that I do so here. We shall need complex numbers later. They are absolutely fundamental to the structure of
quantum mechanics, and are therefore basic to the workings of the very world in which we live. They also constitute
one of the Great Miracles of Mathematics. In Fig. 3. 7. On magnification, the baby is seen closely to resemble the
entire world.
order to explain what a complex number is, I shall need, first, to remind the reader what is meant by the term 'real
number'. It will be helpful, also, to indicate the relationship between that concept and the very reality of the 'real
world'!
REAL NUMBERS
Recall that the natural numbers are the whole quantities:
0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,",... These are the most elementary and basic amongst the different kinds of number. Any type of
discrete entity can be quantified by the use of natural numbers: we may speak of twenty-seven sheep in a field, of two
lightning flashes, twelve nights, one thousand words, four conversations, zero new ideas, one mistake, six absentees,
two changes of direction, etc. Natural numbers can be added or multiplied together to produce new natural numbers.
They were the objects of our general discussion of algorithms, as given in the last chapter.
However some important operations may take us outside the realm of the natural numbers the simplest being
subtraction. For subtraction to be defined in a systematic way, we need negative numbers; we can set out the whole
system of integers" -6, -5, -4, -3, -2, -1,0,1,2,3,4, 5,6,7,... for this purpose. Certain things, such as electric charge, bank
balances, or dates are quantified by numbers of this kind. These numbers are still too limited in their scope, however,
since we can come unstuck when we try to divide one such number by another.
Accordingly, we shall need the fractions, or rational numbers as they are called 0,1, -1,1/2, -1/2,2, -2,3/2, 3/2,1/3.
These suffice for the operations of finite arithmetic, but for a good many purposes we need to go further than this and
include * Actually, the normal conventions about dates do not quite correctly adhere to this since the year zero is
omitted.
infinite or limiting operations. The familiar- and mathematically highly important quantity ji, for example, arises in
many such infinite expressions.
In particular, we have:
31 = 2{(2/1)(2/3)(4/3)(4/5)(6/5)(6/7)(8/7)(8/9) . } ji = 4(1 - 1/3 + 1/5 1/7 + 1/9 - 1/11 +. ).

These are famous expressions, the first having been found by the English mathematician, grammarian, and cipher
expert John Wallis, in 1655; and the second, in effect, by the Scottish mathematician and astronomer (and inventor of
the first reflecting telescope) James Gregory, in 1671. As with ji, numbers defined in this way need not be rational (i.
e. not of the form nm, where n and m are integers with m non-zero). The number system needs to be extended in order
that such quantities can be included.
This extended number system is referred to as the system of 'real' numbers-those familiar numbers which can be
represented as infinite decimal expansions, such as:
-583. 70264439121009538 . In terms of such a representation we have the well-known expression for jt:
ji = 3. 14159265358979323846 . Among the types of number that can also be represented in this way are the square
roots (or cube roots or fourth roots, etc. ) of positive rational numbers, such as:
V2 = 1. 41421356237309504 . ;
or, indeed, the square root (or cube root etc. ) of any positive real number, as with the expression for ji found by the
great Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler:
ji = V{6(1 + 1/4 + 1/9 + 1/25 + 1/36 +. )} Real numbers are, in effect, the familiar kinds of number that we have to deal
with in everyday life, although normally we are concerned merely with approximations to such numbers, and are happy
to work with expansions involving only a small number of decimal places. In mathematical statements, however, real
numbers may need to be specified exactly, and we require some sort of infinite description such as an entire infinite
decimal expansion, or perhaps some other infinite mathematical expression such as the above formulae for ji given by
Wallis, Gregory, and Euler. (I shall normally use decimal expansions in my descriptions here, but only because these
are most familiar. To a mathematician, there are various rather more satisfactory ways of presenting real numbers, but
we shall not need to worry about this here. ) It might be felt that it is impossible to contemplate an entire infinite
expansion, but this is not so. A simple example where one clearly can contemplate the entire sequence is 1/3 = 0.
333333333333333 . where the dots indicate to us that the succession of 3s carries on indefinitely. To contemplate this
expansion, all we need to know is that the expansion does indeed continue in the same way indefinitely with 3s. Every
rational number has a repeated (or finite) decimal expansion, such as 93/74 = 1. 2567567567567567 . , where the
sequence 567 is repeated indefinitely, and this can also be contemplated in its entirety. Also, the expression 0.
220002222000002222220000000222222220 . which defines an irrational number, can certainly be contemplated in its
entirety (the string of Os or 2s simply increasing in length by one each time), and many similar examples can be given.
In each case, we shall be satisfied when we know a rule according to which the expansion is constructed. If there is
some algorithm which generates the successive digits, then knowledge of that algorithm provides us with a way of
contemplating the entire infinite decimal expansion.
Real numbers whose expansions can be generated by algorithms are called computable numbers (see also p. 66). (The
use of a denary rather than, say, a binary expansion here has no significance. The numbers which are 'computable' in
this sense are just the same numbers whichever base for an expansion is used. ) The real numbers it and V2 that we
have just been considering are examples of computable numbers. In each case the rule would be a little complicated to
state in detail, but not hard in principle.
However, there are also many real numbers which are not computable in this sense. We have seen in the last chapter
that there are non-computable sequences which are nevertheless perfectly well defined. For example, we could take the
decimal expansion whose th digit is 1 or 0 according to whether or not the with Turing machine acting on the number n
stops or does not stop. Generally, for a real number, we just ask that there should be some infinite decimal expansion.
We do not ask that there should be an algorithm for generating the with digit, nor even that we should be aware of any
kind of rule which in principle defines what the with digit actually is.
2 Computable numbers are awkward things to work with. One cannot keep all one's operations computable, even when
one works just with computable numbers. For example, it is not even a computable matter to decide, in general,
whether two computable numbers are equal to one another or not! For this kind of reason, we prefer to work, instead,
with all real numbers, where the decimal expansion can be anything at all, and need not just be, say, a computable
sequence.
Finally, I should point out that there is an identification between a real number whose decimal expansion ends with an
infinite succession of 9s and one whose expansion ends with an infinite succession of Os;
for example27. 1860999999 . = -27. 1861000000 .

HOW MANY REAL NUMBERS ARE THERE?
Let us pause for a moment to appreciate the vastness of the generalization that has been achieved in moving from the
rational numbers to the real numbers.
One might think, at first, that the number of integers is already greater than the number of natural numbers; since every
natural number is an integer whereas some integers (namely the negative ones) are not natural numbers, and similarly
one might think that the number of fractions is greater than the number of integers. However, this is not the case.
According to the powerful and beautiful theory of infinite numbers put forward in the late 1800s by the highly original
Russian--German mathematician Georg Cantor, the total number of fractions, the total number of integers and the total
number of natural numbers are all the same infinite number, denoted Ko ('aleph nought'). (Remarkably, this kind of
idea had been partly anticipated some 250 years before, in the early 1600s, by the great Italian physicist and astronomer
Galileo Galilei. We shall be reminded of some of Galileo's other achievements in Chapter 5. ) One may see that the
number of integers is the same as the number of natural numbers by setting up a 'one-to-one correspondence' as
follows:
Integers Natural numbers 0 -w 0 -1 <-> 1 1 ^ 1 -2 -h- 3 2 <-> 4 -3 ^ 5 3 <- 6 -4 <- 7 -n *-> In\ n In Note that each
integer (in the left-hand column) and each natural number (in the right-hand column) occurs once and once only in the
list. The existence of a one-to-one correspondence like this is what, in Cantor's theory, establishes that the number of
objects in the left-hand column is the same as the number of objects in the right-hand column. Thus, the number of
integers is, indeed, the same as the number of natural numbers.
In this case the number is infinite, but no matter. (The only peculiarity that occurs with infinite numbers is that we can
leave out some of the members of the list and still find a one-to-one correspondence between the two lists! ) In a
similar, but somewhat more complicated way, we can set up a one-to-one correspondence between the fractions and the
integers. (For this we can adapt one of the ways of representing pairs of natural numbers, the numerators and
denominators, as single natural numbers; see Chapter 2, p.
56. ) Sets that can be put into one-to-one correspondence with the natural numbers are called countable, so the
countable infinite sets are those with Ko elements.
We have now seen that the integers are countable, and so also are all the fractions.
Are there sets which are not countable? Although we have extended the system, in passing from the natural numbers to
first the integers and then the rational numbers, we have not actually increased the total number of objects that we have
to work with. We have seen that the number of objects is actually countable in each case. Perhaps the reader has
indeed got the impression by now that all infinite sets are countable. Not so; for the situation is very different in
passing to the real numbers. It was one of Cantor's remarkable achievements to show that there are actually more real
numbers than rationals. The argument that Cantor used is the 'diagonal slash' that was referred to in Chapter 2 and that
Turing adapted in his argument to show that the halting problem for Turing machines is insoluble.
Cantor's argument, like Turing's later one, proceeds by reductio ad absurdum.
Suppose that the result we are trying to establish is false, i. e.
that the set of all real numbers is countable. Then the real numbers between 0 and 1 are certainly countable, and we
shall have some list providing a one-to-one pairing of all such numbers with the natural numbers, such as:
Natural numbers Real numbers 0 -m. 0. 10357627183. 1 <-> 0. 14329806115 .
2 *-> 0. 02166095213 . 3 <- 0. 43005357779. 4 <" 0.92550489101 ... 5 <-* 0.59210343297... 6 <- 0.63667910457... 7
<-> 0.87050074193 ... 8 ^ 0.04311737804... 9 ^ 0.78635081150... 10 " 0. 40916738891 . I have marked out the
diagonal digits in bold type. These digits are, for this particular listing, 1,4,1,0,0,3,1,4,8,5,1,. and the diagonal slash
procedure is to construct a real number (between 0 and 1) whose decimal expansion (after the decimal point) differs
from these digits in each corresponding place. For definiteness, let us say that the digit is to be 1 whenever the
diagonal digit is different from 1 and it is 2 whenever the diagonal digit is 1.
Thus, in this case we get the real number 0. 21211121112. This real number cannot appear in our listing since it differs
from the first number in the first decimal place (after the decimal point), from the second number in the second place,
from the third number in the third place, etc. This is a contradiction because our list was supposed to contain all real
numbers between 0 and 1. This contradiction establishes what we are trying to prove, namely that there is no one-to-

one correspondence between the real numbers and the natural numbers and, accordingly, the number of real numbers is
actually greater than the number of rational numbers and is not countable.
The number of real numbers is the infinite number labelled C. (C stands for continuum, another name for the system of
real numbers. ) One might ask why this number is not called Ki, say. In fact the symbol Hi stands for the next infinite
number greater than ko, and it is a famous unsolved problem to decide whether in fact C = Si, the so-called continuum
hypothesis.
It may be remarked that the computable numbers, on the other hand, are countable. To count them we just list, in
numerical order, those Turing machines which generate real numbers (i. e. which produce the successive digits of real
numbers). We may wish to strike from the list any Turing machine which generates a real number that has already
appeared earlier in the list. Since the Turing machines are countable, it must certainly be the case that the computable
real numbers are countable. Why can we not use the diagonal slash on that list and produce a new computable number
which is not in the list?
The answer lies in the fact that we cannot computably decide, in general, whether or not a Turing machine should
actually be in the list. For to do so would, in effect, involve our being able to solve the halting problem. Some Turing
machines may start to produce the digits of a real number, and then get stuck and never again produce another digit
(because it 'doesn't stop').
There is no computable means of deciding which Turing machines will get stuck in this way.
This is basically the halting problem. Thus, while our diagonal procedure will produce some real number, that number
will not be a computable number.
In fact, this argument could have been used to show the existence of non-computable numbers. Turing's argument to
show the existence of classes of problems which cannot be solved algorithmically, as was recounted in the last chapter,
follows precisely this line of reasoning. We shall see other applications of the diagonal slash later.
"REALITY' OF REAL NUMBERS
Setting aside the notion of computability, real numbers are called 'real' because they seem to provide the magnitudes
needed for the measurement of distance, angle, time, energy, temperature, or of numerous other geometrical and
physical quantities. However, the relationship between the abstractly defined 'real' numbers and physical quantities is
not as clear-cut as one might imagine. Real numbers refer to a mathematical idealization rather than to any actual
physically objective quantity. The system of real numbers has the property, for example, that between any two of
them, no matter how close, there lies a third. It is not at all clear that physical distances or times can realistically be
said to have this property.
If we continue to divide up the physical distance between two points, we would eventually reach scales so small that
the very concept of distance, in the ordinary sense, could cease to have meaning. It is anticipated that at the 'quantum
gravity' scale of lOAth of the size of a subatomic panicle, this would indeed be the case. But to mirror the real
numbers, we would have to go to scales indefinitely smaller than this: lO200^, lO2000^, or lO10200^ of a particle size,
for example. It is not at all clear that such absurdly tiny scales have any physical meaning whatever. A similar remark
would hold for correspondingly tiny intervals of time.
The real number system is chosen in physics for its mathematical utility, simplicity, and elegance, together with the fact
that it accords, over a very wide range, with the physical concepts of distance and time. It is not chosen because it is
known to agree with these physical concepts over all ranges. One might well anticipate that there is indeed no such
accord at very tiny scales of distance or time. It is commonplace to use rulers for the measurement of simple distances,
but such rulers will themselves take on a granular nature when we get down to the scale of their own atoms. This does
not, in itself, prevent us from continuing to use real numbers in an accurate way, but a good deal more sophistication is
needed for the measurement of yet smaller distances. We should at least be a little suspicious that there might
eventually be a difficulty of fundamental principle for distances on the tiniest scale. As it turns out, Nature is
remarkably kind to us, and it appears that the same real numbers that we have grown used to for the description of
things at an everyday scale or larger retain their usefulness on scales much smaller than atoms- certainly down to less
than one-hundredth of the 'classical' diameter of a sub-atomic particle, say an electron or proton and seemingly * Recall
that the notation 102'" stands for 100000000000000000000, where 1 is followed by twenty Os.
down to the 'quantum gravity scale', twenty orders of magnitude smaller than such a panicle! This is a quite
extraordinary extrapolation from experience.

The familiar concept of real-number distance seems to hold also out to the most distant quasar and beyond, giving an
overall range of at least 1042, and perhaps 1060 or more. The appropriateness of the real number system is not often
questioned, in fact. Why is there so much confidence in these numbers for the accurate description of physics, when
our initial experience of the relevance of such numbers lies in a comparatively limited range? This confidence- perhaps
misplaced- must rest (although this fact is not often recognized) on the logical elegance, consistency, and mathematical
power of the real number system, together with a belief in the profound mathematical harmony of Nature.
COMPLEX NUMBERS
The real number system does not, as it turns out, have a monopoly with regard to mathematical power and elegance.
There is still a certain awkwardness in that, for example, square roots can be taken only of positive numbers (or zero)
and not of negative ones. From the mathematical point of view and leaving aside, for the moment, any question of
direct connection with the physical world it turns out to be extremely convenient to be able to extract square roots of
negative as well as positive numbers. Let us simply postulate, or 'invent' a square root for the number1. We shall
denote this by the symbol 'i', so we have:
The quantity i cannot, of course, be a real number since the product of a real number with itself is always positive (or
zero, if the number is itself zero). For this reason the term imaginary has been conventionally applied to numbers
whose squares are negative.
However, it is important to stress the fact that these 'imaginary' numbers are no less real than the 'real' numbers that we
have become accustomed to.
As I have emphasized earlier, the relationship between such 'real' numbers and physical reality is not as direct or
compelling as it may at first seem to be, involving, as it does, a mathematical idealization of infinite refinement for
which there is no clear a priori justification from Nature.
Having a square root for1, it is now no great effort to provide square roots for all the real numbers. For if a is a positive
real number, then the quantity ix Vd is a square root of the negative real number-a. (There is also one other square root,
namely -i X Va. ) What about i itself? Does this have a square root? It surely does. For it is easily checked that the
quantity (1 + i)/V2 (and also the negative of this quantity) squares to i.
Does this number have a square root? Once again, the answer is yes; the square of
/ (1 + 1/V2) . / (1 -1/V2) V 2 V 2
or its negative is indeed (1 + i)/V2.
Notice that in forming such quantities we have allowed ourselves to add together real and imaginary numbers, as well
as to multiply our numbers by arbitrary real numbers (or divide by non-zero real numbers, which is the same thing as
multiplying by their reciprocals). The resulting objects are what are referred to as complex numbers. A complex
number is a number of the form a+ib where a and b are real numbers, called the real part and the imaginary part
respectively, of the complex number. The rules for adding and multiplying two such numbers follow the ordinary rules
of (school) algebra, with the added rule that i2 = 1:
{a + ib) + (c + id) = (a + c) + i(b + d) (a + ib) x(c+ id) = {ac bd) + \(ad + be).
A remarkable thing now happens! Our motivation for this system of numbers had been to provide the possibility that
square roots can always be taken.
It achieves this task, though this is itself not yet obvious. But it also does a great deal more: cube roots, firth roots,
ninety-ninth roots, xth roots, (1 + i)th roots, etc. can all be taken with impunity (as the great eighteenth century
mathematician Leonhard Euler was able to show). As another example of the magic of complex numbers, let us
examine the somewhat complicated-looking formulae of trigonometry that one has to learn in school;
the sines and cosines of the sum of two angles sin (A + B) = sin A cos B + cos A sin B, cos (A + B) = cos A cos B sin
A sin B, are simply the imaginary and real parts, respectively, of the much simpler (and much more memorable!
) complex equation giA+ill ^ gL4 gifl Here all we need to know is "Euler's formula' (apparently also obtained many
years before Euler by the remarkable 16th century English mathematician Roger Cotes) e'^ = cos A + i sin A, which we
substitute into the equation above. The resulting expression is cosA + B) + i sin(A + B) = (cos A + i sin A)(cos B + i
sin B), and multiplying out the right-hand side we obtain the required trigonometrical relations. What is more, any
algebraic equation d0 + a\t + d2Z2 + " 3Z3 + .. + dnA = 0 (for which aoi "i ^2 , An are complex numbers, with dn ^ 0)

can always be solved for some complex number z. For example, The quantity e = 2.7182818285 ... (the ba^e of natural
logarithms, and an irrational number of mathematical importance comparable with that of it) is denned by e = 1 + 1/1 +
1/(1 x 2) + 1/(1 x 2 x 3) + ..." and e^ means the zth power of e, where we have, as it turns out, e2 = 1 + z/1 + z^il x 2) +
z'/(l x 2 x 3) + . there is a complex number z satisfying the relation z102 + 999z33 ;iz2 = -417 +i, though this is by no
means obvious! The general fact is sometimes referred to as 'the fundamental theorem of algebra'. Various eighteenth
century mathematicians had struggled to prove this result.
Even Euler had not found a satisfactory general argument. Then, in 1831, the great mathematician and scientist Carl
Friedrich Gauss gave a startlingly original line of argument and provided the first general proof. A key ingredient of
this proof was to represent the complex numbers geometrically, and then to use a topological argument.
Actually, Gauss was not really the first to use a geometrical description of complex numbers. Wallis had done this,
crudely, about two hundred years earlier, though he had not used it to nearly such powerful effect as had Gauss. The
name normally attached to this geometrical representation of complex numbers belongs to Jean Robert Argand, a Swiss
bookkeeper, who described it in 1806, although the Norwegian surveyor Caspar Wessel had, in fact, given a very
complete description nine years earlier. In accordance with this conventional (but not altogether historically accurate)
terminology I shall refer to the standard geometrical representation of complex numbers as the Argand plane.
The Argand plane is an ordinary Euclidean plane with standard Cartesian coordinates x and y, where x marks off
horizontal distance (positive to the right and negative to the left) and where y marks off vertical distance (positive
upwards and negative downwards). The complex number z = x +iy is then represented by the point of the Argand
plane whose coordinates are (x,y) * The word 'topological' refers to the kind of geometry sometimes referred to as
'rubber sheet geometry' in which actual distances are of no consequence, and only the continuity properties of objects
have relevance.
(see Fig. 3. 8).
Imaginary axis 1 Real axis Fig. 3. 8. The Argand plane, depicting a complex number 2 = x + iy.
Note that 0 (regarded as a complex number) is represented by the origin of coordinates, and 1 is represented as a
particular point on the Jc-axis.
The Argand plane simply provides us with a way of organizing our family of complex numbers into a geometrically
useful picture. This kind of thing is not really something new to us. We are already familiar with the way that real
numbers can be organized into a geometrical picture, namely the picture of a straight line that extends indefinitely in
both directions. One particular point of the line is labelled 0 and another is labelled 1. The point 2 is placed so that its
displacement from 1 is the same as the displacement of 1 from 0; the point 1/2 is the mid-point of 0 and 1; the point-1
is situated so that 0 lies mid-way between it and 1, etc. " etc.
The set of real numbers displayed in this way is referred to as the real line. For complex numbers we have, in effect,
two real numbers to use as coordinates, namely a and b, for the complex number a + ib. These two numbers give us
coordinates for points on a plane- the Argand plane. As an example, I have indicated in Fig. 3.9 approximately where
the complex numbers M=l+il.3, i/=-2+i, w= -1.5 i0.4, should be placed.
1 Imaginary r2i f. -2 1 1 2 3
Real F^. 3. 9. Locations in the Argand plane of =l+i 1. 3, v = -2 + i, andw=-1. 5-i0. 4.
The basic algebraic operations of addition and multiplication of complex numbers now find a clear geometrical form.
Let us consider addition first.
Suppose u and v are two complex numbers, represented on the Argand plane in accordance with the above scheme.
Then their sum u + v is represented as the 'vector sum' of the two points; that is to say, the point u + v occurs at the
place which completes the parallelogram formed by u, v, and the origin 0.
That this construction (see Fig. 3. 10) actually gives us the sum is not very hard to see, but I omit the argument here.
u+v 0 1 Fig. 3. 10. The sum u + v of two complex numbers u and v is obtained by the parallelogram law.
f ^. 3. H. The product Mr. of two complex numbers u and r is such that the triangle formed by 0, v, and uv is similar to
that formed by 0,1, and m.

Equivalent^: the distance of uv from 0 is the product of the distances of u and v from 0, and the angle that uv makes
with the real (horizontal) axis is the sum of the angles that u and v make with this The product uv also has a clear
geometrical interpretation (see Fig.
3. "), which is perhaps a little harder to see. (Again I omit the argument.) The angle, subtended at the origin, between 1
and uv is the sum of the angles between 1 and u and between 1 and v (all angles being measured in an anticlockwise
sense), and the distance of uv from the origin is the product of the distances from the origin of u and v. This is
equivalent to saying that the triangle formed by 0, u, and uv is similar (and similarly oriented) to the triangle formed by
0, 1, and u. (The energetic reader who is not familiar with these constructions may care to verify that they follow
directly from the algebraic rules for adding and multiplying complex numbers that were given earlier, together with the
above trigonometric identities.)
CONSTRUCTION OF THE MANDELBROT SET
We are now in a position to see how the Mandelbrot set is defined.
Let z be some arbitrarily chosen complex number. Whatever this complex number is, it will be represented as some
point on the Argand plane. Now consider the mapping whereby z is replaced by a new complex number, given by z^+c,
where c is another fixed (i. e. given) complex number. The number z2 + c will be represented by some new point in the
Argand plane. For example, if c happened to be given as the number 1. 63 - i 4. 2, then z would be mapped according
to z- ^+ 1. 63 -i 4. 2 so that, in particular, 3 would be replaced by 32 + 1. 63 - i 4. 2 = 9 + 1. 63 - i 4. 2 = 10. 63 - i 4. 2
and2. 7 + i 0. 3 would be replaced by (-2. 7 + iOJ)^ 1. 63-i 4. 2 = (-2.
7)2 - (0. 3)2 + 1. 63 + i{2(-2. 7)(0. 3) 4. 2} = 8. 83-i 5. 82.
When such numbers get complicated, the calculations are best carried out by an electronic computer.
Now, whatever c may be, the particular number 0 is replaced, under this scheme, by the actual given number c. What
about c itself? This must be replaced by the number c2 + c. Suppose we continue this process and apply the
replacement to the number c2 + c; then we obtain (c2 + c)2 + c = c4 + 2c3 + c2 + c.
Let us iterate the replacement again, applying it next to the above number to obtain (c4 + 2c3 + c2 + c)2 + c = c8 + 4c7
+ 6c6 + Gc5 + 5c4 + 2c3 + t^+C and then again to this number, and so on. We obtain a sequence of complex numbers,
starting with 0:
0, c, c2 + c, c4 + 2c3 + c2 + c,. 121 Fig. 3. 12. A sequence of points in the Argand plane is bounded it there is some
fixed circle that contains all the points. (This particular iteration starts with zero and has c = - ^ + Ai.
Now if we do this with certain choices of the given complex number c, the sequence of numbers that we get in this way
never wanders very far from the origin in the Argand plane; more precisely, the sequence remains bounded for such
choices of c which is to say that every member of the sequence lies within some fixed circle centred at the origin (see
Fig. 3. 12). A good example where this occurs is the case c = 0, since in this case, every member of the sequence is in
fact 0.
Another example of bounded behaviour occurs with c = --1, for then the sequence is: 0, --1, 0, --1,0,--1,. ; and yet
another example occurs with c = i, the sequence being 0, i, i -- 1, --i, i -- 1, --i, i -1, --i,. However, for various other
complex numbers c the sequence wanders farther and farther from the origin to indefinite distance;
i. e. the sequence is unbounded, and cannot be contained within any fixed circle. An example of this latter behaviour
occurs when c = 1, for then the sequence is 0, 1, 2, 5, 26, 677, 458330, . ;
this also happens when c = -3, the sequence being 0, --3, 6, 33, 1086, . ;
and also when c = i -- 1, the sequence being 0, i - 1, -i - 1, -1 + 3i, -9 i5, 55 + i91, -5257 + il'OOll,. The Mandelbrot set,
that is to say, the black region of our world of Tor'Bled-Nam, is precisely that region of the Argand plane consisting of
points c for which the sequence remains bounded.
The white region consists of those points c for which the sequence is unbounded. The detailed pictures that we saw
earlier were all drawn from the outputs of computers. The computer would systematically run through possible choices
of the complex number c, where for each choice of c it would work out the sequence 0,c,c2 + c,. and decide, according
to some appropriate criterion, whether the sequence is remaining bounded or not. If it is bounded, then the computer
would arrange that a black spot appear on the screen at the point corresponding to c. If it is unbounded, then the
computer would arrange for a white spot.

Eventually, for every pixel in the range under consideration, the decision would be made by the computer as to whether
the point would be coloured white or black.
The complexity of the Mandelbrot set is very remarkable, particularly in view of the fact that the definition of this set
is, as mathematical definitions go, a strikingly simp leone It is also the case that the general structure of this set is not
very sensitive to the precise algebraic form of the mapping z --> z2 + c that we have chosen. Many other iterated
complex mappings (e. g. z--Az^+iz2' + c) will give extraordinarily similar structures (provided that we choose an
appropriate number to start with perhaps not 0, but a number whose value is characterized by a clear mathematical rule
for each appropriate choice of mapping). There is, indeed, a kind of universal or absolute character to these
"Mandelbrot' structures, with regard to iterated complex maps. The study of such structures is a subject on its own,
within mathematics, which is referred to as complex dynamical systems.
PLATONIC REALITY OF MATHEMATICAL CONCEPTS?
How 'real' are the objects of the mathematician's world? From one point of view it seems that there can be nothing real
about them at all. Mathematical objects are just concepts; they are the mental idealizations that mathematicians make,
often stimulated by the appearance and seeming order of aspects of the world about us, but mental idealizations
nevertheless. Can they be other than mere arbitrary constructions of the human mind? At the same time there often
does appear to be some profound reality about these mathematical concepts, going quite beyond the mental
deliberations of any particular mathematician. It is as though human thought is, instead, being guided towards some
external truth- a truth which has a reality of its own, and which is revealed only partially to any one of us.
The Mandelbrot set provides a striking example. Its wonderfully elaborate structure was not the invention of any one
person, nor was it the design of a team of mathematicians. Benoit Mandelbrot himself, the Polish-American
mathematician (and protagonist of fractal theory) who first3 studied the set, had no real prior conception of the fantastic
elaboration inherent in it, although he knew that he was on the track of something very interesting.
Indeed, when his first computer pictures began to emerge, he was under the impression that the fuzzy structures that he
was seeing were the result of a computer malfunction (Mandelbrot 1986)! Only later did he become convinced that
they were really there in the set itself. Moreover, the complete details of the complication of the structure of
Mandelbrot's set cannot really be fully comprehended by any one of us, nor can it be fully revealed by any computer. It
would seem that this structure is not just part of our minds, but it has a reality of its own. Whichever mathematician or
computer buff chooses to examine the set, approximations to the same fundamental mathematical structure will be
found. It makes no real difference which computer is used for performing calculations (provided that the computer is
in accurate working order), apart from the fact that differences in computer speed and storage, and graphic display
capabilities, may lead to differences in the amount of fine detail that will be revealed and in the speed with which that
detail is produced. The computer is being used in essentially the same way that the experimental physicist uses a piece
of experimental apparatus to explore the structure of the physical world. The Mandelbrot set is not an invention of the
human mind: it was a discovery. Like Mount Everest, the Mandelbrot set is just there'.
Likewise, the very system of complex numbers has a profound and timeless reality which goes quite beyond the mental
constructions of any particular mathematician. The beginnings of an appreciation of complex numbers came about
with the work of Gerolamo Cardano. He was an Italian, who lived from 1501 to 1576, a physician by trade, a gambler,
and caster of horoscopes (once casting a horoscope for Christ), and he wrote an important and influential treatise on
algebra "Ars Magna' in 1545. In this he put forward the first complete expression for the solution (in terms of surds,
i.e. with roots) of a general cubic equation. * He had noticed, however, that in a certain class of cases the ones referred
to as 'irreducible', where the equation has three real solutions he was forced to take, at a certain stage in his expression,
the square root of a negative number. Although this was puzzling to him, he realized that if he allowed himself to take
such square roots, and only if, then he could express the full answer (the final answer being always real).
Later, in 1572, Raphael Bombelli, in a work entitled TAlgebra', extended Cardano's work and began the study of the
actual algebra of complex numbers.
While at first it may seem that the introduction of such square roots of negative numbers is just a device- a
mathematical invention designed to achieve a specific purpose it later becomes clear that these objects are achieving far
more than that for which they were originally designed. As I mentioned above, although the original purpose of
introducing complex numbers was to enable square roots to be taken with impunity, by introducing such numbers we
find that we get, as a bonus, the potentiality for taking any other kind of root or for solving any algebraic equation
whatever. Later we find many other magical properties that these complex numbers possess, properties that we had no
inkling about at first. These properties are just there. They were not put there by Cardano, nor by Bombelli, nor

Wallis, nor Coates, nor Euler, nor Wessel, nor Gauss, despite the undoubted farsightedness of these, and other, great
mathematicians;
such magic * Based partly on earlier work by Scipione del Ferro and by Tartaglia.
was inherent in the very structure that they gradually uncovered.
When Cardano introduced his complex numbers, he could have had no inkling of the many magical properties which
were to follow properties which go under various names, such as the Cauchy integral formula, the Riemann mapping
theorem, the Lewy extension property.
These, and many other remarkable facts, are properties of the very numbers, with no additional modifications whatever,
that Cardano had first encountered in about 1539.
Is mathematics invention or discovery? When mathematicians come upon their results are they just producing
elaborate mental constructions which have no actual reality, but whose power and elegance is sufficient simply to fool
even their inventors into believing that these mere mental constructions are 'real'? Or are mathematicians really
uncovering truths which are, in fact, already 'there' truths whose existence is quite independent of the mathematicians'
activities? I think that, by now, it must be quite clear to the reader that I am an adherent of the second, rather than the
first, view, at least with regard to such structures as complex numbers and the Mandelbrot set.
Yet the matter is perhaps not quite so straightforward as this. As I have said, there are things in mathematics for which
the term 'discovery' is indeed much more appropriate than 'invention', such as the examples just cited. These are the
cases where much more comes out of the structure than is put into it in the first place. One may take the view that in
such cases the mathematicians have stumbled upon 'works of God'. However, there are other cases where the
mathematical structure does not have such a compelling uniqueness, such as when, in the midst of a proof of some
result, the mathematician finds the need to introduce some contrived and far from unique construction in order to
achieve some very specific end. In such cases no more is likely to come out of the construction than was put into it in
the first place, and the word 'invention' seems more appropriate than 'discovery'. These are indeed just 'works of man'.
On this view, the true mathematical discoveries would, in a general way, be regarded as greater achievements or
aspirations than would the There' inventions.
Such categorizations are not entirely dissimilar from those that one might use in the arts or in engineering. Great works
of art are indeed 'closer to God' than are lesser ones. It is a feeling not uncommon amongst artists, that in their greatest
works they are revealing eternal truths which have some kind of prior etherial existence while their lesser works might
be more arbitrary, of the nature of mere mortal constructions. Likewise, an engineering innovation with a beautiful
economy, where a great deal is achieved in the scope of the application of some simple, unexpected idea, might
appropriately be described as a discovery rather than an invention.
Having made these points, however, I cannot help feeling that, with mathematics, the case for believing in some kind of
etherial, eternal existence, at least for the more profound mathematical concepts, is a good deal stronger than in those
other cases. There is a compelling uniqueness and universality in such mathematical ideas which seems to be of quite a
different order from that which one could expect in the arts or engineering.
The view that mathematical concepts could exist in such a timeless, etherial sense was put forward in ancient times (c.
360 Be) by the great Greek philosopher Plato. Consequently, this view is frequently referred to as mathematical
Platonism. It will have considerable importance for us later.
In Chapter 1,1 discussed at some length the point of view of strong AI, according to which mental phenomena are
supposed to find their existence within the mathematical idea of an algorithm. In Chapter 2,1 stressed the point that the
concept of an algorithm is indeed a profound and "God-given' notion. In this chapter I have been arguing that such "
God-given' mathematical ideas should have some kind of timeless existence, independent of our earthly selves. Does
not this viewpoint lend some credence to the strong-AI point of view, by providing the possibility of an etherial type of
existence for mental phenomena? Just conceivably so and I shall even be speculating, later, in favour of a view not
altogether dissimilar from this;
but if mental phenomena can indeed find a home of this general kind, I do not believe that it can * As the distinguished
Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges has put it: '.. a famous poet is less of an inventor than a discoverer"
be with the concept of an algorithm. What would be needed would be something very much more subtle. The fact that
algorithmic things constitute a very narrow and limited part of mathematics will be an important aspect of the

discussions to follow. We shall begin to see something of the scope and subtlety of non-algorithmic mathematics in the
next chapter.
1. See Mandelbrot (1986). The particular sequence of magnifications that I have chosen has been adapted from those
of Peitgen and Richter (1986), where many remarkable coloured pictures of the Mandelbrot set are to be found. For
further striking illustrations, see Peitgen and Saupe (1988).
2. As far as I am aware, it is a consistent, though unconventional, point of view to demand that there should always be
some kind of rule determining what the with digit actually is, for an arbitrary real number, although such a rule may not
be effective nor even definable at all in a preassigned formal system (see Chapter 4). I hope it is consistent, since it is
the point of view that I should most wish to adhere to myself!
3. There is actually some dispute concerning who it was that first came across this set (see Brooks and Matelski 1981,
Mandelbrot 1989);
but the very fact that there can be such a dispute lends further support for the view that the finding of this set was more
like a discovery than an invention.
truth, proof, AND insight
HUBERT'S PROGRAMME FOR MATHEMATICS
WHAT IS TRUTH? How do we form our judgements as to what is true and what is untrue about the world? Are we
simply following some algorithm no doubt favoured over other less effective possible algorithms by the powerful
process of natural selection? Or might there be some other, possibly non-algorithmic, route perhaps intuition, instinct,
or insight to the divining of truth? This seems a difficult question. Our judgements depend upon complicated
interconnected combinations of sense-data, reasoning, and guesswork.
Moreover, in many worldly situations there may not be general agreement about what is actually true and what is false.
To simplify the question, let us consider only mathematical truth. How do we form our judgements perhaps even our
'certain' knowledge concerning mathematical questions? Here, at least, things should be more clear-cut. There should
be no question as to what actually is true and what actually is false or should there? What, indeed, is mathematical
truth?
The question of mathematical truth is a very old one, dating back to the times of the early Greek philosophers and
mathematicians and, no doubt, earlier. However, some very great clarifications and startling new insights have been
obtained just over the past hundred years, or so. It is these new developments that we shall try to understand. The
issues are quite fundamental, and they touch upon the very question of whether our thinking processes can indeed be
entirely algorithmic in nature. It is important for us that we come to terms with them.
In the late nineteenth century, mathematics had made great strides, partly because of the development of more and
more powerful methods of mathematical proof. (David Hilbert and Georg Cantor, whom we have encountered before,
and the great French mathematician Henri Poincare, whom we shall encounter later, were three who were in the
forefront of these developments. ) Accordingly, mathematicians had been gaining confidence in the use of such
powerful methods. Many of these methods involved the consideration of sets with infinite numbers of members, and
proofs were often successful for the very reason that it was possible to consider such sets as actual things' completed
existing wholes, with more than a mere potential existence. Many of these powerful ideas had sprung from Cantor's
highly original concept of infinite numbers, which he had developed consistently using infinite sets.
(We caught a glimpse of this in the previous chapter. ) However, this confidence was shattered when in 1902 the
British logician and philosopher Bertrand Russell produced his now famous paradox (itself anticipated by Cantor, and a
direct descendant of Cantor's 'diagonal slash' argument). To understand Russell's argument, we first need some feeling
for what is involved in considering sets as completed wholes. We may imagine some set that is characterized in terms
of a particular property. For example, the set of red things is characterized in terms of the property of redness:
something belongs to that set if and only if it has redness. This allows us to turn things about, and talk about a property
in terms of a single object, namely the entire set of things with that property. With this viewpoint, 'redness' is the set of
all red things. (We may also conceive that some other sets are just 'there', their elements being characterized by no
such simple property. ) This idea of defining concepts in terms of sets was central to the procedure, introduced in 1884
by the influential German logician Gottlob Frege whereby numbers can be defined in terms of sets.

* A set just means a collection of things physical objects or mathematical concepts that can be treated as a whole. In
mathematics, the elements (i.
e. members) of a set are very often themselves sets, since sets can be collected together to form other sets. Thus one
may consider sets of sets, or sets of sets of sets, etc.
TRUTH, PROOF, AND INSIGHT
For example, what do we mean by the actual number 3 ? We know what the property of three ness is, but what is 3
itself? Now, three ness is a property of collections of objects, i. e. it is a property of sets: a set has this particular
property three ness if and only if the set has precisely three members. The set of medal winners in a particular Olympic
event has this property of three ness for example. So does the set of tyres on a tricycle, or the set of leaves on a normal
clover, or the set of solutions to the equation x3 - 6x2 + nx 6 = 0. What, then, is Frege's definition of the actual number
3? According to Frege, 3 must be a set onsets: the set of all sets with this property of three ness * Thus a set has three
members if and only if it belongs to Frege's set 3.
This may seem a little circular, but it is not, really. We can define numbers generally as totalities of equivalent sets,
where 'equivalent' here means 'having elements that can be paired off one-to- one with each other' (i. e. in ordinary
terms this would be 'having the same number of members'). The number 3 is then the particular one of these sets which
has, as one of its members, a set containing, for example, just one apple, one orange, and one pear. Note that this is a
quite different definition of '3' from Church's ';! )' given on p. 90. There are also other definitions which can be given
and which are rather more popular these days.
Now, what about the Russell paradox? It concerns a set R defined in the following way:
R is the set of all sets which are not members of themselves.
Thus, R is a certain collection of sets; and the criterion for a set X to belong to this collection is that the set X is itself
not to be found amongst its own members.
Is it absurd to suppose that a set might actually be a member of itself? Not really. Consider, for example, the set / of
infinite sets (sets with infinitely many members). There are certainly infinitely many different infinite sets, so / is itself
infinite. Thus I indeed belongs to itself!
How is it, then, that Russell's conception gives us a paradox ? We ask: is Russell's very set R a member of itself or is it
not? If it is not a member of itself then it should belong to R, since R consists precisely of those sets which are not
members of themselves. Thus, R belongs to R after alla contradiction. On the other hand, if R is a member of itself,
then since 'itself is actually R, it belongs to that set whose members are characterized by not being members of
themselves, i. e. it is not a member of itself after allagain a contradiction! * This consideration was not a flippant one.
Russell was merely using, in a rather extreme form, the same type of very general mathematical set-theoretic reasoning
that the mathematicians were beginning to employ in their proofs. Clearly things had got out of hand, and it became
appropriate to be much more precise about what kind of reasoning was to be allowed and what was not. It was
obviously necessary that the allowed reasoning must be free from contradiction and that it should permit only true
statements to be derived from statements previously known to be true. Russell himself, together with his colleague
Alfred North Whitehead, set about developing a highly formalized mathematical system of axioms and rules of
procedure, the aim being that it should be possible to translate all types of correct mathematical reasoning into their
scheme. The rules were carefully selected so as to prevent the paradoxical types of reasoning that led to Russell's own
paradox. The specific scheme that Russell and Whitehead produced was a monumental piece of work.
However, it was very cumbersome, and it turned out to be rather limited in the types of mathematical reasoning that it
actually incorporated. The great mathematician David Hilbert, whom we first encountered in Chapter 2, embarked upon
a much more workable and comprehensive scheme. All correct mathematical types of reasoning, for any particular
mathematical area, were to be included. Moreover, Hilbert intended that it would be possible to prove that the scheme
was free from contradiction. Then mathematics would be placed, once and for all, on an unassailably secure
foundation.
However, the hopes of Hilbert and his followers were dashed when, in 1931, the brilliant 25-year-old Austrian
mathematical logician Kurt Godel produced a startling theorem which effec* There is an amusing way of expressing
the Russell paradox in essentially commonplace terms. Imagine a library in which there are two catalogues, one of
which lists precisely all the books in the library which somewhere refer to themselves and the other, precisely all the
books which make no mention of themselves. In which catalogue is the second catalogue itself to be listed?

tively destroyed the Hilbert programme. What Godel showed was that any such precise ('formal') mathematical system
of axioms and rules of procedure whatever, provided that it is broad enough to contain descriptions of simple
arithmetical propositions (such as "Format's last theorem', considered in Chapter 2) and provided that it is free from
contradiction, must contain some statements which are neither provable nor disprovable by the means allowed within
the system. The truth of such statements is thus 'undecid- able' by the approved procedures. In fact, Godel was able to
show that the very statement of the consistency of the axiom system itself, when coded into the form of a suitable
arithmetical proposition, must be one such un decidable proposition. It will be important for us to understand the
nature of this 'undecidability'. We shall see why Godel's argument cut to the very core of the Hilbert programme. We
shall also see how Godel's argument enables us, by the use of insight, to go beyond the limitations of any particular
formalized mathematical system under consideration. This understanding will be crucial for much of the discussion to
follow.
FORMAL MATHEMATICAL SYSTEMS
It will be necessary to be a bit more explicit about what we mean by a 'formal mathematical system of axioms and rules
of procedure'. We must suppose that there is some alphabet of symbols in terms of which our mathematical statements
are to be expressed. These symbols must certainly be adequate to allow a notation for the natural numbers in order that
'arithmetic' can be incorporated into our system. We can, if desired, just use the usual Arabic notation 0,1,2,3,.
,9,10,",12,... for numbers, although this makes the specification of the rules a-little more complicated than they need be.
A much simpler specification would result if we use, say, 0, 01, Oil, 0111, 01111,... to denote the sequence of natural
numbers (or, as a compromise, we could use the binary notation). However, since this could cause confusion in the
discussion which follows, I shall just stick to the usual Arabic notation in my descriptions, whatever notation the
system might actually use. We might need a 'space' symbol to separate the different 'words' or 'numbers' of our system,
but since that might also be confusing, we could use just a comma (,) for that purpose where needed. We shall also
require letters to denote arbitrary ('variable') natural numbers (or perhaps integers, or rationals, etc.
but let's stick to natural numbers here), say t, u, v, w, x, y, z, t', t", t" ',. The primed letters t', t",... may be needed since
we do not wish to put any definite limit on the number of variables that can occur in an expression. We regard the
prime (') as a separate symbol of the formal system, so that the actual number of symbols remains finite. We shall need
symbols for the basic arithmetical operations =, +, X, etc." perhaps for various kinds of brackets (,), [, ], and for the
logical symbols such as & ('and'), => ('implies'), v ('or'), <^ ('if and only if), ~ ('not', or 'it is not so that. ").
In addition, we shall want the logical 'quantifiers': the existential quantifier 3 ('there exists . such that') and the
universal quantifier V ('for all. we have'). Then we can make statements such as "Format's last theorem'.
~3 w^c,y,z [(x + l)"^3 + (y + l)" ^3 = (z + l)"^3] (see Chapter 2, p. 76).
(I could have written '0111' for '3', and perhaps used a notation for 'raising to a power' that might fit in better with the
formalism; but, as I said, I am sticking to the conventional symbols so as not to introduce unnecessary confusion.) The
above statement reads (ending at the first square bracket):
"It is not so that there exist natural numbers w, x, y, z such that. "
We can also rewrite Format's last theorem using V:
V wAy,z [~{x + l)"^3 + (y + l)" ^3 = (z + l)"^3], which reads (ending after the 'not' symbol after the first bracket):
"For all natural numbers w, x, y, z it is not so that..."
which is logically the same thing as before. We need letters to denote entire propositions, and for that I shall use
capital letters: P,
Q'RR'S,.
Such a proposition might in fact be the Fermat assertion above:
F = ~3 w,x,y,z [(x + l)"^3 + (y + l)" ^3 = (z + l)"^3].
A proposition might also depend on one or more variables; for example we might be interested in the Fermat assertion
for some particular power w + 3:
G(w) = ~3 x,y,z [{x + l)"^3 + (y + l)" ^3 = (z + l)^3], so that G(0) asserts 'no cube can be the sum of positive cubes',
G(l) asserts the same for fourth powers, and so on. (Note that 'w' is missing after '3'. ) The Fermat assertion is now that
G[w) holds for all w.

F = Vw[G(w)].
G( ) is an example of what is called a prepositional function, i. e. a proposition which depends on one or more
variables.
The axioms of the system will constitute a finite list of general propositions whose truth, given the meanings of the
symbols, is supposed to be self-evident. For example, for arbitrary propositions or prepositional functions P, Q, R( ),
we could have, amongst our axioms:
(P&Q)= P, ~(~p) o p, ~ax[R(x)] 0 Vx[~"R(x)], the 'self-evident truth' of which is readily ascertained from their
meanings. (The first one asserts simply that: 'if P and Q are both true, then P is true'; the second asserts the equivalence
between 'it is not so that P is false' and " P is true'; the third is exemplified by the logical equivalence of the two ways of
stating Format's last * Although the truth of Fermat's full proposition f is still unknown, the truths of the individual
propositions G(0), C(l), G(2), G(3), .
are known up to about G(125000). That is to say, it is known chat no cube can be the sum of positive cubes, no fourth
power the sum of fourth powers, etc. " up to the corresponding statement for 125000th powers.
theorem given above. ) We could also include basic arithmetical axioms, such as V x,y[x + y = y + x] V x,y,z[(x + y) x
z = {x x z) + (y x z)], although one might prefer to build up these arithmetical operations from something more
primitive and deduce these statements as theorems.
The rules of procedure would be (self-evident) things like:
'from P and P =^ Q we can deduce Q' 'from V 3c[R(x)] we can deduce any proposition obtained by substituting a
specific natural number for x in R(xY.
These are instructions telling us how we may derive new propositions from propositions already established.
Now, starting from the axioms, and then applying the rules of procedure again and again, we can build up some long
list of propositions. At any stage, we can bring any of the axioms into play again, and we can always keep re-using any
of the propositions that we have already added to our lengthening list.
The propositions of any such correctly assembled list are referred to as theorems (though many of them will be quite
trivial, or uninteresting as mathematical statements). If we have a specific proposition P that we want to prove, then we
try to find such a list, correctly assembled according to these rules, and which terminates with our specific proposition
P. Such a list would provide us with a proof of P within the system; and P would, accordingly, then be a theorem.
The idea of Hilbert's programme was to find, for any well- defined area of mathematics, a list of axioms and rules of
procedure sufficiently comprehensive that all forms of correct mathematical reasoning appropriate to that area would
be incorporated. Let us fix our area of mathematics to be arithmetic (where the quantifiers 3 and V are included, so that
statements like that of Format's last theorem can be made). There will be no advantage to us to consider any
mathematical area more general than this here.
Arithmetic is already general enough for Godel's procedure to apply. If we can accept that such a comprehensive
system of axioms and rules of procedure has indeed been given to us for arithmetic, in according with Hilbert's
programme, then we shall be provided with a definite criterion for the 'correctness' of mathematical proof for any
proposition in arithmetic. The hope had been that such a system of axioms and rules could be complete, in the sense
that it would enable us in principle to decide the truth or falsity of any mathematical statement that can be formulated
within the system.
Hilbert's hope was that for any string of symbols representing a mathematical proposition, say P, one should be able to
prove either P or ~P, depending upon whether P is true or false. Here we must assume that the string is syntactically
correct in its construction, where 'syntactically correct' essentially means 'grammatically' correct i. e. satisfying all the
notational rules of the formalism, such as brackets being paired off correctly, etc. so that P has a well-defined true or
false meaning. If Hilbert's hope could be realized, this would even enable us to dispense with worrying about what the
propositions mean altogether! P would just be a syntactically correct string of symbols. The string of symbols P would
be assigned the truth-value liiriu if P is a theorem (i. e. if P is provable within the system) and it would be assigned the
truth-value Mil if, on the other hand, ~P is a theorem. For this to make sense, we require consistency, in addition to
completeness. That is to say, there must be no string of symbols P for which both of P and ~P are theorems. Otherwise
P could be Sroi and at the same time!

The point of view that one can dispense with the meanings of mathematical statements, regarding them as nothing but
strings of symbols in some formal mathematical system, is the mathematical standpoint of formalism. Some people
like this idea, whereby mathematics becomes a kind of 'meaningless game'. It is not an idea that appeals to me,
however. It is indeed 'meaning' not blind algorithmic computation that gives mathematics its substance.
Fortunately, Godel dealt formalism a devastating blow! Let us see how he did this.
GODEL'S THEOREM
Part of Godel's argument was very detailed and complicated. However, it is not necessary for us to examine the
intricacies of that part.
The central idea, on the other hand, was simple, beautiful, and profound.
This part we shall be able to appreciate. The complicated part (which also contained much ingenuity) was to show in
detail how one may actually code the individual rules of procedure of the formal system, and also the use of its various
axioms, into arithmetical operations. (It was an aspect of the profound part, though, to realize that this was a fruitful
thing to do! ) In order to carry out this coding we need to find some convenient way of labelling propositions with
natural numbers. One way would be simply to use some kind of 'alphabetical' ordering for all the strings of symbols of
the formal system for each specific length, where there is an overall ordering according to the length of the string.
(Thus, the strings of length one could be alphabetically ordered, followed by the strings of length two, alphabetically
ordered, followed by the strings of length three, etc. ) This is called lexicographical ordering In fact Godel originally
used a more complicated numbering system, but the distinctions are not important for us.
We shall be particularly concerned with propositional functions which are dependent on a single variable, like G(w)
above. Let the nth such propositional function (in the chosen ordering of strings of symbols), applied to u>,be We can
allow our numbering to be a little 'sloppy' if we wish, so that some of these expressions may not be syntactically
correct.
(This makes the arithmetical coding very much easier than if we * We can think of lexicographical ordering as the
ordinary ordering for natural numbers written out in 'base k + 1', using, for the k + 1 numerals, the various symbols of
the formal system, together with a new 'zero', which is never used. (This last complication arises because numbers
beginning with zero are the same as with this zero omitted. ) A simple lexicographical ordering of strings with nine
symbols is that given by the natural numbers that can be written in ordinary denary notation without zero: 1,2, 3,4,. " 8,
9," ,12,. 19, 21, 22,. " 99," 1,"2,... try to omit all such syntactically incorrect expressions.) If Pn(w) is syntactically
correct, it will be some perfectly well-defined particular arithmetical statement concerning the two natural numbers n
and u>. Precisely which arithmetical statement it is will depend on the details of the particular numbering system that
has been chosen.
That belongs to the complicated part of the argument and will not concern us here. The strings of propositions which
constitute a proof of some theorem in the system can also be labelled by natural numbers using the chosen ordering
scheme. Let "" denote the with proof. (Again, we can use a 'sloppy numbering' whereby for some values of n the
expression Tin' is not syntactically correct and thus proves no theorem. ) Now consider the following prepositional
function, which depends on the natural number w.
~3. x:[H, proves Pu,(w)].
The statement in the square brackets is given partly in words, but it is a perfectly precisely denned statement. It asserts
that the ;cth proof is actually a proof of that proposition which is PA ) applied to the value w itself. Outside the square
bracket the negated existential quantifier serves to remove one of the variables ('there does not exist an x such that . "),
so we end up with an arithmetical prepositional function which depends on only the one variable w. The expression as
a whole asserts that there is no proof of Pu,{w}. I shall assume that it is framed in a syntactically correct way (even if
Pw(w) is not-in which case the statement would be true, since there can be no proof of a syntactically incorrect
expression). In fact, because of the translations into arithmetic that we are supposing have been carried out, the above
is actually some arithmetical statement concerning the natural number w (the pan in square brackets being a welldefined arithmetical statement about two natural numbers x and w). It is not supposed to be obvious that the statement
can be coded into arithmetic, but it can be. Showing that such statements can indeed be so coded is the major 'hard
work' involved in the complicated part of Godel's argument. As before, precisely which arithmetical statement it is will
depend on the details of the numbering systems, and it will depend very much on the detaUed structure of the axioms
and rules of our formal system. Since all that belongs to the complicated part, the details of it will not concern us here.

We have numbered all prepositional functions which depend on a single variable, so the one we have just written down
must have been assigned a number. Let us write this number as k. Our prepositional function is the feth one in the list.
Thus ~3x[H, proves PA{w)] = Pk(w}.
Now examine this function for the particular w-value: w = k. We get ~3x[n, proves Pk(k}] = Pk(k).
The specific proposition Pk(k} is a perfectly well-defined (syntactically correct) arithmetical statement. Does it have a
proof within our formal system? Does its negation ~Pk(k) have a proof? The answer to both these questions must be
'no'. We can see this by examining the meaning underlying the Godel procedure. Although Pk(k) is just an
arithmetical proposition, we have constructed it so that it asserts what has been written on the left-hand side: 'there is no
proof, within the system, of the proposition Pk(k)'. If we have been careful in laying down our axioms and rules of
procedure, and assuming that we have done our numbering right, then there cannot be any proof of this Pk(k) within the
system. For if there were such a proof, then the meaning of the statement that Pk(k) actually asserts, namely that there
is no proof, would be false, so Pk{k} would have to be false as an arithmetical proposition. Our formal system should
not be so badly constructed that it actually allows false propositions to be proved! Thus, it must be the case that there is
in fact no proof of Pi:(k). But this is precisely what Pk{k) is trying to tell us. What Pk(k) asserts must therefore be a
true statement, so Pk(k) must be true as an arithmetical proposition.
We have found a true proposition which has no proof within the system'.
What about its negation ~-Pk{k)? It follows that we had also better not be able to find a proof of this either. We have
just established that ~Pk(k) must be false (since Pk(k) is true), and we are not supposed to be able to prove false
propositions within the system! Thus, neither Pk(k) nor ~Pk(k} is provable within our formal system. This establishes
Godel's theorem.
MATHEMATICAL INSIGHT
Notice that something very remarkable has happened here. People often think of Godel's theorem as something
negative showing the necessary limitations of formalized mathematical reasoning. No matter how comprehensive we
think we have been, there will always be some propositions which escape the net. But should the particular proposition
Pk(k) worry us? In the course of the above argument, we have actually established that Pk(k) is a true statement!
Somehow we have managed to see that Pk(k) is true despite the fact that it is not formally provable within the system.
The strict mathematical forma lists should indeed be worried, because by this very reasoning we have established that
the forma list notion of 'truth' must be necessarily incomplete.
Whatever (consistent) formal system is used for arithmetic, there are statements that we can see are true but which do
not get assigned the truth-value It riG by the forma list proposed procedure, as described above.
The way that a strict forma list might try to get around this would perhaps be not to talk about the concept of truth at all
but merely refer to provability within some fixed formal system. However, this seems very limiting.
One could not even frame the Godel argument as given above, using this point of view, since essential parts of that
argument make use of reasoning about what is actually true and what is not true. 2 Some forma lists take a more
'pragmatic' view, claiming not to be worried by statements such as Pk(k) because they are extremely complicated and
uninteresting as propositions of arithmetic. Such people would assert:
Yes, there is the odd statement, such as P (^), for which my notion of provability or li. raiiih does not coincide with
your instinctive notion of truth, but those statements will never come up in serious mathematics (at least not in the kind
I am interested in) because such statements are absurdly complicated and unnatural as mathematics.
It is indeed the case that propositions like Pk{k} would be extremely cumbersome and odd-looking as mathematical
statements about numbers, when written out in full. However, in recent years, some reasonably simple statements of a
very acceptable mathematical character have been put forward which are actually equivalent to Godel-type
propositions. 3 These are unprovable from the normal axioms of arithmetic, yet follow from an 'obviously true'
property that the axiom system itself has.
The forma list professed lack of interest in 'mathematical truth' seems to me to be a very strange point of view to adopt
for a philosophy of mathematics.
Furthermore, it is not really all that pragmatic. When mathematicians carry out their forms of reasoning, they do not
want to have to be continually checking to see whether or not their arguments can be formulated in terms of the axioms

and rules of procedure of some complicated formal system. They only need to be sure that their arguments are valid
ways of ascertaining truth.
The Godel argument is another such valid procedure, so it seems to me that Pk(k) is just as good a mathematical truth
as any that can be obtained more conventionally using the axioms and rules of procedure that can be laid down
beforehand.
A procedure that suggests itself is the following. Let us accept that Pk(k), which for the present I shall simply denote
by Go is indeed a perfectly valid proposition; so we may simply adjoin it to our system, as an additional axiom. Of
course, our new amended system will have its own Godel proposition, say Gi, which again is seen to be a perfectly
valid statement about numbers. Accordingly we adjoin Gi to our system also. This gives us a further amended system
which will have its own Godel proposition G; (again perfectly valid), and we can then adjoin this, obtaining the next
Godel proposition G3, which we also adjoin, and so on, repeating this process indefinitely.
What about the resulting system when we allow ourselves to use the entire list Go, Gi, GA, GA,. as additional axioms?
Might it be that this is complete? Since we now have an unlimited (infinite) system of axioms, it is perhaps not clear
that the Godel procedure will apply. However, this continuing adjoining of Godel propositions is a perfectly systematic
scheme and can be rephrased as an ordinary finite logical system of axioms and rules of procedure. This system will
have its own Godel proposition, say Go" which we can again adjoin, and then form the Godel proposition Go,+i, of the
resulting system. Repeating, as above, we obtain a list Go" Go,+i, Go,+2 Go,+3,. of propositions, all perfectly valid
statements about natural numbers, and which can all be adjoined to our formal system. This is again perfectly
systematic, and it leads us to a new system encompassing the whole lot; but this again will have its Godel proposition,
say Go,+o which we can rewrite as Go,2, and the whole procedure can be started up again, so that we get a new
infinite, but systematic, list of axioms Gwi, Go,2+i, Go,2+2i etc.
" leading to yet a new system -and a new Godel proposition G<o3. Repeating the entire procedure, we get Gwt and then
Go,5 and so on. Now this procedure is entirely systematic and has its own Godel proposition G^i.
Does this ever end? In a sense, no; but it leads us into some difficult mathematical considerations that cannot be gone
into in detail here. The above procedure was discussed by Alan Turing in a paper4 in 1939. In fact, very remarkably,
any true (but just universally quantified) proposition in arithmetic can be obtained by a repeated "Godelization'
procedure of this type! See Feferman (1988). However, this does to some degree beg the question of how we actually
decide whether a proposition is true or false.
The critical issue, at each stage, is to see how to code the adjoining of an infinite family of Godel propositions into
providing a single additional axiom (or finite number of axioms). This requires that our infinite family can be
systematized in some algorithmic way. To be sure that such a systematization correctly does what it is supposed to do,
we shall need to employ insights from outside the system just as we did in order to see that Pk(k) was a true proposition
in the first place. It is these insights that cannot be systematized and, indeed, must lie outside any algorithmic action!
The insight whereby we concluded that the Godel proposition pa (k) is actually a true statement in arithmetic is an
example of a general type of procedure known to logicians as a reflection principle: thus, by 'reflecting' upon the
meaning of the axiom system and rules of procedure, and convincing oneself that these indeed provide valid ways of
arriving at mathematical truths, one may be able to code this insight into further true mathematical statements that were
not deducible from those very axioms and rules. The derivation of the truth of Pk(k), as outlined above, depended upon
such a principle. Another reflection principle, relevant to the original Godel argument (though not given above),
depends upon deducing new mathematical truths from the fact that an axiom system, that we already believe to be valid
for obtaining mathematical truths, is actually consistent. Reflection principles often involve reasoning about infinite
sets, and one must always be careful when using them, that one is not getting too close to the type of argument that
could lead one into a Russell-type paradox. Reflection principles provide the very antithesis of forma list reasoning. If
one is careful, they enable one to leap outside the rigid confinements of any formal system to obtain new mathematical
insights that did not seem to be available before. There could be many perfectly acceptable results in our mathematical
literature whose proofs require insights that lie far from the original rules and axioms of the standard formal systems
for arithmetic. All this shows that the mental procedures whereby mathematicians arrive at their judgements of truth
are not simply rooted in the procedures of some specific formal system. We see the validity of the Godel proposition
Pk(k) though we cannot derive it from the axioms. The type of 'seeing' that is involved in a reflection principle requires
a mathematical insight that is not the result of the purely algorithmic operations that could be coded into some
mathematical formal system. This matter will be returned to in Chapter 10.

The reader may notice a certain similarity between the argument establishing the truth yet un provability of Pk(k) and
the argument of Russell's paradox.
There is a similarity also with Turing's argument establishing the non-existence of a Turing machine which will solve
the halting problem.
These similarities are not accidental. There is a strong thread of historical connection between the three. Turing found
his argument after studying
T
the work of Godel. Godel himself was well aware of the Russell paradox, and was able to transform paradoxical
reasoning of this kind, which stretches the use of logic too far, into a valid mathematical argument. (All these
arguments have their origins in Cantor's 'diagonal slash', described in the previous chapter, p. 110).
Why should we accept the Godel and Turing arguments, whereas we have had to reject the reasoning leading to the
Russell paradox? The former are much more clear-cut, and are unexceptionable as mathematical arguments, whereas
the Russell paradox depends upon more nebulous reasoning involving 'enormous' sets. But it must be admitted that the
distinctions are not really as clear as one would like them to be. The attempt to make such distinctions clear was a
strong motive behind the whole idea of formalism. Godel's argument shows that the strict forma list viewpoint does not
really hold together;
yet it does not lead us to a wholly reliable alternative point of view. To my mind the issue is still unresolved. The
procedure that is actually adopted in contemporary mathematics, for avoiding the type of reasoning with 'enormous'
sets that leads to Russell's paradox, is not entirely satisfactory. Moreover it tends still to be stated in distinctly formalis
tic terms- or, alternatively, in terms that do not give us full confidence that contradictions cannot arise.
Be that as it may, it seems to me that it is a clear consequence of the Godel argument that the concept of mathematical
truth cannot be encapsulated in any formalis tic scheme. Mathematical truth is something that goes beyond mere
formalism. This is perhaps clear even without Godel's theorem. For how are we to decide what axioms or rules of
procedure to adopt in any case when trying to set up a formal system? Our guide in deciding on the rules to adopt must
always be our intuitive understanding of what is 'self-evidently true', given the 'meanings' of the symbols of * A
distinction is made between 'sets' and 'classes', where sets are allowed to be collected together to form other sets or
perhaps classes, but classes are not allowed to be collected together to form larger collections of any kind, being
regarded as being 'too big' for this. There is, however, no rule for deciding when a collection may be allowed to be
regarded as a set or must necessarily be considered to be only a class, apart from the circular one that states that sets are
those collections that can indeed be collected together to form other collections!
the system. How are we to decide which formal systems are sensible ones to adopt in accordance, that is, with our
intuitive feelings about 'self-evidence' and 'meaning' and which are not? The notion of self-consistency is certainly not
adequate for this. One can have many self-consistent systems which are not 'sensible' in this sense, where the axioms
and rules of procedure have meanings that we would reject as false, or perhaps no meaning at all.
"Self-evidence' and 'meaning' are concepts which would still be needed, even without Godel's theorem.
However, without Godel's theorem it might have been possible to imagine that the intuitive notions of 'self-evidence'
and 'meaning' could have been employed just once and for all, merely to set up the formal system in the first place, and
thereafter dispensed with as part of clear mathematical argument for determining truth. Then, in accordance with a
forma list view, these 'vague' intuitive notions would have had roles to play as part of the mathematician's preliminary
thinking, as a guide towards finding the appropriate formal argument; but they would play no part in the actual
demonstration of mathematical truth. Godel's theorem shows that this point of view is not really a tenable one in a
fundamental philosophy of mathematics. The notion of mathematical truth goes beyond the whole concept of
formalism. There is something absolute and "God-given' about mathematical truth. This is what mathematical
Platonism, as discussed at the end of the last chapter, is about. Any particular formal system has a provisional and
'man-made' quality about it. Such systems indeed have very valuable roles to play in mathematical discussions, but
they can supply only a partial (or approximate) guide to truth. Real mathematical truth goes beyond mere manmade
constructions.
PLATONISM OR INTUITIONISM?
I have pointed out two opposing schools of mathematical philosophy, siding strongly with the Platonist rather than the
forma list view. I have actually been rather simplistic in my distinctions.

There are many refinements of viewpoint that can be made. For example, one can argue under the heading of
"Platonism' whether the objects of mathematical thought have any kind of actual 'existence' or whether it is just the
concept of mathematical 'truth' which is absolute. I have not chosen to make an issue of such distinctions here. In my
own mind, the absoluteness of mathematical truth and the Platonic existence of mathematical concepts are essentially
the same thing. The 'existence' that must be attributed to the Mandelbrot set, for example, is a feature of its 'absolute'
nature. Whether a point of the Argand plane does, or does not, belong to the Mandelbrot set is an absolute question,
independent of which mathematician, or which computer, is examining it. It is the Mandelbrot set's 'mathematicianindependence' that gives it its Platonic existence.
Moreover, its finest details lie beyond what is accessible to us by use of computers. Those devices can yield only
approximations to a structure that has a deeper and 'computer-independent' existence of its own. I do appreciate,
however, that there can be many other viewpoints that are reasonable to hold on this question. We need not worry too
much about these distinctions here.
There are also differences of viewpoint concerning the lengths to which one may be prepared to carry one's Platonism
if, indeed one claims to be a Platonist. Godel, himself, was a very strong Platonist. The types of mathematical
statement that I have been considering so far are rather 'mild' ones as such things go. 5 More controversial statements
can arise, particularly in the theory of sets. When all the ramifications of set theory are considered, one comes across
sets which are so wildly enormous and nebulously constructed that even a fairly determined Platonist such as myself
may begin to have doubts that their existence, or otherwise, is indeed an 'absolute' matter. 6 There may come a stage at
which the sets have such convoluted and conceptually dubious definitions that the question of the truth or falsity of
mathematical statements concerning them may begin to take on a somewhat 'matter-of- opinion' quality rather than a
"God-given' one.
Whether one is prepared to go the whole way with Platonism, along with Godel, and demand that the truth or falsity of
mathematical statements concerning such enormous sets is always an absolute or " Platonic' matter, or whether one
stops somewhere short of this and demands an absolute truth or falsity only when the sets are reasonably constructive
and not so wildly enormous, is not a matter that will have a great relevance to our discussion here. The sets (finite or
infinite) that will have significance for us are, by the standards of the ones that I have just been referring to,
ridiculously tiny!
Thus the distinctions between these various Platonistic views will not greatly concern us.
There are, however, other mathematical standpoints, such as that known as intuitionism (and another called finitism),
which go to the other extreme, where one refuses to accept the completed existence of any infinite set whatever
Intuitionism was initiated, in 1924, by the Dutch mathematician L. E. J. Brouwer as an alternative response- distinct
from that of formalism- to the paradoxes (such as Russell's) that can arise when too free a use of infinite sets is made in
mathematical reasoning. The roots of such a viewpoint can be traced back to Aristotle, who had been Plato's pupil but
who had rejected Plato's views about the absolute existence of mathematical entities and about the acceptability of
infinite sets. According to intuitionism, sets (infinite or otherwise) are not thought of as having an 'existence' in
themselves but are thought of merely in terms of the rules which might determine their membership.
A characteristic feature of Brouwer's intuitionism is the rejection of 'the law of the excluded middle'. This law asserts
that the denial of the negation of a statement is equivalent to the assertion of that statement.
(In symbols: ~(~P) <=> P, a relation we encountered above. ) Perhaps Aristotle might have been unhappy with the
denial of something so logically 'obvious' as this! In ordinary 'common-sense' terms, the law of the excluded middle
may be regarded as a self-evident truth: if it is false that something is not true, then that thing is surely true! (This law is
the basis of the mathematical procedure of "reductio ad absurdum', ct. p. 78.) But the intuitionists find themselves able
to deny this law. This is basically because they are taking a different attitude to the concept of existence, demanding
that a definite (mental) construc* Intuitionism was so called because it was supposed to mirror human thought. 148
tion be presented before it is accepted that a mathematical object actually exists. Thus, to an intuitionist, 'existence'
means 'constructive existence'. In a mathematical argument which proceeds by reductio ad absurdum one puts forward
some hypothesis with the intention of showing that its consequences lead one into a contradiction, this contradiction
providing the desired proof that the hypothesis in question is false. The hypothesis could take the form of a statement
that a mathematical entity with certain required properties does not exist. When this leads to a contradiction, one
infers, in ordinary mathematics, that the required entity does indeed exist. But such an argument, in itself, provides no
means for actually constructing such an entity. To an intuitionist, this kind of existence is no existence at all;

and it is in this kind of sense that they refuse to accept the law of the excluded middle and the procedure of reductio ad
absurdum. Indeed, Brouwer was profoundly dissatisfied by such a non-constructive 'existence'.7 Without an actual
construction, he asserted, such a concept of existence is meaningless. In Brouwerian logic, one cannot deduce from the
falsity of the non-existence of some object that the object actually exists!
In my own view, although there is something commendable about seeking constructive ness in mathematical existence,
Brouwer's point of view of intuitionism is much too extreme. Brouwer first put forward his ideas in 1924, which was
more than ten years before the work of Church and Turing.
Now that the concept of constructive ness in terms of Turing's idea of computability can be studied within the
conventional framework of mathematical philosophy, there is no need to go to the extremes to which Brouwer would
wish to take us. We can discuss constructive ness as a separate issue from the question of mathematical existence. If
we go along with intuitionism, we must deny ourselves the use of very powerful kinds of argument within mathematics,
and the subject becomes somewhat stifled and impotent.
I do not wish to dwell on the various difficulties and seeming absurdities that the intuitionistic point of view leads one
into; but it will perhaps be helpful if I refer to just a few of the problems.
An example often referred to by Brouwer concerns the decimal expansion of ji:
3. 141592653589793. Does there exist a succession of twenty consecutive sevens somewhere in this expansion, i. e.
n = 3. 141592653589793 . 77777777777777777777 . , or does there not? In ordinary mathematical terms, all that we
can say, as of now, is that either there does or there does not- and we do not know which! This would seem to be a
harmless enough statement.
However, the intuitionists would actually deny that one can validly say 'either there exists a succession of twenty
consecutive sevens somewhere in the decimal expansion of n, or else there does not' unless and until one has (in some
constructive way acceptable to the intuitionists) either established that there is indeed such a succession, or else
established that there is none! A direct calculation could suffice to show that a succession of twenty consecutive
sevens actually does exist somewhere in the decimal expansion of Jt, but some sort of mathematical theorem would be
needed to establish that there is no such succession. No computer has yet proceeded far enough in the computation of n
to determine that there is indeed such a succession. One's expectation on probabilistic grounds would be that such a
succession does actually exist, but that even if a computer were to produce digits consistently at the rate of, say, 1010
per second, it would be likely to take something of the order of between one hundred and one thousand years to find the
sequence! It seems to me to be much more likely that, rather than by direct computation, the existence of such a
sequence will someday be established mathematically (probably as a corollary of some much more powerful and
interesting result) although perhaps not in a way acceptable to the intuitionists!
This particular problem is of no real mathematical interest. It is given only as an example which is easy to state. In
Brouwer's extreme form of intuitionism, he would assert that, at the present time, the assertion 'there exists a succession
of twenty consecutive sevens somewhere in the decimal expansion of re' is neither true nor false.
If at some later date the appropriate result is established one way or the other, by computation or by (intuitionistic)
mathematical proof, then the assertion would become 'true', or else 'false', as the case may be. A similar example
would be "Format's last theorem'. According to Brouwer's extreme intuitionism this also is neither true nor false at the
present time, but it might become one or the other at some later date. To me, such subjectiveness and time-dependence
of mathematical truth is abhorrent. It is, indeed, a very subjective matter whether, or when, a mathematical result might
be accepted as officially 'proved'.
Mathematical truth should not rest on such society- dependent criteria.
Also, to have a concept of mathematical truth which changes with time is, to say the least, most awkward and
unsatisfactory for a mathematics which one hopes to be able to employ reliably for a description of the physical world.
Not all intuitionists would take such a strong line as Brouwer's.
Nevertheless the intuitionist point of view is a distinctly awkward one, even for those sympathetic to the aims of
constructivism. Few present-day mathematicians would go along with intuitionism wholeheartedly, if only because it
is very limiting with regard to the type of mathematical reasoning one is allowed to use.
I have briefly described the three main streams of present-day mathematical philosophy: formalism, Platonism, and
intuitionism I have made no secret of the fact that my sympathies lie strongly with the Platonistic view that

mathematical truth is absolute, external, and eternal, and not based on manmade criteria; and that mathematical objects
have a timeless existence of their own, not dependent on human society nor on particular physical objects.
I have tried to make my case for this view in this section, in the previous section, and at the end of Chapter 3. 1 hope
that the reader is prepared to go most of the way with me on this. It will be important for a good deal of what we shall
encounter later.
GODEL-TYPE THEOREMS FROM TURING'S RESULT
In my presentation of Godel's theorem, I have omitted many details, and I have also left out what was historically
perhaps the most important part of his argument; that referring to the 'undecidability' of the consistency of the axioms.
My purpose here has not been to emphasize this 'axiom-consistency-provability problem', so important to Hilbert and
his contemporaries, but to show that a specific Godel proposition neither provable nor disprovable using the axioms
and rules of the formal system under consideration is clearly seen, using our insights into the meanings of the
operations in question, to be a true proposition!
I have mentioned that Turing developed his own later argument establishing the insolubility of the halting problem
after stud/ing the work of Godel.
The two arguments had a good deal in common and, indeed, key aspects of Godel's result can be directly derived using
Turing's procedure. Let us see how this works, and thereby obtain a somewhat different insight into what lies behind
Godel's theorem.
An essential property of a formal mathematical system is that it should be a computable matter to decide whether or not
a given string of symbols constitutes a proof, within the system, of a given mathematical assertion.
The whole point of formalizing the notion of mathematical proof, after all, is that no further judgements have to be
made about what is valid reasoning and what is not. It must be possible to check in a completely mechanical and
previously determined way whether or not a putative proof is indeed a proof;
that is, there must be an algorithm for checking proofs. On the other hand, we do not demand that it should necessarily
be an algorithmic matter to find proofs (or disproofs) of suggested mathematical statements.
In fact, it turns out that there always ("s an algorithm for finding a proof within any formal system whenever some
proof exists. For we must suppose that our system is formulated in terms of some symbolic language, this language
being expressible in terms of some finite 'alphabet' of symbols. As before, let us order our strings of symbols
lexicographic ally which we recall means alphabetically for each fixed length of string, taking all strings of length one
to be ordered first, those of length two next, then length three, and so on (p. 138). Thus we have all the correctly
constructed proofs numerically ordered according to this lexicographical scheme. Having our list of proofs, we also
have a list of all the theorems of the formal system. For the theorems are precisely the propositions that appear as last
lines of correctly constructed proofs. The listing is perfectly computable: for we can consider the lexicographical list of
all strings of symbols of the system, whether or not they make sense as proofs, and then test the first string with our
proof-testing algorithm to see if it is a proof and discard it if it is not; then we test the second in the same way and
discard it if it is not a proof, and then the third, then the fourth, and so on. By this means, if there is a proof, we shall
eventually find it somewhere along the list.
Thus if Hilbert had been successful in finding his mathematical systema system of axioms and rules of procedure
strong enough to enable one to decide, by formal proof, the truth or falsity of any mathematical proposition correctly
formulated within the system then there would be a general algorithmic method of deciding the truth of any such
proposition. Why is this? Because if, by the procedure outlined above, we eventually come across the proposition we
are looking for as the final line in the proof, then we have proved this proposition. If, instead, we eventually come
across the negation of our proposition as the final line, then we have disproved it. If Hilbert's scheme were complete,
either one or the other of these eventualities would always occur (and, if consistent, they would never both occur
together). Thus our mechanical procedure would always terminate at some stage and we should have a universal
algorithm for deciding the truth or otherwise of all propositions of the system. This would contradict Turing's result, as
presented in Chapter 2, that there is no general algorithm for deciding mathematical propositions. Consequently we
have, in effect, proved Godel's theorem that no scheme of Hilbert's intended type can be complete in the sense that we
have been discussing.
In fact Godel's theorem is more specific than this, since the type of formal system that Godel was concerned with was
required to be adequate only for propositions of arithmetic, not for propositions of mathematics in general.

Can we arrange that all the necessary operations of Turing machines can be carried out using just arithmetic? To put
this another way, can all the computable functions of natural numbers (i. e. recursive, or algorithmic functions the
results of Turing machine action) be expressed in terms of ordinary arithmetic? In fact it is almost true that we can, but
not quite.
We need one extra operation to be adjoined to the standard rules of arithmetic and logic (including 3 and V). This
operation simply selects 'the smallest natural number x such that K(x} is true', where K( ) is any given arithmetically
calculable prepositional function for which it is assumed that there is such a number, i. e.
that 3x[K(x)] is true. (If there were no such number, then our operation would 'run on forever trying to locate the
required non-existent x. ) In any case, the foregoing argument does establish, on the basis of Turing's result, that
Hilbert's programme of reducing whole branches of mathematics to calculations within some formal system is indeed
untenable.
As it stands, this procedure does not so readily show that we have a Godel proposition (like Pk(k)) that is true, but not
provable within the system.
However, if we recall the argument given in Chapter 2 on 'how to outdo an algorithm' (of. p. 83), we shall see that we
can do something very similar.
In that argument we were able to show that, given any algorithm for deciding whether a Turing machine action stops,
we can produce a Turing machine action that we see does not stop, yet the algorithm cannot. (Recall that we insisted
that the algorithm must correctly inform us when a Turing machine action will stop though it can sometimes fail to tell
us that the Turing machine action will not stop by running on forever itself. ) Thus, as with the situation with Godel's
theorem above, we have a proposition that we can see, by the use of insight, must actually be true (not-stopping of the
Turing machine action), but the given algorithmic action is not capable of telling us this.
* It is actually essential that such unfortunate possibilities be allowed to occur, so that we may have the potential to
describe any algorithmic operation. Recall that to describe Turing machines generally, we must allow for Turing
machines which never actually stop.
RECURSIVELY ENUMERABLE SETS
There is a way of describing the basic ingredients of Turing's and Godel's results in a graphic way, in terms of the
language of set theory. This enables us to get away from arbitrary descriptions in terms of specific symbolisms or
formal systems, so that the essential issues are brought out.
We shall consider only sets (finite or infinite) of the natural numbers 0,1,2,3,4,. " so we shall be examining collections
of these, such as {4,5,8}, {0,57,100003}, {6}, {0}, {1, 2,3,4,..." 9999}, {1, 2, 3, 4,. }, {0, 2, 4, 6, 8,. }, or even the
entire set N = {0,1,2,3,4,. } or the empty set 0 = { } We shall be concerned only with computability questions, namely:
"Which kinds of sets of natural numbers can be generated by algorithms and which cannot?"
In order to address such issues we may, if we like, think of each single natural number n as denoting a specific string of
symbols in a particular formal system. This would be the 'nth' string of symbols, say Qn, according to some
lexicographical ordering of (the 'syntactically correctly' expressed) propositions in the system. Then each natural
number represents a proposition. The set of all propositions of the formal system would be represented as the entire set
N and, for example, the theorems of the formal system would be thought of as constituting some smaller set of natural
numbers, say the set P. However, the details of any particular numbering system for propositions are not important. All
that we should need, in order to set up a correspondence between natural numbers and propositions, would be a known
algorithm for obtaining each proposition Qn (written in the appropriate symbolic notation) from its corresponding
natural number n, and another known algorithm for obtaining n from Qn. Taking these two known algorithms as given,
we are at liberty to identify the set of natural numbers N with the set of propositions of a specific formal system.
Let us choose a formal system which is consistent and broad enough to include all actions of all Turing machines and,
moreover, 'sensible' in the sense that its axioms and rules of procedure are things that may be taken to be 'self-evidently
true'. Now, some of the propositions Go, Qi, Qi, Qs, of the formal system will actually have proofs within the system.
These 'provable propositions will have numbers which constitute some set in N, in fact the set P of 'theorems'
considered above. We have, in effect, already seen that there is an algorithm for generating, one after the other, all the
propositions with proofs in some given formal system.
(As outlined earlier, the 'with proof Tin is obtained algorithmically from n.

All we have to do is look at the last line of the nth proof to find the 'nth proposition provable within the system', i. e. the
with 'theorem'. ) Thus we have an algorithm for generating the elements of P one after the other (perhaps with
repetitions that makes no difference).
A set, such as P, which can be generated in this way by some algorithm, is called recursively enumerable. Note that the
set of propositions which are dttprovable within the system i. e.
propositions whose negations are provable is likewise recursively enumerable, for we can simply enumerate the
provable propositions, taking their negations as we go along. There are many other subsets of N which are recursively
enumerable, and we need make no reference to our formal system in order to define them. Simple examples of
recursively enumerable sets are the set of even numbers {0,2,4,6,8,. }, the set of squares {0,1,4,9,16,. }, and the set of
primes {2,3,5,7,",...}.
Clearly we can generate each of these sets by means of an algorithm.
In each of these three examples it will also be the case that the complement of the set that is, the set of natural numbers
not in the set-is recursively enumerable. The complementary sets in these three cases are, respectively:
{1,3,5,7. 9. };
{2,3,5,6,7,8,10,. };
It would be a simple matter to provide an algorithm for these complementary sets also. Indeed, we can algorithmically
decide, for any given natural number , whether or not it is an even number, or whether or not it is a square, or whether
or not it is a prime. This provides us with an algorithm for generating both the set and the complementary set, for we
can run through the natural numbers in turn and decide, in each case, whether it belongs to the original set or to the
complementary set. A set which has the property that both it and its complementary set are recursively enumerable is
called a recursive set. Clearly the complement of a recursive set is also a recursive set.
Now, are there any sets which are recursively enumerable but not recursive?
Let us pause, for a moment, to note what that would entail. Since the elements of such a set can be generated by an
algorithm, we shall have a means of deciding, for an element suspected of being in the set and which, let us suppose for
the moment, is actually in the set that, indeed, it is in the set. All we need do is to allow our algorithm to run over all
the elements of the set until it eventually finds the particular element that we are examining. But suppose our suspected
element is actually not in the set.
In that case our algorithm will do us no good at all, for it will just keep running forever, never coming to a decision.
For that we need an algorithm for generating the complementary set. If that finds our suspect then we know for sure
that the element is not in the set. With both algorithms we should be in good shape. We could simply alternate
between the two algorithms and catch the suspect either way. That happy situation, however, is what happens with a
recursive set. Here our set is supposed to be merely recursively enumerable but not recursive: our suggested algorithm
for generating the complementary set does not exist! Thus we are presented with the curious situation that we can
algorithmically decide, for an element in the set, that it is actually in the set; but we cannot guarantee, by means of any
algorithm, to decide this question for elements that happen not to be in the set!
Does such a curious situation ever arise? Are there, indeed, any recursively enumerable sets that are not recursive?
Well, what about the set P? Is that a recursive set? We know that it is recursively enumerable, so what we have to
decide is whether the complementary set is also recursively enumerable.
In fact it is not!
How can we tell that? Well, recall that the actions of Turing machines are supposed to be among the operations
allowed within our formal system. We denote the with Turing machine by Tn. Then the statement T ( ) stops' is a
proposition let us write it S[n) that we can express in our formal system, for each natural number n. The proposition
S(n) will be true for some values of n, and false for others. The set of all S(n}, as n runs through the natural numbers
0,1,2,3,. " will be represented as some subset 5 of N. Now, recall Turing's fundamental result (Chapter 2, p. 78) that
there is no algorithm that asserts " Tn(n} does not stop' in precisely these cases in which Tn[n) in fact does not stop.
This shows that the set of false S(n) is not recursively enumerable.
We observe that the part of S that lies in P consists precisely of those S(n) which are true. Why is this? Certainly if
any particular S[n) is provable, then it must be true (because our formal system has been chosen to be 'sensible'! ), so
the part of S that lies in P must consist solely of true propositions S{n}. Moreover, no true proposition S(n) can lie

outside P, for if Tn( ) stops then we can provide a proof within the system that it actually does so Now, suppose that the
complement of P were recursively enumerable.
Then we should have some algorithm for generating the elements of this complementary set. We can run this algorithm
and note down every proposition S(n} that we come across. These are all the false S{n), so our procedure would
actually give us a recursive enumeration of the set of false S(w). But we noted above that the false S[n) are not
recursively enumerable. This contradiction establishes that the complement of P cannot be recursively enumerated
after all; so the set P is not recursive, which is what we have sought to establish.
* The proof could consist, in effect, of a succession of steps which would mirror the action of the machine running until
it stopped. The proof would be completed as soon as the machine stops.
These properties actually demonstrate that our formal system cannot be complete: i. e. there must be propositions
which are neither provable nor disprovable within the system. For if there were no such un decidable propositions, the
complement of the set P would have to be the set of disprovable propositions (anything not provable would have to be
disprovable). But we have seen that the disprovable propositions constitute a recursively enumerable set, so this would
make P recursive. However, P is not recursive a contradiction which establishes the required incompleteness.
This is the main thrust of Godel's theorem.
Now what about the subset T of N which represents the true propositions of our formal system? Is T recursive? Is T
recursively enumerable? Is the complement of T recursively enumerable? In fact the answer to all these questions is
"No'. One way of seeing this is to note that the false propositions of the form " Tn(w) stops' cannot be generated by an
algorithm, as we have noted above.
Therefore the false propositions as a whole cannot be generated by an algorithm, since any such algorithm would, in
particular, enumerate all the above false "Tn(w) stops' propositions. Similarly, the set of all true propositions cannot be
generated by an algorithm (since any such algorithm could be trivially modified to yield all the false propositions,
simply by making it take the negation of each proposition that it generates). Since the true propositions are thus not
recursively enumerable (and nor are the false ones) they constitute a vastly more complicated and profound array than
do the propositions provable within the system. This again illustrates aspects of Godel's theorem: that the concept of
mathematical truth is only partly accessible by the means of formal argument.
There are certain simple classes of true arithmetical proposition that do form recursively enumerable sets, however.
For example, true propositions of the form Hw, x . " z[f(w, x,..." z) = O], where f( ) is some function constructed from
the ordinary arithmetical operations of adding, subtracting, multiplying, and raising to a power, constitute a recursively
enumerable set (which I shall label A), as is not too hard to see. 8 An instance of a proposition of this form although
we do not know if it is true- is the negation of "Format's last theorem', for which we can take f( ) to be given by f{w, x,
y, z) = {x + l)^3 +{y+ l)^3 - (z + l)-^3.
However, the set A turns out not to be recursive (a fact which is not so easy to see though it is a consequence of Godel's
actual original argument). Thus we are not presented with any algorithmic means which could, even in principle,
decide the truth or otherwise of "Format's last theorem'!
In Fig. 4. 1,1 have tried schematically to represent a recursive set as a region with a nice simple boundary, so that one
can imagine it being a direct matter to tell whether or not some given point belongs to the set. Each point in the picture
is to be thought of as representing a natural number.
The complementary set is then also represented as a simple-looking region.
In Fig. 4. 2,1 have tried to represent a recursively enumerable but Mow-recursive set as a set with a complicated
boundary, where the set on one side of the boundary- the recursively enumerable side- is supposed to look simpler than
that on the other. The figures are very schematic, and are not intended to be in any sense 'geometrically accurate'. In
particular, there is no significance in the fact that these pictures have been represented as though on a flat twodimensional plane!
Fig. 4. 1. Highly schematic representation of a recursive set. 160 Fig.
4. 2. Highly schematic representation of a recursively enumerable set (black region) which is not recursive. The idea is
that the white region is defined only as 'what's left' when the computably generated black region is removed; and it is
not a computable matter to ascertain that a point is actually in the white region itself.
In Fig. 4. 3 I have schematically indicated how the regions P, T, and A lie within the set N.

IS THE MANDELBROT SET RECURSIVE?
Non-recursive sets must have the property that they are complicated in a very essential way. Their complication must,
in some sense, defy all attempts at systematization, otherwise that very systematization would lead to some appropriate
algorithmic procedure. For a non-recursive set, there is no general algorithmic way of deciding whether or not an
element (or 'point') belongs to the set. Now we witnessed, at the beginning of Chapter 3, a certain extraordinarily
complicated-looking set, namely the Mandelbrot set.
Although the rules which provide its definition are surprisingly simple, the set itself exhibits an endless variety of
highly elaborate structure.
Could this be an example of a non-recursive set, truly exhibited before our mortal eyes?
The reader will not be slow to point out, however, that this paradigm of complication has been conjured up, for our
eyes to F g. 4. 3. Highly schematic representation of various sets of propositions. The set P of propositions that are
provable within the system is, like A, recursively enumerable but not recursive; the set T of true propositions is not
even recursively enumerable.
see, by the magic of modern high-speed electronic computer technology. Are not electronic computers the very
embodiments of algorithmic action? Indeed, that is certainly true, but we must bear in mind the way that the computer
actually produces these pictures.
To test whether a point of the Argand plane a complex number c belongs to the Mandelbrot set (coloured black) or to
the complementary set (coloured white), the computer would start with 0, then apply the map z- z2 + c to z = 0 to
obtain c, and then to z = c to obtain c2 + c and then to z = c2 + c to obtain c4 + 2c3 + c2 + c, and so on. If this
sequence 0, c, c2 + c, c4 + 2c3 + c2 + c,. remains bounded, then the point represented by c is coloured black;
otherwise it is coloured white.
How does the machine tell whether or not such a sequence remains bounded? In principle, the question involves
knowing what happens after an infinite number of terms of the sequence! That, by itself, is not a computable matter.
Fortunately, there are ways of telling after only a finite number of terms when the sequence has become unbounded. (In
fact, as soon as it reaches the circle of radius 1 + V2 centred at the origin, then one can be sure that the sequence is
unbounded. ) Thus, in a certain sense, the complement of the Mandelbrot set (i. e.
the white region) is recursively enumerable. If the complex number c is in the white region, then there is an algorithm
for ascertaining that fact.
What about the Mandelbrot set itself the black region?
Is there an algorithm for telling for sure that a point suspected to be in the black region is in fact in the black region?
The answer to this question seems to be unknown, at present. 9 I have consulted various colleagues and experts, and
none seems to be aware of such an algorithm. Nor had they come across any demonstration that no such algorithm
exists. At least, there appears to be no known algorithm for the black region. Perhaps the complement of the
Mandelbrot set is, indeed, an example of a recursively enumerable set which is not recursive!
Before exploring this suggestion further, it will be necessary to address certain issues that I have glossed over. These
issues will have some importance to us in our later discussions of computability in physics. I have actually been
somewhat inexact in the preceding discussion. I have applied such terms as 'recursively enumerable' and 'recursive' to
sets of points in the Argand plane, i. e. to sets of complex numbers. These terms should strictly only be used for the
natural numbers or for other countable sets. We have seen in Chapter 3 (p. 110) that the real numbers are not
countable, and so the complex numbers cannot be countable either since real numbers can be regarded as particular
kinds of complex numbers, namely complex numbers with vanishing imaginary parts (of. p. 115). In fact there are
precisely 'as many' complex numbers as real ones, namely "C' of them.
(To establish a one-to-one relation between the complex numbers and real numbers, one can, roughly speaking, take the
decimal expansions of the real and imaginary parts of each complex number and interleave them according to the odd
and even digits of the corresponding real number: e. g. the complex number 3. 6781. + i 512. 975 . would correspond
to the real number 50132.
6977851 . ) One way to evade this problem would be to refer only to computable complex numbers, for we saw in
Chapter 3 that the
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Fig. 4. 4. The unit disc should surely count as 'recursive', but this requires an appropriate viewpoint.
computable real numbers- and therefore also the computable complex numbers are indeed countable. However, there is
a severe difficulty with this: there is in fact no general algorithm for deciding whether two computable numbers, given
in terms of their respective algorithms, are equal to each other or not! (We can algorithmically form their difference,
but we cannot algorithmically decide whether or not this difference is zero. Imagine two algorithms generating the
digits 0. 99999 . and 1. 00000 . respectively, but we might never know if the 9s, or the Os, are going to continue
indefinitely, so that the two numbers are equal, or whether some other digit will eventually appear, and the numbers are
unequal. ) Thus, we might never know whether these numbers are equal. One implication of this is that even with such
a simple set as the unit disc in the Argand plane (the set of points whose distance from the origin is not greater than one
unit, i. e.
the black region in Fig. 4. 4) there would be no algorithm for deciding for sure whether a complex number actually lies
on the disc. The problem does not arise with the points in the interior (or with points outside the disc) but with points
which lie on the very edge of the disc i. e. on the unit circle itself. The unit circle is considered to be part of the disc.
Suppose that we are simply given an algorithm which generates the digits of the real and imaginary part of some
complex number. If we suspect that this complex number actually lies on the unit circle, we cannot necessarily
ascertain this fact. There is no algorithm for deciding whether the computable number x^^y^ is actually equal to 1 or
not, this being the criterion for deciding whether or not the computable complex number x + iy lies on the unit circle.
Clearly this is not what we want. The unit disc certainly ought to count as recursive. There are not many sets simpler
than the unit disc! One way around this problem might be to ignore the boundary.
For points actually in the interior or actually in the exterior, an algorithm for ascertaining these facts certainly exists.
(Simply generate the digits of x1 + y2 one after the other, and eventually we find a digit other than 9 after the decimal
point in 0. 99999 . or other than 0 in 1. 00000. ) In this sense the unit disc is recursive.
But the point of view is rather an awkward one for mathematics since one often needs to phrase arguments in terms of
what actually happens at boundaries. It is possible that such a point of view might be appropriate for physics, on the
other hand. We shall need to reconsider this kind of issue again later.
There is another closely related point of view that one might adopt and this is not to refer to computable complex
numbers at all.
Instead of trying to enumerate the complex numbers inside or outside the set in question, we simply ask for an
algorithm which decides, given the complex number, whether it lies in the set or whether it lies in the complement of
the set. By 'given', I mean that, for each complex number that we are testing, successive digits of the real and
imaginary parts are presented to use one after the other, for as long as we please perhaps by some magical means. I do
not require that there be any algorithm, known or unknown, for presenting these digits. A set of complex numbers
would be considered to be 'recursively enumerable' if a single algorithm exists such that whenever it is presented with
such a succession of digits in this way it would eventually say 'yes', after a finite number of steps, if and only if the
complex number actually lies in that set. As with the first point of view suggested above, it turns out that this point of
view 'ignores' boundaries. Thus the interior of the unit disc and the exterior of the unit disc would each count as
recursively enumerable in this sense, whereas the boundary itself would not.
It is not altogether clear to me that either of these viewpoints is really what is needed. 10 When applied to the
Mandelbrot set, the philosophy of 'ignoring the boundary' may miss a lot of the complication of the set. This set
consists partly of blobs' regions with interiors- and partly of 'tendrils'. The most extreme complication seems to lie in
the tendrils, which can meander most wildly. However the tendrils do not lie in the interior of the set, and so they
would be 'ignored' if we adopt either one of these two philosophies. Even so, it is still not clear whether the
Mandelbrot set is 'recursive', where the blobs only are considered. The question seems to rest on a certain unproved
conjecture concerning the Mandelbrot set: is it what is called 'locally connected'? I do not propose to explain the
meaning or relevance of that term here. I merely wish to indicate that these are difficult issues, and they raise questions
concerning the Mandelbrot set which are still not resolved, and some of which lie at the forefront of some current
mathematical research.
There are also other points of view that one can adopt, in order to get around the problem that the complex numbers are
not countable.

Rather than consider all computable complex numbers, one may consider a suitable subset of such numbers having the
property that it is a computable matter to decide whether or not two of them are equal. A simple such subset would be
the "rationaf complex numbers for which the real and imaginary parts of the numbers are both taken to be rational
numbers. I do not think that this would give much in the way of tendrils on the Mandelbrot set, however, this point of
view being very restrictive. Somewhat more satisfactory would be to consider the algebraic numbers- those complex
numbers which are solutions of algebraic equations with integer coefficients. For example, all the solutions for z of
129z7 - 33z5 + 725z4 + 16z3 - Iz - 3 = 0 166 are algebraic numbers. Algebraic numbers are countable and computable,
and it is actually a computable matter to decide whether or not two of them are equal.
(It turns out that many of them lie on the boundary of the unit circle and on the tendrils of the Mandelbrot set.) We can,
if desired, phrase the question as to whether or not the Mandelbrot set is recursive in terms of them.
It may be that algebraic numbers would be appropriate in the case of the two sets just considered, but they do not really
resolve all our difficulties in general. For consider the set (the black region of Fig. 4. 5) defined by the relation ys. ^
for x + iy (= z) in the Argand plane. The interior of the set and the interior of the complement of the set are both
recursively enumerable according to any of the viewpoints expressed above, but (as follows from a famous theorem
due to F. Lindemann, proved in 1882) the boundary, y = e^, contains only one algebraic point, namely the point z = i.
The algebraic numbers are no help to us in exploring the algorithmic nature of the boundary in this case! It would not
be hard to find another subclass of computable numbers which would suffice in this particular case, but one is left with
Fig. 4. 5. The set defined by the exponential relation y ^ e' should also count as recursive.
the strong feeling that the correct viewpoint has not yet been arrived at.
SOME EXAMPLES OF NON-RECURSIVE MATHEMATICS
There are very many areas of mathematics where problems arise which are not recursive. Thus, we may be presented
with a class of problems to which the answer in each case is either 'yes' or 'no', but for which no general algorithm
exists for deciding which of these two is actually the case. Some of these classes of problem are remarkably simplelooking.
First, consider the problem of finding integer solutions of systems of algebraic equations with. integer coefficients.
Such equations are known as Diophantine equations (after the Greek mathematician Diophantos, who lived in the third
century be and who studied equations of this type). Such a set of equations might be z3 - y - 1 = 0, yz2-2x-2=0, y2 2xz + z+ 1 = 0 and the problem is to decide whether or not they can be solved for integer values otx, y and z. In fact, in
this particular case they can, a solution being given by x = 13, y = 7, z = 2.
However, there is no algorithm for deciding this question for an arbitrary set of Diophantine equations: Diophantine
arithmetic, despite the elementary nature of its ingredients, is part of non algorithmic mathematics!
(A somewhat less elementary example is the topological equivalence of manifolds. I mention this only briefly, because
it has some conceivable relevance to the issues discussed in Chapter 8. To understand what a 'manifold' is consider first
a loop of string, * This answers, negatively, Hilbert's tenth problem, mentioned on p.
45. (See, for example, Devlin 1988. ) Here, the number of variables is not restricted. However, it is known that no
more than nine are actually needed for this non-algorithmic property to hold.
which is a manifold of just one dimension, and then consider a closed surface, a manifold of two dimensions. Next try
to imagine a kind of 'surface' which can have three or a higher number of dimensions.
"Topological equivalence' of two manifolds means that one of them can be deformed into the other by a continuous
motion- without tearing or gluing.
Thus a spherical surface and the surface of a cube are topologically equivalent, whereas they are both topologically
wequivalent to the surface of a ring or a teacup the latter two being actually topologically equivalent to each other.
Now, for two-dimensional manifolds there is an algorithm for deciding whether or not two of them are topologically
equivalent--amounting, in effect, to counting the number of 'handles' that each surface has. For three dimensions, the
answer to the question is not known, at the time of writing, but for four or more dimensions, there is no algorithm for
deciding equivalence. The four-dimensional case is conceivably of some relevance to physics, since according to
Einstein's general relativity, space and time together constitute a 4-manifold; see Chapter 5, p. 268. It has been
suggested by Geroch and Hartle 1986 that this non algorithmic property might have relevance to 'quantum gravity';

of. also Chapter 8. ) Let us consider a different type of problem, called the word problem. ^ Suppose that we have
some alphabet of symbols, and we consider various strings of these symbols, referred to as words. The words need not
in themselves have any meaning, but we shall be given a certain (finite) list of 'equalities' between them which we are
allowed to use in order to derive further such 'equalities'. This is done by making substitutions of words from the initial
list into other (normally longer) words which contain them as portions. Each such portion may be replaced by another
portion which is deemed to be equal to it according to the list. The problem is then to decide, for some given pair of
words, whether or not they are 'equal' according to these rules.
As an example, we might have, for our initial list:
EAT = AT ATE=A LATER = LOW
PAN = PILLOW CARP = ME.
From these we can derive, for example, LAP = LEAP by use of successive substitutions from the second, the first, and
again the second of the relations from the initial list:
LAP = LATEP = LEATEP = LEAP.
The problem now is, given some pair of words, can we get from one to the other simply using such substitutions? Can
we, for example, get from CATERPILLAR to MAN, or, say, from CARPET to MEAT? The answer in the first case
happens to be 'yes', while in the second it is 'no'.
When the answer is 'yes', the normal way to show this would be simply to exhibit a string of equalities where each
word is obtained from the preceding one by use of an allowed relation. Thus (indicating the letters about to be changed
in bold type, and the letters which have just been changed in italics):
CATERPILLAR = CAR PILLAR = CARPILLATER = CARP IL CW= CAR PAN = MEAN =
ME ATEN = MA7EN = MAN.
How can we tell that it is impossible to get from CARPET to MEAT by means of the allowed rules? For this, we need
to think a little more, but it is not hard to see, in a variety of different ways. The simplest appears to be the following:
in every 'equality' in our initial list, the number of As plus the number of Was plus the number of Ms is the same on
each side. Thus the total number of As, Was, and Ms cannot change throughout any succession of allowed
substitutions.
However, for CARPET this number is 1 whereas for MEAT it is 2.
Consequently, there is no way of getting from CARPET to MEAT by allowed substitutions.
Notice that when the two words are 'equal' we can show this simply by exhibiting an allowed formal string of symbols,
using the rules that we had been given; whereas in the case where they are 'unequal', we had to resort to arguments
about the rules that we had been given. There is a clear algorithm that we can use to establish 'equality' between words
whenever the words are in fact 'equal'. All we need do is to make a lexicographical listing of all the possible sequences
of words, and then strike from this list any such string for which there is a pair of consecutive words where the second
does not follow from the first by an allowed rule. The remaining sequences will provide all the sought-for 'equalities'
between words. However, there is no such obvious algorithm, in general, for deciding when two words are not 'equal',
and we may have to resort to 'intelligence' in order to establish that fact. (Indeed, it took me some while before I
noticed the above 'trick' for establishing that CARPET and MEAT are not 'equal'. With another example, quite a
different kind of 'trick' might be needed.
Intelligence, incidentally, is useful although net necessary also for establishing the existence of an 'equality'. ) In fact,
for the particular list of five 'equalities' that constitute the initial list in the above case, it is not unduly difficult to
provide an algorithm for ascertaining that two words are 'unequal' when they are indeed 'unequal'. However, in order to
find the algorithm that works in this case we need to exercise a certain amount of intelligence! Indeed, it turns out that
there is no single algorithm which can be used universally for all possible choices of initial list. In this sense there is no
algorithmic solution to the word problem.
The general word problem belongs to non-recursive mathematics!
There are even certain particular selections of initial list for which there is no algorithm for deciding when two words
are unequal.

One such is given by
AH=HA OH=HO AT=TA OF = TO TAI = IT HOI = IH THAT=ITHT
(This list is adapted from one given in 1955 by G. S. Tseitin and Dana Scott; see Gardner 1958, p. 144. ) Thus this
particular word problem by itself is an example of non-recursive mathematics, in Fig. 4. 6. Two examples of periodic
things of the plane, each using a single shape (found by Marjorie Rice in 1976).
the sense that using this particular initial list we cannot algorithmically decide whether or not two given words are
'equal'.
The general word problem arose from considerations of formalized mathematical logic ('formal systems' etc. " as we
considered earlier).
The initial list plays the role of an axiom system and the substitution rule for words, the role of the formal rules of
procedure. The proof of non-re cursiveness for the word problem arises from such considerations.
As a final example of a problem in mathematics which is non-recursive, let us consider the question of covering the
Eucliclean plane with polygon al shapes, where we are given a finite number of different such shapes and we ask
whether it is possible to cover the plane completely, without gaps or overlaps, using just these shapes and no others.
Such an arrangement of shapes is called a tiling of the plane. We are familiar with the fact that such things are possible
using just squares, or just equilateral triangles, or just regular hexagons (as illustrated in Fig. 10. 2, on p. 563), but not
using just regular pentagons. Many other single shapes will tile the plane, such as each of the two irregular pentagons
illustrated in Fig. 4.
6. With a pair of shapes, the things can become more elaborate. Two simple examples are given in Fig. 4. 7. All these
examples, so far, have the property that they are periodic;
which means that they are exactly repetitive in two independent directions.
In mathematical terms, we say that there is a period Fig. 4. 7. Two examples of periodic things of the plane, each using
two shapes.
Fig. 4. 8. A periodic tiling, illustrated in relation to its period parallelogram.
parallelogram a parallelogram which, when marked in some way and then repeated again and again in the two
directions parallel to its sides, will reproduce the given tiling pattern. An example is shown in Fig. 4. 8, where a
periodic tiling with a thorn-shaped tile is depicted on the left, and related to a period parallelogram whose periodic
tiling is indicated on the right.
Now there are many things of the plane which are not periodic.
Figure 4. 9 depicts three non-periodic 'spiral' things, with the same thorn-shaped tile as in Fig. 4. 8. This particular tile
shape is known as a 'versatile' (for obvious reasons! ), and it was devised by B. Griinbaum and G. C. Shephard (1981,
1987), apparently based on an earlier shape due to H. Voderberg. Note that the versatile will tile both periodically and
non-periodically. This property is shared by many other single tile shapes arid sets of tile shapes. Are there single tiles
or sets of tiles which will tile the plane only non-periodically? The answer to this question is 'yes'.
In Fig. 4. 10, I have depicted a set of six tiles constructed by the American mathematician Raphael Robinson (1971)
which will tile the entire plane, but only in a non-periodic way.
It is worthwhile to go into a little of the history of how this non-periodic set of tiles came about (of. Griinbaum and
Shephard 1987). In 1961 the Chinese-American logician Hao Wang addressed the question of whether or not there is a
decision pro T Fig. 4. 9. Three non-periodic 'spiral' things, using the same 'versatile' shape that was used in Fig. 4. 8.
cedure for the tiling problem, that is to say, is there an algorithm for deciding whether or not a given finite set of
different polygon al shapes will tile the entire plane He was able to show that there indeed would be such a decision
procedure (/ it could be shown that every finite set of distinct tiles which will in some way tile the plane, will in fact
also tile the plane periodically. I think that it was probably felt, at that time, that it would be unlikely that a set
violating this condition- i. e. an 'aperiodic' set of tiles-could exist.
* Actually, Hao Wang considered a slightly different problem with square riles, no rotation, and matching coloured
edges, but the distinctions are not important to us here.

However, in 1966, following some of the leads that Hao Wang had suggested, Robert Berger was able to show that
there is in fact no decision procedure for the tiling problem: the tiling problem is also part of non-recursive
mathematics! 12 Thus it follows from Hao Wang's earlier result that an aperiodic set of tiles must exist, and Berger
was indeed able to exhibit the first aperiodic set of tiles. However, owing to the complication of this line of argument,
his set involved an inordinately large number of different tiles originally 20 426. By the use of some additional
ingenuity, Berger was able to reduce his number to 104. Then in 1971, Raphael Robinson was able to get the number
down to the six depicted in Fig. 4. 10.
Another aperiodic set of six tiles is depicted in Fig. 4. ". This set I produced myself in about 1973 following a quite
independent line of thought.
(I shall return to this matter in Chapter 10 where an array tiled with these shapes is depicted in Fig. 10.3, p. 563.) After
Robinson's aperiodic set of six was brought to my attention, I began thinking about reducing the number;
and by various operations of slicing and re-gluing, I was able to reduce it to two. Two alternative schemes are depicted
in Fig. 4.12. The necessarily non-periodic patterns exhibited by the completed things have many remarkable
properties, including a seemingly crystal Fig 4.10. Raphael Robinson's six tiles which tile the plane only nonperiodically.
Fig. 4. II. Another set of six tiles which tile the plane only non-periodically.
lo graphically impossible quasi-periodic structure with fivefold symmetry. I shall return to these matters later.
It is perhaps remarkable that such an apparently 'trivial' area of mathematics namely covering the plane with congruent
shapes which seems almost like 'child's play' should in fact be part of non-recursive mathematics. In fact there are
many difficult and unsolved problems in this area. It is not known, for example, if there is an aperiodic set consisting
of a single tile.
The tiling problem, as treated by Wang, Berger, and Robinson, used tiles based on squares. I am here allowing
polygons of general shape, and one needs some adequately computable way of displaying the individual tiles. One way
of doing this would be to give their vertices as points in the Argand plane, and these points may perfectly adequately be
given as algebraic numbers.
IS THE MANDELBROT SET LIKE NON-RECURSIVE MATHEMATICS?
Let us now return to our earlier discussion of the Mandelbrot set. I am going to assume, for the purposes of an
illustration, that the Mandelbrot set is, in some appropriate sense, non-recursive. Since 3. Notice that most of the set
seems to be taken up with a large heart-shaped region, which I have labelled A, in Fig. 4. 13. The shape is referred to
as a cardio id and its interior region can be denned mathematically as the set of points c of the Argand plane which
arise in the form c = z - z2, where z is a complex number whose distance from the origin is less than 1/2. This set is
certainly recursively enumerable in the sense suggested earlier: an algorithm exists which, when applied to a point of
the interior of the region, will ascertain that the point is indeed in that interior region. The actual algorithm is easily
obtained from the above formula.
Now consider the disc-like region just to the left of the main cardio id (region B in Fig. 4. 13). Its interior is the set of
points c=z-l where z has distance from the origin less than 1/4. This region is indeed the interior of a disc the set of
points inside an exact circle. Again this region is recursively enumerable in the above Cs ^ fig. 4. 13. The major pans
of the interior of the Mandelbrot set can be defined by simple algorithmic equations.
3. Notice that most of the set seems to be taken up with a large heart-shaped region, which I have labelled A, in Fig. 4.
13. The shape is referred to as a cardio id and its interior region can be defined mathematically as the set of points c of
the Argand plane which arise in the form c = z - z2, where z is a complex number whose distance from the origin is less
than 1/2. This set is certainly recursively enumerable in the sense suggested earlier: an algorithm exists which, when
applied to a point of the interior of the region, will ascertain that the point is indeed in that interior region. The actual
algorithm is easily obtained from the above formula.
Now consider the disc-like region just to the left of the main cardio id (region B in Fig. 4. 13). Its interior is the set of
points c=z-l where z has distance from the origin less than 1/4. This region is indeed the interior of a disc the set of
points inside an exact circle. Again this region is recursively enumerable in the above Fig. 4. 13. The major parts of the
interior of the Mandelbrot set can be denned by simple algorithmic equations.

sense. What about the other 'warts' on the cardio id Consider the two next largest warts. These are the roughly circular
blobs which appear approximately at the top and bottom of the cardio id in Fig. 3. 2 and are marked Ci, Cz in Fig. 4.
13. They can be given in terms of the set where now z ranges over the region which has distance 1/8 from the origin.
In fact this equation provides us with not merely these two blobs (together) but also with the 'baby' cardio id-like shape
which appears off to the left in Fig.
3. 2 the main region of Fig. 3. 1 and is the region marked 3 in Fig. 4.
13. Again, these regions (together or separately) constitute recursively enumerable sets (in the sense suggested earlier)
by virtue of the existence of the above formula.
Despite the suggestion that I have been making that the Mandelbrot set may be non-recursive, we have been able to
clean out the largest areas of the set already with some perfectly well-defined and not-too-complicated algorithms.
It seems that this process should continue. All the most evident regions in the set and certainly the overwhelming
percentage of its area (if not all of it) -can be dealt with algorithmically. If, as I am supposing, the complete set is
actually not recursive, then the regions that cannot be reached by our algorithms must be very delicate and hard to find.
Moreover, when we have located such a region, the [\ chances are that we can then see how to improve our algorithms
so that those particular regions can also be reached. Yet then there would be other such regions (if my supposition of
non- re cursiveness is correct), hiding yet more deeply in the obscurities of subtlety and complication, that even our
improved algorithm cannot reach.
Again, by prodigious efforts of insight, ingenuity, and industry we might be able to locate such a region; but there
would be yet others that would still escape, and so on.
I think that this is not unlike the way that mathematics often proceeds in areas where the problems are difficult, and
presumably non-recursive. The most common problems that one is likely to come across in some specific area can
often be handled by simple algorithmic procedures- procedures which may have been known for centuries. But some
will escape the net, and more sophisticated procedures are needed to handle them. The ones that still escape would, of
course, particularly intrigue the mathematicians and would goad them on to develop ever more powerful methods.
These would need to be based upon deeper and deeper insights into the nature of the mathematics involved. Perhaps
there is something of this in our understanding of the physical world.
In the word problems and tiling problems considered above, one can begin to catch a glimpse of this kind of thing
(although these are not areas where the mathematical machinery has yet developed very far). We were able to use a
very simple argument in one particular case to show that a certain word cannot be obtained from another by the allowed
rules. It is not hard to imagine that much more sophisticated lines of reasoning can be brought into play to deal with
more awkward cases. The likelihood would then be that these new lines of reasoning can be developed into an
algorithmic procedure.
We know that no one procedure can suffice for all instances of the word problem, but the examples which escape
would need to be very carefully and subtly constructed. Indeed, as soon as we know how these examples are
constructed- as soon as we know for sure that a particular case has eluded our algorithm then we can improve our
algorithm to include that case also.
Only pairs of words that are not 'equal' can escape, so as soon as we know that they have escaped, we know they are
not 'equal', and that fact can be tagged on to our algorithm. Our improved insight will lead to an improved algorithm!
COMPLEXITY THEORY
The arguments that I have given above, and in the preceding chapters, concerning the nature, existence, and limitations
of algorithms have been very much at the 'in principle' level. I have not discussed at all the question of whether the
algorithms arising are likely to be in any way practical. Even for problems where it is clear that algorithms exist and
how such algorithms can be constructed, it may require much ingenuity and hard work to develop such algorithms into
something usable. Sometimes a little insight and ingenuity will lead to considerable reductions in the complexity of an
algorithm and sometimes to absolutely enormous improvements in its speed. These questions are often very detailed
and technical, and a great deal of work has been done in many different contexts in recent years in the construction,
understanding, and improvement of algorithms a rapidly expanding and developing field of endeavour. It would not be
pertinent for me to attempt to enter into a detailed discussion of such questions.
However, there are various general things that are known, or conjectured, concerning certain absolute limitations on
how much the speed of an algorithm can be increased. It turns out that even among mathematical problems that are

algorithmic in nature, there are some classes of problem that are intrinsically vastly more difficult to solve
algorithmically than others.
The difficult ones can be solved only by very slow algorithms (or, perhaps, with algorithms which require an
inordinately large amount of storage space, etc. ). The theory which is concerned with questions of this kind is called
complexity theory.
Complexity theory is concerned not so much with the difficulty of solving single problems algorithmically, but with
infinite families of problems where there would be a general algorithm for finding answers to all the problems of one
single family. The different problems in the family would have different 'sizes', where the size of a problem is
measured by some natural number n.
(I shall have more to say in a moment about how this number n actually characterizes the size of the problem. ) The
length of time or more correctly, the number of elementary steps that the algorithm would need for each particular
problem of the class would be some natural number N which depends on n. To be a little more precise, let us say that
among all of the problems of some particular size m, the greatest number of steps that the algorithm takes is N. Now, as
n gets larger and larger, the number N is likely to get larger and larger too. In fact, N is likely to get large very much
more rapidly than n. For example, N might be approximately proportional to n1, or to 3 or perhaps to 2" (which, for
large n, is very much greater than each of m, n2, n3, n4, and n5 -greater, indeed, than n' for every fixed number r), or N
might even be approximately proportional to, say, 22 (which is much greater still).
Of course, the number of 'steps' might depend on the type of computing machine on which the algorithm is to be run. If
the computing machine is a Turing machine of the type described in Chapter 2, where there is just a single tape which
is rather inefficient then the number N might increase more rapidly (i. e. the machine might run more slowly) than if
two or more tapes are allowed.
To avoid uncertainties of this kind, a broad categorization is made of the possible ways in which N gets large as a
function of n, so that no matter what type of Turing machine is used, the measure of the rate of increase of N will
always fall into the same category. One such category, referred to as P (which stands for 'polynomial time'), includes
all rates which are, at most, fixed multiples of one of n, n2, n3, 4, n5,. That is to say, for any problem lying in the
category P (where by a 'problem' I really mean a family of problems with a general algorithm for solving them), we
have N s K x n", the numbers K and r being constants (independent of w). This means that N is no larger than some
multiple of n raised to some fixed power.
A simple type of problem that certainly belongs to P is that of multiplying two numbers together. To explain this, I
should first describe how the number n characterizes the size of the particular pair of numbers that are to be multiplied.
We can imagine that each number is written in the binary notation and that nil is simply the number of binary digits of
each number, giving a total of n binary digits- i. e. n bits- in all. (If one of the numbers is longer than the other, we can
simply start off the shorter one with a succession of zeros to make it up to the length of the longer one. ) For example,
if n = 14, we could be considering 1011010x0011011 * A 'polynomial' would really refer to a more general expression,
like 7n4 - 3n3 + 6n + 15, but this gives us no more generality. For any such expression, all the terms involving lower
powers of n become unimportant when n becomes large (so in this particular example we can ignore all the terms
except 7n4).
(which is 1011010 x 11011, but with added zeros on the shorter figure). The most direct way of carrying out this
multiplication is just to write it out:
1011010 X 0011011
1011010 1011010 0000000 1011010 1011010 0000000 0000000 recalling that, in the binary system, 0x0=0,0x1=0,1x0
=0, 1x1= 1,0+0=0, 0+1=1,1+0= 1,1+1= 10.
The number of individual binary multiplications is (nil) X {nil) = n2^, and there can be up to (w2^) -- (nil) individual
binary additions (including carrying). This makes (n1! ) -- (nil) individual arithmetical operations in all and we should
include a few extra for the logical steps involved in the carrying. The total number of steps is essentially N = n2!
(ignoring the lower order terms) which is certainly polynomial. 13 For a class of problems in general, we take the
measure n of the 'size' of the problem to be the total number of binary digits (or bits) needed to specify the free data of
the problem of that particular size. This means that, for given n, there will be up to 2" different instances of the
problem for that given size (because each digit can be one of two possibilities, 0 or 1, and there are n digits in all), and
these have to be coped with uniformly by the algorithm, in not more than N steps.

There are many examples of (classes of) problems which are not in P. For example, in order to perform the operation of
computing 22 from the natural number r we would need about 2" steps even just to write down the answer, let alone to
perform the calculation, n being the number of binary digits in the binary representation of r. The operation of
computing 22 takes some T thing like 22 steps just to write down, etc.! These are much bigger than polynomials and so
certainly not in P. More interesting are problems where the answers can be written down, and even checked for
correctness, in polynomial time. There is an important category of (algorithmically soluble classes of) problems
characterized by this property. They are referred to as NP (classes of) problems. More precisely, if an individual
problem of a class of problems in NP has a solution, then the algorithm will give that solution, and it must be possible
to check in polynomial time that the proposed solution is indeed a solution. In the cases where the problem has no
solution, the algorithm will say so, but one is not required to check in polynomial time or otherwise that there is indeed
no solution.14 NP problems arise in many contexts, both within mathematics itself and in the practical world. I shall
just give one simple mathematical example: the problem of finding what is called a " Hamiltonian circuit' in a graph (a
rather daunting name for an extremely simple idea). By a 'graph' is meant a finite collection of points, or 'vertices', a
certain number of pairs of which are connected together by lines -called the 'edges' of the graph. (We are not interested
in geometrical or 'distance' properties here, but only in which vertex is connected to which. Thus it does not really
matter whether the vertices are all represented on one plane- assuming that we don't mind the edges crossing over one
another- or in three-dimensional space. ) A Hamiltonian circuit is simply a closed-up route (or loop) consisting solely
of edges of the graph, and which passes exactly once through each vertex. An example of a graph, with a Hamiltonian
circuit drawn on it, is depicted in Fig. 4. 14. The Hamiltonian circuit problem is to decide, for any given graph,
whether or not a Hamiltonian circuit exists, and to display one explicitly whenever one does exist.
There are various ways of presenting a graph in terms of binary digits. It does not matter a great deal which method is
used. One procedure would be to number the vertices 1,2,3,4,5,. " and then to list the pairs in some appropriate fixed
order:
(1,2), (1. 3), (2,3). (1,4), (2,4), (3,4), (1,5), (2,5), (3,5), (4,5), (1,6),. Fig. 4. 14. A graph with a Hamiltonian circuit
indicated (slightly darker lines). There is just one other Hamiltonian circuit, which the reader may care to locate.
Then we make an exactly matching list of '0's and '1's where we put a "I' whenever the pair corresponds to an edge of
the graph and a '0' whenever it does not. Thus the binary sequence 10010110110 ... would designate that vertex 1 is
joined to vertex 2, to vertex 4, and to vertex 5,... vertex 3 is joined to vertex 4 and to vertex 5,..." vertex 4 is joined to
vertex 5, ... etc. (as in Fig. 4.14). The Hamiltonian circuit could be given, if desired, just as a sub collection of these
edges, which would be described as a binary sequence with many more zeros than before. The checking procedure is
something that can be achieved much more rapidly than finding the Hamiltonian circuit in the first place. All that one
needs to do is check that the proposed circuit is indeed a circuit, that its edges indeed belong to those of the original
graph, and that each vertex of the graph is used exactly twice once at the end of each of two edges. This checking
procedure is something that can be easily achieved in polynomial time.
In fact this problem is not only NP, but what is known as NP-cowpfete. This means that any other NP problem can be
convened into it in polynomial time so that if someone were clever enough to find an algorithm which solves the
Hamiltonian circuit problem in polynomial time, i. e. to show that the Hamiltonian circuit problem is actually in P, then
it would follow that all NP problems are actually in P! Such a thing would have momentous implications. In a general
way, problems which are in P are regarded as being 'tractable' (i. e. 'soluble in an acceptable length of time'), for
reasonably large n, on a fast modern computer, while problems in NP which are not in P are regarded as being
'intractable' (i. e. though soluble in principle, they are 'insoluble in practice') for reasonably large n no matter what
increases in operational computer speed, of any foreseeable kind, are envisaged. (The actual time that would be taken,
for large n, rapidly becomes longer than the age of the universe for an NP problem not in P, which is not much use for a
practical problem! ) Any clever algorithm for solving the Hamiltonian circuit problem in polynomial time could be
converted into an algorithm for solving any other NP problem whatever, in polynomial time!
Another problem which is NP-complete15 is the 'travelling salesman problem', which is rather like the Hamiltonian
circuit problem except that the various edges have numbers attached to them, and one seeks that Hamiltonian circuit for
which the sum of the numbers (the 'distance' travelled by the salesman) is a minimum. Again a polynomial time
solution of the travelling salesman problem would lead to polynomial time solutions to all other NP problems.
(If such a solution were found, it would make headline news! For, in particular, there are the secret code systems, that
have been introduced over the past several years, which depend on a problem of factorization of large integers, this
being another NP problem. If that problem could be solved in polynomial time, then such codes could probably be
cracked by the use of powerful modern computers, but if not, then the codes appear to be safe. See Gardner 1989. ) It

is commonly believed by the experts that it is actually impossible, with any Turing machine-like device, to solve an
NP-complete problem in polynomial time, and that, consequently, P and NP are not the same.
Very likely this belief is correct, but as yet no-one has been able to prove it. This remains the most important unsolved
problem of complexity theory.
COMPLEXITY AND COMPUTABILITY IN PHYSICAL THINGS
Complexity theory is important for our considerations in this book because it raises another issue, somewhat separate
from the question of whether or not things are algorithmic: namely, whether or not things that are known to be
algorithmic are actually algorithmic in a useful way. In the later chapters, I shall have less to say concerning matters of
complexity theory than of computability. For I am inclined to think (though, no doubt, on quite inadequate grounds)
that unlike the basic question of computability itself, the issues of complexity theory are not quite the central ones in
relation to mental phenomena. Moreover, I feel that the questions of practicality of algorithms are being only barely
touched by complexity theory as it stands today.
However, I could well be wrong about the role of complexity. As I shall remark later (in Chapter 9, p. 519), the
complexity theory for actual physical objects could perhaps be different in significant ways from that which we have
just been discussing. For this possible difference to become manifest, it would be necessary to harness some of the
magical properties of quantum mechanics a mysterious yet powerfully accurate theory of the behaviour of atoms and
molecules, and of many other phenomena, some of which are important on a much larger scale. We shall be coming to
terms with this theory in Chapter 6. According to a recent set of ideas introduced by David Deutsch (1985), it is
possible in principle to construct a 'quantum computer' for which there are (classes of) problems which are not in P, yet
which could be solved by that device in polynomial time. It is not at all clear, as of now, how an actual physical device
could be constructed which behaves (reliably) as a quantum computer and, moreover, the particular class of problem so
far considered is decidedly artificial but the theoretical possibility that a quantum physical device may be able to
improve on a Turing machine seems to be with us.
Can it be that a human brain, which I am taking for this discussion to be a 'physical device', albeit one of amazing
subtlety and delicacy of design, as well as of complication, is itself taking advantage of the magic of quantum theory?
Do we yet understand the ways in which quantum effects might be used beneficially in the solving of problems or the
forming of judgements? Is it conceivable that we might have to go even 'beyond' present-day quantum theory to make
use of such possible advantages? Is it really likely that actual physical devices might be able to improve upon the
complexity theory for Turing machines? And what about the computability theory for actual physical devices?
To address such questions we must turn away from matters purely mathematical and ask, in the following chapters,
how the physical world actually behaves!
NOTES
1. In considering sets whose members may again be sets we must be careful to distinguish between the members of that
set and the members of the members of that set. For example, suppose S is the set of non-empty subsets of a certain
other set T, where the members of T are one apple and one orange. T has the property of two ness not three ness but S
actually has the property three ness for the three members of S are: a set containing just one apple, a set containing just
one orange, and a set containing one apple and one orange three sets in all, these being the three members of S.
Likewise, the set whose only member is the empty set possesses the property of 'oneness' not of zero ness- it has one
member, namely the empty set! The empty set itself has zero members, of course.
2. In fact the reasoning in Godel's theorem can be presented in such a way that it does not depend upon a full external
concept of 'truth' for propositions such as Pk(k). However, it still depends upon an interpretation of the actual
'meaning' of some of the symbols: in particular that '~3' really means 'there is no (natural number). such that. "
3. In the following, small letters represent natural numbers and capital ones, finite sets of natural numbers. Let m -fn,
k, r] stand for the statement "If X = {0, 1,..." m), each of whose life-element subsets are assigned to r boxes, then there
is a 'large' subset Y of X with at least w-elements such that, all life-element subsets of Y go into the same box. " Here
'large' means that Y has more elements than that natural number which is the smallest element of Y. Consider the
proposition: " For any choice of k, r, and n there exists an my such that, for all m greater than wq, the statement m -->
[w, k, r] always holds true'. This proposition has been shown by J. Paris and L. Harrington (1977) to be equivalent to a
Godel-type proposition for the standard (Peano) axioms for arithmetic, unprovable from those axioms, yet asserting
something about those axioms which is 'obviously true' (namely, in this case, that propositions deducible from the
axioms are themselves true).

4. The title was "Systems of logic based on ordinals', and some readers will be familiar with the notation for Cantor's
ordinal numbers that I have been employing in the subscripts. The hierarchy of logical systems that one obtains by the
procedure that I have described above is characterized by computable ordinal numbers.
There are some mathematical theorems that are quite natural and easy to state which, if one attempted to prove them
using the standard (Peano) rules of arithmetic, would require using the above "Godelization' procedure to an
outrageously huge degree (extending the procedure enormously beyond what I have outlined above). The
mathematical proofs of these theorems, are not at all of the kind which depend on any vague or questionable reasoning
that would seem to lie outside the procedures of normal mathematical argument.
See Smorynski (1983).
5. The continuum hypothesis that was referred to in Chapter 3, p. 112 (and which states that C = r) ) is the most
'extreme' mathematical statement that we have encountered here (although much more extreme statements than this are
often considered). The continuum hypothesis is additionally interesting because Godel himself, together with Paul J.
Cohen, established that the continuum hypothesis is actually independent of the standard axioms and rules of procedure
of set theory. Thus, one's attitude to the status of the continuum hypothesis distinguishes between the forma list and
Platonist point of view. To a forma list the continuum hypothesis is un decidable since it cannot be established or
refuted using the standard (Zermelo-Frankel) formal system, and it is 'meaningless' to call it either 'true' or 'false'.
However, to a good Platonist, the continuum hypothesis is indeed either true or fake, but to establish which is the case
will require some new forms of reasoning-actually going beyond even employing Godel-type propositions for the
Zermelo-Frankel formal system. (Cohen (1966), himself suggested a reflection principle which makes the continuum
hypothesis 'obviously false'!
) 6 For a vivid and fairly non-technical account of these matters, see Rucker(1984).
7. Brouwer himself seems to have started on this line of thought partly because of nagging worries about a 'nonconstructive ness in his proof of one of his own theorems, 'the Brouwer fixed point theorem' of topology. The theorem
asserts that if you take a disc-that is, a circle together with its interior- and move it in a continuous way to inside the
region where it was originally located, then there is at least one point of the disc- called a fixed point- which ends up
exactly where it started. One may have no idea exactly where this point is, or whether there might be many such
points, it is merely the existence of some such point that the theorem asserts. (As mathematical existence theorems go,
this is actually a fairly 'constructive' one. Of a different order of non-constructive ness are existence theorems which
depend on what is known as the "Axiom of Choice' or " Zom's lemma' (of.
Cohen 1966, Rucker 1984). ) In Brouwer's case, the difficulty is similar to the following: if f is a real-valued
continuous function of a real variable which takes both positive and negative values, find a place where evanishes.
The usual procedure involves repeatedly bisecting the interval where ^changes sign, but it may not be 'constructive' in
Brouwer's required sense, to decide whether the intermediate values of fare positive, negative, or zero.
8. We enumerate the sets {r, w, x,. " z), where v represents the function f according to some lexicographical scheme.
We check (recursively) at each stage to see whether f(w, x,..." z) = 0 and retain the proposition 5w, x,.
z[ f(w, x,. z} == 0] only if so.
9. I have recently been informed by Leonore Blum that (stimulated by my comments in the initial hardback printing of
this book) she has ascertained that the (complement of the) Mandelbrot set is indeed non-recursive, as I conjecture in
the text, in the particular sense referred to in note 10 below.
10. There is a new theory of computability for real-valued functions of real numbers (as opposed to the conventional
natural-number valued functions of natural numbers), due to Blum, Shub, and Smale (1989), the details of which have
come to my attention only very recently. This theory will also apply to complex-valued functions, and it could have a
significant bearing on the issues raised in the text.
11. This particular problem is more correctly called 'the word problem for semigroups'. There are also other forms of
the word problem, where the rules are slightly different. These will not concern us here.
12. Hanf (1974) and Myers (1974) have shown, moreover, that there is a single set (of a great number of tiles) which
will tile the plane only in a non-computable way.

13. In fact, by the use of ingenuity, this number of steps can be reduced to something of the order of n log n log log n
for large n which is, of course, still in P. See Knuth (1981) for further information about such matters.
14. More correctly, the classes P, NP, and NP-complete (see p. 186) are denned for problems of just a yes no type (e.
g. given a, b, and c, is it true that a x b = c? ), but the descriptions given in the text are adequate for our purposes.
15. Strictly we need a yes no version of this, such as: is there a route for the salesman of distance less than so and so?
(see note 14 above).
FR1;5 the classical world
THE STATUS OF PHYSICAL THEORY
what NEED WE know of the workings of Nature in order to appreciate how consciousness may be part of it? Does it
really matter what are the laws that govern the constituent elements of bodies and brains?
If our conscious perceptions are merely the enacting of algorithms, as many AI supporters would have us believe, then
it would not be of much relevance what these laws actually are. Any device which is capable of acting out an
algorithm would be as good as any other.
Perhaps, on the other hand, there is more to our feelings of awareness than mere algorithms. Perhaps the detailed way
in which we are constituted is indeed of relevance, as are the precise physical laws that actually govern the substance of
which we are composed.
Perhaps we shall need to understand whatever profound quality it is that underlies the very nature of matter, and
decrees the way in which all matter must behave. Physics is not yet at such a point.
There are many mysteries to be unravelled and many deep insights yet to be gained. Yet, most physicists and
physiologists would judge that we already know enough about those physical laws that are relevant to the workings of
such an ordinary-sized object as a human brain. While it is undoubtedly the case that the brain is exceptionally
complicated as a physical system, and a vast amount about its detailed structure and relevant operation is not yet
known, few would claim that it is in the physical principles underlying its behaviour that there is any significant lack of
understanding.
I shall later argue an unconventional case that, on the contrary, we do not yet understand physics sufficiently well that
the functioning of our brains can be adequately described in terms of it, even in principle. To make this case, it will be
necessary for me first to provide some overview of the status of present physical theory. This chapter is concerned
with what is called 'classical physics', which includes both Newton's mechanics and Einstein's relativity.
"Classical', here, means essentially the theories that held sway before the arrival, in about 1925 (through the inspired
work of such physicists as Planck, Einstein, Bohr, Heisenberg, Schrodinger, de Broglie, Born, Jordan, Pauli, and
Dirac), of quantum theory a theory of uncertainty, indeterminism, and mystery, describing the behaviour of molecules,
atoms, and subatomic B particles. Classical theory is, on the other hand, deterministic, so the future is always
completely fixed by the past. Even so, classical physics has much about it that is mysterious, despite the fact that the
understanding that has been achieved over the centuries has led us to a picture of quite phenomenal accuracy. We shall
also have to examine the quantum theory (in Chapter 6), for I believe that, contrary to what appears to be a majority
view among physiologists, quantum phenomena are likely to be of importance in the operation of the brain but that is a
matter for chapters to follow.
What science has so far achieved has been dramatic. We have only to look about us to witness the extraordinary power
that our understandings of Nature have helped us to obtain. The technology of the modern world has derived, in good
measure, from a great wealth of empirical experience. However, it is physical theory that underlies our technology in a
much more fundamental way, and it is physical theory that we shall be concerned with here. The theories that are now
available to us have an accuracy which is quite remarkable. But it is not just their accuracy that has been their strength.
It is also the fact that they have been found to be extraordinarily amenable to a precise and detailed mathematical
treatment. It is these facts together that have yielded us a science of truly impressive power.
A good deal of this physical theory is not particularly recent. If one event can be singled out above all others, it is the
publication, in 1687, of the Principia of Isaac Newton. This momentous work demonstrated how, from a few basic
physical principles, one may comprehend, and often predict with striking accuracy, a great deal of how physical objects
actually behave.

(Much of the Principia was also concerned with remarkable developments in mathematical technique, though more
practical methods were provided later by Euler and others. ) Newton's own work, as he readily admitted, owed much to
the achievements of earlier thinkers, the names of Galileo Galilei, Rene Descartes, and Johannes Kepler being preeminent among these. Yet there were important underlying concepts from more ancient thinkers still, such as the
geometrical ideas of Plato, Eudoxos, Euclid, Archimedes, and Apollonios. I shall have more to say about these later.
Departures from the basic scheme of Newton's dynamics were to come later.
First, there was the electromagnetic theory of James Clerk Maxwell, developed in the mid-nineteenth century. This
encompassed not only the classical behaviour of electric and magnetic fields, but also that of light. l This remarkable
theory will be the subject of our attentions later in this chapter. Maxwell's theory is of considerable importance to
present-day technology, and there is no doubt that electromagnetic phenomena have relevance to the workings of our
brains. What is less clear, however, is that there can be any significance for our thinking processes in the two great
theories of relativity associated with the name of Albeit Einstein.
The special theory of relativity, which developed from a study of Maxwell's equations, was put forward by Henri
Poincare, Hendrick Antoon Lorentz, and Einstein (and later given an elegant geometrical description by Hermann
Minkowski) to explain the puzzling behaviour of bodies when they move at speeds close to that of light. Einstein's
famous equation = me1' was part of this theory. But the theory's impact on technology has been very slight so far
(except where it impinges on nuclear physics), and its relevance to the workings of our brains would seem to be
peripheral at best. On the other hand, special relativity tells us something deep about physical reality, in relation to the
nature of time. We shall see in the next chapters that this leads to some profound puzzles concerning quantum theory
which could have importance in relation to our perceived 'flow of time'. Moreover, we shall need to understand the
special theory before we can properly appreciate Einstein's general theory of relativity the theory which uses curved
space-time to describe gravity. The impact of this theory on technology has been almost non-existent so far, and it
would seem fanciful in the extreme to suggest any relevance to the workings of our brains! But, remarkably, it is
indeed the general theory that will have the greater relevance to our later deliberations, most particularly in Chapters 7
and 8, where we shall need to venture out to the farthest reaches of space and time in order to glean something of the
changes that I claim are necessary before a properly coherent picture of quantum theory can come to light- but more of
that later!
These are the broad areas of classical physics. What of quantum physics?
Unlike relativity theory, quantum theory is beginning to have a really significant impact on technology. This is partly
owing to the understandings that it has provided, in certain technologically important areas such as chemistry and
metallurgy.
Indeed, some would say that these areas have actually become subsumed into physics, by virtue of the detailed new
insights that the quantum theory has given us. In addition, there are quite new phenomena that quantum theory has
provided us with, the most familiar of which being, I suppose, the laser.
Might not some essential aspects of quantum theory also be playing crucial roles in the physics that underlies our
thought processes?
What about physical understandings of more recent origin? Some readers may have come across excitedly-expressed
ideas, involving such names as 'quarks' (of. p. 200), "GUT' (Grand Unified Theories), the 'inflationary scenario' (see
end-note 13 on p. 449), 'supersymmetry', super) string theory', etc.
How do such new schemes compare with those that I have just been referring to? Shall we need to know about them
also? I believe that in order * Almost, but not quite; the accuracy required for the behaviour of space probes actually
requires that their orbits be calculated taking into account the effects of general relativity and there are devices capable
of locating one's position on the earth so accurately (to within a few feet, in fact) that the space-rime curvature effects
of general relativity are actually needed!
to put things in a more appropriate perspective, I should formulate three broad categories of basic physical theory. I
label these as follows:
1. SUPERB.
2. USEFUL,
3. TENTATIVE.

Into the SUPERB category must go all those that I have been discussing in the paragraphs preceding this one. To
qualify as SUPERB, I do not deem it necessary that the theory should apply without refutation to the phenomena of the
world, but I do require that the range and accuracy with which it applies should, in some appropriate sense, be
phenomenal. The way that I am using the term 'superb', it is an extraordinary remarkable fact that there are any
theories in this category at all! I am not aware of any basic theory in any other science which could properly enter this
category.
Perhaps the theory of natural selection, as proposed by Darwin and Wallace, comes closest, but it is still some good
way off.
The most ancient of the SUPERB theories is the Euclidean geometry that we learn something of at school. The
ancients may not have regarded it as a physical theory at all, but that is indeed what it was: a sublime and superbly
accurate theory of physical space and of the geometry of rigid bodies. Why do I refer to Euclidean geometry as a
physical theory rather than a branch of mathematics? Ironically, one of the clearest reasons for taking that view is that
we now know that Euclidean geometry is not entirely accurate as a description of the physical space that we actually
inhabit!
Einstein's general relativity now tells us that space-time) is actually 'curved' (i. e.
not exactly Euclidean) in the presence of a gravitational field. But that fact does not detract from Euclidean geometry's
characterization as SUPERB.
Over a metre's range, deviations from Euclidean flatness are tiny indeed, errors in treating the geometry as Euclidean
amounting to less than the diameter of an atom of hydrogen!
It is reasonable to say that the theory of statics (which concerns bodies not in motion), as developed into a beautiful
science by Archimedes, Pappos, and Stevin, would also have qualified as SUPERB. This theory is now subsumed by
Newtonian mechanics. The profound ideas of dynamics (bodies in motion) introduced by Galileo in around 1600, and
developed into a magnificent and comprehensive theory by Newton, must undoubtedly come into the SUPERB
category. As applied to the motions of planets and moons, the observed accuracy of this theory is phenomenal better
than one part in ten million.
The same Newtonian scheme applies here on earth and out among the stars and galaxies- to some comparable accuracy.
Maxwell's theory, likewise, is accurately valid over an extraordinary range, reaching inwards to the tiny scale of atoms
and sub-atomic particles, and outwards, also, to that of galaxies, some million million million million million million
times larger!
(At the very small end of the scale. Maxwell's equations must be combined appropriately with the rules of quantum
mechanics. ) It surely also must qualify as SUPERB.
Einstein's special relativity (anticipated by Poincare and elegantly reformulated by Minkowski) gives a wonderfully
accurate description of phenomena in which the speeds of objects are allowed to come close to that of light speeds at
which Newton's descriptions at last begin to falter.
Einstein's supremely beautiful and original theory of general relativity generalizes Newton's dynamical theory (of
gravity) and improves upon its accuracy, inheriting all the remarkable precision of that theory concerning the motions
of planets and moons.
In addition, it explains various detailed observational facts which are incompatible with the older Newtonian scheme.
One of these (the 'binary pulsar', of. p. 273) shows Einstein's theory to be accurate to about one part in 1014. Both
relativity theories- the second of which subsumes the first- must indeed be classified as SUPERB (for reasons of their
mathematical elegance, almost as much as of their accuracy).
The range of phenomena which are explained according to the strangely beautiful and revolutionary theory of quantum
mechanics, and the accuracy with which it agrees with experiment, clearly tells us that quantum theory, also, must
certainly quality as SUPERB. No observational discrepancies with that theory are known- yet its strength goes far
beyond this, in the number of hitherto inexplicable phenomena that the theory now explains. The laws of chemistry,
the stability of atoms, the sharpness of spectral lines (of. p.
295) and their very specific observed patterns, the curious phenomenon of superconductivity (zero electrical
resistance), and the behaviour of lasers are just a few amongst these.

I am setting high standards for the category SUPERB, but this is what we have become accustomed to in physics.
Now, what about the more recent theories?
In my opinion there is only one of them which can possibly qualify as SUPERB and this is not a particularly recent
one:
a theory called quantum electrodynamics (or QED), which emerged from the work of Jordan, Heisenberg, and Pauli,
was formulated by Dirac in 1926-1934, and made workable by Bethe, Feynman, Schwinger, and Tomonaga in 1947-1948. This theory arose as a combination of the principles of quantum mechanics with special relativity, incorporating
Maxwell's equations and a fundamental equation governing the motion and spin of electrons, due to Dirac. The theory
as a whole does not have the compelling elegance or consistency of the earlier SUPERB theories, but it qualifies by
virtue of its truly phenomenal accuracy. A particularly noteworthy implication is the value of the magnetic moment of
an electron. (Electrons behave like tiny magnets of spinning electric charge. The term 'magnetic moment' refers to the
strength of this tiny magnet. ) The value 1. 001159 65246 (in appropriate units- with an allowance for error of about 20
in the last two digits) is what is calculated from QED for this magnetic moment, whereas the most recent experimental
value is 1. 001159652193 (with a possible error of about 10 in the last two digits). As Feynman has pointed out, this
kind of accuracy could determine the distance between New York and Los Angeles to within the width of a human
hair! We shall not need to know about this theory here, but for completeness, I shall briefly mention some of its
essential features towards the end of the next chapter There are some current theories that I would place in the
USEFUL category. Two of these we shall not need here, but they are worthy of a mention. The first is the Gell-MannZweig quark model for the sub-atomic particles called hadrons (the protons, * See Feynman's (1985) book Q D for a
popular account of this theory.
neutrons, mesons, etc. which constitute atomic nuclei or, more correctly, the 'strongly interacting' particles) and the
detailed (later) theory of their interactions, referred to as quantum chromodynamics, or QCD. The idea is that all
hadrons are made up of constituents known as 'quarks' which interact with one another by a certain generalization of
Maxwell's theory (called "Yang-Mills theory'). Second, there is a theory (due to Glashow, Salam, Ward, and Weinberg
again using Yang-Mills theory) which combines electromagnetic forces with the 'weak' interactions that are responsible
for radioactive decay. This theory incorporates a description of the so-called leptons (electrons, muons, neutrinos;
also Wand Z-particles the 'weakly interacting' particles). There is some good experimental support for both theories.
However, they are, for various reasons, rather more untidy than one would wish (as is QED, but these are more so), and
their observed accuracy and predictive power, at present, falls a very long way short of the 'phenomenal' standard
required for their inclusion in the SUPERB category. These two theories together (the second including QED) are
sometimes referred to as the standard model.
Finally, there is a theory of another type which I believe also belongs at least to the USEFUL category. This is what is
called the theory of the big bang origin of the universe This theory will have an important role to play in the discussions
of Chapters 7 and 8.
I do not think that anything else makes it into the USEFUL2 category.
There are many currently (or recently) popular ideas. The names of some of them are: "Kaluza-Klein' theories,
'supersymmetry' (or super gravity and the still extremely fashionable 'string' (or super string theories, in addition to the
" GUT' theories (and certain ideas derived from them, such as the 'inflationary scenario', of. note 13 on p. 449). All
these are, in my opinion, firmly in the category TENTATIVE. (See Barrow 1988, Close 1983, Davies and Brown 1988,
Squires 1985. ) The imp or I refer here to what is known as the 'standard model' of the big bang. There are many
variants of the big bang theory, the most currently popular providing what is known as the 'inflationary scenario' firmly
in the category TENTATIVE in my opinion!
tant distinction between the categories USEFUL and TENTATIVE is the lack of any significant experimental support
for the theories in the latter category.
3 This is not to say that perhaps one of them might not be raised, dramatically, into the USEFUL or even SUPERB
categories. Some of these theories indeed contain original ideas of some notable promise, but they remain ideas, as of
now, without experimental support. The TENTATIVE category is a very broad-ranging one. The ideas involved in
some of them could well contain the seeds of a new substantial advance in understanding, while some of the others
strike me as being definitely misguided or contrived. (I was tempted to split off a fourth category from the respectable
TENTATIVE one, and refer to it as, say, MISGUIDED but then I thought better of it, since I do not want to lose half of
my friends! ) One should not be surprised that the main SUPERB theories are ancient ones.

Throughout history there must have been very many more theories that would have fallen in the TENTATIVE
category, but most of these have been forgotten.
Likewise, in the USEFUL category must have been many which have since faded;
but there are also some which have been subsumed by theories which later came into their own as SUPERB. Let us
consider a few examples.
Before Copernicus, Kepler, and Newton produced a much better scheme, there was a wonderfully elaborate theory of
planetary motion that the ancient Greeks had put forward, known as the Ptolemaic system.
According to this scheme the motions of the planets are governed by a complicated composition of circular motions. It
had been quite effective for making predictions, but became more and more over-complicated as greater accuracy was
needed. The Ptolemaic system seems very artificial to us today.
This was a good example of a USEFUL theory (for about twenty centuries, in fact! ) which subsequently faded
altogether as a physical theory, though it played an organizational role of definite historical importance. For a good
example of a USEFUL theory of the ultimately successful kind we may look, instead, to Kepler's brilliant conception of
elliptical planetary motion.
Another example was Mendeleev's periodic table of the chemical elements. In themselves they did not provide
predictive schemes of the required 'phenomenal' character, but they later became 'correct' deductions within the
SUPERB theories which grew out of them (Newtonian dynamics and quantum theory, respectively). , In the sections
and chapters which follow, I shall not have much to tell about current theories which are merely USEFUL or
TENTATIVE.
There is enough to say about those which are SUPERB. It is indeed fortunate that we have such theories and can, in so
remarkably complete a way, comprehend the world in which we live. Eventually we must try to decide whether even
these theories are rich enough to govern the actions of our brains and minds. I shall broach this question in due course;
but for now let us consider the SUPERB theories as we know them, and try to ponder upon their relevance to our
purposes here.
EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
Euclidean geometry is simply that subject that we learn as 'geometry' at school. However, I expect that most people
think of it as mathematics, rather than as a physical theory. It is also mathematics, of course, but Euclidean geometry is
by no means the only conceivable mathematical geometry.
The particular geometry that has been handed down to us by Euclid describes very accurately the physical space of the
world in which we live, but this is not a logical necessity it is just a (nearly exact) observed feature of the physical
world.
Indeed, there is another geometry called Lobachevskian (or hyperbolic) geometry which is very like Euclidean
geometry in most ways, but with certain intriguing differences. For example, recall that in Euclidean geometry the sum
of the angles of any triangle is always 180 . In Lobachevskian geometry, this sum is always less than 180 , the
difference being proportional to the area of the triangle (see Fig. 5. 1).
The remarkable Dutch artist Maurits C. Escher has produced * Nicolai Ivanovich Lobachevsky (1792-1856), was one
of several who independently discovered this kind of geometry, as an alternative to that of Euclid.
Others were Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855), Ferdinand Schweickard, and Janos Bolyai.
a) VX (b) a'+^+y=180 180 -(t^y==const. xarea fig. 5. 1. (a) A triangle in Euclidean space, (b) a triangle in
Lobachevskian space.
Fig. 5. 2. Escher's depiction of Lobachevskian space. (Think of all the black fish as congruent and all the white fish as
congruent. ) some very fine and accurate representations of this geometry. One of his prints is reproduced in Fig. 5. 2.
Each black fish is to be thought of as being of the same size and shape as each other black fish, according to
Lobachevskian geometry, and similarly for the white ones. The geometry cannot be represented completely accurately
in the ordinary Euclidean plane, hence the apparent crowding just inside the circular boundary. Imagine yourself to be
located inside the pattern but somewhere close to this boundary, then the Lobachevskian geometry is supposed to seem
just the same to you as it would be in the middle, or anywhere else. What appears to be this 'boundary' of the pattern,
according to this Euclidean representation, is really 'at infinity' in the Lobachevskian geometry.

The actual boundary circle should not be thought of as part of the Lobachevsky space at all- and nor should any of the
Euclidean region which lies outside this circle. (This ingenious representation of the Lobachevsky plane is due to
Poincare. It has the special virtue that very small shapes are not distorted in the representation- only the sizes are
changed. ) The 'straight lines' of the geometry (along certain of which Escher's fish are pointing) are circles meeting
this boundary circle at right angles.
It could very well be the case that Lobachevskian geometry is actually true of our world on a cosmological scale (see
Chapter 7, p.
420). However, the proportionality constant between the angle deficit for a triangle, and its area, would have to be
exceedingly tiny in this case, and Euclidean geometry would be an excellent approximation to this geometry at any
ordinary scale. In fact, as we shall be seeing later in this chapter, Einstein's general theory of relativity tells us that the
geometry of our world does deviate from Euclidean geometry (though in an 'irregular' way that is more complicated
than Lobachevskian geometry) at scales considerably less remote than cosmological ones, though the deviations are
still exceedingly small at the ordinary scales of our direct experiences.
The fact that Euclidean geometry seems so accurately to reflect the structure of the 'space' of our world has fooled us
(or our ancestors! ) into thinking that this geometry is a logical necessity, or into thinking that we have an innate a
priori intuitive grasp that Euclidean geometry must apply to the world in which we live.
(Even the great philosopher Immanuel Kant claimed this. ) This real break with Euclidean geometry only came with
Einstein's general relativity, which was put forward many years later. Far from Euclidean geometry being a logical
necessity, it is an empirical observational fact that this geometry applies so accurately though not quite exactly to the
structure of our physical space! Euclidean geometry was indeed, all along, a (SUPERB) physical theory. This was in
addition to its being an elegant and logical piece of pure mathematics.
In a sense, this was not so far from the philosophical viewpoint espoused by Plato (c. 360 be; this was some fifty years
before Euclid's Elements, his famous books on geometry). In Plato's view, the objects of pure geometry straight lines,
circles, triangles, planes, etc. --were only approximately realized in terms of the world of actual physical things. Those
mathematically precise objects of pure geometry inhabited, instead, a different world Plato's ideal world of
mathematical concepts. Plato's world consists not of tangible objects, but of 'mathematical things'. This world is
accessible to us not in the ordinary physical way but, instead, via the intellect. One's mind makes contact with Plato's
world whenever it contemplates a mathematical truth, perceiving it by the exercise of mathematical reasoning and
insight. This ideal world was regarded as distinct and more perfect than the material world of our external experiences,
but just as real. (Recall our discussions of Chapters 3 and 4, pp. 127,146 on the Platonic reality of mathematical
concepts. ) Thus, whereas the objects of pure Euclidean geometry can be studied by thought, and many properties of
this ideal thereby derived, it would not be a necessity for the 'imperfect' physical world of external experience to adhere
to this ideal exactly. By some miraculous insight Plato seems to have foreseen, on the basis of what must have been
very sparse evidence indeed at that time, that: on the one hand, mathematics must be studied and understood for its own
sake, and one must not demand completely accurate applicability to the objects of physical experience; on the other
hand, the workings of the actual external world can ultimately be understood only in terms of precise mathematics
which means in terms of Plato's ideal world 'accessible via the intellect'!
Plato founded an Academy in Athens aimed at the furtherance of such ideas.
Among the elite who rose out of its membership was the exceedingly influential and famous philosopher Aristotle. But
here we shall be concerned with another member of this Academy somewhat less well-known than Aristotle, but in my
view, a much finer scientist- one of the very great thinkers of antiquity:
the mathematician and astronomer Eudoxos.
There is a profound and subtle ingredient to Euclidean geometry indeed a most essential one that we hardly think of as
geometry at all nowadays!
(Mathematicians would tend to call this ingredient 'analysis' rather than 'geometry'. ) This was the introduction, in
effect, of real numbers.
Euclidean geometry refers to lengths and angles. To understand this geometry, we must appreciate what kind of
'numbers' are needed to describe such lengths and angles. The central new idea was put forward in the fourth century
be by Eudoxos [c.

408-355 Be). * Greek geometry had been in a 'crisis' owing to the discovery by the Pythagoreans that numbers such as
V2 (needed in order to express the length of the diagonal of a square in terms of its side) cannot be expressed as a
fraction (of. Chapter 3, p. 105).
It had been important to the Greeks to be able to formulate their geometrical measures (ratios) in terms of (ratios of)
integers, in order that geometrical magnitudes could be studied according to the laws of arithmetic. Basically
Eudoxos's idea was to provide a method of describing ratios of lengths (i.
e. real numbers! ) in terms of integers. He was able to provide criteria, stated in terms of integer operations, for
deciding when one length ratio exceeds another, or whether the two are actually to be regarded as exactly equal.
The idea was roughly as follows: If a, b, c, and d are four lengths, then a criterion for ascertaining that the ratio alb is
greater than the ratio eld is that there exist integers M and N such that a added to itself N times exceeds b added to itself
M times, whilst also d added to itself M times exceeds c added to itself N "Eudoxos was also the originator of that
2000-year-long USEFUL theory of planetary motion, later developed in more detail by Hipparchos and Ptolemy,
known subsequently as the Ptolemaic system!
times. * A corresponding criterion can be used to ascertain that alb is less than eld. The sought-for criterion for the
equality alb = eld is now simply that neither of these other two criteria can be satisfied!
A fully precise abstract mathematical theory of real numbers was not developed until the nineteenth century, by
mathematicians such as Dedekind and Weierstrass. But their procedure actually followed very similar lines to that
which Eudoxos had already discovered some twenty-two centuries earlier!
There is no need to describe this modern development here. This modern theory was vaguely hinted at on p. 107 in
Chapter 3, but for ease of presentation I preferred, in that chapter, to base the discussion of real numbers on the more
familiar decimal expansions. (These expansions were, in effect, introduced by Stevin in 1585. ) It should be noted that
decimal notation, though familiar to us, was actually unknown to the Greeks.
There is an important difference, however, between Eudoxos's proposal and that of Dedekind and Weierstrass. The
ancient Greeks thought of the real numbers as things given in terms of (ratios of) geometrical magnitudes that is, as
properties of 'actual' space. It was necessary for the Greeks to be able to describe geometrical magnitudes in terms of
arithmetic in order to be able to argue rigorously about them, and also about their sums and their products essential
ingredients of so many of the marvelous geometrical theorems of the ancients. (In Fig. 5. 3 I have given, by way of
illustration, the remarkable theorem of Ptolemy- though Ptolemy discovered it a good deal later than the time of
Eudoxos relating the distances between four points on a circle, which nicely illustrates how both sums and products are
needed. ) Eudoxos's criteria proved to be extraordinarily fruitful, and, in particular, they enabled the Greeks to compute
areas and volumes in a rigorous way.
However, for the mathematicians of the nineteenth century In modern notation, this asserts the existence of a fraction,
namely MiN, such that alb > MN > eld. There will always be such a fraction lying between the two real numbers alb
and eld whenever alb > eld, so the Eudoxan criterion is indeed satisfied.
Fig. 5. 3. Ptolemy's theorem. AB-CD AD-BC = AC- BD and, indeed, for the mathematicians of today the role of
geometry has changed. To the ancient Greeks, and to Eudoxos in particular, 'real' numbers were things to be extracted
from the geometry of physical space. Now we prefer to think of the real numbers as logically more primitive than
geometry. This allows us to construct all sorts of different types of geometry, each starting from the concept of
number. (The key idea was that of coordinate geometry, introduced in the seventeenth century by Fermat and
Descartes.
Coordinates can be used to define other types of geometry. ) Any such 'geometry' must be logically consistent, but
need not have direct relevance to the physical space of our experiences. The particular physical geometry that we do
seem to perceive in an idealization of experience (e. g.
depending upon our extrapolations to indefinitely large or small sizes, of.
Chapter 3, p. 113), but experiments are now accurate enough that we must take it that our 'experienced' geometry does
actually differ from the Euclidean ideal (of. p. 272), and it is consistent with what Einstein's general theory of relativity
tells us it should be. However, despite the changes in our view of the geometry of the physical world that have now
come about, Eudoxos's twenty three-century-old concept of real number has actually remained essentially unchanged
and forms as much an essential ingredient of Einstein's theory as of Euclid's. Indeed it is an essential ingredient of all
serious physical theories to this day!

The fifth book of Euclid's Elements was basically an exposition of the 'theory of proportion', described above, that
Eudoxos introduced.
This was deeply important to the work as a whole. Indeed, the entire Elements, first published in about 300 be, must be
rated as one of the most profoundly influential works of all time.
It set the stage for almost all scientific and mathematical thinking thereafter. Its methods were deductive, starting from
clearly stated axioms that were supposed to be 'self-evident' properties of space;
and numerous consequences were derived, many of which were striking and important, and not at all self-evident.
There is no doubt that Euclid's work was profoundly significant for the development of subsequent scientific thought.
The greatest mathematician of antiquity was undoubtedly Archimedes (287-212 be). Using Eudoxos's theory of
proportion in ingenious ways, he worked out the areas and volumes of many different kinds of shape, such as the
sphere, or more complex ones involving parabolas or spirals. Today, we would use calculus to do this, but this was
some nineteen centuries before calculus, as such, was finally introduced by Newton and Leibniz! (One could say that a
good half the 'integral' half of the calculus was already known to Archimedes! ) The degree of mathematical rigour that
Archimedes achieved in his arguments was impeccable, even by modern standards. His writings deeply influenced
many later mathematicians and scientists, most notably Galileo and Newton. Archimedes also introduced the
(SUPERB? ) physical theory of statics (i. e. the laws governing bodies in equilibrium, such as the law of the lever and
the laws of floating bodies) and developed it as a deductive science, in a way similar to that in which Euclid had
developed the science of geometrical space and the geometry of rigid bodies.
A contemporary of Archimedes whom I must also mention is Apollonios (c.
262-200 be), a very great geometer of profound insights and ingenuity, whose study of the theory of come sections (i.
e.
ellipses, parabolas, and hyperbolas) had a very important influence on Kepler and Newton. These shapes turned out,
quite remarkably, to be just what were needed for the descriptions of planetary orbits!
THE DYNAMICS OF GALILEO AND NEWTON
The profound breakthrough that the seventeenth century brought to science was the understanding of motion. The
ancient Greeks had a marvelous understanding of things static rigid geometrical shapes, or bodies in equilibrium (i. e.
with all forces balanced, so there is no motion) but they had no good conception of the laws governing the way that
bodies actually move. What they lacked was a good theory of dynamics, i. e. a theory of the beautiful way in which
Nature actually controls the change in location of bodies from one moment to the next. Part (but by no means all) of the
reason for this was an absence of any sufficiently accurate means of keeping time, i. e. of a reasonably good 'clock'.
Such a clock is needed so that changes in position can be accurately timed, and so that the speeds and accelerations of
bodies can be well ascertained. Thus, Galileo's observation in 1583 that a pendulum could be used as a reliable means
of keeping time had a far-reaching importance for him (and for the development of science as a whole! ) since the
timing of motion could then be made precise. 4 Some fifty-five years later, with the publication of Galileo's Discorsi in
1638, the new subject of dynamics was launched and the transformation from ancient mysticism to modern science had
begun!
Let me single out just four of the most important physical ideas that Galileo introduced. The first was that a force
acting on a body determines acceleration, not velocity. What do the terms 'acceleration' and 'velocity' actually mean?
The velocity of a particle or point on some body- is the rate of change, with respect to time, of the position of that
point. Velocity is normally taken to be a vector quantity, which is to say that its direction has to be taken account of as
well as its magnitude (otherwise we use the term Acceleration ^ is a vector f^^ Soeed= fig5. 4. ^-Length of vector
Velocity, speed, and acceleration.
'speed'; see Fig. 5. 4). Acceleration (again a vector quantity) is the rate of change of this velocity with respect to time
so acceleration is actually the rate of change of the rate of change of position with respect to time! (This would have
been difficult for the ancients to come to terms with, lacking both adequate 'clocks' and the relevant mathematical ideas
concerning 'rates of change'. ) Galileo ascertained that the force on a body (in his case, the force of gravity) controls
the acceleration of that body but does not control its velocity directly- as the ancients, such as Aristotle, had believed.
In particular, if there is no force then the velocity is constant -hence, unchanging motion in a straight line would result
from an absence of a force (which is Newton's first law). Bodies in free motion continue uniformly on their way, and
need no force to keep them going. Indeed, one consequence of the dynamical laws that Galileo and Newton developed

was that that uniform straight-line motion is physically completely indistinguishable from the state of rest (i. e. of
absence of motion): there is no local way of telling uniform motion from rest! Galileo was particularly clear on this
point (clearer even than was Newton) and gave a very graphic description in terms of a ship at sea (of. Drake 1953, pp.
1867):
Shut yourself up with some friend in the main cabin below decks on some large ship, and have with you there some
flies, butterflies, and other small flying animals. Have a large bowl of water with some fish in it; hang up a bottle that
empties drop by drop into a wide vessel beneath it. With the ship standing still, observe carefully how the little animals
fly with equal speed to all sides of the cabin. The fish swim indifferently in all directions;
the drops fall into the vessel beneath; . When you have observed all these things carefully. have the ship proceed with
any speed you like, so long as the motion is uniform and not fluctuating this way and that. You will discover not the
least change in all the effects named, nor could you tell from any of them whether the ship was moving or standing still.
The droplets will fall as before into the vessel beneath without dropping toward the stern, although while the drops are
in the air the ship runs many spans. The fish in their water will swim toward the front of their bowl with no more effort
than toward the back, and will go with equal ease to bait placed anywhere around the edges of the bowl. Finally the
butterflies and flies will continue their flights indifferently toward every side, nor will it ever happen that they are
concentrated toward the stern, as if tired out from keeping up with the course of the ship, from which they will have
been separated during long intervals by keeping themselves in the air.
This remarkable fact, called the Principle of Galilean relativity, is actually crucial in order that the Copernican point of
view can make dynamical sense. Niccolai Copernicus (1473-1543, and the ancient Greek astronomer Aristarchos, c.
310-230 be not to be confused with Aristotle! eighteen centuries before him) had put forward the picture in which the
sun remains at rest while the earth, as well as being in rotation about its own axis, moves in orbit about the sun.
Why are we not aware of this motion, which would amount to some 100000 kilometres per hour? Before Galileo
presented his dynamical theory, this indeed posed a genuine and deep puzzle for the Copernican point of view. If the
earlier "Aristotelian' view of dynamics had been correct, in which the actual velocity of a system in its motion through
space would affect its dynamical behaviour, then the earth's motion would surely be something very directly evident to
us. Galilean relativity makes it clear how the earth can be in motion, yet this motion is not something that we can
directly perceive.
* Note that, with Galilean relativity, there is no local physical meaning to be attached to the concept of 'at rest'. This
already has a remarkable implication with regard to the way that space and time should be viewed. The picture that we
instinctively have about space and time is that 'space' constitutes a kind of arena in which physical events take place. A
physical object may be at one point in space at one moment and at either the same or a different point in space at a later
moment. We imagine that somehow the points in space persist from one moment to the next, so that it has meaning to
say whether or not an object has actually changed its * Strictly speaking, this refers only to the earth's motion in so far
as it can be regarded as being approximately uniform and, in particular, without rotation. The rotational motion of the
earth does indeed have (relatively small) dynamical effects that can be detected, the most noteworthy being the
deflection of the winds in different ways in the northern and southern hemispheres. Galileo thought that this nonuniformity was responsible for the tides.
Fig. 5. 5. Galilean space-time: particles in uniform motion are depicted as straight lines.
spatial location. But Galilean relativity tells us that there is no absolute meaning to the 'state of rest', so there is no
meaning to be attached to 'the same point in space at two different times'. Which point of the Euclidean threedimensional space of physical experience at one time is the 'same' point of our Euclidean three- dimensional space at
another time? There is no way to say. It seems that we must have a completely new Euclidean space for each moment
of time! The way to make sense of this is to consider a four-dimensional space-time picture of physical reality (see Fig.
5. 5).
The three-dimensional Euclidean spaces corresponding to different times are indeed regarded as separate from one
another, but all these spaces are joined together to make the complete picture of a four-dimensional space-time. The
histories of particles moving in uniform straight-line motion are described as straight lines (called world-lines) in the
space-time. I shall return to the question of space-time, and the relativity of motion, later in the context of Einsteinian
relativity. We shall find that the argument for four-dimensionality has a considerably greater force in that case.
The third of these great insights of Galileo was a beginning of an understanding of conservation of energy. Galileo was
mainly concerned with the motion of objects under gravity. He noticed that if a body is released from rest, then

whether it simply drops freely, or swings on a pendulum of arbitary length, or slides down a smooth inclined plane, its
speed of motion always depends only upon the distance that it has reached below its point of release. Moreover this
speed is always just sufficient to return it to the height from which it started. As we should now say, the energy stored
in its height above the ground (gravitational potential energy) can be converted into the energy of its motion (kinetic
energy, which depends upon the body's speed) and back again, but the energy as a whole is neither lost nor gained.
The law of energy conservation is a very important physical principle. It is not an independent physical requirement,
but a consequence of the dynamical laws of Newton that we shall be coming to shortly. Increasingly comprehensive
formulations of this law were made over the centuries by Descartes, Huygens, Leibniz, Euler and Kelvin. We shall
come back to it later in this chapter and in Chapter 7. It turns out that when combined with Galileo's relativity principle,
energy conservation yields further conservation laws of considerable importance: conservation of mass and of
momentum. The momentum of a particle is the product of its mass with its velocity.
Familiar examples of momentum conservation occur with rocket propulsion, where the increase of forward momentum
of the rocket exactly balances the backward momentum of the (less massive, but compensatingly swifter) exhaust
gases. The recoil of a gun is also a manifestation of momentum conservation.
A further consequence of Newton's laws is conservation of angular momentum which describes the persistence of spin
of a system. The earth's spin about its axis and a tennis ball's spin are both maintained through conservation of their
angular momentum. Each constituent particle of any body contributes to that body's total angular momentum, where
the magnitude of any particle's contribution is the product of its momentum with its perpendicular distance out from the
centre. (As a consequence, the angular speed of a freely rotating object may be increased by making it more compact.
This leads to a striking, but familiar, action often performed by skaters and trapeze artists. The act of drawing in the
arms or the legs, as the case may be, causes the rotation rate spontaneously to increase, simply because of angular
momentum conservation! ) We shall find that mass, energy, momentum, and angular momentum are concepts that will
have importance for us later.
Finally, I should remind the reader of Galileo's prophetic insight that, in the absence of atmospheric friction, all bodies
fall at the same rate under gravity. (The reader may recall the famous story of Galileo's dropping various objects
simultaneously from the Leaning Tower of Pisa. ) Three centuries later, this very insight led Einstein to generalize the
relativity principle to accelerating systems of reference, and it provided the cornerstone of his extraordinary generalrelativistic theory of gravity, as we shall see, near the end of this chapter.
Upon the impressive foundations that Galileo had laid, Newton was able to erect a cathedral of superb grandeur.
Newton gave three laws governing the behaviour of material objects. The first and second laws were essentially those
given by Galileo: if no force acts on a body, it continues to move uniformly in a straight line; if a force does act on it,
then its mass times its acceleration (i. e. the rate of change of its momentum) is equal to that force. One of
Newton'sown special insights was to realize the need for a third law: the force that body A exerts on body B is precisely
equal and opposite to the force that body B exerts on body A ('to every action there is always opposed an equal
reaction'). This provided the basic framework. The "Newtonian universe' consists of particles moving around in a
space which is subject to the laws of Euclid's geometry. The accelerations of these particles are determined by the
forces which act upon them.
The force on each particle is obtained by adding together (using the vector addition law, see Fig. 5. 6) all the separate
contributions to the force on that particle, arising from all the other particles. In order to make the system well defined,
some definite rule is needed to tell us what the force on particle A should be that arises from some other particle B.
Normally we require that this force acts in a direct line between A and B (see Fig. 5.
7). If the force is a gravitational force, then it acts attractively between A and B and its strength is proportional Fig. 5.
6. The parallelogram law of vector addition.
to the product of the two masses and to the reciprocal of the square of the distance between them: the inverse square
law. For other types of force, there might be a dependence on position different from this, and the force might depend
on the particles according to some quality they possess different from their masses.
The great Johannes Kepler (1571-1630), a contemporary of Galileo's, had noticed that the planets' orbits about the sun
are elliptical rather than circular (with the sun being always at a focus, not the centre, of the ellipse) and he formulated
two other laws governing the rates at which these ellipses are described. Newton was able to show that Kepler's three
laws follow from his own general scheme of things (with an attractive inverse square law of force). Not only this, but
he also obtained all sorts of detailed corrections to Kepler's elliptical orbits, as well as other effects, such as the

precession of the equinoxes (a slow movement of the direction of the earth's rotation axis, which had been noticed by
the Greeks over the centuries). In order to achieve all this, Newton had to develop many mathematical techniques in
addition to Fig. 5. 7. The force between two particles is taken to be in a direct line between the two (and by Newton's
third law, the force on A due to B is always equal and opposite to the force on B due to A).
differential calculus. The phenomenal success of his efforts owed much to his supreme mathematical skills and to his
equally superb physical insights.
THE MECHANISTIC WORLD OF NEWTONIAN DYNAMICS
With a specific law of force (such as the inverse square law of gravitation), the Newtonian scheme translates to a
precise and determinate system of dynamical equations. If the positions, velocities, and masses of the various particles
are specified at one time, then their positions and velocities (and their masses- these being taken to be constant) are
mathematically determined for all later times. This form of determinism, as satisfied by the world of Newtonian
mechanics, had (and still has) a profound influence on philosophical thought. Let us try to examine the nature of this
Newtonian determinism a little more closely. What can it tell us about the question of 'free will'? Could a strictly
Newtonian world contain minds? Can a Newtonian world even contain computing machines?
Let us try to be reasonably specific about this "Newtonian' model of the world. We can suppose, for example, that the
constituent particles of matter are all taken to be exact mathematical points, i.e. with no spatial extent whatever. As an
alternative, we might take them all to be rigid spherical balls. In either case, we shall have to suppose that the laws of
force are known to us, like the inverse square law of attraction of Newton's gravitational theory. We shall want to
model other forces of nature also, such as electric and magnetic forces (first studied in detail by William Gilbert in
1600), or the strong nuclear forces which are now known to bind particles (protons and neutrons) together to form
atomic nuclei. Electric forces are like gravitational ones in that they, also, satisfy the inverse square law, but for which
similar particles repel each other (rather than attract, as in the gravitational case), and here it is not the masses of the
particles that govern the strength of electric forces between them, but their electric charges. Magnetic forces are also
'inverse square' like electric ones but nuclear forces have a quite different dependence on distance, being extremely
large at the very close separations that occur within the atomic nucleus, but negligible at greater distances.
Suppose that we adopt the rigid spherical ball picture, requiring that when two of the spheres collide they simply
rebound perfectly elastically. That is to say, they separate again without any loss of energy (or of total momentum), as
if they were perfect billiard balls. We also have to specify exactly how the forces are to act between one ball and
another. For simplicity, we can assume that the force that each ball exerts on each other ball is along the line joining
their centres, and its magnitude is a specified function of the length of this line. (For Newtonian gravity this
assumption automatically holds true, by a remarkable theorem due to Newton;
and for other laws of force it can be imposed as a consistent requirement. ) Provided that the balls collide only in pairs,
and no triple or higher-order collisions occur, then everything is well defined, and the outcome depends in a continuous
way on the initial state (i. e. sufficiently tiny changes in the initial state lead to only small changes in the outcome).
The behaviour of glancing collisions is continuous with the behaviour when the balls just miss one another. There is,
however, a problem with what to do with triple or higher-order collisions. For example, if three balls A, B, and C come
together at once, it makes a difference whether we consider A and B to come together just first, and C then to collide
with B immediately afterwards, or whether we consider A and C to come together first, and B then to collide with A
immediately afterwards (see Fig. 5. 8). In our model, there is indeterminism whenever exact triple collisions occur! If
we like, we can simply rule out exact triple or higher-order collisions as 'infinitely improbable'. This provides a
reasonably consistent scheme, but the potential problem of triple collisions means that the resulting behaviour may not
depend in a continuous way on the initial state.
The difference between the electric and the magnetic case is that individual 'magnetic charges' (i. e. north and south
poles) do not seem to exist separately in nature, magnetic particles being what are called 'dipoles', i.
e. tiny magnets (north and south together).
Fig. 5. 8. A triple collision. The resulting behaviour depends critically upon which panicles come together first, so the
outcome depends discontinuously on the input.
This is a little unsatisfactory, and we may prefer a picture in terms of point particles. But in order to avoid certain
theoretical difficulties raised by the point-particle model (infinite forces and infinite energies, when panicles come
towards coincidence), one must make other assumptions, such as that the forces between the particles always become
very strongly repulsive at short distances. In this way we can ensure that no pair of particles ever actually do collide.

(This also allows us to avoid the problem of deciding how point particles are supposed to behave when they collide! )
However, for ease of visualization I shall prefer to phrase the discussion which follows entirely in terms of the rigid
spheres. It seems that this kind of 'billiard-ball' picture is essentially the model of reality that a good many people have
at the backs of their minds!
Now (ignoring the multiple collision problem), the Newtonian5 billiard-ball picture of reality is indeed a deterministic
model. The word 'deterministic' is to be taken in the sense that physical behaviour is mathematically completely
determined for all times in the future (or past) by the positions and velocities of all the balls (assumed finite in number,
say, to avoid certain problems), at any one time. It seems, then, that there is no room for a 'mind' to be influencing the
behaviour of material things by the action of its 'free will' in this billiard-ball world. If we believe in 'free will', it
would seem that we are forced to doubt that our actual world can be made up in this way.
The vexed question of 'free will' hovers at the background, throughout this book- though for most of what I shall have
to say, it will remain only in the background. It will have one specific, but minor, role to play later in this chapter (in
relation to the issue of faster-than-light signalling in relativity). The question of free will is addressed directly in
Chapter 10, and there the reader will doubtless be disappointed by what I have to contribute. I do indeed believe that
there is a real issue here, rather than an imagined one, but it is profound and hard to formulate adequately. The issue of
determinism in physical theory is important, but I believe that it is only part of the story. The world might, for
example, be deterministic but non-computable. Thus, the future might be determined by the present in a way that is in
principle non-calculable. In Chapter 10, I shall try to present arguments to show that the action of our conscious minds
is indeed non-algorithmic (i. e. non-computable). Accordingly, the free will that we believe ourselves to be capable of
would have to be intimately tied in with some non-computable ingredient in the laws that govern the world in which we
actually live. It is an interesting question- whether or not one accepts this viewpoint with regard to free will whether a
given physical theory (such as Newton's) is indeed computable, not just whether it is deterministic.
Computability is a different question from determinism- and the fact that it is a different question is something that I
am trying to emphasize in this book.
IS LIFE IN THE BILLIARD-BALL WORLD COMPUTABLE?
Let me first illustrate, with an admittedly absurdly artificial example, that computability and determinism are different,
by exhibiting a 'toy model universe' which is deterministic but not computable. Let the 'state' of this universe at any
one 'time' be described as a pair of natural numbers (m, n).
Let To be a fixed universal Turing machine, say the specific one defined in Chapter 2 (p. 73). To decide what the state
of this universe is to be at the next 'instant of time', we must ask whether the action of To on m ultimately stops or does
not stop (i. e. whether Ty(w) ^ D or TAm} = D, in the notation of Chapter 2, p. 76). If it stops, then the state at this
next 'instant' is to be (w + 1, n). If it does not stop, then it is to be {n + 1, m). We saw in Chapter 2 that there is no
algorithm for the halting problem for Turing machines. It follows that there can be no algorithm for predicting the
'future' in this model universe, despite the fact that it is completely deterministic! 6 Of course, this is not a model to be
taken seriously, but it shows that there is a question to be answered. We may ask of any deterministic physical theory
whether or not it is computable.
Indeed, is the Newtonian billiard-ball world computable?
The issue of physical computability depends partly on what kind of question we are proposing to ask of the system. I
can think of a number of questions that could be asked for which my guess would be, for the Newtonian billiard-ball
model, that it is not a computable (i. e. algorithmic) matter to ascertain the answer. One such question might be: does
ball A ever collide with ball B? The idea would be that, as initial data, the positions and velocities of all the balls are
given to us at some particular time (( = 0), and the problem is to work out from this data whether or not A and B will
ever collide at any later time (00). To make the problem specific (although not particularly realistic), we may assume
that all the balls have equal radius and equal mass and that there is, say, an inverse square law of force acting between
each pair of balls. One reason for guessing that this particular question is not one that can be resolved algorithmically
is that the model is somewhat like a 'billiard-ball model for a computation' that was introduced by Edward Fredkin and
Tommaso Toffoli (1982). In their model (instead of having an inverse square law of force) the balls are constrained by
various 'walls', but they bounce elastically off one another in a similar way to the Newtonian balls that I have just been
describing (see Fig. 5.
9). In the Fredkin Toffoli model, all the basic logical operations of a computer can be performed by the balls. Any
Turing machine computation can be imitated: the particular choice of Turing machine Tn defines the configuration of

'walls', etc. of the Fredkin-Toffoli machine; then an initial state of balls in motion codes the information of the input
tape, and the Fig. 5. 9. A 'switch' (suggested by A. Ressler) in the FredkinToffoli billiard-ball computer. If a ball
enters at B then a ball subsequently leaves at D or at E depending upon whether another ball enters at A (where the
entries at A and B are assumed to be simultaneous).
output tape of the Turing machine is coded by the final state of the balls, Thus, in particular, one can pose the question:
does such and-such a Turing machine computation ever stop?
"Stopping' might be phrased in terms of ball A eventually colliding with ball B. The fact that this question cannot be
answered algorithmically (p. 78), at least suggests that the Newtonian question 'does ball A ever collide with ball B?"
that I initially posed, cannot be answered algorithmically either.
In fact, the Newtonian problem is a much more awkward one than that put forward by Fredkin and Toffoli. They were
able to specify the states of their model in terms of discrete parameters (i. e. in terms of 'on or off' statements like
'either the ball is in the channel or it is not'). But in the full Newtonian problem the initial positions and velocities of
the balls have to be specified with infinite precision, in terms of coordinates which are real numbers, rather than in this
discrete way. Thus, we are again faced with all the problems that we had to consider, when in Chapter 4 we addressed
the question of whether the Mandelbrot set is recursive. What does 'computable' mean when continuously varying
parameters are allowed for the input and output data? 7 The problem can, for the moment, be alleviated by supposing
that all the initial position and velocity coordinates are given by rational numbers (although it cannot be expected that
these coordinates will remain rational for later rational values of the time t). Recall that a rational number is a quotient
of two integers, and is therefore specified in discrete finite terms. Using rational numbers, we can approximate, as
closely as we like, whatever initial data sets we are choosing to examine.
It is not altogether unreasonable to guess that, with rational initial data, there may be no algorithm for deciding whether
or not A and B will eventually collide.
This, however, is not really what one would mean by an assertion such as:
'the Newtonian billiard-ball world is not computable'. The particular model that I have been comparing our Newtonian
billiard-ball world with, namely the FredkinToffoli 'billiard-ball computer', does indeed proceed according to a
computation. That, after all, was the essential point of Fredkin and Toffoli's idea that their model should behave like a
(universal) computer!
The kind of issue that I am trying to raise is whether it is conceivable that a human brain can, by the harnessing of
appropriate 'non-computable' physical laws, do 'better', in some sense, than a Turing machine. It is of no use trying to
harness something like:
"If ball A never meets ball B then the answer to your problem is " No"."
One might have to wait forever in order to ascertain for sure that the balls in question never do meet! That, of course,
is just the kind of way that Turing machines do behave.
In fact there would seem to be clear indications that, in an appropriate sense, the Newtonian billiard-ball world is
computable (at least if we ignore the problem of multiple collisions). The way in which one would normally try to
compute the behaviour of such a world would be to make some approximation.
We might imagine that the centres of the balls are specified as lying on some grid of points, where the lattice points on
the grid are just those (I whose coordinates are measured off, say, in hundredths of a unit. The time, also, is taken as
'discrete': all the allowed time-moments are to be multiples of some small unit (denoted by At, say). This gives rise to
certain discrete possibilities for the 'velocities' (differences in position lattice-point values at two successive allowed
time-moments, divided by At).
The appropriate approximations to the accelerations are computed using the force law, and these are used to enable the
'velocities', and hence the new lattice-point positions to be computed to the required degree of approximation at the
next allowed time-moment. The calculation proceeds for as many time-moments as will preserve the desired accuracy.
It may well be that not many such time-moments can be computed before all accuracy is lost.
The procedure is then to start again with a considerably finer space grid and somewhat finer division of allowed timemoments. This allows a greater accuracy to be achieved and the calculation can be carried farther into the future than
previously, before accuracy is lost.

With a finer space-grid still, and a finer division of time interval, the accuracy can be still further improved and the
calculation projected still farther into the future. In this way, the Newtonian billiard-ball world can be computed as
closely as desired (ignoring multiple collisions) and, in this sense we can say that the Newtonian world is indeed
computable.
There is a sense, however, in which this world is 'non- computable' in practice. This arises from the fact that the
accuracy with which the initial data can be known is always limited. In fact there is a very considerable 'instability'
inherent in this kind of problem. A very tiny change in the initial data may rapidly give rise to an absolutely enormous
change in the resulting behaviour. (Anyone who has tried to pocket a billiard ball, by hitting it with an intermediate
ball that has to be hit first, will know what I mean! ) This is particularly apparent when (successive) collisions are
involved, but such instabilities in behaviour can also occur with Newtonian gravitational action at a distance (with more
than two bodies). The term 'chaos', or 'chaotic behaviour' is often used for this type of instability.
Chaotic behaviour is important, for example, with regard to the weather.
Although the Newtonian equations governing the elements are well known, long-term weather prediction is notoriously
unreliable!
This is not at all the kind of 'non-computability' that can be 'harnessed' in any way. It is just that since there is a limit
on the accuracy with which the initial state can be known, the future state cannot reliably be computed from the initial
one. In effect, a random element has been introduced into the future behaviour, but this is all. If the brain is indeed
calling upon useful non- computable elements in physical laws, they must be of a completely different and much more
positive character from this.
Accordingly, I shall not refer to this kind of 'chaotic' behaviour as 'non-computability' at all, preferring to use the term
'unpredictability'.
The presence of unpredictability is a very general phenomenon in the kind of deterministic laws that actually arise in
(classical) physics, as we shall shortly see. Unpredictability is surely something that one would wish to minimize
rather than 'harness' in the construction of a thinking machine!
In order to discuss questions of computability and unpredictability in a general way, it will be helpful to adopt a more
comprehensive viewpoint than before, with regard to physical laws. This will enable us to consider not only the
scheme of Newtonian mechanics, but also the later theories that have come to supersede it. We shall need to catch
some glimpse of the remarkable Hamiltonian formulation of mechanics.
HAMILTONIAN MECHANICS
The successes of Newtonian mechanics resulted not only from its superb applicability to the physical world, but also
from the richness of the mathematical theory that it gave rise to. It is remarkable that all the SUPERB theories of
Nature have proved to be extraordinarily fertile as sources of mathematical ideas. There is a deep and beautiful
mystery in this fact: that these superbly accurate theories are also extraordinarily fruitful simply as mathematics. No
doubt this is telling us something profound about the connections between the real world of our physical experiences
and the Platonic world of mathematics. (I shall attempt to address this issue later, in Chapter 10,^p. 556. ) Newtonian
mechanics is perhaps supreme in this respect, since its birth yielded the calculus. Moreover, the specific Newtonian
scheme has given rise to a remarkable body of mathematical ideas known as classical mechanics. The names of many
of the great mathematicians of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries are associated with its development: Euler,
Lagrange, Laplace, Liouville, Poisson, Jacobi, Ostrogradski, Hamilton. What is called "Hamiltonian theory'8
summarizes much of this work, and a taste of this will be sufficient for our purposes here.
The versatile and original Irish mathematician William Rowan Hamilton (18051865) who was also responsible for the
Hamiltonian circuits discussed on p. 185) -had developed this form of the theory in a way that emphasized an analogy
with wave propagation. This hint of a relation between waves and particles and the form of the Hamilton equations
themselves was highly important for the later development of quantum mechanics. I shall return to that aspect of things
in the next chapter.
One novel ingredient of the Hamiltonian scheme lies in the 'variables' that one uses in the description of a physical
system. Up until now, the positions of particles were taken as primary, the velocities being simply the rate of change of
position with respect to time. Recall (p. 217) that in the specification of the initial state of a Newtonian system we
needed the positions and the velocities of all the particles in order that the subsequent behaviour be determinate. With
the Hamiltonian formulation we must select the momenta of the particles rather than the velocities. (We noted on p.

214 that the momentum of a particle is just its velocity multiplied by its mass. ) This might seem a small change in
itself, but the important thing is that the position and momentum of each particle are to be treated as though they are
independent quantities, more or less on an equal footing with one another. Thus one 'pretends', at first, that the
momenta of the various particles have nothing to do with the rates of change of their respective position variables, but
are just a separate set of variables, so we can imagine that they 'could' have been quite independent of the position
motions. In the Hamiltonian formulation, we now have two sets of equations.
One of these tells us how the momenta of the various particles are changing with time, and the other tells us how the
positions are changing with time.
In each case, the rates of change are determined by the various positions and momenta at that time.
Roughly speaking, the first set of Hamilton's equations states Newton's crucial second law of motion (rate of change of
momentum = force) while the second set of equations is telling us what the momenta actually are, in terms of the
velocities (in effect, rate of change of position = momentum- mass).
Recall that the laws of motion of Galilei--Newton were described in terms of accelerations, i. e. rates of change of rates
of change of position (i. e.
'second order' equations). Now, we need only to talk about rates of change of things ('first order' equations) rather than
rates of change of rates of change of things. All these equations are derived from just one important quantity: the
Hamiltonian function H, which is the expression for the total energy of the system in terms of all the position and
momentum variables.
The Hamiltonian formulation provides a very elegant and symmetrical description of mechanics. Just to see what they
look like, let us write down the equations here, even though many readers will not be familiar with the calculus notions
required for a full understanding which will not be needed here. All we really want to appreciate, as far as calculus is
concerned, is that the 'dot' appearing on the left-hand side of each equation stands for rate of change with respect to
time (of momentum, in the first case, and position, in the second):
__8H . _9H
pi8x7' ^-8p7Here the index is being used simply to distinguish all the different momentum coordinates pi, pz, ps, ? 4, .
and all the different position coordinates x^, x^, x^, x^ . For n unconstrained particles we shall have 3n momentum
coordinates and 3n position coordinates (one, each, for the three independent directions in space). The symbol 8 refers
to 'partial differentiation' ('taking derivatives while holding all the other variables constant'), and H is the Hamiltonian
function, as described above. (If you don't know about 'differentiation', don't worry. Just think of the right-hand sides
of these equations as some perfectly well-defined mathematical expressions, written in terms of the xfi and ps. ) The
coordinates Xi, x^. and pi, pz,. are actually allowed to be more general things than just ordinary Cartesian coordinates
for particles (i. e. with the x,s being ordinary distances, measured off in three different directions at right angles).
Some of the coordinates x,s could be angles, for example (in which case, the corresponding ps would be angular
momenta, of. p. 214, rather than momenta), or some other completely general measure. Remarkably, the Hamiltonian
equations still hold in exactly the same form. In fact, with suitable choices of H, Hamilton's equations still hold true for
any system of classical equations whatever, not just for Newton's equations. In particular, this will be the case for the
Maxwell(-Lorentz) theory that we shall be considering shortly.
Hamilton's equations also hold true for special relativity. Even general relativity can, if due care is exercised, be
subsumed into the Hamiltonian framework. Moreover, as we shall see later with Schrodinger's equation (p.
372), this Hamiltonian framework provides the taking-off point for the equations of quantum mechanics. Such unity of
form in the structure of dynamical equations, despite all the revolutionary changes that have occurred in physical
theories over the past century or so, is truly remarkable!
PHASE SPACE
The form of the Hamiltonian equations allows us to 'visualize' the evolution of a classical system in a very powerful
and general way.
Try to imagine a 'space' of a large number of dimensions, one dimension for each of the coordinates Ai, x^ . " pi, pz, ...
(Mathematical spaces often have many more than three dimensions.) This space is called phase space (see Fig. 5.10).
For n unconstrained particles, this will be a space of 6n dimensions (three position coordinates and three momentum
coordinates for each particle). The reader may well worry that even for a single Fig. 5.10.

Phase space. A single point Q of phase space represents the entire state of some physical system, including the
instantaneous motions of all of its parts.
particle this is already twice as many dimensions as she or he would normally be used to visualizing! The secret is not
to be put off by this. Whereas six dimensions are, indeed, more dimensions than can be readily (I) pictured, it would
actually not be of much use to us if we were in fact able to picture it. For just a room full of air molecules, the number
of phase-space dimensions might be something like 10 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000.
There is not much hope in trying to obtain an accurate visualization of a space that big! Thus, the trick is not even to
try even in the case of the phase space for a single particle. Just think of some vague kind of three-dimensional (or
even just two-dimensional) region. Have another look at Fig. 5. 10. That will do.
Now, how are we to visualize Hamilton's equations in terms of phase space?
First, we should bear in mind what a single point Q of phase space actually represents. It corresponds to a particular set
of values for all the position coordinates x^, x^,. and for all the momentum coordinates p\,pz,.
That is to say, Q represents our entire physical system, with a particular state of motion specified for every sing leone
of its constituent particles.
Hamilton's equations tell us what the rates of change of all these coordinates are, when we know their present values; i.
e. it governs how all the individual particles are to move. Translated into phase-space language, the equations are
telling us how a single point Q in phase space must move, given the present location of Q in phase space. Thus, at each
point of phase space, we have a little arrow more correctly, a vector- which tells us the way that Q is moving, in order
to describe the evolution of our entire system in time. The whole arrangement of arrows constitutes what is known as a
vector field (Fig. 5. "). Hamilton's equations thus define a vector field on phase space.
Let us see how physical determinism is to be interpreted in terms of phase space. For initial data at time t = 0, we
would have a particular set of values specified for all the position and momentum coordinates; that is to say, we have a
particular choice of point Q in phase space. To find the evolution of the system in time, we simply follow the arrows.
Thus, the entire evolution of our system with time no matter how complicated that system might be- is described in
phase space as just a single point moving along following the particular arrows that it encounters. We can think Fig.
5. ". A vector field on phase space, representing time-evolution according to Hamilton's equations.
of the arrows as indicating the 'velocity' of our point Q in phase space.
For a 'long' arrow, Q moves along swiftly, but if the arrow is 'short', Q's motion will be sluggish. To see what our
physical system is doing at time t, we simply look to see where Q has moved to, by that time, by following arrows in
this way. Clearly this is a deterministic procedure. The way that Q moves is completely determined by the
Hamiltonian vector field.
What about computability? If we start from a computable point in phase space (i. e. from a point all of whose position
and momentum coordinates are computable numbers, of. Chapter 3, p. 107) and we wait for a computable time (, do
we necessarily end up at a point which can be computably obtained from ( and the values of the coordinates at the
starting point? The answer would certainly depend upon the choice of Hamiltonian function H. In fact there would be
physical constants appearing in H, such as Newton's gravitational constant or the speed of light- the exact values of
these ones would depend on the choice of units, but others might be pure numbers and it would be necessary to make
sure that these constants are computable numbers it one is to have hope of obtaining an affirmative answer. If we
assume that this is the case, then my guess would be that, for the usual Hamiltonians that are normally encountered in
physics, the answer would indeed be in the affirmative. This is merely a guess, however, and the question is an
interesting one that I hope will be examined further in the future.
On the other hand, it seems to me that, for reasons similar to those that I raised briefly in connection with the billiardball world, this is not quite the relevant issue. It would require infinite precision for the coordinates of a phase-space
point i. e. all the decimal places!in order for it to make sense to say that the point is non-computable. (A number
described by a finite decimal is always computable. ) A finite portion of a decimal expansion of a number tells us
nothing about the computability of the entire expansion of that number. But all physical measurements have a definite
limitation on how accurately they can be performed, and can only give information about a finite number of decimal
places. Does this nullify the whole concept of 'computable number' as applied to physical measurements?

Indeed, a device which could, in any useful way, take advantage of some (hypothetical) non-computable element in
physical laws should presumably not have to rely on making measurements of unlimited precision. But it may be that I
am taking too strict a line here.
Suppose we have a physical device that, for known theoretical reasons, imitates some interesting non-algorithmic
mathematical process. The exact behaviour of the device, if this behaviour could always be ascertained precisely,
would then yield the correct answers to a succession of mathematically interesting yes no questions for which there can
be no algorithm (like those considered in Chapter 4). Any given algorithm would fail at some stage, and at that stage,
the device would give us something new. The device might indeed involve examining some physical parameter to
greater and greater accuracy, where more and more accuracy would be needed in order to go further and further down
the list of questions. However, we do get something new from our device at a finite stage of accuracy, at least until we
find an improved algorithm for the sequence of questions; then we should have to go to a greater accuracy in order to
be able to achieve something that our improved algorithm cannot tell us.
Nevertheless, it would still seem that ever-increasing accuracy in a physical parameter is an awkward and
unsatisfactory way of coding information. Much preferable would be to acquire our information in a discrete for
'digital') form. Answers to questions further and further down a list could then be achieved by examining more and
more of the discrete units, or perhaps by examining a fixed set of discrete units again and again, where the required
unlimited information could be spread over longer and longer time intervals.
(We could imagine these discrete units to be built up from parts, each capable of an 'on' or 'off state, like the Os and Is
of the Turing machine descriptions given in Chapter 2. ) For this, we seem to require devices of some kind which can
take up (distinguishably) discrete states and which, after evolving according to the dynamical laws, would again each
take up one of a set of discrete states. If this were the case we could avoid having to examine each device to arbitrarily
high accuracy.
Now, do Hamiltonian systems actually behave like this? A necessary ingredient would be some kind of stability of
behaviour, so that it would be a clear-cut matter to ascertain which of these discrete states our device is actually in.
Once it is in one of these states we shall want it to stay there (at least for a significant period of time) and not to drift
from one of these states into another. Moreover, if the system arrives in these states a little inaccurately, we do not
want these inaccuracies to build up;
indeed, we really require that such inaccuracies should die away with time.
Now our proposed device would have to be made up of particles (or other sub-units) which need to be described in
terms of continuous parameters, and each distinguishable 'discrete' state would have to cover some range of these
continuous parameters. (For example, one possible way of representing discrete alternatives would be to have a
particle which can lie in one box or another. To specify that the particle indeed lies in one of the boxes we need to say
that the position coordinates of the particle lie within some range. ) What this means, in terms of phase space, is that
each of our 'discrete' alternatives must correspond to a region in phase space, so that different phase-space points lying
in the same region would correspond to the same one of these alternatives for our device (Fig.
5. 12).
Now suppose that the device starts off with its phase-space '^~-~'. "!"
Range of values for device Fig. 5. 12. A region in phase space corresponds to a range of possible values for the
positions and momenta of alt the particles. Such a region might represent a distinguishable state (i. e. an 'alternative')
for some device.
Fig. S. I 3. As time evolves, a phase state region To is dragged along by the vector field to a new region R,. This could
represent the time-evolution of a particular alternative for our device.
point in some region Ry corresponding to a particular one of these alternatives. We think of Ry as being dragged along
the Hamiltonian vector field as time proceeds, until at time the region becomes Rf In picturing this, we are imagining,
simultaneously, the time-evolution of our system for all possible starting states corresponding to this same alternative.
(See Fig. 5. 13. ) The question of stability (in the sense we are interested in here) is whether, as (increases, the region
r{ remains localized or whether it begins to spread out over the phase space. If such regions remain localized as time
progresses, then we have a measure of stability for our system.
Points of phase space which are close together (so that they correspond to detailed physical states of the system which
closely resemble one another) will remain close together in phase space, and inaccuracies in their specification will not

become magnified with time. Any undue spreading would entail an effective unpredictability in the behaviour of the
system.
What can be said about Hamiltonian systems generally? Do regions in phase space tend to spread with time or do they
not? It might seem that for a problem of such generality, very little could be said.
However, it turns out that there is a very beautiful theorem, due to the distinguished French mathematician Joseph
Liouville (1809-1882), that tells us that the volume of any region of the phase space must remain constant under any
Hamiltonian evolution.
(Of course, since our phase space has some high dimension, this has to be a 'volume' in the appropriate highdimensional sense. ) Thus the volume of each R, must be the same as the volume of the original Ry.
At first sight this would seem to answer our stability question in the affirmative. For the size in the sense of this phasespace volume of our region cannot grow, so it would seem that our region cannot spread itself out over the phase space.
However, this is deceptive, and on reflection we see that the very reverse is likely to be the case! In Fig. 5. 14 I have
tried to indicate the sort of behaviour that one would expect, in general. We can imagine that the initial region Ry is a
small 'reasonably' shaped region, more roundish in shape than spindly indicating that the states that belong to To c'1" be
characterized in some way that does not require an unreasonable precision. However, as time unfolds, the region r(
begins to distort and stretch at first being Fig.
5.14. Despite the fact that Liouville's theorem tells us that phase-space volume does not change with time-evolution,
this volume will normally effectively spread outwards because of the extreme complication of this evolution.
perhaps somewhat amoeba-like, but then stretching out to great distances in the phase space and winding about
backwards and forwards in a very complicated way. The volum& indeed remains the same, but this same small
volume can get very thinly spread out over huge regions of the phase space.
For a somewhat analogous situation, think of a small drop of ink placed in a large container of water. Whereas the
actual volume of material in the ink remains unchanged, it eventually becomes thinly spread over the entire contents of
the container. In the phase-space case, the region R, is likely to behave in a similar way. It may not spread itself over
the whole of phase space (which is the extreme situation referred to as 'ergodic'), but it is likely to spread over an
enormously larger region than it started from. (For further discussion, see Davies 1974. ) The trouble is that
preservation of volume does not at all imply preservation of shape: small regions will tend to get distorted, and this
distortion gets magnified over large distances.
The problem is a much more serious one in high dimensions than in low dimensions, since there are so many more
'directions' in which the region can locally spread. In fact, far from being a 'help', in keeping the region r( under
control, Liouville's theorem actually presents us with a fundamental problem! Without Liouville's theorem, one might
envisage that this undoubted tendency for a region to spread out in phase space could, in suitable circumstances, be
compensated by a reduction in overall volume. However, the theorem tells us that this is impossible, and we have to
face up to this striking implication- a universal feature of all classical dynamical (Hamiltonian) systems of normal type!
9 We may ask, in view of this spreading throughout phase space, how is it possible at all to make predictions in
classical mechanics? That is, indeed, a good question. What this spreading tells us is that, no matter how accurately
we know the initial state of a system (within some reasonable limits), the uncertainties will tend to grow in time and our
initial information may become almost useless.
Classical mechanics is, in this kind of sense, essentially unpredictable.
(Recall the concept of 'chaos' considered above. ) How is it, then, that Newtonian dynamics has been seen to be so
successful? In the case of celestial mechanics (i. e. the motion of heavenly bodies under gravity), the reasons seem to
be, first, that one is concerned with a comparatively small number of coherent bodies (the sun, planets, and moons)
which are greatly segregated with regard to mass- so that to a first approximation one can ignore the perturbing effect
of the less massive bodies and treat the larger ones as just a few bodies acting under each other's influence and, second,
that the dynamical laws that apply to the individual particles which constitute those bodies can be seen also to operate
at the level of the bodies themselves so that to a very good approximation, the sun, planets, and moons can themselves
be actually treated as particles, and we do not have to worry about all the little detailed motions of the individual
particles that actually compose these heavenly bodies! 10 Again we get away with considering just a 'few' bodies, and
the spread in phase space is not important.

Apart from celestial mechanics and the behaviour of projectiles (which is really just a special case of celestial
mechanics), and the study of simple systems where small numbers of particles are involved, the main ways that
Newtonian mechanics is used appear not to be in this detailed deterministic ally predictive' way at all.
Rather, one uses the general Newtonian scheme to make models from which overall properties of behaviour can be
inferred. Certain precise consequences of the laws, such as conservation of energy, momentum, and angular
momentum do, indeed, have relevance at all scales.
Moreover, there are statistical properties that can be combined with the dynamical laws governing the individual
particles and which can be used to make overall predictions concerning behaviour. (See the discussion of
thermodynamics in Chapter 7; the phase-space spreading effect that we have been discussing has some intimate relation
to the second law of thermodynamics, and by exercising due care one can use these ideas in genuinely predictive ways.
) Newton's own remarkable calculation of the speed of sound in air (subtly corrected over a century later by Laplace)
was a good example of this. However, it is very rare indeed that the determinism inherent in Newtonian (or, more
generally, Hamiltonian) dynamics is actually used.
This spreading effect in phase space has another remarkable implication. It tells us, in effect, that classical mechanics
cannot actually be true of our world\ I am somewhat overstating this implication, but perhaps not greatly so. Classical
mechanics can account well for the behaviour of fluid bodies particularly gases, but also liquids to a good extent where
one is concerned only with overall 'averaged' properties of systems of particles, but it has problems in accounting for
the structure of solids, where a more detailed organized structure is needed. There is a problem of how a solid body
can hold its shape when it is composed of myriads of point-like particles whose organizational arrangement is
continually being reduced, because of the spreading in phase space. As we now know, quantum theory is needed in
order that the actual structure of solids can be properly understood. Somehow, quantum effects can prevent this phasespace spreading. This is an important issue to which we shall have to return later (see Chapters 8 and 9).
This issue is a matter of relevance, also, to the question of the construction of a 'computing machine'. The phase-space
spreading is something that needs to be controlled. A region in phase space that corresponds to a 'discrete' state for a
computing device (such as To, as described above) must not be allowed to spread unduly. Recall that even the Fredkin-Toffoli 'billiard-ball computer' required some extraneous solid walls in order that it could function.
"Solidity' for an object itself composed of many particles is something that really needs quantum mechanics in order to
work. It seems that even a 'classical' computing machine must borrow from the effects of quantum physics if it is to
function effectively!
MAXWELL'S ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY
In the Newtonian picture of the world, one thinks of tiny particles acting upon one another by forces which operate at a
distance -where the particles, if not entirely point-like, may be considered to rebound off one another occasionally by
actual physical contact. As I have stated before (p. 217), the forces of electricity and magnetism (the existence of both
having been known since antiquity, and studied in some detail by William Gilbert in 1600 and Benjamin Franklin in
1752), act in a way similar to gravitational forces in that they also fall off as the inverse square of the distance, though
repulsively rather than attractively i. e. with like repelling like and electric charge (and magnetic pole strength), rather
than the mass, measures the strength of the force.
At this level there is no difficulty about incorporating electricity and magnetism into the Newtonian scheme. The
behaviour of light, also, can be roughly accommodated (though with some definite difficulties), either by regarding
light at being composed of individual particles ('photons', as we should now call them) or by regarding light as a wave
motion in some medium, where in the latter case this medium ('ether') must itself be thought of as being composed of
particles.
The fact that moving electric charges can give rise to magnetic forces caused some additional complication, but it did
not disrupt the scheme as a whole.
Numerous mathematicians and physicists (including Gauss) had proposed systems of equations for the effects of
moving electric charges which had seemed to be satisfactory within the general Newtonian framework. The first
scientist to have made a serious challenge to the "Newtonian' picture seems to have been the great English
experimentalist and theoretician Michael Faraday (17911867).
To understand the nature of this challenge, we must first come to terms with the concept of a physical field. Consider a
magnetic field first. Most readers will have come across the behaviour of iron filings when placed on a piece of paper

lying on a magnet. The filings line up in a striking way along what are called 'magnetic lines of force'. We imagine
that the lines of force remain present even when the filings are not there. They constitute what we refer to as a
magnetic field. At each point in space, this 'field' is oriented in a certain direction, namely the direction of the line of
force at that point. Actually, we have a vector at each point, so the magnetic field provides us with an example of a
vector field. (We may compare this with the Hamiltonian vector field that we considered in the previous section, but
now this is a vector field in ordinary space rather than in phase space.
) Similarly, an electrically charged body will be surrounded by a different kind of field, known as an electric field, and
a gravitational field likewise surrounds any massive body. These, also, will be vector fields in space.
Such ideas were known a long time before Faraday, and they had become very much part of the armoury of theorists in
Newtonian mechanics.
But the prevailing viewpoint was not to regard such 'fields' as constituting, in themselves, actual physical substance.
Rather, they would be thought of as providing the necessary 'bookkeeping' for the forces that would act, were a suitable
particle to be placed at various different points. However, Faraday's profound experimental findings (with moving
coils, magnets, and the like) led him to believe that electric and magnetic fields are real physical 'stuff' and, moreover,
that varying electric and magnetic fields might sometimes be able to 'push' each other along through otherwise empty
space to produce a kind of disembodied wave! He conjectured that light itself might consist of such waves. Such a
view would have been at variance with the prevailing "Newtonian wisdom', whereby such fields were not thought of as
'real' in any sense, but merely convenient mathematical auxiliaries to the 'true' Newtonian point-particleactionatadistance picture of 'actual reality'.
Confronted with Faraday's experimental findings, together with earlier ones by the remarkable French physicist Andre
Marie Ampere (1775--1836) and others, and inspired by Faraday's vision, the great Scottish physicist and
mathematician James Clerk Maxwell (1831-1879) puzzled about the mathematical form of the equations for electric
and magnetic fields that arose from those findings. With a remarkable stroke of insight he proposed a change in the
equations- seemingly perhaps rather slight, but fundamental in its implications. This change was not at all suggested by
(although it was consistent with) the known experimental facts. It was a result of Maxwell's own theoretical
requirements, partly physical, partly mathematical, and partly aesthetic. One implication of Maxwell's equations was
that electric and magnetic fields would indeed 'push' each other along through empty space.
An oscillating magnetic field would give rise to an oscillating electric field (this was implied by Faraday's experimental
findings), and this oscillating electric field would, in turn, give rise to an oscillating magnetic field (by Maxwell's
theoretical inference), and this again would give rise to an electric field and so on. (See Figs 6. 26, 6. 27 on pp.
350 and 351 for detailed pictures of such waves. ) Maxwell was able to calculate the speed that this effect would
propagate through space- and he found that it would be the speed of light! Moreover these so-called electromagnetic
waves would exhibit the interference and puzzling polarization properties of light that had long been known (we shall
come to these in Chapter 6, pp. 304,349). In addition to accounting for the properties of visible light, for which the
waves would have a particular range of wavelengths (4-7 x 10"^), electromagnetic waves of other wavelengths were
predicted to occur and to be produced by electric currents in wires.
The existence of such waves was established experimentally by the remarkable German physicist Heinrich Hertz in
1888. Faraday's inspired hope had indeed found a firm basis in the marvelous equations of Maxwell!
Although it will not be necessary for us to appreciate the details of Maxwell's equations here, there will be no harm in
our just taking a peek at them:
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Here, E, B, and / are vector fields describing the electric field, the magnetic field, and the electric current, respectively;
@ describes the density of electric charge, and c is just a constant: the speed of light. " Do not worry about the terms
'curl' and 'div', which simply refer to different kinds of spatial variation. (They are certain combinations of partial
derivative operators, taken with respect to the space coordinates.
Recall the 'partial derivative' operation, with symbol 9, that we encountered in connection with Hamilton's equations.)
The operators Q/Qt appearing on the left-hand sides of the first two equations are, in effect, the same as the 'dot' that

was used in Hamilton's equations, the difference being just technical. Thus, 8 /8t means 'the rate of change of the
electric field' and 9B/9t means 'the rate of change of the magnetic
D
field'. The first equation tells how the electric field is changing with time, in terms of what the magnetic field and
electric current are doing at the moment; while the second equation tells how the magnetic field is changing with time
in terms of what the electric field is doing at the moment. The third equation is, roughly speaking, a coded form of the
inverse square law telling how the electric field (at the moment) must be related to the distribution of charges; while the
fourth equation says what would be the same thing about the magnetic field, except that in this case there are no
'magnetic charges' (separate 'north pole' or 'south pole' particles).
These equations are somewhat like Hamilton's in that they tell what must be the rate of change, with time, of the
relevant quantities (here the electric and magnetic fields) in terms of what their values are at any given time.
Thus Maxwell's equations are deterministic, just as are ordinary Hamiltonian theories. The only difference- and it is an
important difference is that Maxwell's equations are field equations rather than particle equations, which means that
one needs an infinite number of parameters to describe the state of the system (the field vectors at every single point in
space), rather than just the finite number that is needed for a particle theory (three coordinates of position and three of
momenta for each particle). Thus the phase space for Maxwell theory is a space of an infinite number of dimensions!
(As I have mentioned earlier, Maxwell's equations can actually be encompassed by the general Hamiltonian
framework, but this framework must be extended slightly, because of this infinitedimensionality. 12) The
fundamentally new ingredient in our picture of physical reality as presented by Maxwell theory, over and above what
had been the case previously, is that now fields must be taken seriously in their own right and cannot be regarded as
mere mathematical appendages to what were the 'real' panicles of Newtonian theory. Indeed, Maxwell showed that
when the fields propagate as electromagnetic waves they actually carry definite amounts of energy * It was the
presence of 9E/9t in this equation which was Maxwell's masterstroke of theoretical inference. All the remaining terms
in all the equations were, in effect known from direct experimental evidence. The coefficient l/c2 is very tiny, which is
why that term had not been experimentally observed.
with them. He was able to provide an explicit expression for this energy.
The remarkable fact that energy can indeed be transported from place to place by these 'disembodied' electromagnetic
waves was, in effect, experimentally confirmed by Hertz's detection of such waves.
It is now something familiar to us- though still a very striking fact that radio waves can actually carry energy!
COMPUTABILITY AND THE WAVE EQUATION
Maxwell was able to deduce directly from his equations that, in regions of space where there are no charges or currents
(i. e. where /' = 0, o = 0 in the equations above), all the components of the electric and magnetic fields must satisfy an
equation known as the wave equation The wave equation may be regarded as a 'simplified version' of the Maxwell
equations since it is an equation for a single quantity, rather than for all the six components of the electric and magnetic
fields. Its solutions exemplify wavelike behaviour without added complications, such as of the 'polarization' of
Maxwell theory (direction of the electric field vector, see p.
349).
The wave equation has an additional interest for us here because it has been explicitly studied in relation to its
computability properties. In fact Marian Boykan Pour-El and lan Richards (1979,1981,1982, of. also 1989) have been
able to show that even though solutions of the wave equation behave deterministic ally in the ordinary sense i. e. data
provided at an initial time will determine the solution at all other times there exist computable initial data, of a certain
'peculiar kind, with the property that for a later computable time the determined value of the field is actually not
computable.
Thus the equations of a plausible physical field theory (albeit not quite the Maxwell theory that actually holds true in
our world) can, in the sense of Pour-El and Richards, give rise to a non-computable evolution!
On the face of it this is a rather startling result- and it would * The wave equation (or D'Alembert equation) can be
written {(l/c^O/at)2 (a/ax)2 (8/ay)2 - (a/az)2}^ = 0.
seem to contradict what I had been conjecturing in the last section but one concerning the probable computability of
'reasonable' Hamiltonian systems.

However, while the Pour-El--Richards result is certainly striking and mathematically relevant, it does not really
contradict that conjecture in a way that makes good physical sense.
The reason is that their 'peculiar' kind of initial data is not 'smoothly varying',13 in a way that one would normally
require for a physically sensible field. Indeed, Pour-El and Richards actually prove that non-computability cannot arise
for the wave equation if we disallow this kind of field. In any case, even if fields of this kind were permitted, it would
be hard to see how any physical 'device' (such as a human brain? ) could make use of such 'non-computability'.
It could have relevance only when measurements of arbitrarily high precision are allowed, which, as I described earlier,
is not very realistic physically.
Nevertheless, the Pour-El-Richards results represent an intriguing beginning to an important area of investigation in
which little work has been done so far.
THE LORENTZ EQUATION OF MOTION;
RUNAWAY PARTICLES
As they stand. Maxwell's equations are not really quite complete as a system of equations. They provide a wonderful
description of the way that electric and magnetic fields propagate if we are given the distribution of electric charges and
currents. These charges are physically given to us as charged particles- mainly electrons and protons, as we now knowand the currents arise from the motions of such particles. If we know where these particles are and how they are
moving, then Maxwell's equations tell us how the electromagnetic field is to behave. What Maxwell's equations do not
tell us is how the particles themselves are to behave. A partial answer to this question had been known in Maxwell's
day, but a satisfactory system of equations had not been settled upon until, in 1895 the remarkable Dutch physicist
Hendrick Antoon Lorentz used ideas related to those of special relativity theory in order to derive what are now known
as the Lorentz equations of motion for a charged particle (of. Whittaker 1910, pp.
310,395).
These equations tell us how the velocity of a charged particle continuously changes, owing to the electric and magnetic
fields at the point where the particle is located. 14 When the Lorentz equations are adjoined to those of Maxwell, one
obtains rules for the time-evolution both of the charged particles and of the electromagnetic field.
However, all is not entirely well with this system of equations. They provide excellent results if the fields are very
uniform down at the scale of size of the diameters of the particles themselves (taking this size as the electron's 'classical
radius' about lOAm), and the particles' motions are not too violent. However, there is a difficulty of principle here
which can become important in other circumstances. What the Lorentz equations tell us to do is to examine the
electromagnetic field at the precise point at which the charged particle is located (and, in effect, to provide us with a
'force' at that point). Where is that point to be taken to be if the particle has a finite size? Do we take the 'centre' of the
particle, or else do we average the field (for the 'force') over all points at the surface? This could make a difference if
the field is not uniform at the scale of the particle. More serious is another problem: what actually ('s the field at the
particle's surface (or centre) ?
Remember that we are considering a charged particle. There will be an electromagnetic field due to the particle itself
which must be added to the 'background field' in which the particle is sitting. The particle's own field gets enormously
strong very close to its 'surface' and will easily swamp all the other fields in its neighbourhood. Moreover, the particle's
field will point more-or-less directly outwards (or inwards) all around it, so the resulting actual field, to which the
particle is supposed to be responding, will not be uniform at all, but will point in various different directions at different
places on the particle's 'surface', let alone in its 'interior' (Fig. 5. 15). Now we have to start worrying about whether the
differing forces on the particle will tend to rotate it or distort it, and we must ask what elastic properties it has, etc. (and
there are particularly problematic issues here in connection with relativity that I shall not worry the reader about).
Clearly the problem is very much more complicated than it had seemed to be before.
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do we strictly apply the Lorentz equations of motion ?
The force on a charged particle cannot be obtained simply by examining the field 'at' the particle's location since the
panicle's own field dominates there.
Perhaps we are better off regarding the particle as a point particle.

But this leads to other kinds of problems, for then the particle's own electric field becomes infinite in its immediate
neighbourhood.
If, according to the Lorentz equations, it is to respond to the electromagnetic field where it itself resides, then it would
seem that it must respond to an infinite field! To make sense of the Lorentz force law, it is necessary to find a way of
subtracting the particle's own field so as to leave a finite background field to which the particle can unambiguously
respond. The problem of how to do this was solved in 1938 by Dirac (of wh6m we shall hear again later). However,
Dirac's solution led to some alarming conclusions.
He found that in order for the behaviour of the particles and fields to be determined by their initial data, it is necessary
that not only must each particle's initial position and velocity be known but its initial acceleration must be known too (a
somewhat anomalous situation in the context of standard dynamical theories). For most values of this initial
acceleration the particle eventually behaves in a completely crazy way, spontaneously accelerating into the distance at a
speed that very rapidly approaches the speed of light! These are Dirac's 'runaway solutions', and they do not
correspond to anything that actually happens in Nature. One must find a way of ruling out the runaway solutions by
choosing the initial accelerations in just the right way. This can always be done, but only if one applies 'foreknowledge'
that is to say, one must specify the initial accelerations in a way that anticipates which solutions eventually become
runaway solutions, and avoids them. This is not at all the way that initial data are to be specified in a standard
deterministic physical problem. With conventional determinism those data can be given arbitrarily, unconstrained by
any requirement that the future is to behave itself.
Here, not only is the future completely determined by data that can be specified at one time in the past, but the very
specification of those data is very precisely constrained by the requirement that the future behaviour is, indeed,
'reasonable'!
This is as far as we get with fundamental classical equations. The reader will realize that the issue of determinism and
computability in classical physical laws has become disturbingly muddied. Do we actually have a ideological element
in physical laws, where the future somehow influences what is allowed to happen in the past? In fact physicists do not
normally take these implications of classical electrodynamics (the theory of classical charged particles, and electric and
magnetic fields) as serious descriptions of reality.
Their usual answer to the above difficulties is to say that with charged individual particles one is properly in the realm
of quantum electrodynamics, and one cannot expect to obtain sensible answers using a strictly classical procedure.
This is undoubtedly true, but as we shall see later, the quantum theory itself has problems in this regard. In fact, Dirac
had considered the classical problem of the dynamics of a charged particle precisely because he thought that it might
yield insights for resolving the even greater fundamental difficulties of the (more physically appropriate) quantum
problem. We must face the problems of quantum theory later!
THE SPECIAL RELATIVITY OF EINSTEIN AND POINCARE
Recall the principle of Galilean relativity, which tells us that the physical laws of Galileo and Newton remain totally
unchanged if we pass from a stationary to a moving frame of reference. This implies that we cannot ascertain, simply
by examining the dynamical behaviour of objects in our neighbourhood, whether we are stationary or whether we are
moving with uniform velocity in some direction. (Remember Galileo's ship at sea, p.
211. ) But suppose we adjoin Maxwell's equations to these laws. Does Galilean relativity still remain true?
Recall that Maxwell's electromagnetic waves propagate with a fixed speed c-the speed of light. Common sense would
seem to tell us that if we were to travel very rapidly in some direction, then the speed of light in that direction ought to
appear to us to be reduced to below c (because we are moving towards 'catching the light up' in that direction) and the
apparent speed of light in the opposite direction ought to be correspondingly increased to above c (because we are
moving away from the light) which is different from the fixed value c of Maxwell's theory. Indeed, common sense
would be right: the combined Newton and Maxwell equations would not satisfy Galilean relativity.
It was through worrying about such matters that Einstein was led, in 1905 as, in effect, was Poincare before him (in
1898-- 1905) to the special theory of relativity. Poincare and Einstein independently found that Maxwell's equations
also satisfy a relativity principle (of. Pais 1982); i.
e. the equations have a similar property of remaining unchanged if we pass from a stationary to a moving frame of
reference, although the rules for this are incompatible wit\i those for Galilean--Newtonian physics! To make the two
compatible, it would be necessary to modify one set of equations or the other or else abandon the relativity principle.

Einstein had no intention of abandoning the relativity principle. His superb physical instincts were insistent that such a
principle must indeed hold for the physical laws of our world. Moreover, he was well aware that, for virtually all
known phenomena, the physics of Galilei--Newton had been tested just for speeds very tiny compared with the speed
of light, where this incompatibility would not be significant. Only light itself was known to involve velocities large
enough that such discrepancies would be important.
It would be the behaviour of light, therefore, that would inform us which relativity principle we must indeed adopt and
the equations that govern light are those of Maxwell. Thus the relativity principle for Maxwell's theory should be the
one to preserve; and the laws of Galilei--Newton must, accordingly, be modified!
Lorentz, before Poincare and Einstein, had also addressed and partially answered these questions. By 1895, Lorentz
had adopted the view that the forces that bind matter together are electromagnetic in nature (as indeed they turned out
to be) so that the behaviour of actual material bodies should satisfy laws derived from Maxwell's equations. One
implication of this turned out to be that a body moving with a speed comparable with that of light would contract,
slightly, in the direction of motion (the "FitzGerald--Lorentz contraction'). Lorentz had used this to explain a puzzling
experimental finding, that of Michelson and Morley in 1887, which seemed to indicate that electromagnetic phenomena
could not be used to determine an 'absolute' rest frame. (Michelson and Morley showed that the apparent speed of light
on the earth's surface is not influenced by the earth's motion about the sun very much contrary to expectations.) Does
matter always behave in such a way that its (uniform) motion cannot be locally detected? This was the approximate
conclusion of Lorentz;
moreover he was limited to a specific theory of matter, where no forces other than electromagnetic ones were regarded
as significant.
Poincare, outstanding mathematician that he was, was able to show (in 1905) that there is an exactvrscy for matter to
behave, according to the relativity principle underlying Maxwell's equations, so that uniform motion cannot be locally
detected at all. He also obtained much understanding of the physical implications of this principle (including the
'relativity of simultaneity' that we shall be considering shortly). He appears to have regarded it as just one possibility,
and did not share Einstein's conviction that some relativity principle must hold.
The relativity principle satisfied by the Maxwell equations -that has become known as special relativity is somewhat
difficult to grasp, and it has many non-intuitive features that are, at first, hard to accept as actual properties of the world
in which we live. In fact, special relativity cannot properly be made sense of without the further ingredient, introduced
in 1908 by the highly original and insightful Russian/ German geometer Hermann Minkowski (1864-1909).
Minkowski had been one of Einstein's teachers at the Zurich Polytechnic. His fundamental new idea was that space
and time had to be considered together as a single entity: a four-dimensional space-time. In 1908, Minkowski
announced, in a famous lecture at the University of Gottingen:
Henceforth space by itself, and time by itself, are doomed to fade away into mere shadows, and only a kind of union of
the two will preserve an independent reality.
Let us try to understand the basics of special relativity in terms of the magnificent space--time of Minkowski.
One of the difficulties in coming to terms with the space-time concept is that it is four-dimensional, which makes it
hard to visualize. However, having survived our encounter with phase space, we should have no trouble with a mere
four dimensions! As before, we shall 'cheat' and picture a space of smaller dimension- but now the degree of cheating
is incomparably less severe, and our picture will be correspondingly more accurate. Two dimensions (one space and
one time) would suffice for many purposes, but I hope that the reader will allow me to be a little more adventurous and
go up to three (two space and one time). This will provide a very good picture, and it should not be hard to accept that
in principle the ideas will extend, without much change, to the full four-dimensional situation. The thing to bear in
mind about a space-time diagram is that each point in the picture represents an event-that is, a point in space at a single
moment, a point having only an instantaneous existence. The entire diagram represents the whole of history, past,
present, and future. A particle, since it persists with time, is represented not by a point but by a line, called the worldline of the particle. This world-line straight if the particle moves uniformly and curved if it accelerSpatial description
of the light cone Massive particle f Photon Fig. 5. 16. A light cone in 's^ \ | / / Minkowski's space-time (with N^\- -1-/^ just two spatial dimensions), ^__\\ \^ ^ --'^zlc describing the history of the ^^~*^ Ie, light flash of an explosion that ^
^^^^^^^^ takes place at the event 0, the ^^^-x/c space--time originates (i. e. wow-uniformly) -describes the entire
history of the particle's existence.

In Fig. 5. 16,1 have depicted a space-time with two space and one time dimension. We imagine that there is a standard
time- coordinate (, measured in the vertical direction, and two space- coordinates x/c and z/c, measured horizontally
The cone at the centre is the (future) light cone of the space--time origin 0. To appreciate its significance, imagine an
explosion taking place at the event 0. (Thus the explosion occurs at the spatial origin, at time ( = 0. ) The history of the
light emanating from the explosion is this light cone.
In two-dimensional spatial terms, the history of the light flash would be a circle moving outwards, with the
fundamental light speed c. In full three-dimensional space this would be a sphere moving outwards at speed c -the
spherical wave-front of the light- but here we are suppressing the spatial * The reason for dividing the spatial
coordinates by c -the speed of light- is in order that the world-lines of photons are angled at a convenient slope: 45 to
the vertical, see later.
direction y, so we just get a circle, like the circular ripples emanating from the point of entry of a stone thrown in a
pond. We can see this circle in the space-time picture if we take successive horizontal slices through the cone moving
steadily upwards. These horizontal planes represent different spatial descriptions as the time-coordinate t increases.
Now, one of the features of relativity theory is that it is impossible for a material particle to travel faster than light
(more about this later). All the material particles coming from the explosion must lag behind the light. This means, in
space-time terms, that the world-lines of all the particles emitted in the explosion must lie inside the light cone.
It is often convenient to describe light in terms of particles called photons- rather than in terms of electromagnetic
waves. For the moment we can think of a 'photon' as a small 'packet' of high-frequency oscillation of electromagnetic
field. The term is physically more appropriate in the context of the quantum descriptions that we shall be considering
in the next chapter, but 'classical' photons will also be helpful for us here. In free space, photons always travel in
straight lines with the fundamental speed c.
This means that in Minkowski's space-time picture the world- line of a photon is always depicted as a straight line tilted
at 45 to the vertical. The photons produced at our explosion at 0 describe the light cone centred at 0.
These properties must hold generally at all points of the space time
There is nothing special about the origin; the point 0 is no different from any other point. Thus there must be a light
cone at every point of the space-time, with a significance the same as that for the light cone at the origin. The history
of any light flash- or the world-lines of photons, if we prefer to use a particle description of the light is always along the
light cone at each point, whereas the history of any material particle must always be inside the light cone at each point.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5. 17.
The family of light cones at all the points may be regarded as part of the Minkowskian geometry of space-time.
What is Minkowskian geometry? The light-cone structure is its most important aspect, but there is more to
Minkowskian geometry than that. There is a concept of 'distance' which has some remarkable analogies with distance
in Euclidean geometry.
Massive/particle Fig. 5. 17. A. picture of Minkowskian geometry.
In three-dimensional Euclidean geometry, the distance r of a point from the origin, in terms of standard Cartesian
coordinates, is given by r2=x2+yi+^.
(See Fig. 5. 18a. This is just the Pythagorean theorem the two-dimensional case being perhaps more familiar. ) In our
three(a)A (b) OP^=x^+y2+z^ OP2=t^-(x/of{z/of Fig. 5. 18. A. comparison between the 'distance' measures in (a)
Euclidean geometry and (b) Minkowskian geometry (where 'distance means 'time experienced').
dimensional Minkowskian geometry, the expression is formally very similar (Fig. 5. 18b), the essential difference
being that we now have two minus signs:
s2 = t2 - {x/c)2 - (z/c)2.
More correctly we should have ^owr-dimensional Minkowskian geometry, of course, and the 'distance' expression is s2
= S2 - (x/c)2 - (y/c)2 (z/c)2.
What is the physical meaning of the 'distance' quantity s in this expression?
Assume that the point in question i. e. the point P, with coordinates {(, x/c, y/c, z/c} (or {t, x/c, z/c}, in the three
dimensional case; see Fig. 5.

16) lies within the (future) light cone of 0. Then the straight line segment OF can represent part of the history of some
material particle say a particular particle emitted by our explosion. The Minkowskian 'length' sof the segment OP has a
direct physical interpretation. It is the time interval actually experienced by the particle between the events 0 and P!
That is to say, if there were a very sturdy and accurate clock attached to the particle,15 then the difference between the
times it registers at 0 and P is precisely s. Contrary to expectations, the coordinate quantity (does not itself describe the
time as measured by an accurate clock unless it is 'at rest' in our coordinate system (i. e.
fixed coordinate values x/c, y/c, z/c), which means that the clock would have a world-line that is 'vertical' in the
diagram. Thus,"(' means 'time' only for observers who are 'stationary' (i.e. with 'vertical' world-lines). The correct
measure of time for a moving observer (uniformly moving away from the origin 0), according to special relativity, is
provided by the quantity s.
This is very remarkable and quite at variance with the 'common-sense' Galilean-Newtonian measure of time, which
would, indeed, be simply the coordinate value t. Note that the relativistic (Minkowskian) time-measure s is always
somewhat less than t if there is any motion at all (since s2 is less than r2 whenever x/c, y/c, and z/c are not all zero, by
the above formula). Motion (i. e. OP not along the (-axis) will tend to 'slow down' the clock, as compared with t - i. e.
as viewed with respect to our coordinate frame. If the speed of this motion is small compared with c, then s and ( will
be almost the same, which explains why we are not directly aware of the fact that 'moving clocks run slow'. At the
other extreme, when the speed is that of light itself, P then lies on the light cone; and we find s = 0. The light cone is
precisely the set of points whose Minkowskian 'distance' (i. e. 'time') from 0 is actually zero. Thus, a photon would not
'experience' any passage of time at all! (We are not allowed the even more extreme case, where P is moved to just
outside the cone, since that would lead to an imaginary s -the square root of a negative number and would violate the
rule that material particles or photons cannot travel faster than light) This notion of Minkowskian 'distance' applies
equally well to any pair of points in the space-time for which one lies within the light cone of the other so that a particle
could travel from one to the other.
We simply consider 0 to be displaced to some other point of the space-time.
Again, the Minkowski distance between the points measures the time interval experienced by a clock moving
uniformly from one to the other. When the particle is allowed to be a photon, and the Minkowskian distance becomes
zero, we get two points one of which is on the light cone of the other and this fact serves to define the light cone of that
point.
The basic structure of Minkowskian geometry, with this curious measure of 'length' for world-lines interpreted as the
time measured (or 'experienced') by physical clocks- contains the very essence of special relativity. In particular, the
reader may be acquainted with what is called 'the twin paradox' of relativity:
one twin brother remains on the earth, while the other makes a journey to a nearby star, travelling there and back at
great speed, approaching that of light. Upon his return, it is found that the twins have aged differently, the traveller
finding himself still youthful, while his stay-at-home brother is an old man. This is easily described in terms of
Minkowski geometry--and one sees why, though a puzzling phenomenon, it is not actually a paradox.
The world-line AC, represents the twin who stays at home while the traveller has a world-line composed of two
segments AB and * However, for events separated by negative values ofs2, the quantity cV(--s2) has a meaning,
namely that of ordinary distance for that observer to whom the events appear simultaneous (of. later).
Euclidean case AC<AB+BC Triangle inequality AOAB+BC Fig. 5. 19. The so-called 'twin paradox' of special
relativity is understood in terms of a Minkowskian triangle inequality. (The Euclidean case is also given, for
comparison. ) BE, these representing the outward and inward stages of the journey (see Fig. 5. 19). The stay-at-home
twin experiences a time measured by the Minkowski distance AC, while the traveller experiences a time given by the
sum16 of the two Minkowski distances AB and BE. These times are not equal, but we find:
AC>AB+BC,
showing that indeed the time experienced by the stay-at-home is greater than that of the traveller.
The above inequality looks rather similar to the well-known triangle inequality of ordinary Euclidean geometry namely
(A, B, and C being now three points in Euclidean space):
AC < ABBE,

which asserts that the sum of two sides of a triangle is always greater than the third. This we do not regard as a
paradox! We are perfectly familiar with the idea that the Euclidean measure of distance along a path from one point to
another (here from A to C) depends upon the actual path that we take. (In this case the two paths are AC and the longer
angled route ABC. ) This example is a particular instance of the fact that the shortest distance between two points (here
A and C) is measured along the straight line joining them (the line AC). The reversal of the direction of the inequality
sign in the Minkowskian case arises from the sign changes in the definition of 'distance', so the Minkowskian AC is
'longer' than the jointed route ABC.
Also, this Minkowskian 'triangle inequality' is a particular instance of a more general result; the longest (in the sense of
greatest time experienced) among world-lines connecting two events is the straight (i. e.
unaccelerated) one. If two twins start at the same event A and end at the same event C, where the first twin moves
directly from A to C without accelerating, but the second twin does accelerate, then the first will always experience a
longer time interval when they meet again.
It may seem outrageous to introduce such a strange concept of time-measure, at variance with our intuitive notions.
However there is now an enormous amount of experimental evidence in favour of it.
For example, there are many subatomic particles which decay (i. e.
break up into other particles) in a definite time-scale. Sometimes such particles travel at speeds very close to that of
light (e. g. in the cosmic rays that reach the earth from outer space, or in man-made particle accelerators), and their
decay times become delayed in exactly the way that one would deduce from the above considerations.
Even more impressive is the fact that clocks ('nuclear clocks') can now be made so accurate that these time-slowing
effects are directly detectable by clocks transported by fast low-flying aeroplanes agreeing with the Minkowskian
'distance' measure s, and not with t\ (Strictly, taking the aeroplane's height into account, small additional gravitational
effects of general relativity become involved, but these also agree with observation;
see next section. ) Moreover, there are many other effects, intimately connected with the whole framework of special
relativity, which are constantly receiving detailed verification. One of these, Einstein's famous relation which
effectively equates energy and mass, will have some tantalizing implications for us at the end of this chapter! I have
not yet explained how the relativity principle is actually incorporated into this scheme of things. How is it that
observers moving with different uniform velocities can be equivalent with respect to Minkowskian geometry? How
can the time axis of Fig. 5. 16 ('stationary observer') be completely equivalent to some other straight world-line, say
OP extended ('moving observer')? Let us think about Euclidean geometry first. Clearly any two individual straight
lines are quite equivalent to each other with regard to the geometry as a whole. One can imagine 'sliding' the whole
Euclidean space 'rigidly over itself until one straight line is taken to the position of the other one. Think of the twodimensional case, a Euclidean plane. We can imagine moving a piece of paper rigidly over a plane surface, so that any
straight line drawn on the paper comes into coincidence with a given straight line on the surface. This rigid motion
preserves the structure of the geometry. A similar thing holds for Minkowskian geometry, although this is less
obvious, and one has to be careful about what one means by 'rigid'.
Now, in place of a piece of paper sliding, we must think of a peculiar kind of material taking the two- dimensional case
first, for simplicity in which the 45 lines remain at 45 while the material can stretch in one 45 direction and
correspondingly squash in the other 45direction. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. 20. In Fig. 5. 211 have tried to indicate
what is Fig. 5. 20.
A Poincare motion in two space-time dimensions. 258 Fig. 5. 21. A Poincare motion in three space-time dimensions.
The left diagram depicts simultaneous spaces for S and the right diagram, simultaneous spaces for M. Note that S
thinks that R precedes Q, whereas M thinks that Q precedes R. (The motion is here thought of as passive, that is it only
affects the different descriptions that the two observers S and M would make of one and the same space--time. )
involved in the three-dimensional case. This kind of 'rigid motion' of Minkowski space- called a Poincare motion (or
inhomogeneous Lorentz motion) -may not look very 'rigid', but it preserves all the Minkowskian distances, and
'preserving all distances' is just what the word 'rigid' means in the Euclidean case. The principle of special relativity
asserts that physics is unchanged under such Poincare motions of space-time. In particular, the 'stationary' observer S
whose world-line is the time-axis of our original Minkowski picture Fig. 5. 16 has completely equivalent physics to the
'moving' observer M with world-line along
OP.

Each coordinate plane ( = constant represents 'space' at any one 'time for the observer S, that is, it is a family of events
which he would regard as simultaneous (i. e. taking place all at the 'same time'). Let us call these planes S's
simultaneous spaces. When we pass to another observer M, we must move our original family of simultaneous spaces
to a new family by a Poincare motion, so providing the simultaneous spaces for M. 17 Note that M's simultaneous
spaces look 'tipped up', in Fig. 5. 21. This tipping up might seem to be in the wrong direction if we are thinking in
terms of rigid motions in Euclidean geometry, but it is what we must expect in the Minkowskian case. While S thinks
that all the events on any one ( = constant plane occur simultaneously, M has a different view: to him, it is the events on
each one of his tipped up simultaneous spaces that appear to be / simultaneous! Minkowskian geometry does not, in
itself, contain a unique concept of 'simultaneity'; but each uniformly moving observer carries with him his own idea of
what 'simultaneous' means.
Consider the two events R and Q in Fig. 5. 21. According to S, the event R takes place before the event Q, because R
lies on an earlier simultaneous space than Q; but according to M, it is the other way around, Q lying on an earlier
simultaneous space than R. Thus, to one observer, the event R takes place before Q, but for the other, it is Q that takes
place before R! (This can only happen because R and Q are what are called spatially separated, which means that each
lies outside the other's light cone, so that no material particle or photon can travel from one event to the other. ) Even
with quite slow relative velocities, significant differences in time-ordering will occur for events at great distances.
Imagine two people walking slowly past each other in the street. The events on the Andromeda galaxy (the closest
large galaxy Fig. 5. 22. Two people A and B walk slowly past each other, but they have differing views as to whether
the Andromedean space fleet had been launched at the moment that they pass each other.
to our own Milky Way, some 20000000000000000000 kilometres distant) judged by the two people to be simultaneous
with the moment that they pass one another could amount to a difference of several days (Fig.
5. 22). For one of the people, the space fleet launched with the intent to wipe out life on the planet Earth is already on
its way;
while for the other, the very decision about whether or not to launch that fleet has not yet even been made!
EINSTEIN'S GENERAL RELATIVITY
Recall Galileo's great insight that all bodies fall equally fast in a gravitational field. (It was an insight and not
completely a direct observation for, owing to air resistance, feathers and rocks do not fall together! Galileo's insight
was to realize that if air resistance could be reduced to zero, they would fall together. ) It took three centuries before
the deep significance of this insight was properly realized, and made the cornerstone of a great theory. That theory was
Einstein's general relativity an extraordinary description of gravity which, as we shall understand shortly, needed the
concept of a curved space--time for its realization!
What has Galileo's insight to do with the idea of 'space-time curvature'?
How could it be that such an idea, apparently so different from Newton's scheme whereby particles accelerate under
ordinary gravitational forces, could reproduce, and even improve upon, all the superb precision of that theory?
Moreover, can it really be true that Galileo's ancient insight contained something not subsequently incorporated into
Newton's theory?
Let me start with the last question, since it is the easiest to answer.
What, according to Newton's theory, governs the acceleration of a body under gravity? First, there is the gravitational
force on that body, which Newton's law of gravitational attraction tells us must be proportional to the body's mass.
Second, there is the amount that the body accelerates given the force upon it, which by Newton's second law is
inversely proportional to the body's mass. The thing that Galileo's insight depends upon is the fact that the 'mass' that
occurs in Newton's gravitational force law is the same as the 'mass' in Newton's second law. ("Proportional to' would
do, in place of 'same as'.) It is this that ensures that the body's acceleration under gravity is actually independent of its
mass. There is nothing in Newton's general scheme that demands that these two concepts of mass be the same.
This, Newton just postulated.
Indeed, electric forces are similar to gravitational ones in that both are inverse square forces, but the force depends
upon the electric charge which is totally different from the mass in Newton's second law.
"Galileo's insight' would not apply to electric forces:
objects (charged objects, that is) 'dropping' in an electric field do not all 'fall' at the same speed?

For the moment, let us simply accept Galileo's insight- for motion under gravity- and ask for its implications. Imagine
Galileo dropping two rocks from the Leaning Tower of Pisa. If there had been a video-camera on one of the rocks,
pointing at the other, then the picture that it would provide would be of a rock Fig. 5. 23. Galileo dropping Fig. 5. 24.
The astronaut sees two rocks (and a his space vehicle hover before video-camera) from the him, seemingly unaffected
by Leaning Tower of Pisa. gravity.
hovering in space, seemingly unaffected by gravity (Fig. 5. 23)! This holds precisely because all objects fall at the
same speed under gravity.
Air resistance is being ignored here. Space flight now offers us a better test of these ideas, since there is effectively no
air in space. Now, 'falling' in space means simply following the appropriate orbit under gravity. There is no need for
this 'falling' to be straight downwards, towards the centre of the earth. There can be a horizontal component to the
motion as well. If this horizontal component is large enough, then one can 'fall' right around the earth without getting
any closer to the ground!
Travelling in free orbit under gravity is just a sophisticated (and very expensive! ) way of 'falling'. Now, just as with
the video-camera picture above, an astronaut on a 'space walk' views his space vehicle as hovering before him,
apparently unaffected by the gravitational force of the huge globe of the earth beneath him! (See Fig. 5. 24. ) Thus
one can locally eliminate the effects of gravity by passing to the 'accelerating reference frame' of free fall.
Gravity can be cancelled in this way by free fall because the effects of a gravitational field are just like those of an
acceleration.
Indeed, if you are inside a lift which accelerates upwards, you simply experience an increase in the apparent
gravitational field;
and if downwards, then a decrease. If the cable suspending the lift were to break, then (ignoring air resistance and
frictional effects) the resulting downward acceleration would completely cancel the effect of gravity, and the lift's
occupants would appear to float freely like the astronaut above- until it hits the ground! Even in a train or aeroplane,
accelerations can be such that one's sensations as to the strength and direction of gravity may not coincide with where
one's visual evidence suggests 'down' ought to be. This is because acceleration and gravitational effects are just like
each other, so one's sensations are unable to distinguish one from the other. This fact that the local effects of gravity
are equivalent to those of an accelerating reference frame is what Einstein referred to as the principle of equivalence
The above considerations are 'local'. However, if one is allowed * American readers: 'lift' means 'elevator'. 263 l m .
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25. The tidal effect. Double arrows show relative acceleration
(WEYL).
to make (not quite local) measurements of sufficient precision, one may, in principle, ascertain a difference between a
'true' gravitational field and a pure acceleration. In Fig. 5. 25 I have shown, a little exaggerated, how an initially
stationary spherical arrangement of particles, falling freely under the earth's gravity, would begin to be affected by the
non-uniformity of the (Newtonian) gravitational field. The field is non-uniform on two accounts. First, because the
centre of the earth lies some finite distance away, particles nearer to the earth's surface will accelerate downwards faster
than those which are higher up (recall Newton's inverse square law).
Second, for the same reason, there will be slight differences in the direction of this acceleration, for different horizontal
displacements of the particles. Because of this non-uniformity, the spherical shape begins to distort slightly into an
'ellipsoid'. It lengthens in the direction of the earth's centre (and also in the opposite direction), since the parts nearer to
the centre experience a slightly greater acceleration than do the parts more distant; it narrows in the horizontal
directions, owing to the fact that the accelerations there act slightly inwards, in the direction of the earth's centre.
This distortion al effect is known as the tidal effect of gravity. If we replace the earth's centre by the moon, and the
sphere of particles by the surface of the earth, then we have precisely the moon's influence in raising tides on the earth,
with bulges being produced both in the direction towards the moon and away from it. The tidal effect is a general
feature of gravitational fields which cannot be 'eliminated' by free fall. This effect measures non uniformity in the
Newtonian gravitational field. (The magnitude of the tidal distortion actually falls off as the inverse cube of the
distance from the centre of attraction, rather than as the inverse square. ) Newton's inverse square law of gravitational
force turns out to have a simple interpretation in terms of this tidal effect: the volume of the ellipsoid into which the
sphere initially18 distorts is equal to that of the original sphere taking the sphere to surround a vacuum.

This volume property is characteristic of the inverse square law; it holds for no other law of force. Next, suppose that
the sphere surrounds not a vacuum but some matter of total mass M. There will now be an additional inward
component of the acceleration due to the gravitational attraction of this matter. The volume of the ellipsoid, into which
our sphere of particles initially distorts, shrinks in fact by an amount that is proportional to M. An example of the
volume-reducing effect would occur if we take our sphere to surround the earth at a constant height (Fig. 5. 26).
Fig. 5. 26. When the sphere surrounds matter (here the earth), there is a net inwards acceleration (RICCI).
Then the ordinary downward (i. e. inward) acceleration due to the earth's gravity is what causes the volume of our
sphere to reduce.
This volume-reducing property codes the remaining part of Newton's gravitational force law, namely that the force is
proportional to the mass of the attracting body.
Let us try to obtain a space-time picture of this situation. In Fig.
5. 27, I have indicated the world-lines of the particles of our spherical surface (drawn as a circle in Fig. 5. 25), where I
have made the description in a frame for which the point at the centre of the sphere appears to be at rest ('free fall').
The viewpoint of general relativity is to regard the freely falling motions as 'natural motions' the analogues of 'uniform
motion in a straight line' that one has in gravity-free physics.
Thus, we try to think of free fall as described by 'straight' world-lines in the space-time! However, by the look of Fig.
5. 27, it would be confusing to use the word 'straight' for this, and we shall, as a matter of terminology, call the worldlines of freely falling particles geodesies in space- time.
Is this a good terminology? What is normally meant by a Fig. 5. 27.
Space-time curvature: the tidal effect depicted in space-time.
Positive curvature Negative curvature Fig. 5. 28. Geodesies on a curved surface. With positive curvature the
geodesies converge, whereas with negative curvature they diverge.
'geodesic'? Let us examine an analogy for a two-dimensional curved surface.
The geodesies are the curves on that surface which (locally) are 'shortest routes'. Thus, if we think of a piece of string
stretched over the surface (and not too long, or it might slip away) then the string will lie along a geodesic on the
surface. In Fig.
5. 28, I have indicated two examples of surfaces, the first with what is called 'positive curvature' (like the surface of a
sphere) and the second with 'negative curvature (a saddle-like surface). For the positive-curvature surface, two
neighbouring geodesies which start off parallel to one another will, if we follow them along, begin to bend towards
each other; for negative curvature, they begin to bend away from each other. If we imagine that the world-lines of
freely falling particles are in some sense like geodesies on a surface, then we see that there is a close analogy between
the gravitational tidal effect, discussed above, and the curvature effects of a surface but now the positive and negative
curvature effects are both present.
Look at Figs 5. 25,5. 27. We see that our space-time 'geodesies' begin to move away from each other in one direction
(when they are lined up in the direction of the earth) as with the negative curvature surface of Fig. 5.
28 and they begin to move towards each other in other directions (when they are displaced horizontally, in relation to
the earth) -as with the positive curvature surface of Fig. 5. 28.
Thus, our space- time indeed seems to possess a 'curvature', analogous to that of our two surfaces, but more
complicated because of the higher . 1.
cMrE. RUK-S NfcW MIND dimensionality, and mixtures of both positive and negative curvatures are involved for
different displacements.
This shows how a concept of 'curvature' for space-time can be used to describe the action of gravitational fields. The
possibility of using such a description follows ultimately from Galileo's insight (the principle of equivalence) and it
allows us to eliminate gravitational 'force' by free fall. In fact, nothing that I have said so far requires us to go outside
Newtonian theory. This new picture provides merely a reformulation of that theory. 19 However, new physics does
come in when we try to combine this picture with what we have learnt from Minkowski's description of special

relativity the geometry of space-time that we now know applies in the absence of gravity. The resulting combination is
Einstein's general relativity.
Recall what Minkowski has taught us. We have (in the absence of gravity) a space-time with a peculiar kind of
'distance' measure denned between points:
if we have a world-line in the space-time, describing the history of some particle, then Minkowskian 'distance'
measured along the world-line describes the time that is actually experienced by that particle. (In fact, in the previous
section, we considered this 'distance' only along world-lines consisting of straight pieces, but the statement applies also
to curved world-lines, where the 'distance' is measured along the curve. ) Minkowski's geometry is taken to be exact if
there is no gravitational field i. e. no space-time curvature. But when gravity is present, we regard Minkowski's
geometry as only approximate- in the same way as a flat surface gives only an approximate description to the geometry
of a curved surface. If we imagine that we take a more and more powerful microscope to examine a curved surface so
that the geometry of the surface appears stretched out to greater and greater dimensions- then the surface appears to be
flatter and flatter. We say that a curved surface is locally like a Euclidean plane. 20 In the same way, we can say that,
in the presence of gravity, space-time is locally like Minkowski's geometry (which is ftat space-time), but we allow
some 'curviness' on a larger scale (see Fig. 5. 29). In particular, any point of the space-time is the vertex of a light
cone, just as it is in Minkowski space, but these light cones are not arranged in the Fig. 5. 29.
A picture of curved space-time.
completely uniform way that they are in Minkowski space. We shall see, in Chapter 7, some examples of space-time
models for which this non-uniformity is manifest: of. Figs 7. 13, 7. 14 on p. 432. Material particles have, for their
world-lines, curves which are always directed inside the light cones, and photons have curves directed along the light
cones. Also, along any such curve, there is a concept of Minkowski 'distance' which measures the time experienced by
the particles, just as in Minkowski space. As with a curved surface, this distance measure defines a geometry for the
surface which may differ from the geometry of the flat case.
Geodesies in the space-time can now be given an interpretation similar to that for those on two-dimensional surfaces
considered above, where we must bear in mind the differences between the Minkowskian and Euclidean situations.
Thus, rather than being curves of (locally) minimum length, our geodesic world-lines in space-time are curves which
(locally) maximize the 'distance' (i. e. time) along the world-line. The world-lines of particles in free motion under
gravity are actually geodesies according to this rule.
Thus, in particular, heavenly bodies moving in a gravitational field are well described by such geodesies. Moreover,
rays of light (world-lines of photons) in empty space are also geodesies, but this time geodesies of zero 'length'. 21 As
an example, I have schematically indicated, in Fig. 5. 30, the world-lines of the earth \ Fis. S-30World-lines of the j
earth and sun, and a light ray r from a distant star being garth Si deflected by the sun.
and sun, the earth's motion about the sun being a 'corkscrew'-like geodesic around the sun's world-line. I have also
indicated a photon reaching the earth from a distant star. Its world-line appears slightly 'bent' owing to the fact that
light, according to Einstein's theory, is actually deflected by the gravitational field of the sun.
We have yet to see how Newton's inverse square law is to be incorporated and modified appropriately in accordance
with Einstein's relativity. Let us return to our sphere of particles dropping in a gravitational field. Recall that if the
sphere surrounds only vacuum, then according to Newton's theory, the volume fme ^here initially does not change; but
if matter of total mass M is surrounded, then there is a volume reduction proportional to M. In Einstein's theory, the
rules are just the same (for a small sphere), except that it is not exactly M that determines the volume change;
there is an additional (normally very tiny) contribution from the pressure in the material surrounded.
The full mathematical expression for the curvature of four dimensional space-time (which must describe the tidal
effects for particles travelling in any possible direction at any given point) is given by something called the Riemann
curvature tensor. This is a somewhat complicated object, needing twenty real numbers at each point in order to specify
it. These twenty numbers are referred to as its components. The different components refer to the different curvatures
in different directions in the space-time. The Riemann curvature tensor is usually written Rjjkh but since I have no
desire to explain, here, what all those little indices mean (nor, indeed, what a tensor actually is}, I shall write it simply
as:
RIEMANN.

There is a way in which this tensor can be split into two parts, called the Weyl tensor and the Ricci tensor (with ten
components each). I shall write this splitting schematically as:
RIEMANN = WEYL + RICCI.
(The detailed expressions would not particularly help us here. ) The Weyl tensor WEYL measures a tidal distortion of
our sphere of freely falling particles (i. e. an initial change in shape, rather than in size), and the Ricci tensor RICCI
measures its initial change in volume. 22 Recall that Newtonian gravitational theory demands that the mass surrounded
by our falling sphere be proportional to this initial volume reduction. What this tells us, roughly speaking, is that the
mass density of matter or, equivalently the energy density (because of = we2) should be equated to the Ricci tensor.
In fact, this is basically what the field equations of general relativity namely Einstein's field equations actually assert.
23 However, there are certain technicalities about this which it is better for us not to get involved with. Suffice it to say
that there is an object called the energy momentum tensor, which organizes all the relevant information concerning the
energy, pressure and momentum of matter and electromagnetic fields. I shall refer to this tensor as ENERGY. Then
Einstein's equations become, very schematically:
RICCI ENERGY.
(It is the presence of 'pressure' in the tensor ENERGY, together with some consistency requirements for the equations
as a whole, that demand that the pressure also contributes to the volume- reducing effect described above. ) This
equation seems to say nothing about the Weyl tensor. But it is an important quantity. The tidal effect that is
experienced in empty space is entirely due to WEYL. In fact, the above Einstein's equations imply that there are
differential equations connecting WEYL with ENERGY, rather like the Maxwell equations that we encountered earlier.
24 Indeed, a fruitful point of view is to regard WEYL as a kind of gravitational analogue of the electromagnetic field
quantity (actually also a tensor the Maxwell tensor) described by the pair fE'B). Thus, in a certain sense, WEYL
actually measures the gravitational field. The 'source' for WEYL is the tensor ENERGY, which is analogous to the fact
that the source for the electromagnetic field (E'B) is (o,/), the collection of charges and currents of Maxwell's theory.
This point of view will be helpful for us in Chapter 7.
It may seem remarkable, when we bear in mind such striking differences in formulation and underlying ideas, that it is
difficult to find observational differences between Einstein's theory and the theory that had been put forward by
Newton two and a half centuries earlier. But provided that the velocities under consideration are small compared with
the speed of light c, and that the gravitational fields are not too strong (so that escape velocities are much smaller than
c; of. Chapter 7, p. 430) then Einstein's theory gives virtually identical results to that of Newton. However, Einstein's
theory is more accurate in situations where the predictions of the two theories do differ. There are now several very
impressive such experimental tests, and Einstein's newer theory is fully vindicated. Clocks run very slightly slow in a
gravitational field, as Einstein maintained, this effect having now been directly measured in many different ways.
Light and radio signals are indeed bent by the sun, and are slightly delayed by the encounter- again well-tested general
relativity effects. Space-probes and planets in motion require small corrections to the Newtonian orbits, as demanded
by Einstein's theory; these have also been experimentally verified.
(In particular, the anomaly in the morion of the planet Mercury, known as the 'perihelion advance', which had been
worrying astronomers since 1859, was explained by Einstein in 1915. ) Perhaps most impressive of all is a set of
observations on a system called the binary pulsar, consisting of a pair of tiny massive stars (presumably two 'neutron
stars', of. p. 430), which agrees very closely with Einstein's theory and directly verifies an effect that is totally absent in
Newton's theory, the emission of gravitational waves. (A gravitational wave is the gravitational analogue of an
electromagnetic wave, and it travels at light speed c. ) No confirmed observations exist that contradict Einstein's
general relativity. For all its initial strangeness, Einstein's theory is definitely with us!
RELATIVISTIC CAUSALITY AND DETERMINISM
Recall that, in relativity theory, material bodies cannot travel faster than light in the sense that their world-lines must
always lie within the light cones (of. Fig. 5. 29). (In general relativity, particularly, we need to state things in this
local way. The light cones are not arranged uniformly, so it would not be very meaningful to say whether the velocity
of a very distant particle exceeds the speed of light here. ) The world-lines of photons lie along the light cones, but for
no particle is it permitted that the world-line lie outside the cones. In fact, a more general statement must hold, namely
that no signal is permitted to travel outside the light cone.

To appreciate why this should be so, consider our picture of Minkowski space (Fig. 5. 31). Let us suppose that some
device has been constructed which can send a signal at a speed a little greater than that of light. Using this device, the
observer W sends a signal from an event A on his world-line to a distant event B, which lies just beneath A's light cone.
In Fig. 5. 3 la this is drawn from Was point of view, but in Fig. 5. 31b, this is redrawn from the point of view of a
second observer U who moves rapidly away from W (from a point between A and B, say), and for whom the event B "^
Fig. 5.31.
A signal that is faster than light to the observer W will appear to travel backwards in time to the observer U. The right
figure (b) is simply the left figure (a) redrawn from U's point of view. (This redrawing can be thought of as a Poincare
motion. Compare Fig. 5.21 -but here the transformation from (a) to (b) is to be taken in an active rather than a passive
sense.) appears to have occurred earlier than A! (This 'redrawing' is a Poincare motion, as described above, p. 258.)
From Was viewpoint, the simultaneous spaces of U seem to be 'ripped up', which is why the event B can seem to U to
be earlier than A. Thus, to U, the signal transmitted by W would seem to be travelling backwards in time!
This is not yet quite a contradiction. But by symmetry from U's point of view (by the special relativity principle), a
third observer V, moving away from U in the opposite direction from W, armed with the identical device to that ofW,
could also send a signal just faster than light, from his (i. e.
V's) viewpoint, back in the direction of U. This signal would also seem, to U, to be travelling backwards in time, now
in the opposite spatial direction.
Indeed V could transmit this second signal back to W the moment (B) that he receives the original one sent by W. This
signal reaches W at an event C which is earlier, in U's estimation, than the original emission event A (Fig.
5. 32). But worse than this, the event C is actually earlier than the emission event A on Was own world-line, so W
actually experiences the event C to occur before he emits the signal at A! The message that the observer V sends back
to W could, by prior arrangement with W, simply repeat the message he received at B. Thus, W receives, at an earlier
time on his world- line, the very same message that he is to send out later! By separating the two observers to large
enough distance, one can arrange that the amount by which the returning signal precedes the original signal is as great a
time interval as we wish. Perhaps W's original message is that he has broken his leg. He could receive the returning
message before the accident has occurred and then (presumably), by the action of his free will, take action to avoid it!
Thus, super luminary signalling, together with Einstein's relativity principle leads to a blatant contradiction with our
normal feelings of 'free will'. Actually, the matter is even more serious than this.
For we could imagine that perhaps 'observer W is merely a mechanical device, programmed to send out the message
YES' if it receives "NO' and " NO' if it receives "YES'. Indeed, V may as well be a mechanical device too, but
programmed to send back " NO' if it receives "NO' and " YES' if it receives "YES'. This leads to the same essential
contradiction that we had before," seemingly independent now of the question of whether or not the observer W
actually has 'free will', and tells us that a faster-than Fig 5. 32. If V is armed with a faster-than-light signalling device
identical to that of W, but pointing in the opposite direction, it can be employed by W to send a message into his own
past!
D
light signalling device is 'not on' as a physical possibility. This will have some puzzling implications for us later
(Chapter 6, p.
369).
Let us accept, then, that any kind of signal not merely signals carried by ordinary physical particles must be constrained
by the light cones. Actually the above argument uses special relativity, but in general relativity, the rules of the special
theory do still hold locally. It is the local validity of special relativity that tells us that all signals are constrained by the
light cones, so this should apply also in general relativity. We shall see how this affects the question of determinism in
these theories. Recall that in the Newtonian (or Hamiltonian, etc. ) scheme, 'deternynism' means that initial data at one
particular time completely fix the behaviour at all other times. If we take a space-time view in Newtonian theory, then
the 'particular time' at which we specify data would be some three- dimensional 'slice' through the four-dimensional
space-time (i. e. the whole of space at that one time). In relativity theory, there is no one global concept of 'time'
which can be singled out for this. The usual procedure is to adopt a more flexible attitude. Anybody's 'time' will do. In
special relativity, one can take some observer's simultaneous space on which to specify the initial data, in place of the
'slice' above. But in general relativity, the concept of a 'simultaneous space' is not very well denned. Instead one may

use the more general notion of a space like surface. 26 Such a surface is depicted in Fig. 5. 33; it is characterized by
the fact that it lies completely outside the light cone at each of its points so that locally it resembles a simultaneous
space.
Determinism, in special relativity, can be formulated as the fact Fig. 5.
33. A space like surface, for the specification of initial data in general relativity.
Fig. 5. 34. In special relativity, what happens at P depends only on the data in a finite region of a simultaneous space.
This is because effects cannot travel to P faster than light.
that initial data on any given simultaneous space S fixes the behaviour in the whole of the space-time. (This will be
true, in particular, for Maxwell's theory which is indeed a special relativistic theory. ) There is a stronger statement that
one can make, however. If we want to know what is going to happen at some event P lying somewhere to the future of
S, then we only need the initial data in some bounded (finite) region of S, and not on the whole of S. This is because
'information' cannot travel faster than light, so any points of S which lie too far away for light signals to reach P can
have no influence on P (see Fig. 5. 34). * This is actually much more satisfactory than the situation that arises in the
Newtonian case, where one would, in principle, need to know what was going on over the entire infinite 'slice' in order
to make any prediction at all about what is going to happen at any point a moment later. There is no restriction on the
speed with which Newtonian information can propagate and, indeed, Newtonian forces are instantaneous.
* It may be remarked that the wave equation (of. footnote on p. 243) is, like Maxwell's equations, also a relarivisric
equation. Thus the Pour-El Richards 'non-computability phenomenon' that we considered earlier is an effect which also
refers only to initial data in bounded regions of S. 277 "Determinism' in general relativity is a good deal more
complicated a matter than in special relativity, and I shall make only a few remarks about it. In the first place, we must
use a space like surface S for the specification of initial data (rather than just a simultaneous surface). Then it turns out
that the Einstein equations do give a locally deterministic behaviour for the gravitational field, assuming (as is usual)
that the matter fields contributing to the tensor ENERGY behave determinisrically. However, there are considerable
complications. The very geometry of the space-time -including its light-cone 'causality' structure- is now part of what
is being actually determined. We do not know this light-cone structure ahead of time, so we cannot tell which parts of
S will be needed to determine the behaviour at some future event P. In some extreme situations it can be the case that
even all of S may be insufficient, and global determinism is consequently lost! (Difficult questions are involved here
and they relate to an important unsolved problem in general relativity theory called 'cosmic censorship' which has to do
with the formation of black holes (Tipleretflf.
1980);of. Chapter7,p. 431, of . also footnote on p. 434, and p. 443. ) It would seem to be highly unlikely that any
possible such 'failure of determinism' that might occur with 'extreme' gravitational fields could have any direct bearing
on matters at the human scale of things, but we see from this that the question of determinism in general relativity is not
at all so clear-cut as one might wish it to be.
COMPUTABILITY IN CLASSICAL PHYSICS:
WHERE DO WE STAND?
Throughout this chapter, I have tried to keep one eye on the issue of computability, as distinct from that of
determinism, and I have tried to indicate that computability issues may be at least as important as those of determinism
when it comes to the questions of 'free will' and mental phenomena. But determinism itself has turned out to be not
quite so clear-cut, in classical theory, as we have been led to believe. We have seen that the classical Lorentz equation
for the motion of a charged particle yields some disturbing problems. (Recall Dirac's 'runaway solutions'. ) We have
noted, also, that there are some difficulties for determinism in general relativity. When, in such theories, there is no
determinism, there is certainly no computability. Yet in neither of the cases just cited would it seem that the lack of
determinism has much direct philosophical relevance for ourselves. There is yet no 'home for our free wills in such
phenomena: in the first case, because the classical Lorentz equation for a point particle (as resolved by Dirac) is not
thought to be physically appropriate at the level where these problems arise; and in the second, because the scales at
which classical general relativity might lead to such problems (black holes, etc. ) are totally different from the scales of
our own brains.
Now, where do we stand with regard to computability in classical theory? It is reasonable to guess that, with general
relativity, the situation is not significantly different from that of special relativity over and above the differences in
causality and determinism that I have just been presenting.

Where the future behaviour of the physical system is determined from initial data, then this future behaviour would
seem (by similar reasoning to that which I presented in the case of Newtonian theory) also to be computably
determined by that data27 (apart from the 'unhelpful' type of non-computability encountered by Pour-El and Richards
for the wave equation, as considered above- and which does not occur for smoothly varying data).
Indeed, it is hard to see that in any of the physical theories that I have been discussing so far there can be any
significant 'non-computable' elements. It is certainly to be expected that 'chaotic' behaviour can occur in many of these
theories, where very slight changes in initial data can give rise to enormous differences in resulting behaviour. (This
seems to be the case in general relativity, of. Misner 1969, Belinskii et at. 1970. ) But, as I mentioned before, it is
hard to see how this type of non-computabilityi. e. 'unpredictability' -could be of any 'use' in a device which tries to
'harness' possible non-computable elements in physical laws. If the 'mind' can be in any way making use of noncomputable elements, then it would appear that they must be elements lying outside classical physics. We shall need to
re-examine this question later, after we have taken a look at quantum theory.
MASS, MATTER, AND REALITY
Let us briefly take stock of that picture of the world that classical physics has presented us with. First, there is spacetime, playing a primary role as the arena for all the varied activity of physics.
Second, there are physical objects, indulging in this activity, but constrained by precise mathematical laws. The
physical objects are of two kinds: particles and fields. Of the particles, little is said about their actual nature and
distinguishing qualities, save that each has its own world-line and possesses an individual (rest-mass and perhaps
electric charge, etc. The fields, on the other hand, are given very specifically- the electromagnetic field being subject to
the Maxwell equations and the gravitational field to the Einstein equations.
There is some ambivalence about how the particles are to be treated.
If the particles have such tiny mass that their own influence on the fields can be neglected, then the particles are called
test particles and then their motion in response to the fields is unambiguous. The Lorentz force law describes the
response of test particles to the electromagnetic field and the geodesic law, their response to the gravitational field (in
an appropriate combination, when both fields are present). For this, the particles must be considered as point particles,
i. e. having one-dimensional world-lines.
However, when the effects of the particles on the fields (and hence on other particles) need to be considered i. e. the
particles act as sources for the fields then the particles must be considered as objects spread out, to some extent, in
space. Otherwise the fields in the immediate neighbourhood of each particle become infinite. These spread-out
sources provide the charge-current distribution (o,/) that is needed for Maxwell's equations and the tensor ENERGY
that is needed for Einstein's equations. In addition to all this, the space-time- in which all these particles and fields
reside- has a variable structure which itself directly describes gravity. The 'arena' joins in the very action taking place
within itself!
This is what classical physics has taught us about the nature of physical reality. It is clear that a great deal has been lea
mt and also that we should not be too complacent that the pictures that we have formed at any one time are not to be
overturned by some later and deeper view. We shall see in the next chapter that even the revolutionary changes that
relativity theory has wrought will pale almost to insignificance in comparison with those of the quantum theory.
However, we are not quite finished with the classical theory, and with what it has to say to us about material reality. It
has one further surprise for us!
What is 'matter'? It is the real substance of which actual physical objects the 'things' of this world- are composed. It is
what you, I and our houses are made of. How does one quantify this substance? Our elementary physics text-books
provide us with Newton's clear answer. It is the mass of an object, or of a system of objects, which measures the
quantity of matter that it contains. This indeed seems right there is no other physical quantity that can seriously
compete with mass as the true measure of total substance.
Moreover it is conserved: the mass, and therefore the total matter content, of any system whatever must always remain
the same.
Yet Einstein's famous formula from special relativity E = we2 tells us that mass (m) and energy ( ) are interchangeable
into one another. For example, when a uranium atom decays, splitting up into smaller pieces, the total mass of each of
these pieces, if they could be brought to rest, would be less than the original mass of the uranium atom; but if the
energy of motion- kinetic energy, of. p.

214* -of each piece is taken into account, and then converted to mass values by dividing by c2 (by = me1), then we
find that the total is actually unchanged. Mass is indeed conserved but, being partly composed of energy, it now seems
less clearly to be * In Newtonian theory, a parade's kinetic energy is \nw1where m is the mass and r the speed; but in
special relativity, the expression is somewhat more complicated.
the measure of actual substance. Energy, after all, depends upon the speed with which that substance is travelling. The
energy of motion in an express train is considerable, but if we happen to be sitting in that train, then according to our
own viewpoint, the train possesses no motion at all. The energy of that motion (though not the heat energy of the
random motions of individual particles) has been 'reduced to zero' by this suitable choice of viewpoint. For a striking
example, where the effect of Einstein's mass-energy relation is at its most extreme, consider the decay of a certain type
of subatomic particle, called a ? i -meson. It is certainly a material particle, having a well-defined (positive) mass.
After some 10"" 16 of a second it disintegrates (like the uranium atom above, but very much more rapidly) --almost
always into just two photons (Fig. 5. 36). For an observer at rest with the n;meson, each photon carries away half the
energy and, indeed, half of the w -meson's mass. Yet this photon 'mass' is of the nebulous kind: pure energy. For if we
were to travel rapidly in the direction of one of the photons, then we could reduce its mass- energy to as small a value
as we please- the intrinsic mass (or rest-mass, as we shall come to shortly) of a photon being actually zero. All this
makes for a consistent picture of conserved mass, but it is not quite the one we had before. Mass can still, in a sense,
measure 'quantity of matter', but there has been a distinct change of viewpoint: since mass is equivalent to energy, the
mass of a system depends, like energy, upon the motion of the observer!
It is worth while to be somewhat more explicit about the viewpoint that we have been led to. The conserved quantity
that takes over the role of mass is an entire object called the energy- momentum four-vector. This may be pictured as an
arrow (vector) at the origin 0 in Minkowski space, pointing inside the future light cone at 0 (or, in the extreme case of a
photon, on this cone);
see Fig. 5. 35. This arrow, which points in the same direction as the object's world-line, contains all the information
about its energy, mass, and momentum. Thus the '(-value' (or 'height') on the tip of this arrow, as measured in some
observer's frame, describes the mass (or energy divided by c2) of the object, according to that observer, while the
spatial components provide the momentum (divided by c).
Time-axis A Energy-momentum four-vector Rest-mass" Minkowski 'length' Fig.
5.35. The energy-momentum four-vector.
Fig. 5. 36. A massive it -meson decays into two massless photons. The space-time picture shows how the four-vector
of energy-momentum is conserved:
the re -meson's four-vector is the sum of the two photons' four-vectors, added according to the parallelogram law
(shown shaded).
The Minkowskian 'length' of this arrow is an important quantity, known as the rest-mass. It describes the mass for an
observer at rest with the object.
One might try to take the view that this would be a good measure of 'quantity of matter'. However, it is not additive: if
a system splits into two, then the original rest-mass is not the sum of the resulting two rest-masses.
Recall the ji meson decay considered above. The 7i -meson has a positive rest-mass, while the rest-mass of each of the
two resulting photons is zero.
However, this additivity property does indeed hold for the whole arrow (four-vector), where we must now 'add' in the
sense of the vector addition law depicted in Fig. 5. 6. It is now this entire arrow which is our measure of 'quantity of
matter'!
Think now of Maxwell's electromagnetic field. We have noted that it carries energy. By = we2, it must also have
mass. Thus, Maxwell's field is also matter! This must now certainly be accepted since Maxwell's field is intimately
involved in the forces which bind particles together. There must be a substantial contribution28 to any body's mass
from the electromagnetic fields within it.
What about Einstein's gravitational field? In many ways it resembles Maxwell's field. Similarly to the way that, with
Maxwell's theory, charged bodies in motion can emit electromagnetic waves, massive bodies in morion can (according
to Einstein's theory) emit gravitational waves (of. p.

273)which, like electromagnetic waves, travel with the speed of light and carry energy. Yet this energy is not measured
in the standard way, which would be by the tensor ENERGY, referred to before. In a (pure) gravitational wave, this
tensor is actually zero everywhere! One might take the view, nevertheless, that somehow the curvature of space- rime
(now given entirely by the tensor WEYL) can represent the 'stuff of gravitational waves. But gravitational energy turns
out to be non-local, which is to say that one cannot determine what the measure of this energy is by merely examining
the curvature of space-rime in limited regions.
The energy and therefore the mass of a gravitational field is a slippery eel indeed, and refuses to be pinned down in any
clear location. Nevertheless, it must be taken seriously. It is certainly there^ and has to be taken into account in order
that the concept of mass can be conserved overall.
There is a good (and positive) measure of mass (Bondi 1960, Sachs 1962) which applies to gravitational waves, but the
non-locality is such that it turns out that this measure can sometimes be non-zero in flat regions of space-time- between
two bursts of radiation (rather like the calm within the eye of a hurricane) where the space-time is actually completely
free of curvature (of. Penrose and Rindler 1986, p. 427) (i. e. both WEYL and RICCI are zero)! In such cases, we
seem to be driven to deduce that if this mass-energy is to be located at all, it must be in this flat empty space- a region
completely free of matter or fields of any kind. In these curious circumstances, our 'quantity of matter' is now either
there, in the emptiest of empty regions, or it is nowhere at all!
This seems to be pure paradox. Yet, it is a definite implication of what our best classical theories- and they are indeed
superb theories are telling us about the nature of the 'real' material of our world. Material reality according to classical
theory, let alone in the quantum theory that we are about to explore, is a much more nebulous thing than one had
thought. Its quantification- and even whether it is there or not- depends upon distinctly subtle issues and cannot be
ascertained merely locally! If such non-locality seems puzzling, be prepared for much greater shocks to come.
NOTES
1. It is a striking fact that all the established departures from the Newtonian picture have been, in some fundamental
way, associated with the behaviour of light. First, there are the disembodied energy carrying fields of Maxwell's
electromagnetic theory. Second, there is, as we shall see, the crucial role that the speed of light plays in Einstein's
special relativity.
Third, the tiny deviations from Newtonian gravitational theory that Einstein's general relativity exhibits become
significant only when speeds need to be compared with diat of light. (Light deflection by the sun.
Mercury's motion, escape velocities compared with that of light in black holes, etc. ) Fourth, there is the wave--particle
duality of the quantum theory, first observed in the behaviour of light. Finally there is quantum electrodynamics,
which is the quantum field theory of light and charged particles. It is reasonable to speculate that Newton himself
would have been ready to accept that deep problems for his picture of the world lay hidden in the mysterious behaviour
of light, of. Newton (1730); also Penrose (1987a).
2. There is a magnificent body of well-established physical understanding namely the thermodynamics of Camot,
Maxwell, Kelvin, Boltzmann, and others that I have omitted to classify. This may be puzzling to some readers, but the
omission has been deliberate. For reasons that may become dearer in Chapter ?"I should myself be rather reluctant to
place thermodynamics, as it stands, in the actual category of a SUPERB theory. However, many physicists would
probably regard it as sacrilege to place such a beautiful and fundamental body of ideas in a category so low as merely
USEFUL! In my view, thermodynamics, as it is normally understood, being something that applies only to averages,
and not to the individual constituents of a system- and being partly a deduction from other theories is not quite a
physical theory in the sense that I mean it here (the same applies to the underlying mathematical framework of
statistical mechanics}. I am using this fact as an excuse to evade the problem and leave it out of the classification
altogether. As we shall see in Chapter 7, I am claiming an intimate relation between thermodynamics and a topic that I
have mentioned above as belonging to the USEFUL category, namely the standard model for the big bang. An
appropriate union between these two sets of ideas (partly lacking at present) ought, I believe, to be regarded as a
physical theory in the sense required even belonging to the category SUPERB. This is something that we shall need to
come back to later.
3. My colleagues have asked me where I would place twist or theory' an elaborate collection of ideas and procedures
with which I have myself been associated over a great number of years. Insofar as twist or theory is a different theory
of the physical world, it cannot be other than in the category TENTATIVE; but to a large extent it is not one at all,
being a mathematical transcription of earlier well established physical theories.

4. It appears, however, that Galileo often used a water clock to time his observations, see Barbour (1989).
5. Newton's name is being attached to this model- and indeed to "Newtonian' mechanics as a whole- merely as a
convenient label.
Newton's own views as to the actual nature of the physical world seem to have been much less dogmatic and more
subtle than this. (The person who most forcefully promoted this "Newtonian' model appears to have been R. G.
Boscovich 17111787.) 6. It has been pointed out to me by Raphael Sorkin that there is a sense in which the evolution of
this particular toy model can be 'computed' in a way that is not altogether dissimilar from what one does for (say)
Newtonian systems. We envisage a sequence of computations Ci, 2, C3 which enable us to compute the behaviour of
our system farther and farther into the future without limit, with ever increasing accuracy (of.
pp. 223,224). In the present instance, we can achieve this by allowing en to be denned by letting the Turing machine
action T ( ) run on for N steps, and 'deeming' Tu[m) = D if this action has not stopped by then. It would not be hard to
modify our toy model so as to defeat this kind of 'computation' however, by introducing an evolution which involves, in
place of T (w) = D, doubly quantified statements such as " T(q) stops for all q'. (The unsolved problem that there are
infinitely many pairs of prime numbers differing by 2 is an example of such a statement. ) 7. As suggested in Chapter 4
(note 10, p. 191), the new BlumShubSmale (1989) theory may turn out to provide a way of resolving some of these
issues in a mathematically more acceptable way.
8. Hamilton's actual equations, though perhaps not quite his particular viewpoint, were already known to the great
Italian/ French mathematician Joseph L. Lagrange (1736-1813) about 24 years before Hamilton. An equally important
earlier development was die formulation of mechanics in terms of the Euler-Lagrange equations, according to which
Newton's laws can be seen to be derived from one over-riding principle; the principle of stationary action (P. L. M. de
Maupertuis). In addition to their great theoretical significance, the Euler-Lagrange equations provide calcularional
procedures of remarkable power and practical value.
9. The situation is actually 'worse' in the sense that Liouville's phase space volume is just one of a whole family of
'volumes' of differing dimensions (referred to as Poincare invariants) which remain constant under Hamiltonian
evolution. However, I have been a little unfair in the sweeping ness of my assertions. One can imagine a system in
which physical degrees of freedom (contributing to some of the phase-space volume) can be 'dumped' somewhere that
we are not interested in (such as radiation escaping to infinity) so the phase-space volume of the part of interest for us
might become reduced.
10. This second fact, in particular, is a matter of tremendous good fortune for science, for without it the dynamical
behaviour of large bodies might have been incomprehensible and would have given little hint as to the precise laws
which could be applying to the particles themselves. My guess is that one reason for Newton's strong insistence on his
third law was that, without it, this transference of dynamical behaviour from microscopic to macroscopic bodies would
simply not hold. \, Another 'miraculous' fact, that was vital for the development of science, is that the inverse square
law is the only power law (falling off with distance) for which the general orbits about a central body are simple
geometrical shapes. What would Kepler have done if the law of force had been an inverse distance law or an inverse
cube?
11. I have chosen units for the various fields so as to agree closely with the form in which Maxwell originally
presented his equations (except that his charge density would be my c'^'q). For other choices of units the factors of c
would be distributed differently.
12. In effect, we have an infinite number of x,s and pfi; but a further complication is that we cannot just use the field
values as these coordinates, a certain 'potential' for the Maxwell field being needed in order that the Hamiltonian
scheme can apply.
13. That is, not twice differentiable.
14. The Lorentz equations tell us what the force on a charged particle is, due to the electromagnetic field in which it
resides; then, if we know its mass, Newton's second law tells us the particle's acceleration. However, charged particles
often move at speeds close to that of light, and special relativity effects begin to be important, affecting what the mass
of the particle must actually be taken to be (see next section). It was reasons of this kind that delayed the discovery of
the correct force law on a charged particle until the birth of special relativity.

15. In fact, in a sense, any quantum-mechanical particle in Nature acts as such a dock entirely on its own. As we shall
see in Chapter 6, there is an oscillation associated with any quantum particle, whose frequency is proportional to the
particle's mass; see p. 298.
Very accurate modem clocks (atomic clocks, nuclear clocks) ultimately depend upon this fact.
16. The reader might worry that since a 'corner' occurs in the traveller's world-line at 5, the traveller, as depicted,
undergoes an infinite acceleration at the event B. This is inessential. With a finite acceleration, the traveller's worldline simply has the corner at B smoothed off, this making very little difference to the total time that he experiences,
which is still measured by the Minkowskian 'length' of the whole world-line.
17. These are the spaces of events that would be judged by M to be simultaneous according to Einstein's definition of
simultaneity, which uses light signals sent out by M and reflected back to M from the events in question. See, for
example, Rindler (1982).
18. This is the initial second derivative in rime (or 'acceleration') of the shape. The rate of change (or 'velocity') of the
shape is taken to be zero initially, since die sphere starts at rest.
19. The mathematical description of this reformulation of Newtonian theory was first carried out by the remarkable
French mathematician Elie Cartan (1923) which, of course, was after Einstein's general relativity.
20. Curved spaces which are locally Euclidean in this sense (also in higher dimensions) are called Riemannian
manifolds- named after the great Bemhard Riemann (1826-1866), who first investigated such spaces, following some
important earlier work by Gauss on the two-dimensional case. Here we need a significant modification of Riemann's
idea, namely allowing the geometry to be locally Minkowskian, rather than Euclidean. Such spaces are frequently
called Lorentzian manifolds (belonging to a class called pseudo- Riemannian or, less logically, semt-Riemannian
manifolds).
21. The reader may be worrying how this zero value can represent die maximum value of 'length'! In fact it does, but
in a vacuous sense: a zero-length geodesic is characterized by die fact diat die re are no other particle world-lines
connecting any pair of its points (locally).
22. In fact this division into distortion effects and volume-change is not quite so clear-cut as I have presented it. The
Ricci tensor can itself give a certain amount of tidal distortion. (With light rays the division is completely clear-cut; of.
Penrose and Rindler (1986), Chapter 7. ) For a precise definition of the Weyl and Ricci tensors, see, for example
Penrose and Rindler (1984), pp. 240,210. (The German- born Hermann Weyl was an outstanding mathematical figure
of this century; the Italian Gregorio Ricci was a highly influential geometer who founded the theory of tensors in the
last century. ) 23. The correct form of the actual equations was found also by David Hubert in November 1915, but die
physical ideas of the dieory are all solely due to Einstein.
24. For those who know about such matters, these differential equations are the full Bianchi identities with Einstein's
equations substituted into them.
25. There are some (not very satisfying) ways around this argument, of.
Wheeler and Feynman (1945).
26. Technically, the term hyper surface is more appropriate than 'surface' since it is three- rather than two-dimensional.
27. Rigorous theorems concerning these issues would be very helpful and interesting. These are, at present, lacking.
28. Incalculable, on present theory- which gives the (provisional) unhelpful answer: infinity!
quantum magic AND quantum mystery
DO PHILOSOPHERS NEED QUANTUM THEORY?
in CLASSICAL PHYSICS there is, in accordance with common sense, an objective world 'out there'. That world
evolves in a clear and deterministic way, being governed by precisely formulated mathematical equations. This is as
true for the theories of Maxwell and Einstein as it is for the original Newtonian scheme. Physical reality is taken to
exist independently of ourselves; and exactly how the classical world 'is' is not affected by how we might choose to
look at it. Moreover, our bodies and our brains are themselves to be part of that world. They, also, are viewed as
evolving according to the same precise and deterministic classical equations. All our actions are to be fixed by these
equations no matter how we might feel that our conscious wills may be influencing how we behave.

Such a picture appears to lie at the background of most serious1 philosophical arguments concerned with the nature of
reality, of our conscious perceptions, and of our apparent free will. Some people might have an uncomfortable feeling
that there should also be a role for quantum theory that fundamental but disturbing scheme of things which, in the first
quarter of this century, arose out of observations of subtle discrepancies between the actual behaviour of the world and
the descriptions of classical physics.
To many, the term 'quantum theory' evokes merely some vague concept of an 'uncertainty principle', which, at the level
of particles, atoms or molecules, forbids precision in our descriptions and yields merely probabilistic behaviour.
Actually, quantum descriptions are very precise, as we shall see, although radically different from the familiar classical
ones.
Moreover, we shall find, despite a common view to the contrary, that probabilities do not arise at the minute quantum
level of particles, atoms, or molecules- those evolve deterministic ally- but, seemingly, via some mysterious largerscale action connected with the emergence of a classical world that we can consciously perceive. We must try to
understand this, and how quantum theory forces us to change our view of physical reality.
One tends to think of the discrepancies between quantum and classical theory as being very tiny, but in fact they also
underlie many ordinary-scale physical phenomena. The very existence of solid bodies, the strengths and physical
properties of materials, the nature of chemistry, the colours of substances, the phenomena of freezing and boiling, the
reliability of inheritance these, and many other familiar properties, require the quantum theory for their explanations.
Perhaps, also, the phenomenon of consciousness is something that cannot be understood in entirely classical terms.
Perhaps our minds are qualities rooted in some strange and wonderful feature of those physical laws which actually
govern the world we inhabit, rather than being just features of some algorithm acted out by the so-called 'objects' of a
classical physical structure. Perhaps, in some sense, this is 'why' we, as sentient beings, must live in a quantum world,
rather than an entirely classical one, despite all the richness, and indeed mystery, that is already present in the classical
universe. Might a quantum world be required so that thinking, perceiving creatures, such as ourselves, can be
constructed from its substance? Such a question seems appropriate more for a God, intent on building an inhabited
universe, than it is for us! But the question has relevance for us also. If a classical world is not something that
consciousness could be part of, then our minds must be in some way dependent upon specific deviations from classical
physics. This is a consideration I shall return to later in this book.
We must indeed come to terms with quantum theory- that most exact and mysterious of physical theories if we are to
delve deeply into some major questions of philosophy: how does our
QUANTUM MAGIC AND QUANTUM MYSTERY
world behave, and what constitutes the 'minds' that are, indeed, 'us'? Yet, some day science may give us a more
profound understanding of Nature than quantum theory can provide. It is my personal view that even quantum theory
is a stop-gap, inadequate in certain essentials for providing a complete picture of the world in which we actually live.
But that gives us no excuse;
if we are to gain something of the philosophical insights we desire, we must comprehend the picture of the world
according to existing quantum theory.
Unfortunately, different theorists tend to have very different (though observation ally equivalent) viewpoints about the
actuality of this picture.
Many physicists, taking their lead from the central figure of Niels Bohr, would say that there is no objective picture at
all. Nothing is actually 'out there', at the quantum level. Somehow, reality emerges only in relation to the results of
'measurements'.
Quantum theory, according to this view, provides merely a calculation al procedure, and does not attempt to describe
the world as it actually 'is'.
This attitude to the theory seems to me to be too defeatist, and I shall follow the more positive line which attributes
objective physical reality to the quantum description: the quantum state.
There is a very precise equation, the Schrodinger equation, which provides a completely deterministic time-evolution
for this state.
But there is something very odd about the relation between the time-evolved quantum state and the actual behaviour of
the physical world that is observed to take place. From time to time- whenever we consider that a 'measurement' has

occurred- we must discard the quantum state that we have been laboriously evolving, and use it only to compute
various probabilities that the state will 'jump' to one or another of a set of new possible states. In addition to the
strangeness of this 'quantum jumping', there is the problem of deciding what it is about a physical arrangement that
decrees that a 'measurement' has actually been made. The measuring apparatus itself is, after all, presumably built from
quantum constituents, and so should also evolve according to the deterministic Schrodinger equation. Is the presence of
a conscious being necessary for a 'measurement' actually to take place? I think that only a small minority of quantum
physicists would affirm such a view. Presumably human observers are themselves also built from minute quantum
constituents!
Later in this chapter we shall be examining some of the strange consequences of this 'jumping' of the quantum state for
example, how a 'measurement' in one place can seemingly cause a 'jump' to occur in a distant region! Earlier on, we
shall encounter another strange phenomenon: sometimes two alternative routes that an object can take perfectly well, if
either is traversed separately, will cancel one another out completely as soon as both are allowed together, so now
neither can be traversed! We shall also be examining, in some detail, how quantum states are actually described. We
shall see how greatly these descriptions differ from the corresponding classical ones. For example, particles can appear
to be in two places at once! We shall also begin to get some feeling for how complicated are quantum descriptions
when there are several particles to be considered together. It turns out that the particles do not each have individual
descriptions, but must be considered as complicated superpositions of alternative arrangements of all of them together.
We shall see how it is that different particles of the same type cannot have separate identities from one another. We
shall examine, in detail, the strange (and fundamentally quantum-mechanical) property of spin. We shall consider the
important issues raised by the paradoxical thought experiment of "Schrodinger's cat', and of various different attitudes
that theorists have expressed, partly as attempts to resolve this very basic puzzle.
Some of the material in this chapter may not be quite so readily comprehended as that of the preceding (or subsequent)
chapters, and is sometimes a bit technical. In my descriptions I have tried not to cheat, and we shall have to work a
little harder than otherwise. This is so that we can attain some genuine understanding of the quantum world. Where an
argument remains unclear, I advise that you press on, and try to gain a flavour for the structure as a whole. But do not
despair if a full understanding proves elusive. It is in the nature of the subject itself!
PROBLEMS WITH CLASSICAL THEORY
How do we know that classical physics is not actually true of our world? The main reasons are experimental.
Quantum theory was not wished upon us by theorists. It was (for the most part) with great reluctance that they found
themselves driven to this strange and, in many ways, philosophically unsatisfying view of a world. Yet classical
theory, despite its superb grandeur, has itself some profound difficulties. The root cause of these is that two kinds of
physical object must coexist: particles, each described by a small finite number (six) of parameters (three positions and
three momenta); and fields, requiring an infinite number of parameters.
This dichotomy is not really physically consistent. For a system with both particles and fields to be in equilibrium (i.
e. 'fully settled down'), all energy gets taken from the particles and put into the fields. This is a result of the
phenomenon called 'equipartition of energy': at equilibrium, the energy is spread evenly among all the degrees of
freedom of the system.
Since the fields have infinitely many degrees of freedom, the poor particles get left with none at all!
In particular, classical atoms would not be stable, all motion of the particles getting transferred into the wave-modes of
the fields.
Recall the 'solar system' picture of the atom, as introduced by the great New Zealand/ British experimental physicist
Ernest Rutherford in 1911. In place of the planets would be the orbiting electrons, and instead of the sun, the central
nucleus on a tiny scale- held by electromagnetism rather than gravity. A fundamental and seemingly insurmountable
problem is that as an orbiting electron circles the nucleus it should, in accordance with Maxwell's equations, emit
electromagnetic waves of an intensity increasing rapidly to infinity, in a tiny fraction of a second, as it spirals inwards
and plunges into the nucleus! However, nothing like this is observed. Indeed, what is observed is quite inexplicable on
the basis of classical theory. Atoms can emit electromagnetic waves (light) but only in bursts of very specific discrete
frequencies- the sharp spectral lines that are observed (Fig. 6.
1). Moreover these frequencies satisfy 'crazy' rules2 which have no basis from the point of view of classical theory.
Spectral lines ^Fig.

6. 1. Atoms in a heated material emit light which is often found to have only very specific frequencies. The different
frequencies can be separated by use of a prism, and provide the spectral lines characteristic of the atoms.
Fig. 6. 2. The discrepancy between the classically calculated (Rayleigh--Jeans) and observed intensities of radiation for
a hot body ('black body') led Planck to the beginnings of quantum theory.
Another manifestation of the instability of the coexistence of fields and particles, is the phenomenon known as
'blackbody radiation'.
Imagine an object at some definite temperature, electromagnetic radiation being in equilibrium with particles. In 1900,
Rayleigh and Jeans had calculated that all the energy would be sucked up by the field without limit!
There is a physical absurdity involved in this (the 'ultraviolet catastrophe': energy keeps going into the field, to higher
and higher frequencies, without stopping) and Nature herself behaves more prudently. At the low frequencies of field
oscillation, the energy is as Rayleigh and Jeans had predicted, but at the high end, where they had predicted
catastrophe, actual observation showed that the distribution of energy does not increase without limit, but instead falls
off to zero as the frequencies increase.
The greatest value of the energy occurs at a very specific frequency (i. e.
colour) for a given temperature; see Fig. 6. 2. (The red heat of a poker, or the yellow-white heat of the sun are, in
effect, two familiar instances of this. )
THE BEGINNINGS OF QUANTUM THEORY
How are these puzzles to be resolved? The original Newtonian scheme of particles certainly needs to be supplemented
by Maxwell's field.
Can one go to the other extreme and assume that everything is a field, particles being little finite-sized 'knots' of some
kind of field?
This has its difficulties also, for then particles could vary their shapes continuously, wriggling and oscillating in
infinitely many different kinds of ways. But this is not what is seen. In the physical world, all particles of the same
species appear to be identical. Any two electrons, for example, are just the same as each other. Even atoms or
molecules can take on only discretely different arrangements. 3 If particles are fields, then some new ingredient is
needed to enable fields to take on discrete characteristics.
In 1900, the brilliant but conservative and cautious German physicist. Max Planck, proposed a revolutionary idea for
suppressing the high frequency 'black body' modes: that electromagnetic oscillations occur only in 'quanta', whose
energy bears a definite relation to the frequency v, given by h being a new fundamental constant of Nature, now known
as Planck's constant.
Astonishingly, with this outrageous ingredient, Planck was able to get theoretical agreement with the observed
dependence of intensity with frequency- now called the Planck radiation law.
(Planck's constant is very tiny by everyday standards, about 6. 6 x 10~34 Joule seconds. ) With this bold stroke Planck
revealed the first glimmerings of the quantum theory to come, although it received scant attention until Einstein made
another astonishing proposal: that the electromagnetic field can exist only in such discrete units! Recall that Maxwell
and Hertz had shown that light consists of oscillations of electromagnetic field. Thus, according to Einstein and as
Newton had insisted over two centuries earlier light itself must, after all, actually be particles'. (In the early nineteenth
century, the brilliant English theoretidan and experimentalist Thomas Young had apparently established that light
consists of waves. ) How is it that light can consist of particles and of field oscillations at the same time? These two
conceptions seem irrevocably opposed. Yet some experimental facts clearly indicated that light is particles and others
that it "is waves. In 1923 the French aristocrat and insightful physicist Prince Louis de Broglie took this particle-wave
confusion a stage further when, in his doctoral dissertation (for which approval was sought from Einstein!), he
proposed that the very particles of matter should sometimes behave as waves!
De Broglie's wave-frequency v, for any particle of mass m, again satisfies the Planck relation. Combined with the
Einstein = we2, this tells us that v is related to m by:
Thus, according to de Broglie's proposal, the dichotomy between particles and fields that had been a feature of classical
theory is not respected by Nature! Indeed, anything whatever which oscillates with some frequency v can occur only in
discrete units of mass We2.

Somehow, Nature contrives to build a consistent world in which particles and field-oscillations are the same thing9.
Or, rather, her world consists of some more subtle ingredient, the words 'particle' and 'wave' conveying but partially
appropriate pictures.
The Planck relation was put to another brilliant use (in 1913) by Niels Bohr, the Danish physicist and towering figure
of twentieth-century scientific thought. Bohr's rules required that the angular momentum (see p. 214) of electrons in
orbit about the nucleus can occur only in integer multiples of h/2n, for which Dirac later introduced the convenient
symbolA:
it = hlln.
Thus the only allowed values of angular momentum (about any one axis) are 0,fi,2h,3n,4h,. With this new ingredient,
the 'solar system' model for the atom now gave, to a considerable accuracy, many of the discrete stable energy levels
and 'crazy' rules for spectral frequencies that Nature actually obeys!
Though strikingly successful, Bohr's brilliant proposal provided a somewhat provisional 'patchwork' scheme, referred
to as the 'old quantum theory'.
Quantum theory as we know it today arose out of two independent later schemes, which were initiated by a pair of
remarkable physicists: a German, Wemer Heisenberg, and an Austrian, Erwin Schrodinger. At first, their two schemes
('matrix mechanics' in 1925 and 'wave mechanics', in 1926, respectively) seemed quite different, but they were soon
shown to be equivalent, and subsumed into a more comprehensive and general framework, primarily by the great
British theoretical physicist Paul Adrien Maurice Dirac soon afterwards. In the succeeding sections we shall be
catching a glimpse of this theory and of its extraordinary implications.
THE TWO-SLIT EXPERIMENT
Let us consider the 'archetypical' quantum-mechanical experiment, according to which a beam of electrons, or light, or
some Graph of intensity Fig. 6.
3. The two-slit experiment, with monochromatic light.
other species of 'particle-wave' is fired through a pair of narrow slits to a screen behind (Fig. 6. 3). To be specific, let
us take light, and refer to the light quanta as 'photons', in accordance with the usual terminology. The most evident
manifestation of the light as particles (i. e. as photons) occurs at the screen. The light arrives there in discrete localized
units of energy, this energy being invariably related to the light's frequency in accordance with Planck's formula: = h\.
Never is the energy of just 'half a photon (or any other fraction) received. Light reception is an all-or-nothing
phenomenon in photon units. Only whole numbers of photons are ever seen.
However, a wavelike behaviour seems to arise as the photons pass through the slits. Suppose, first, that only one slit is
open (the other being blocked off). After passing through, the light will spread out by the phenomenon called
diffraction, a feature of wave propagation. But one may still hold to a particle picture, and imagine that there is some
influence exerted by the proximity of the edges of the slit which causes the photons to be deflected by some random
amount, to one side or the other. When there is a reasonable intensity to the light passing through the slit, i. e. a large
number of photons, then the illumination at the screen is seen to be very uniform. But if the light intensity is cut right
down, then one can ascertain that the distribution of illumination is indeed made up of individual spots in agreement
with the particle picture where the individual photons strike the screen. The smooth appearance of the illumination is a
statistical effect, due to the very large number of photons involved (see Fig.
6. 4). (For comparison, a sixty-Watt light bulb emits about 100000000000000000000 photons per second! ) Photons
indeed appear to be deflected in some random way as they pass through the slit with different probabilities for different
angles of deflection, yielding the observed distribution of illumination.
However, the key problem for the particle picture comes when we open the other slit! Suppose that the light is from a
yellow sodium lamp, so that it is essentially of a pure unmixed colour- the technical term is monochromatic, i. e. of one
definite wavelength or frequency, which in the particle picture, means that the photons all have the same energy. Here,
the wavelength is about 5 x lOAm. Take the slits to be about 0. 001 mm in width and about 0. 15 mm apart, the screen
being about one metre distant. For a reasonably strong light intensity we still get a regular-looking pattern of
illumination, but now there is a waviness to it, called an interference pattern, with bands on the screen about three
millimetres in width near the centre of the screen (Fig. 6. 5). We might have expected that by opening the second slit
we would simply double the intensity of illumination on the screen. Indeed, this is true if we consider the total overall
illumination.

But now the detailed pattern of intensity is seen to be completely different from what it was with the single slit. At
some points on the screen where the pattern is at its brightest the intensity of the illumination is four times what it was
before, not just twice. At ;y :
':"" :
Fig. 6. 4. Pattern of intensity at the screen when just one slit is opena distribution of discrete tiny spots.
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F ^. 6. 5. Pattern of intensity when both slits are open a wavy distribution of discrete spots.
others where the pattern is faintest the intensity goes down to zero. The points of zero intensity perhaps present the
greatest puzzle for the particle picture. These were points where a photon could quite happily arrive when just one of
the slits was open. Now that we have opened the other, it suddenly turns out that the photon is somehow prevented
from doing what it could do before. How can it be that by allowing the photon an alternative route, we have actually
stopped it from traversing either route?
On the scale of the photon, if we take its wavelength as a measure of its 'size', the second slit is some 300 'photon-sizes'
away from the first (each slit being about a couple of wavelengths wide) (see Fig.
6. 6), so how can the photon 'know', when it passes through one of the slits whether or not the other slit is actually
open? In fact, in principle, there is no limit to the distance that the two slits can be from one another for this
'cancelling' or 'enhancing' phenomenon to occur.
As the light passes through the slits), it now seems to be behaving like a wave and not like a particle! Such cancellation
destructive interference is familiar as a property of ordinary waves. If each of two routes can be travelled separately by
a wave, and if both are made available to it, then it is quite possible for them to cancel one another out. In Fig. 6. 71
have illustrated how this comes about.
When a portion of the wave coming through one of the slits meets a portion coming through the other, they will
reinforce each other if they are 'in phase' (that is to say, when the Fig. 6. 6. The slits from the photon's point of view!
How can it make any difference to it whether the second slit, some 300 'photon sizes' away, is open or closed?
, Oscillations cancel (dark) Oscillations reinforce (bright)
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Fig. 6. 7. With a purely wave picture we can understand the pattern of bright and dark bands at the screen (although
not the discrete ness in terms of interference of waves.
crests of the two portions occur together and the troughs occur together), but they will cancel each other out if they are
exactly 'out of phase' (which is to say that one is at a crest whenever the other is at a trough). With the two-slit
experiment, the bright places on the screen occur whenever the distances to the two slits differ by an integer number of
wavelengths, so that the crests and troughs do indeed occur together, and the dark places occur when the differences
between the two distances come exactly midway between these values, so that crest meets with trough and trough with
crest.
There is nothing puzzling about an ordinary macroscopic classical wave travelling through two slits at once in this way.
A wave, after all, is just a 'disturbance', either of some continuous medium (field), or of some substance composed of
myriads of tiny point-like particles. A disturbance could pass partly through one slit and partly through the other. But
here things are very different: each individual photon behaves like a wave entirely on its own! In some sense, each
particle travels through both slits at once and it interferes with itself I For by cutting the overall intensity of the light

down sufficiently, one can ensure that not more than one photon at a rime is passing the vicinity of the slits. The
phenomenon of destructive interference, whereby two alternative routes for the photon somehow contrive to cancel one
another out as realized possibilities, is something that applies to single photons. If one of the two routes is alone open
to the photon, then the photon can travel that route. If the other route is alone open, then the photon can travel that
route instead. But if both are open to it, then the two possibilities miraculously cancel one another out, and the photon
appears to be able to travel neither!
The reader should pause to consider the import of this extraordinary fact.
It is really not that light sometimes behaves as particles and sometimes as waves. It is that each individual particle
behaves in a wavelike way entirely on its own; and different alternative possibilities open to a particle can sometimes
cancel one another out\ Does the photon actually split in two and travel partly through one slit and partly through the
other? Most physicists would object to this way of phrasing things. They would insist that while the two routes open
to the particle must both contribute to the final effect, these are just alternative routes, and the particle should not be
thought of as splitting into two in order to get through the slits. As support for the view that the particle does not partly
go through one slit and partly through the other, the modified situation may be considered in which a particle detector
is placed at one of the slits or the other. Since when it is observed, a photon- or any other particle- always appears as a
single whole and not as some fraction of a whole, it must be the case that our detector detects either a whole photon or
no photon at all. However, when the detector is present at one of the slits, so that an observer can tell which slit the
photon went through, the wavy interference pattern at the screen disappears. In order for the interference to take place,
there must apparently be a 'lack of knowledge' as to which slit the particle 'actually' went through.
To get interference, the alternatives must both contribute, sometimes 'adding' -reinforcing one another by an amount
which is double what one might expect- and sometimes 'subtracting' -so that alternatives can mysteriously 'cancel' one
another out. In fact, according to the rules of quantum mechanics, what is happening is even more mysterious than
that!
Alternatives can indeed add (brightest points on the screen); and alternatives can indeed subtract (dark points); but they
must actually also be able to combine together in other strange combinations, such as:
"'alternative A' plus i X 'alternative B', where 'i' is the 'square root of minus one' (= V--l) that we encountered in
Chapter 3 (at points on the screen of intermediate intensity). In fact any complex number can play such a role in
'combining alternatives'!
The reader may recall my warning in Chapter 3 that complex numbers are 'absolutely fundamental to the structure of
quantum mechanics'.
These numbers are not just mathematical niceties. They forced themselves on the attentions of physicists through
persuasive and unexpected experimental facts. To understand quantum mechanics, we must come to terms with
complex number weightings. Let us next consider what these entail.
PROBABILITY AMPLITUDES
There is nothing special about using photons in the above descriptions.
Electrons or any other kind of particle, or even whole atoms would do equally well. The rules of quantum mechanics
appear even to insist that cricket balls and elephants ought to behave in this odd way, where different alternative
possibilities can somehow 'add up' in complex-number combinations! However, we never actually see cricket balls or
elephants superposed in this strange way. Why do we not? This is a difficult and even a controversial issue, and I do
not want to confront it just yet. For the moment, as a working rule, let us simply suppose that there are two different
possible levels of physical description, which we call the quantum level and the classical level. We shall only use these
strange complex-number combinations at the quantum level. Cricket balls and elephants are classical-level objects.
The quantum level is the level of molecules, atoms, subatomic panicles, etc.
It is normally thought of as being a level of very 'small-scale' phenomena, but this 'smallness' does not actually refer to
physical size. We shall be seeing that quantum effects can occur over distances of many metres, or even light-years. It
would be a little closer to the mark to think of something as being 'at the quantum level' if it involves only very tiny
differences of energy. (I shall try to be more precise later, especially in Chapter 8, p.
475. ) The classical level is the 'macroscopic' level of which We are more directly aware. It is a level at which our
ordinary picture of 'things happening' holds true, and where we can use our ordinary ideas of probability. We shall be

seeing that the complex numbers that we must use at the quantum level are closely related to classical probabilities.
They are not really the same, but to come to terms with these complex numbers, it will be helpful first to remind
ourselves how classical probabilities behave.
Consider a classical situation which is uncertain, so that we do not know which of two alternatives A or B takes place.
Such a * American readers unfamiliar with the term 'cricket ball' should read it 'quaint English version of a baseball'.
situation could be described as a 'weighted' combination of these alternatives:
p X 'alternative A' plus q X 'alternative B', where p is the probability of A happening and q the probability of B
happening. (Recall that a probability is a real number lying between 0 and 1. Probability 1 means 'certain to happen'
and probability 0 means 'certain not to happen'. Probability 1/2 means 'equally likely to happen as not'. ) If A and B
are the only alternatives, then the sum of the two probabilities must be 1:
P+<7=1.
However, if there are further alternatives this sum could be less than 1.
Then, the ratio p:q gives the ratio of the probability of A happening to that of B happening. The actual probability of A
and of B happening, out of just these two alternatives, would be p/[p + q) and ql{p + q) respectively. We could also
use such an interpretation itp + qis greater than 1. (This might be useful, for example, whenever we have an experiment
that is performed many many times, p being the number of "A' occurrences and q, the number of " B' occurrences. )
We shall say that p and q are normalized if p + q = 1, so that then they give the actual probabilities rather than just the
ratios of probabilities.
In quantum physics we shall do something that appears to be very similar to this, except that p and q are now to be
complex numbers which I shall prefer to denote, instead, by w and z, respectively.
w x 'alternative A' plus z x 'alternative B'.
How are we to interpret w and z? They are certainly not ordinary probabilities (or ratios of probabilities) since each
can independently be negative or complex, but they do behave in many ways like probabilities.
They are referred to (when appropriately normalized see later) as probability amplitudes, or simply amplitudes.
Moreover, one often uses the kind of terminology that is suggested by probabilities such as: 'there is an amplitude w for
A to happen and an amplitude z for B to happen'. They are not actually probabilities, but for the moment we shall try to
pretend that they are or rather, the quantum-level analogues of probabilities.
How do ordinary probabilities work ? It will be helpful if we can think of a macroscopic object, say a ball, being struck
through one of two holes to a screen behind like the two-slit experiment described above (of. Fig. 6.
3), but where now a classical macroscopic ball replaces the photon of the previous discussion. There will be some
probability P(s,t} that the ball reaches the top hole t after it is struck at s, and some probability P{s,b) that it reaches the
bottom hole b. Moreover, if we select a particular point p on the screen, there will be some probability P(t,p) that
whenever the ball does pass through ( it will reach the particular point p on the screen, and some probability P(b,p) that
whenever it passes through b it will reach p.
If only the top hole (is open, then to get the probability that the ball actually reaches p via t after it is struck we multiply
the probability that it gets from s to t by the probability that it gets from t to p:
P(s,t)xP(t,p).
Similarly, if only the bottom hole is open, then the probability that the ball gets from s to p is:
P(s,b)XP(b,p).
If both holes are open, then the probability that it gets from s to p via t is still the first expression P(s, t) x P(t, p), just as
if only ( were open, and the probability that it gets from s to p via b is still P{s, b} x P{b, p), so the total probability P(s,
p) that it reaches p from s is the sum of these two:
P(s, p) = P{s, t) X P((, p) + P(s, b) x P{b, p).
At the quantum level the rules are just the same, except that now it is these strange complex amplitudes that must play
the roles of the probabilities that we had before. Thus, in the two-slit experiment considered above, we have an
amplitude A(s, t) for a photon to reach the top slit t from the source s, and an amplitude A(t, p) for it to reach the point

p on the screen from the slit (, and we multiply these two to get the amplitude A(s,t)xA(t,p), for it to reach the screen at
p via t. As with probabilities, this is the correct amplitude, assuming the top slit is open, whether or not the bottom slit b
is open. Similarly, assuming that b is open, there is an amplitude A(s,b)xA(b,p) for the photon to reach p from s via b
(whether or not t is open). If both slits are open, then we have a total amplitude A{s, p) = A{s, t) x A(t, p) + A{s, b} x
A{b, p) for the photon to reach p from s.
This is all very well, but it is not of much use to us until we know how to interpret these amplitudes when a quantum
effect is magnified until it reaches the classical level. We might, for example, have a photon detector, or photo-cell
placed at p, which provides a way of magnifying an event at the quantum level the arrival of a photon at p into a
classically discernible occurrence, say an audible 'click'. (If the screen acts as a photographic plate, so that the photon
leaves a visible spot, then this would be just as good, but for clarity let's stick to using a photo-cell. ) There must be an
actual probability for the 'click' to happen, not just one of these mysterious 'amplitudes'! How are we to pass from
amplitudes to probabilities when we go over from the quantum to the classical level? It turns out that there is a very
beautiful but mysterious rule for this.
The rule is that we must take the squared modulus of the quantum complex amplitude to get the classical probability.
What is a 'squared modulus'?
Recall our description of complex numbers in the Argand plane (Chapter 3, p.
117). The modulus \z\ of a complex number z is simply the distance from the origin (i. e. from the point 0) of the point
described by z. The squared modulus |z|2 is simply the square of this number. Thus, if z = x + iy, where x and y are
real numbers, then (by the Pythagorean theorem, since the line from 0 to z is the hypotenuse of the right-angled triangle
0, x, z) our required squared modulus is [zl^^+y2. 309 Fig. 6. 8. A probability amplitude represented as a point z
within the unit circle in the Argand plane. The squared distance |z[2 from the centre can become an actual probability
when effects become magnified to the classical level.
Note that for this to be an actual 'normalized' probability, the value of |z|2 must lie somewhere between 0 and 1. This
means that for a properly normalized amplitude, the point z in the Argand plane must then lie somewhere in the unit
circle (see Fig. 6. 8). Sometimes, however, we shall want to consider combinations w X alternative A + z x alternative
B, where w and z are merely proportional to the probability amplitudes, and then they need not lie in this circle. The
condition that they be normalized (and therefore provide actual probability amplitudes) is that their squared moduli
should sum to unity:
H2 + |z|2 = i.
If they are not so normalized, then the actual amplitudes for A and B, respectively, are M//V(|w|2 + |z|2) and z/V(|w|2 +
|z|2), which do lie in the unit circle. We now see that a probability amplitude is not really like a probability after all,
but rather more like a 'complex square root' of a probability. How does this affect things when effects at the quantum
level get magnified so as to reach the classical level?
Recall that in manipulating probabilities and amplitudes we sometimes needed to multiply them and we sometimes
needed to add them. The first point to note is that the operation of multiplication poses no problem in our passing from
the quantum to the classical rules. This is because of the remarkable mathematical fact that the squared modulus of the
product of two complex numbers is equal to the product of their individual squared moduli:
\zw\1 = H2^! 2.
(This property follows at once from the geometrical description of the product of a pair of complex numbers, as given
in Chapter 3;
but in terms of real and imaginary parts z = x +iy, w = u iv, it is a pretty little miracle. Try it! ) This fact has the
implication that if there is only a single route open to a particle, e. g. when there is only a single slit (say () open, in the
two-slit experiment, then one can argue 'classically' and the probabilities come out the same whether or not an
additional detection of the particle is made at the intermediate point (at (). * We can take the squared moduli at both
stages or only at the end, e.
g.
|A(s, ()|2 x \A(t,p)\2 = \A{s, t) x A(t,p)\2, and the answer comes out the same each way for the resulting probability.
However, if there is more than one route available (e. g. if both slits are open), then we need to form a sum, and it is
here that the characteristic features of quantum mechanics begin to emerge. When we form the squared modulus of the

sum, w + z, of two complex numbers w and z, we do not usually get the sum of their * This detection must be made in
such a way that it does not disturb the particle's passage through t. This could be achieved by placing detectors at other
places around s and inferring the particle's passage through t when these other detectors do not click!
Fig. 6. 9. Geometry relating to the correction term 2| c| |z| cos 8 for the squared modulus of the sum of two amplitudes.
squared moduli separately; there is an additional 'correction term':
\w + z\1 = H2 + |z|2 + l\w\ |z| cos 9.
Here, 6 is the angle which the pair of points z and w subtend at the origin in the Argand plane (see Fig. 6. 9). (Recall
that the cosine of an angle is the ratio adjacent hypotenuse for a right-angled triangle. The keen reader who is
unfamiliar with the above formula may care to derive it directly, using the geometry introduced in Chapter 3. In fact,
this formula is none other than the familiar 'cosine rule', slightly disguised! ) It is this correction term 2\w\ \z |cos 6 that
provides the quantum interference between quantum-mechanical alternatives. The value of cos 9 can range between1
and 1. When 8 = 0 we have cos 8=1 and the two alternatives reinforce one another so that the total probability is greater
than the sum of the individual probabilities. When 8 = 180 we have cos 9 = -- 1 and the two alternatives tend to cancel
one another out, giving a total probability less than the sum of the individual ones (destructive interference). When 9 =
90 we have cos 9 = 0 and we get an intermediate situation where the two probabilities do add. For large or complicated
systems, the correction terms generally 'average out' because the 'average' value of cos 9 is zero- and we are left with
the ordinary rules of classical probability! But at the quantum level these terms give important interference effects.
Consider the two-slit experiment when both slits are open. The amplitude for the photon to reach p is a sum, w + z,
where here w=A(s,t)xA(t,p) and z = A(s, b} x A(fe, p).
At the brightest points on the screen we have w = z (so that cos 9 = 1) whence \w + z|2 = |2w|2 = 4|w|2 which is four
times the probability |w|2 for when just the top slit is open and therefore four times the intensity, when there is a large
number of photons, in agreement with observation. At the dark points on the screen we have w = z (so that cos 9 = 1)
whence \w + z|2 = \w w\1 = 0, i. e. it is zero (destructive interference! ), again in agreement with observation. At the
exactly intermediate points we have w = iz or w = iz (so that cos 9=0) whence \w + z|2 = \w iw\2 = \w\2 + \w |2 = 2\w\2
giving twice the intensity as for just one slit (which would be the case for classical particles). We shall see at the end of
the next section how to calculate where the bright, dark, and intermediate places actually are.
One final point should be remarked upon. When both slits are open, the amplitude for the particle to reach p via t is
indeed w = A(s, t} x A(t, p), but we cannot interpret its squared modulus \w\1 as the probability that the particle
'actually' passed through the top slit to reach p. That would give us nonsensical answers, particularly lip is at a dark
place on the screen.
But if we choose to 'detect' the photon's presence at (, by magnifying the effect of its presence (or absence) there to the
classical level, then we can use As, t)|2 for the probability for the photon being actually present at (.
But such detection would then obliterate the wavy pattern. For interference to occur, we must ensure that the passage
of the photon through the slits remains at the quantum level, so that the two alternative routes must both contribute and
can sometimes cancel one another out.
At the quantum level the individual alternative routes have only amplitudes, not probabilities.
THE QUANTUM STATE OF A PARTICLE
What kind of picture of 'physical reality' does this provide us with at the quantum level, where different 'alternative
'possibilities' open to a system must always be able to coexist, added together with these strange complex-number
weightings? Many physicists find themselves despairing of ever finding such a picture. They claim, instead, to be
happy with the view that quantum theory provides merely a calculation al procedure for computing probabilities and
not an objective picture of the physical world. Some, indeed, assert that quantum theory proclaims no objective picture
to be possible- at least none which is consistent with physical facts. For my own part, I regard such pessimism as being
quite unjustified. In any case it would be premature, on the basis of what we have discussed so far, to take such a line.
Later on, we shall be addressing some of the more strikingly puzzling implications of quantum effects, and we shall
perhaps begin to appreciate more fully the reasons for this despair.
But for now let us proceed more optimistically, and come to terms with the picture that quantum theory appears to be
telling us we must face up to.

This picture is that presented by a quantum state. Let us try to think of a single quantum particle. Classically, a particle
is determined by its position in space, and, in order to know what it is going to do next, we also need to know its
velocity (or, equivalently, its momentum).
Quantum-mechanically, every single position that the particle might have is an 'alternative' available to it. We have
seen that all alternatives must somehow be combined together, with complex-number weightings. This collection of
complex weightings describes the quantum state of the particle.
It is standard practice, in quantum theory, to use the Greek letter if (pronounced 'psi') for this collection of weightings,
regarded as a complex function of position called the wave function of the particle. For each position x, this wave
function has a specific value, denoted i| (a;), which is the amplitude for the particle to be at x. We can use the single
letter ^ to label the quantum state as a whole. I am taking the view that the physical reality of the particle's location is,
indeed, its quantum state ip.
How do we picture the complex function ( ? This is a bit hard for all of three-dimensional space at once, so let us
simplify a little and suppose that the particle is constrained to lie on a one dimensional line say along the x-axis of a
standard (Cartesian) coordinate system. If ij) had been a real function, then we could have imagined a 'y-axis'
perpendicular to the x-axis and plotted the graph of tj (Fig. 6. 10a). However, here we need a 'complex y-axis' which
would be an Argand plane in order to describe the value of the complex function z( . For this, in our imagination, we
can use two other spatial dimensions: say the y-direction in space as the real axis of this Argand plane and the zdirection as the imaginary axis. For an accurate picture of the wave function we can plot ip(x) as a point in this Argand
plane (i. e. in the (y,z)-plane through each position on the x-axis). As x varies, this point varies too, and its path
describes a curve in space winding about in the neighbourhood of the x-axis (see Fig. 6.
10b). Let us call this curve the ^-curve of the particle. The probability of finding the particle at a particular point x, if a
particle detector were to be placed at that point, is obtained by forming the squared modulus of the amplitude 4'(x),
\^(x)\2, which is the square of the distance of the ip-curve from the x-axis To form a complete picture of this kind, for
the wave function throughout all of three-dimensional physical space, five dimensions would be necessary: three
dimensions for physical space plus another two for the Argand plane at each point in which to plot l'(x).
However, our simplified picture is still helpful. If we choose to examine the behaviour of the wave function along any
particular line in physical space we can do so simply by taking our x-axis along that line and provisionally using the
other two spatial directions as providing the required Argand planes. This will prove useful in our understanding the
two-slit experiment.
*A technical difficulty arises here because the actual probability of finding a particle at an exact point would be zero.
Instead, we refer to |i(i(x)|2 as denning a probability density, which means that the probability of finding the particle in
some small fixed-sized interval about the point in question is what is defined. Thus ^{x) defines an amplitude density,
rather than just an amplitude.
*y Fig. 6. 10. (a) The graph of a real function of a real variable x. (b) The graph of a complex function '41 of a real
variable x.
As I mentioned above, in classical physics one needs to know the velocity (or momentum) of a particle in order to
determine what it is going to do next.
Here, quantum mechanics provides us with a remarkable economy. The wave function <j) already contains the various
amplitudes for the different possible momenta! (Some disgruntled readers may be thinking that it is 'about time' for a
bit of economy, considering how much we have had to complicate the simple classical picture of a point particle.
Though I have a good deal of sympathy for such readers, I should warn them to take eagerly what morsels are thrown
to them, for there is worse to come! ) How is it that the velocity amplitudes are determined by ip? Actually, it is better
to think of momentum amplitudes. (Recall that momentum is velocity multiplied by the mass of the particle; of. p.
214). What one does is to apply what is called harmonic analysis to the function 1 . It would be out of place for me to
explain this in detail, here, but it is closely related to what one does with musical sounds. Any wave form can be split
up as a sum of different 'harmonics' (hence the term 'harmonic analysis') which are the pure tones of different pitches (i.
e.
different pure frequencies). In the case of a wave function ij), the 'pure tones' correspond to the different possible
momentum values that the panicle might have, and the size of each 'pure-tone' contribution to ^ provides the amplitude
for that momentum value. The 'pure tones' themselves are referred to as momentum states.

What does a momentum state look like as a j -curve? It looks like a corkscrew, for which the official mathematical
name is a helix (Fig.
6. ").* Those corkscrews that are tightly wound correspond to large momenta, and those that wind hardly at all give
very small momenta.
There is a limiting case for which it does not wind at all and the ip-curve is a straight line: the case of zero momentum.
The famous Planck relation is implicit in this. Tightly wound means short wavelength and high frequency, and hence
high momentum and high energy; and loosely wound means low frequency and low energy, the energy always being in
proportion to the frequency v ( = hv). If the Argand planes are oriented in the normal way (i.
e. with the x,y,z-description given above, with the usual right-handed axes), then the momenta which point positively in
the direction of the x-axis correspond to the righthanded corkscrews (which are the usual sons of corkscrews).
Fig. 6. ". A momentum state has a if I-curve which is a corkscrew.
* In terms of a more standard analytic description, each of our corkscrews (i. e. momentum states) would be given by
an expression >) = e1'"'" = cos(ipx/fi) + i sin (ipx/fi) (see Chapter 3, p. 116), where p is the momentum value in
question.
Sometimes it is helpful to describe quantum states not in terms of ordinary wave functions as was done above, but in
terms of wave functions of momentum.
This amounts to considering the decomposition ofijiin terms of the various momentum states, and constructing a new
function <}>, this time a function of momentum p rather than position x, whose value ip), for each p, gives the size of
the contribution of the p-momentum state to it . (The space of ps is called momentum space. ) The interpretation of ^
is that, for each particular choice of p, the complex number i})(p) gives the amplitude for the particle to have
momentum p.
There is a mathematical name for the relationship between the functions ^ and ij . These functions are called Fourier
transforms of one another after the French engineer/mathematician Joseph Fourier (1768-1830). I shall make only a
few comments about this relationship here. The first point is that there is a remarkable symmetry between ij) and ({).
To get back to ^ from <j), we apply effectively the same procedure as we did to get from ^ to ^. Now it is ^ which is to
be subjected to harmonic analysis. The 'pure tones' (i. e.
the corkscrews in the momentum-space picture) are now called position states.
Each position x determines such a 'pure tone' in momentum space, and the size of the contribution of this 'pure tone' to
z( gives the value of '^>(x}.
A position state itself corresponds, in the ordinary position- space picture, to a function ij which is very sharply peaked
at the value of x in question, all the amplitudes being zero except at that ac-value itself. Such a function is called a
(Dirac) delta function though, technically, it is not quite a 'function' in the ordinary sense, the value at x being infinite.
Likewise, the momentum states (corkscrews in the position-space picture) give delta functions in the momentum-space
picture (see Fig. 6. 12). Thus we see that the Fourier transform of a corkscrew is a delta function, and vice versa!
The position-space description is useful whenever one intends to perform a measurement of the particle's position,
which amounts to doing something which magnifies the effects of the different possible particle positions to the
classical level. (Roughly speaking, photo-cells and photographic plates effect position measurements for photons. )
The momentum-space description is Founer ^--^. transfonn --AvA-^' 's--/ p Fourier transform P F ^. 6. 12.
Delta functions in position space go over to corkscrews in momentum space and vice versa.
useful when one proposes to measure the particle's momentum, i. e. to magnify the effects of the different possible
momenta to the classical level.
(Recoil effects or diffraction from crystals can be used for momentum measurements. ) In each case, the squared
modulus of the corresponding wave function (ij) or t[>) gives the required probability for the result of the required
measurement.
Let us end this section by returning once more to the two-slit experiment.

We have learnt that, according to quantum mechanics, even a single particle must behave like a wave all by itself. This
wave is described by the wave function ip. The most 'wavelike' waves are the momentum states. In the two-slit
experiment, we envisaged photons of a definite frequency; so the photon wave function is composed of momentum
states in different directions, in which the distance between one corkscrew turn and the next is the same for all the
corkscrews, this distance being the wavelength. (The wavelength is fixed by the frequency. ) Each photon wave
function spreads out initially from the source s and (no detection being made at the slits) it passes through both slits on
its way to the screen. Only a small part of this wave function emerges from the slits, however, and we think of each slit
as acting as a new source from which the wave function separately spreads. These two portions of wave function
interfere with one another so that, when they reach the screen, there are places where the two portions add up and
places where they cancel out. To find out where the waves add and where they cancel, we take some point p on the
screen and examine the straight lines to p from each of the two slits ( and b. Along the line tp we have a corkscrew, and
along the line bp we have another corkscrew. (We also have corkscrews along the lines st and sb, but if we assume that
the source is the same distance from each of the slits, then at the slits the corkscrews will have turned by the same
amounts. ) Now the amounts by which the corkscrews will have turned by the time they reach the screen at p will
depend on the lengths of the lines tp and bp. When these lengths differ by an integer number of wavelengths then, at p,
the corkscrews will both be displaced in the same directions from their axes (i. e. 6 = 0 , where 9 is as in the previous
section), so the respective amplitudes will add up and we get a bright spot. When these lengths differ by an integer
number of wavelengths plus half a wavelength then, at p, the corkscrews will both be displaced in the opposite
directions from their axes (9 = 180 ), so the respective amplitudes will cancel and we get a dark spot. In all other cases,
there will be some angle between the displacements of the corkscrews when they reach p, so the amplitudes add in
some intermediate way, and we get a region of intermediate intensity (see Fig. 6. 13).
/T^ Displacements \1/ opposite: dark ,-r-. Displacements at (-1) some angle:
intermediate AT\ Displacements ^J aligned: bright Fig. 6. 13. The two-slit experiment analysed in terms of the
corkscrew descriptions of the photon momentum states.
THE UNCERTAINTY PRINCIPLE
Most readers will have heard of Heisenberg's uncertainty principle.
According to this principle, it is not possible to measure (i. e. to magnify to the classical level) both the position and
the momentum of a particle accurately at the same time. Worse than this, there is an absolute limit on the product of
these accuracies, say Ax and Ap, respectively, which is given by the relation AxApa:-^.
This formula tells us that the more accurately the position x is measured, the less accurately can the momentum p be
determined, and vice versa. If the position were measured to infinite precision, then the momentum would become
completely uncertain; on the other hand, if the momentum is measured exactly, then the particle's location becomes
completely uncertain. To get some feeling for the size of the limit given by Heisenberg's relation, suppose that the
position of an electron is measured to the accuracy of the order of a nanometre (lOAm); then the momentum would
become so uncertain that one could not expect that, one second later, the electron would be closer than 100 kilometres
away!
In some descriptions, one is led to believe that this is merely some kind of in built clumsiness inherent in the
measurement process.
Accordingly, in the case of the electron just considered, the attempt to localize it, according to this view, inevitably
gives it a random 'kick' of such probable intensity that the electron is very likely to hurtle off at a great speed of the
kind of magnitude indicated by Heisenberg's principle. In other descriptions one learns that the uncertainty is a
property of the particle itself, and its motion has an inherent randomness about it which means that its behaviour is
intrinsically unpredictable on the quantum level.
In yet other accounts, one is informed that a quantum particle is something incomprehensible, to which the very
concepts of classical position and classical momentum are inapplicable. I am not happy with any of these. The first is
somewhat misleading; the second is certainly wrong; and the third, unduly pessimistic.
What does the wave function description actually tell us? First let us recall our description of a momentum state. This
is the case where the momentum is specified exactly. The zl -curve is a corkscrew, which remains the same distance
from the axis all the way along. The amplitudes for the different position values therefore all have equal squared
moduli. Thus, if a position measurement is performed, the probability of finding the particle at any one point is the
same as finding it at any other. The position of the particle is indeed completely uncertain! What about a position

state? Now, the ^curve is a delta function. The particle is precisely located at the position of the delta function's spike
the amplitudes being zero for all other positions. The momentum amplitudes are best obtained by looking at the
momentum-space description, where it is now the i( -cui-ve which is a corkscrew, so that it is the different momentum
amplitudes which now all have equal squared moduli. On performing a measurement of the particle's momentum, the
result would now be completely uncertain!
It is of some interest to examine an intermediate case where the positions and momenta are both only partially
constrained, albeit necessarily only to a degree consistent with Heisenberg's relation.
The ip-curve and corresponding ip-curve (Fourier transforms of each other) for such a case are illustrated in Fig. 6. 14.
Notice that the distance of each curve from the axis is appreciable only in a quite small region. Far away, the curve
hugs the axis very closely. This means that the squared moduli are of any appreciable size only in a very limited
region, both in position space and in Fig. 6. 14. Wave packets. These are localized both in position space and in
momentum space.
momentum space. In this way the particle can be rather localized in space, but there is a certain spread; likewise the
momentum is fairly definite, so the particle moves off with a fairly definite speed and the spread of possible positions
does not increase too greatly with time. Such a quantum state is referred to as a wave packet, it is often taken as
quantum theory's best approximation to a classical particle. However, the spread in momentum (i. e. in velocity)
values, implies that a wave packet will spread with time. The more localized in position that it is to start with, the more
quickly it will spread.
THE EVOLUTION PROCEDURES U AND R
Implicit in this description of the time-development of a wave packet is Schrodinger's equation, which tells us how the
wave- function actually evolves in time. In effect, what Schrodinger's equation says is that if we decompose ^ into
momentum states ('pure tones'), then each of these individual components will move off with a speed that is c2 divided
by the speed of a classical particle having the momentum in question. In fact Schrodinger's mathematical equation is
written down more concisely than this.
We shall be looking at its exact form later. It somewhat resembles Hamilton's or Maxwell's equations (having intimate
relations with both) and, like those equations, gives a completely deterministic evolution of the wave function once the
wave function is specified at any one time! (See p. 372.
) Regarding ^ as describing the 'reality' of the world, we have none of this indeterminism that is supposed to be a
feature inherent in quantum theory so long as ^ is governed by the deterministic Schrodinger evolution. Let us call this
the evolution process U. However, whenever we 'make a measurement', magnifying quantum effects to the classical
level, we change the rules. Now we do not use U, but instead adopt the completely different procedure, which I refer to
as R, of forming the squared moduli of quantum amplitudes to obtain classical probabilities! 4 It is the procedure R,
and only R, that introduces uncertainties and probabilities into quantum theory.
The deterministic process U seems to be the part of quantum theory of main concern to working physicists; yet
philosophers are more intrigued by the non-deterministic state-vector reduction R (or, as it is sometimes graphically
described: collapse of the wave function).
Whether we regard R as simply a change in the 'knowledge' available about a system, or whether we take it (as I do) to
be something 'real', we are indeed provided with two completely different mathematical ways in which the state-vector
of a physical system is described as changing with time. For U is totally deterministic, whereas R is a probabilistic
law; U maintains quantum complex superposition, but R grossly violates it; U acts in a continuous way, but R is
blatantly discontinuous. According to the standard procedures of quantum mechanics there is no implication that there
be any way to 'deduce' R as a complicated instance of U. It is simply a different procedure from U, providing the other
'half of the interpretation of the quantum formalism. All the non-determinism of the theory comes from R and not from
U. Both U and R are needed for all the marvelous agreements that quantum theory has with observational facts.
Let us return to our wave function ip. Suppose it is a momentum state.
It will remain that momentum state happily for the rest of time so long as the particle, does not interact with anything.
(This is what Schrodinger's equation tells us. ) At any time we choose to 'measure its momentum', we still get the same
definite answer. There are no probabilities here. The predictability is as clear-cut as it is in the classical theory.
However, suppose that at some stage we take it upon ourselves to measure (i. e. to magnify to the classical level) the
particle's position. We find, now, that we are presented with an array of probability amplitudes, whose moduli we must

square. At that point, probabilities abound, and there is complete uncertainty as to what result that measurement will
produce. The uncertainty is in accord with Heisenberg's principle.
Let us suppose, on the other hand, that we start ^ off in a position state (or nearly in a position state). Now,
Schrodinger's equation tells us that ip will not remain in a position state, but will disperse rapidly.
Nevertheless, the way in which it disperses is completely fixed by this equation. There is nothing indeterminate or
probabilistic about its behaviour. In principle there would be experiments that we could perform to check up on this
fact. (More of this later. ) But if we unwisely choose to measure the momentum, then we find amplitudes for all
different possible momentum values having equal squared moduli, and there is complete uncertainty as to the result of
the experiment again in accordance with Heisenberg's principle.
Likewise, if we start i|) off as a wave packet, its future evolution is completely fixed by Schrodinger's equation, and
experiments could, in principle, be devised to keep track of this fact. But as soon as we choose to measure the particle
in some different way from that say to measure its position or momentum then we find that uncertainties enter, again in
accordance with Heisenberg's principle, with probabilities given by the squared moduli of amplitudes.
This is undoubtedly very strange and mysterious. But it is not an incomprehensible picture of the world. There is
much about this picture that is governed by very clear and precise laws. There is, however, no clear rule, as yet, as to
when the probabilistic rule R should be invoked, in place of the deterministic U. What constitutes 'making a
measurement'? Why (and when) do squared moduli of amplitudes 'become probabilities'? Can the 'classical level' be
understood quantum-mechanically? These are deep and puzzling questions which will be addressed later in this
chapter.
PARTICLES IN TWO PLACES AT ONCE?
In the above descriptions I have been adopting a rather more 'realistic' view of the wave function than is perhaps usual
among quantum physicists. I have been taking the view that the 'objectively real state of an individual particle is
indeed described by its wave function \^. It seems that many people find this a difficult position to adhere to in a
serious way. One reason for this appears to be that it involves our regarding individual particles being spread out
spatially, rather than always being concentrated at single points. For a momentum state, this spread is at its most
extreme, since 4> is distributed equally all over the whole of space.
Rather than thinking of the panicle itself being spread out over space, people prefer to think of its position just being
'completely uncertain', so that all one can say about its position is that the particle is equally probable to be at any one
place as it is to be at any other. However, we have seen that the wave function does not merely provide a probability
distribution for different positions; it provides an amplitude distribution for different positions. If we know this
amplitude distribution (i. e. the function ij)), then we know- from Schrodinger's equation- the precise way in which the
state of the particle will evolve from moment to moment. We need this 'spread-out' view of the particle in order that its
'motion' (i. e.
the evolution of ^ in time) be so determined; and if we do adopt this view, we see that the particle's motion is indeed
precisely determined. The 'probability view' with regard to ^(x) would become appropriate if we performed a position
measurement on the particle, and ij)(x) would then be used only in its form as a squared modulus:
|ip(;c)|2.
It would seem that we must indeed come to terms with this picture of a particle which can be spread out over large
regions of space, and which is likely to remain spread out until the next position measurement is carried out. Even
when localized as a position state, a particle begins to spread at the next moment. A Fig. 6. 15. As the photon wave
function emerges from the pair of slits it is peaked at two places at once.
momentum state may seem hard to accept as a picture of the 'reality' of a particle's existence, but it is perhaps even
harder to accept as 'real' the two-peaked state which occurs when the particle emerges from just having passed through
a pair of slits (Fig. 6. 15). In the vertical direction, the form of the wave function ^ would be sharply peaked at each of
the slits, being the sum of a wave function ifo which is peaked at the top slit, and ^f" peaked at the bottom slit:
^(x) = ^(x) + ^(,(x).
If we take ^ as representing the 'reality' of the state of the particle, then we must accept that the particle 'is' indeed in
two places at once! On this view, the particle has actually passed through both slits at once.

Recall the standard objection to the view that the panicle 'passes through both slits at once': if we perform a
measurement at the slits in order to determine which slit it passed through, we always find that the entire particle is at
one or other of the slits. But this arises because we are performing a position measurement on the particle, so that ^
now merely provides a probability distribution |' ( |2 for the panicle's position in accordance with the squared-modulus
procedure, and we indeed find it at just one place or the other. But there are also various types of measurement that one
could perform at the slits, other than position measurements. For those, we should need to know the two-peaked wave
function ip, and not just jip)2, for different positions x. Such a measurement might distinguish the two-peaked state zp
= zp( + i( (" given above, from other two-peaked states, such as At^b or it + " ffc.
* The more usual quantum-mechanical description would be to divide this sum by a normalizing factor here V2, to get
(>)>, + i(>(,)/V2 but there is no need to complicate the description in this way here.
Fig. 6. 16. Three different ways in which a photon wave function can be doubly peaked.
(See Fig. 6. 16, for the ^-curves in each of these different cases. ) Since there are indeed measurements which
distinguish these various possibilities, they must all be different possible 'actual ways in which the photon can exist!
The slits do not have to be close together for a photon to pass through them 'both at once'. To see that a quantum
particle can be in 'two places at once' no matter how distant the places are, consider an experimental set-up a little
different from that of the two-slit experiment. As before, we have a lamp emitting monochromatic light, one photon at
a time; but instead of letting the light pass through a pair of slits, let us reflect it off a half-silvered mirror, tilted at 45 to
the beam. (A half-silvered mirror is a mirror which reflects exactly half of the light which impinges upon it, while the
remaining half is transmitted directly through the mirror. ) After its encounter with the mirror, the photon's wave
function splits in two, with one part reflected off to the side and the other part continuing in the same direction in which
the photon started. The wave function is again doubly peaked, as in the case of the photon emerging from the pair of
slits, but now the two peaks are much more widely separated, one peak describing the photon reflected and the other
peak, the photon transmitted. (See Fig. 6. 17. ) Moreover, as time progresses, the separation between the peaks gets
larger and larger, and increases without any limit. Imagine that the two portions of the wave function escape into space
and that we wait for a whole year.
Then the two peaks of the photon's wave function will be over a light-year ^ ^ \ ^ ^^ ^ \ " ^ \ ^ * Fig. 6.17. The two
peaks of a doubly peaked wave function could be light-years apart. This can be achieved by means of a half-silvered
mirror.
apart. Somehow, the photon has found itself to be in two places at once, more than a light-year distant from one
another!
Is there any reason to take such a picture seriously? Can we not regard the photon as simply having a 50 per cent
probability that it is in one of the places and a 50 per cent probability that it is in the other? No, we cannot!
No matter for how long it has travelled, there is always the possibility that the two parts of the photon's beam may be
reflected back so that they encounter one another, to achieve interference effects that could not result from a probability
weighting for the two alternatives. Suppose that each part of the beam encounters a fully silvered mirror, angled
appropriately so that the beams are brought together, and at the meeting point is placed another half-silvered mirror,
angled just as was the first one. Two photo-cells are placed in the direct lines of the two beams (see Fig.
6. 18). What do we find? If it were merely the case that there were a 50 per cent chance that the photon followed one
route and a 50 per cent chance that it followed the other, then we should find a 50 per cent probability that one of the
detectors registers the photon and a 50 per cent probability that the other one does. However, that is not what happens.
If the two possible routes are exactly equal in length, then it turns out that there is a 100 per cent probability that the
photon reaches the detector A, lying in the direction of the photon's initial motion and a 0 per cent probability that it
reaches the other detector B the photon is certain to strike the detector A! (We can see this by using the
Fully silvered ^
Photon 3 detectors ^
W / -^ " A
^-- --MJ it ^----------, Half-silvered^*

Half- i silvered , | ^"Y f ^. 6.18. The two peaks of a doubly peaked wave function cannot be thought of simply as
probability weightings for the photon to be in one location or the other. The two routes taken by the photon can be
made to interfere with one another.
corkscrew description given above, as for the case of the two-slit experiment. ) Of course, such an experiment has
never been carried out for path-lengths of the order of a light-year, but the stated result is not seriously doubted (by
conventional quantum physicists! ).
Experiments of this very type have actually been carried out with path-lengths of many metres or so, and the results are
indeed in complete agreement with the quantum-mechanical predictions (of.
Wheeler 1983). What does this tell us about the reality of the photon's state of existence between its first and last
encounter with a half-reflecting mirror? It seems inescapable that the photon must, in some sense, have actually
travelled both routes at once! For if an absorbing screen is placed in the way of either of the two routes, then it
becomes equally probable that A or B is reached;
but when both routes are open (and of equal length) only A can be reached.
Blocking off one of the routes actually allows B to be reached! With both routes open, the photon somehow 'knows'
that it is not permitted to reach B, so it must have actually felt out both routes.
Niels Bohr's view that no objective 'meaning' can be attached to the photon's existence between moments of
measurement seems to me to be much too pessimistic a view to take concerning the reality of the state of the photon.
Quantum mechanics gives us a wave function to describe the 'reality' of the photon's position, and between the halfsilvered mirrors, the photon's wave function is just a doubly peaked state, the distance between the two peaks being
sometimes very considerable.
We note, also, that just 'being in two specified places at once' is not a complete description of the photon's state: we
need to be able to distinguish the state ^ + z()<, from the state iA iA, say, (or from Ai + up, say), where Ai anA ^b "gw
^cr to photon positions in each of the two routes (now 'transmitted' and 'bounced', respectively!). It is this kind of
distinction that determines whether the photon, when reaching the final half-silvered mirror, becomes certain to reach A
or certain to reach B (or to reach A or B with an intermediate probability).
This puzzling feature of quantum reality- namely that we must take seriously that a panicle may, in various (different!
) ways 'be in two places at once' arises from the fact that we must be allowed to add quantum states, using complexnumber weightings, to get other quantum states. This kind of superposition of states is a general- and importantfeature of quantum mechanics, referred to as quantum linear superposition. It is what allows us to compose momentum
states out of position states, or position states out of momentum states. In these cases, the linear superposition applies
to an infinite array of different states, i. e. to all the different position states, or to all the different momentum states.
But, as we have seen, quantum linear superposition is quite puzzling enough when applied to just a pair of states. The
rules are that any two states whatever, irrespective of how different from one another they might be, can coexist in any
complex linear superposition. Indeed, any physical object, itself made out of individual particles, ought to be able to
exist in such superpositions of spatially widely separated states, and so 'be in two places at once'! The formalism of
quantum mechanics makes no distinction, in this respect, between single particles and complicated systems of many
particles. Why, then, do we not experience macroscopic bodies, say cricket balls, or even people, having two
completely different locations at once? This is a profound question, and present-day quantum theory does not really
provide us with a satisfying answer. For an object as substantial as a cricket ball, we must consider that the system is
'at the classical level' or, as it is more usually phrased, an 'observation' or 'measurement' will have been made on the
cricket ball and then the complex probability amplitudes which weight our linear superpositions must now have their
moduli squared and be treated as probabilities describing actual alternatives. However, this really begs the
controversial question of why we are allowed to change our quantum rules from U to R in this way! I shall return to
the matter later.
HILBERT SPACE
Recall that in Chapter 5 the concept of phase space was introduced for the description of a classical system. A single
point of phase space would be used to represent the (classical) state of an entire physical system. In the quantum
theory, the appropriate analogous concept is that of a Hilbert space A single point of Hubert space now represents the
quantum state of an entire system. We shall need to take a glimpse at the mathematical structure of a Hilbert space. I

hope that the reader will not be daunted by this. There is nothing that is mathematically very complicated in what I
have to say, though some of the ideas may well be unfamiliar.
The most fundamental property of a Hilbert space is that it is what is called a vector space- in fact, a complex vector
space. This means that we are allowed to add together any two elements of the space and obtain another such element;
and we are also allowed to perform these additions with complex-number weightings. We must be able to do this
because these are the operations of quantum linear superposition that we have just been considering, namely the
operations which give us Ai + '*('( At^b, At + iP * David Hilbert, whom we have encountered in earlier chapters,
introduced this important concept in the infinite-dimensional case long before the discovery of quantum mechanics, and
for a completely different mathematical purpose!
(JUAN 1 DM MALL; ANU ljUAN1UM MYSTERY etc. " for the photon above.
Essentially, all that we mean by the use of the phrase 'complex vector space', then, is that we are allowed to form
weighted sums of this kind.5 It will be convenient to adopt a notation (essentially one due to Dirac) according to which
the elements of the Hubert space referred to as state vectors are denoted by some symbol in an angled bracket, such as
|^), |x), |(p>, |l), |2), |3), | >, | f ), 11), 1^), [ /'), etc. Thus these symbols now denote quantum states. For the operation
of addition of two state vectors we write 1^+lx) and with weightings with complex numbers w and z:
w\^) + zjx) (where w\^) means w x |i()), etc. ). Accordingly, we now write the above combinations ^ + ^b, At ~ '^b, At
+ "Pfr as |it>() + |ip<,>, l^i) ~ \^b), \At) + il^fe)? respectively. We can also simply multiply a single state |ij)) by a
complex number w to obtain:
w|^>.
(This is really a particular case of the above, given when z = 0. ) Recall that we allowed ourselves to consider complexweighted combinations where w and z need not be the actual probability amplitudes but are merely proportional to
these amplitudes.
Accordingly, we adopt the rule that we can multiply an entire state-vector by a non-zero complex number and the
physical state is unchanged. (This would change the actual values of w and z but the ratio w. z would remain
unchanged. ) Each of the vectors |il >, 2|^>, |zl >, i|it>), V2|it>), x\^\ (1 - 3i)|u>), etc.
represents the same physical state- as does any z|il ), where z ^ 0.
The only element of the Hilbert space that has no interpretation as a physical state is the zero vector 0 (or the origin of
the Hilbert space).
In order to get some kind of geometrical picture of all this, let us first consider the more usual concept of a 'real' vector.
One usually visualizes such a vector simply as an arrow drawn on a plane or in a three-dimensional space. Addition of
two such arrows is achieved by means of the parallelogram law (see Fig. 6. 19). The operation of multiplying a vector
by a (real) number, in terms of the 'arrow' picture, is obtained by simply multiplying the length of the arrow by the
number in question, keeping the direction of the arrow unchanged. If the number we multiply by is negative, then the
direction of the arrow is reversed; or if the number is zero, we get the zero vector 0, which has no direction. (The
vector 0 is represented by the 'null arrow' of zero length. ) One example of a vector quantity is the force acting on a
particle. Other examples are classical velocities, accelerations, and momenta. Also there are the momentum fourvectors that we considered at the end of the last chapter. Those were vectors in four dimensions rather than two or
three. However, for a Hilbert space we need vectors in dimensions much higher still (often infinite, in fact, but that
will not be an important consideration here). Recall that arrows were also used to depict vectors in classical phase
space which could certainly be of very high dimension. The 'dimensions' in a phase space do not represent ordinary
space-directions, and nor do the 'dimensions' of a Hilbert space.
Instead, each Hilbert space dimension corresponds to one of the different independent physical states of a quantum Fig.
6. 19. Addition of Hilbert space vectors and multiplication by scalars can be visualized in the normal way, as for
vectors in ordinary space.
Fig. 6. 20. Entire rays in Hilbert / space represent physical quantum, -.
" / mA!
states.

4/^ \ Three y \w , ^ i quantum 'w . ^^^\^ Because of the equivalence between jip) and z|zj ), a physical state actually
corresponds to a whole line through the origin 0, or ray, in the Hilbert space (described by all the multiples of some
vector), not simply to a particular vector in that line.
The ray consists of all possible multiples of a particular state-vector |ij?
). (Bear in mind that these are complex multiples, so the line is actually a complex line, but it is better not to worry
about that now! ) (See Fig. 6.
20. ) We shall shortly find an elegant picture of this space of rays for the case of a fwo-dimensional Hilbert space. At
the other extreme is the case when the Hilbert space is infinite-dimensional.
An infinite-dimensional Hilbert space arises even in the simple situation of the location of a single particle. There is
then an entire dimension for each possible position that the particle might have! Every particle position defines a
whole 'coordinate axis' in the Hilbert space, so with infinitely many different individual positions for the particle we
have infinitely many different independent directions (or 'dimensions') in the Hilbert space. The momentum states will
also be represented in this same Hilbert space.
Momentum states are expressible as combinations of position states, so each momentum state corresponds to an axis
going off 'diagonally', which is tilted with respect to the position-space axes. The set of all momentum states A
momentum-state |A position-state axis (axis \ /"A momentum ^ state axis y | < A position-state axis / I \ Fig. 6.21.
Position states and momentum states provide different choices of orthogonal axes in the same Hilbert space.
provides a new set of axes, and to pass from the position-space axes to the momentum-space axes involves a rotation in
the Hilbert space.
One need not attempt to visualize this in any accurate way. That would be unreasonable! However, certain ideas taken
from ordinary Euclidean geometry are very helpful for us. In particular, the axes that we have been considering (either
all the position- space axes or all the momentum-space axes) are to be thought of as being all orthogonal to one another,
that is, mutually at 'right angles'.
"Orthogonality' between rays is an important concept for quantum mechanics:
orthogonal rays refer to states that are independent of one another. The different possible position states of a particle are
all orthogonal to one another, as are all the different possible momentum states. But position states are not orthogonal
to momentum states.
The situation is illustrated, very schematically, in Fig. 6. 21.
MEASUREMENTS
The general rule R for a measurement (or observation) requires that the different aspects of a quantum system that can
be simultaneously magnified to the classical level and between which the system must then choose must always be
orthogonal. For a complete measurement, the selected set of alternatives constitutes a set of orthogonal basis vectors,
meaning that every vector in the Hilbert space can be (uniquely) linearly expressed in terms of them.
For a position measurement on a system consisting of a single particle these basis vectors would define the position
axes that we just considered. For momentum, it would be a different set, defining the momentum axes, and for a
different kind of complete measurement, yet another set. After measurement, the state of the system jumps to one of
the axes of the set determined by the measurement its choice being governed by mere probability. There is no
dynamical law to tell us which among the selected axes Nature will choose.
Her choice is random, the probability values being squared moduli of probability amplitudes.
Let us suppose that some complete measurement is made on a system whose state is |il>), the basis for the selected
measurement being [0),|1>,|2),|3>,.
Since these form a complete set, any state-vector, and in particular |zp), can be represented linearly in terms of them:
|z(>)=Zo|0)+Zl|l)+22|2)+Z3|3)+. Geometrically, the components zq, Zi, Zz,.
measure the sizes of the orthogonal projections of the vector |i(>) on the various axes |0),|l),|2),. see Fig 6. 22).
We should like to be able to interpret the complex numbers zq, ? i, Zz, as our required probability amplitudes, so that
their squared moduli provide the various probabilities that, after the measurement, the system is found to be in the

respective states |0), 11), |2),. However, this will not quite do as it stands because we have not fixed the 'scales' of the
various basis vectors |0), |l), |2), . For this, we must specify that they are, in some sense, unit * This has to be allowed
to be taken in the sense that an infinite sum of vectors is permitted. The full definition of a Hilbert space (which is too
technical for me to go into here) involves the rules pertaining to such infinite sums.
Fig. 6. 22. The sizes of the orthogonal projections of the state |i( ) on the axes j0}, |1), |2),. provide the required
amplitudes zq, Zi, Zz,.
vectors (i. e. vectors of unit 'length'), and so, in mathematical terminology, they form what is called an orthonormal
basis (mutually orthogonal and normalized to be unit vectors). 6 If lip) is also normalized to be a unit vector, then the
required amplitudes will indeed now be the components Zo> z\, Zz f \^ anA the required respective probabilities will be
|zo[2, |zi|2, \Zz\2,. If {^) is not a unit vector, then these numbers will be proportional to the required amplitudes and
probabilities, respectively.
The actual amplitudes will be ZO Zl Z2 ~i r' "i r' i r' ^Ai H 1^1 1^1 and the actual probabilities |Zol2 |Zl|2 |Z2|2 kl2'
l^l2' i^l2' where |it | is the 'length' of the state-vector |^). This 'length' is a positive real number defined for each statevector (0 has length zero), and \^\ = 1 if |t()) is a unit vector.
A complete measurement is a very idealized kind of measurement. The complete measurement of the position of a
particle, for example, would require our being able to locate the particle with infinite precision, anywhere in the
universe! A more elementary type of measurement is one for which we simply ask a yes no question such as:
'does the particle lie to the left or to the right of some line? " or 'does the particle's momentum lie within some range?"
etc. Yes/no measurements are really the most fundamental type of measurement. (One can, for example, narrow down
a particle's position or momentum as closely as we please, using only yes no measurements. ) Let us suppose that the
result of a yes no measurement turns out to be YES. Then the state-vector must find itself in the "YES' region of
Hilbert space, which I shall call Y. If, on the other hand, the result of the measurement is NO, then the state-vector
finds itself in the " NO' region N of Hilbert space. The regions Y and N are totally orthogonal to one another in the
sense that any state-vector belonging to Y must be orthogonal to every state-vector belonging to N (and vice versa).
Moreover, any state-vector |^) can be expressed (in a unique way) as a sum of vectors, one from each of Y and N. In
mathematical terminology, we say that Y and N are orthogonal complements of one another. Thus, |tt ) is expressed
uniquely as k) = 1^'y) + iAn, where lAy) belongs to Y and |An) belongs to N. Here lAy) is the orthogonal projection of
the state |ij)) on Y and |'<i>n)> correspondingly, is the orthogonal projection of |ij)) on N (see Fig.
6. 23).
Upon measurement, the state \^} jumps and becomes (proportional to) either \^y) or \^vs}. If the result is YES, then it
jumps to |' i'y)> and if NO, it jumps to jAn) If 1^) is normalized, the respective probabilities of these two occurrences
are the squared lengths I^Yl2, I^Nl2 of the projected states.
If |it ) is not normalized, we must divide Fig. 6. 23. State-vector reduction. A yes no measurement can be described in
terms of a pair of subspaces Y and N which are orthogonal complements of one another. Upon measurement, the state
\^) jumps to its projection into one or other of these subspaces, with probability given by the factor by which the
squared length of the state vector decreases in the projection.
each of these expressions by (ipj2. (The "Pythagorean theorem', l'4'l2 s:
l^vl2 + \'^{i\2, asserts that these probabilities sum to unity, as they should!) Note that the probability that |i( ) jumps to
[ipy) is given by the ratio by which its squared length is reduced upon this projection.
One final point should be made concerning such 'acts of measurement' that can be made on a quantum system. It is an
implication of the tenets of the theory that for any state whatever- say the state \y) there is a yes no measurement7 that
can in principle be performed for which the answer is YES if the measured state is (proportional to) |x), and NO if it is
orthogonal to |/). Thus the region Y, above, could consist of all the multiples of any chosen state |x). This seems to
have the strong implication that state-vectors must be objectively real. Whatever the state of a physical system happens
to be- and let us call that state \f)there is a measurement that can in principle be performed for which |/) is the only state
(up to proportionality) for which the measurement yields the result YES, with certainty. For some states \y) this
measurement might be extremely difficult to perform perhaps 'impossible' in practice- but the fact that, according to the
theory, such a measurement could in principle be made will have some startling consequences for us later in this
chapter.

SPIN AND THE RIEMANN SPHERE OF STATES
The quantity referred to, in quantum mechanics, as 'spw' is sometimes regarded as the most 'quantum-mechanical' of all
physical quantities, so we shall be wise to pay some attention to it. What is spin?
Essentially, it is a measure of rotation of a particle. The term 'spin' indeed suggests something like the spin of a cricket
ball or baseball.
Recall the concept of angular momentum which, like energy and momentum, is conserved (see Chapter 5, p. 214, and
also p. 299).
The angular momentum of a body persists in time so long as the body is not disturbed by frictional or other forces.
This, indeed, is what quantum-mechanical spin is, but now it is the 'spinning' of a single particle itself that concerns us,
not the orbiting motion of myriads of individual particles about their common centre of mass (which would be the case
for a cricket ball). It is a remarkable physical fact that most of the particles found in nature actually do 'spin' in this
sense, each according to its own very specific amount. However, as we shall see, the spin of a single quantummechanical particle has some very peculiar properties that are not at all what we would expect from our experiences
with spinning cricket balls and the like.
In the first place, the amount of the spin of a particle is always the same, for that particular type of particle. It is only
the direction of the axis of that spin which can vary (in a very strange way, that we shall come to).
This is in stark contrast with a cricket ball, which can spin by all. manner of differing amounts, depending upon how it
is bowled! For an electron, proton, or neutron, the amount of spin is always h/2, that is just one-half of the smallest
positive value that Bohr originally allowed for his quantized angular momenta of atoms. (Recall that these values were
0,"fi, 2h, 3^,...) Here we require one-half of the basic unifft and, in a sense,-fi/2 is itself the more fundamental basic
unit. This amount of angular momentum would not be allowed for an object composed solely of a number of orbiting
particles, none of which was itself spinning; it can only arise because the spin is an intrinsic property of the particle
itself (i.e. not arising from the orbital motion of its 'parts' about some centre).
A panicle whose spin is an odd-number multiple oWI {i. e. fi/2,. Wl, or Wl etc. ) is called a fermion, and it exhibits a
curious quirk of quantum-mechanical description: a complete rotation through 360 sends its state-vector not to itself but
to minus itself! Many of the particles of Nature are indeed fermions, and we shall be hearing more about them and
their odd ways so vital to our very existence later. The remaining particles, for which the spin is an even multiple of
fill, i. e. a whole-number multiple of ^ (namely 0, fi, 2-h, M,. ), are called bosons. Under a 360 rotation, a boson statevector goes back to itself, not to its negative.
Consider a spin-one-half particle, i. e. with spin value W1. For definiteness I shall refer to the particle as an electron,
but a proton or neutron would do just as well, or even an appropriate kind of atom. (A 'panicle' is allowed to possess
individual pans, so long as it can be treated quantum-mechanically as a single whole, with a well defined total angular
momentum. ) We take the electron to be at rest and consider just its state of spin. The quantum- mechanical state
space (Hilben space) now turns out to be two-dimensional, so we can take a basis of just two states. These I label as | f
) and 11), to indicate that for | f > the spin is righthanded about the upward venical direction, while for | i ), it is righthanded about the downward direction (Fig. 6. 24). The states 11') and | \) are onhogonal to one another and we take
them to be normalized (| f |2 = | \ |2 = 1). Any possible state of spin of the electron is a linear superposition, say w\ f ) +
z| \), of just the two onhonormal states | f ) and | i ), that is, of up and down.
Now, there is nothing special about the directions 'up' and 'down'.
We could equally well choose to describe the spin in (i. e.
right-handed about) any other direction, say right |- ) as opposed to left [< ). Then (for suitable choice of complex
scaling for | f ) and | i , we find * As in various earlier places, I prefer not to clutter the descriptions with factors like
1/V2 which would arise if we require I >) and )< > to be normalized.
It)1 ^ : |1>Spin up Spin down Fig. 6. 24. A basis for the spin states of an electron consists of just two states. These
can be taken to be spin up and spin down.
|-^=|t)+U> and |^>=|t)|i>.
This gives us a new view: any state of electron spin is a linear superposition of the two orthogonal states |-- ) and |<--),
that is, of right and left. We might choose, instead, some completely arbitrary direction, say that given by the statevector | /'). This again is some complex linear combination of [ t) and | [ ), say |/')=w|t)+z|i>, and every state of spin

will be a linear superposition of this state and the orthogonal state \/), which points in the opposite9 direction to | /).
(Note that the concept of 'orthogonal', in Hilbert space need not correspond to 'at right angles' in ordinary space. The
orthogonal Hilbert space-vectors here correspond to diametrically opposite directions in space, rather than directions
which are at right angles. ) What is the geometrical relation between the direction in space determined by | /) and the
two complex numbers w and z? Since the physical state given by | /") is unaffected if we multiply | /'} by a non-zero
complex number, it will be only the ratio of z to w which will have significance. Write q = zlw for this ratio. Then q is
just some complex number, except that the value 'q = is also allowed, in order to cope with the situation w = 0, i.e. for
when the spin direction is vertically downwards.
Unless q = , we can represent q as a point on the Argand plane, just as we did in Chapter 3. Let us imagine that this
Argand plane is situated horizontally in space, with the direction of the real axis being off to the 'right' in the above
description (i.e. in the direction of the spin-state \-->)). Imagine a sphere of unit radius, whose centre is at the origin of
this Argand plane, so that the points 1, i, -- 1, --i all lie on the equator of the sphere. We consider the point at the south
pole, which we label o, and then project from this point so that the entire Argand plane is mapped to the sphere. Thus
any point q on the Argand plane corresponds to a unique point q on the sphere, obtained by lining the two points up
with the south pole (Fig. 6.25). This correspondence is called stereographic projection, and it has many beautiful
geometrical properties (e.g. it preserves angles and maps circles to circles). The projection gives us a labelling of the
points of the sphere by complex numbers together with o, i.e. by the set of possible complex ratios q. A sphere labelled
in this particular way is called a Riemann sphere. The significance of the Riemann sphere, for the spin states of an
electron, is that the direction of spin given by | /') = w\ \ ) + z| i) is provided by the actual direction from the
(-IQ^IO)
Fig. 6. 25. The Riemann sphere, here represented as the space of physically distinct spin states of a spin-^ particle.
The sphere is projected stereo graphically from its south pole ( ) to the Argand plane through its equator.
centre to the point q = z/w, as marked on the Riemann sphere. We note that the north pole corresponds to the state | f ),
which is given by z = 0, i.
e. by q = 0, and the south pole to | [), given by w == 0, i. e. by q = .
The rightmost point is labelled by q = 1, which provides the state |-- ) = | \) + | [), and the leftmost point by q = --1,
which provides l*--)^'!
")-!!). The farthest point around the back of the sphere is labelled q = i, corresponding to the state | f ) + i| [} where the
spin points directly away from us, and the nearest point, q = --i, corresponds to IT) -- i| i) where the spin is directly
towards us. The general point, labelled by q, corresponds to | f ) + q\ [ ).
How does all this tie in with measurements that one might perform on the spin of the electron? 10 Select some
direction in space; let us call this direction a. If we measure the electron's spin in that direction, the answer YES says
that the electron is (now) indeed spinning in (i. e. right-handed about) a, whereas NO says that it spins in the direction
opposite to a.
Suppose the answer is YES; then we label the resulting state |a). If we simply repeat the measurement, using precisely
the same direction a as before, then we find that the answer must again be YES, with 100 per cent probability. But if
we change the direction, for the second measurement, to a new direction p, then we find that ther& is some smaller
probability for the YES answer, the state now jumping to |p), and there is some possibility that the answer to the second
measurement might be NO, the state now jumping to the direction opposite to p. How do we calculate this probability?
The answer is contained in the prescriptions given at the end of the previous section. The probability of YES, for the
second measurement turns out to be where 6 is the angle between the directions" a and p. The probability of NO for the
second measurement is, accordingly, il-cos9).
We can see from this that if the second measurement is made at right angles to the first then the probability is 50 per
cent, either way (cos 90 = O):
the result of the second measurement is completely random! If the angle between the two measurements is acute, then
a YES answer is more likely than NO. If obtuse, then NO is more likely than YES. In the extreme case when p is
opposite to a, the probabilities become 0 per cent for YES and 100 per cent for NO;
i. e. the result of the second measurement is certain to be the reverse of the first. (See Feynman et al. 1965 for further
information about spin. ) The Riemann sphere actually has a fundamental (but not always recognized) role to play in
any two-state quantum system, describing the array of possible quantum states (up to proportionality). For a spin-one-

half particle, its geometrical role is particularly apparent, since the points of the sphere correspond to the possible
spatial directions for the spin-axis.
In many other situations, it is harder to see the role of the Riemann sphere.
Consider a photon having just passed through a pair of slits, or having been reflected from a half-silvered mirror. The
photon's state is some linear combination such as |'4>() + |'4>(,), |lp() --|' 1 (,), or |i()() + i|^)(>), of two states |i()() and
|i|^) describing two quite distinct locations. The Riemann sphere still describes the array of physically distinct
possibilities, but now only abstractly. The state |ipt) is represented by the north pole ('top') and |z()<,) by the south pole
('bottom'). Then \^) + |ipfc), |ip,) - |i( (,) and |iA> + i|i()<,) are represented by various points around the equator, and in
general, w\At) + z|zp(,) is represented by the point given by q = zlw. In many cases, such as this one, the "Riemann
sphere's worth' of possibilities is rather hidden, with no clear relation to spatial geometry.
OBJECTIVITY AND MEASURABILITY OF QUANTUM STATES
Despite the fact that we are normally only provided with probabilities for the outcome of an experiment, there seems to
be something objective about a quantum-mechanical state. It is often asserted that the state-vector is merely a
convenient description of 'our knowledge' concerning a physical system or, perhaps, that the state-vector does not really
describe a single system but merely provides probability information about an 'ensemble' of a large number of similarly
prepared systems. Such sentiments strike me as unreasonably timid concerning what quantum mechanics has to tell us
about the actuality of the physical world.
Some of this caution, or doubt, concerning the 'physical reality' of state-vectors appears to spring from the fact that
what is physically measurable is strictly limited, according to theory. Let us consider an electron's state of spin, as
described above. Suppose that the spin-state happens to be |a), but we do not know this; that is, we do not know the
direction a in which the electron is supposed to be spinning. Can we determine this direction by measurement? No, we
cannot. The best that we can do is extract 'one bit' of information that is, the answer to a single yes no question. We
may select some direction P in space and measure the electron's spin in that direction. We get either the answer YES or
NO, but thereafter, we have lost the information about the original direction of spin. With a YES answer we know that
the state is now proportional to |p), and with a NO answer we know that the state is now in the direction opposite to p.
In neither case does this tell us the direction a of the state before measurement, but merely gives some probability
information about a.
On the other hand, there would seem to be something completely objective about the direction a itself, in which the
electron 'happened to be spinning' before the measurement was made For we might have chosen to measure the
electron's spin in the direction a -and the electron has to be prepared to give the answer YES, with certainty, if we
happened to have guessed right in this way! Somehow, the 'information' that the electron must actually give this
answer is stored in the electron's state of spin.
It seems to me that we must make a distinction between what is 'objective' and what is 'measurable' in discussing the
question of physical reality, according to quantum mechanics. The state- vector of a system is, indeed, not measurable,
in the sense that one cannot ascertain, by experiments performed on the system, This objectivity is a feature of our
taking the standard quantum-mechanical formalism seriously. In a non-standard viewpoint, the system might actually
'know', ahead of time, the result that it would give to any measurement. This could leave us with a different, apparently
objective, picture of physical reality.
precisely (up to proportionality) what that state is; but the state vector does seem to be (again up to proportionality) a
completely objective property of the system, being completely characterized by the results that it must give to
experiments that one might perform.
In the case of a single spin-one-half panicle, such as an electron, this objectivity is not unreasonable because it merely
asserts that there is some direction in which the electron's spin is precisely defined, even though we may not know what
that direction is.
(However, we shall be seeing later that this 'objective' picture is much stranger with more complicated systems- even
for a system which consists merely of a pair of spin-one-half particles. ) But need the electron's spin have any
physically defined state at all before it is measured? In many cases it will not have, because it cannot be considered as
a quantum system on its own; instead, the quantum state roust generally be taken as describing an electron inextricably
entangled with a large number of other particles.

In particular circumstances, however, the electron (at least as regards its spin) can be considered on its own. In such
circumstances, such as when its spin has actually previously been measured in some (perhaps unknown) direction and
then the electron has remained undisturbed for a while, the electron does have a perfectly objectively defined direction
of spin, according to standard quantum theory.
COPYING A QUANTUM STATE
The objectivity yet non-measurability of an electron's spin-state illustrates another important fact: it is impossible to
copy a quantum state whilst leaving the original state intact! For suppose that we could make such a copy of an
electron's spin-state |d). If we could do it once, then we could do it again, and then again and again. The resulting
system could have a huge angular momentum with a very well-defined direction. This direction, namely a, could then
be ascertained by a macroscopic measurement. This would violate the fundamental won-measurability of the spin-state
|<x). However, it s possible to copy a quantum state if we are prepared to destroy the state of the original. For
example, we could have an electron in an unknown spin-state |a) and a neutron, say, in another spin-stately It is quite
legitimate to exchange these, so that the neutron's spin-state is now |a) and the electron's is jy).
What we cannot do is duplicate |a), (unless we already know what |d) actually is)! (Of. also Wootters and Zurek 1982.
) Recall the 'teleportation machine' discussed in Chapter 1 (p. 35).
This depended upon it being possible, in principle, to assemble a complete copy of a person's body and brain on a
distant planet. It is intriguing to speculate that a person's jawareness' may depend upon some aspect of a quantum state.
If so, quantum theory would forbid us making a copy of this jawareness' without destroying the state of the originaland, in this way, the 'paradox' of teleportation might be resolved. The possible relevance of quantum effects to brain
function will be considered in the final two chapters.
PHOTON SPIN
Let us next consider the 'spin' of a photon, and its relation to the Riemann sphere. Photons do possess spin, but because
they always travel at light speed, one cannot consider the spin as being about a fixed point; instead, the spin axis is
always the direction of motion. Photon spin is called polarization, which is the phenomenon on which the behaviour of
'polaroid' sunglasses depends. Take two pieces of polaroid, put one against the other and look through them. You will
see that generally a certain amount of light comes through. Now rotate one of the pieces, holding the other fixed. The
amount coming through will vary. In one orientation, where the transmitted light is at a maximum, the second polaroid
subtracts virtually nothing from the amount coming through; while for an orientation chosen at right angles to that, the
second polaroid cuts down the light virtually to zero.
What is happening is most easily understood in terms of the wave picture of light. Here we need Maxwell's description
in terms of oscillating electric and magnetic fields. In Fig. 6. 26, Electric fleld Magnetic field Fig. 6.
26. A plane-polarized electromagnetic wave.
plane-polarized light is illustrated. The electric field oscillates backwards and forwards in one plane called the plane of
polarization and the magnetic field oscillates in sympathy, but in a plane at right angles to that of the electric field.
Each piece of Polaroid lets through light whose polarization plane is aligned with the structure of the polaroid. When
the second polaroid has its structure pointing the same way as that of the first, then all the light getting through the first
polaroid also gets through the second. But when the two polaroids have their structures at right angles, the second
polaroid shuts off all the light getting through the first one.
If the two polaroids are oriented at an angle (p to each other, then a fraction is allowed through by the second polaroid.
In the particle picture, we must think of each individual photon as possessing polarization. The first polaroid acts as a
polarization measurer, giving the answer YES if the photon is indeed polarized in the appropriate direction, and the
photon is then allowed through. If the photon is polarized in the orthogonal direction, then the answer is NO and the
photon is absorbed. (Here 'orthogonal' in the Hilbert space sense does correspond to 'at right angles' in ordinary space!
) Assuming that the photon gets through the first polaroid, then the second polaroid asks the corresponding question of
it, but for some other direction. The angle between these two directions being q>, as above, we have cos2^ now as the
probability that the photon makes it through the second polaroid, given that it has passed through the first one.
Where does the Riemann sphere come in? To get the full complex-number array of polarization states, we must
consider circular and elliptical polarization. For a classical wave, these are illustrated in Fig.

6. 27. With circular polarization, the electric field rotates, rather than oscillates, and the magnetic field, still at right
angles to the electric field, rotates in sympathy. For elliptical polarization, there is a combination of rotational and
oscillatory motion, and the vector describing the electric field traces out an ellipse in space. In the quantum description,
each individual photon is allowed these alternative different ways of being polarized the states of photon spin.
To see how the array of possibilities is again the Riemann sphere, imagine the photon to be travelling vertically
upwards. The north pole now represents the state |R) of right-handed spin, which means that the electric vector rotates
in an anticlockwise sense about the vertical (as viewed from above) as the photon passes by. The south pole represents
the state |L) of fe/t-handed spin. (We may think of photons as spinning like rifle bullets, either right-handed or lefthanded. ) The general spin state |R) +<y|L) is a complex linear combination of the two and corresponds to a point,
labelled q, on the Riemann sphere. To find the connection between q and the ellipse of polarization we first take the
square root of q, to get another complex number p:
P=V<7.
Then we mark p, instead of q, on the Riemann sphere and consider the plane, through the centre of the sphere, which is
perpendicular to the line joining the centre to the point marked p. This plane intersects the sphere in a circle, and we
project this /^^ Magnetic <^ ( ir-^"80"
"' TfV \!-J -/'(y^Mag'etic Electric" ---Electric vectors vector Maanetic fick) Circular Elliptical He^ , polarization
polarization '^ \ts, Fig. 6. 27. A circularly polarized electromagnetic wave. (Elliptical polarization is intermediate
between Figs 6. 26 and 6. 27. ) Direction of motion of photon Fig. 6. 28. The Riemann sphere (but now of VA) also
describes polarization states of a photon. (The vector pointing to \/q is called a Stokes vector.
) circle vertically downwards to get the ellipse of polarization (Fig.
6. 28). * The Riemann sphere of q still describes the totality of photon polarization states, but the square root p of q
provides its spatial realization.
To calculate probabilities, we can use the same formula \{\ + cos 9) that we used for the electron, so long as we apply
this to q and not p. Consider plane polarization. We measure the photon's polarization first in one direction and then in
another at angle (p to it, these two directions corresponding to two values of p on the equator of the sphere subtending
(p at the centre. Because the ps are the square roots of the qs, the angle 6 subtended at the centre by the ^-points is
twice that arising from the p-points: 8 = 2(p. Thus the probability of YES for the second measurement, given that it
was YES forAe first (i. e. that the photon gets through the second polaroid, given that it got through the first one) is ^(1
+ cos 2(p), which (by simple trigonometry) is the same as the cos2^ asserted above.
* The complex number-p would do just as well as p as a square root of q, and it gives the same ellipse of polarization.
The square root has to do with the fact that the photon is a massless particle of spin one, i. e. twice the fundamental
unit^f/2. For a graviton the yet undetected massless quantum of gravity the spin would be two, i. e. four rimes the
fundamental unit, and we should need to take the fourth root of q in the above description.
OBJECTS WITH LARGE SPIN
For a quantum system where the number of basis states is greater than two, the space of physically distinguishable
states is more complicated than the Riemann sphere. However in the case of spin, the Riemann sphere itself always has
a direct geometric role to play.
Consider a massive particle or atom, of spin n x W2, taken at rest.
The spin then defines an (w + l)-state quantum system. (For a mass/ess spinning particle, i. e. one which travels at the
speed of light, such as a photon, the spin is always a two-state system, as described above. But for a massive one the
number of states goes up with the spin. ) If we choose to measure this spin in some direction, then we find that there
are n + 1 different possible outcomes, depending upon how much of the spin turns out to be oriented along that
direction. In terms of the fundamental unit h/2, the possible outcomes for the spin value in that direction are n, n 2, n
4,. " 2 n or n. Thus for n = 2, the values are 2, 0 or 2; for n = 3, the values are 3,1, 1 or 3; etc. The negative values
correspond to the spin pointing mainly in the opposite direction to that being measured. In the case of spin one-half,
i.e. n = 1, the value 1 corresponds to YES and the value 1 corresponds to NO in the descriptions given above.
Now it turns out, though I shall not attempt to explain the reasons (Majorana 1932, Penrose 1987a), that every spin
state (up to proportionality) for spm-fin/2 is uniquely characterized by an (unordered) set ofn points on the Riemann
sphere i. e. by n (usually distinct) directions outwards from the centre (see Fig. 6. 29). (These directions are

characterized by measurements that one might perform on the system: if we measure the spin in one of them, then the
result is certain not to be entirely in the opposite direction, i. e. it gives one of the values n, n 2, n 4,. " 2 n, but not n.)
In the particular case n = 1, like the electron above, we have one point on the Riemann sphere, and this is simply the
point labelled q in the above descriptions. But for larger values of the spin, the picture is more elaborate, and is as I
have just described although, for some reason, it is not very familiar to physicists.
There is something rather remarkable and puzzling about this Fig. 6. 29. A general state of higher spin, for a massive
particle, can be described as a collection of spin-^ states pointing in arbitrary directions.
description. One is frequently led to believe that, in some appropriate limiting sense, the quantum descriptions of
atoms (or elementary particles or molecules) will necessarily go over to classical Newtonian ones when the system gets
large and complicated.
However, just as it stands, this is simply not true. For, as we have seen, the spin states of an object of large angular
momentum will correspond to a large number of points peppered all over the Riemann sphere. * We may think of the
spin of the object as being composed of a whole lot of spin one-halves pointing in all the different directions that these
points determine. Only a very few of these combined states namely where most of the points are concentrated together
in one small region on the sphere (i. e. where most of the spin one-halves point in roughly the same direction) will
correspond to the actual states of angular momentum that one normally encounters with classical objects such as cricket
balls. We might have expected that if we choose a spin state for which the total measure of spin is some very large
number (in terms of-fi/2), but otherwise 'at random', then something like a classical spin would begin to emerge. But
that is not how things More correctly, the angular momentum is described by a complex linear combination of such
arrangements with differing numbers of points, since there may be several different total spin values superposed, in the
case of a complicated system. This only makes the total picture even less like that of a classical angular momentum!
work at all. In general, quantum spin states of large total spin are nothing whatever like classical ones!
How is it, then, that the correspondence with the angular momentum of classical physics is to be made? Whereas most
large-spin quantum states actually do not resemble classical ones, they are linear combinations of (orthogonal) states
each of which does resemble a classical one. Somehow a 'measurement' gets itself performed on the system, and the
state 'jumps' (with some probability) to one or another of these classical-like states.
The situation is similar with any other classically measurable property of a system, not just angular momentum. It is
this aspect of quantum mechanics which must come into play whenever a system 'reaches the classical level'. I shall
have more to say about this later, but before we can discuss such 'large' or 'complicated' quantum systems, we shall
have to have some feeling for the odd way that quantum mechanics actually deals with systems involving more than
one particle.
MANY-PARTICLE SYSTEMS
Quantum-mechanical descriptions of many-panicle states are, unfortunately, rather complicated. In fact they can get
extremely complicated. One must think in terms of superpositions of all the different possible locations of all the
particles separately! This gives a vast space of possible states much more than for a field in classical theory. We have
seen that even the quantum state for a single particle, namely a wave function has the sort of complication that an entire
classical field has. This picture (requiring an infinite number of parameters to specify it) is already a good deal more
complicated than the classical picture of a particle (which just needs a few numbers to specify its state actually six, if it
has no internal degrees of freedom, such as spin; of. Chapter 5, p. 228).
This may seem bad enough, and one might think that to describe a quantum state for two panicles, two 'fields' would be
needed, each describing the state of one of the panicles. Not a bit of it! With two or more panicles the description of
the state is far more elaborate than this, as we shall see.
The quantum state of a single spin less particle is defined by a complex number (amplitude) for each possible position
that the particle might occupy.
The particle has an amplitude to be at point A and an amplitude to be at point B and an amplitude to be at point C, etc.
Now think of two particles.
The first particle might be at A and the second particle at B, say. There would have to be an amplitude for that
possibility. Alternatively, the first particle might be at B and the second at A, and that also would need an amplitude; or
the first might be at B and the second at C; or perhaps both particles might be at A. Every one of these alternatives

would need an amplitude. Thus the wave function is not just a couple of functions of position (i. e. a couple of fields);
it is one function of two positions!
To get some idea of how much more complicated it is to specify a function of two positions than two functions of
position, let us imagine a situation in which there is only a finite set of possible positions available. Suppose there are
just ten allowed positions, given by the (orthonormal) states |0), |1), |2), |3), |4), |5), |6), |7), |8>, |9). The state |ip) of a
single particle would be some combination |Z|)> = Zo|0) + Zi|l) 4- Z2\2} + Z3\3) +.
+ Z9\9) where the various components zq, z\, Zz, 23,. " Zy provide the respective amplitudes for the particle to be at
each point in turn.
Ten complex numbers specify the state of the particle. For a faco-particle state we need an amplitude for each pair of
positions.
There are different (ordered) pairs of positions, so we need one-hundred complex numbers! If we merely had two oneparticle states (i. e. 'two functions of position' rather than the above 'one function of two positions'), we should have
needed only twenty complex numbers. We can label these one-hundred numbers as ^00> zqi, Z02> Z09) Zl0> Zll) Zl2
, ? 20> ?
99 g (orthonormal) basis vectors as12 |0)|0), |0>|1), |0>|2),. " |0)|9>, |1)|0),.... |9)|9). Then the general two-particle state
|il ), would have the form 1^) = zoo|0>|0) + zoi|0)|l) + ... +
Z99J9)|9).
This 'product' notation for states has the following meaning: if |d) is a possible state for the first particle (not necessarily
a position state), and if |p) is a possible state for the second particle, then the state which asserts that the first particle's
state is |d) and the second one is |p) would be written
1">|P>.
"Products' can also be taken between any other pair of quantum states, not necessarily single-particle states. Thus, we
always interpret the product state |a)|p) (not necessarily states of single particles) as describing the conjunction:
'the first system has state |a) and the second system has state |p)'.
(A similar interpretation would hold for |a)|p)|v), etc. ; see below. ) However, the general two-particle state actually
does not have this 'product' form. For example, it could be |a)|p)+|o)|o), where |g) is another possible state for the first
system and |o), another possible state for the second.
This state is a linear superposition; namely the first conjunction (|a) and |p)) plus the second conjunction (|@) and |o ,
and it cannot be re-expressed as a simple product (i. e. as the conjunction of two states). The state |a)|p) i|o)|o), as
another example, would describe a different such linear superposition. Note that quantum mechanics requires a clear
distinction to be maintained between the meanings of the words 'and' and 'plus'. There is a very unfortunate tendency
in modem parlance such as in insurance brochures to misuse 'plus' in the sense of 'and'. Here we must be a good deal
more careful!
The situation with three particles is very similar. To specify a general three-particle state, in the above case where only
ten alternative positions are available, we now need one-thousand complex numbers! The complete basis for the threeparticle states would be |0)|0)|0),|0)|0)|1),|0)|0)|2),.
,|9)|9)|9). Particular three-particle states have the form (where |<x), |p), and (7) need not be position states), but for the
general three-particle state one would have to superpose many states of this simple 'product' kind.
The corresponding pattern for four or more particles should be clear.
The discussion so far has been for the case of distinguishable particles, where we take the 'first particle', the 'second
particle', and the 'third particle', etc. to be all of different kinds. It is a striking feature of quantum mechanics, however,
that for identical particles the rules are different. In fact, the rules are such that, in a clear sense, particles of a specific
type have to be precisely identical not just, say, extremely closely identical. This applies to all electrons, and it applies
to all photons. But, as it turns out, all electrons are identical with one another in a different way from the way in which
all photons are identical! The difference lies in the fact that electrons are fermions whereas photons are bosons.
These two general kinds of particles have to be treated rather differently from one another.

Before I confuse the reader completely with such verbal inadequacies, let me explain how fermion and boson states are
actually to be characterized. The rule is as follows. If |' p) is a state involving some number of fermions of a particular
kind, then if any two of the fermions are interchanged, |^) must undergo |^)- -|zj,).
If |^) involves a number of bosons of a particular kind, then if any two of the bosons are interchanged, then |i( ) must
undergo hl^hr).
One implication of this is that no two fermions can be in the same state.
For if they were, interchanging them would not affect the total state at all, so we would have to have: - |il ) = |^>, i. e.
|il ) = 0, which is not allowed for a quantum state. This property is known as Fault's exclusion principle,13 and its
implications for the structure of matter are fundamental. All the principal constituents of matter are indeed fermions:
electrons, protons and neutrons. Without the exclusion principle, matter would collapse in on itself!
Let us examine our ten positions again, and suppose now that we have a state consisting of two identical fermions. The
state |0)|0) is excluded, by Pauli's principle (it goes to itself rather than to its negative under interchange of the first
factor with the second).
Moreover, |0)| 1) will not do as it stands, since it does not go to its negative under the interchange; but this is easily
remedied by replacing it by |0)|1)|1)|0).
(An overall factor 1/V2 could be included, if desired, for normalization purposes. ) This state correctly changes sign
under interchange of the first particle with the second, but now we do not have |0)|l) and [1)|0) as independent states. In
place of those two states we are now allowed only one state! In all, there are ^(10 x 9) = 45 states of this kind, one for
each unordered pair of distinct states from |0), 11),. " 19). Thus, 45 complex numbers are needed to specify a twofermion state in our system. For three fermions, we need three distinct positions, and the basis states look like |0)|1>|2)
+ |1)|2>|0) + |2)|0>|1) - |0)|2)|1) - |2>|1)|0) - |1)|0>|2), there being (10 X 9 x 8)/6 = 120 such states in all; so 120 complex
numbers are needed to specify a three-fermion state. The situation is similar for higher numbers of fermions.
For a pair of identical bosons, the independent basis states are of two kinds, namely states like |0)|1)+|1>|0> and states
like |0>|0> 359 (which are now allowed), giving 10 X 11/2 = 55 in all. Thus, 55 complex numbers are needed for our
two-boson states. For three bosons there are basis states of three different kinds and (10 x 11 x 12)/6 = 220 complex
numbers are needed;
and so on.
Of course I have been considering a simplified situation here in order to convey the main ideas. A more realistic
description would require an entire continuum of position states, but the essential ideas are the same. Another slight
complication is the presence of spin. For a spin-one-half panicle (necessarily a fermion) there would be two possible
states for each position.
Let us label these by' 1" (spin 'up') and' i (spin 'down'). Then for a single particle we have, in our simplified situation,
twenty basic states rather than ten:
|OT),|(U),|lt),|U),|2T),|2i>,. ,|9t>,|9U but apart from that, the discussion proceeds just as before (so for two such
fermions we need (20 X 19)/2 = 190 numbers; for three, we need (20 x 19 x 18)/6 = 1140; etc. ).
In Chapter 1,1 referred to the fact that, according to modern theory, if a particle of a person's body were exchanged
with a similar particle in one of the bricks of his house then nothing would have happened at all. If that particle were a
boson, then, as we have seen, the state |ip) would indeed be totally unaffected. If that particle were a fermion, then the
state \^) would be replaced by-|ip), which is physically identical with |'ip). (We can remedy this sign change, if we feel
the need, by simply taking the precaution of rotating one of the two particles completely through 360 when the
interchange is made. Recall that fermions change sign under such a rotation whereas boson states are unaffected! )
Modem theory (as of around 1926) does indeed tell us something profound about the question of individual identity of
bits of physical material. One cannot refer, strictly correctly, to 'this particular electron' or 'that individual photon'. To
assert that 'the first electron is here and the second is over there' is to assert that the state has the form |0)| 1) which, as
we have seen, is not allowed for a fermion state! We can, however, allow ably assert 'there is a pair of electrons, one
here and one over there'. It is legitimate to refer to the conglomerate of all electrons or of all protons or of all photons
(although even this ignores the interactions between different kinds of particle).

Individual electrons provide an approximation to this total picture, as do individual protons or individual photons. For
most purposes this approximation works well, but there are various circumstances for which it does not,
superconductivity, superfluidity and the behaviour of a laser being noteworthy counter examples
The picture of the physical world that quantum mechanics has presented us with is not at all what we had got used to
from classical physics. But hold on to your hat there is more strangeness yet in the quantum world!
THE "PARADOX' OF EINSTEIN, PODOLSKY, AND ROSEN
As has been mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, some of Albert Einstein's ideas were quite fundamental to the
development of quantum theory.
Recall that it was he who first put forward the concept of the photon' the quantum of electromagnetic field- as early as
1905, out of which the idea of wave-particle duality was developed. (The concept of a 'boson' also was partly his, as
were many other ideas, central to the theory. ) Yet, Einstein could never accept that the theory which later developed
from these ideas could be anything but provisional as a description of the physical world.
His aversion to the probabilistic aspect of the theory is well known, and is encapsulated in his reply to one of Max
Bern's letters in 1926 (quoted in Pais 1982, p. 443):
Quantum mechanics is very impressive. But an inner voice tells me that it is not yet the real thing. The theory
produces a good deal but hardly brings us closer to the secret of the Old One. I am at all events convinced that He does
not play dice.
However, it appears that, even more than this physical indeterminism, the thing which most troubled Einstein was an
apparent lack of objectivity in the way that quantum theory seemed to have to be described. In my exposition of
quantum theory I have taken pains to stress that the description of the world, as provided by the theory, is really quite
an objective one, though often very strange and counter-intuitive. On the other hand, Bohr seems to have regarded the
quantum state of a system (between measurements) as having no actual physical reality, acting merely as a summary of
'one's knowledge' concerning that system. But might not different observers have different knowledge of a system, so
the wave function would seem to be something essentially subjective- or 'all in the mind of the physicist'? Our
marvellously precise physical picture of the world, as developed over many centuries, must not be allowed to evaporate
away completely; so Bohr needed to regard the world at the classical level as indeed having an objective reality. Yet
there would be no 'reality' to the quantum-level states that seem to underlie it all.
Such a picture was abhorrent to Einstein, who believed that there must indeed be an objective physical world, even at
the minutest scale of quantum phenomena. In his numerous arguments with Bohr he attempted (but failed) to show that
there were inherent contradictions in the quantum picture of things, and that there must be a yet deeper structure
beneath quantum theory, probably more akin to the pictures that classical physics had presented us with. Perhaps
underlying the probabilistic behaviour of quantum systems would be the statistical action of smaller ingredients or
'parts' to the system, about which one had no direct knowledge. Einstein's followers, particularly David Bohm,
developed the viewpoint of 'hidden variables', according to which there would indeed be some definite reality, but the
parameters which precisely define a system would not be directly accessible to us, quantum probabilities arising
because these parameter values would be unknown prior to measurement.
Can such a hidden-variable theory be consistent with all the observational facts of quantum physics? The answer
seems to be yes, but only if the theory is, in an essential way, non-local, in the sense that the hidden parameters must be
able to affect parts of the system in arbitrarily distant regions instantaneously! That would not have pleased Einstein,
particularly owing to difficulties with special relativity that arise. I shall consider these later. The most successful
hidden-variable theory is that known as the de BroglieBohm model (de Broglie 1956, Bohm 1952). I shall not discuss
such models here, since my purpose in this chapter is only to give an overview of standard quantum theory, and not of
various rival proposals. If one desires physical objectivity, but is prepared to dispense with determinism, then the
standard theory itself will suffice. One simply regards the state-vector as providing 'reality' usually evolving according
to the smooth deterministic procedure U, but now and again oddly 'jumping' according to R, whenever an effect gets
magnified to the classical level. However, the problem of non-locality and the apparent difficulties with relativity
remain. Let us take a look at some of these.
Suppose that we have a physical system consisting of two sub-systems A and B. For example, take A and B to be two
different particles.

Suppose that two (orthogonal) alternatives for the state of A are |a) and |o), whereas B's state might be |p) or |o). As we
have seen above, the general combined state would not simply be a product ('and') of a state of A with a state of B, but
a superposition ('plus') of such products. (We say that A and B are then correlated. } Let us take the state of the system
to be |a)|p> + |e)|o>.
Now perform a yes no measurement on A that distinguishes |a) (YES) from |o) (NO). What happens to B? If the
measurement yields YES, then the resulting state must be 1">|P), while if it yields NO, then it is
|P>1">.
Thus our measurement of A causes the state of B to jump: to | ? ), in the event of a YES answer, and to |o), in the event
of a NO answer!
The particle B need not be localized anywhere near A; they could be light-years apart. Yet B jumps simultaneously
with the measurement of
A!
But hold on the reader may well be saying. What's all this alleged 'jumping'? Why aren't things like the following?
Imagine a box which is known to contain one white ball and one black ball.
Suppose that the balls are taken out and removed to two opposite corners of the room, without either being looked at.
Then if one ball is examined and found to be white (like '|d)' above) -hey presto! the other turns out to be black (like' |
(3)')! If, on the other hand, the first is found to be black C|o)'), then, in a flash, the second ball's uncertain state jumps
to 'white, with certainty C|o)').
No-one in his or her right mind, the reader will insist, would attribute the sudden change of the second ball's 'uncertain'
state to being 'black with certainty', or to being 'white with certainty', to some mysterious non-local 'influence'
travelling to it instantaneously from the first ball the moment that ball is examined.
But Nature is actually much more extraordinary than this. In the above, one could indeed imagine that the system
already 'knew' that, say, B's state was jp) and that A's was |a) (or else that B's was |o) and, A's was |o)) before the
measurement was performed on A; and it was just that the experimenter did not know. Upon finding A to be in state
|a), he simply infers that B is in |p). That would be a 'classical' viewpoint- such as in a local hidden variable theory and
no physical 'jumping' actually takes place. (All in the experimenter's mind! ) According to such a view, each part of
the system 'knows', beforehand, the results of any experiment that migi":
be performed on it. Probabilities arise only because of a lack of knowledge in the experimenter. Remarkably, it turns
out that this viewpoint just won't work as an explanation for all the puzzling apparently non-local probabilities that
arise in quantum theory!
To see this, we shall consider a situation like the above, but where the choice of measurement on the system A is not
decided upon until A and B are well separated. The behaviour of B then seems to be instantaneously influenced by this
very choice! This seemingly paradoxical "EPR' type of 'thought experiment' is due to Albert Einstein, Boris Podolsky,
and Nathan Rosen (1935). I shall give a variant, put forward by David Bohm (1951). The fact that no local 'realistic'
(e.g. hidden variable, or 'classical-type') description can give the correct quantum probabilities follows from a
remarkable theorem, by John S. Bell. (See Bell 1987, Rae 1986, Squires 1986.) Finrtmn F Positron P Electron E ^^
gAg <A<--------------------------o-------------------------->
SpinO Spin i ^ Spin i Fig. 6. 30. A spin-zero particle decays into two spin-j particles, an electron E and a positron P.
Measurement of the spin of one of the spin-^ particles apparently instantaneously fixes the spin state of the other.
Suppose that two spin-one-half particles which I shall call an electron and a positron (i. e. an awft-electron) are
produced by the decay of a single spin-zero particle at some central point, and that the two move directly outwards in
opposite directions (Fig. 6. 30). By conservation of angular momentum, the spins of the electron and positron must
add up to zero, since that was the angular momentum of the initial central particle. This has the implication that when
we measure the spin of the electron in some direction, whatever direction we choose, the positron now spins in the
opposite direction! The two particles could be miles or even light-years apart, yet that very choice of measurement on
one particle seems instantaneously to have fixed the axis of spin of the other!
Let us see how the quantum formalism leads us to this conclusion. We represent the combined zero-angularmomentum state of the two particles by the state-vector |Q), and we find a relation such as |Q)=|Et>|Pi>|Ei)|PT>, where
E refers to the electron and P to the positron. Here things have been described in terms of the up down directions of

spin. We find that the entire state is a linear superposition of the electron spinning up and the positron down, and of the
electron spinning down and the positron up. Thus if we measure the electron's spin in the up down direction and find
that it is indeed up, then we must jump to the state |E f > |P t), so the positron's spin-state must be down.
If, on the other hand, we find that the electron's spin is down, then the state jumps to |E 1) |P f), so the positron's spin is
up.
Now suppose that we had chosen some other pair of opposite directions, say right and left, where |E-^)=|ET)+|Ei),
|PA)=|Pt)+|Pi> and |E^-)=|ET)-|Ei), |PA)=|PT)-|Pi);
then we find (check the algebra, if you like! ):
|E-^|PA) - |E^)|P->) =(|ET>+|Ei (|PT>Pi(|Et>-|EU)(|PT)+|Pi = |E T )|P T ) + |E i >|P t > - E t )|P i) - |E i >|P i > - |E T )|P
t) + |E i >,|P t) - |E T )|P i) + |E 1>|P 1) =-2(|Et>|Pi>|Ei)|PT = -2|Q), which (apart from the unimportant factor-2) is the
same state that we started from. Thus our original state can equally well be thought of as a linear superposition of the
electron spinning right and the positron left, and of the electron spinning left and the positron right! This expression is
useful if we choose to measure the spin of the electron in a right left direction instead of up down If we find that it
indeed spins right, then the state jumps to |E-)|P<-), so the positron spins left. If, on the other hand, we find that the
electron spins left, then the state jumps to |E<--) |P-- ) so the positron spins right. Had we chosen to measure the
electron's spin in any other direction, the story would be exactly corresponding: the state of spin of the positron would
instantly jump to being either in that direction or the opposite one, depending upon the result of the measurement of the
electron.
Why can we not model the spins of our electron and positron in a similar way to the example given above with a black
and a white ball taken from a box?
Let us be completely general. Instead of having a black and a white ball, we might have two pieces of machinery E and
P being initially united, and then moving off in opposite directions.
Suppose that each of E and P is able to evoke a response YES or NO to a spin measurement in any given direction.
This response might be completely determined by the machinery for each choice of direction or perhaps the machinery
produces only probabilistic responses, the probability being determined by the machinery but where we assume that,
after separation, each ofE and P behaves completely independently of the other.
We have spin measurers at each side, one which measures the spin of E and the other, the spin of P. Suppose that there
are three settings for the direction of spin on each measurer, say A, B, C for the E-measurer and A', B', C' for the Pmeasurer. The directions A', B' and C' are to be parallel, respectively, to A, B, and C, and we take A, B, and C to be all
in one plane and equally angled to one another, i. e. at 120 to each other. (See Fig.
6. 31. ) Now, imagine that the experiment is repeated many times with various different values of these settings at
either side. Sometimes the E-measurer will register YES (i. e. the spin <s in the measured direction:
A, or B, or C) and sometimes it will register NO (spin in the opposite direction).
Similarly the P-measurer will sometimes register YES and sometimes NO. We take note of two properties that the
actual quantum probabilities must have:
(1) If the settings on the two sides are the same (i. e. A and A', etc. ) then the results produced by the two measurers
always disagree (i. e. the E-measurer registers YES whenever the P- measurer registers NO, and NO whenever P gives
YES).
(2) If the dials for the settings are spun and set at random, completely independently of one another, then the two
measurers are equally likely to agree as to disagree.
e p <------------------------0------------------------> C B' C' E-measurer P-measurer Fig. 6. 31. David Mermin's simple
version of the EPR paradox and Bell's theorem, showing that there is a contradiction between a local realistic view of
nature and the results of quantum theory. The E-measurer and the P-measurer each independently have three settings
for the directions in which they can measure the spins of their respective panicles.
We can easily see that properties (1) and (2) follow directly from the quantum probability rules that have been given
earlier. We can suppose that the E-measurer acts first. The P-measurer then finds a particle whose spin state is
opposite to that't measured by the E-measurer, so property (1) follows immediately. To obtain property (2) we note
that, for measured directions at 120 to one another, if the E-measurer gives YES, then the P-direction is at 60 to the

spin state that it acts upon, and if NO, then it is at 120 to this spin state. Thus there is a probability V4 = '/2(1 + cos 60
) that the measurements agree and a probability '/4 = '/2(1 + cos 120 ) that they disagree. Thus the averaged probability
for the three P-settings, if E gives YES, is ^(O + % + %) = Vz for P giving YES and V3(l + '/4 + V4) == Vz for P
giving NO i. e. equally likely to give agreement as disagreement and similarly if E gives NO. This is indeed property
(2). (See p. 345. ) It is a remarkable fact that (1) and (2) are inconsistent with any local realistic model (i. e. with any
kind of machinery of the kind envisaged)!
Suppose that we had such a model. The E-machine must be prepared for each of the possible measurements A, B, or C.
Note that if it were prepared only to give a probabilistic answer, then the P-machine could not be sure to give
disagreement with it, for A', B', and C' respectively, in accordance with (1). Indeed, both machines must have their
answers to each of the three possible measurements definitely prepared in advance. Suppose, for example, these
answers are to be YES, YES, YES, respectively, for A, B, C; the right-hand panicle must then be prepared to give NO,
NO, NO, for the corresponding three right-hand settings. If, instead, the left-hand prepared answers are to be YES,
YES, NO, then the right-hand answers must be NO, NO, YES. All other cases would be essentially similar to these.
Now let us see whether this can be compatible with (2). The assignments YES, YES, YES / NO, NO, NO are not very
promising, because this gives 9 cases of disagreement and 0 cases of agreement in all the possible pairings AA', A/B',
AC', B/A', etc.
What about the case, YES, YES, NO / NO, NO, YES and those like it? These give 5 cases of disagreement and 4 of
agreement. (To check, just count them up: Y/N, Y/N, Y/Y, Y/N, Y/N, Y/Y, N/N, N/N, NY, five of which disagree and
four agree. ) That is a good deal closer to what is needed for (2), but it is not good enough, since we need as many
agreements as disagreements! Every other pair of assignments consistent with (1) would again give 5 to 4 (except for
NO, NO, NO / YES, YES, YES which is worse, again giving 9 to 0).
There is no set of prepared answers which can produce the quantum-mechanical probabilities. Local realistic models
are ruled out\14
EXPERIMENTS WITH PHOTONS: A PROBLEM FOR RELATIVITY?
We must ask whether actual experiments have borne out these astonishing quantum expectations. The precise
experiment just described is a hypothetical one which has not actually been performed, but similar experiments have
been performed using the polarizations of pairs of photons, rather than the spin of spin-one-half massive particles.
Apart from this distinction, these experiments are, in their essentials, the same as the one described above except that
the angles concerned (since photons have spin one rather than one-half) would be just one-half of those for spin-onehalf particles. The polarizations of the pairs of photons have been measured in various different combinations of
directions, and the results are fully in agreement with the predictions of quantum theory, and inconsistent with any local
realistic model!
The most accurate and convincing of the experimental results which have been obtained to date are those ofAlain
Aspect (1986) and his colleagues in Paris.
15 Aspect's experiments had another interesting feature. The 'decisions' as to which way to measure the polarizations
of the photons, were made only after the photons were in full flight.
Thus, if we think of some non-local 'influence' travelling from one photon detector to the photon at the opposite side,
signalling the direction in which it intends to measure the polarization direction of the approaching photon, then we see
that this 'influence' must travel faster than light! Any kind of realistic description of the quantum world which is
consistent with the facts must apparently be non-causal, in the sense that effects must be able to travel faster than light!
But we saw in the last chapter that, so long as relativity holds true, the sending of signals faster than light leads to
absurdities (and conflict with our feelings of 'free will', etc. " of. p, 273).
This is certainly true, but the non-local 'influences' that arise in EPR-type experiments are not such that they can be
used to send messages- as one can see, for the very reason that they would lead to such absurdities, if so. (A detailed
demonstration that such 'influences' cannot be used to signal messages has been carried out by Ghirardi, Rimini, and
Weber 1980. ) It is of no use to be told that a photon is polarized 'either vertically or horizontally', (as opposed, say, to
'either at 60 or 150 ') until one is informed which of the two alternatives it actually is. It is the first piece of
'information' (i. e. the directions of alternative polarization) which arrives faster than light ('instantaneously'), while the
knowledge as to which of these two directions it must actually be polarized in arrives more slowly, via an ordinary
signal communicating the result of the first polarization measurement.

Although EPR-type experiments do not, in the ordinary sense of sending messages, conflict with the causality of
relativity, there is a definite conflict with the spirit of relativity in our picture of 'physical reality'.
Let us see how the realistic view of the state vector applies to the above EPR-type experiment (involving photons).
As the two photons move outwards, the state-vector describes the situation as a photon pair, acting as a single unit.
Neither photon individually has an objective state: the quantum state applies only to the two together. Neither photon
individually has a direction of polarization: the polarization is a combined quality of the two photons together. When
the polarization of one of these photons is measured, the state-vector jumps so that the unmeasured photon now does
have a definite polarization. When that photon's polarization is subsequently measured, the probability values are
correctly obtained by applying the usual quantum rules to its polarization state. This way of looking at the situation
provides the correct answers; it is, indeed, the way that we ordinarily apply quantum mechanics. But it is an essentially
non-relativistic view. For the two measurements of polarization are what are called space like-separated, which means
that each lies outside the other's light cone, like the points R and Q in Fig.
Fig. 6. 32. Two different observers form mutually inconsistent pictures of 'reality' in an EPR experiment in which two
photons are emitted in opposite directions from a spin-0 state. The observer moving to the right judges that the lefthand part of the state jumps before it is measured, the jump being caused by the measurement on the right. The
observer moving to the left has the opposite opinion!
5. 21. The question of which of these measurements actually occurred first is not really physically meaningful, but
depends on the 'observers state of motion (see Fig. 6. 32). If the 'observer' moves rapidly enough to the right, then he
considers the right- hand measurement to have occurred first;
and if to the left, then it is the left-hand measurement! But if we regard the right-hand photon as having been measured
first we get a completely different picture of physical reality from that obtained if we regard the left-hand photon as
having been measured first! (It is a different measurement that causes the non-local 'jump'. ) There is an essential
conflict between our space-time picture of physical reality- even the correctly non-local quantum-mechanical one and
special relativity! This is a severe puzzle, which 'quantum realists' have not been able adequately to resolve (of.
Aharonov and Albert 1981). I shall need to return to the matter later.
SCHRODINGER'S EQUATION; DIRAC'S EQUATION
Earlier in this chapter, I referred to Schrodinger's equation, which is a perfectly well-defined deterministic equation, in
many ways quite similar to the equations of classical physics. The rules say that so long as no 'measurements' (or
'observations') are made on a quantum system, Schrodinger's equation must hold true. The reader may care to witness
its actual form:
^-^-|^=H|zl,).
Recall that -his Dirac's version of Planck's constant (h/2n) (and i = V--l) and that the operator Q/9t (partial
differentiation with respect to time) acting on |ij ) simply means the rate of change of |i( ) with respect to time.
Schrodinger's equation states that "H|' l?)' describes how |i( ) evolves.
But what is "H'? It is the Hamiltonian function that we considered in the previous chapter, but with a fundamental
difference! Recall that the classical Hamiltonian is the expression for the total energy in terms of the various position
coordinates q, and momentum coordinates pi, for all the physical objects in the system. To obtain the quantum
Hamiltonian we take the same expression, but substitute, for each occurrence of the momentum p" a multiple of the
differential operator 'partial differentiation with respect to q,". Specifically, we replace p, by-tfi9/9q,. Our quantum
Hamiltonian H then becomes some (frequently complicated) mathematical operation involving differentiations and
multiplications, etc. and not just a number!
This looks like hocus-pocus! But it is not just mathematical conjuring; it is genuine magic which works! (There is a
bit of 'art' in applying this process of generating a quantum Hamiltonian from a classical one, but it is remarkable, in
view of its outlandish nature, how little the ambiguities inherent in the procedure seem to matter. ) An important thing
to notice about Schrodinger's equation (whatever H is) is that it is linear, i. e. if |ij)) and |(p) both satisfy the equation,
then so also does |^) + |(p) or, indeed, any combination w\^) + z|q)>, where w and z are fixed complex numbers. Thus,
complex linear superposition is maintained indefinitely by Schrodinger's equation. A (complex) linear superposition of
two possible alternative states cannot get 'wwsuperposed' merely by the action of U! This is why the action of R is
needed as a separate procedure from U in order that just one alternative finally survives.

Like the Hamiltonian formalism for classical physics, the Schrodinger equation is not so much a specific equation, but
a framework for quantum-mechanical equations generally. Once one has obtained the appropriate quantum
Hamiltonian, the time-evolution of the state according to Schrodinger's equation proceeds rather as though |' j ) were a
classical field subject to some classical field equation such as Maxwell's. In fact, if |ij ) describes the state of a single
photon, then it turns out that Schrodinger's equation actually becomes Maxwell's equations! The equation for a single
photon is precisely the same as the equation for an entire electromagnetic field. This fact is responsible for the
Maxwell-field-wavelike behaviour and polarization of single photons that we caught glimpses of earlier. As another
example, if |ij ) describes the state of a single electron, then Schrodinger's equation becomes Dirac's remarkable wave
equation for the electron discovered in 1928 after Dirac had supplied much additional originality and insight.
In fact, Dirac's equation for the electron must be rated, alongside the Maxwell and Einstein equations, as one of the
Great Field Equations of physics. To convey an adequate impression of it here would require me to introduce
mathematical ideas that would be too distracting. Suffice it to say that in the Dirac equation |^) has the curious
'fermionic' property |^)--> -- \^) under 360 rotation that we considered earlier (p. 342). The Dirac and Maxwell
equations together constitute the basic ingredients of quantum electrodynamics, the most successful of the quantum
field theories.
Let us consider this briefly.
* However, there is an important difference in the type of solution toe the equations that is allowed. Classical Maxwell
fields are necessarily real whereas photon states are complex. There is also a so-called 'positive frequency' condition
that the photon state must satisfy.
QUANTUM FIELD THEORY
The subject known as 'quantum field theory' has arisen as a union of ideas from special relativity and quantum
mechanics. It differs from standard (i.
e. non-relativistic) quantum mechanics in that the number of particles, of any particular kind, need not be a constant.
Each kind of particle has its anti-particle (sometimes, such as with photons, the same as the original particle). A
massive particle and its anti-particle can annihilate to form energy, and such a pair can be created out of energy.
Indeed, the number of particles need not even be definite; for linear superpositions of states with different numbers of
particles are allowed. The supreme quantum field theory is 'quantum electrodynamics' basically the theory of electrons
and photons.
This theory is remarkable for the accuracy of its predictions (e. g. the precise value of the magnetic moment of the
electron, referred to in the last chapter, p. 199). However, it is a rather untidy theory and a not altogether consistent one
because it initially gives nonsensical 'infinite' answers. These have to be removed by a process known as
'renormalization'.
Not all quantum field theories are amenable to renormalization, and they are difficult to calculate with even when they
are.
A popular approach to quantum field theory is via 'path integrals', which involve forming quantum linear superpositions
not just of different particle states (as with ordinary wave functions but of entire space-time histories of physical
behaviour (see Feynman 1985, for a popular account). However, this approach has additional infinities of its own, and
one makes sense of it only via the introduction of various 'mathematical tricks'. Despite the undoubted power and
impressive accuracy of quantum field theory (in those few cases where the theory can be fully carried through), one is
left with a feeling that deeper understandings are needed before one can be confident of any 'picture of physical reality'
that it may seem to lead to. 16 I should make clear that the compatibility between quantum theory and special relativity
provided by quantum field theory is only partial referring only to U and is of a rather mathematically formal nature.
The difficulty of a consistent relativistic interpretation of the 'quantum jumps' occurring with R, that the EPR-type
experiments leave us with, is not even touched by quantum field theory. Also, there is not yet a consistent or believable
quantum field theory of gravity. I shall be suggesting, in Chapter 8, that these matters may not be altogether unrelated.
SCHRODINGER'S CAT
Let us finally return to an issue that has dogged us since the beginnings of our descriptions. Why do we not see
quantum linear superpositions of classical-scale objects, such as cricket balls in two places at once? What is it that
makes certain arrangements of atoms constitute a 'measuring device', so that the procedure R appears to take over from
U? Surely any piece of measuring apparatus is itself part of the physical world, built up from those very quantum-

mechanical constituents whose behaviour it may have been designed to explore. Why not treat the measuring apparatus
together with the physical system being examined, as a combined quantum system^ No mysterious 'external'
measurement is now involved. The combined system ought simply to evolve according to U. But does it? The action
of U on the combined system is completely deterministic, with no room for the R-type probabilistic uncertainties
involved in the 'measurement' or 'observation' that the combined system is performing on itself! There is an apparent
contradiction here, made especially graphic in a famous thought experiment introduced by Erwin Schrodinger (1935):
the paradox of Schrodinger's cat.
Imagine a sealed container, so perfectly constructed that no physical influence can pass either inwards or outwards
across its walls.
Imagine that inside the container is a cat, and also a device that can be triggered by some quantum event. If that event
takes place, then the device smashes a phial containing cyanide and the cat is killed. If the event does not take place,
the cat lives on. In Schrodinger's original version, the quantum event was the decay of a radioactive atom. Let me
modify this slightly and take our quantum event to be the triggering of a photo-cell by a photon, where the photon had
been emitted by some light source in a Fig. 6.
33. Schrodinger's cat- with additions.
predetermined state, and then reflected off a half-silvered mirror (see Fig.
6. 33). The reflection at the mirror splits the photon wave function into two separate parts, one of which is reflected
and the other transmitted through the mirror. The reflected part of the photon wave function is focused on the photocell, so if the photon (s registered by the photo-cell it has been reflected. In that case, the cyanide is released and the
cat killed. If the photocell does not register, the photon was transmitted through the half- silvered mirror to the wall
behind, and the cat is saved.
From the (somewhat hazardous) viewpoint of an observer inside the container, this would indeed be the description of
the happenings there. (We had better provide this observer with suitable protective clothing! ) Either the photon is
taken as having been reflected, because the photo-cell is 'observed' to have registered and the cat killed, or the photon is
taken as having been transmitted, because the photo-cell is 'observed' not to have registered and the cat is alive. Either
one or the other actually takes place: R has been effected, and the probability of each alternative is 50 per cent (because
it is a WA-silvered mirror). Now, let us take the viewpoint of a physicist outside the container. We may take the initial
state-vector of its contents to be 'known' to him before the container was sealed. (I do not mean that it could be known
in practice, but there is nothing in quantum theory to say that it could not in principle be known to him. ) According to
the outside observer, no 'measurement' has actually taken place, so the entire evolution of the state-vector should have
proceeded according to U. The photon is emitted from its source in its predetermined state- both observers are agreed
about that -and its wave function is split into two beams, with an amplitude of, say, 1/V2 for the photon to be in each
(so that the squared modulus would indeed give a probability of 1/2). Since the entire contents are being treated as a
single quantum system by the outside observer, linear superposition between alternatives must be maintained right up
to the scale of the cat. There is an amplitude of 1/V2 that the photo-cell registers and an amplitude of 1/V2 that it does
not. Both alternatives must be present in the state, equally weighted as part of a quantum linear superposition.
According to the outside observer, the cat is in a linear superposition of being dead and being alive!
Do we really believe that this would be the case? Schrodinger himself made it clear that he did not. He argued, in
effect, that the rule U of quantum mechanics should not apply to something so large or so complicated as a cat.
Something must have gone wrong with the Schrodinger equation along the way.
Of course Schrodinger had a right to argue this way about his own equation, but it is not a prerogative given to the rest
of us! A great many (and probably most) physicists would maintain that, on the contrary, there is now so much
experimental evidence in favour of U -and none at all against it that we have no right whatever to abandon that type of
evolution, even at the scale of a cat. If this is accepted, then we seem to be led to a very subjective view of physical
reality. To the outside observer, the cat is indeed in a linear combination of being alive and dead, and only when the
container is finally opened would the cat's state-vector collapse into one or the other. On the other hand, to a (suitably
protected) observer inside the container, the cat's state-vector would have collapsed much earlier, and the outside
observer's linear combination N))=^{|dead)+|alive)} has no relevance.
It seems that the state-vector is 'all in the mind' after all!
But can we really take such a subjective view of the state-vector?

Suppose that the outside observer did something much more sophisticated than merely 'looking' inside the container.
Suppose that, from his knowledge of the initial state inside the container, he first uses some vast computing facility
available to him to compute, using the Schrodinger equation, what the state must actually be inside the container,
obtaining the ('correct'! ) answer |'4>) (where |ip) indeed involves the above linear superposition of a dead cat and a
live cat). Suppose that he then performs that particular experiment on those contents which distinguishes the very state
|-ij)) from anything orthogonal to \^). (As has been described earlier, according to the rules of quantum mechanics, he
can, in principle, perform such an experiment, even though it would be outrageously difficult in practice. ) The
probabilities for the two outcomes 'yes, it is in state \^)' and 'no, it is orthogonal to \^y would have respective
probabilities 100 per cent and 0 per cent. In particular, there is zero probability for the state |/) = |dead) [alive), which is
orthogonal to |i))). The impossibility of |/) as a result of the experiment can only arise because both alternatives |dead)
and (alive) coexist, and interfere with each other.
The same would be true if we adjusted the photon path-lengths (or amount of silvering) slightly so that, instead of the
state |dead) + |alive) we had some other combination, say |dead) ijalive), etc.
All these different combinations have distinct experimental consequences in principle! So it is not even 'merely' a
matter of some kind of coexistence between death and life that might be affecting our poor cat. All the different
complex combinations are allowed, and they are, in principle, all distinguishable from one another! To the observer
inside the container, however, all these combinations seem irrelevant. Either the cat is alive, or it is dead.
How can we make sense of this kind of discrepancy? I shall briefly indicate a number of different points of view that
have been expressed on this (and related) questions though undoubtedly I shall not be fair to all of them!
VARIOUS ATTITUDES IN EXISTING QUANTUM THEORY
In the first place, there are obvious difficulties in performing an experiment like the one which distinguishes the state
|it>) from anything orthogonal to |i(>). There is no doubt that such an experiment is in practice impossible for the
outside observer. In particular, he would need to know the precise state-vector of the entire contents (including the
inside observer) before he could even begin to compute what |il>), at the later time, actually would be!
However, we require that this experiment be impossible in principle not merely in practice since otherwise we should
have no right to remove one of the states '[alive)' or 'jdead)' from physical reality.
The trouble is that quantum theory, as it stands, makes no provision for drawing a clear line between measurements that
are 'possible' and those that are 'impossible'. Perhaps there should be such a clear-cut distinction. But the theory as it
stands does not allow for one. To introduce such a distinction would be to change quantum theory.
Second, there is the not uncommon point of view that the difficulties would disappear if we could adequately take the
environment into account. It would, indeed, be a practical impossibility actually to isolate the contents completely
from the outside world. As soon as the outside environment becomes involved with the state inside the container, the
external observer cannot regard the contents as being given simply by a single state-vector.
Even his own state gets correlated with it in a complicated way. Moreover, there will be an enormous number of
different panicles inextricably involved, the effects of the different possible linear combinations spreading out farther
and farther into the universe over vast numbers of degrees of freedom. There is no practical way (say by observing
suitable interference effects) of distinguishing these complex linear superpositions from mere probability-weighted
alternatives. This need not even be a matter of the isolation of the contents from the outside. The cat itself involves a
vast number of panicles. Thus, the complex linear combination of a dead cat and a live one can be treated as if it were
simply a probability mixture. However, I do not myself find this at all satisfactory. As with the previous view, we may
ask at what stage is it officially deemed to be 'impossible' to obtain interference effects- so that the squared moduli of
the, amplitudes in the complex superposition can now be declared to provide a probability weighting of 'dead' and
'alive'? Even if the 'reality' of the world becomes, in some sense 'actually' a rca-number probability weighting, how
does this resolve itself into just one alternative or the other? I do not see how reality can ever transform itself from a
complex (or real) linear superposition of two alternatives into one or the other of these alternatives, on the basis merely
of the evolution U. We seem driven back to a subjective view of the world!
Sometimes people take the line that complicated systems should not really be described by 'states' but by a
generalization referred to as density matrices (von Neumann 1955). These involve both classical probabilities and
quantum amplitudes. In effect, many different quantum states are then taken together to represent reality. Density
matrices are useful, but they do not in themselves resolve the deep problematic issues of quantum measurement.

One might try to take the line that the actual evolution is the deterministic U, but probabilities arise from the
uncertainties involved in knowing what the quantum state of the combined system really is. This would be taking a
very 'classical' view about the origin of the probabilities that they all arise from uncertainties in the initial state. One
might imagine that tiny differences in the initial state could give rise to enormous differences in the evolution, like the
'chaos' that can occur with classical systems (e. g.
weather prediction; of. Chapter 5, p. 224). However, such 'chaos' effects simply cannot occur with U by itself, since it
is linear: unwanted linear superpositions simply persist forever under U! To resolve such a superposition into one
alternative or the other, something now-linear would be needed, so U itself will not do.
For another viewpoint, we may take note of the fact that the only completely clear-cut discrepancy with observation, in
the Schrodinger cat experiment, seems to arise because there are conscious observers, one (or two! ) inside and one
outside the container. Perhaps the laws of complex quantum linear super Y position do not apply to consciousness! A
rough mathematical model for such a viewpoint was put forward by Eugene P. Wigner (1961). He suggested that the
linearity of Schrodinger's equation might fall for conscious (or merely 'living') entities, and be replaced by some nonlinear procedure, according to which either one or the other alternative would be resolved out. It might seem to the
reader that, since I am searching for some kind of role for quantum phenomena in our conscious thinking as indeed I
am- I should find this view to be a sympathetic possibility. However, I am not at all happy with it.
It seems to lead to a very lopsided and disturbing view of the reality of the world. Those corners of the universe where
consciousness resides may be rather few and far between. On this view, only in those corners would the complex
quantum linear superpositions be resolved into actual alternatives.
It may be that to us, such other corners would look the same as the rest of the universe, since whatever we, ourselves,
actually look at (or otherwise observe) would, by our very acts of conscious observation, get 'resolved into alternatives',
whether or not it had done so before. Be that as it may, this gross lopsidedness would provide a very disturbing picture
of the actuality of the world, and I, for one, would accept it only with great reluctance.
There is a somewhat related viewpoint, called the participatory universe (suggested by John A. Wheeler 1983), which
takes the role of consciousness to a (different) extreme. We note, for example, that the evolution of conscious life on
this planet is due to appropriate mutations having taken place at various times. These, presumably, are quantum events,
so they would exist only in linearly superposed form until they finally led to the evolution of a conscious being- whose
very existence depends upon all the right mutations having 'actually' taken place! It is our own presence which, on this
view, conjures our past into existence. The circularity and paradox involved in this picture has an appeal for some, but
for myself I find it distinctly worrisome and, indeed, barely credible.
Another viewpoint, also logical in its way, but providing a picture no less strange, is that of many worlds, first publicly
put forward by Hugh Everett III (1957). According to the many- worlds interpretation, R never takes place at all. The
entire evolution of the state-vector which is regarded realistically- is always governed by the deterministic procedure U.
This implies that poor Schrodinger's cat, together with the protected observer inside the container, must indeed exist in
some complex linear combination, with the cat in some superposition of life and death. However the dead state is
correlated with one state of the inside observer's consciousness, and the live one, with another (and presumably, partly,
with the consciousness of the cat- and, eventually, with the outside observer's also, when the contents become revealed
to him). The consciousness of each observer is regarded as 'splitting', so he now exists twice over, each of his instances
having a different experience (i. e. one seeing a dead cat and the other a live one).
Indeed, not just an observer, but the entire universe that he inhabits splits in two (or more) at each 'measurement' that he
makes of the world. Such splitting occurs again and again- not merely because of 'measurements' made by observers,
but because of the macroscopic magnification of quantum events generally so that these universe 'branches' proliferate
wildly. Indeed, every alternative possibility would coexist in some vast superposition. This is hardly the most
economical of viewpoints, but my own objections to it do not spring from its lack of economy. In particular, I do not
see why a conscious being need be aware of only 'one' of the alternatives in a linear superposition. What is it about
consciousness that demands that one cannot be jaw are of that tantalizing linear combination of a dead and a live cat?
It seems to me that a theory of consciousness would be needed before the many-worlds view can be squared with what
one actually observes. I do not see what relation there is between the 'true' (objective) state-vector of the universe and
what we are supposed actually to 'observe'. Claims have been made that the 'illusion' of R can, in some sense, be
effectively deduced in this picture, but I do not think that these claims hold up. At the very least, one needs further
ingredients to make the scheme work. It seems to me that the many-worlds view introduces a multitude of problems of
its own without really touching upon the red puzzles of quantum measurement.

(Compare DeWitt and Graham 1973. )
WHERE DOES ALL THIS LEAVE US?
These puzzles, in one guise or another, persist in any interpretation of quantum mechanics as the theory exists today.
Let us briefly review what standard quantum theory has actually told us about how we should describe the world,
especially in relation to these puzzling issues and then ask: where do we go from here?
Recall, first of all, that the descriptions of quantum theory appear to apply sensibly (usefully? ) only at the so-called
quantum level -of molecules, atoms, or subatomic particles, but also at larger dimensions, so long as energy differences
between alternative possibilities remain very small. At the quantum level, we must treat such 'alternatives' as things
that can coexist, in a kind of complex-number-weighted superposition. The complex numbers that are used as
weightings are called probability amplitudes. Each different totality of complex-weighted alternatives defines a
different quantum state, and any quantum system must be described by such a quantum state. Often, as is most clearly
the case with the example of spin, there is nothing to say which are to be 'actual' alternatives composing a quantum
state and which are to be just 'combinations' of alternatives. In any case, so long as the system remains at the quantum
level, the quantum state evolves in a completely deterministic way. This deterministic evolution is the process U,
governed by the important Schrodinger equation.
When the effects of different quantum alternatives become magnified to the classical level, so that differences between
alternatives are large enough that we might directly perceive them, then such complex-weighted superpositions seem
no longer to persist. Instead, the squares of the moduli of the complex amplitudes must be formed (i. e. their squared
distances from the origin in the complex plane taken), and these real numbers now play a new role as actual
probabilities for the alternatives in question. Only one of the alternatives survives into the actuality of physical
experience, according to the process R (called reduction of the state-vector or collapse of the wave function completely
different from U). It is here, and only here, that the nondeterminism of quantum theory makes its entry.
The quantum state may be strongly argued as providing an objective picture.
But it can be a complicated and even somewhat paradoxical one. When several particles are involved, quantum states
can (and normally 'do') get very complicated. Individual particles then do not have 'states' on their own, but exist only
in complicated 'entanglements' with other particles, referred to as correlations.
When a panicle in one region is 'observed', in the sense that it triggers some effect that becomes magnified to the
classical level, then R must be invoked but this apparently simultaneously affects all the other particles with which that
particular particle is correlated. Experiments of the Einstein-- Podolsky--Rosen (EPR) type (such as that of Aspect, in
which pairs of photons are emitted in opposite directions by a quantum source, and then separately have their
polarizations measured many metres apart) give clear observational substance to this puzzling, but essential fact of
quantum physics: it is non-local (so that the photons in the Aspect experiment cannot be treated as separate independent
entities)! If R is considered to act in an objective way (and that would seem to be implied by the objectivity of the
quantum state), then the spirit of special relativity is accordingly violated. No objectively real space-time description of
the (reducing) state-vector seems to exist which is consistent with the requirements of relativity! However the
observational effects of quantum theory do not violate relativity.
Quantum theory is silent about when and why R should actually (or appear to?
) take place. Moreover, it does not, in itself, properly explain why the classical-level world 'looks' classical.
"Most' quantum states do not at all resemble classical ones!
Where does all this leave us? I believe that one must strongly consider the possibility that quantum mechanics is
simply wrong when applied to macroscopic bodies or, rather that the laws U and R supply excellent approximations,
only, to some more complete, but as yet undiscovered, theory.
It is the combination of these two laws together that has provided all the wonderful agreement with observation that
present theory enjoys, not U alone.
If the linearity of U were to extend into the macroscopic world, we should have to accept the physical reality of
complex linear combinations of different positions (or of different spins, etc. ) of cricket balls and the like. Common
sense alone tells us that this is not the way that the world actually behaves! Cricket balls are indeed well approximated
by the descriptions of classical physics.

They have reasonably well-defined locations, and are not seen to be in two places at once, as the linear laws of
quantum mechanics would allow them to be. If the procedures U and R are to be replaced by a more comprehensive
law, then, unlike Schrodinger's equation, this new law would have to be wow-linear in character (because R itself acts
non-linearly). Some people object to this, quite rightly pointing out that much of the profound mathematical elegance
of standard quantum theory results from its linearity.
However, I feel that it would be surprising if quantum theory were not to undergo some fundamental change in the
future- to something for which this linearity would be only an approximation. There are certainly precedents for this
kind of change. Newton's elegant and powerful theory of universal gravitation owed much to the fact that the forces of
the theory add up in a linear way. Yet, with Einstein's general relativity, this linearity was seen to be only an (albeit
excellent) approximation and the elegance of Einstein's theory exceeds even that of Newton's!
I have made no bones of the fact that I believe that the resolution of the puzzles of quantum theory must lie in our
finding an improved theory. Though this is perhaps not the conventional view, it is not an altogether unconventional
one. (Many of quantum theory's originators were also of such a mind. I have referred to Einstein's views. Schrodinger
(1935), de Broglie (1956), and Dirac (1939) also regarded the theory as provisional. ) But even if one believes that the
theory is somehow to be modified, the constraints on how one might do this are enormous. Perhaps some kind of
'hidden variable' viewpoint will eventually turn out to be acceptable. But the non-locality that is exhibited by the EPRtype experiments severely challenges any 'realistic' description of the world that can comfortably occur within an
ordinary space-time a space-time of the particular type that has been given to us to accord with the principles of
relativity- so I believe that a much more radical change is needed. Moreover, no discrepancy of any kind between
quantum theory and experiment has ever been found unless, of course, one regards the evident absence of linearly
superposed cricket balls as contrary evidence.
In my own view, the non-existence of linearly superposed cricket balls actually is contrary evidence! But this, in itself,
is no great help. We know that at the sub-microscopic level of things the quantum laws do hold sway; but at the level of
cricket balls, it is classical physics. Somewhere in between, I would maintain, we need to understand the new law, in
order to see how the quantum world merges with the classical. I believe, also, that we shall need this new law if we are
ever to understand minds! For all this we must, I believe, look for new clues.
In my descriptions of quantum theory in this chapter, I have been wholly conventional, though the emphasis has
perhaps been more geometrical and 'realistic' than is usual. In the next chapter we shall try to search for some needed
clues clues that I believe must give us some hints about an improved quantum mechanics. Our journey will start close
to home, but we shall be forced to travel far afield. It turns out that we shall need to explore very distant reaches of
space, and to travel back, even to the very beginning of time!
1. I have taken for granted that any 'serious' philosophical viewpoint should contain at least a good measure of realism.
It always surprises me when I learn of apparently serious-minded thinkers, often physicists concerned with the
implications of quantum mechanics, who take the strongly subjective view that there is, in actuality, no real world 'out
there' at all! The fact that I take a realistic line wherever possible is not meant to imply that I am unaware that such
subjective views are often seriously maintained- only that I am unable to make sense of them. For a powerful and
entertaining attack on such subjectivism, see Gardner (1983), Chapter 1.
2. In particular, J. J. Balmer had noted, in 1885, that the frequencies of the spectral lines of hydrogen had the form
R(n~2 -m~2) where and m are positive integers (R being a constant).
3. Perhaps we should not dismiss this 'entirely field' picture too lightly.
Einstein, who (as we shall see) was profoundly aware of the discrete ness manifested by quantum panicles, spent the
last thirty years of his life trying to find a fully comprehensive theory of this general classical kind.
But Einstein's attempts, like all others, were unsuccessful. Something else beside a classical field seems to be needed
in order to explain the discrete nature of particles.
4. These two evolution procedures were described in a classic work by the remarkable Hungarian/ American
mathematician John von Neumann (1955). His 'process 1' is what I have termed R 'reduction of the state-vector' and
his process 2 is U -- 'unitary evolution' (which means, in effect that probability amplitudes are preserved by the
evolution). In fact, there are other- though equivalent descriptions of quantum-state evolution U, where one might not
use the term "Schrodinger's equation'. In the " Heisenberg picture', for example, the state is described so that it appears
not to evolve at all, the dynamical evolution being taken up in a continual shifting of the meanings of the position

momentum coordinates. The various distinctions are not important for us here, the different descriptions of the process
U being completely equivalent.
5. For completeness we should also specify all the required algebraic laws which, in the (Dirac) notation used in the
text, are:
lip) + Ix) = lx> + ^>, 1^> + (Ix) + l<p = (1^ + lx>) + l<p>> (z + w}\^) = z|ip> + w|ip), z(|it>> + |x = zlzf) + z|x>, z(w|ij
= (2w)|' l>>, 1\^) = |' p>, |il>> + 0 = |i( >, 0|' 1>> = 0, and z0 = 0.
6. There is an important operation, referred to as the scalar product (or inner product) of two vectors, which can be used
to express the concepts of 'unit vector', 'orthogonality', and 'probability amplitude' very simply. (In ordinary vector
algebra, the scalar product is ab cos 6, where a and b are the lengths of the vectors and 6 is the angle between their
directions. ) The scalar product between Hilbert space vectors gives a complex number. For two state-vectors |'4>) and
|%) we write this (iplx). There are algebraic rules ( ))( |x) + |<p)) = <^>|x) + (iplq)), <'<( (^|x = ^Ix). and <'flx> = <xF
P>> where the bar denotes complex conjugation. (The complex conjugate of z = x + iy, is z = x --iy, x and y being
real; note that |z|2 = za. ) Orthogonality between jip) and |x) is expressed as <'<t'|x) = 0. The squared length of |ip> is
(it)|2 == <' p|' (>>, so the condition for \^>) to be normalized as a unit vector is <T|)|' p) = 1. If an 'act of measurement'
causes a state |zj)) to jump either to |x) or to something orthogonal to |x), then the amplitude for it to jump to |/) is
<x|ip), assuming that |' j)) and |x) are both normalized. Without normalization, the probability of jumping from |' j ) to
|x> can be written (xl' t))<'*rlx)AxlxK'<^'l'lA') (See Dirac 1947. ) 7. For those familiar with the quantum-mechanical
operator formalism, this measurement is defined (in the Dirac notation) by the bounded Hermitian operator |x)<x|. The
eigenvalue 1 (for normalized |x)) means YES and the eigenvalue 0 means NO. (The vectors (xli (^\ietc- belong to the
dual of the original Hilbert space. ) See von Neumann (1955), Dirac (1947).
8. In my earlier descriptions of a quantum system consisting of a single particle, I have over-simplified, by ignoring
spin and assuming that the state can be described in terms of its position alone. There are actually certain particlescalled scalar panicles, examples being those nuclear panicles referred to as pions (n-mesons, of. p. 282), or cenain
atoms- for which the spin value turns out to be zero. For these panicles (but only for these) the above description in
terms of position alone will actually suffice.
9. Take 11/) = z| f) -- w| i), where a and w are the complex conjugates of z and w. (See note 6. ) 10. There is a standard
experimental device, known as a Stem--Gerlach apparatus, which can be used for measuring the spins of suitable
atoms. Atoms are projected in a beam which passes through a highly inhomogeneous magnetic field, and the direction
of the field's in homogeneity provides the direction of the spin measurement. The beam splits into two (for a spin-onehalf atom, or into more than two beams for higher spin) one beam giving the atoms for which the answer to the spin
measurement is YES and the other for which the answer is NO. Unfortunately, there are technical reasons, irrelevant
for our purposes, why this apparatus cannot be used for the measurement of electron spin, and a more indirect
procedure must be used.
(See Mott and Massey 1965. ) For this and other reasons, I prefer not to be specific about how our electron's spin is
actually being measured.
11. The enterprising reader may care to check the geometry given in the text. It is easiest if we orient our Riemann
sphere so that the a-direction is 'up' and the p-direction lies in the plane spanned by 'up' and 'right', i.
e. given by q = tan(9/2) on the Riemann sphere, and then use the prescription <xl'4"X'^lx)Axlx)<AlA) for the
probability of jumping from |' ) ) to |/). See note 6.
12. Mathematically, we say that the space of two-particle states is the tensor product of the space of states of the first
particle with that of the second particle. The state |x)|<p) is then the tensor product of the state |x) with |q>>.
13. Wolfgang Pauli, a brilliant Austrian physicist and prominent figure in the development of quantum mechanics, put
forward his exclusion principle as a hypothesis in 1925. The full quantum-mechanical treatment of what we now call
'fermions' was developed in 1926 by the highly influential and original Italian-American) physicist Enrico Fermi and
by the great Paul Dirac, whom we have encountered several times before. The statistical behaviour of fermions accords
with "Fermi--Dirac statistics', which term distinguishes it from " Boltzmann statistics' -the classical statistics of
distinguishable particles. The "Bose-Einstein statistics' of bosons was developed for the treatment of photons by the
remarkable Indian physicist S. N. Bose and Albert Einstein in 1924.
14. This is such a remarkable and important result that it is worth giving another version of it. Suppose that there are
just two settings for the E-measurer, up [ f ] and right [-->], and two for the P-measurer, 45 up to the right [/} and 45

down to the right [\]. Take the actual settings to be [-->] and (/"], for the E- and P-measurers, respectively. Then the
probability that the E- and P-measurements give agreement is ^(1 + cosl35 ) = 0.146 ..." which is a little under 15 per
cent. A long succession of experiments, with these settings, say,
E'YNNYNYYYNYYNNYNNNNYYN. P'NYYNNNYNYNNYYNYYNYNNY.
V/ / /
will give just under 15 per cent agreement. Now, let us suppose that the P-measurements are not influenced by the Esetting so that if the E-setting had been [ f ] rather than [-->], then the run of P-results would have been exactly the
same- and since the angle between [ f ] and [/}, is the same as between [-->] and [/'], there would again be just under 15
per cent agreement between the P-measurements and the new E-measurements, say E'. On the other hand, if the Esetting had been [--*], as before, but the P-setting were [\] rather than [/'], then the run of E-results would have been as
before but the new P-results, say P', would have been something with just under 15 per cent agreement with the original
E-results. It follows that there could be no more than 45 per cent (= 15 per cent + 15 per cent + 15 per cent) agreement
between the P'-measurement [\] and the E'measurement [ f ] had these been the actual settings. But the angle between
[\] and [ f ] is 135 not 45 , so the probability of agreement ought to be just over 85 per cent, not 45 per cent. This is a
contradiction, showing that the assumption that the choice of measurement made on E cannot influence the results for P
(and vice versa) must be false! I am indebted to David Mermin for this | example. The version given in the main text
is taken from his article I Mermin (1985). 1 15. Earlier results were due to Freedman and Clauser (1972) based on
ideas suggested by Clauser, Home, Shimony, and Holt (1969). There is still a point of argument, in these experiments,
owing to the fact that the photon detectors that are used fall a good deal short of 100 per cent efficiency, so that only a
comparatively small fraction of the emitted photons are actually detected. However, the agreement with the quantum
theory is so perfect, with these comparatively inefficient detectors, that it is hard to see how making the detectors better
is suddenly going to produce a worse agreement with that theory!
16. Quantum field theory appears to offer some scope for non computability (of. Komar 1964).
cosmology AND THE arrow OF time
THE FLOW OF TIME
central TO OUR feelings of awareness is the sensation of the progression of time. We seem to be moving ever
forward, from a definite past into an uncertain future. The past is over, we feel, and there is nothing to be done with it.
It is unchangeable, and in a certain sense, it is 'out there' still. Our present knowledge of it may come from our records,
our memory traces, and from our deductions from them, but we do not tend to doubt the actuality of the past. The past
was one thing and can (now) be only one thing. What has happened has happened, and there is now nothing whatever
that we, nor anyone else can do about it! The future, on the other hand, seems yet undetermined. It could turn out to be
one thing or it could turn out to be another. Perhaps this 'choice' is fixed completely by physical laws, or perhaps partly
by our own decisions (or by God); but this 'choice' seems still there to be made. There appear to be merely
potentialities for whatever the 'reality' of the future may actually resolve itself to be. As we consciously perceive time
to pass, the most immediate part of that vast and seemingly undetermined future continuously becomes realized as
actuality, and thus makes its entry into the fixed past. Sometimes we may have the feeling that we even have been
personally 'responsible' for somewhat influencing that choice of particular potential future which in fact becomes
realized, and made permanent in the actuality of the past. More often, we feel ourselves to be helpless spectators-perhaps thankfully relieved of responsibility as, inexorably, the scope of the determined past edges its way into an
uncertain future.
Yet physics, as we know it, tells a different story. All the successful equations of physics are symmetrical in time.
They can be used equally well in one direction in time as in the other. The future and the past seem physically to be on
a completely equal footing. Newton's laws, Hamilton's equations. Maxwell's equations, Einstein's general relativity,
Dirac's equation, the Schrodinger equation-all remain effectively unaltered if we reverse the direction of time. (Replace
the coordinate t which represents time, by -t. ) The whole of classical mechanics, together with the "U' part of quantum
mechanics, is entirely reversible in time. There is a question as to whether the " R' part of quantum mechanics is
actually time-reversible or not. This question will be central to the arguments I shall be presenting in the next chapter.
For the moment, let us sidestep the issue by referring to what may be regarded as a 'conventional wisdom' of the subject
namely that, despite initial appearances, the operation of R must indeed be taken to be time-symmetrical also (of.
Aharonov, Bergmann, and Lebowitz 1964). If we accept this, it seems that we shall need to look elsewhere if we are to
find where our physical laws assert that the distinction between past and future must lie.

Before addressing that issue, we should consider another puzzling discrepancy between our perceptions of time and
what modem physical theory tells us to believe. According to relativity, there is not really such a thing as the 'now' at
all. The closest that we get to such a concept is an observer's 'simultaneous space' in space-time, as depicted in Fig. 5.
21, p. 259, but that depends on the motion of the observer! The 'now' according to one observer would not agree with
that for another. 1 Concerning two space-time events A and B, one observer U might consider that B belongs to the
fixed past and A to the uncertain future, while for a second observer V, it could be A that belongs to the fixed past and
B to the uncertain future! (See Fig.
7. 1. ) We cannot meaningfully assert that either one of the events A and B remains uncertain, so long as the other is
definite.
Recall thediscussiononpp. 260land Fig 5. 22. Twopeoplepass each other on the street; and according to one of the two
people,
MO LOGY AND
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Observer a & Observer " /
IV
/ Time | /-^:
-x^B | (nujW 0^5^5ceW" / ^~~--VS'2^^,^eol pee-fo^ fig. 7.1. Can time actually 'flow' ? To observer U, B can be in
the 'fixed' past while A lies yet in the 'uncertain' future. Observer V holds the contrary view!
an Andromedean space fleet has already set off on its journey, while to the other, the decision as to whether or not the
journey will actually take place has not yet been made. How can there still be some uncertainty as to the outcome of
that decision? If to either person the decision has already been made, then surely there cannot be any uncertainty. The
launching of the space fleet is an inevitability. In fact neither of the people can yet know of the launching of the space
fleet. They can know only later, when telescopic observations from earth reveal that the fleet is indeed on its way.
Then they can hark back to that chance encounter,2 and come to the conclusion that at that time, according to one of
them, the decision lay in the uncertain future, while to the other, it lay in the certain past. Was there then any
uncertainty about that future?
Or was the future of both people already 'fixed'?
It begins to seem that if anything is definite at all, then the entire space-time must indeed be definite! There can be no
'uncertain' future. The whole of space-time must be fixed, without any scope for uncertainty.
Indeed, this seems to have been Einstein's own conclusion (of. Pais 1982, p.
444). Moreover, there is no flow of time at all. We have just 'space-time' and no scope at all for a future whose
domain is being inexorably encroached upon by a determined past! (The reader may be wondering what is the role of
the 'uncertainties' of quantum mechanics in all this. 1 shall return to the questions raised by quantum mechanics later in
the next chapter. For the moment, it will be better to think in terms of a purely classical picture. ) It seems to me that
there are severe discrepancies between what we consciously feel, concerning the flow of time, and what our
(marvellously accurate) theories assert about the reality of the physical world. These discrepancies must surely be
telling us something deep about the physics that presumably must actually underlie our conscious perceptions assuming
(as I believe) that what underlies these perceptions can indeed be understood in relation to some appropriate kind of
physics. At least it seems to be clearly the case that whatever physics is operating, it must have an essentially timeasymmetrical ingredient, i. e. it must make a distinction between the past and the future.
If the equations of physics seem to make no distinction between future and past and if even the very idea of the 'present'
fits so uncomfortably with relativity-then where in heaven do we look, to find physical laws more in accordance with
what we seem to perceive of the world? In fact things are not so discrepant as I may have been seeming to imply. Our
physical understanding actually contains important ingredients other than just equations of time-evolution and some of
these do indeed involve time asymmetries The most important of these is what is known as the second law of
thermodynamics. Let us try to gain some understanding of what this law means.
THE INEXORABLE INCREASE OF ENTROPY

Imagine a glass of water poised on the edge of a table. If nudged, it is likely to fall to the ground no doubt to shatter
into many pieces, with water splashed over a considerable area, perhaps to become absorbed into a carpet, or to fall
between the cracks in the floorboards. In this, our glass of water has been merely following faithfully the equations of
physics.
Newton's descriptions will do.
The atoms in the glass and in the water are each individually following Newton's laws (Fig. 7. 2). Now let us run this
picture in the reverse direction in time. By the time-reversibility of these laws, the water could equally well flow out
from the carpet and MO LOGY AND THE ARROW OF TIME Time ,_ Or time?
Fig. 7. 2. The laws of mechanics are time-reversible; yet the time-ordering of such a scene from the right frame to the
left is something that is never experienced, whereas that from the left frame to the right would be commonplace.
from the cracks in the floorboards, to enter a glass which is busily constructing itself from numerous shattered pieces,
the assembled whole then jumping from the floor exactly to table height, to come to rest poised on the edge of the table.
All that is also in accordance with Newton's laws, just as was the falling and shattering glass!
The reader may perhaps be asking where the energy comes from, which raises the glass from floor to table. That is no
problem. There cannot be a problem with energy, because in the situation in which the glass falls from the table, the
energy that it gains from falling must go somewhere. In fact the energy of the falling glass goes into heat. The atoms in
the glass fragments, in the water, in the carpet, and in the floorboards will be moving around in a random way just a
little bit faster than they were, at the moment after the glass strikes the ground, i. e. the glass fragments, water, carpet,
and floorboards will be just a little warmer than they would have been before (ignoring possible heat loss from
evaporation but that, also, is reversible in principle). By energy conservation, this heat energy is just equal to the
energy lost by the glass of water in falling from the table.
Thus that little bit of heat energy would be just enough to raise the glass back again to the table! It is important to
realize that heat energy must be included when we consider energy conservation. The law of energy conservation,
when the energy of heat is taken into account, is called the first law of thermodynamics. The first law of
thermodynamics, being a deduction from Newtonian mechanics, is time-symmetrical. The first law does not constrain
the glass and water in any way which rules out its assembling itself, filling with water and jumping back miraculously
on to the table.
The reason that we do not see such things happen is that the 'heat' motion of the atoms in the glass fragments, water,
floorboards, and carpet will be all higgledy-piggledy, so most of the atoms will be moving in all the wrong directions.
An absurdly precise coordination in their motions would be needed in order to reassemble the glass, with all the
splashes of water collected back in it, and hurl it delicately up on to the table. It is an effective certainty that such
coordinated motion will not to be present!
Such coordination could occur only by the most amazing fluke- of a kind that would be referred to as 'magic' if ever it
did occur!
Yet in the other direction in time, such coordinated motion is commonplace.
Somehow, we do not regard it as a fluke if the particles are moving in coordinated fashion, provided that they do it after
some large-scale change in the physical state has taken place (here the shattering and spilling of the glass of water),
rather than before such a change. The particle motions must indeed be highly coordinated after such an event; for these
motions are of such a nature that if we were to reverse, in a precise way, the motion of every single atom, the resulting
behaviour would be exactly what would be needed to reassemble, fill, and lift the glass to its precise starting
configuration.
Highly coordinated motion is acceptable and familiar if it is regarded as being an effect of a large-scale change and not
the cause of it. However, the words 'cause' and 'effect' somewhat beg the question of time-asymmetry.
In our normal parlance we are used to applying these terms in the sense that the cause must precede the effect. But if
we are trying to understand the physical difference between past and future, we have to be very careful not to inject our
everyday feelings about past and future into the discussion unwittingly. I must warn the reader that it is extremely
difficult to avoid doing this, but it is imperative that we try. We must try to use words in such a way that they do not
prejudice the issue of the physical distinction between past and future. Accord MO LOGY AND THE ARROW OF
TIME ingly, if the circumstances happened to deem it appropriate, we would have to allow ourselves to take the causes
of things to lie in the future and the effects to lie in the past! The deterministic equations of classical physics (or the

operation of U in quantum physics, for that matter) have no preference for evolving in the future direction. They can
be used equally well to evolve into the past. The future determines the past in just the same way that the past
determines the future. We can specify some state of a system in some arbitrary way in the future and then use this state
to compute what it would have had to be like in the past. If we are allowed to view the past as 'cause' and the future as
'effect' when we evolve the equations for the system in the normal future direction in time, then when we apply the
equally valid procedure of evolving the equations in the past direction in time we must apparently regard the future as
'cause' and the past as 'effect'.
However, there is something else involved in our use of the terms 'cause' and 'effect' which is not really a matter of
which of the events referred to happen to lie in the past and which in the future.
Let us imagine a hypothetical universe in which the same time-symmetric classical equations apply as those of our own
universe, but for which behaviour of the familiar kind (e. g.
shattering and spilling of water glasses) coexists with occurrences like the time-reverses of these. Suppose that, along
with our more familiar experiences, sometimes water glasses do assemble themselves out of broken pieces,
mysteriously fill themselves out of splashes of water, and then leap up on to tables; suppose also that, on occasion,
scrambled eggs magically unscramble and de-cook themselves, finally to leap back into broken eggshells which
perfectly assemble and seal themselves about their newly- acquired contents; that lumps of sugar can form themselves
out of the dissolved sugar in sweetened coffee and then spontaneously jump from the cup into someone's hand. If we
lived in a world where such occurrences were commonplace, surely we would ascribe the 'causes' of such events not to
fantastically improbable chance coincidences concerning correlated behaviour of the individual atoms, but to some
'ideological effect' whereby the self assembling objects sometimes strive to achieve some desired macroscopic
configuration.
"Look!" we would say, "It's happening again. That mess is going to assemble itself into another glass of water!" No
doubt we would take the view that the atoms were aiming themselves so accurately because that was the way to
produce the glass of water on the table. The glass on the table would be the 'cause' and the apparently random
collection of atoms on the floor, the 'effect' despite the fact that the 'effect' now occurs earlier in time than the 'cause'.
Likewise, the minutely organized motion of the atoms in the scrambled egg is not the 'cause' of the leap up into the
assembling eggshell, but the 'effect' of this future occurrence;
and the sugar lump does not assemble itself and leap from the cup 'because' the atoms move with such extraordinary
precision, but owing to the fact that someone albeit in the future will later hold that sugar lump in his hand!
Of course, in our world we do not see such things happen- or, rather, what we do not see is the coexistence of such
things with those of our normal kind.
If all that we saw were happenings of the perverse kind just described, then we should have no problem. We could just
interchange the terms 'past' and 'future', 'before' and 'after', etc. " in all our descriptions. Time could be deemed to be
progressing in the reverse direction from that originally specified, and that world could be described as being just like
our own.
However, I am here envisaging a different possibility- just as consistent with the time-symmetrical equations of
physics- where shattering and self-assembling water glasses can coexist. In such a world, we cannot retrieve our
familiar descriptions merely by a reversal of our conventions about the direction of progression of time. Of course our
world happens not to be like that, but why is it not? To begin to understand this fact, I have been asking you to try to
imagine such a world and to wonder how we would describe the happenings taking place within it. I am asking that
you accept that, in such a world, we should surely describe the gross macroscopic configurations- such as complete
glasses of water, unbroken eggs, or a lump of sugar held in the hand as providing 'causes' and the detailed, and perhaps
finely correlated, motions of individual atoms as 'effects', whether or not the 'causes' lie to the future or to the past of
the 'effects'.
Why is it that, in the world in which we happen to live, it is the
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causes which actually do precede the effects; or to put things in another way, why do precisely coordinated particle
motions occur only after some large-scale change in the physical state and not before it? In order to get a better
physical description of such things, I shall need to introduce the concept of entropy. In rough terms, the entropy of a
system is a measure of its manifest disorder. (I shall be a little more precise later. ) Thus, the smashed glass and

spilled water on the floor is in a higher entropy state than the assembled and filled glass on the table; the scrambled egg
has higher entropy than the fresh unbroken egg; the sweetened coffee has a higher entropy than the undissolved sugar
lump sitting in unsweetened coffee. The low entropy state seems 'specially ordered', in some manifest way, and the
high entropy state, less 'specially ordered'.
It is important to realize, when we refer to the special ness of a low entropy state, that we are indeed referring to
manifest special ness For, in a more subtle sense, the higher entropy state, in these situations, is just as 'specially
ordered' as the lower entropy state, owing to the very precise coordination of the motions of the individual particles.
For example, the seemingly random motions of the water molecules which have leaked between the floorboards after
the glass has smashed are indeed very special: the motions are so precise that if they were all exactly reversed then the
original low entropy state, where the glass sits assembled and full of water on the table, would be recovered. (This
must be the case since the reversal of all these motions would simply correspond to reversing the direction of time
according to which the glass would indeed assemble itself and jump back on to the table. ) But such coordinated
motion of all the water molecules is not the kind of special ness that we refer to as low entropy. Entropy refers to
manifest disorder. The order which is present in precise coordination of particle motions is not manifest order, so it
does not count towards lowering the entropy of a system. Thus the order in the molecules in the spilled water does not
count in this way, and the entropy is high. However, the manifest order in the assembled water glass gives a low
entropy value. This refers to the fact that comparatively few different possible arrangements of particle motions are
compatible with the manifest configuration of an assembled and filled water glass;
whereas there are very many more motions which are compatible with the manifest configuration of the slightly heated
water flowing between the cracks in the floorboards.
The second law of thermodynamics asserts that the entropy of an isolated system increases with time (or remains
constant, for a reversible system).
It is well that we do not count coordinated particle motions as low entropy;
for if we did, the 'entropy' of a system, according to that definition, would always remain a constant.
The entropy concept must refer only to disorder which is indeed manifest.
For a system in isolation from the rest of the universe, its total entropy increases, so if it starts off in some state with
some kind of manifest organization, this organization will, in due course, become eroded, and these manifest special
features will become converted into 'useless' coordinated particle motions. It might seem, perhaps, that the second law
is like a counsel of despair, for it asserts that there is a relentless and universal physical principle, telling us that
organization is necessarily continually breaking down. We shall see later that this pessimistic conclusion is not entirely
appropriate!
WHAT IS ENTROPY?
But what precisely is the entropy of a physical system? We have seen that it is some sort of measure of manifest
disorder, but it would appear, by my use of such imprecise terms as 'manifest' and 'disorder', that the entropy concept
could not really be a very clear-cut scientific quantity. There is also another aspect of the second law which seems to
indicate an element of imprecision in the concept of entropy: it is only with so-called irreversible systems that the
entropy actually increases, rather than just remaining constant. What does 'irreversible' mean? If we take into account
the detailed motions of all the particles, then all systems are reversible! In practice, we should say that the glass falling
from the table and smashing, or the scrambling of the egg, or the dissolving of the sugar in the coffee are all
irreversible;
whereas the bouncing of a small number of particles off one another would be considered reversible, as would various
carefully controlled situations in which energy is not lost into heat.
Basically, the term 'irreversible' just refers to the fact that it has not been possible to keep track of, nor to control, all the
relevant details of the individual particle motions in the system. These uncontrolled motions are referred to as 'heat'.
Thus, irreversibility seems to be merely a 'practical' matter. We cannot in practice unscramble an egg, though it is a
perfectly allowable procedure according to the laws of mechanics. Does our concept of entropy depend upon what is
practical and what is not?
Recall, from Chapter 5, that the physical concept of energy, as well as momentum and angular momentum, can be
given precise mathematical definitions in terms of particle positions, velocities, masses, and forces. But how can we be
expected to do as well for the concept of 'manifest disorder' that is needed for making the concept of entropy

mathematically precise? Surely, what is 'manifest' to one observer may not be so to another. Would it not depend upon
the precision with which each observer might be able to measure the system under examination? With better
measuring instruments one observer might be able to get much more detailed information about the microscopic
constituents of a system than would another observer. More of the 'hidden order' in the system might be manifest to
one observer than to the other and, accordingly, he would ascertain the entropy as being lower than would the other. It
seems, also, that the various observers' aesthetic judgements might well get involved in what they deem to be 'order',
rather than 'disorder'. We could imagine some artist taking the view that the collection of shattered glass fragments was
far more beautifully ordered than was the hideously ugly glass that once stood on the edge of the table! Would entropy
have actually been reduced in the judgement of such an artistically sensitive observer?
In view of these problems of subjectivity, it is remarkable that the concept of entropy is useful at all in precise scientific
descriptions-which it certainly is! The reason for this utility is that the changes from order to disorder in a system, in
terms of detailed particle positions and velocities, are utterly enormous, and (in almost all circumstances) will
completely swamp any reasonable differences of viewpoint as to what is or is not 'manifest order' on the macroscopic
scale. In particular, the artist's or scientist's judgement as to whether it is the assembled or shattered glass which is the
more orderly arrangement is of almost no consequence whatever, with regard to its entropy measure. By far the main
contribution to the entropy comes from the random particle motions which constitute the tiny raising of temperature,
and dispersion of the water, as the glass and water hit the ground.
In order to be more precise about the entropy concept, let us return to the idea of phase space which was introduced in
Chapter 5. Recall that the phase space of a system is a space, normally of enormous dimensions, each of whose points
represents an entire physical state in all its minute detail. A single phase-space point provides all the position and
momentum coordinates of all the individual particles which constitute the physical system in question. What we need,
for the concept of entropy, is a way of grouping together all the states which look identical, from the point of view of
their manifest (i. e.
macroscopic) properties. Thus, we need to divide our phase space into a number of compartments (of. Fig. 7. 3),
where the different points belonging to any particular compartment represent physical systems which, though difFig. 7.
3. A coarse-graining of phase space into regions corresponding to states that are macroscopically indistinguishable
from one another.
The entropy is proportional to the logarithm of the phase-space volume.
fe rent in the minute detail of their particle configurations and motions, are nevertheless deemed to be identical with
regard to macroscopically observable features. From the point of view of what is manifest, all the points of a single
compartment are to be considered as representing the same physical system. Such a division of the phase space into
compartments is referred to as a coarse-graining of the phase space.
Now some of these compartments will turn out to be enormously more huge than others. For example, consider the
phase space of a gas in a box. Most of the phase space will correspond to states in which the gas is very uniformly
distributed in the box, with the particles moving around in a characteristic way that provides a uniform temperature and
pressure. This characteristic type of motion is, in a sense, the most 'random' that is possible, and it is referred to as a
Maxwellian distribution after that same James Clerk Maxwell whom we have encountered before. When the gas is in
such a random state it is said to be in thermal equilibrium. There is an absolutely vast volume of points of phase space
corresponding to thermal equilibrium; the points of this volume describe all the different detailed arrangements of
positions and velocities of individual particles which are consistent with thermal equilibrium. This vast volume is one
of our compartments in phase space easily the largest of all, and it occupies almost the entire phase space!
Let us consider another possible state of the gas, say where all the gas is tucked up in one corner of the box. Again
there will be many different individual detailed states, all of which describe the gas being tucked up in the same way in
the corner of the box. All these states are macroscopically indistinguishable from one another, and the points of phase
space that represent them constitute another compartment of the phase space. However, the volume of this
compartment turns out to be far tinier than that of the states representing thermal equilibrium by a factor of about 1010 ,
if we take the box to be a metre cube, containing air at ordinary atmospheric pressure and temperature, when in
equilibrium, and if we take the region in the corner to be a centimetre cube!
To begin to appreciate this kind of discrepancy between phase- space volumes, imagine a simplified situation in which
a number

Fig. 7. 4. A model for a gas in a box: a number of tiny balls are distributed among a much larger number of cells. Onetenth of the cells are labelled as special. These are the ones marked off in the upper left-hand corner.
of balls are to be distributed amongst several cells. Suppose that each cell is either empty or contains a single ball. The
balls are to represent gas molecules and the cells, the different positions in the box that the molecules might occupy.
Let us single out a small subset of the cells as special; these are to represent the gas molecule positions corresponding
to the region in the corner of the box.
Suppose, for definiteness, that exactly one-tenth of the cells are special say there are n special cells and 9n non-special
ones (see Fig. 7. 4). We wish to distribute m balls among the cells at random and find the chance that all of them lie in
the special cells. If there is just one ball and ten cells (so we have one special cell) this chance is clearly one-tenth.
The same holds if there is one ball and any number 10 of cells (so n special cells). Thus, for a 'gas' with just one atom,
the special compartment, corresponding to the gas 'tucked into the corner', would have a volume of just one tenth of the
entire volume of the 'phase space'. But if we increase the number of balls, the chance that they all find their way into
the special cells will decrease very considerably. For two balls, say with twenty cells (two of which are special) (m =
2, n = 2), the * For general n, m the chance is '"" CA " = (\0n)\(n m}\ln\(\0n - m)\ 404 chance is 1/190, or with onehundred cells (with ten special) (m = 2, n = 10) it is 1/110; with a very large number of cells it becomes 1/100. Thus,
the volume of the special compartment for a two- Atom 'gas' is just one hundredth of the entire volume of the 'phase
space'. For three balls and thirty cells (w = 3, n = 3), it is 1/4060;
and with a very large number of cells it becomes 1/1000 so for a three-atom 'gas', the volume of the special
compartment is now one thousandth of the volume of the 'phase space'. For four balls with a very large number of
cells, the chance becomes 1/10000. For five balls and a very large number of cells, the chance becomes 1/100000, and
so on. For m balls and a very large number of cells, the chance becomes 1/10'", so for an w-atom 'gas', the volume of
the special region is 1/10'" of that of the 'phase space'. (This is still true if 'momentum' is included. ) We can apply this
to the situation considered above, of an actual gas in a box, but now, instead of being only one-tenth of the total, the
special region occupies only one millionth (i. e. 1/ 1000000) of this total (i. e. one cubic centimetre in one cubic
metre). This means that instead of the chance being 1/10'", it is now 1/(1000000)'" , i. e.
1/106". For ordinary air, there would be about 1025 molecules in our box as a whole, so we take m = 1025. Thus, the
special compartment of phase space, representing the situation where all the gas lies tucked up in the corner, has a
volume of only i n Q60 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 of that of the entire phase space!
The entropy of a state is a measure of the volume V of the compartment containing the phase-space point which
represents the state. In view of the enormous discrepancies between these volumes, as noted above, it is perhaps as
well that the entropy is taken not to be proportional to that volume, but to the logarithm of the volume:
entropy = k log V. Taking a logarithm helps to make these numbers look more 405 reasonable. The logarithm of
10000000, for example, is only about 16.
The quantity k is a constant, called Boltzmann's constant. Its value is about 10~23 joules per degree Kelvin. The
essential reason for taking a logarithm here is to make the entropy an additive quantity, for independent systems. Thus,
for two completely independent physical systems, the total entropy of the two systems combined will be the sum of the
entropies of each system separately.
(This is a consequence of the basic algebraic property of the logarithm function: log AB = log A + log B. If the two
systems belong to compartment volumes A and B, in their respective phase spaces, then the phase space volume for the
two together will be their product AB, because each possibility for one system has to be separately counted with each
possibility for the other; hence the entropy of the combined system will indeed be the sum of the two individual
entropies. ) The enormous discrepancies between the sizes of th" compartments in phase space will look more
reasonable in terms of entropy. The entropy of our cubic metre-sized box of gas, as described above, turns out to be
only about 1400JK~1 (= 14k X 1025) larger than the entropy of the gas concentrated in the cubic centimetre-sized
'special' region (since logetIO^10 ) is about 14 X 1025).
In order to give the actual entropy values for these compartments we should have to worry a little about the question of
the units that are chosen (metres, joules, kilograms, degrees Kelvin, etc. ). That would be out of place here, and, in
fact, for the utterly stupendous entropy values that I shall be giving shortly it makes essentially no difference at all what
units are in fact chosen. However, for definiteness (for the experts), let me say that I shall be taking natural units, as
are provided by the rules of quantum mechanics, and for which Boltzmann's constant turns out to be unity:

The logarithm used here is a natural logarithm, i. e. taken to the base e = 2. 7182818285 . rather than 10, but this
distinction is quite unimportant.
The natural logarithm, x = log n, of a number n is the power to which we must raise e in order to obtain n, i. e. the
solution of e* = n (see footnote on p. 116).
MO LOGY AND THE ARROW OF TIME THE SECOND LAW IN ACTION
Suppose, now, that we start a system off in some very special situation, such as with the gas all in one corner of the
box. The next moment, the gas will spread, and it will rapidly occupy larger and larger volumes. After a while it will
settle into thermal equilibrium. What is our picture of this in terms of phase space? At each stage, the complete
detailed state of positions and motions of all the particles of the gas would be described by a single point in phase
space. As the gas evolves, this point wanders about in the phase space, its precise wanderings describing the entire
history of all the particles of the gas. The point starts off in a very tiny region- the region which represents the
collection of possible initial states for which the gas is all in one particular corner of the box. As the gas begins to
spread, our moving point will enter a considerably larger phase-space volume, corresponding to the states where the
gas is spread out a little through the box in this way. The phase-space point keeps entering larger and larger volumes as
the gas spreads further, where each new volume totally dwarfs all the ones that the point has been in before- by
absolutely stupendous factors!
(see Fig. 7. 5). In each case, once the point has entered the larger volume, there is (in effect) no chance that it can find
any of the previous smaller ones. Finally it loses itself in the hugest volume of all in the phase space that Point starts in
small volume Fig. 7. 5. The second law of thermodynamics in action: as time evolves, the phase-space point enters
compartments of larger and larger volume. Consequently the entropy continually increases.
corresponding to thermal equilibrium. This volume practically occupies the entire phase space. One can be virtually
assured that our phase-space point, in its effectively random wanderings, will not find any of the smaller volumes in
any plausible time. Once the state of thermal equilibrium has been reached then, to all intents and purposes, the state
stays there for good. Thus we see that the entropy of the system, which simply provides a logarithmic measure of the
volume of the appropriate compartment in phase space, will have this inexorable tendency to increase as time
progresses.
We would seem now to have an explanation for the second law! For we may suppose that our phase-space point does
not move about in any particularly contrived way, and if it starts off in a tiny phase-space volume, corresponding to a
small entropy, then, as time progresses, it will indeed be overwhelmingly likely to move into successively larger and
larger phase-space volumes, corresponding to gradually increasing entropy values.
However, there is something a little odd about what we seem to have deduced by this argument. We seem to have
deduced a time-asymmetric conclusion. The entropy increases in the positive direction in time, and therefore it must
decrease in the reversed time-direction. Where has this time-asymmetry come from? We have certainly not introduced
any time-asymmetric physical laws.
The time-asymmetry comes merely from the fact that the system has been started off'm a very special (i. e. lowentropy) state; and having so started the system, we have watched it evolve in the future direction, and found that the
entropy increases. This entropy increase is indeed in accordance with the behaviour of systems in our actual universe.
But we could equally well have applied this very same argument in the reverse direction in time. We could again
specify that the system is in a low-entropy state at * Of course it is not true that our phase-space point will never find
one of the smaller compartments again. If we wait for long enough, these comparatively tiny volumes will eventually
be re-entered.
(This would be referred to as a Poincare recurrence. } However, the time scales would be ridiculously long in most
circumstances, e. g.
about 10'" years in the case of the gas all reaching the centimetre cube in the corner of the box. This is far, far longer
than the time that the universe has been in existence! I shall ignore this possibility in the discussion to follow, as being
not really relevant to the problem at issue.
some given time, but now ask what is the most likely sequence of states which preceded this.
Let us try the argument in this reverse way. As before, take the low-entropy state to be the gas all in one corner of the
box. Our phase-space point is now in the same very tiny region that we started if off in before. But now let us try to
trace its backwards history.

If we imagine the phase-space point jiggling around in a fairly random way as before, then we expect, as we trace the
motion backwards in time, that it would soon reach the same considerably larger phase-space volume as before,
corresponding to the gas being spread a little through the box but not in thermal equilibrium, and then the larger and
larger volumes, each new volume totally dwarfing the previous ones, and back further in time we would find it in the
hugest volume of all, representing thermal equilibrium. Now we seem to have deduced that given that the gas was, at
one time, all tucked up in the corner of the box, then the most likely way that it could have got there was that it started
in thermal equilibrium, then began to concentrate itself over at one end of the box, more and more, and finally collected
itself in the small specified volume in the corner.
All the time, the entropy would have to be decreasing: it would start from the high equilibrium value, and then
gradually decrease until it reached the very low value corresponding to the gas tucked in the small corner of the box!
Of course, this is nothing like what actually happens in our universe!
Entropy does not decrease in this way; it increases. If the gas were known to be all tucked in one corner of the box at
some particular time, then a much more likely situation to precede this might have been the gas being held firmly in the
corner by a partition, which was rapidly removed. Or perhaps the gas had been held there in a frozen or liquid state and
was rapidly heated to become gaseous. For any of these alternative possibilities, the entropy was even lower in the
previous states. The second law did indeed hold sway, and the entropy was increasing all the time-- i. e.
in the reverse time-direction it was actually decreasing. Now we see that our argument has given us completely the
wrong answer! It has told us that the most likely way to get the gas into the corner of the box would be to start from
thermal equilibrium and then, with entropy steadily reducing, the gas would collect in the corner ;
whereas in fact, in our actual world, this is an exceedingly unlikely way for it to happen. In our world, the gas would
start from an even less likely (i.
e. lower-entropy) state, and the entropy would steadily wcrease to the value it subsequently has, for the gas tucked in
the corner.
Our argument seemed to be fine when applied in the future direction, although not in the past direction. For the future
direction, we correctly anticipate that whenever the gas starts off in the corner the most likely thing to happen in the
future is that thermal equilibrium will be reached and not that a partition will suddenly appear, or that the gas will
suddenly freeze or become liquid. Such bizarre alternatives would represent just the kind of entropy-lowering
behaviour in the future direction that our phase-space argument seems correctly to rule out. But in the past direction,
such 'bizarre' alternatives are indeed what would be likely to happen and they do not seem to us to be at all bizarre.
Our phase-space argument gave us completely the wrong answer when we tried to apply it in the reverse direction of
time!
Clearly this casts doubt on the original argument. We have not deduced the second law. What that argument actually
showed was that for a given low-entropy state (say for a gas tucked in a corner of a box), then, in the absence of any
other factors constraining the system, the entropy would be expected to increase in both directions in time away from
the given state (see Fig. 7. 6). The argument has not worked in the past direction in time precisely because there were
such factors. There was indeed something constraining the system in the past. Something forced the entropy to be low
in the past. The tendency towards high entropy in the future is no surprise.
The high-entropy states are, in a sense, the 'natural' states, which do not need further explanation. But the low-entropy
states in the past are a puzzle. What constrained the entropy of our world to be so low in the past?
The common presence of states in which the entropy is absurdly low is an amazing fact of the actual universe that we
inhabit though such states are so commonplace and familiar to us that we do not normally tend to regard them as
amazing. We ourselves are configurations of ridiculously tiny entropy! The above argument ^ Entropy Fig. 7. 6. If we
use the argument depicted in Fig. 7. 5 in the reverse direction in time we retro dict that the entropy should also increase
into the past, from its value now. This is in gross contradiction with observation.
shows that we should not be surprised if, given a low-entropy state, the entropy turns out to be higher at a later time.
What should surprise us is that entropy gets more and more ridiculously tiny the farther and farther that we examine it
in the past!
THE ORIGIN OF LOW ENTROPY IN THE UNIVERSE

We shall try to understand where this 'amazing' low entropy comes from in the actual world that we inhabit. Let us
start with ourselves. If we can understand where our own low entropy came from, then we should be able to see where
the low entropy in the gas held by the partition came from or in the water glass on the table, or in the egg held above
the frying pan, or the lump of sugar held over the coffee cup. In each case a person or collection of people (or perhaps
a chicken! ) was directly or indirectly responsible.
It was, to a large extent, some small part of the low entropy in ourselves which was actually made use of in setting up
these other low-entropy states.
Additional factors might have been involved. Perhaps a vacuum pump was used to suck the gas to the corner of the
box behind the partition. If the pump was not operated manually, then it may have been that some 'fossil fuel' (e.
g. oil) was burnt in order to provide the necessary low-entropy energy for its operation. Perhaps the pump was
electrically operated, and relied, to some extent, on the low-entropy energy stored in the uranium fuel of a nuclear
power station. I shall return to these other low-entropy sources later, but let us first just consider the low entropy in
ourselves.
Where indeed does our own low entropy come from? The organization in our bodies comes from the food that we eat
and the oxygen that we breathe. Often one hears it stated that we obtain energy from our intake of food and oxygen,
but there is a clear sense in which that is not really correct. It is true that the food we consume does combine with this
oxygen that we take into our bodies, and that this provides us with energy. But, for the most part, this energy leaves
our bodies again, mainly in the form of heat. Since energy is conserved, and since the actual energy content of our
bodies remains more-or-less constant throughout our adult lives, there is no need simply to add to the energy content of
our bodies. We do not need more energy within ourselves than we already have. In fact we do add to our energy
content when we put on weight- but that is usually not considered desirable! Also, as we grow up from childhood we
increase our energy content considerably as we build up our bodies;
that is not what I am concerned about here. The question is how we keep ourselves alive throughout our normal
(mainly adult) lives. For that, we do not need to add to our energy content.
However, we do need to replace the energy that we continually lose in the form of heat. Indeed, the more 'energetic'
that we are, the more energy we actually lose in this form. All this energy must be replaced. Heat is the most
disordered form of energy that there is, i. e. it is the highest-entropy form of energy. We take in energy in a towentropy form (food and oxygen) and we discard it in a high-entropy form (heat, carbon dioxide, excreta). We do not
need to gain energy from our environment, since energy is conserved. But we are continually fighting against the
second law of thermodynamics.
Entropy is not conserved; it is increasing all the time. To keep ourselves alive, we need to keep lowering the entropy
that is within ourselves. We do this by feeding on the low-entropy combination of food and atmospheric oxygen,
combining them within our bodies, and discarding the energy, that we would otherwise have gained, in a high-entropy
form. In this way, we can keep the entropy in our bodies from rising, and we can maintain (and even increase) our
internal organization. (See Schrodinger 1967. ) Where does this supply of low entropy come from? If the food that we
are eating happens to be meat (or mushrooms! ), then it, like us, would have relied on a further external low-entropy
source to provide and maintain its low-entropy structure. That merely pushes the problem of the origin of the external
low entropy to somewhere else. So let us suppose that we (or the animal or mushroom) are consuming a plant. We
must all be supremely grateful to the green plants either directly or indirectly for their cleverness: taking atmospheric
carbon dioxide, separating the oxygen from the carbon, and using that carbon to build up their own substance. This
procedure, photosynthesis, effects a large reduction in the entropy. We ourselves make use of this low-entropy
separation by, in effect, simply recombining the oxygen and carbon within our own bodies. How is it that the green
plants are able to achieve this entropy-reducing magic? They do it by making use of sunlight.
The light from the sun brings energy to the earth in a comparatively /ow-entropy form, namely in the photons of visible
light. The earth, including its inhabitants, does not retain this energy, but (after some while) re-radiates it all back into
space. However, the re-radiated energy is in a high- entropy form, namely what is called 'radiant heat' which means
infra-red photons.
Contrary to a common impression, the earth (together with inhabitants) does not gain energy from the sun! What the
earth does is to take energy in a low-entropy form, and then spew it all back again into space, but in a high-entropy
form (Fig. 7. 7). What the sun has done for us is to supply us with a huge source of low entropy. We (via the plants'

cleverness) make use of this, ultimately extracting some tiny part of this low entropy and converting it into the
remarkable and intricately organized structures that are ourselves.
Let us see, from the overall point of view with regard to the sun and the earth, what has happened to the energy and
entropy. The sun emits energy in the form of visible-light photons. Some of these are absorbed by the earth, their
energy being re-radiated in ^ I /u y-'-"?^ -< Many . Few J^ f ( IA^^Sy ;X rew "
"S i' photons / high-energy / 4 / photons / ( ^ ^ t / Fig.
7.7. How we make use of the fact that the sun is a hot-spot within the darkness of space.
the form of infra-red photons. Now, the crucial difference between the visible-light and the infra-red photons is that the
former have a higher frequency and therefore have individually a higher energy than do the latter.
(Recall Planck's formula = hv, given on p. 298. This tells us that the higher the frequency of a photon, the higher will
be its energy. ) Since the visible-light photons each have higher energy than do each of the infra-red ones, there must
be fewer visible-light photons reaching the earth than there are infra-red ones leaving the earth, so that the energy
coming in to the earth balances that leaving it. The energy that the earth spews back into space is spread over many
more degrees of freedom than is the energy that it receives from the sun. Since there are so many more degrees of
freedom involved when the energy is sent back out again, the volume of phase space is much larger, and the entropy
has gone up enormously. The green plants, by taking in energy in a low-entropy form (comparatively few visible-light
photons) and re-radiating it in a high-entropy form (comparatively many infra-red photons) have been able to feed on
this low entropy and provide us with this oxygen-carbon separation that we need.
All this is made possible by the fact that the sun is a hot-spot in the sky!
The sky is in a state of temperature imbalance: one small region of it, namely that occupied by the sun, is at a very
much higher temperature than the rest. This fact provides us with the required powerful low-entropy source. The earth
gets energy from that hot-spot in a low-entropy form (few photons), and it re-radiates to the cold regions in a highentropy form (many photons).
Why is the sun such a hot-spot? How has it been able to achieve such a temperature imbalance, and thereby provide a
state of low entropy?
The answer is that it has formed by gravitational contraction from a previously uniform distribution of gas (mainly
hydrogen). As it contracted, in the early stages of its formation, the sun heated up.
It would have continued to contract and to heat up even further except that, when its temperature and pressure reached a
certain point, it found another source of energy, besides that of gravitational contraction, namely thermonuclear
reactions: the fusion of hydrogen nuclei into helium nuclei to provide energy. Without thermonuclear reactions, the
sun would have got very much hotter and tinier than it is now, until finally it would have died out.
Thermonuclear reactions have actually kept the sun from getting too hot, by stopping it from contracting further, and
have stabilized the sun at a temperature that is suitable for ourselves, enabling it to continue shining for far longer than
it could otherwise have done.
It is important to realize that although thermonuclear reactions are undoubtedly highly significant in determining the
nature and the amount of the radiated energy from the sun, it is gravitation that is the crucial consideration. (In fact the
potentiality for thermonuclear reactions does give a highly significant contribution to the lowness of the sun's entropy,
but the questions raised by the entropy of fusion are delicate, and a full discussion of them would serve merely to
complicate the argument without affecting the ultimate conclusion. )3 Without gravity, the sun would not even exist!
The sun would still shine without thermonuclear reactions though not in a way suitable for us but there could be no
shining sun at all, without the gravity that is needed in order to hold its material together and to provide the
temperatures and pressures that are needed. Without gravity, all we should have would be a cold, diffuse gas in place
of the sun and there would be no hot-spot in the sky!
I have not yet discussed the source of the low entropy in the 'fossil fuels' in the earth; but the considerations are
basically the same.
According to the conventional theory, all the oil (and natural gas) in the earth comes from prehistoric plant life. Again
it is the plants which are found to have been responsible for this source of low entropy. The prehistoric plants got their
low entropy from the sun so it is the gravitational action in forming the sun out of a diffuse gas that we must again turn

to. There is an interesting alternative 'maverick' theory of the origin of the oil in the earth, due to Thomas Gold, which
disputes this conventional view, suggesting that there are vastly more hydrocarbons in the earth than can have arisen
from prehistoric plants. Gold believes that oil and natural gas were trapped inside the earth when the earth formed, and
have been continually seeping outwards into subterranean pockets ever since. 4 According to Gold's theory, the oil
would still have been synthesized by sunlight, however, though out in space, before the earth was formed. Again it is
the gravitationally formed sun that would be responsible.
What about the low-entropy nuclear energy in the uranium235 isotope that is used in nuclear power stations? This did
not come originally from the sun (though it may well have passed through the sun at some stage) but from some other
star, which exploded many thousands of millions of years ago in a supernova explosion! Actually, the material was
collected from many such exploding stars. The material from these stars was spewed into space by the explosion, and
some of it eventually collected together (through the agency of the sun) to provide the heavy elements in the earth,
including all its uranium-235. Each nucleus, with its low-entropy store of energy, came from the violent nuclear
processes which took place in some supernova explosion.
The explosion occurred as the aftermath of the gravitational collapse5 of a star that had been too massive to be able to
hold itself apart by thermal pressure forces. As the result of that collapse and subsequent explosion, a small core
remained -probably in the form of what is known as a neutron star (more about this later! ). The star would have
originally contracted gravitationally from a diffuse cloud of gas, and much of this original material, including our
uranium-235, would have been thrown back into space.
However, there was a huge gain in entropy due to gravitational contraction, because of the neutron- star core that
remained. Again it was gravity that was ultimately responsible this time causing the (finally violent) condensation of
diffuse gas into a neutron star.
We seem to have come to the conclusion that all the remarkable lowness of entropy that we find about us- and which
provides this most puzzling aspect of the second law must be attributed to the fact that vast amounts of entropy can be
gained through the gravitational contraction of diffuse gas into stars. Where has all this diffuse gas come from? It is the
fact that this gas starts off as diffuse that provides us with an enormous store of low entropy. We are still living off this
store of low entropy, and will continue to do so for a long while to come. It is the potential that this gas has for
gravitationally clumping which has given us the second law.
Moreover, it is not just the second law that this gravitational clumping has produced, but something very much more
precise and detailed than the simple statement: 'the entropy of the world started off very low'. The entropy might have
been given to us as 'low' in many other different ways, i. e.
there might have been great 'manifest order' in the early universe, but quite different from that 'order' we have actually
been presented with. (Imagine that the early universe had been a regular dodecahedron as might have appealed to Platoor some other improbable geometrical shape. This would indeed be 'manifest order', but not of the kind that we expect
to find in the actual early universe! ) We must understand where all this diffuse gas has come from- and for that we
shall need to turn to our cosmological theories.
COSMOLOGY AND THE BIG BANG
As far as we can tell from using our most powerful telescopes both optical and radio the universe, on a very large scale,
appears to be rather uniform;
but, more remarkably, it is expanding. The farther away that we look, the more rapidly the distant galaxies (and even
more distant quasars) appear to be receding from us. It is as though the universe itself was created in one gigantic
explosion an event referred to as the big bang, which occurred some ten thousand million years ago Impressive further
support for this uniformity, and for the actual existence of the big bang, comes from what is known as the black-body
background radiation. This is thermal radiation photons moving around randomly, without discernible source
corresponding to a temperature of about 2. 7 absolute (2. 7 K), i. e. --270. 3 Celsius, or 454. 5 below zero Fahrenheit.
This may seem like a very cold temperature as indeed it is! but it appears to be the leftover of the flash of the big bang
itself! Because the universe has expanded by such a huge factor since the time of the big bang, this initial fireball has
dispersed by an absolutely enormous factor. The temperatures in the big bang far exceeded any temperatures that can
occur at the present time, but owing to this expansion, that temperature has cooled to the tiny value that the blackbody
background has now. The presence of this background was predicted by the Russian-American physicist and
astronomer George Gamow in 1948 on the basis of the now-standard big- bang picture. It was first observed
(accidentally) by Penzias and Wilson in 1965.

I should address a question that often puzzles people. If the distant galaxies in the universe are all receding from us,
does that not mean that we ourselves are occupying some very special central location?
No it does not! The same recession of distant galaxies would be seen wherever we might be located in the universe.
The expansion is uniform on a large scale, and no particular location is preferred over any other. This is often pictured
in terms of a balloon being blown up (Fig. 7. 8). Suppose that there are spots on the balloon to represent the different
galaxies, and take the two-dimensional surface of the balloon itself to represent the entire three-dimensional spatial
universe. It * At the present time there is a dispute still raging as to the value of this figure, which ranges between
about 6 x 109 and 1. 5 x 1010 years. These figures are considerably larger than the figure of 109 years that originally
seemed appropriate after Edwin Hubble's initial observations in around 1930 showed that the universe is expanding.
Fig. 7. 8. The expansion of the universe can be likened to the surface of a balloon being blown up. The galaxies all
recede from one another.
is clear that from each point on the balloon, d//the other points are receding from it. No point on the balloon is to be
preferred, in this respect, over any other point. Likewise, as seen from the vantage point of each galaxy in the universe,
all other galaxies appear to be receding from it, equally in all directions.
This expanding balloon provides quite a good picture of one of the three standard so-called FriedmannRobertsonWalker (FRW) models of the universe namely the spatially closed positively curved FRW-model. In the other two
FRW-models (zero or negative curvature), the universe expands in the same sort of way, but instead of having a
spatially finite universe, as the surface of the balloon indicates, we have an infinite universe with an infinite number of
galaxies.
In the easier to comprehend of these two infinite models, the spatial geometry is Euclidean, i. e. it has zero curvature.
Think of an ordinary flat plane as representing the entire spatial universe, where there are points marked on the plane to
represent galaxies. As the universe evolves with time, these galaxies recede from one another in a uniform way. Let us
think of this in space-time terms.
Accordingly, we have a different Euclidean plane for each 'moment of time', and all these planes are imagined as being
stacked one above the other, so that we have a picture of the entire space-time all at once (Fig. 7. 9).
The galaxies are now represented as curves the world-lines of the galaxies' histories and these curves move away from
each other into the future direction. Again no particular galaxy world-line is preferred.
For the one remaining FRW-model, the negative-curvature ^Time AV'1 //-lE'clidean / \ \ I i i / ^spaces m--i--r Fig. 7. 9.
Space-time picture of an expanding universe with Euclidean spatial sections (two space dimensions depicted). Big
bang model, the spatial geometry is the wow-Euclidean Lobachevskian geometry that was described in Chapter 5 and
illustrated by the Escher print depicted in Fig. 5. 2 (p. 203). For the space-time description, we need one of these
Lobachevsky spaces for each 'instant of time', and we stack these all on top of one another to give a picture of the entire
space-time (Fig. 7. 10). 6 Again the galaxy world-lines are curves moving away from each other in the future
direction, and no galaxy is preferred.
\\\" * / ~/^^Lobachevskian Fig.7.10. Space-time ^^\" V"^" AZ? / spaces picture of an expanding universe with
Lobachevskian spatial sections (two space dimensions depicted). Big bang Of course, in all these descriptions we have
suppressed one of the three spatial dimensions (as we did in Chapter 5, of. p. 251) to give a more visualizable threedimensional space--time than would be necessary for the complete four-dimensional space--time picture.
Even so, it is hard to visualize the positive-curvature space-time without discarding yet another spatial dimension! Let
us do so, and represent the positively curved closed spatial universe by a circle (one-dimensional), rather than the
sphere (two-dimensional) which had been the balloon's surface. As the universe expands, this circle grows in size, and
we can represent the space-time by stacking these circles (one circle for each 'moment of time') above one another to
obtain a kind of curved cone (Fig. 7.
" (a)). Now, it follows from the equations of Big crunch Circle represents t -.
three-dimensional '""
" en hara I sphere Big bang Big bang (a) (b) Fig. 7."
(a) Space-time picture of an expanding universe with spherical spatial sections (only one space dimension depicted).
(b) Eventually this universe re collapses to a final big crunch.

Einstein's general relativity that this positively closed universe cannot continue to expand forever. After it reaches a
stage of maximum expansion, it collapses back in on itself, finally to reach zero size again in a kind of big bang in
reverse (Fig. 7. " (b)). This time-reversed big bang is sometimes referred to as the big crunch. The negatively curved
and zero-curved (infinite) universe FRW- models do not recollapse in this way.
Instead of reaching a big crunch, they continue to expand forever, At least this is true for standard general relativity in
which the so-called cosmological constant is taken to be zero. With suitable non-zero values of this cosmological
constant, it is possible to have spatially infinite universe models which recollapse to a big crunch, or finite positively
curved models which expand indefinitely. The presence of a non-zero cosmological constant would complicate the
discussion slightly, but not in any significant way for our purposes.
For simplicity, I shall take the cosmological constant to be zero At the time of writing, the cosmological constant is
known observation ally to be very small, and the data are consistent with its being zero. (For further information on
cosmological models, see Rindler 1977. ) Unfortunately the data are not yet good enough to point clearly to one or
other of the proposed cosmological models (nor to determine whether or not the presence of a tiny cosmological
constant might have a significant overall effect). On the face of it, it would appear that the data indicate that the
universe is spatially negatively curved (with Lobachevsky geometry on the large scale) and that it will continue to
expand indefinitely. This is largely based on observations of the amount of actual matter that seems to be present in
visible form.
However, there may be huge amounts of invisible matter spread throughout space, in which case the universe could be
positively curved, and it could finally recollapse to a big crunch though only on a time-scale far larger than the 1010
years, or so, for which the universe has been in existence.
For this recollapse to be possible there would have to be some thirty times as much matter permeating space in this in
vis Einstein introduced the cosmological constant in 1917, but had retracted it again by 1931, referring to its earlier
introduction as his 'greatest mistake'!
ibie form the postulated so-called 'dark matter' as can be directly discerned through telescopes. There is some good
indirect evidence that a substantial amount of dark matter is indeed present, but whether there is enough of it 'to close
the universe' (or make it spatially flat) and recollapse it is very much an open question.
THE PRIMORDIAL FIREBALL
Let us return to our quest for the origin of the second law of thermodynamics. We had tracked this down to the
presence of diffuse gas from which the stars have condensed. What is this gas? Where did it come from?
Mainly it is hydrogen, but there is also about 23 per cent helium (by mass) and small quantities of other materials.
According to standard theory, this gas was just spewed out as a result of the explosion which created the universe: the
big bang.
However, it is important that we do not think of this as an ordinary explosion of the familiar kind, where material is
ejected from some central point into a pre-existing space. Here, the space itself is created by the explosion, and there
is, or was, no central point!
Perhaps the situation is easiest to visualize in the positively curved case.
Consider Fig. 7. " again, or the blown-up balloon of Fig. 7.8. There is no 'pre-existing empty space' into which the
material produced by the explosion pours. The space itself, i.e. the 'balloon's surface', is brought into being by the
explosion. We must appreciate that it is only for visualization purposes that our pictures, in the positively curved case,
have used an 'ambient space' the Euclidean space in which the balloon sits, or the three-dimensional space in which the
space-time of Fig. 7." is depicted these ambient spaces are not to be taken as having physical reality. The space inside
or outside the balloon is there only to help us visualize the balloon's surface. It is the balloon's surface alone which is
to represent the physical space of the universe. We now see that there is no central point from which the material from
the big bang emanates. The 'point' that appears to be at the centre of the balloon is not part of the universe, but is
merely an aid to our visualization of the model. The material blasted out in the big bang is simply spread out uniformly
over the entire spatial universe!
The situation is the same (though perhaps a little harder to visualize) for the other two standard models. The material
was never concentrated at any one point in space. It uniformly filled the whole of space right from the very start!

This picture underlies the theory of the hot big bang referred to as the standard model. In this theory, the universe,
moments after its creation, was in an extremely hot thermal state- the primordial fireball. Detailed calculations have
been performed concerning the nature and proportions of the initial constituents of this fireball, and how these
constituents changed as the fireball (which was the entire universe) expanded and cooled. It may seem remarkable that
calculations can be reliably performed for describing a state of the universe which was so different from that of our
present era.
However,"the physics on which these calculations are based is not controversial, so long as we do not ask for-what
happened before about the first 10~4 of a second after creation! From that moment, one ten-thousandth of a second
after creation, until about three minutes later, the behaviour has been worked out in great detail (of.
Weinberg 1977) -and, remarkably, our well-established physical theories, derived from experimental knowledge of a
universe now in a very different state, are quite adequate for this. 7 The final implications of these calculations are that,
spreading out in a uniform way throughout the entire universe, would be many photons (i. e. light), electrons and
protons (the two constituents of hydrogen), some d-particles (the nuclei of helium), still smaller numbers of deuterons
(the nuclei of deuterium, a heavy isotope of hydrogen), and traces of other kinds of nuclei with perhaps also large
numbers of 'invisible' particles such as neutrinos, that would barely make their presence known. The material
constituents (mainly protons and electrons) would combine together to produce the gas from which stars are formed
(largely hydrogen) at about 10s years after the big bang.
Stars would not be formed at once, however. After some further expansion and cooling of the gas, concentrations of
this gas in certain regions would be needed in order that local gravitational effects can begin to overcome the overall
expansion. Here we run into the unresolved and controversial issue of how galaxies are actually formed, and of what
initial irregularities must be present for galaxy formation to be possible. I do not wish to enter into the dispute here.
Let us just accept that some kind of irregularities in the initial gas distribution must have been present, and that
somehow the right kind of gravitational clumping was initiated so that galaxies could form, with their hundreds of
thousands of millions of constituent stars!
We have found where the diffuse gas has come from. It came from the very fireball which was the big bang itself. The
fact that this gas has been distributed remarkably uniformly throughout space is what has given us the second law in the
detailed form that this law has come to us after the entropy-raising procedure of gravitational clumping has become
available.
How uniformly distributed is the material of the actual universe? We have noted that stars are collected together in
galaxies. Galaxies, also, are collected together into clusters of galaxies; and clusters into so-called super clusters There
is even some evidence that these super clusters are collected into larger groupings referred to as supercluster
complexes. It is important to note, however, that all this irregularity and clustering is 'small beer' by comparison with
the impressive uniformity of the structure of the universe as a whole.
The further back in time that it has been possible to see, and the larger the portion of the universe that it has been
possible to survey, the more uniform the universe appears. The blackbody background radiation provides the most
impressive evidence for this.
It tells us, in particular, that when the universe was a mere million years old, over a range that has now spread to some
1023 kilometres a distance from us that would encompass some 1010 galaxies the universe and all its material contents
were uniform to one part in one hundred thousand (of. Davies et al.
1987). The universe, despite its violent origins, was indeed very uniform in its early stages.
Thus, it was the initial fireball that has spread this gas so uniformly throughout space. It is here that our search has led
us.
DOES THE BIG BANG EXPLAIN THE SECOND LAW?
Has our search come to its end? Is the puzzling fact that the entropy in our universe started out so low ~ the fact which
has given us the second law of thermodynamics to be 'explained' just by the circumstance that the universe started with
a big bang? A little thought suggests that there is something of a paradox involved with this idea. It cannot really be
the answer.
Recall that the primordial fireball was a thermal state a hot gas in expanding thermal equilibrium. Recall, also, that the
term 'thermal equilibrium' refers to a state of maximum entropy. (This was how we referred to the maximum entropy

state of a gas in a box. ) However, the second law demands that in its initial state, the entropy of our universe was at
some sort of minimum, not a maximum!
What has gone wrong? One 'standard' answer would run roughly as follows:
True, the fireball was effectively in thermal equilibrium at the beginning, but the universe at that time was very tiny.
The fireball represented the state of maximum entropy that could be permitted for a universe of that tiny size, but the
entropy so permitted would have been minute by comparison with that which is allowed for a universe of the size that
we find it to be today.
As the universe expanded, the permitted maximum entropy increased with the universe's size, but the actual entropy in
the universe lagged well behind this permitted maximum. The second law arises because the actual entropy is always
striving to catch up with this permitted maximum.
However, a little consideration tells us that this cannot be the correct explanation. If it were, then, in the case of a
(spatially closed) universe model which ultimately re collapses to a big crunch, the argument would ultimately apply
again- in the reverse direction in time. When the universe finally reaches a tiny size, there would again be a low ceiling
on the possible entropy values. The same constraint which served to give us a low entropy in the very early stages of
the expanding universe should apply again in the final stages of the contracting universe. It was a low-entropy
constraint at 'the beginning of time' which gave us the second law, according to which the entropy of the universe is
increasing with time. If this same low-entropy constraint were to apply at 'the end of time', then we should find that
there would have to be gross conflict with the second law of thermodynamics!
Of course, it might well be the case that our actual universe never re collapses in this way. Perhaps we are living in a
universe with zero overall spatial curvature (Euclidean case) or negative curvature (Lobachevsky case).
Or perhaps we are living in a (positively curved) re collapsing universe, but the recollapse will occur at such a remote
time that no violation of the second law would be discernible to us at our present epoch despite the fact that, on this
view, the entire entropy of the universe would eventually turn around and decrease to a tiny value and the second law,
as we understand it today, would be grossly violated.
In fact, there are very good reasons for doubting that there could be such a turn-around of entropy in a collapsing
universe. Some of the most powerful of these reasons have to do with those mysterious objects known as black holes.
In a black hole, we have a microcosm of a collapsing universe; so if the entropy were indeed to reverse in a collapsing
universe, then observable gross violations of the second law ought also to occur in the neighbourhood of a black hole.
However, there is every reason to believe that, with black holes, the second law powerfully holds sway. The theory of
black holes will provide a vital input to our discussion of entropy, so it will be necessary for us to consider these
strange objects in a little detail.
BLACK HOLES
Let us first consider what theory tells us will be the ultimate fate of our sun. The sun has been in existence for some
five thousand million years. In another 5-6 thousand million years it will begin to expand in size, swelling inexorably
outwards until its surface reaches to about the orbit of the earth. It will then have become a type of star known as a red
giant. Many red giants are observed elsewhere in the heavens, two of the best known being Aldebaran in Taurus and
Betelgeuse in Orion. All the time that its surface is expanding, there will be, at its very core, an exceptionally dense
small concentration of matter, which steadily grows. This dense core will have the nature of a white dwarf star (Fig. 7.
12).
White dwarf stars, when on their own, are actual stars whose material is concentrated to extremely high density, such
that a ping-pong ball filled with their material would weigh several hundred tonnes! Such stars are observed in the
heavens, in quite considerable numbers:
perhaps some ten per cent of the luminous stars in our Milky Way galaxy are white dwarfs. The most famous white
dwarf is the companion of Sirius, whose alarmingly high density had provided a great observational puzzle to
astronomers in the early part of this century. Later, however, this same star provided a marvelous confirmation of
physical theory (originally by R. H. Fowler, in around 1926) according to which, some stars could indeed have such a
large density, and would be held apart by 'electron degeneracy pressure', meaning that it is Pauli's quantum-mechanical
exclusion principle (p. 359), as applied to electrons, that is preventing the star from collapsing gravitarionally inwards.
Any red giant star will have a white dwarf at its core, and this core will be continually gathering material from the main
body of the star. Eventually, the red giant will be completely consumed by this parasitic core, and an actual white dwarf

about the size of Red giant star Fig. 7. 12. A red giant star with a white dwarf core. 428 the earth- is all that remains.
Our sun will be expected to exist as a red giant for 'only' a few thousand million years. Afterwards, in its last 'visible'
incarnation- as a slowly cooling dying ember of a white dwarf the sun will persist for a few more thousands of millions
of years, finally obtaining total obscurity as an invisible black dwarf.
Not all stars would share the sun's fate. For some, their destiny is a considerably more violent one, and their fate is
sealed by what is known as the Chandrasekhar limit: the maximum possible value for the mass of a white dwarf star.
According to a calculation performed in 1929 by Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar, white dwarfs cannot exist if their
masses are more than about one and one-fifth times the mass of the sun. (He was a young Indian research student-to-be,
who was travelling on the boat from India to England when he made his calculation. ) The calculation was also
repeated independently in about 1930 by the Russian Lev Landau. The modem somewhat refined value for
Chandrasekhar's limit is about 1. 4 mq where M is the mass of the sun, i.
e. mq = one solar mass.
Note that the Chandrasekhar limit is not much greater than the sun's mass, whereas many ordinary stars are known
whose mass is considerably greater than this value. What would be the ultimate fate of a star of mass 2M , for
example? Again, according to established theory, the star should swell to become a red giant, and its white-dwarf core
would slowly acquire mass, just as before. However, at some critical stage the core will reach Chandrasekhar's limit,
and Pauli's exclusion principle will be insufficient to hold it apart against the enormous gravitationally induced
pressures. 8 At this point, or thereabouts, the core will collapse catastrophically inwards, and hugely increased
temperatures and pressures will be encountered.
Violent nuclear reactions take place, and an enormous amount of energy is released from the core in the form of
neutrinos.
These heat up the outer regions * In fact, in its final stages, the dwarf will glow dimly as a red star but what is referred
to as a 'red dwarf is a star of quite a different character!
of the star, which have been collapsing inwards, and a stupendous explosion ensues. The star has become a supernova!
What then happens to the still-collapsing core? Theory tells us that it reaches enormously greater densities even than
those alarming ones already achieved inside a white dwarf. The core can stabilize as a neutron star (p.
416), where now it is neutron degeneracy pressure i. e. the Pauli principle applied to neutrons- that is holding it apart.
The density would be such that our ping-pong ball containing neutron star material would weigh as much as the
asteroid Hermes (or perhaps Mars's moon Deimos). This is the kind of density found inside the very nucleus itself! (A
neutron star is like a huge atomic nucleus, perhaps some ten kilometres in radius, which is, however, extremely tiny by
stellar standards! ) But there is now a new limit, analogous to Chandrasekhar's (referred to as the LandauOppenheimer--Volkov limit), whose modern (revised) value is very roughly above which a neutron star cannot hold
itself apart.
What happens to this collapsing core if the mass of the original star is great enough that even this limit will be
exceeded? Many stars are known, of masses ranging between 10 M and 100 mq, for example. It would seem highly
unlikely that they would invariably throw off so much mass that the resulting core necessarily lies below this neutron
star limit. The expectation is that, instead, a black hole will result.
What is a black hole? It is a region of space- or of space-time within which the gravitational field has become so strong
that even light cannot escape from it. Recall that it is an implication of the principles of relativity that the velocity of
light is the limiting velocity: no material object or signal can exceed the local light speed (pp. 252, 272). Hence, if
light cannot escape from a black hole, nothing can escape.
Perhaps the reader is familiar with the concept of escape velocity.
This is the speed which an object must attain in order to escape from some massive body. Suppose that body were the
earth; then the escape velocity from it would be approximately 40 000 kilometres per hour, which is about 25 000 miles
per hour.
A stone which is hurled from the earth's surface (in any direction away from the ground), with a speed exceeding this
value, will escape from the earth completely (assuming that we may ignore the effects of air resistance). If thrown with
less than this speed, then it will fall back to the earth.

(Thus, it is not true that 'everything that goes up must come down'; an object returns only if it is thrown with less than
the escape velocity! ) For Jupiter, the escape velocity is 220000 kilometres per hour, i. e. about 140000 miles per hour;
and for the sun it is 2 200 000 kilometres per hour, or about 1400 000 miles per hour. Now suppose we imagine that
the sun's mass were concentrated in a sphere of just one quarter of its present radius, then we should obtain an escape
velocity which is twice as great as its present value; if the sun were even more concentrated, say in a sphere of onehundredth of its present radius, then the velocity would be ten times as great. We can imagine that for a sufficiently
massive and concentrated body, the escape velocity could exceed even the velocity of light! When this happens, we
have a black hole. 9 In Fig. 7. 13,1 have drawn a space-time diagram depicting the collapse of a body to form a black
hole (where I am assuming that the collapse proceeds in a way that maintains spherical symmetry reasonably closely,
and where I have suppressed one of the spatial dimensions).
The light cones have been depicted, and, as we recall from the discussion of general relativity in Chapter 5 (of. p. 269),
these indicate the absolute limitations on the motion of a material object or signal. Note that the cones begin to tip
inwards towards the centre, and the tipping gets more and more extreme the more central they are.
There is a critical distance from the centre, referred to as the Schwarzschild radius, at which the outer limits of the
cones become vertical in the diagram. At this distance, light (which must follow the light cones) can simply hover
above the collapsed body, and all the outward velocity that the light can muster is just barely enough to counteract the
enormous gravitational pull. The (3-surface in space-time traced out, at the Schwarzschild radius, by this hovering
light (i. e. the light's entire history) is referred to as the (absolute) event horizon of the black hole.
Anything that finds itself within the event horizon is unable to escape or even to Exploding matter Fig. 7. 13. A space
time diagram Fig. 7. 14. A hypothetical depicting collapse to a black hole. space-time configuration: a white The
Schwarzschild radius is hole, ultimately exploding into marked "Horizon', matter (the time reverse of the space-time of
Fig. 7.13).
communicate with the outside world. This can be seen from the tipping of the cones, and from the fundamental fact
that all motions and signals are constrained to propagate within (or on) these cones. For a black hole formed by the
collapse of a star of a few solar masses, the radius of the horizon would be a few kilometres. Much larger black holes
are expected to reside at galactic centres. Our own Milky Way galaxy may well contain a black hole of about a million
solar masses, and the radius of the hole would then be a few million kilometres.
The actual material body which collapses to form the black hole will end up totally within the horizon, and so it is then
unable to communicate with the outside. We shall be considering the probable fate of the body shortly. For the
moment, it is just the space-time geometry created by its collapse that concerns us a space-time geometry with
profoundly curious implications.
Let us imagine a brave (or foolhardy? ) astronaut B, who resolves to travel into a large black hole, while his more
timid (or cautious? ) companion A remains safely outside the event horizon. Let us suppose that A endeavours to keep
B in view for as long as possible. What does A see? It may be ascertained from Fig. 7. 13 that the portion of B's
history (i. e. B's world-line) which lies inside the horizon will never be seen by A, whereas the portion outside the
horizon will all eventually have become visible to A though B's moments immediately preceding his plunge across the
horizon will be seen by A only after longer and longer periods of waiting. Suppose that B crosses the horizon when his
own watch registers 12 o'clock. That occurrence will never actually be witnessed by A, but the watch-readings 11:30,
11:45, 11:52, 11:56, 11:58, 11:59,":59^, 11:59;|, ll:59j, etc. will be successively seen by A (at roughly equal intervals,
from A's point of view). In principle, B will always remain visible to A and would appear to be forever hovering just
above the horizon, his watch edging ever more slowly towards the fateful hour of 12:00, but never quite reaching it.
But, in fact the image of B that is perceived by A would very rapidly become too dim to be discernible. This is because
the light from the tiny portion of B's world-line just outside the horizon has to make do for the whole of the remainder
of A's experienced time. In effect, B will have vanished from A's view and the same would be true of the entire original
collapsing body. All that A can see will indeed be just a 'black hole'!
What about poor B? What will be his experience? It should first be pointed out that there will be nothing whatever
noticeable by B at the moment of his crossing the horizon. He glances at his watch as it registers around 12 o'clock and
he sees the minutes pass regularly by: 11:57, 11:58, 11:59, 12:00, 12:01, 12:02, 12:03,. Nothing seems particularly odd
about the time 12:00. He can look back at A, and will find that A remains continuously in view the whole time. He
can look at A's own watch, which appears to B to be proceeding forwards in an orderly' and regular fashion. Unless B
has calculated that he must have crossed the horizon, he will have no means of knowing it. 10 The horizon has been
insidious in the extreme.

Once crossed, there is no escape for B. His local universe will eventually be found to be collapsing about him, and he
will be destined shortly to encounter his own private' big crunch'!
Or perhaps it is not so private. All the matter of the collapsed body that formed the black hole in the first place will, in
a sense, be sharing the 'same' crunch with him. In fact, if the universe outside the hole is spatially closed, so that the
outside matter is also ultimately engulfed in an all-embracing big crunch, then that crunch, also, would be expected to
be the 'same' as B's 'private' one Despite B's unpleasant fate, we do not expect that the local physics that he experiences
up to that point should be at odds with the physics that we have come to know and understand. In particular, we do not
expect that he will experience local violations of the second law of thermodynamics, let alone a complete reversal of
the increasing behaviour of entropy. The second law will hold sway just as much inside a black hole as it does
elsewhere. The entropy in B's vicinity is still increasing, right up until the time of his final crunch.
To understand how the entropy in a 'big crunch' (either 'private' or 'all-embracing') can indeed be enormously high,
whereas the entropy in the big bang had to have been much lower, we shall need to delve a little more deeply into the
space-time geometry of a black hole. But before we do so, the reader should catch a glimpse also of Fig. 7. 14 which
depicts the hypothetical time- reverse of a black hole, namely a white hole. White holes probably * In making this
statement I am adopting two assumptions. The first is that the black hole's possible ultimate disappearance on account
of its (extremely slow) 'evaporation' by Hawking radiation that we shall be considering later (of. p. 443) would be
forestalled by the recollapse of the universe; the second is a (very plausible) assumption known as 'cosmic censorship'
(p. 278).
do not exist in nature, but their theoretical possibility will have considerable significance for us.
THE STRUCTURE OF SPACE-TIME SINGULARITIES
Recall from Chapter 5 (p. 264) how space-time curvature manifests itself as a tidal effect. A spherical surface, made
up of particles falling freely in the gravitational field of some large body, would be stretched in one direction (along the
line towards the gravitating body) and squashed in directions perpendicular to this. This tidal distortion increases as the
gravitating body is approached (Fig.
7. 15), varying inversely with the cube of the distance from it. Such an increasing tidal effect will be felt by the
astronaut B as he falls towards and into the black hole. For a black hole of a few solar masses, this tidal effect would
be huge far too huge for the astronaut to be able to survive any close approach to the hole, let alone to cross its horizon.
For larger holes, the size of the tidal effect at the horizon would actually be smaller.
For the million solar-mass black hole that many astronomers believe may reside at the centre of our Milky Way galaxy,
the tidal effect would be fairly small as the astronaut crosses the horizon, though it would probably be enough to make
him feel a little uncomfortable. This tidal effect would not stay small for long as the astronaut falls in, however,
mounting rapidly to infinity in a matter of a few seconds! Not only would the poor astronaut's body be torn to pieces by
this rapidly mounting tidal force, but so also, in quick succession, would the very molecules of which he was
composed, their constituent atoms, their nuclei, and, finally, ^ 0 0 F(g. 7.
15. The tidal effect due to a spherical gravitating body increases as the body is approached, according to the inverse
cube of the distance from the body's centre.
even all the subatomic particles! It is thus that the 'crunch' wreaks its ultimate havoc.
Not just all matter becomes destroyed in this way, but even the very space--time must find its end! Such an ultimate
catastrophe is referred to as a space-time singularity. The reader may well be asking how it is that we know such
catastrophes must occur, and under what circumstances matter and space-time are destined to suffer this fate. These are
conclusions that follow from the classical equations of general relativity, in any circumstance when a black hole is
formed. The original black hole model of Oppenheimer and Snyder (1939) exhibited behaviour of this kind. However,
for many years astrophysicists had entertained the hope that this singular behaviour was an artefact of the special
symmetries that had to be assumed for that model. Perhaps, in realistic (asymmetrical) situations the collapsing matter
might swirl around in some complicated way and then escape outwards again. But such hopes were dashed when more
general types of mathematical argument became available, providing what are knov/n as singularity theorems of.
Penrose 1965, Hawking and Penrose 1970). These theorems established, within the classical theory of general
relativity with reasonable material sources, that space-time singularities are inevitable in situations of gravitational
collapse.

Likewise, using the reverse direction of time, we again find inevitability for a corresponding initial space-time
singularity which now represents the big bang, in any (appropriately) expanding universe. Here, rather than
representing the ultimate destruction of all matter and space-time, the singularity represents the creation of space-time
and matter. It might appear that there is an exact temporal symmetry between these two types of singularity: the initial
type, whereby space-time and matter are created; and the final type, whereby space-time and matter are destroyed.
There is, indeed, an important analogy between these two situations, but when we examine them in detail we find that
they are not exact time-reverses of one another. The geometric differences are important for us to understand because
they contain the key to the origin of the second law of thermodynamics!
Let us return to the experiences of our self-sacrificing astronaut B. He encounters tidal forces which mount rapidly to
infinity. Since he is travelling in empty space, he experiences the volume- preserving but distorting effects that are
provided by the kind of space-time curvature tensor that I have denoted by WEYL (see Chapter 5, pp. 264, 271). The
remaining part of the space-time curvature tensor, the part representing an overall compression and referred to as
RICCI, is zero in empty space. It might be that B does in fact encounter matter at some stage, but even if this is the
case (and he is, after all, constituted of matter himself), we still generally find that the measure of WEYL is much
larger than that of RICCI.
We expect to find, indeed, that the curvature close to a final singularity is completely dominated by the tensor WEYL.
This tensor goes to infinity, in general:
WEYL- oo (though it may well do in an oscillatory manner). This appears to be the generic situation with a space-time
singularity. " Such behaviour is associated with a singularity of high entropy.
However the situation with the big bang appears to be quite different. The standard models of the big bang are provided
by the highly symmetrical Friedmann--Robertson-Walker space-times that we considered earlier. Now the distorting
tidal effect provided by the tensor WEYL is entirely absent.
Instead there is a symmetrical inward acceleration acting on any spherical surface of test particles (see Fig. 5. 26).
This is the effect of the tensor RICCI, rather than WEYL.
In any FRW-model, the tensor equation
WEYL=0
always holds. As we approach the initial singularity more and more closely we find that it is RICCI that becomes
infinite, instead of WEYL, so it is RICCI that dominates near the initial singularity, rather than WEYL. This provides
us with a singularity of low entropy.
If we examine the big crunch singularity in the exact re collapsing FRW-models, we now do find WEYL = 0 at the
crunch, whereas RICCI goes to infinity. However, this is a very special situation and is not what we expect for a fully
realistic model in Gas Increasing entropy---------a-Gravitating bodies Fig. 7. 16. For an ordinary gas, increasing
entropy tends to make the distribution more uniform. For a system of gravitating bodies the reverse is true. High
entropy is achieved by gravitational clumping -and the highest of all, by collapse to a black hole.
which gravitational clumping is taken into account. As time progresses, the material, originally in the form of a diffuse
gas, will clump into galaxies of stars. In due course, large numbers of these stars will contract gravitationally: into
white dwarfs, neutron stars, and black holes, and there may well be some huge black holes in galactic centres. The
clumping particularly in the case of black holes- represents an enormous increase in the entropy (see Fig.
7. 16). It may be puzzling, at first, that the clumpy states represent high entropy and the smooth ones low, when we
recall that, with a gas in a box, the clumped states (such as the gas being all in one corner of the box) were of low
entropy, while the uniform state of thermal equilibrium was high.
When gravity is taken into account there is a reversal of this, owing to the universally attractive nature of the
gravitational field. The clumping becomes more and more extreme as time goes on, and, at the end, many black holes
congeal, and their singularities unite in the very complicated, final, big crunch singularity. The final singularity in no
way resembles the idealized big crunch of the re collapsing FRW-model, with its constraint WEYL = 0. As more and
more clumping takes place, there is, all the time, a tendency for the Weyl tensor to get larger and larger,12 and, in
general, WEYL- oo at any final singularity. See Fig. 7. 17, for a space--time picture representing the entire history of
a closed universe, in accordance with this general description.

We see, now, how it is that a recollapsed universe need wot have a small entropy. The 'lowness' of the entropy at the
big bang which gave us the second law was thus not merely a consequence of the 'smallness' of the universe at the time
of the big bang! If we were to time-reverse the picture of the big crunch that we obtained above, then we should obtain
a 'big bang' with an enormously high entropy, and there would have been no second law!
For some reason, the universe was created in a very special (low entropy) state, with something like the WEYL = 0
constraint of the FRW-models imposed upon it. If it were not for a constraint of this nature, it would be 'much more
probable' to have a situation in which both the initial and final singularities were of high- entropy WEYL --> type (see
Fig.
7. 18). In such a 'probable' universe there would, indeed, be no second law of thermodynamics!
Fig. 7. 17. The entire ? _ , . , ,. " r ii 1 Black-hole history of a closed universe I singularities which starts from a
uniform low-entropy big bang, with WEYL = 0 and ends with a high-entropy big crunch representing the congealing of
many black holes- with WEYL >oo.
^ii. \\\. AS crunch Fig. 7. 18. If the constraint WEYL = 0 is removed, then we have a high-entropy big bang also,
with WEYL > there. Such a universe would be riddled with white holes, and there would be no second law of
thermodynamics, in gross contradiction with experience.
HOW SPECIAL WAS THE BIG BANG?
Let us try to understand just how much of a constraint a condition such as WEYL = 0 at the big bang was. For
simplicity (as with the above discussion) we shall suppose that the universe is closed. In order to be able to work out
some clear-cut figures, we shall assume, furthermore, that the number B of baryons that is, the number of protons and
neutrons, taken together-in the universe is roughly given by (There is no particular reason for this figure, apart from the
fact that, observation ally B must be at least as large as this; Eddington once claimed to have calculated B exactly,
obtaining a figure which was close to the above value! No-one seems to believe this particular calculation any more,
but the value 1080 appears to have stuck. ) If B were taken to be larger than this (and perhaps, in actual fact, B = ) then
the figures that we would obtain would be even more striking than the extraordinary figures that we shall be arriving at
in a minute!
Try to imagine the phase space (of. p. 229) of the entire universe!
Each point in this phase space represents a different possible way that the universe might have started off. We are to
picture the Creator, armed with a 'pin' which is to be placed at some point in the phase space (Fig. 7.
19). Each different positioning of the pin provides a different universe.
Now the accuracy that is needed for the Creator's aim depends upon the entropy of the universe that is thereby created.
It would be relatively 'easy' to produce a high entropy universe, since then there would be a large volume of the phase
space available for the pin to hit. (Recall that the entropy is proportional to the logarithm of the volume of the phase
space concerned. ) But in order to start off the universe in a state of low entropy so that there will indeed be a second
law of thermodynamics- the Creator must aim for a much tinier volume of the phase space.
How tiny would this region be, in order that a universe closely resembling the one in which we actually live would be
the result? In order to answer this question, we must first turn to a very remarkable formula, due to Jacob Bekenstein
(1972) and Stephen Hawking (1975), which tells us what the entropy of a black hole must be.
Consider a black hole, and suppose that its horizon's surface area is A. The Bekenstein--Hawking formula for the black
hole's entropy is then:
c _ A tkc^ sbh~^Ax[Gh)' where k is Boltzmann's constant, c is the speed of light, G is Newton's gravitational constant,
and-it is Planck's constant over 2Ji. The essential part of this formula is the A/4. The part in parentheses merely
consists of the appropriate physical constants.
Thus, the entropy of a black hole is proportional to its surface area. For a spherically symmetrical black hole, this
surface area turns out to be proportional to the square of the mass of the hole:
A = m1 X SJ^G2^4).
Putting this together with the Bekenstein--Hawking formula, we find that the entropy of a black hole is proportional to
the square of its mass:

Sbh = m1 x 2. lt(kG/He).
Thus, the entropy per unit mass (Sf,h/m) of a black hole is proportional to its mass, and so gets larger and larger for
larger and larger black holes.
Hence, for a given amount of mass- or equivalently, by Einstein's = we2, for a given amount of energy the greatest
entropy is achieved when the material has all collapsed into a black hole! Moreover, two black holes gain
(enormously) in entropy when they mutually swallow one another up to produce a single united black hole! Large
black holes, such as those likely to be found in galactic centres, will provide absolutely stupendous amounts of entropy
far and away larger than the other kinds of entropy that one encounters in other types of physical situation.
There is actually a slight qualification needed to the statement that the greatest entropy is achieved when all the mass is
concentrated in a black hole. Hawking's analysis of the thermodynamics of black holes, shows that there should be a
non-zero temperature also associated with a black hole.
One implication of this is that not quite all of the mass-energy can be contained within the black hole, in the maximum
entropy state, the maximum entropy being achieved by a black hole in equilibrium with a 'thermal bath of radiation'.
The temperature of this radiation is very tiny indeed for a black hole of any reasonable size. For example, for a black
hole of a solar mass, this temperature would be about 10~7 K, which is somewhat smaller than the lowest temperature
that has been measured in any laboratory to date, and very considerably lower than the 2. 7 K temperature of
intergalactic space.
For larger black holes, the Hawking temperature is even lower!
The Hawking temperature would become significant for our discussion only if either: (i) much tinier black holes,
referred to as mini-black holes, might exist in our universe; or (ii) the universe does not recollapse before the Hawking
evaporation time- the time according to which the black hole would evaporate away completely. With regard to (i),
mini-black holes could only be produced in a suitably chaotic big bang. Such mini-black holes cannot be very
numerous in our actual universe, or else their effects would have already been observed; moreover, according to the
viewpoint that I am expounding here, they ought to be absent altogether. As regards (ii), for a solar-mass black hole,
the Hawking evaporation time would be some 1054 times the present age of the universe, and for larger black holes, it
would be considerably longer. It does not seem that these effects should substantially modify the above arguments.
To get some feeling for the hugeness of black-hole entropy, let us consider what was previously thought to supply the
largest contribution to the entropy of the universe, namely the 2. 7 K black-body background radiation.
Astrophysicists had been struck by the enormous amounts of entropy that this radiation contains, which is far in excess
of the ordinary entropy figures that one encounters in other processes (e. g. in the sun). The background radiation
entropy is something like 10s for every baryon (where I am now choosing 'natural units', so that Boltzmann's constant
is unity). (In effect, this means that there are 108 photons in the background radiation for every baryon. ) Thus, with
1080 baryons in all, we should have a total entropy of for the entropy in the background radiation in the universe.
Indeed, were it not for the black holes, this figure would represent the total entropy of the universe, since the entropy in
the background radiation swamps that in all other ordinary processes. The entropy per baryon in the sun, for example,
is of order unity. On the other hand, by black-hole standards, the background radiation entropy is utter 'chicken feed'.
For the Bekenstein-Hawking formula tells us that the entropy per baryon in a solar-mass black hole is about 1020, in
natural units, so had the universe consisted entirely of solar-mass black holes, the total figure would have been very
much larger than that given above, namely 10100.
Of course, the universe is not so constructed, but this figure begins to tell us how 'small' the entropy in the background
radiation must be considered to be when the relentless effects of gravity begin to be taken into account.
Let us try to be a little more realistic. Rather than populating our galaxies entirely with black holes, let us take them to
consist mainly of ordinary stars some 1011 of them and' each to have a million (i. e. 106) solar-mass black hole at its
core (as might be reasonable for our own Milky Way galaxy). Calculation shows that the entropy per baryon would
now be actually somewhat larger even than the previous huge figure, namely now 1021, giving a total entropy, in
natural units, of We may anticipate that, after a very long time, a major fraction of the galaxies' masses will be
incorporated into the black holes at their centres. When this happens, the entropy per baryon will be 1031, giving a
monstrous total of 10111. However, we are considering a closed universe so eventually it Fig. 7. 19. In order to
produce a universe resembling the one in which we live, the Creator would have to aim for an absurdly tiny volume of
the phase space of possible universes about 1/1010 of the entire volume, for the situation under consideration. (The

pin, and the spot aimed for, are not drawn to scale! ) should recollapse; and it is not unreasonable to estimate the
entropy of the final crunch by using the Bekenstein--Hawking formula as though the whole universe had formed a
black hole. This gives an entropy per baryon of 1043, and the absolutely stupendous total, for the entire big crunch
would be
This figure will give us an estimate of the total phase-space volume V available to the Creator, since this entropy
should represent the logarithm of the volume of the (easily) largest compartment. Since 10123 is the logarithm of the
volume, the volume must be the exponential of 10123, i. e.
V=10101.
in natural units! (Some perceptive readers may feel that I should have used the figure e10 , but for numbers of this size,
the e and the 10 are essentially interchangeable! ) How big was the original phase-space volume W that the Creator
had to aim for in order to provide a universe compatible with the second law of thermodynamics and with what we now
observe? It does not much matter whether we take the value W=1010"" or W=101088, given by the galactic black
holes or by the background radiation, respectively, or a much smaller (and, in fact, more appropriate) figure which
would have been the actual figure at the big bang.
Either way, the ratio of V to W will be, closely
V/W=1010'".
(Try it: 10101" - 1010"
" = lO'10'23-10'01' = 10101" very closely. ) This now tells us how precise the Creator's aim must have been:
namely to an accuracy of one pan in 1010'23.
This is an extraordinary figure. One could not possibly even write the number down in full, in the ordinary denary
notation: it would be "I' followed by 10123 successive '0's! Even if we were to write a '0' on each separate proton and
on each separate neutron in the entire universe and we could throw in all the other particles as well for good measurewe should fall far short of writing down the figure needed. The precision needed to set the universe on its course is seen
to be in no way inferior to all that extraordinary precision that we have already become accustomed to in the superb
dynamical equations (Newton's, Maxwell's, Einstein's) which govern the behaviour of things from moment to moment.
But why was the big bang so precisely organized, whereas the big crunch (or the singularities in black holes) would be
expected to be totally chaotic?
It would appear that this question can be phrased in terms of the behaviour of the WEYL part of the space-time
curvature at space-time singularities.
What we appear to find is that there is a constraint (or something very like this) at initial space-time singularities but
not at final singularities and this seems to be what confines the Creator's choice to this very tiny region of phase space.
The assumption that this constraint applies at any initial (but not final) space-time singularity, I have termed The Weyl
Curvature Hypothesis.
Thus, it would seem, we need to understand why such a time-asymmetric hypothesis should apply if we are to
comprehend where the second law has come from. 13 How can we gain any further understanding of the origin of the
second law? We seem to have been forced into an impasse. We need to understand why space--time singularities have
the structures that they appear to have; but space--time singularities are regions where our understanding of physics has
reached its limits. The impasse provided by the existence of space-time singularities is sometimes compared with
another impasse: that encountered by physicists early in the century, concerning the stability of atoms (of. p. 295). In
each case, the well-established classical theory had come up with the answer 'infinity', and had thereby proved itself
inadequate for the task. The singular behaviour of the electromagnetic collapse of atoms was forestalled by quantum
theory;
and likewise it should be quantum theory that yields a finite theory in place of the 'infinite' classical space-time
singularities in the gravitational collapse of stars. But it can be no ordinary quantum theory. It must be a quantum
theory of the very structure of space and time. Such a theory, if one existed, would be referred to as 'quantum gravity'.
Quantum gravity's lack of existence is not for want of effort, expertise, or ingenuity on the part of the physicists.
Many first-rate scientific minds have applied themselves to the construction of such a theory, but without success. This
is the impasse to which we have been finally led in our attempts to understand the directionality and the flow of time.

The reader may well be asking what good our journey has done us. In our quest for understanding as to why time
seems to flow in just one direction and not in the other, we have had to travel to the very ends of time, and where the
very notions of space have dissolved away. What have we learnt from all this? We have learnt that our theories are not
yet adequate to provide answers, but what good does this do us in our attempts to understand the mind? Despite the
lack of an adequate theory, I believe that there are indeed important lessons that we can learn from our journey. We
must now head back for home. Our return trip will be more speculative than was the outward one, but in my opinion,
there is no other reasonable route back!
NOTES
1. Some relativity 'purists' might prefer to use the observers' light cones, rather than their simultaneous spaces.
However, this makes no difference at all to the conclusions.
2. It occurred to me, after seeing this in print, that both people would be long dead by then! It would be their remote
descendants who would have to 'hark back'.
3. Entropy is gained in the combining of light nuclei (e. g. of hydrogen) in stars, into heavier ones (e. g. of helium or,
ultimately, iron).
Likewise, there is much 'entropy lowness' in the hydrogen that is present on the earth, some of which we may
eventually make use of by converting hydrogen to helium in 'fusion' power stations. The possibility of gaining entropy
through this means arises only because gravity has enabled nuclei to be concentrated together, away from the much
more numerous photons that have escaped into the vastness of space and now constitute the 2. 7 K black-body
background radiation (of. p. 418). This radiation contains a vastly greater entropy than is present in the matter in
ordinary stars, and if it were all to be concentrated back into the material of the stars, it would serve to disintegrate most
of these heavier nuclei back again into their constituent particles! The entropy gain in fusion is thus a 'temporary' one,
and is made possible only through the presence of the concentrating effects of gravity. We shall be seeing later that
even though the entropy available via the fusion of nuclei is very large in relation to much of that which has so. far
been directly obtained through gravity and the entropy in the black-body background is enormously larger this is a
purely local and temporary state of affairs. The entropy resources of gravity are enormously greater than of either
fusion or the 2. 7 K radiation (of.
p. 443)!
4. Recent evidence from ultra-deep well drillings in Sweden may be interpreted as support for Gold's theory but the
matter is very controversial, there being alternative conventional explanations.
5. I am here assuming that this is what is called a 'type II' supernova.
Had it been a supernova of 'type I', we would again be thinking in terms of the 'temporary' entropy gain provided by
fusion (of. note 3). However, Type I supernovae are unlikely to produce much uranium.
6. I have referred to the models with zero or negative spatial curvature as infinite models. There are, however, ways of
'folding up' such models so as to make them spatially finite. This consideration which is unlikely to be relevant to the
actual universe does not greatly affect the discussion, and I am not proposing to worry about it here.
7. The experimental basis for this confidence arises mainly from two kinds of data. In the first place, the behaviour of
particles as they collide with one another at the sorts of speeds that are relevant, and bounce, fragment, and create new
particles, are known from high energy particle accelerators built at various locations on earth, and from the behaviour
of cosmic ray particles which strike the earth from outer space. Secondly, it is known that the parameters which govern
the way that particles interact have not changed even by one part in 106, in 1010 years (of. Barrow 1988) so it is highly
likely that they have not changed at all significantly (and probably not at all) since the time of the primordial fireball.
8. Pauli's principle does not actually forbid electrons from being in the same 'place' as one another, but it forbids any
two of them from being in the same 'state' involving also how the electrons are moving and spinning. The actual
argument is a little delicate, and it was the subject of much controversy, particularly from Eddington, when it was first
put forward.
9. Such reasoning was put forward as early as 1784 by the English astronomer John Michell, and independently by
Laplace a little later.
They concluded that the most massive and concentrated bodies in the universe might indeed be totally invisible like
black holes but their (certainly prophetic) arguments were carried out using Newtonian theory, for which these

conclusions are, at best, somewhat debatable. A proper general-relativistic treatment was first given by John Robert
Oppenheimer and Hartland Snyder (1939).
10. In fact the exact location of the horizon, in the case of a general non-stationary black hole is not something that can
be ascertained by direct measurements. It partly depends on a knowledge of all the material that will fall into the hole
in its future\ 11. See the discussions of Belinskii, Khalatnikov, and Lifshitz (1970) andPenrose(1979fo).
12. It is tempting to identify the gravitational contribution to the entropy of a system with some measure of the total
Weyl curvature, but no appropriate such measure has yet come to light. (It would need to have some awkward nonlocal properties, in general. ) Fortunately, such a measure of gravitational entropy is not needed for the present
discussion.
13. There is a currently popular viewpoint, referred to as the 'inflationary scenario' which purports to explain why,
among other things, the universe is so uniform on a large scale. According to this viewpoint, the universe underwent a
vast expansion in its very early stages- of an enormously greater order than the 'ordinary' expansion of the standard
model. The idea is that any irregularities would be ironed out by this expansion. However, without some even greater
initial constraint, such as is already provided by the Weyl curvature hypothesis, inflation cannot work. It introduces no
time asymmetric ingredient which might explain the difference between the initial and final singularity. (Moreover it is
based on unsubstantiated physical theories the GUT theories whose status' is no better than TENTATIVE, in the
terminology of Chapter 5. For a critical assessment of 'inflation', in the context of the ideas of this chapter, see Penrose
1989fe. ) in search OF quantum gravity
WHY QUANTUM GRAVITY?
what IS THERE that is new to be learnt, concerning brains or minds, from what we have seen in the last chapter?
Though we may have glimpsed some of the all-embracing physical principles underlying the directionality of our
perceived 'flow of time', we seem, so far, to have gained no insights into the question of why we perceive time to flow
or, indeed, why we perceive at all. In my opinion, much more radical ideas are needed. My presentation so far has not
been particularly radical, though I have sometimes provided a different emphasis from what is usual. We have made
our acquaintance with the second law of thermodynamics, and I have attempted to persuade the reader that the origin of
this law presented to us by Nature in the particular form that she has indeed chosen can be traced to an enormous
geometrical constraint on the big bang origin of the universe: the Weyl curvature hypothesis. Some cosmologists might
prefer to characterize this initial constraint somewhat differently, but such a restriction on the initial singularity is
indeed necessary. The deductions that I am about to draw from this hypothesis will be considerably less conventional
than is the hypothesis itself.
I claim that we shall need a change in the very framework of the quantum theory!
This change is to play its role when quantum mechanics becomes appropriately united with general relativity, i. e. in
the sought-for theory of quantum gravity. Most physicists do not believe that quantum theory needs to change when it
is united
FR1;IN SEARCH OF QUANTUM GRAVITY
with general relativity. Moreover, they would argue that on a scale relevant to our brains the physical effects of any
quantum gravity must be totally insignificant! They would say (very reasonably) that although such physical effects
might indeed be important at the absurdly tiny distance scale known as the Planck length which is lO-Am, some
100000000000000000000 times smaller than the size of the tiniest subatomic particle these effects should have no
direct relevance whatever to phenomena at the far far larger 'ordinary' scales of, say, down only to lO"12 , where the
chemical or electrical processes that are important to brain activity hold sway. Indeed, even classical (i.e. nonquantum) gravity has almost no influence on these electrical and chemical activities. If classical gravity is of no
consequence, then how on earth could any tiny 'quantum correction' to the classical theory make any difference at all?
Moreover, since deviations from quantum theory have never been observed, it would seem to be even more
unreasonable to imagine that any tiny putative deviation from standard quantum theory could have any conceivable role
to play in mental phenomena!
I shall argue very differently. For I am not concerned so much with the effects that quantum mechanics might have on
our theory (Einstein's general relativity) of the structure of space-time, but with the reverse: namely the effects that
Einstein's space-time theory might have on the very structure of quantum mechanics. I should emphasize that it is an
unconventional viewpoint that I am putting forward. It is unconventional that general relativity should have any
influence at all on the structure of quantum mechanics!

Conventional physicists have been very reluctant to believe that the standard structure of quantum mechanics should be
tampered with in any way. Although it is true that the direct application of the rules of quantum theory to Einstein's
theory has encountered seemingly insurmountable difficulties, the reaction of workers in the field has tended to be to
use this as a reason to "This is the distance (lO" 35! = V^Gc"3)) at which the so-called 'quantum fluctuations' in the
very metric of space-time should be so large that the normal idea of a smooth space-time continuum ceases to apply.
(Quantum fluctuations are a consequence of Heisenberg's uncertainty principle of. p.
321.) modify Einstein's theory, not quantum theory.1 My own viewpoint is almost the opposite. I believe that the
problems within quantum theory itself are of a fundamental character. Recall the incompatibility between the two basic
procedures U and R of quantum mechanics (U obeys the completely deterministic Schrodinger's equation called unitary
evolution and R was the probabilistic state-vector reduction that one must apply whenever an 'observation' is deemed to
have been made). In my view, this incompatibility is something which cannot be adequately resolved merely by the
adoption of a suitable 'interpretation' of quantum mechanics (though the common view seems to be that somehow it
must be able to be), but only by some radical new theory, according to which the two procedures U and R will be seen
to be different (and excellent) approximations to a more comprehensive and exact single procedure. My view,
therefore, is that even the marvellously precise theory of quantum mechanics will have to be changed, and that
powerful hints as to the nature of this change will have to come from Einstein's general relativity. I shall go further and
say, even, that it is actually the sought-for theory of quantum gravity which must contain, as one of its fundamental
ingredients, this putative combined U/R procedure.
In the conventional view, on the other hand, any direct implications of quantum gravity would be of a more esoteric
nature. I have mentioned the expectation of a fundamental alteration of the structure of space-time at the ridiculously
tiny dimension of the Planck length. There is also the belief (justified, in my opinion) that quantum gravity ought to be
fundamentally involved in ultimately determining the nature of the presently observed menagerie of 'elementary
particles'. At present, there is, for example, no good theory explaining why the masses of particles should be what they
are whereas 'mass' is a concept intimately bound up with the concept of gravity.
(Indeed, mass acts uniquely as the 'source' of gravity. ) Also, there is good expectation that (according to an idea put
forward in about 1955 by the Swedish physicist Oskar Klein) the correct quantum gravity theory should serve to
remove the infinities which plague conventional quantum field theory (of. p. 374). Physics is a unity, and the true
quantum gravity theory, when it eventually comes to us, must surely
IN SEARCH OF QUANTUM GRAVITY
constitute a profound part of our detailed understanding of Nature's universal laws.
We are, however, far from such an understanding. Moreover, any putative quantum gravity theory would surely be
very remote from the phenomena governing the behaviour of brains. Particularly remote from brain activity would
appear to be that (generally accepted) role for quantum gravity that is needed in order to resolve the impasse that we
were led to in the last chapter: the problem of space--time singularities- the singularities of Einstein's classical theory,
arising at the big bang and in black holes- and also at the big crunch, if our universe decides eventually to collapse in
upon itself. Yes, this role might well seem remote. I shall, however, argue that there is an elusive but important thread
of logical connection.
Let us try to see what this connection is.
WHAT LIES BEHIND THE WEYL CURVATURE HYPOTHESIS?
As I have remarked, even the conventional viewpoint tells us that it should be quantum gravity that will come to the aid
of the classical theory of general relativity and resolve the riddle of space-time singularities. Thus, quantum gravity is
to provide us with some coherent physics in place of the nonsensical answer 'infinity' that the classical theory comes up
with. I certainly concur with this view: this is indeed a clear place where quantum gravity must leave its mark.
However, theorists do not seem to have come much to terms with the striking fact that quantum gravity's mark is
blatantly time-asymmetrical! At the big bang the past singularity- quantum gravity must tell us that a condition
something like
WEYL=0
must hold, at the moment that it becomes meaningful to speak in terms of the classical concepts of space-time
geometry. On the other hand, at the singularities inside black holes, and at the (possible) big crunch future
singularities- there is no such restriction, and we expect the Weyl tensor to become infinite:

WEYL- oo, as the singularity is approached. In my opinion, this is a clear indication that the actual theory we seek
must be asymmetrical in time:
our sought-for quantum gravity is a time-asymmetric theory.
The reader is hereby warned that this conclusion, despite its apparently obvious necessity from the way that I have
presented things, is not accepted wisdom! Most workers in the field appear to be very reluctant to accede to this view.
The reason seems to be that there is no clear way in which the conventional and well- understood procedures of
quantization (as far as they go) could produce a time-asymmetric2 quantized theory, when the classical theory to which
these procedures are being applied (standard general relativity or one of its popular modifications) is itself timesymmetric.
Accordingly (when they consider such issues at all- which is not often! ), such gravity quantizers would need to try to
look elsewhere for the 'explanation' of the lowness of entropy in the big bang.
Perhaps many physicists would argue that a hypothesis, such as that of vanishing initial Weyl curvature, being a choice
of 'boundary condition' and not a dynamical law, is not something that is within the powers of physics to explain. In
effect, they are arguing that we have been presented with an 'act of God', and it is not for us to attempt to understand
why one boundary condition has been given to us rather than another. However, as we have seen, the constraint that
this hypothesis has placed on 'the Creator's pin' is no less extraordinary and no less precise than all the remarkable and
delicately organized choreography that constitutes the dynamical laws that we have come to understand through the
equations of Newton, Maxwell, Einstein, Schrodinger, Dirac, and others. Though the second law of thermodynamics
may seem to have a vague and statistical character, it arises from a geometric constraint of the utmost precision. It
seems unreasonable to me that one should despair of obtaining any scientific understanding of the constraints which
were operative in the 'boundary condition' which was the big bang, when the scientific approach has proved so valuable
for the understanding of dynamical equations. To my way of thinking, the former is just as much a part of science as
the latter, albeit a part of science that we do not properly understand, as of now.
The history of science has shown us how valuable has been this idea according to which the dynamical equations of
physics (Newton's laws.
Maxwell's equations, etc. ) have been separated from these so-called boundary conditions- conditions which need to be
imposed in order that the physically appropriate solution (s) of those equations can be singled out from the morass of
inappropriate ones. Historically, it has been the dynamical equations that have found simple forms. The motions of
particles satisfy simple laws but the actual arrangements of particles that we come upon in the universe do not often
seem to.
Sometimes such arrangements seem at first to be simple such as with the elliptical orbits of planetary motion, as
ascertained by Kepler- but their simplicity is then found to be a consequence of the dynamical laws. The deeper
understanding has always come through the dynamical laws, and such simple arrangements tend also to be merely
approximations to much more complicated ones, such as the perturbed (not-quite-elliptical) planetary motions that are
actually observed, these being explained by Newton's dynamical equations. The boundary conditions serve to 'start off
the system in question, and the dynamical equations take over from then on. It is one of the most important realizations
in physical science that we can separate the dynamical behaviour from the question of the arrangement of the actual
contents of the universe.
I have said that this separation into dynamical equations and boundary conditions has been historically of vital
importance. The fact that it is possible to make such a separation at all is a property of the particular type of equations
(differential equations) that always seem to arise m physics. But I do not believe that this is a division that is here to
stay.
In my opinion, when we come ultimately to comprehend the laws, or principles, that actually govern the behaviour of
our universe- rather than the marvelous approximations that we have come to understand, and which constitute our
SUPERB theories to date we shall find that this distinction between dynamical equations and boundary conditions will
dissolve away. Instead, there will be just some marvellously consistent comprehensive scheme. Of course, in saying
this, I am expressing a very personal view. Many others might not agree with it.
But it is a viewpoint such as this that I have vaguely in mind when trying to explore the implications of some unknown
theory of quantum gravity. (This viewpoint will also affect some of the more speculative considerations of the final
chapter. ) How can we explore the implications of an unknown theory?

Things may not be at all as hopeless as they seem. Consistency is the keynote!
First, I am asking the reader to accept that our putative theory which I shall refer to as CQG ('correct quantum gravity'!
) will provide an explanation of the Weyl curvature hypothesis (WCH).
This means that initial singularities must be constrained so that WEYL = 0 in the immediate future of the singularity.
This constraint is to be consequent upon the laws of CQG, and so it must apply to any 'initial singularity', not just to the
particular singularity that we refer to as the 'big bang'. I am not saying that there need be any initial singularities in our
actual universe other than the big bang, but the point is that if there were, then any such singularity would have to be
constrained by WCH. An initial singularity would be one out of which, in principle, particles could come.
This is the opposite behaviour from the singularities of black holes, those being final singularities into which particles
can fall.
A possible type of initial singularity other than that of the big bang would be the singularity in a white hole- which, as
we recall from Chapter 7, is the time-reverse of a black hole (refer back to Fig. 7. 14). But we have seen that the
singularities inside black holes satisfy WEYL > , so for a white hole, also, we must have WEYL . But the singularity is
now an initial singularity, for which WCH requires WEYL = 0. Thus WCH rules out the occurrence of white holes in
our universe! (Fortunately, this is not only desirable on thermodynamic grounds for white holes would violently
disobey the second law of thermodynamics but it is also consistent with observations!
From time to time, various astrophysicists have postulated the existence of white holes in order to attempt to explain
certain phenomena, but this always raises many more issues than it solves. ) Note that I am not calling the big bang
itself a 'white hole'. A white hole would possess a localized initial singularity which would not be able to satisfy
WEYL = 0; but the all-embracing big bang can have WEYL =0 and is allowed to exist by WCH provided that it is so
constrained.
There is another type of possibility for an 'initial singularity':
namely the very point of explosion of a black hole that has finally disappeared after (say) 1064 years of Hawking
evaporation (p. 443;
see also p. 468 to follow)! There is much speculation about the precise nature of this (very plausibly argued) presumed
phenomenon. I think that it is likely that there is no conflict with WCH here. Such a (localized) explosion could be
effectively instantaneous and symmetrical, and I see no conflict with the WEYL = 0 hypothesis. In any case, assuming
that there are no mini-black holes (of. p. 443), it is likely that the first such explosion will not take place until after the
universe has been in existence for 1054 times the length of time T that it has been in existence already.
In order to appreciate how long 1054 x T is, imagine that T were to be compressed down to the shortest time that can
be measured the tiniest decay time of any unstable particle then our actual present universe age, on this scale, would
fall short of 1054 X Tby a factor of over a million million!
Some would take a different line from the one that I am proposing.
They would argue3 that CQG ought not to be time- asymmetric but that, in effect, it would allow two types of
singularity structure, one of which requires WEYL = 0, and the other of which allows WEYL so.
There happens to be a singularity of the first kind in our universe, and our perception of the direction of time is
(because of the consequent second law) such as to place this singularity in what we call the 'past' rather than what we
call the 'future'. However, it seems to me that this argument is not adequate as it stands. It does not explain why there
are no other initial singularities of the WEYLo type (nor another of the WEYL = 0 type). Why, on this view, is the
universe not riddled with white holes? Since it presumably is riddled with black holes, we need an explanation for why
there are no white ones Another argument which is sometimes invoked in this context is the so-called anthropic
principle (of. Barrow and Tipler 1986). According to this argument, the particular universe that we actually observe
ourselves to inhabit is selected from among all the possible universes by the fact that we (or, at least some kind of
sentient creatures) need to be present actually to observe it! (I shall discuss the anthropic principle again in Chapter 10.
) It is claimed, by use of this argument, that intelligent beings could only inhabit a universe with a very special type of
big bang- and, hence, something like WCH might be a consequence of this principle. However, the argument can get
nowhere close to the needed figure of 10101 , for the special ness of the big bang, as arrived at in Chapter 7{ct.
p. 445). By a very rough calculation, the entire solar system together with all its inhabitants could be created simply
from the random collisions of particles much more 'cheaply' than this, namely with an 'improbability' (as measured in

terms of phase-space volumes) of 'only' one part in much less than 1010 . This is all that the anthropic principle can do
for us, and we are still enormously short of the required figure. Moreover, as with the viewpoint discussed just
previously, this anthropic argument offers no explanation for the absence of white holes.
TIME-ASYMMETRY IN STATE-VECTOR REDUCTION
It seems that we are indeed left with the conclusion that CQG must be a time-asymmetric theory, where WCH (or
something very like it) is one of the theory's consequences. How is it that we can get a time-asymmetric theory out of
two time-symmetric Some might argue (correctly) that observations are not by any means clear enough to support my
contention that there are black but not white holes in the universe. But my argument is basically a theoretical one.
Black holes are in accordance with the second law of thermodynamics; but white holes are not! (Of course, one could
simply postulate the second law and the absence of white holes;
but we are trying to see more deeply than this, into the second law's origins. ) ingredients: quantum theory and general
relativity? There are, as it turns out, a number of conceivable technical possibilities for achieving this, none of which
have been explored very far (of.
Ashtekarefa/. 1989). However, I wish to examine a different line. I have indicated that quantum theory is 'timesymmetric', but this really applies only to the U part of the theory (Schrodinger's equation, etc. ). In my discussions of
the time-symmetry of physical laws at the beginning of Chapter 7,1 deliberately kept away from the R part wave
function collapse). There seems to be a prevailing view that R, also, should be time-symmetric.
Perhaps this view arises partly because of a reluctance to take R to be an actual 'process' independent of U, so the timesymmetry of U ought to imply time-symmetry also for R. I wish to argue that this is not so: R is time-asymmetric at
least if we simply take "R' to mean the procedure that physicists actually adopt when they compute probabilities in
quantum mechanics.
Let me first remind the reader of the procedure that is applied in quantum mechanics that is referred to as state-vector
reduction (R) (recall Fig. 6.
23). In Fig. 8. 1,1 have schematically indicated the strange way that the state-vector \^) is taken to evolve in quantum
mechanics. For the most part, this evolution is taken to proceed according to unitary evolution U (Schrodinger's
equation), but at various times, when an 'observation' (or 'measurement') is deemed to have taken place, the procedure
R is adopted, and the state-vector jij)) jumps to another state-vector, say \y), where |x) is one of two or more orthogonal
alternative possibilities |x), |<))), Fig. S. I. The time-evolution of a state-vector: smooth unitary evolution U (by
Schrodinger's equation) punctuated by discontinuous state-vector reduction R. 19),. that are determined by the nature
of the particular observation 0 that is being undertaken. Now, the probability p of jumping from |i( ) to |x) is given by
the amount by which the squared length |' j)|2 of \^} is decreased, in the projection of ji^) in the (Hilbert space)
direction of |x).
(This is mathematically the same as the amount by which |x|2 would be decreased, were |x> to be projected in the
direction of |il ). ) As it stands, this procedure is time-asymmetrical, because immediately after the observation 0 has
been made, the state-vector is one of the given set \y), |<))), 16),. of alternative possibilities determined by 0, whereas
immediately before 0, the state-vector was |i( ), which need not have been one of these given alternatives. However,
this asymmetry is only apparent, and it can be remedied by taking a different viewpoint about the evolution of the statevector. Let us consider a reversed-time quantum-mechanical evolution. This eccentric description is illustrated in Fig.
8. 2. Now we take the state to be |x) immediately before 0, rather than immediately after it, and we take the unitary
evolution to apply backwards in time to the time of the previous observation 0'. Let us suppose that this backwardsevolved state becomes |x') (immediately to the future of the observation 0'). In the normal forwards-evolved description
of Fig. 8. 1, we had some other state |ij ') just to the future of 0' (the result of the observation 0', where |il>') would
evolve forwards to \^) at 0 in the normal description). Now, in our reversed description, the state-vector |ij ') also has a
role: it is Fig.
8. 2. A more eccentric picture of state-vector evolution, where a reversed-time description is used. The calculated
probability relating the observation at 0 to that at 0' would be the same as with Fig.
8. 1, but what does this calculated value refer to?
to represent the state of the system immediately to the past of 0'.
The state-vector \^') is the state which was actually observed at 0', so in our backwards-evolved viewpoint, we now
think of j^') as being the state which is the 'result', in the reversed-time sense, of the observation at 0'.

The calculation of the quantum probability p' which relates the result of the observation at 0' to that at 0, is now given
by the amount by which |x'|2 is decreased in the projection of |x') in the direction of |^') (this being the same as the
amount by which |'iA'|2 is decreased when |zj ') is projected in the direction of |x')). It is a fundamental property of the
operation of U that in fact this is precisely the same value that we had before. 4 Thus, it would seem that we have
established that quantum theory is time-symmetric, even when we take into account the discontinuous process
described by state-vector reduction R, in addition to the ordinary unitary evolution U. However, this is not so. What
the quantum probability p describes calculated either way- is the probability of finding the result (namely |x)) at 0 given
the result (namely \^')) at 0'. This is not necessarily the same as the probability of the result at 0' given the result at 0.
The latter5 would be really what our time-reversed quantum mechanics should be obtaining. It is remarkable how
many physicists seem tacitly to assume that these two probabilities are the same. (I, myself, have been guilty of this
presumption, of. Penrose 1979b, p. 584. ) However, these two probabilities are likely to be wildly different, in fact,
and only the former is correctly given by quantum mechanics!
Let us see this in a very simple specific case. Suppose that we have a lamp L and a photo-cell (i. e. a photon detector)
P. Between L and P we have a half-silvered mirror M, which is tilted at an angle, say 45 , to the line from L to P (see
Fig. 8. 3). Suppose that the lamp emits occasional photons from time to time, in some random fashion, and that the
construction of the lamp (one could use parabolic mirrors) is such that these photons are always aimed very carefully at
P. Whenever the photo-cell receives a photon it registers this fact, and we assume that it is 100 per cent reliable. It may
also be assumed that whenever a photon is emitted, this fact is recorded at L, again with 100 per cent reliability. (There
is no conflict with quantum-mechanical principles in any of these ideal requirements, though there might be difficulties
in approaching such efficiency in practice. ) The half-silvered mirror M is such that it reflects exactly one-half of the
photons that reach it and transmits the other half. More correctly, we must think of this quantum-mechanically. The
photon's wave function impinges on the mirror and splits in two. There is an amplitude of 1/V2 for the reflected part of
the wave and 1/V2 for the transmitted part. Both pans must be considered to 'coexist' (in the normal forward-time
description) until the moment that an 'observation' is deemed to have been made. At that point these coexisting
alternatives resolve themselves into actual alternatives one or the other with probabilities given by the squares of the
(moduli of) these amplitudes, namely (1/V2)2 = 1/2, in each case.
When the observation is made, the probabilities that the photon was reflected or transmitted turn out both to have been
indeed one-half.
Let us see how this applies in our actual experiment. Suppose that L is recorded as having emitted a photon. The
photon's wave function splits at the mirror, and it reaches P with amplitude 1/V2, so the photo-cell registers or does not
register, each with probability one-half. The other part of the photon's wave function reaches a point A on the
laboratory wall (see Fig. 8.
3), again with amplitude 1/V2.
If P does not register, then the photon must be < \\\ \ \ \\\\\\ \\\\\\\\X\\\v Photocell AW^his\<W\\^ '\\'\^ Fig. 8. 3.
Time-irreversibility of R in a simple quantum experiment.
The probability that the photo-cell detects a photon given that the source emits one is exactly one-half; but the
probability that the source has emitted a photon given that the photo-cell detects one is certainly not one-half.
considered to have hit the wall at A. For, had we placed another photo-cell at A, then it would always register whenever
P does not register- assuming that L has indeed recorded the emission of a photon and it would not register whenever P
does register. In this sense, it is not necessary to place a photo-cell at A. We can infer what the photo-cell at A would
have done, had it been there, merely by looking at L and P. It should be clear how the quantum-mechanical calculation
proceeds.
We ask the question:
"Given that L registers, what is the probability that P registers?"
To answer it, we note that there is an amplitude 1/V2 for the photon traversing the path LMP and an amplitude 1/V2 for
it traversing the path LMA.
Squaring, we find the respective probabilities 1/2 and 1/2 for it reaching P and reaching A. The quantum-mechanical
answer to our question is therefore 'one-half. "
Experimentally, this is indeed the answer that one would obtain.

We could equally well use the eccentric 'reverse-time' procedure to obtain the same answer. Suppose that we note that
P has registered.
We consider a backwards-time wave function for the photon, assuming that the photon finally reaches P. As we trace
backwards in time, the photon goes back from P until it reaches the mirror M. At this point, the wave function
bifurcates, and there is a 1/V2 amplitude for it to reach the lamp at L, and a 1/V2 amplitude for it to be reflected at M to
reach another point on the laboratory wall, namely B in Fig. 8. 3.
Squaring, we again get one-half for the two probabilities. But we must be careful to note what questions these
probabilities are the answers to. They are the two questions, "Given that L registers, what is the probability that P
registers?" just as before, and the more eccentric question, "Given that the photon is ejected from the wall at B, what is
the probability that P registers?"
We may consider that both these answers are, in a sense, experimentally 'correct', though the second one (ejection from
the wall) would be an inference rather than the result of an actual series of experiments!
However, neither of these questions is the time-reverse question of the one we asked before. That would be:
"Given that P registers, what is the probability that L registers?"
We note that the correct experimental answer to this question is not 'one-half at all, but 'one. "
If the photo-cell indeed registers, then it is virtually certain that the photon came from the lamp and not from the
laboratory wall! In the case of our time-reversed question, the quantum-mechanical calculation has given us
completely the wrong answer!
The implication of this is that the rules for the R part of quantum mechanics simply cannot be used for such reversedtime questions. If we wish to calculate the probability of a past state on the basis of a known future state, we get quite
the wrong answers if we try to adopt the standard R procedure of simply taking the quantum-mechanical amplitude and
squaring its modulus. It is only for calculating the probabilities of future states on the basis of past states that this
procedure works and there it works superbly well!
It seems to me to be clear that, on this basis, the procedure R cannot be time-symmetric (and, incidentally, therefore
cannot be a deduction from the time-symmetric procedure U).
Many people might take the line that the reason for this discrepancy with time-symmetry is that somehow the second
law of thermodynamics has sneaked into the argument, introducing an additional time-asymmetry not described by the
amplitude- squaring procedure.
Indeed, it appears to be true that any physical measuring device capable of effecting the R procedure must involve a
'thermodynamic irreversibility' so entropy increases whenever a measurement takes place. I think it is likely that the
second law is involved in an essential way in the measurement process. Moreover it does not seem to make much
physical sense to try to time-reverse the entire operation of a quantum- mechanical experiment such as the (idealized)
one described above, including the registering of all the measurements involved. I have not been concerned with the
question of how far one can go with actually time-reversing an experiment. I have been concerned only with the
applicability of that remarkable quantum mechanical procedure which obtains correct probabilities by squaring the
moduli of amplitudes. It is an amazing fact that this simple procedure can be applied in the future direction without any
other knowledge of a system needing to be invoked. Indeed, it is part of the theory that one cannot influence these
probabilities:
quantum-theoretical probabilities are entirely stochastic'. However, if one attempts to apply these procedures in the
past direction (i. e.
for retro diction rather than prediction) then one goes sadly wrong.
Any number of excuses, extenuating circumstances, or other factors may be invoked to explain why the amplitudesquaring procedure does not correctly apply in the past-direction, but the fact remains that it does not. Such excuses are
simply not needed in the future-direction!
The procedure R, as it is actually used, is just not time-symmetric.
HAWKING'S BOX: A LINK WITH THE WEYL CURVATURE HYPOTHESIS?

That is as may be, the reader is no doubt thinking, but what has all this to do with WCH or CQG ? True, the second
law, as it operates today, may well be part of the operation of R, but where is there any noticeable role for space--time
singularities or quantum gravity in these continuing 'everyday' occurrences of state-vector reduction? In order to
address this question, I wish to describe an outlandish 'thought experiment', originally proposed by Stephen Hawking,
though the purpose to which it will be put is not part of what Hawking had originally intended.
Imagine a sealed box of monstrous proportions. Its walls are taken to be totally reflecting and impervious to any
influence. No material object may pass through, nor may any electromagnetic signal, or neutrino, or anything.
All must be reflected back, whether they impinge from without or from within.
Even the effects of gravity are forbidden to pass through. There is no actual substance out of which such walls could
be built. No-one could actually perform the 'experiment' that I shall describe. (Nor would anyone want to, as we shall
see! ) That is not the point. In a thought experiment one strives to uncover general principles from the mere mental
consideration of experiments that one might perform.
Technological difficulties are ignored, provided they have no bearing on the general principles under consideration.
(Recall the discussion of Schrodinger's cat, in Chapter 6. ) In our case, the difficulties in constructing the walls for our
box are to be regarded as purely 'technological' for this purpose, so these difficulties will be ignored.
Inside the box is a large amount of material substance, of some kind.
It does not matter much what this substance is. We are concerned only with its total mass M, which should be very
large, and with the large volume V of the box which contains it. What are we to do with our expensively constructed
box and its totally uninteresting contents?
The experiment is to be the most boring imaginable. We are to leave it untouched- forever!
The question that concerns us is the ultimate fate of the contents of the box. According to the second law of
thermodynamics, its entropy should be increasing. The entropy should increase until the maximum value is attained,
the material having now reached 'thermal equilibrium'. Nothing much would happen from then on, were it not for
'fluctuations' where (relatively) brief departures from thermal equilibrium are temporarily attained. In our situation, we
assume that M is large enough, and V is something appropriate (very large, but not too large), so that when 'thermal
equilibrium' is attained most of the material has collapsed into a black hole, with just a little matter and radiation
running round it constituting a (very cold! ) so-called 'thermal bath', in which the black hole is immersed.
To be definite, we could choose M to be the mass of the solar system and V to be the size of the Milky Way galaxy!
Then the temperature of the 'bath' would be only about 10~7 of a degree above absolute zero!
To understand more clearly the nature of this equilibrium and these fluctuations, let us recall the concept of phase space
that we encountered in Chapters 5 and 7, particuarly in connection with the definition of entropy.
Figure 8. 4 gives a schematic description of the whole phase space Vs of the contents of Hawking's box. As we recall,
a phase space is a large-dimensional space, each single point of which represents an entire possible Fig. 8. 4. The
phase space IP' of Hawking's box. The region ^ corresponds to the situations where there is no black hole in the box
and i , to where there is a black hole (or more than one) in the box.
state of the system under consideration here the contents of the box. Thus, each point of IP' codifies the positions and
momenta of all the particles that are present in the box, in addition to all the necessary information about the space-time
geometry within the box.
The subregion B (of IP) on the right of Fig. 8. 4 represents the totality of all states in which there is a black hole within
the box (including all cases in which there is more than one black hole), whilst the subregion ^ on the left represents the
totality of all states free of black holes. We must suppose that each of the regions ^ and B is further subdivided into
smaller compartments according to the 'coarse-graining' that is necessary for the precise definition of entropy (of. Fig.
7. 3, p. 402), but the details of this will not concern us here. All we need to note at this stage is that the largest of these
compartments representing thermal equilibrium, with a black hole present- is the major portion of B, whereas the
(somewhat smaller) major portion of ^ is the compartment representing what appears to be thermal equilibrium, except
that no black hole is present.
Recall that there is a field of arrows (vector field) on any phase space, representing the temporal evolution of the
physical system (see Chapter 5, p.

230; also Fig. 5. "). Thus, to see what will happen next in our system, we simply follow along arrows in Is" (see Fig.
8. 5). Some of these arrows will cross over from the region ^ into the region 3. This occurs when a black hole first
forms by Fig. 8. 5. The "Hamiltonian flow' of the contents of Hawking's box (compare Fig. 5." ). Flow lines crossing
from ^ to 13 represent collapse to a black hole; and those from B to A, disappearance of a black hole by Hawking
evaporation.
the gravitational collapse of matter. Are there arrows crossing back again from region B into region ^\? Yes there are,
but only if we take into account the phenomenon of Hawking evaporation that was alluded to earlier (pp. 442,457).
According to the strict classical theory of general relativity, black holes can only swallow things;
they cannot emit things. But by taking quantum- mechanical effects into account, Hawking (1975) was able to show
that black holes ought, at the quantum level, to be able to emit things after all, according to the process of Hawking
radiation. (This occurs via the quantum process of 'virtual pair creation', whereby particles and anti-particles are
continually being created out of the vacuum -momentarily- normally only to annihilate one another immediately
afterwards, leaving no trace. When a black hole is present, however, it can 'swallow' one of the particles of such a pair
before this annihilation has time to occur, and its partner may escape the hole.
These escaping particles constitute Hawking's radiation. ) In the normal way of things, this Hawking radiation is very
tiny indeed. But in the thermal equilibrium state, the amount of energy that the black hole loses in Hawking radiation
exactly balances the energy that it gains in swallowing other 'thermal particles' that happen to be running around in the
'thermal bath' in which the black hole finds itself. Occasionally, by a 'fluctuation', the hole might emit a little too much
or swallow too little and thereby lose energy. In losing energy, it loses mass (by Einstein's = me2) and, according to
the rules governing Hawking radiation, it gets a tiny bit hotter. Very very occasionally, when the fluctuation is large
enough, it is even possible for the black hole to get into a runaway situation whereby it grows hotter and hotter, losing
more and more energy as it goes, getting smaller and smaller until finally it (presumably) disappears completely in a
violent explosion! When this happens (and assuming there are no other holes in the box), we have the situation where,
in our phase space L? " we pass from region i@ to region /k, so indeed there are arrows from Es to ^!
At this point, I should make a remark about what is meant by a 'fluctuation'.
Recall the coarse-graining compartments that we considered in the last chapter. The phase-space points that belong to
a single compartment are to be regarded as (macroscopically) 'indistinguishable' from one another.
Entropy increases because by following the arrows we tend to get into huger and huger compartments as time
progresses. Ultimately, the phase-space point loses itself in the hugest compartment of all, namely that corresponding
to thermal equilibrium (maximum entropy). However, this will be true only up to a point. If one waits for long
enough, the phase-space point will eventually find a smaller compartment, and the entropy will accordingly go down.
This would normally not be for long (comparatively speaking) and the entropy would soon go back up again as the
phase-space point reenters the largest compartment. This is a fluctuation, with its momentary lowering of entropy.
Usually, the entropy does not fall very much, but very, very occasionally a huge fluctuation will occur, and the entropy
could be lowered substantially and perhaps remain lowered for some considerable length of time.
This is the kind of thing that we need in order to get from region ! 8 to region ^ via the Hawking evaporation process.
A very large fluctuation is needed because a tiny compartment has to be passed through just where the arrows cross
over between B and /k. Likewise, when our phase-space point lies inside the major compartment within /k
(representing a thermal equilibrium state without black holes), it will actually be a very long while before a
gravitational collapse takes place and the point moves into =i.
Again a large fluctuation is needed. (Thermal radiation does not readily undergo gravitational collapse! ) Are there
more arrows leading from ^ to SB, or from B to ^, or is the number of arrows the same in each case? This will be an
important issue for us. To put the question another way, is it 'easier' for Nature to produce a black hole by
gravitationally collapsing thermal particles, or to get rid of a black hole by Hawking radiation, or is each as 'difficult' as
the other? Strictly speaking it is not the 'number' of arrows that concerns us, but the rate of flow of phase-space
volume.
Think of the phase space as being filled with some kind of (high-dimensional!
) incompressible fluid. The arrows represent the flow of this fluid.
Recall Liouville's theorem, which was described in Chapter 5 (p. 235).

Liouville's theorem asserts that the phase-space volume is preserved by the flow, which is to say that our phase-space
fluid is indeed incompressible!
Liouville's theorem seems to be telling us that the flow from /k to B must be equal to the flow from B to ^ because the
phase-space 'fluid', being incompressible, cannot accumulate either on one side or the other.
Thus it would appear that it must be exactly equally 'difficult' to build a black hole from thermal radiation as it is to
destroy one!
This, indeed, was Hawking's own conclusion, though he came to this view on the basis of somewhat different
considerations. Hawking's main argument was that all the basic physics that is involved in the problem is timesymmetrical (general relativity, thermodynamics, the standard unitary procedures of quantum theory), so if we run the
clock backwards, we should get the same answer as if we run it forwards. This amounts simply to reversing the
directions of all the arrows in I? It would then indeed follow also from this argument that there must be exactly as many
arrows from ^ to B as from B to /k provided that it is the case that the time-reverse of the region [S is the region B
again (and, equivalently; that the time-reverse of ^ is ^ again). This proviso amounts to Hawking's remarkable
suggestion that black holes and their time-reverses, namely white holes, are actually physically identical! His
reasoning was that with time-symmetric physics, the thermal equilibrium state ought to be time-symmetric also. I do
not wish to enter into a detailed discussion of this striking possibility here.
Hawking's idea was that somehow the quantum-mechanical Hawking radiation could be regarded as the time-reverse of
the classical 'swallowing' of material by the black hole. Though ingenious, his suggestion involves severe theoretical
difficulties, and I do not myself believe that it can be made to work.
In any case, the suggestion is not really compatible with the ideas that I am putting forward here. I have argued that
whereas black holes ought to exist, white holes are forbidden because of the Weyl curvature hypothesis! WCH
introduces a time- asymmetry into the discussion which was not considered by Hawking. It should be pointed out that
since black holes and their space-time singularities are indeed very much part of the discussion of what happens inside
Hawking's box, the unknown physics that must govern the behaviour of such singularities is certainly involved.
Hawking takes the view that this unknown physics should be " time-symmetric quantum gravity theory, whereas I am
claiming that it is the time-asymmetric CQG! I am claiming that one of the major implications of CQG should be
WCH (and, consequently, the second law of thermodynamics in the form that we know it), so we should try to ascertain
the implications of WCH for our present problem.
Let us see how the inclusion of WCH affects the discussion of the flow of our 'incompressible fluid' in i? In spacetime, the effect of a black-hole singularity is to absorb and destroy all the matter that impinges upon it.
More importantly for our present purposes, it destroys information! The effect of this, in 1? " is that some flow lines
will now merge together (see Fig. 8.6). Two states which were previously different can become the same as soon as
the information that distinguishes between them is destroyed.
When flow lines in is merge together we have an effective violation of, Liouville's theorem.
Our 'fluid' is no longer incompressible, but it is being continually annihilated within region Bi!
Now we seem to be in trouble. If our 'fluid' is being continually destroyed in region 3, then there must be more flow
lines from /k to ^ than there are from Bi to ^ so it is 'easier' to create a black hole than to destroy one after all! This
could indeed make sense were it not for the fact that now more 'fluid' flows out of region /k Fig. 8. 6. In region 0 flow
lines must come together because of information loss at black-hole singularities. Is this balanced by a creation of flow
lines due to the quantum procedure R (primarily in region /^) ?
than re-enters it. There are no black holes in region /h -and white holes have been excluded by WCH so surely
Liouville's theorem ought to hold perfectly well in region /k\ However, we now seem to need some means of 'creating
fluid' in region /k to make up the loss in region OS. What mechanism can there be for increasing the number of flow
lines? What we appear to require is that sometimes one and the same state can have more than one possible outcome (i.
e. bifurcating flow lines). This kind of uncertainty in the future evolution of a physical system has the 'smell of
quantum theory about it the R part. Can it be that R is, in some sense, 'the other side of the coin' to WCH? Whereas
WCH serves to cause flow lines to merge within B, the quantum-mechanical procedure R causes flow lines to bifurcate.
I am indeed claiming that it is an objective quantum-mechanical process of state-vector reduction (R) which causes
flow lines to bifurcate, and so compensate exactly for the merging of flow lines due to WCH (Fig. 8. 6)!

In order for such bifurcation to occur, we need R to be time asymmetric as we have already seen: recall our experiment
above, with the lamp, photo-cell, and half-silvered mirror. When a photon is emitted by the lamp, there are two
(equally probable) alternatives for the final outcome: either the photon reaches the photo-cell and the photo-cell
registers, or the photon reaches the wall at A and the photo-cell does not register. In the phase space for this
experiment, we have a flow line representing the emission of the photon and this bifurcates into two; one describing the
situation in which the photo-cell fires and the other, the situation in which it does not. This appears to be a genuine
bifurcation, because there is only one allowed input and there are two possible outputs. The other input that one might
have had to consider was the possibility that the photon could be ejected from the laboratory wall at B, in which case
there would be two inputs and two outputs. But this alternative input has been excluded on the grounds of
inconsistency with the second law of thermodynamics i. e. from the point of view expressed here, finally with WCH,
when the evolution is traced into the past.
I should re-iterate that the viewpoint that I am expressing is not really a 'conventional' one though it is not altogether
clear to me what a 'conventional' physicist would say in order to resolve all the issues raised.
(I suspect that not many of them have given these problems much thought! ) I have certainly heard a number of
differing points of view. For example, it has from time to time been suggested, by some physicists, that Hawking
radiation would never completely cause a black hole to disappear, but some small 'nugget' would always remain.
(Hence, on this view, there are no arrows from B) to ^! ) This really makes little difference to my argument (and would
actually strengthen it). One could evade my conclusions, however, by postulating that the total volume of the phase
space IP is actually infinite, but this is at variance with certain rather basic ideas about black-hole entropy and about the
nature of the phase space of a bounded (quantum) system; and other ways of technically evading my conclusions that I
have heard of seem to me to be no more satisfactory. A considerably more serious objection is that the idealizations
involved in the actual construction of Hawking's box are too great, and certain issues of principle are transgressed in
assuming that it can be built. I am uncertain about this myself, but I am inclined to believe that the necessary
idealizations can indeed by swallowed!
Finally, there is a serious point that I have glossed over. I started the discussion by assuming that we had a classical
phase space and Liouville's theorem applies to classical physics. But then the quantum phenomenon of Hawking
radiation needed to be considered. (And quantum theory is actually also needed for the finite-dimensionality as well as
finite volume of I? ) As we saw in Chapter 6, the quantum version of phase space is Hilbert space, so we should
presumably have used Hilbert space rather than phase space for our discussion throughout. In Hilbert space there ('s an
analogue of Liouville's theorem. It arises from what is called the 'unitary' nature of the time-evolution U. Perhaps my
entire argument could be phrased entirely in terms of Hilbert space, instead of classical phase space, but it is difficult to
see how to discuss the classical phenomena involved in the space-time geometry of black holes in this way. My own
opinion is that for the correct theory neither Hilbert space nor classical phase space would be appropriate, but one
would have to use some hitherto undiscovered type of mathematical space which is intermediate between the two.
Accordingly, my argument should be taken only at the heuristic level, and it is merely suggestive rather than
conclusive. Nevertheless, I do believe that it provides a strong case for thinking that WCH and R are profoundly linked
and that, consequently, R must indeed be a quantum gravity effect.
To re-iterate my conclusions: I am putting forward the suggestion that quantum-mechanical state-vector reduction is
indeed the other side of the coin to WCH. According to this view, the two major implications of our sought-for 'correct
quantum gravity' theory (CQG) will be WCH and R. The effect of WCH is confluence of flow lines in phase space,
while the effect of R is an exactly compensating spreading of flow lines. Both processes are intimately associated with
the second law of thermodynamics.
Note that the confluence of flow lines takes place entirely within the region ! B, whereas flow-line spreading can take
place either within ^ or within B. Recall that Ih represents the absence of black holes, so that state-vector reduction can
indeed take place when black holes are absent. Clearly it is not necessary to have a black hole in the laboratory in order
that R be effected (as with our experiment with the photon, just considered). We are concerned here only with a
general overall balance between possible things which might happen in a situation. On the view that I am expressing, it
is merely the possibility that black holes might form at some stage (and consequently then destroy information) which
must be balanced by the lack of determinism in quantum theory!
WHEN DOES THE STATE-VECTOR REDUCE?
Suppose that we accept, on the basis of the preceding arguments, that the reduction of the state-vector might somehow
be ultimately a gravitational phenomenon. Can the connections between R and gravity be made more explicit?

When, on the basis of this view, should a state-vector collapse actually take place?
I should first point out that even with the more 'conventional' approaches to a quantum gravity theory there are some
serious technical difficulties involved with bringing the principles of general relativity to bear on the rules of quantum
theory. These rules (primarily the way in which momenta are re-interpreted as differentiation with respect to position,
in the expression for Schrodinger's equation, of. p. 372) do not fit in at all well with the ideas of curved space-time
geometry. My own point of view is that as soon as a 'significant' amount of space-time curvature is introduced, the
rules of quantum linear superposition must fail. It is here that the complex-amplitude superpositions of potentially
alternative states become replaced by probability-weighted actual alternatives and one of the alternatives indeed
actually takes place.
What do I mean by a 'significant' amount of curvature? I mean that the level has been reached where the measure of
curvature introduced has about the scale of one graviton6 or more. (Recall that, according to the rules of quantum
theory, the electromagnetic field is 'quantized' into individual units, called 'photons'. When the field is decomposed
into its individual frequencies, the part of frequency v can come only in whole numbers of photons, each of energy hv.
Similar rules should presumably apply to the gravitational field. ) One graviton would be the smallest unit of curvature
that would be allowed according to the quantum theory. The idea is that, as soon as this level is reached, the ordinary
rules of linear superposition, according to the U procedure, become modified when applied to gravitons, and some kind
of time-asymmetric 'non-linear instability' sets in. Rather than having complex linear superpositions of 'alternatives'
coexisting forever, one of the alternatives begins to win out at this stage, and the system 'flops' into one alternative or
the other. Perhaps the choice of alternative is just made by chance, or perhaps there is something deeper underlying
this choice. But now, reality has become one or the other. The procedure R has been effected.
Note that, according to this idea, the procedure R occurs spontaneously in an entirely objective way, independent of
any human intervention. The idea is that the 'one-graviton' level should lie comfortably between the 'quantum level', of
atoms, molecules, etc.
where the linear rules (U) of ordinary quantum theory hold good, and the 'classical level' of our everyday experiences.
How 'big' is the one-graviton level? It should be emphasized that it is not really a question of physical size: it is more a
question of mass and energy distribution. We have seen that quantum interference effects can occur over large
distances provided that not much energy is involved.
(Recall the photon self-interference described on p. 328 and the EPR experiments of Clauser and Aspect, p. 369. ) The
characteristic quantum gravitational scale of mass is what is known as the Planck mass nip = 10~5 grams
(approximately). This would seem to be rather larger than one would wish, since objects a good deal less massive than
this, such as specks of dust, can be directly perceived as behaving in a classical way. (The mass nip is a little less than
that of a flea. ) However, I do not think that the one-graviton criterion would apply quite as crudely as this. I shall try
to be a little more explicit, but at the time of writing there remain many obscurities and ambiguities as to how this
criterion is to be precisely applied.
First let us consider a very direct kind of way in which a particle can be observed, namely by use of a Wilson cloud
chamber. Here one has a chamber full of vapour which is just on the point of condensing into droplets. When a rapidly
moving charged particle enters this chamber, having been produced, say, by the decay of a radioactive atom situated
outside the chamber, its passage through the vapour causes some atoms close to its path to become ionized (i. e.
charged, owing to electrons being dislodged). These ionized atoms act as centres along which little droplets condense
out of the vapour.
In this way, we get a track of droplets which the experimenter can directly observe (Fig. 8. 7).
Now, what is the quantum-mechanical description of this? At the moment that our radioactive atom decays, it emits a
particle. But there are many possible directions in which this emitted particle might travel. There will be an amplitude
for this direction, an amplitude for that direction, and an amplitude for each other direction, all these occurring
simultaneously in quantum linear superposition. The totality of all these superposed alternatives will constitute a
spherical wave emanating from the decayed atom: the wave function of the emitted particle. As each possible particle
track enters the cloud chamber it becomes associated with a string of ionized atoms each of which begins to act as a
centre of condensation for the vapour.
All these different possible strings of ionized atoms must also coexist in quantum linear superposition, so we now have
a linear superposition of a large number of different strings of condensing droplets. At some stage, this complex
quantum linear superposition becomes a real probability weighted collection of actual alternatives, as the complex

amplitude-weightings have their moduli squared according to the procedure R. Only one of these is realized in the
actual physical world of experience, and this particular alternative is the one observed by the experimenter.
According to the viewpoint that I am proposing, that stage occurs as soon as the difference between Fig. 8. 7. A
charged panicle entering a Wilson cloud chamber and causing a string of droplets to condense.
the gravitational fields of the various alternatives reaches the one-graviton level.
When does this happen? According to a very rough calculation,7 if there had been just one completely uniform
spherical droplet, then the one-graviton stage would be reached when the droplet grows to about one hundredth of Wp,
which is one ten-millionth of a gram.
There are many uncertainties in this calculation (including some difficulties of principle), and the size is a bit large for
comfort, but the result is not totally unreasonable. It is to be hoped that some more precise results will be forthcoming
later, and that it will be possible to treat a whole string of droplets rather than just a single droplet. Also there may be
some significant differences when the fact is taken into account that the droplets are composed of a very large number
of tiny atoms, rather than being totally uniform.
Moreover, the 'one- graviton' criterion itself needs to be made considerably more mathematically precise.
In the above situation, I have considered what might be an actual observation of a quantum process (the decay of a
radioactive atom) where quantum effects have been magnified to the point at which the different quantum alternatives
produce different, directly observable, macroscopic alternatives. It would be my view that R can take place objectively
even when such a manifest magnification is not present.
Suppose that rather than entering a cloud chamber, our particle simply enters a large box of gas (or fluid), of such
density that it is practically certain that it will collide with, or otherwise disturb, a large number of the atoms in the gas.
Let us consider just two of the alternatives for the particle, as part of the initial complex linear superposition: it might
not enter the box at all, or it might enter along a particular path and ricochet off some atom of gas. In the second case,
that gas atom will then move off at great speed, in a way that it would not have done otherwise had the particle not run
into it, and it will subsequently collide with, and itself ricochet off, some further atom. The two atoms will each then
move off in ways that they would not have done otherwise, and soon there will be a cascade of movement of atoms in
the gas which would not have happened had the particle not initially entered the box (Fig. 8. 8). Before j^jl
Undisplaced:
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Gravitational fields (highly schematic) of particles Fig. 8. 8. If a particle enters a large box of some gas, then before
long virtually every atom of the gas will have been disturbed. A quantum linear superposition of the particle entering,
and of the particle not entering, would involve the linear superposition of two different space-time geometries,
describing the gravitational fields of the two arrangements of gas particles. When does the difference between these
geometries reach the one-graviton level?
long, in this second case, virtually every atom in the gas will have become disturbed by this motion.
Now think of how we would have to describe this quantum mechanically
Initially it is only the original particle whose different positions must be considered to occur in complex linear
superposition- as part of the particle's wave function But after a short while, all the atoms of the gas must be involved.
Consider the complex superposition of two paths that' might be taken by the particle, one entering the box and the other
not.
Standard quantum mechanics insists that we extend this superposition to all the atoms in the gas: we must superpose
two states, where the gas atoms in one state are all moved from their positions in the other state. Now consider the
difference in the gravitational fields of the totality of individual atoms. Even though the overall distribution of gas is
virtually the same in the two states to be superposed (and the overall gravitational fields would be practically'identical),
if we subtract one field from the other, we get a (highly oscillating) difference field that might well be 'significant' in
the sense that I mean it here where the one-graviton level for this difference field is easily exceeded. As soon as this
level is reached, then state vector reduction takes place: in the actual state of the system, either the particle has entered
the box of gas or it has not. The complex linear superposition has reduced to statistically weighted alternatives, and
only one of these actually takes place.

In the previous example, I considered a cloud chamber as a way of providing a quantum-mechanical observation. It
seems to me to be likely that other types of such observation (photographic plates, spark chambers, etc. ) can be treated
using the 'one- graviton criterion' by approaching them in the way that I have indicated for the box of gas above. Much
work remains to be done in seeing how this procedure might apply in detail.
So far, this is only a germ of an idea for what I believe to be a much-needed new theory. 8 Any totally satisfactory
scheme would, I believe, have to involve some very radical new ideas about the nature of space-time geometry,
probably involving an essentially non-local description. 9 One of the most compelling reasons for believing this comes
from the EPR-type experiments (of. pp. 361,369), where an 'observation' (here, the registering of a photo-cell) at one
end of a room can effect the simultaneous reduction of the state-vector at the other end. The construction of a fully
objective theory of state-vector reduction which is consistent with the spirit of relativity is a profound challenge, since
'simultaneity' is a concept which is foreign to relativity, being dependent upon the motion of some observer. It is my
opinion that our present picture of physical reality, particularly in relation to the nature of time, is due for a grand shake
up even greater, perhaps, than that which has already been provided by present- day relativity and quantum mechanics.
We must come back to our original question. How does all this relate to the physics which governs the actions of our
brains?
What could it have to do with our thoughts and with our feelings? To attempt some kind of answer, it will be necessary
first to examine something of how our brains are actually constructed. I shall return afterwards to what I believe to be
the fundamental question: what kind of new physical action is likely to be involved when we consciously think or
perceive?
NOTES
1. Popular such modifications are: (i) changing Einstein's actual equations RICCI = ENERGY (via 'higher-order
Lagrangians'); (ii) changing the number of dimensions of space-time from four to some higher number (such as in the
so-called "Kaluza-Klein type theories');
(iii) introducing 'supersymmetry' (an idea borrowed from the quantum behaviour of bosons and fermions, combined
into a comprehensive scheme and applied, not altogether logically, to the coordinates of space-time); (iv) string theory
(a currently popular radical scheme in which 'world-lines' are replaced by 'string histories' usually combined with the
ideas of (ii) and (iii)). All these proposals, for all their popularity and forceful presentation, are firmly in the category
TENTATIVE in the terminology of Chapter 5.
2. Although the symmetry of a classical theory is not always preserved by the procedures of quantization (of. Treiman
1985, Ashtekar et al.
1989), what is required here is a violation of all four of the symmetries normally denoted by T, FT, CT, and CPT. This
(particularly CPT-violarion) seems to be beyond the power of the conventional quantization methods.
3. As far as I can make out, a viewpoint of this kind is implicit in Hawking's present proposals for a quantum gravity
explanation of these matters (Hawking 1987, 1988). A proposal by Hartle and Hawking (1983) of a quantum gravity
origin for the initial state is possibly the kind of thing that could give theoretical substance to an initial condition of the
type WEYL = 0, but an (in my opinion) essential time-asymmetric input is so far absent from these ideas.
4. These facts are somewhat more transparent in terms of the scalar product operation <if|x) given in note 6 of Chapter
6. In the forward time description we calculate the probability p by p = \W2 = Kxizp)! 2 and in the backward-time
description, by
P = 1<X'1^')|2 = \WW.
The fact that these are the same follows from {^' |x') = "('4>|x) which is essentially what one means by 'unitary
evolution'.
5. Some readers may have trouble understanding what it can mean to ask what is the probability of a past event given a
future event!
There is no essential problem with this, however. Imagine the entire history of the universe mapped out in space-time.
To find the probability otp occurring, given that q happens, we imagine examining all occurrences of q and counting up
the fraction of these which are accompanied by p. This is the required probability. It does not matter whether q is the
kind of event that would normally occur later or earlier in time than p.

6. These must be allowed to be what are called longitudinal gravitons-the 'virtual' gravitons that compose a static
gravitational field.
Unfortunately, there are theoretical problems involved in defining such things in a clear-cut and 'invariant'
mathematical way.
7. My own original rough attempts at calculating this value were very greatly improved upon by Abhay Ashtekar, and I
am using his value here (see Penrose 1987a). However, he has stressed to me that there is a good deal of arbitrariness
in some of the assumptions that one seems compelled to use, so considerable caution must be exercised in adopting the
precise mass value obtained.
8. Various other attempts at providing an objective theory of state vector reduction have appeared from time to time in
the literature.
Most relevant are Karolyhazy (1974), Karolyhazy, Frenkel, and Lukacs (1986), Komar (1969), Pearle (1985,1989),
Ghirardi, Rimini, and Weber (1986).
9. I have myself been involved, over the years, with trying to develop a non-local theory of space--time, largely
motivated from other directions, referred to as twist or theory' (see Penrose and Rindler 1986, Huggett and Tod 1985,
Ward and Wells 1990). However, this theory is, at best, still lacking in seme essential ingredients, and it would not be
appropriate to enter into a discussion of it here.
real brains AND model BRAINS
WHAT ARE BRAINS ACTUALLY LIKE?
inside OUR HEADS is a magnificent structure that controls our actions and somehow evokes an awareness of the
world around. Yet, as Alan Turing once put it,1 it resembles nothing so much as a bowl of cold porridge! It is hard to
see how an object of such unpromising appearance can achieve the miracles that we know it to be capable of.
Closer examination, however, begins to reveal the brain as having a much more intricate structure and sophisticated
organization (Fig.
9. 1). The large convoluted (and most porridge-like) portion on top is referred to as the cerebrum. It is divided cleanly
down the middle into left and right cerebral hemispheres, and considerably less cleanly front and back into the frontal
lobe and three other lobes:
the parietal, temporal and occipital. Further down, and at the back lies a rather smaller, somewhat spherical portion of
the brain perhaps resembling two balls of wool the cerebellum. Deep inside, and somewhat hidden under the cerebrum,
lie a number of curious and complicated-looking different structures: the pons and medulla (including the reticular
formation, a region that will concern us later) which constitute the brain-stem, the thalamus, hypothalamus,
hippocampus, corpus callosum, and many other strange and oddly named constructions.
The part that human beings feel that they should be proudest of is the cerebrum for that is not only the largest part of
the human brain, but it is also larger, in its proportion of the brain as a whole, in man than in other animals. (The
cerebellum is also larger in Parietal / Parietal Frontal^ .
^^J'^"V^y^ Occipital ^^TJA^^^^*^^^ Visual cortex
Spinal^ cord Cerebellum
Corpus callosum Thalamus Upper ^ brainstem:
includes hypothalamus Hippocampus . and part of toeMndl Medulla, reticular formation * Reticular formation Fig. 9.
1. The human brain: above, side, beneath, split.
man than in most other animals. ) The cerebrum and cerebellum have comparatively thin outer surface layers of grey
matter and larger inner regions of white matter. These regions of grey matter are referred to as, respectively, the
cerebral cortex and the cerebellar cortex. The grey matter is where various kinds of computational task appear to be
performed, while the white matter consists of long nerve fibres carrying signals from one part of the brain to another.
Various parts of the cerebral cortex are associated with very specific functions. The visual cortex is a region within the
occipital lobe, right at the back of the brain, and is concerned with the reception and interpretation of vision. It is
curious that Nature should choose this region to interpret signals from the eyes which, at least in man, are situated right

at the front of the head! But Nature behaves in more curious ways than just this. It is the right cerebral hemisphere
which is concerned almost exclusively with the left-hand side of the body, while the left cerebral hemisphere is
concerned with the right-hand side of the body so that virtually all nerves must cross over from one side to the other as
they enter or leave the cerebrum! In the case of the visual cortex, it is not that
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the right side is associated with the left eye, but with the left-hand field of vision of both eyes. Similarly the left visual
cortex is associated with the right-hand field of vision of both eyes. This means that the nerves from the right-hand
side of the retina of each eye must go to the right visual cortex (recall that the image on the retina is inverted) and that
the nerves from the left-hand side of the retina of each eye must go to the left visual cortex. (See Fig.
9. 2. ) In this way a very well-defined map of the left-hand visual field is formed on the right visual cortex and another
map is formed of the right-hand visual field on the left visual cortex.
Signals from the ears also tend to cross over to the opposite side of the brain in this curious way. The right auditory
cortex (part of the right temporal lobe) deals mainly with sound received on the left and the left auditory cortex, on the
whole, with sounds from the right.
Smell seems to be an exception to the general rules. The right olfactory cortex, situated at the front of the cerebrum (in
the frontal lobe- which is itself exceptional, for a sensory area), deals largely with the right nostril and the left with the
left nostril.
The sensations of touch have to do with the region of the parietal lobe referred to as the somatosensory cortex. This
region occurs just behind the division between the frontal and parietal lobes. There is a very specific correspondence
between the various parts of the surface of the body and the regions of the somatosensory cortex. This correspondence
is sometimes graphically illustrated in terms of what is referred to as the 'somatosensory homunculus', which is a
distorted human figure pictured as lying Fig. 9. 2.
The left-hand field of vision of both eyes is mapped to the right visual cortex and the right-hand field of vision to the
left visual cortex. (View from below; note that the images on the retina are inverted. ) Fig. 9. 3.
The 'somatosensory homunculus' graphically illustrates the portions of the cerebrum just behind the division between
frontal and parietal lobes which, for various parts of the body, are most immediately concerned with the sense of touch.
along the somatosensory cortex as in Fig. 9. 3. The right somatosensory cortex deals with sensations from the left-hand
side of the body, and the left, with the right-hand side. There is a corresponding region of the frontal lobe, lying just in
front of the divi son between the frontal and parietal lobes, known as the motor cortex. This is concerned with
activating the movement of different pans of the body and again there is a very specific correspondence between the
various muscles of the body and the regions of the motor cortex. We now have a 'motor homunculus' to depict this
correspondence, as given in Fig.
9. 4. The right motor cortex controls the left-hand side of the body, and the left motor cortex, the right-hand side.
The regions of the cerebral cortex just referred to (the visual, auditory, olfactory, somatosensory, and motor) are called
primary, since they are the ones most directly concerned with the input and output of the brain. Near to these primary
regions are the secondary regions of the cerebral cortex, which are concerned with a more subtle and complex level of
abstraction. (See Fig.
9. 5. ) The sensory information received by the visual, auditory, and somatosensory cortexes is processed at the
associated secondary
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Fig. 9. 4. The 'motor homunculus' illustrates the portions of the cerebrum just in front of the division between frontal
and parietal lobes which, for various parts of the body, most directly activate movement.
Arcuate fasciculus Motor Sensory Secondary [SXsM lA^. Secondary Tertiary r\\1 II Tertiary Fig. 9. 5. The action of
the cerebrum in rough broad outline. External sense-data enter at the primary sensory regions, are processed to
successive degrees of sophistication in the secondary and tertiary sensory regions, transferred to the tertiary motor
region, and are finally refined into specific instructions for movement at the primary motor regions.
regions, and the secondary motor region is concerned with conceived plans of motion which get translated into more
specific directions for actual muscle movement by the primary motor cortex. (Let us leave aside the olfactory cortex in

our considerations, since it behaves differently, and rather little seems to be known about it. ) The remaining regions of
the cerebral cortex are referred to as tertiary (or the association cortex). It is largely in these tertiary regions that the
most abstract and sophisticated activity of the brain is carried out. It is here in conjunction, to some extent, with the
periphery that the information from various different sensory regions is intertwined and analysed in a very complex
way, memories are laid down, pictures of the outside world are constructed, general plans are conceived and evaluated,
and speech is understood or formulated.
Speech is particularly interesting, because it is normally thought of as something very specific to human intelligence. It
is curious that (at least in the vast majority of right-handed people and in most left-handed people) the speech centres
are mainly just on the left-hand side of the brain. The essential areas are Broca's area, a region in the lower rear part of
the frontal lobe, and another called Wernicke's area, in and around the upper rear part of the temporal lobe (see Fig. 9.
6). Broca's area is concerned with the formulation of sentences, and Wernicke's area with the comprehension of
language.
Damage to Broca's area impairs speech but leaves comprehension intact, whereas with damage to Wernicke's area,
speech is fluent but with little content. A nerve bundle called the arcuate fasciculus connects the two areas. When this
is damaged, comprehension is not impaired and speech remains fluent, but comprehension cannot be vocalized.
We can now form a very crude picture of what the cerebrum does. The brain's input comes from visual, auditory,
tactile, and other signals which first register in the cerebrum at the primary portions of (mainly) the rear lobes (parietal,
temporal, and occipital). The brain's output, in the form of activating movements of the body, is mainly achieved by
primary portions of the frontal lobes of the cerebrum. In between, some kind of processing takes place. In a general
way, there is a movement of the brain's activity starting at the primary portions of the rear lobes, moving on to the
secondary portions, as the input data are analysed, and then on to the tertiary portions of the rear lobes as these data
become fully comprehended (e. g. as with the comprehension of speech at Wernicke's area). The arcuate fasciculus the
bundle of nerve fibres referred to above, but now on both sides of the brain then carries this processed information to
the frontal lobe, where general plans of action are formulated in its tertiary regions (e. g. as with the formulation of
speech in Broca's area). These general plans of action are translated into more specific conceptions about movements
of the body in the secondary motor regions and, finally, the brain's activity moves on to the primary motor cortex where
signals are sent on, ultimately, to various groups of muscles in the body (and often to several at once).
The picture of a superb computing device seems to be presented to us.
The supporters of strong AI (of. Chapter 1, etc. ) would hold that here we have a supreme example of an algorithmic
computer- a Turing machine in effect where there is an input (like the Turing machine's input tape on the left) and an
output (like the machine's output tape on the right), and all sorts of complicated computations being carried out in
between. Of course the brain's activity can also carry on independently of specific sensory input. This occurs when
one simply thinks, calculates, or muses over recollections of the past. To strong AI supporters, these activities of the
brain would simply be further algorithmic activity, and they might propose that the phenomenon of jawareness' arises
whenever such internal activity reaches a sufficient level of sophistication.
Fig. 9. 6. Normally on the left side only: Wernicke's area is concerned with the comprehension and Broca's with the
formulation of speech.
We must not jump in too fast with our ready explanations, however.
The general picture of the cerebrum's activity, as presented above, is only a very rough one. In the first place, even the
reception of vision is not as clear-cut as I have presented it. There appear to be several different (though more minor)
regions of the cortex where maps of the visual field are made, apparently with various other purposes. (Our awareness
of vision seems to differ with respect to them. ) There also seem to be other subsidiary sensory and motor regions
scattered about the cerebral cortex (for example, movements of the eye can be activated by various points in the rear
lobes).
I have not even mentioned the roles of parts of the brain other than the cerebrum, in my descriptions above. What is
the role of the cerebellum, for example? Apparently it is responsible for precise coordination and control of the body
its timing, balance, and delicacy of movement. Imagine the flowing artistry of a dancer, the easy accuracy of a
professional tennis player, the lightning control of a racing driver, and the sure movements of a painter's or musician's
hands; imagine also, the graceful bounds of a gazelle and the stealth of a cat. Without the cerebellum, such precision
would not be possible, and all movement would become fumbling and clumsy.

It seems that, when one is learning a new skill, be it walking or driving a car, initially one must think through each
action in detail, and the cerebrum is in control; but when the skill has been mastered and has become 'second nature' it
is the cerebellum that takes over. Moreover, it is a familiar experience that if one thinks about one's actions in a skill
that has been so mastered, then one's easy control may be temporarily lost. Thinking about it seems to involve the
reintroduction of cerebral control and, although a consequent flexibility of activity is thereby introduced, the flowing
and precise cerebellar action is lost. No doubt such descriptions are oversimplified, but they give a reasonable flavour
of the cerebellum's role.
"
* Curiously, the 'crossing-over' behaviour of the cerebrum does not apply to the cerebellum, so (hat the right half of the
cerebellum largely controls the right side of the body and the left half the left side of the body.
It was misleading, also, in my earlier description of the action of the cerebrum, to leave out all account of the other
parts of the brain. For example, the hippocampus plays a vital role in laying down long-term (permanent) memories,
the actual memories being stored somewhere in the cerebral cortex probably in many places at once.
The brain can also retain images on a short-term basis in other ways;
and it can hold them for some minutes or even hours (perhaps by 'keeping them in mind'). But in order to be able to
recall such images after they have left one's attention, it is necessary that they be laid down in a permanent way, and for
this the hippocampus is essential. (Damage to the hippocampus causes a fearful condition in which no new memories
are retained once they have left the subject's attention. ) The corpus callosum is the region via which the right and left
cerebral hemispheres communicate with one another.
(We shall be seeing later some of the striking implications of having the corpus callosum severed. ) The hypothalamus
is the seat of emotion -pleasure, rage, fear, despair, hunger- and it mediates both the mental and the physical
manifestations of emotion. There is a continual flow of signals between the hypothalamus and different parts of the
cerebrum. The thalamus acts as an important processing centre and relay station, and it conveys many of the nerve
inputs from the external world to the cerebral cortex. The reticular formation is responsible for the general state of
alertness or awareness involved in the brain as a whole or in different parts of the brain. There are numerous pathways
of nerves connecting these, and many other, vitally important areas.
The description above gives only a sample of some of the more important pans of the brain. I should end the section by
giving a little more about the brain's organization as a whole. Its different parts are classified into three regions which,
taken in order, moving away from the spinal column, are called the hindbrain (or rhombencephalon), the midbrain (or
mesencephalon), and the forebrain (or prosencephalon). In the developing early embryo one finds these three regions,
in this order, as three swellings at the end of the spinal column. The one at the very end, the developing forebrain,
sprouts two bulbous swellings, one on either side, which become the cerebral hemispheres. The fully developed
forebrain includes many important parts of the brain not just the cerebrum, but the corpus callosum, thalamus,
hypothalamus, hippocampus, and many other parts as well. The cerebellum is part of the hindbrain. The reticular
formation has one part in the midbrain and another part in the hindbrain. The forebrain is the 'newest' in the sense of
evolutionary development, and the hindbrain is the most 'ancient'.
I hope that this brief sketch, though in numerous ways inadequate, will give the reader some idea of what a human
brain is like and what it does in a general way. So far, I have barely touched upon the central issue of consciousness.
Let us address this issue next.
WHERE IS THE SEAT OF CONSCIOUSNESS?
Many differing views have been expressed with regard to the relation of the state of the brain to the phenomenon of
consciousness. There is remarkably little consensus of opinion for a phenomenon of such obvious importance. It is
clear, however, that all parts of the brain are not equally involved in its manifestation. For example, as hinted above,
the cerebellum seems to be much more of an 'automaton' than the cerebrum. Actions under cerebellar control seem
almost to take place 'by themselves without one having to 'think about' them. Whileone may consciously decide to
walk from one place to another, one does not often become aware of the elaborate plan of detailed muscle movements
that would be necessary for controlled motion. The same may be said of unconscious reflex actions, such as the
removal of one's hand from a hot stove, which might be mediated not by the brain at all but by the upper part of the
spinal column. From this, at least, one may be well inclined to infer that the phenomenon of consciousness is likely to
have more to do with the action of the cerebrum than with the cerebellum or the spinal cord.

On the other hand, it is very far from clear that the activity of the cerebrum must itself always impinge upon our
awareness. For example, as I have described above, in the normal action of walking, where one is not conscious of the
detailed activity of one's muscles and limbs the control of this activity being largely cerebellar (helped by other parts of
the brain and spinal cord) primary motor regions of the cerebrum would seem also to be involved. Moreover, the same
would be true of the primary sensory regions:
one might not be aware, at the time, of the varying pressures on the soles of one's feet as one walks, but the
corresponding regions of the somatosensory cortex would still be being continually activated.
Indeed, the distinguished US Canadian neurosurgeon Wilder Penfield (who, in the 1940s and 1950s, was responsible
for much of the detailed mapping of the motor and sensory regions of the human brain) has argued that one's awareness
is not associated simply with cerebral activity. He suggested, on the basis of his experiences in performing numerous
brain operations on conscious subjects, that some region of what he referred to as the upper brain-stem, consisting
largely of the thalamus and the midbrain (of. Penfield and Jasper 1947) though he had mainly in mind the reticular
formation should, in a sense, be regarded as the 'seat of consciousness'. The upper brain-stem is in communication with
the cerebrum, and Penfield argued that 'conscious awareness' or 'consciously willed action' would arise whenever this
region of brain-stem is in direct communication with the appropriate region of the cerebral cortex, namely the particular
region associated with whatever specific sensations, thoughts, memories, or actions are being consciously perceived or
evoked at the time. He pointed out that while he might, for example, stimulate the region of the subject's motor cortex
which causes the right arm to move (and the right arm would indeed move), this would not cause the subject to want to
move the right arm. (Indeed, the subject might even reach over with the left arm and stop the right arm's movement as
in Peter Sellers's well known cinema portrayal of Dr. Strangelove! ) Penfield suggested that the desire for movement
might have more to do with the thalamus than the cerebral cortex. His view was that consciousness is a manifestation
of activity of the upper brain-stem, but since in addition there needs to be something to be conscious of, it is not just the
brain-stem that is involved, but also some region in the cerebral cortex which is at that moment in communication with
the upper brain-stem and whose activity, represents the subject (sense impression or memory) or object (willed action)
of that consciousness.
Other neuro physiologists have also argued that, in particular, the reticular formation might be taken to be the 'seat' of
consciousness, if such a seat indeed exists. The reticular formation, after all, is responsible for the general state of
alertness of the brain (Moruzzi and Magoun 1949). If it is damaged, then unconsciousness will result.
Whenever the brain is in a waking conscious state, then the reticular formation is active; when not, then it is not. There
does indeed appear to be a clear association between activity of the reticular formation and that state of a person that we
normally refer to as 'conscious'. However, the matter is complicated by the fact that in the state of dreaming, where one
is indeed jaw are in the sense of being aware of the dream itself, normally active pans of the reticular formation seem
not to be active. A thing that also worries people about assigning such an honoured status to the reticular formation is
that, in evolutionary terms, it is a very ancient part of the brain. If all that one needs to be conscious is an active
reticular formation, then frogs, lizards, and even codfish are conscious!
Personally, I do not regard this last argument as a very strong one.
What evidence do we have that lizards and codfish do not possess some low-level form of consciousness? What right
do we have to claim, as some might, that human beings are the only inhabitants of our planet blessed with an actual
ability to be jaw are Are we alone, among the creatures of earth, as things whom it is possible to 'be'? I doubt it.
Although frogs and lizards, and especially codfish, do not inspire me with a great deal of conviction that there is
necessarily 'someone there' peering back at me when I look at them, the impression of a 'conscious presence' is indeed
very strong with me when I look at a dog or a cat or, especially, when an ape or monkey in the zoo looks at me. I do not
demand that they feel as I do, nor even that there is much sophistication about what they feel. I do not ask that they are
'self-aware' in any strong sense (though I would guess that an element of self-awareness can be present). All I ask is
that they sometimes simply feel\ As for the state of dreaming, I would myself accept that there is some form of
awareness present, but presumably at quite a low level. If parts of the reticular formation are, in some way, solely
responsible for awareness, then they ought to be active, although at a low level during the dreaming state.
Another viewpoint (O'Keefe 1985) seems to be that it is the action of the hippocampus that has more to do with the
conscious state. As I remarked earlier, the hippocampus is crucial to the laying down of long-term memories.
A case can be made that the laying down of permanent memories is associated with consciousness, and if this is right,
the hippocampus would indeed play a central role in the phenomenon of conscious awareness.

Others would hold that it is the cerebral cortex itself which is responsible for awareness. Since the cerebrum is man's
pride (though dolphins' cerebrums are as big! ) and since the mental activities most closely associated with intelligence
appear to be carried out by the cerebrum, then surely it is here that the soul of man resides! That would presumably be
the conclusion of the point of view of strong AI, for example. If jawareness is merely a feature of the complexity of an
algorithm or perhaps of its 'depth' or some 'level of subtlety' then, according to the strong-AI view, the complicated
algorithms being carried out by the cerebral cortex would give that region the strongest claim to be that capable of
manifesting consciousness.
Many philosophers and psychologists seem to take the view that human consciousness is very much bound up with
human language. Accordingly, it is only by virtue of our linguistic abilities that we can attain a subtlety of thinking
that is the very hallmark of our humanity and the expression of our very souls. It is language, according to this view,
that distinguishes us from other animals, and so provides us with our excuse for depriving them of their freedom and
slaughtering them when we feel that such need arises. It is language that allows us to philosophize and to describe *
There is some persuasive evidence that chimpanzees, at least, are capable of self-awareness, as experiments in which
chimpanzees are allowed to play with mirrors seem to show, of. Oakley (1985), Chapters 4 and 5.
how we feel, so we may convince others that we possess awareness of the outside world and are aware also of
ourselves. From this viewpoint, our language is taken to be the key ingredient of our possession of consciousness.
Now, we must recall that our language centres are (in the vast majority of people) just on the left-hand sides of our
brains (Broca's and Wernicke's areas). The viewpoint just expressed would seem to imply that consciousness is
something to be associated only with the left cerebral cortex and not with the right! Indeed, this appears to be the
opinion of a number of neuro physiologists (in particular, John Eccles 1973), though to me, as an outsider, it seems a
very odd view indeed, for reasons that I shall explain.
SPLIT-BRAIN EXPERIMENTS
In relation to this, I should mention a remarkable collection of observations concerning human subjects (and animals)
who have had their corpus callosums completely severed, so that the left and right hemispheres of the cerebral cortex
are unable to communicate with one another. In the case of the humans,2 the severing of the corpus callosum was
performed as a therapeutic operation, it being found that this was an effective treatment for a particularly severe form
of epilepsy from which these subjects suffered.
Numerous psychological tests were given to them by Roger Sperry and his associates some time after they had had
these operations. They would be placed in such a way that the left and right fields of vision would be presented with
completely separate stimuli, so the left hemisphere would receive visual information only of what was being displayed
on the right-hand side, and the right hemisphere, only of that on the left-hand side. If a picture of a pencil was flashed
on the right and a picture of a cup on the left, the subject would vocalize "That's a pencil', because the pencil and not
the cup would be perceived by the only side of the brain apparently capable of speech. However, the left hand would
be capable of selecting a saucer, rather than a piece of paper, as the appropriate object to associate with the cup. The
left hand would be under the control of the right hemisphere, and although incapable of speech, the right hemisphere
would perform certain quite complex and characteristically human actions. Indeed, it has been suggested that
geometrical thinking (particularly in three dimensions), and also music, may normally be carried out mainly within the
right hemisphere, to give balance to the verbal and analytical abilities of the left.
The right brain can understand common nouns or elementary sentences, and can carry out very simple arithmetic.
What is most striking about these split-brain subjects is that the two sides seem to behave as virtually independent
individuals, each of which may be communicated with separately by the experimenter although communication is more
difficult, and on a more primitive level, with the right hemisphere than with the left, owing to the right's lack of verbal
ability. One half of the subject's cerebrum may communicate with the other in simple ways, e. g. by watching the
motion of the arm controlled by the other side, or perhaps by hearing tell-tale sounds (like the rattling of a saucer). But
even this primitive communication between the two sides can be removed by carefully controlled laboratory conditions.
Vague emotional feelings can still be passed from one side to the other, however, presumably because structures which
are not split, such as the hypothalamus, are still in communication with both sides.
One is tempted to raise the issue: do we have two separately conscious individuals both inhabiting the same body?
This question has been the subject of much controversy. Some would maintain that the answer must surely be 'yes',
while others claim that neither side is to be regarded as an individual in its own right. Some would argue that the fact
that emotional feelings can be common to the two sides is evidence that there is still just a single individual involved.

Yet another viewpoint is that only the left- hand hemisphere represents a conscious individual, and the right- hand one
is an automaton. This view appears to be believed by some who hold that language is an essential ingredient of
consciousness. Indeed, only the left hemisphere can convincingly plead "Yes!" to the verbal question "Are you
conscious?" The right hemisphere, like a dog, a cat or a chimpanzee, might be hard-put even to decipher the words that
constitute the question, and it may be unable properly to vocalize its answer.
Yet the issue cannot be dismissed that lightly. In a more recent experiment of considerable interest, Donald Wilson and
his coworkers (Wilson et at.
1977; Gazzaniga, LeDoux, and Wilson 1977) examined a split-brain subject, referred to as "P. S." After the splitting
operation, only the left hemisphere could speak but both hemispheres could comprehend speech; later the right
hemisphere learned to speak also! Evidently both hemispheres were conscious. Moreover, they appeared to be
separately conscious, because they had different likes and desires. For example, the left hemisphere described that its
wish was to be a draughts man and the right, a racing driver!
I, myself, simply cannot believe the common claim that ordinary human language is necessary for thought or for
consciousness. (In the next chapter I shall give some of my reasons. ) I therefore side with those who believe,
generally, that the two halves of a split-brain subject can be independently conscious. The example of P. S. strongly
suggests that, at least in this particular case, both halves indeed can be. In my own opinion the only real difference
between P. S. and the others, in this respect, is that his right-hand consciousness could actually convince others of its
existence!
If we accept that P. S. indeed has two independent minds, then we are presented with a remarkable situation.
Presumably, before the operation each split-brain subject possessed but a single consciousness; but afterwards there are
two! In some way, the original single consciousness has bifurcated. We may recall the hypothetical traveller of
Chapter 1 (p. 35), who subjected himself to the (deportation machine, and who (inadvertently) awoke to find that his
allegedly 'actual' self had arrived on Venus. There, the bifurcation of his consciousness would seem to provide a
paradox. For we may ask, "Which route did his stream of consciousness " actually" follow?"
If you were the traveller, then which one would end up as 'you'? The teleportation machine could be dimissed as
science fiction, but in the case of P. S. we appear to have something seemingly analogous, but which has actually
happened'. Which of P. S. "s consciousnesses 'is' the P. S. of before the operation? No doubt many philosophers would
dismiss the question as meaningless. For there seems to be no operational way of deciding the issue. Each hemisphere
would share memories of a conscious existence before the operation and, no doubt, both would claim to be that person.
That may be remarkable, but it is not in itself a paradox. Nevertheless, there is something of a definite puzzle that we
are still left with.
The puzzle would be further exacerbated if somehow the two consciousnesses could later be brought together again.
Reattaching the individual severed nerves of the corpus callosum would seem out of the question, with present
technology, but one might envisage something milder than actual severence of the nerve fibres in the first place.
Perhaps these fibres could be temporarily frozen, or paralysed with some drug. I am not aware that any such
experiment has actually been carried out, but I suppose that it could become technically feasible before too long.
Presumably, after the corpus callosum has been re-activated, only one consciousness would result.
Imagine that this consciousness is you! How would it feel to have been two separate people with distinct 'selves' at
some time in the past?
BLIND SIGHT
The split-brain experiments seem at least to indicate that there need not be a unique 'seat of consciousness'. But there
are other experiments that appear to suggest that some parts of the cerebral cortex are more to be associated with
consciousness than are others.
One of these has to do with the phenomenon of blind sight Damage to a region of the visual cortex can cause blindness
in the corresponding field of vision. If an object is held in that region of the visual field, then that object will not be
perceived. Blindness occurs with respect to that region of vision.
However, some curious findings of. Weiskrantz 1987) indicate that things are not so simple at this. A patient, referred
to as "D. B."
had to have some of his visual cortex removed, and this caused him to be unable to see anything in a certain region of
the visual field.

However, when something was placed in this region and D. B. was asked to guess what that something was (usually a
mark like a cross or a circle, or a line segment tilted at some angle), he found he could do so with near to 100 per cent
accuracy! The accuracy of these 'guesses' came as a surprise to D. B. himself, and he still maintained that he could
perceive nothing whatever in that region Images received by the retina are also processed in certain regions of the brain
other than just the visual cortex, one of the more obscure regions involved lying in the lower temporal lobe. It seems
that D. B. may have been basing his 'guesses' on information gained by this lower temporal region. Nothing was
directly perceived consciously by the activation of these regions, yet the information was there, to be revealed only in
the correctness of D. B. "s 'guesses'. In fact, after some training, D. B. was able to obtain a limited amount of actual
awareness in respect of these regions.
All this seems to show that some areas of the cerebral cortex (e. g.
the visual cortex) are more associated with conscious perception than are other areas, but that with training, some of
these other areas can apparently be brought within the scope of direct awareness.
INFORMATION PROCESSING IN THE VISUAL CORTEX
More than any other part of the brain, it is the visual cortex that is best understood as to how it deals with the
information that it receives; and various models have been put forward to account for this action. 3 In fact, some
processing of visual information takes place in the retina itself, before the visual cortex is reached. (The retina is
actually considered to be part of the brain! ) One of the first experiments hinting at how processing is carried out in the
visual cortex was that which earned David Hubel and Torsten Wiesel the Nobel Prize in 1981. In their experiments
they were Somewhat complementary to Hindsight is a condition known as 'blindness denial' according to which a
subject who is in fact totally blind insists on being able to see quite well, seeming to be visually conscious of the
inferred surroundings' (SeeChurchlandl984,p. 143. ) able to show that certain cells in the visual cortex of a cat were
responsive to lines in the visual field which had a particular angle of slope. Other nearby cells would be responsive to
lines having some different angle of slope. It would not often matter what it was that had this angle. It could be a line
marking the boundary from dark to light or else from light to dark, or just a dark line on a light background. The one
feature of 'angle of slope' had been abstracted by the particular cells that were being examined. Yet other cells would
respond to particular colours, or to the differences between what is received by each eye, so that perception of depth
may be obtained. As one moves away from the primary reception regions, one finds cells that are sensitive to more and
more subtle aspects of our perception of what we see.
For example, the image of a complete white triangle is perceived when we look at the drawing in Fig. 9. 7; yet the
lines forming the triangle itself are not actually mainly present in the figure but are inferred. Cells in the visual cortex
(in what is called the secondary
CA^*
Fig. 9. 7. Can you see a white triangle, lying above another triangle to which it is held by a ring? The borders of the
white triangle are not drawn in everywhere, yet there are cells in the brain which respond to these invisible but
perceived lines.
visual cortex) have actually been found which can register the positions of these inferred lines!
There were claims in the literature,4 in the early, 1970s, of the discovery of a cell in a monkey's visual cortex which
responded only when the image of a face registered on the retina. On the basis of such information, the 'grandmothercell hypothesis' was formulated, according to which there would be certain cells in the brain which would respond only
when the subject's grandmother entered the room!
Indeed, there are recent findings indicating that certain cells are responsive only to particular words. Perhaps this goes
some way towards verifying the grandmother-cell hypothesis?
Clearly there is an enormous amount to be learnt about the detailed processing that the brain carries out. Very little is
known, as yet, about how the higher brain centres carry out their duties. Let us leave this question now and turn our
attention to the actual cells in the brain that enable it to achieve these remarkable feats.
HOW DO NERVE SIGNALS WORK?
All the processing that is done by the brain (and also by the spinal column and retina) is achieved by the remarkably
versatile cells of the body referred to as neurons. 5 Let us try to see what a neuron is like. In Fig.

9. 8 I have given a picture of a neuron. There is a central bulb, perhaps somewhat starlike, often shaped rather like a
radish, called the soma, which contains the nucleus of the cell.
Stretching out from the soma at one end is a long nerve fibre sometimes very long indeed, considering that we are
referring to but a single microscopic cell (often up to several centimetres long, in a human) known as the axon.
The axon is the 'wire' along which the cell's output signal is transmitted.
Sprouting off from the axon may be many smaller branches, the axon bifurcating a number of times.
Terminating each of these resulting nerve fibres is to be found a little synoptic knob. At the other end of the soma and
often branching out in all directions from it, are the tree like dendrites, along which input data are carried in to the
soma. (Occasionally there are synaptic knobs also on dendrites, giving Synaptic knobs Fig. 9. 8. A neuron (often
relatively very much longer than indicated).
Different types of neuron vary greatly in detailed appearance.
what are called dendrodendritic synapses between dendrites. I shall ignore these in my discussion, since the
complication they introduce is inessential.
) The whole cell, being a self-contained unit, has a cell membrane surrounding soma, axon, synaptic knobs, dendrites,
and all. For signals to pass from one neuron to another, it is necessary that they somehow 'leap the barrier' between
them. This is done at a junction known as a synapse where a synaptic knob of one neuron is attached to some point on
another neuron, either on the soma of that neuron itself or else on one of its dendrites (see Fig. 9. 9). Actually there is
a very narrow gap between the synaptic knob and the soma or dendrite to which it is attached, called the synoptic cleft
(see Fig.
9. 10). The signal from one neuron to the next has to be propagated across this gap.
Synapse Fig. 9. 9. Synapses: the junctions between one neuron and the next.
Fig. 9. 10. A synapse in closer detail. There is a narrow gap across which neurotransmitter chemicals flow.
What form do the signals take as they propagate along nerve fibres and across the synaptic clefts? What causes the
next neuron to emit a signal? To an outsider like myself, the procedures that Nature has actually adopted seem
extraordinary and utterly fascinating! One might have thought that the signals would just be like electric currents
travelling along wires, but it is much more complicated than that.
A nerve fibre basically consists of a cylindrical tube containing a mixed solution of ordinary salt (sodium chloride) and
potassium chloride, mainly the latter, so there are sodium, potassium, and chloride long within the tube (Fig. 9. ").
These long are also present outside, but in different proportions, so that outside, there t' ... 'o -'-- Na* o e A b o" '"
Potassium ." -- . K* Chloride F(g. 9. ". Schematic representation of a nerve fibre. In the resting state there is an excess
of chloride over sodium and potassium long inside, giving a negative charge; and the other way around outside, giving
a positive charge. The sodium potassium balance is also different outside from inside, with more potassium inside and
sodium outside.
are more sodium long than potassium long. In the resting state of the nerve, there is a net negative electric charge
inside the tube (i. e.
more chloride long than sodium and potassium together recall that sodium and potassium long are positively charged,
and chloride long negatively charged) and a net positive charge outside (i. e. more sodium and potassium than
chloride). The cell membrane that constitutes the surface of the cylinder is somewhat 'leaky', so that the long tend to
migrate across it and neutralize the charge difference. To compensate for this and keep up the negative charge excess
on the inside, there is a 'metabolic pump' which very slowly pumps sodium long back out through the surrounding
membrane. This also partly serves to maintain the excess of potassium over sodium on the inside.
There is another metabolic pump which (on a somewhat smaller scale) pumps potassium long in from the outside,
thereby contributing to the potassium excess on the inside (though it works against maintaining the charge imbalance).
A signal along the fibre consists of a region in which this charge imbalance is reversed (i. e. now positive inside and
negative outside) moving along the fibre (Fig. 9. 12). Imagine oneself to be situated on the nerve fibre ahead of such a
region of charge- reversal. As the region approaches, its electric field causes little 'doors', called sodium gates, to open
in the cell membrane; this allows sodium long to flow back through (by a combination of electrical forces and the
pressures due to differences in concentration, i. e. 'osmosis') from outside to inside. This results in the charge becoming
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Fig. 9.12. A nerve signal is a region of charge reversal travelling along the fibre. At its head, sodium gates open to
allow the sodium to flow inwards; and at its tail, potassium gates open to allow the potassium to flow outwards.
Metabolic pumps act to restore the status quo.
has happened, the region of charge reversal which constitutes the signal has reached us. That now causes another set of
little 'doors' to open (potassium gates) which allow potassium long to flow back out from the inside, and so begin to
restore the excess of negative charge on the inside. The signal has now passed! Finally, as the signal recedes into the
distance again, the slow but relentless action of the pumps pushes the sodium long back out again and potassium long
back in. This restores the resting state of the nerve fibre, and it is ready for another signal.
Note that the signal consists simply of a region of charge reversal moving along the fibre. The actual material (i. e.
long) moves very little just in and out across the cell membrane!
This curiously exotic mechanism appears to work very efficiently. It is employed universally, both by vertebrates and
invertebrates. But the vertebrates perfected a further innovation, namely to have the nerve fibre surrounded by an
insulating coating of a whitish fatty substance called myelin. (It is this myelin coating which gives the 'white matter' of
the brain its colour. ) This insulation enables nerve signals to travel unabated (between 'relay stations') at a very
respectable speedup to some 120 metres per second.
When a signal reaches a synaptic knob, it emits a chemical substance known as a neurotransmitter. This substance
travels across the synaptic cleft to another neuron either at a point on one of its dendrites or on the soma itself. Now
some neurons have synaptic knobs which emit a neurotransmitter chemical with a tendency to encourage the soma of
the next neuron to 'fire', i. e. to initiate a new signal out along its axon. These synapses are called excitatory. Others
tend to discourage the next neuron from firing and are called inhibitory.
The total effect of the excitatory synapses which are active at any moment is added up, and the total of the active
inhibitory ones subtracted from this, and if the net result reaches a certain critical threshold, the next neuron is indeed
induced to fire. (The excitatory ones cause a positive electrical potential difference between the inside and the outside
of the next neuron and the inhibitory ones cause a negative potential difference. These potential differences add up
appropriately. The neuron will fire when this potential difference reaches a critical level on the attached axon, so that
the potassium can't get out fast enough to restore equilibrium. )
COMPUTER MODELS
An important feature of nerve transmission is that the signals are (for the most part) entirely 'all-or-nothing'
phenomena. The strength of the signal does not vary: it is either there or it is not. This gives the action of the nervous
system a digital computer-like aspect. In fact there are quite a lot of similarities between the action of a great number
of interconnected neurons and the internal workings of a digital computer, with its current-carrying wires and logic
gates (more about these in a moment). It would not be hard, in principle, to set up a computer simulation of the action
of a given such system of neurons. A natural question arises: does this not mean that whatever the detailed wiring of
the brain may be, it can always be modelled by the action of a computer?
In order to make this comparison clearer, I should say what a logic gate actually is. In a computer, we also have an 'allor- nothing' situation where either there is a pulse of current down a wire or there is not, the strength of the pulse being
always the same when one is present. Since everything is timed very accurately, the absence of a pulse would be a
definite signal, and would be something that would be 'noticed' by the computer. Actually, when we use the term 'logic
gate', we are implicitly thinking of the presence or absence of a pulse as denoting 'true' or 'false', respectively. In fact,
this has nothing to do with actual truth or falsity;
it is just in order to make sense of the terminology that is normally used.
Let us also write the digit' 1' for 'true' (presence of pulse) and' 0' for 'false' (absence of pulse) and, as in Chapter 4, we
can use '&' for 'and' (which is the 'statement' that both are 'true', i. e. the answer is 1 if and only if both arguments are 1),
'v' for 'or' (which 'means' that one or the other or both are 'true', i. e. 0 if and only if both arguments are 0), '^>' for
'implies' (i. e. A ^ B means 'if A is true then B is true', which is equivalent to 'either A is false or B is true'), W for 'if
and only if (both 'true' or both 'false'), and '~' for 'not' ('true' if 'false'; 'false' if 'true'). One can describe the action of
these various logical operations in terms of what are called 'truth tables':

(: ;) (? ^) ^ [)^-(1. ;) where, in each case, A labels the rows (i. e. A = 0 gives the first row and A = 1, the second) and B
labels the columns similarly. For example, if A =' 0 and B = 1, giving the upper right-hand entry of each table, then in
the third table we get 1 for the value of A =^ B. (For a verbal instance of this in terms of actual logic: the assertion 'if I
am asleep then I am happy' is certainly borne out trivially in a particular case if I happen to be both awake and happy. )
Finally, the logic gate 'not', simply has the effect:
These are the basic types of logic gates. There are a few others, but all of those can be built up out of the ones just
mentioned. 6 Now, can we in principle build a computer out of neuron connections?
I shall indicate that, even with just very primitive considerations of neuron firing as have been discussed above, this is
indeed possible. Let us see how it would be possible in principle to build logic gates from neuron connections. We
need to have some new way of coding the digits, since the absence of a signal does not trigger off anything. Let us
(quite arbitrarily) take a double pulse to denote 1 (or 'true') and a single pulse to denote 0 (or 'false'), and take a
simplified scheme in which the threshold for the firing of a neuron is always just two Simultaneous excitatory pulses.
It is easy to construct an 'and' gate (i. e. '&'). As is shown in Fig.
9. 13, we can take the two input nerve fibres to terminate as the sole pair of synaptic knobs on the output neuron. (If
both are double pulses, then both the first pulse and the second pulse will reach the required two-pulse threshold,
whereas if either is only a single pulse then only one of the pair will reach this threshold. I am Fig. 9. 13. An 'and'
gate. In the 'neuron model' on the right, the neuron is taken to fire only when the input reaches twice the strength of a
single pulse.
assuming that the pulses are carefully timed and that, for definiteness in the case of a double pulse, it is the first of the
pair that determines the timing. ) The construction of a 'not' gate (i. e. "--') is considerably more complicated, and a
way of doing this is given in Fig. 9.14. Here the input signal comes along an axon which divides into two branches.
One branch takes a circuitous route, of just such a length as to delay the signal by exactly the time interval
-D
Fig. 9. 14. A 'not' gate. In the 'neuron model' a twofold strength input (at least) is again needed for a neuron to fire. q
pulses of a double pulse, then both bifurcate once between the (ranch from each of them terminating on an more, witft
nowhere the one from the delayed branch first inhibitory neu^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ circuitous route. That neuron's splits to give ^^.
^ ^e case of a single-pulse input, and a output would D ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ double-pulse double pulse (i ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ree
branches, all ? AS^ "ate with inhibitory synaptic knobs on a final tJrSiron- The remaining two parts of the original
diexatatory iw ^y^g ^ ^o once more and all four branches ISy^0^ on this final neuron now with excitatory synaptic
S^Sreader may care to check that this final excitatory twsmw Drovide!As required 'not' output (i.e. a double pulse if the
"AS^.--leone and a single pulse if the input is double). (This ach*^ seems absurdly complicated, but it is the best that I
can " AS^ reader "^ care to amuse herself' or himself, in providiMcdkect neur31' constructions for the other logic gates
above. Of course th^ explicit examples are not to be taken as serious models for what the brain actual^ does m (ietaiL I
am " My trying to indicate that there is an essential logical equivalence between the model of neuron firing that I have
given above and electronic computer construction. It is easy to see that a computer could simulate any such model of
neuron interconnections; whereas the detailed constructions above give an indication of the fact that, conversely,
systems of neurons are capable of simulating a computer and so could act as a (universal) Turing machine. Although
the discussion of Turing machines given in Chapter 2 did not use logic gates,7 and in fact we need rather more than just
logic gates if we are to simulate a general Turing machine, there is no new issue of principle involved in doing this
provided that we allow ourselves to approximate the infinite tape of a Turing machine by a large but finite bank of
neurons. This would seem to argue that brains and computers are essentially equivalent!
But before vA i*"" t hastily to this conclusion, we should consider various differences between brain action and
present- day computer action that might possibly be of significance. In the first place I have oversimplified somewhat
in my description of the firing of a neuron as an all-or-nothing phenomenon. That refers to a single pulse travelling
along the axon, but in fact when a neuron 'fires' it emits a whole sequence of such pulses in quick succession. Even
when a neuron is not activated, it emits pulses, but only at a slow rate. When it fires, it is the frequency of these
successive pulses which increases enormously. There is also a probabilistic aspect of neuron firing. The same stimulus
does not always produce the same result.
Moreover, brain action does not have quite the exact timing that is needed for electronic computer currents; and it
should be pointed out that the action of neurons at a maximum rate of about 1000 times per second is very much slower
than that of the fastest electronic circuits, by a factor of about 10~6. Also, unlike the very precise wiring of an

electronic computer, there would appear to be a good deal of randomness and redundancy in the detailed way in which
neurons are actually connected up -although we now know there is very much more precision in the way that the brain
is wired up (at birth) than had been thought some fifty years ago.
Most of the above would seem simp iv to be to the brain's disadvantage, as compared with the computer. But there are
other factors in the brain's favour. With logic gates there are only very few input and output wires (say three or four at
most), whereas neurons may have huge numbers of synapses on them. (For an extreme example, those neurons of the
cerebellum known as Purkinje cells have about 80000 excitatory synaptic endings. ) Also, the total number of neurons
in the brain is still in excess of the number of transistors in even the largest computer probably 1011 for the brain and
'only' about 109 for the computer! But the figure for the computer, of course, is likely to increase in the future. 8
Moreover, the large brain-cell number arises largely because of the immense number of small granule cells that are to
be found in the cerebellum about thirty thousand million (3 x 1010) of them. If we believe that it is simply the
largeness of the neuron number that allows us to have conscious experiences, whilst present-day computers do not
seem to, then we have to find some additional explanation of why the action of the cerebellum appears to be completely
wwconscious, while consciousness can be associated with the cerebrum, which has only about twice as many neurons
(about 7 X 1010), at a much smaller density.
BRAIN PLASTICITY
There are some other points of difference between brain action and computer action that seem to me to be of much
greater importance than the ones so far mentioned, having to do with a phenomenon known as brain plasticity. It is
actually not legitimate to regard the brain as simply a fixed collection of wired-up neurons. The interconnections
between neurons are not in fact fixed, as they would be in the above computer model, but are changing all the time. I
do not mean that the locations of the axons or dendrites will change. Much of the complicated 'wiring' for these is
established in broad outline at birth. 1 am referring to the synaptic junctions where the communication between
different neurons actually takes place. Often these occur at places called dendritic spines, which are tiny protuberances
on dendrites at which contact with synaptic knobs can be made (see Fig. 9.
15). Here, 'contact' means just not touching, but leaving a narrow gap (synaptic cleft) of just the right distance about
one forty- thousandth of a millimetre. Now under certain conditions, these dendritic spines can shrink away and break
contact, or they (or new ones) can grow to make new contact.
Thus, if we think of the connections of neurons in the brain as constituting, in effect, a computer, then it is a computer
which is capable of changing all the time!
Fig. 9. 15. Synaptic junctions involving dendritic spines. The effectiveness of the junction is readily affected by
growth or contraction of the spine.
According to one of the leading theories of how long-term memories are laid down, it is such changes in synaptic
connections which provide the means of storing the necessary information. If this is so, then we see that brain
plasticity is not just an incidental complication, it is an essential feature of the activity of the brain.
What is the mechanism underlying these continual changes? How fast can the changes be effected? The answer to the
second question seems to be controversial, but there is at least one school of thought which maintains that such changes
can occur within seconds. That would be expected if such changes are responsible for the storage of permanent
memories, since such memories can indeed be laid down in a matter of seconds (of. Kandel 1976).
This would have significant implications for us later. I shall return to this important issue in the next chapter.
What about the mechanisms underlying brain plasticity? An ingenious theory (due to Donald Hebb 1954) proposes the
existence of certain synapses (now called "Hebb synapses') with the following property: a Hebb synapse between a
neuron A and a neuron B would be strengthened whenever the firing of A is followed by the firing of B and weakened
whenever it is not. This is irrespective of whether the Hebb synapse itself is significantly involved in causing B to fire.
This gives rise to some form of 'learning'. Various mathematical models have been put forward to try to simulate a
learning problem-solving activity, based on this kind of theory. These are referred to as neural networks. It seems that
such models are indeed capable of some kind of rudimentary learning, but so far they are a long way from being
realistic models of the brain. In any case, it seems likely that the mechanisms controlling the changes in synaptic
connections are likely to be more complicated than the ones considered. More understanding is clearly required.
In relation to this, there is another aspect of the release of neurotransmitters by synaptic knobs. Sometimes these do not
occur in synaptic clefts at all, but enter the general intercellular fluid, perhaps to influence other neurons a long way

away. Many different neurochemical substances seem to be emitted in this way- and there are different theories of
memory from the one that I indicated above, which depend upon the different possible varieties of such chemicals that
might be involved.
Certainly the state of the brain can be influenced in a general way by the presence of chemicals that are produced by
other parts of the brain (e. g.
as with hormones). The whole question of neurochemistry is complicated, and it is difficult to see how to provide a
reliable detailed computer simulation of everything that might be relevant.
PARALLEL COMPUTERS AND THE "ONENESS' OF CONSCIOUSNESS
Many people appear to be of the opinion that the development of parallel computers holds the key to building a
machine with the capabilities of a human brain. Let us briefly consider this currently popular idea next. A parallel
computer, as opposed to a serial one, has a very great number of separate calculations carried out independently, and
the results of these largely autonomous operations are only intermittently combined together to give contributions to the
overall calculation. The motivation for this type of computer architecture comes largely from an attempt to imitate the
operation of the nervous system, since different parts of the brain indeed seem to carry out separate and independent
calculation al functions (e. g.
with the processing of visual information in the visual cortex).
Two points should be made here. The first is that there is no difference in principle between a parallel and a serial
computer.
Both are in effect Turing machines (of. Chapter 2, p. 63). The differences can only be in the efficiency, or speed, of
the calculation as a whole.
There are some types of calculation for which a parallel organization is indeed more efficient, but this is by no means
always the case. The second point is that, at least in my own opinion, parallel classical computation is very unlikely to
hold the key to what is going on with our conscious thinking. A characteristic feature of conscious thought (at least
when one is in a normal psychological state, and not the subject of a 'split-brain operation! ) is its 'oneness' -as opposed
to a great many independent activities going on at once.
Utterances like "How can you expect me to think of more than one thing at a time?" are commonplace. Is it possible at
all to keep separate things going on in one's consciousness simultaneously?
Perhaps one can keep a few things going on at once, but this seems to be more like continual flitting backwards and
forwards between the various topics than actually thinking about them simultaneously, consciously, and independently.
If one were to think consciously about two things quite independently it would be more like having two separate
consciousnesses, even if only for a temporary period, while what seems to be experienced (in a normal person, at least)
is a single consciousness which may be vaguely aware of a number of things, but which is concentrated at any one time
on only one particular thing.
Of course, what we mean by 'one thing' here is not altogether clear.
In the next chapter, we shall be encountering some very remarkable instances of 'single thoughts' in the inspirations of
Poincare and Mozart. But we do not have to go that far in order to recognize that what a person may be conscious of at
any one moment can be implicitly very complicated. Imagine deciding what one will have for dinner, for example.
There could be a great deal of information involved in one such conscious thought, and a full verbal description might
be quite long.
This 'oneness' of conscious perception seems to me to be quite at variance with the picture of a parallel computer. That
picture might, on the other hand, be more appropriate as a model for the unconscious action of the brain.
Various independent movements- walking, fastening a button, breathing, or even talking can all be carried on
simultaneously and more or less autonomously, without one being consciously aware of any of them!
On the other hand, it seems to me that there could conceivably be some relation between this 'oneness' of consciousness
and quantum parallelism.
Recall that, according to quantum theory, different alternatives at the quantum level are allowed to coexist in linear
superposition! Thus, a single quantum state could in principle consist of a large number of different activities, all
occurring simultaneously. This is what is meant by quantum parallelism, and we shall shortly be considering the

theoretical idea of a 'quantum computer', whereby such quantum parallelism might in principle be made use of in order
to perform large numbers of simultaneous calculations.
If a conscious 'mental state' might in some way be akin to a quantum state, then some form of 'oneness' or globality of
thought might' seem more appropriate than would be the case for an ordinary parallel computer. There are some
appealing aspects of this idea that I shall return to in the next chapter. But before such an idea can be seriously
entertained, we must raise the question as to whether quantum effects are likely to have any relevance at all in the
activity of the brain.
IS THERE A ROLE FOR QUANTUM MECHANICS IN BRAIN ACTIVITY?
The above discussions of neural activity have indeed been entirely classical, except in so far as it has been necessary to
call upon physical phenomena whose implicit underlying causes are partly quantum-mechanical (e. g. long, with their
unit electrical charges, sodium and potassium gates, the definite chemical potentials that determine the on off character
of nerve signals, the chemistry of neurotransmitters). Is there any more clear-cut role for a genuinely quantummechanical control at some key place? This would seem to be necessary if the discussion at the end of the previous
chapter is to have any real relevance.
There is, in fact, at least one clear place where action at the single quantum level can have importance for neural
activity, and this is the retina. (Recall that the retina is technically part of the brain! ) Experiments with toads have
shown that under suitable conditions, a single photon impinging on the dark-adapted retina can be sufficient to trigger a
macroscopic nerve signal (Baylor, Lamb, and Yau 1979). The same appears to be true of man (Hecht, Shiaer, and
Pirenne 1941), but in this case there is an additional mechanism present which suppresses such weak signals, so that
they do not confuse the perceived picture with too much visual 'noise'. A combined signal of about seven photons is
needed in order that a dark-adapted human subject can actually become aware of their arrival. Nevertheless, cells with
single- photon sensitivity do appear to be present in the human retina.
Since there are neurons in the human body that can be triggered by single quantum events, is it not reasonable to ask
whether cells of this kind might be found somewhere in the main part of the human brain? As far as I am aware, there
is no evidence for this. The types of cell that have been examined all require a threshold to be reached, and a very large
number of quanta are needed in order that the cell will fire. One might speculate, however, that somewhere deep in the
brain, cells are to be found of single quantum sensitivity. If this proves to be the case, then quantum mechanics will be
significantly involved in brain activity.
Even this does not yet look very usefully quantum-mechanical, since the quantum is being used merely as a means of
triggering a signal.
No characteristic quantum interference effects have been obtained. It seems that, at best, all that we shall get from this
will be an uncertainty as to whether or not a neuron will fire, and it is hard to see how this will be of much use to us.
However, some of the issues involved here are not quite that simple.
Let us return to the retina for its consideration. Suppose that a photon arrives at the retina, having been previously
reflected off a half-silvered mirror. Its state involves a complex linear superposition of its striking a retinal cell and of
its not striking a retinal cell and instead, say, travelling out of the window into space (of. Fig. 6,17, p. 329). When the
time is reached at which it might have struck the retina, and so long as the linear rule U of quantum theory holds true (i.
e. deterministic Schrodinger state-vector evolution, of. p. 323), we can have a complex linear superposition of a nerve
signal and not a nerve signal. When this impinges upon the subject's consciousness, only one of these two alternatives
is perceived to take place, and the other quantum procedure R (state-vector reduction, of. p. 324) must have been
effected. (In saying this I am ignoring the many- worlds view, of. p.
381, which has its own multitude of problems! ) In line with the considerations touched upon at the end of the previous
chapter, we should ask whether enough matter is disturbed by the passage of the signal that the one-graviton criterion
of that chapter is met. While it is true that an impressively enormous magnification is achieved by the retina in
converting the photon's energy into a movement of mass in the actual signal -perhaps by a factor of as much as 1020 in
mass moved- this mass still falls short of the Planck mass nip by a very large figure (say about 108). However, a nerve
signal creates a detectable changing electric field in its surroundings (a toroidal field, with the nerve as axis, and
moving along the nerve). This field could disturb the surroundings significantly, and the one-graviton criterion might
be easily met within these surroundings. Thus, according to the viewpoint I have been putting forward, the procedure
R could have been already effected well before we perceive the flash of light, or not, as the case may be. On this
viewpoint, our consciousness is not needed in order to reduce the state-vector!

QUANTUM COMPUTERS
If we do speculate that single-quantum-sensitive neurons are playing an important role deep inside the brain, we can
ask what effects these might have. I shall first discuss Deutsch's concept of a quantum computer (of.
also Chapter 4, p. 188) and then ask whether we can see this as relevant to our considerations here.
As was indicated above, the basic idea is to make use of quantum parallelism, according to which two quite different
things must be considered as taking place simultaneously in quantum linear superposition- like the photon
simultaneously being reflected and passing through the half-silvered mirror, or perhaps passing through each of two
slits. With a quantum computer, these two superposed different things would, instead, be two different computations.
We are not supposed to be interested in obtaining the answers to both computations, but to something which uses
partial information extracted from the superposed pair. Finally, a suitable 'observation' would be made on the pair of
computations, when both are completed, to obtain the answer that is required. 9 In this way the device may be able to
save time by performing two computations simultaneously! So far there would seem to be no significant gain in
proceeding in this way, since it would presumably be much more direct to make use of a pair of separate classical
computers in parallel (or a single classical parallel computer) than a quantum computer.
However, the real gain for the quantum computer might come when a very large number of parallel computations are
required perhaps an indefinitely large number whose individual answers would not interest us, but where some suitable
combination of all the results would.
In detail, the construction of a quantum computer would involve a quantum version of a logic gate, where the output
would be the result of some 'unitary operation' applied to the input an instance of the action of U and the entire
operation of the computer would be carrying out a U process right up until the end, until a final 'act of observation'
brings in R. According to Deutsch's analysis, quantum computers cannot be used to perform non-algorithmic operations
(i. e. things beyond the power of a Turing machine), but can, in certain very contrived situations, achieve a greater
speed, in the sense of complexity theory (see p.
181), than a standard Turing machine. So far these results are a little disappointing, for such a striking idea, but these
are early days yet.
How might this relate to the action of a brain containing a significant number of single-quantum-sensitive neurons?
The main problem with the analogy would be that the quantum effects would very quickly get lost in the 'noise' the
brain is too 'hot' an object to preserve quantum coherence (i.
e. behaviour usefully described by the continued action of U) for any significant length of time. In my own terms, this
would mean that the one-graviton criterion would be continually being met, so that the operation R is going on all the
time, interspersed with U. So far, this does not look very promising if we expect to get something useful for the brain
out of quantum mechanics. Perhaps we are doomed to be computers after all!
Personally, I do not believe so. But further considerations are needed if we are to find our way out.
BEYOND QUANTUM THEORY?
I wish to return to an issue that has been an underlying theme of much of this book. Is our picture of a world governed
by the rules of classical and quantum theory, as these rules are presently understood, really adequate for the description
of brains and minds?
There is certainly a puzzle for any 'ordinary' quantum description of our brains, since the action of 'observation' is taken
to be an essential ingredient of the valid interpretation of conventional quantum theory. Is the brain to be regarded as
'observing itself whenever a thought or perception emerges into conscious awareness?
The conventional theory leaves us with no clear rule as to how quantum mechanics could take this into account, and
thereby apply to the brain as a whole. I have attempted to formulate a criterion for the onset of R which is quite
independent of consciousness (the 'one-graviton criterion') and if something like this could be developed into a fully
coherent theory then there might emerge a way of providing a quantum description of the brain, more clearly than
exists at present.
However, I believe that it is not only with our attempts to describe brain action that these fundamental problems arise.
The actions of digital computers themselves depend vitally upon quantum effects -effects that are not, in my opinion,
entirely free of difficulties inherent in the quantum theory. What is this 'vital quantum dependence? To understand the

role of quantum mechanics in digital computation, we must first ask how we might attempt to make an entirely
classical object behave like a digital computer.
In Chapter 5, we considered the Fredkin-Toffoli classical 'billiard-ball computer' (p. 221); but we also noted that this
theoretical 'device' depends upon certain idealizations that sidestep an essential instability problem inherent in classical
systems. This instability problem was described as an effective spreading in phase space, as time evolves (p. 235; Fig.
5. 14), leading to an almost inevitable continual loss of accuracy in the operation of a classical device.
What halts this degradation of accuracy, ultimately, is quantum mechanics.
In modem electronic computers, the existence of discrete states is needed (say, coding the digits 0 and 1), so that it
becomes a clear-cut matter when the computer is in one of these states and when in another. This is the very essence of
the 'digital' nature of computer operation. This discrete ness depends ultimately on quantum mechanics. (We recall the
quantum discrete ness of energy states, of spectral frequencies, of spin, etc. " of. Chapter 6.) Even the old mechanical
calculating machines depended upon the solidity of their various parts and solidity, also, actually rests upon the discrete
ness of quantum theory.10 But quantum discrete ness is not obtainable solely from the action of U. If anything,
Schrodinger's equation is worse at preventing the undesirable spreading and 'loss of accuracy' than are the equations of
classical physics! According to U, a single particle's wave function initially localized in space, will spread itself over
larger and larger regions as time evolves (p. 325). More complicated systems would also be sometimes subject to such
unreasonable lack of localization (recall Schrodinger's cat!), were it not for an action of R from time to time. (The
discrete states of an atom, for example, are those with definite energy, momentum, and total angular momentum.
A general state which 'spreads' is a superposition of such discrete states.
It is the action of R, at some stage, that requires the atom actually to 'be' in one of these discrete states. ) It seems to me
that neither classical nor quantum mechanics- the latter without some further fundamental changes which would make
R into an 'actual' process can ever explain the way in which we think. Perhaps even the digital action of computers
needs a deeper understanding of the interrelation between the actions of U and R. At least with computers we know that
this action is algorithmic (by our design! ), and we do not try to harness any putative won-algorithmic behaviour in
physical laws. But with brains and minds the situation is, I maintain, very different. A plausible case can be made that
there is an essential wow algorithmic ingredient to (conscious) thought processes. In the next chapter I shall try to
elaborate on the reasons for my belief in such an ingredient, and to speculate on what remarkable actual physical effects
might constitute a 'consciousness' influencing the action of the brain.
1. In a BBC radio broadcast; see Hodges (1983), p. 419. ^ 2. The first experiments of this kind were performed on cats
(of.
Myers and Sperry 1953). For further information on split-brain experiments, see Sperry (1966), Gazzaniga (1970),
MacKay (1987).
3. For a readable account of the workings of the visual cortex, see Hubel (1988).
4. See Hubel (1988), p. 221. Earlier experiments registered cells sensitive only to the image of a hand.
5. The now well-established theory that the nervous system consists of separate individual cells, the neurons, was
forcefully put forward by the great Spanish neuroanatomist Ramon y Cajal in around 1900.
6. In fact, all logic gates can be constructed from just '~* and '&' (or even just from the one operation ~(A8cB) alone).
7. In fact the use of logic gates is closer to the construction of an electronic computer than are the detailed Turing
machine considerations of Chapter 2. The emphasis in that chapter was on Turing's approach for theoretical reasons.
Actual computer development sprung as much from the work of the outstanding Hungarian/ American mathematician
John von Neumann as from that of Alan Turing.
8. These comparisons are in many ways misleading. The vast majority of transistors in present-day computers are
concerned with 'memory' rather than logical action, and the computer's memory can always be added to externally,
virtually indefinitely. With increased parallel operation, more transistors could become directly involved with the
logical action than is normally the case at present.
9. Deutsch, in his descriptions, prefers to use the 'many-worlds' viewpoint with regard to quantum theory. However, it
is important to realize that this is quite inessential, the quantum-computer concept being equally appropriate whichever
viewpoint one takes with regard to standard quantum mechanics.

10. This comment would not apply if one allows the 'classical' constituents to be entire cogs, axles, etc. I am taking the
constituents to be ordinary (say, point like or spherical) particles.
10 where lies THE physics OF mind?
WHAT ARE MINDS FOR?
in DISCUSSIONS OF the mind-body problem, there are two separate issues on which attention is commonly focused:
"How is it that a material object (a brain) can actually evoke consciousness?" ; and, conversely; "How is it that a
consciousness, by the action of its will, can actually influence the (apparently physically determined) motion of
material objects?" These are the passive and active aspects of the mind-body problem. It appears that we have, in
'mind' (or, rather, in 'consciousness'), a nonmaterial 'thing' that is, on the one hand, evoked by the material world and,
on the other, can influence it. However, I shall prefer, in my preliminary discussions in this last chapter, to consider a
somewhat different and perhaps more scientific question which has relevance to both the active and passive problems
in the hope that our attempts at an answer may move us a little way towards an improved understanding of these ageold fundamental conundrums of philosophy.
My question is: 'what selective advantage does a consciousness confer on those who actually possess it? "
There are several implicit assumptions involved in phrasing the question in this way. First, there is the belief that
consciousness is actually a scientifically describable 'thing'. There is the assumption that this 'thing' actually 'does
something' and, moreover, that what it does is helpful to the creature possessing it, so that an otherwise equivalent
creature, but without consciousness, would behave in some less effective way.
On the other hand, one might believe that consciousness is merely a passive concomitant of the possession of a
sufficiently elaborate control system and does not, in itself, actually 'do' anything. (This last would presumably be the
view of the strong-AI supporters, for example. ) Alternatively, perhaps there is some divine or mysterious purpose for
the phenomenon of consciousnesspossibly a ideological one not yet revealed to us and any discussion of this
phenomenon in terms merely of the ideas of natural selection would miss this 'purpose' completely. Somewhat
preferable, to my way of thinking, would be a rather more scientific version of this sort of argument, namely the
anthropic principle, which asserts that the nature of the universe that we find ourselves in is strongly constrained by the
requirement that sentient beings like ourselves must actually be present to observe it. (This principle was briefly
alluded to in Chapter 8, p. 458, and I shall be returning to it later. ) I shall address most of these issues in due course,
but first we should note that the term 'mind' is perhaps a little misleading when we refer to the 'mind-body' problem.
One often speaks, after all, of 'the unconscious mind'. This shows that we do not regard the terms 'mind' and
'consciousness' as synonymous. Perhaps, when we refer to the unconscious mind we have a vague image of 'someone
back there' who acts behind the scenes but who does not usually (except perhaps in dreams, hallucinations, obsessions,
or Freudian slips) directly impinge upon what we perceive. Perhaps, the unconscious mind actually has an awareness
of its own, but this awareness is normally kept quite separate from the part of the mind that we usually refer to as 'us'.
This may not be quite so far-fetched as it seems at first. There are experiments which seem to indicate that there can be
some kind of jawareness' present even when a patient is being operated upon under general anaestheticin the sense that
conversations going on at the time can influence the patient 'unconsciously' later, and can be sometimes recalled
afterwards under hypnosis as actually having been 'experienced' at the time. Moreover, sensations that seem to have
been blocked from consciousness by hypnotic suggestion, can later be recalled under further hypnosis as 'having
been^xperienced', but somehow kept on a 'different track' (of. Oakley and Eames 1985). The issues are not at all clear
to me, though I do not imagine that it would be correct to assign any ordinary jawareness' to the unconscious mind, and
I have no real desire to address such speculations here. Nevertheless, the division between the conscious and the
unconscious mind is surely a subtle and complicated issue which we shall need to come back to.
Let us try to be as straightforward as we can about what we mean by 'consciousness' and when we believe that it is
present. I do not think that it is wise, at this stage of understanding, to attempt to propose a precise definition of
consciousness, but we can rely, to good measure, on our subjective impressions and intuitive common sense as to what
the term means and when this property of consciousness is likely to be present. I more or less know when I am
conscious myself, and I take it that other people experience something corresponding to what I experience. To be
conscious, I seem to have to be conscious of something, perhaps a sensation such as pain or warmth or a colourful
scene or a musical sound; or perhaps I am conscious of a feeling such as puzzlement, despair, or happiness;
or I may be conscious of the memory of some past experience, or of coming to an understanding of what someone else
is saying, or a new idea of my own; or I may be consciously intending to speak or to take some other action such as get

up from my seat. I may also 'step back' and be conscious of such intentions or of my feeling of pain or of my
experiencing of a memory or of my coming to an understanding; or I may even just be conscious of my own
consciousness. I may be asleep and still be conscious to some degree, provided that I am experiencing some dream; or
perhaps, as I am beginning to awake, I am consciously influencing the direction of that dream. I am prepared to believe
that consciousness is a matter of degree and not simply something that is either, there or not there. I take the word
'consciousness' to be essentially synonymous with jawareness' (although perhaps jawareness' is just a little more
passive than what I mean by 'consciousness'), whereas 'mind' and 'soul' have further connotations which are a good deal
less clearly definable at present.
We shall be having enough trouble with coming to terms with 'consciousness' as it stands, so I hope that the reader will
forgive me if I leave the further problems of 'mind' and 'soul' essentially alone!
There is also the question of what one means by the term 'intelligence'.
This, after all, is what the AI people are concerned with, rather than the perhaps more nebulous issue of 'consciousness'.
Alan Turing (1950), in his famous paper (of. Chapter 1, p. 7) did not refer so much directly to 'consciousness', but to
'thinking', and the word 'intelligence' was in the title. In my own way of looking at things, the question of intelligence
is a subsidiary one to that of consciousness. I do not think that I would believe that true intelligence could be actually
present unless accompanied by consciousness. On the other hand, if it does turn out that the AI people are eventually
able to simulate intelligence without consciousness being present, then it might be regarded as unsatisfactory not to
define the term 'intelligence' to include such simulated intelligence. In that case the issue of 'intelligence' would not be
my real concern here. I am primarily concerned with 'consciousness'.
When I assert my own belief that true intelligence requires consciousness, I am implicitly suggesting (since I do not
believe the strong-M contention that the mere en action of an algorithm would evoke consciousness) that intelligence
cannot be properly simulated by algorithmic means, i. e. by a computer, in the sense that we use that term today. (See
the discussion of the "Turing test' given in Chapter 1.) For I shall shortly argue strongly (see, particularly, the
discussion of mathematical thought given three sections hence, on p. 538) that there must be an essentially nonalgorithmic ingredient in the action of consciousness.
Next let us address the question of whether there i$ an operational distinction between something that is conscious and
an otherwise 'equivalent' thing that is not. Would consciousness in some object always reveal its presence? I should
like to think that the answer to this question is necessarily 'yes'. However, my faith in this is hardly encouraged by the
total lack of consensus about where in the animal kingdom consciousness is to be found. Some would not allow its
possession by any non-human animal at all (and some, even, not in human beings before about 1000 be; of. Jaynes
1980), whilst others would assign consciousness to an insect, a worm, or perhaps even a rock! As for myself, I should
be doubtful that a worm or insect and certainly not a rock has much, if anything, of this quality, but mammals, in a
general way, do give me an impression of some genuine awareness. From this lack of consensus we must infer, at
least, that there is no generally accepted criterion for the manifestation of consciousness. It still might be that there is a
hallmark of conscious behaviour, but one not universally recognized. Even so, it would only be the active role of
consciousness that this could signify. It is hard to see how the mere presence of awareness, without its active
counterpart, could be directly ascertained. This is horrifically borne out in the fact that, for a time in the 1940s, the
drug curare was used as an 'anaesthetic' in operations performed on young children whereas the actual effect that this
drug has is to paralyse the action of motor nerves on muscles, so that the agony that was actually experienced by these
unfortunate children had no way of making its presence known to the surgeon at the time (of. Dennett 1978, p. 209).
Let us turn to the possible active role that consciousness can have.
Is it necessarily the case that consciousness can and indeed sometimes does play an operationally discernible active
role? My reasons for believing so are somewhat varied. First, there is the way that by use of our 'common sense', we
often feel that we directly perceive that some other person 's actually conscious. That impression is not so likely to be
wrong Whereas a person who is conscious may (like the curare-drugged children) not be obviously so, a person who is
not conscious is not likely to appear to be!
Thus there must indeed be some mode of behaviour which is characteristic of consciousness (even though not always
evidenced by consciousness), which we are sensitive to through our 'common-sense intuitions'.
Second, consider the ruthless process of natural selection. View this process in the light of the fact that, as we have
seen in the last chapter, not all of the activity of the brain is directly accessible to consciousness.

Indeed, the 'older' cerebellum with its vast superiority in local density of neurons seems to carry out very complex
actions without consciousness being directly involved at all.
Yet Nature has chosen to evolve sentient beings like ourselves, * At least with present-day computer technology (see
the discussion of the Turing test given in Chapter 1).
rather than to remain content with creatures that might carry on under the direction of totally unconscious control
mechanisms. If consciousness serves no selective purpose, why did Nature go to the trouble to evolve conscious brains
when non-sentient 'automaton' brains like cerebella would seem to have done just as well?
Moreover, there is a simple 'bottom line' reason for believing that consciousness must have some active effect, even if
this effect is not one of selective advantage. For why is it that beings like ourselves should sometimes be troubledespecially when probed on the matter by questions about 'self? (I could almost say:
"Why are you reading this chapter?" or "Why did I feel a strong desire to write a book on this topic in the first place?"
) It is hard to imagine that an entirely unconscious automaton should waste its time with such matters.
Since conscious beings, on the other hand, do seem to act in this funny way from time to time, they are thereby
behaving in a way that is different from the way that they would if not conscious- so consciousness has some active
effect! Of course there would be no problem about deliberately programming a computer to seem to behave in this
ridiculous way (e. g. it could be programmed to go around muttering "Oh dear, what is the meaning of life? Why am I
here? What on earth is this " self" that I feel?" ). But why should natural selection bother to favour such a race of
individuals, when surely the relentless free market of the jungle should have rooted out such useless nonsense long ago!
It seems to me to be clear that the musings and mutterings that we indulge in, when we (perhaps temporarily) become
philosophers, are not things that are in themselves selected for, but are the necessary 'baggage' (from the point of view
of natural selection) that must be carried by beings who indeed are conscious, and whose consciousness has been
selected by natural selection, but for some quite different and presumably very powerful reason.
It is a baggage that is not too detrimental, and is easily (if perhaps grudgingly) borne, I would guess, by the indomitable
forces of natural selection. On occasion, perhaps when there is the peace and prosperity that is sometimes enjoyed by
our fortunate species, so that we do not always have to fight the elements (or our neighbours) for our survival, the
treasures of the baggage's contents can begin to be puzzled and wondered over. It is when one sees others behaving in
this strange philosophical way that one becomes convinced that one is dealing with individuals, other than oneself, who
indeed also have minds.
WHAT DOES CONSCIOUSNESS ACTUALLY DO?
Let us accept that the presence of consciousness in a creature is actually of some selective advantage to that creature.
What, specifically, might that advantage be? One view that I have heard expressed is that awareness might be of an
advantage to a predator in trying to guess what its prey would be likely to do next by 'putting itself in the place' of that
prey. By imagining itself to be the prey, it could gain an advantage over it.
It may well be that there is some partial truth in this idea, but I am left very uneasy by it. In the first place, it supposes
some pre-existing consciousness on the part of^ the prey itself, for it would hardly be helpful to imagine oneself to 'be'
an automaton, since an automaton by definition wwconscious is not something that it is possible to 'be' at all! In any
case, I could equally well imagine that a totally unconscious automaton predator might itself contain, as part of its
program, a subroutine which was the actual program of its automaton prey. It does not seem to me to be logically
necessary that consciousness need enter into this predator--prey interrelationship at all.
Of course, it is difficult to see how the random procedures of natural selection could have been clever enough to give
an automaton predator a complete copy of the prey's program. This would sound more like espionage than natural
selection! And a partial program (in the sense of a piece of Turing machine 'tape', or something approximating a
Turing machine tape) would hardly be of much selective advantage to the predator. The unlikely possession of the
whole tape, or at least some entire self-contained part of it would seem to be necessary. So, as an alternative to this,
there could be some partial truth in the idea that some element of consciousness, rather than just a computer program,
can be inferred from the predator-prey line of thought.
But it does not seem to address the real issue as to what the difference between a conscious action and a 'programmed'
one actually is.

The idea alluded to above seems to relate to a point of view about consciousness that one often hears put forward,
namely that a system would be jaw are of something if it has a model of that thing within itself, and that it becomes
'self-swstte' when it has a model of itself within itself. But a computer program which contains within it (say as a
subroutine) some description of another computer program does not give the first program an awareness of the second
one; nor would some se-referential aspect to a computer program give it sey-awareness. Despite the claims that seem to
be frequently made, the real issues concerning awareness and self-awareness are, in my opinion, hardly being touched
by considerations of this kind. A video-camera has no awareness of the scenes it is recording; nor does a video-camera
aimed at a mirror possess self-awareness (Fig. 10. 1).
I wish to pursue a different line. We have seen that not all of the activities carried out by our brains are accompanied
by conscious awareness (and, in particular, cerebellar action seems not to be conscious). What is it that we can do with
conscious thought that cannot be done unconsciously?
The problem is made more elusive Fig. 10. 1. A video-camera aimed at a mirror forms a model of itself within itself.
Does that make it self-aware?
by the fact that anything that we do seem originally to require consciousness for appears also to be able to be lea mt and
then later carried out unconsciously (perhaps by the cerebellum). Somehow, consciousness is needed in order to handle
situations where we have to form new judgements, and where the rules have not been laid down beforehand. It is hard
to be very precise about the distinctions between the kinds of mental activity that seem to require consciousness and
those that do not. Perhaps, as the supporters of strong AI (and others) would maintain, our 'forming of new judgements'
would again be applying some well- defined algorithmic rules, but some obscure 'high-level' ones, the workings of
which we are not aware of.
However, I think that the kind of terminology that we tend to use, which distinguishes our conscious from our
unconscious mental activity, is at least suggestive of a non-algorithmic/algorithmic distinction:
Consciousness needed Consciousness not needed 'common sense' 'automatic' 'judgement of truth' 'following rules
mindlessly' 'understanding' 'programmed' 'artistic appraisal' 'algorithmic'.
Perhaps these distinctions are not always very clear-cut, particularly since many unconscious factors enter into our
conscious judgements:
experience, intuition, prejudice, even our normal use of logic. But the judgements themselves, I would claim, are the
manifestations of the action of consciousness. I therefore suggest that, whereas unconscious actions of the brain are
ones that proceed according to algorithmic processes, the action of consciousness is quite different, and it proceeds in a
way that cannot be described by any algorithm.
It is ironic that the views that I am putting forward here represent almost a reversal of some others that I have
frequently heard. Often it is argued that it is the conscious mind that behaves in the 'rational' way that one can
understand, whereas it is the unconscious that is mysterious. People who work with AI often assert that as soon as one
can understand some line of thinking consciously, then one can see how to make a computer do it; it is the mysterious
M conscious processes that one has no idea (yet! ) how to deal with. My own line of reasoning has been that
unconscious processes could well be algorithmic, but at a very complicated level that is monstrously difficult to
disentangle in detail. The fully conscious thinking that can be rationalized as something entirely logical can again
(often) be formalized as something algorithmic, but this is at an entirely different level. We are not now thinking of the
internal workings (firings of neurons, etc. ) but of manipulating entire thoughts. Sometimes this thought manipulation
has an algorithmic character (as with early logic:
ancient Greek syllogisms as formalized by Aristotle or the symbolic logic of the mathematician George Boole; of.
Gardner 1958), sometimes it has not (as with Godel's theorem and some of the examples given in Chapter 4). The
judgement-forming that I am claiming is the hallmark of consciousness is itself something that the AI people would
have no concept of how to program on a computer.
People sometimes object that the criteria for these judgements are not, after all, conscious, so why am I attributing such
judgements to consciousness?
But this would be to miss the point of the ideas that I am trying to express.
I am not asking that we consciously understand how we form our conscious impressions and judgements. That would
be to make the confusion of levels that I have just been referring to. The underlying reasons for our conscious
impressions would be things not directly accessible to consciousness. These would have to be considered at a deeper

physical level than those of the actual thoughts of which we are aware. (I shall make a stab at a suggestion later! ) It is
the conscious impressions themselves that are the (non-algorithmic) judgements.
It has, indeed, been an underlying theme of the earlier chapters that there seems to be something non-algorithmic about
our conscious thinking. In particular, a conclusion from the argument in Chapter 4, particularly concerning Godel's
theorem, was that, at least in mathematics, conscious contemplation can sometimes enable one to ascertain the truth of
a statement in a way that no algorithm could.
(I shall be elaborating on this argument in a moment. ) Indeed, algorithms, in themselves, never ascertain truth! It
would be as easy to make an algorithm produce nothing but falsehoods as it would be to make it produce truths. One
needs external insights in order to decide the validity or otherwise of an algorithm (more about this later). I am putting
forward the argument here that it is this ability to divine (or 'intuit') truth from falsity (and beauty from ugliness! ), in
appropriate circumstances, that is the hallmark of consciousness.
I should make it clear, however, that I do not mean some form of magical 'guessing'. Consciousness is of no help at all
in trying to guess the lucky number in a (fairly run) lottery! I am referring to the judgements that one continually
makes while one is in a conscious state, bringing together all the facts, sense impressions, remembered experiences that
are of relevance, and weighing things against one another even forming inspired judgements, on occasion. Enough
information is in principle available for the relevant judgement to be made, but the process of formulating the
appropriate judgement, by extracting what is needed from the morass of data, may be something for which no clear
algorithmic process exists- or even where there is one, it may not be a practical one. Perhaps we have a situation where
once the judgement is made, it may be more of an algorithmic process (or perhaps just an easier one) to check that the
judgement is an accurate one than it is to form that judgement in the first place. I am guessing that consciousness
would, under such circumstances, come into its own as a means of conjuring up the appropriate judgements.
Why do I say that the hallmark of consciousness is a non- algorithmic forming of judgements? Part of the reason
comes from my experiences as a mathematician. I simply do not trust my unconscious algorithmic actions when they
are inadequately paid attention to by my awareness.
Often there is nothing wrong with the algorithm as an algorithm, in some calculation that is being performed, but is it
the right algorithm to choose, for the problem in hand? For a simple example, one will have lea mt the algorithmic
rules for multiplying two numbers together and also for dividing one number by another (or one may prefer to engage
the assistance of an algorithmic pocket calculator), but how does one know whether, for the problem in hand, one
should have multiplied or divided the numbers? For that, one needs to think, and make a conscious judgement. (We
shall be seeing shortly why such judgements must, at least sometimes, be now-algorithmic! ) Of course, once one has
done a large number of similar problems, the decision as to whether to multiply or divide the numbers may become
second nature and can be carried out algorithmically- perhaps by the cerebellum.
At that stage, awareness is no longer necessary, and it becomes safe to allow one's conscious mind to wander and to
contemplate other matters although, from time to time one may need to check that the algorithm has not been
sidetracked in some (perhaps subtle) way.
The same sort of thing is continually happening at all levels of mathematical thought. One often strives for algorithms,
when one does mathematics, but the striving itself does not seem to be an algorithmic procedure. Once an appropriate
algorithm is found, the problem is, in a sense, solved. Moreover the mathematical judgement that some algorithm is
indeed accurate or appropriate is the sort of thing that requires much conscious attention.
Something similar occurred in the discussion of formal systems for mathematics that were described in Chapter 4. One
may start with some axioms, from which are to be derived various mathematical propositions. The latter procedure may
indeed be algorithmic, but some judgement needs to be made by a conscious mathematician to decide whether the
axioms are appropriate. That these judgements are necessarily not algorithmic should become clearer from the
discussion given in the section after the next one.
But before coming to this, let us consider what might be a more prevalent viewpoint as to what our brains are doing and
how they have arisen.
NATURAL SELECTION OF ALGORITHMS?
If we suppose that the action of the human brain, conscious or otherwise, is merely the acting out of some very
complicated algorithm, then we must ask how such an extraordinarily effective algorithm actually came about. The
standard answer, of course, would be 'natural selection'. As creatures with brains evolved, those with the more

effective algorithms would have a better tendency to survive and therefore, on the whole, had more progeny. These
progeny also tended to carry more effective algorithms than their cousins, since they inherited the ingredients of these
better algorithms from their parents; so gradually the algorithms improved- not necessarily steadily, since there could
have been considerable fits and starts in their evolution until they reached the remarkable status that we (would
apparently) find in the human brain. (Compare Dawkins 1986. ) Even according to my own viewpoint, there would
have to be some truth in this picture, since I envisage that much of the brain's action is indeed algorithmic, and- as the
reader will have inferred from the above discussion- I am a strong believer in the power of natural selection. But I do
not see how natural selection, in itself, can evolve algorithms which could have the kind of conscious judgements of the
validity of other algorithms that we seem to have.
Imagine an ordinary computer program. How would it have come into being?
Clearly not (directly) by natural selection! Some human computer programmer would have conceived of it and would
have ascertained that it correctly carries out the actions that it is supposed to. (Actually, most complicated computer
programs contain errors- usually minor, but often subtle ones that do not come to light except under unusual
circumstances. The presence of such errors does not substantially affect my argument. ) Sometimes a computer
program' might itself have been 'written' by another, say a 'master' computer program, but then the master program
itself would have been the product of human ingenuity and insight; or the program might well be pieced together from
ingredients some of which were the products of other computer programs. But in all cases the validity and the very
conception of the program would have ultimately been the responsibility of (at least) one human consciousness.
One can imagine, of course, that this need not have been the case, and that, given enough time, the computer programs
might somehow have evolved spontaneously by some process of natural selection. If one believes that the actions of
the computer programmers' consciousnesses are themselves simply algorithms, then one must, in effect, believe that
algorithms have evolved in just this way. However, what worries me about this is that the decision as to the validity of
an algorithm is not itself an algorithmic process!
We have seen something of this already in Chapter 2. (The question of whether or not a Turing machine will actually
stop is not something that can be decided algorithmically. ) In order to decide whether or not an algorithm will actually
work, one needs insights, not just another algorithm.
Nevertheless, one still might imagine some kind of natural selection process being effective for producing
approximately valid algorithms.
Personally, I find this very difficult to believe, however. Any selection process of this kind could act only on the output
of the algorithms and not directly on the ideas underlying the actions of the algorithms. This is not simply extremely
inefficient; I believe that it would be totally unworkable.
In the first place, it is not easy to ascertain what an algorithm actually is, simply by examining its output. (It would be
an easy matter to construct two quite different simple Turing machine actions for which the output tapes did not differ
until, say, the l65536^ place- and this difference could never be spotted in the entire history of the universe! )
Moreover, the slightest 'mutation' of an algorithm (say a slight change in a Turing machine specification, or in its input
tape) would tend to render it totally useless, and it is hard to see how actual improvements in algorithms could ever
arise in this random way. (Even deliberate improvements are difficult without 'meanings' being available. This is
particularly borne out by the not-infrequent circumstances when an inadequately documented and complicated
computer program needs to be altered or corrected; and the original programmer has departed or perhaps died. Rather
than try to disentangle all the various meanings and intentions that the program implicitly depended upon, it is probably
easier just to scrap it and start all over again! ) Perhaps some much more 'robust' way of specifying algorithms * There
is also a somewhat knotty issue of whether two algorithms are to be regarded as equivalent to each other if merely their
outputs are the same rather than the actual calculations being the same. See Chapter 2, p. 71.
could be devised, which would not be subject to the above criticisms.
In a way, this is what I am saying myself. The 'robust' specifications are the ideas that underlie the algorithms. But
ideas are things that, as far as we know, need conscious minds for their manifestation. We are back with the problem
of what consciousness actually is, and what it can actually do that unconscious objects are incapable of--and how on
earth natural selection has been clever enough to evolve that most remarkable of qualities.
The products of natural selection are indeed astonishing. The little knowledge that I have myself acquired about how
the human brain works and, indeed, any other living thing leaves me almost dumbfounded with awe and admiration.
The working of an individual neuron is extraordinary, but the neurons themselves are organized together in a quite

remarkable way, with vast numbers of connections wired up at birth, ready for all the tasks that will be needed later on.
It is not just consciousness itself that is remarkable, but all the paraphernalia that appear to be needed in order to
support it!
If we ever do discover in detail what quality it is that allows a physical object to become conscious, then, conceivably,
we might be able to construct such objects for ourselves- though they might not qualify as 'machines' in the sense of the
word that we mean it now.
One could imagine that these objects could have a tremendous advantage over us, since they could be designed
specifically for the task at hand, namely to achieve consciousness. They would not have to grow from a single cell.
They would not have to carry around the 'baggage' of their ancestry (the old and 'useless' parts of the brain or body that
survive in ourselves only because of the 'accidents' of our remote ancestry). One might imagine that, in view of these
advantages, such objects could succeed in actually superseding human beings, where (in the opinions of such as
myself) the algorithmic computers are doomed to subservience.
But there may well be more to the issue of consciousness than this.
Perhaps, in some way, our consciousness does depend on our heritage, and the thousands of millions of years of actual
evolution that lie behind us. To my way of thinking, there is still something mysterious about evolution, with its
apparent 'groping' towards some future purpose. Things at least seem to organize themselves somewhat better than
they 'ought' to, just on the basis of blind-chance evolution and natural selection. It may well be that such appearances
are quite deceptive. There seems to be something about the way that the laws of physics work, which allows natural
selection to be a much more effective process than it would be with just arbitrary laws. The resulting apparently
'intelligent groping' is an interesting issue, and I shall be returning to it briefly later.
THE NON-ALGORITHMIC NATURE OF MATHEMATICAL INSIGHT
As I have stated earlier, a good part of the reason for believing that consciousness is able to influence truth-judgements
in a now algorithmic way stems from consideration of Godel's theorem. If we can see that the role of consciousness is
non-algorithmic when forming mathematical judgements, where calculation and rigorous proof constitute such an
important factor, then surely we may be persuaded that such a non-algorithmic ingredient could be crucial also for the
role of consciousness in more general (nonmathematical) circumstances.
Let us recall the arguments given in Chapter 4 establishing Godel's theorem and its relation to computability. It was
shown there that whatever (sufficiently extensive) algorithm a mathematician might use to establish mathematical
truth- or, what amounts to the same thing,1 whatever formal system he might adopt as providing his criterion of truth
there will always be mathematical propositions, such as the explicit Godel proposition Pk(k) of the system (of. p.
140), that his algorithm cannot provide an answer for. If the workings of the mathematician's mind are entirely
algorithmic, then the algorithm (or formal system) that he actually uses to form his judgements is not capable of dealing
with the proposition Pk(k) constructed from his personal algorithm.
Nevertheless, we can (in principle) see that Pk(k) is actually true'.
* Of course 'he' means 'she or he'. See footnote on p. 8. 538 This would seem to provide him with a contradiction,
since he ought to be able to see that also. Perhaps this indicates that the mathematician was not using an algorithm at
all!
This is essentially the argument put forward by Lucas (1961) that the brain's action cannot be entirely algorithmic, but a
number of counter-arguments have been put forward from time to rime (e. g.
Benacerraf 1967, Good 1969, Lewis 1969, 1989, Hofstadter 1981, Bowie 1982).
In connection with this discussion, I should point out that the terms 'algorithm' and 'algorithmic' refer to anything that
(in effect) can be simulated on a general-purpose computer. This certainly includes 'parallel action', but also 'neural
networks' (or 'connection machines'), 'heuristics', 'learning' (where some fixed procedure about how the device is
supposed to learn is always determined in advance), and interaction with the environment (which can be simulated with
the Turing machine's input tape). The most serious of these counter-arguments is this, in order actually to convince
ourselves of the truth of Pk{k), we should need to know what the mathematician's algorithm really is, and also to be
convinced of its validity as a means of arriving at mathematical truth. If the mathematician is using some very
complicated algorithm inside his head, then we should have no chance of actually knowing what that algorithm is, and
we shall therefore not be able actually to construct its Godel proposition, let alone be convinced of its validity. That

kind of objection is frequently raised against claims like the one that I am making here that Godel's theorem indicates
that human mathematical judgements are non-algorithmic. But I do not myself find the objection convincing. Let us
suppose, for the moment, that the ways that human mathematicians form their conscious judgements of mathematical
truth are indeed algorithmic. We shall try to reduce this, by use of Godel's theorem, to an absurdity [reductio ad
absurdum\).
We must first consider the possibility that different mathematicians use in equivalent algorithms to decide truth.
However, it is one of the most striking features of mathematics (perhaps almost alone among the disciplines) that the
truth of propositions can actually be settled by abstract argument!
A mathematical argument that convinces one mathematician- providing that it contains no error will also convince
another, as soon as the argument has been fully grasped. This also applies to the Godel- type propositions. If the first
mathematician is prepared to accept all the axioms and rules of procedure of a particular formal system as giving only
true propositions, then he must also be prepared to accept its Godel proposition as describing a true proposition. It
would be exactly the same for a second mathematician.
The point is that the arguments establishing mathematical truth are communicable. ^ Thus we are not talking about
various obscure algorithms that might happen to be running around in different particular mathematicians' heads. We
are talking about one universally employed formal system which is equivalent to all the different mathematicians'
algorithms for judging mathematical truth. Now this putative 'universal' system, or algorithm, cannot ever be known as
the one that we mathematicians use to decide truth! For if it were, then we could construct its Godel proposition and
know that to be a mathematical truth also.
Thus, we are driven to the conclusion that the algorithm that mathematicians actually use to decide mathematical truth
is so complicated or obscure that its very validity can never be known to us.
But this flies in the face of what mathematics is all about! The whole point of our mathematical heritage and training is
that we do not bow down to the authority of some obscure rules that we can never hope to understand. We must see- at
least in principle that each step in an argument can be reduced to something simple and obvious.
Mathematical truth is not a horrendously complicated dogma whose validity is beyond our comprehension. It is
something built up from such simple and obvious ingredients and when we comprehend them, their truth is clear and
agreed by all.
To my thinking, this is as blatant a reductio adabsurdum as we can hope to achieve, short of an actual mathematical
proof! The message should be clear.
Mathematical truth is not something that we ascertain merely by use of an algorithm. I believe, also, that our
consciousness is a crucial ingredient in our comprehension of mathematical truth. We must 'see' the truth of a
mathematical argument to be convinced of its validity. This 'seeing' is the very essence of consciousness. It must be
present whenever we directly perceive mathematical truth. When we convince ourselves of the validity of Godel's
theorem we not only 'see' it, but by so doing we reveal the very non-algorithmic nature of the 'seeing process itself.
INSPIRATION, INSIGHT, AND ORIGINALITY
I should attempt to make a few comments concerning those occasional flashes of new insight that we refer to as
inspiration. Are these thoughts and images that come mysteriously from the wnconscious mind, or are they in any
important sense the product of consciousness itself? One can quote many instances where great thinkers have
documented such experiences. As a mathematician, I am especially concerned with inspirational and original thought
in others who are mathematicians, but I imagine that there is a great deal in common between mathematics and the
other sciences and arts. For a very fine account, I refer the reader to the slim volume The Psychology of Invention in
the Mathematical field, a classic by the very distinguished French mathematician Jacques Hadamard. He cites
numerous experiences of inspiration as described by leading mathematicians and other people. One of the best known
of these is provided by Henri Poincare. Poincare describes, first, how he had intensive periods of deliberate, conscious
effort in his search for what he called Fuchsian functions, but he had reached an impasse.
Then: I left Caen, where I was living, to go on a geologic excursion under the auspices of the School of Mines. The
incidents of the travel made me forget my mathematical work. Having reached Coutances, we entered an omnibus to
go to some place or other. At the moment when I put my foot on the step, the idea came to me, without anything in my
former thoughts seeming to have paved the way for it, that the transformations I had used to define the Fuchsian
functions were identical with those of non-Euclidean geometry. I did not verify the idea; I should not have had time, as

upon taking my seat in the omnibus, I went on with a conversation already commenced, but I felt a perfect certainty.
On my return to Caen, for convenience sake, I verified the result at my leisure.
What is striking about this example (and numerous others cited by Hadamard) is that this complicated and profound
idea apparently came to Poincare in a flash, while his conscious thoughts seemed to be quite elsewhere, and that 'they
were accompanied by this feeling of certainty that they were correct as indeed, later calculation proved them to be. It
should be made clear that the idea itself would not be something at all easy to explain in words.
I imagine that it would have taken him something like an hour-long seminar, given to experts, to get the idea properly
across. Clearly it could enter Poincare's consciousness, fully formed, only because of the many long previous hours of
deliberate conscious activity, familiarizing him with many different aspects of the problem at hand. Yet, in a sense, the
idea that Poincare had while boarding the bus was a 'single' idea, able to be fully comprehended in one moment! Even
more remarkable was Poincare's conviction of the truth of the idea, so that his subsequent detailed verification of it
seemed almost superfluous.
Perhaps I should try to relate this to experiences of my own which might be in some way comparable. In fact, I cannot
recall any occasion when a good idea has come to me so completely out of the blue as that example of Poincare's seems
to have done (or as in many other quoted examples of genuine inspiration). For myself, it seems to be necessary that I
am thinking (perhaps vaguely) about the problem at hand consciously, but maybe at a low level just at the back of my
mind. It might well be that I am engaged in some other rather relaxing activity; shaving would be a good example.
Probably I would be just beginning to think about a problem that I had set aside for a while. The many hard hours of
deliberate conscious activity would certainly be necessary, and sometimes it would take a while to re-acquaint myself
with the problem. But the experience of an idea coming 'in a flash', under such circumstances- together with a strong
feeling of conviction as to its validity- is not unknown to me.
It is perhaps worth relating a particular example of this, which has an additional curious point of interest. In the
autumn of 1964, I had been worrying about the problem of black-hole singularities.
Oppenheimer and Snyder had shown, in 1939, that an exactly spherical collapse of a massive star could lead to a
central space-time singularity at which the classical theory of general relativity is stretched beyond its limits (see
Chapter 7, pp.
430,436). Many people felt that this unpleasant conclusion could be avoided if their (unreasonable) assumption of
exact spherical symmetry were removed.
In the spherical case all the collapsing matter is aimed at a single central point where, perhaps not unexpectedly on
account of this symmetry, a singularity of infinite density occurs. It seemed to be not unreasonable to suppose that
without such symmetry, the matter would arrive at the central region in a more higgledy-piggledy way, and no
singularity of infinite density would arise. Perhaps, even, the matter would all swirl out again to give a behaviour quite
different from Oppenheimer and Snyder's idealized black hole. 3 My own thoughts had been stimulated by the
renewed interest in the black-hole problem that had stemmed from the fairly recent discovery of quasars (in the early
1960s). The physical nature of these remarkably bright and distant astronomical objects had led some people to
speculate that something like Oppenheimer-- Snyder black holes might reside at their centres. On the other hand, many
thought that the Oppenheimer-Snyder assumption of spherical symmetry might provide a totally misleading picture.
However, it had occurred to me (from the experience of work that I had done in another context) that there might be a
precise mathematical theorem to be proved, showing that space-time singularities would be inevitable (according to
standard general relativity theory), and hence vindicating the black-hole picture provided that the collapse had reached
some kind of 'point of no return'. I did not know of any mathematically definable criterion for a 'point of no return' (not
using spherical symmetry) let alone any statement or proof of an appropriate theorem. A colleague (Ivor Robinson)
had been visiting from the USA and he was engaging me in voluble conversation on a quite different topic as we
walked down the street approaching my office in Birkbeck College in London. The conversation stopped momentarily
as we crossed a side road, and resumed again at the other side. Evidently, during those few moments, an idea occurred
to me, but then the ensuing conversation blotted it from my mind!
Later in the day, after my colleague had left, I returned to my office. I remember having an odd feeling of elation that I
could not account for. I began going through in my mind all the various things that had happened to me during the day,
in an attempt to find what it was that had caused this elation. After eliminating numerous inadequate possibilities, I
finally brought to mind the thought that I had had while crossing the street- a thought which had momentarily elated me
by providing the solution to the problem that had been milling around at the back of my head! Apparently, it was the

needed criterion that I subsequently called a 'trapped surface' and then it did not take me long to form the outline of a
proof of the theorem that I had been looking for (Penrose 1965). Even so, it was some while before the proof was
formulated in a completely rigorous way, but the idea that I had had while crossing the street had been the key. (I
sometimes wonder what would have happened if some unimportant other elating experience had happened to me
during that day. Perhaps I should never have recalled the trapped-surface idea at all! ) The above anecdote brings me
to another issue concerning inspiration and insight, namely that aesthetic criteria are enormously valuable in forming
our judgements. In the arts, one might say that it is aesthetic criteria that are paramount. Aesthetics in the arts is a
sophisticated subject, and philosophers have devoted lifetimes to its study. It could be argued that in mathematics and
the sciences, such criteria are merely incidental, the criterion of truth being paramount.
However, it seems to be impossible to separate one from the other when one considers the issues of inspiration and
insight.
My impression is that the strong conviction of the validity of a flash of inspiration (not 100 per cent reliable, I should
add, but at least far more reliable than just chance) is very closely bound up with its aesthetic qualities. A beautiful
idea has a much greater chance of being a correct idea than an ugly one. At least that has been my own experience, and
similar sentiments have been expressed by others (of.
Chandrasekhar 1987). For example, Hadamard (1945, p. 31) writes: it is clear that no significant discovery or
invention can take place without the will of finding. But with Poincare, we see something else, the intervention of the
sense of beauty playing its part as an indispensable means of finding.
We have reached the double conclusion:
that invention is choice that this choice is imperatively governed by the sense of scientific beauty.
Moreover Dirac (1982), for example, is unabashed in his claim that it was his keen sense of beauty that enabled him to
divine his equation for the electron (the "Dirac equation' alluded to on p. 373), while others had searched in vain.
I can certainly vouch for the importance of aesthetic qualities in my own thinking, both in relation to the 'conviction'
that would be felt with ideas that might possibly qualify as 'inspirational' and with the more 'routine' guesses that would
continually have to be made, as one feels one's way towards some hoped-for goal. I have written on this matter
elsewhere in relation, in particular, to the discovery of the aperiodic tiles described in Figs 10. 3 and 4. ". Undoubtedly
it was the aesthetic qualities of the first of these tiling patterns -not just its visual appearance, but also its intriguing
mathematical properties that had allowed the intuition to come to me (probably in a 'flash', but with only about 60 per
cent certainty!) that its arrangement could be forced by appropriate matching rules (i.e.
jig-saw assembly). We shall be seeing more about these tiling patterns shortly. (Of. Penrose 1974. ) It seems clear to
me that the importance of aesthetic criteria applies not only to the instantaneous judgements of inspiration, but also to
the much more frequent judgements that we make all the time in mathematical (or scientific) work. Rigorous argument
is usually the last step! Before that, one has to make many guesses, and for these, aesthetic convictions are enormously
important always constrained by logical argument and known facts.
It is these judgements that 1 consider to be the hallmark of conscious thinking. My guess is that even with the sudden
flash of insight, apparently produced ready-made by the unconscious mind, it is consciousness that is the arbiter, and
the idea would be quickly rejected and forgotten if it did not 'ring true'. (Curiously, I did actually forget my trapped
surface, but that is not at the level that I mean. The idea broke through into consciousness for long enough for it to
leave a lasting impression. ) The 'aesthetic' rejection that I am referring to might, I am supposing, be such as to forbid
unappealing ideas to reach any very appreciably permanent level of consciousness at all.
What, then is my view as to the role of the unconscious in inspirational thought? I admit that the issues are not so clear
as I would like them to be. This is an area where the unconscious seems indeed to be playing a vital role, and I must
concur with the view that unconscious processes are important. I must agree, also, that it cannot be that the
unconscious mind is simply throwing up ideas at random. There must be a powerfully impressive selection process
that allows the conscious mind to be disturbed only by ideas that 'have a chance'. I would suggest that these criteria for
selection largely 'aesthetic' ones, of some sort have been already strongly influenced by conscious desiderata (like the
feeling of ugliness that would accompany mathematical thoughts that are inconsistent with already established general
principles).

In relation to this, the question of what constitutes genuine originality should be raised. It seems to me that there are
two factors involved, namely a 'putting-up' and a 'shooting-down' process. I imagine that the putting-up could be
largely unconscious and the shooting-down largely conscious.
Without an effective putting-up process, one would have no new ideas at all.
But, just by itself, this procedure would have little value. One needs an effective procedure for forming judgements, so
that only those ideas with a reasonable chance of success will survive. In dreams, for example, unusual ideas may
easily come to mind, but only very rarely do they survive the critical judgements of the wakeful consciousness.
(For my own part, I have never had a successful scientific idea in a dreaming state, while others, such as the chemist
Kekule in his discovery of the structure of benzene, may have been more fortunate. ) In my opinion, it is the conscious
shooting-down (judgement) process that is central to the issue of originality, rather than the unconscious putting-up
process; but I am aware that many others might hold to a contrary view.
Before leaving things in this rather unsatisfactory state, I should mention another striking feature of inspirational
thought, namely its global character. Poincare's anecdote above was a striking example, since the idea that came into
his mind in a fleeting moment would have encompassed a huge area of mathematical thought. Perhaps more
immediately accessible to the nonmathematical reader (though no more comprehensible, no doubt) is the way that
(some) artists can keep the totality of their creations in mind all at once. A striking example is given vividly by Mozart
(as quoted in Hadamard 1945, p.
16):
When I feel well and in a good humour, or when 1 am taking a drive or walking after a good meal, or in the night when
I cannot sleep, thoughts crowd into my mind as easily as you could wish. Whence and how do they come? I do not
know and I have nothing to do with it.
Those which please me I keep in my head and hum them; at least others have told me that I do so. Once I have my
theme, another melody comes, linking itself with the first one, in accordance with the needs of the composition as a
whole: the counterpoint, the part of each instrument and all the melodic fragments at last produce the complete work.
Then my soul is on fire with inspiration. The work grows; I keep expanding it, conceiving it more and more clearly
until I have the entire composition finished in my head though it may be long. Then my mind seizes it as a glance of
my eye a beautiful picture or a handsome youth. It does not come to me successively, with various parts worked out in
detail, as they will later on, but in its entirety that my imagination lets me hear it.
It seems to me that this accords with a putting-up shooting-down scheme of things. The putting-up seems to be
unconscious ("I have nothing to do with it') though, no doubt, highly selective, while the shooting-down is the
conscious arbiter of taste ('those which please me I keep ..." ). The globality of inspirational thought is particularly
remarkable in Mozart's quotation ("It does not come to me successively... but in its entirety') and also in Poincare's (" I
did not verify the idea; I should not have had time'). Moreover, I would maintain that a remarkable globality is already
present in our conscious thinking generally. I shall return to this issue shortly.
NON-VERBALITY OF THOUGHT
One of the major points that Hadamard makes in his study of creative thinking is an impressive refutation of the thesis,
so often still expressed, that verbalization is necessary for thought. One could hardly do better than repeat a quotation
from a letter he received from Albeit Einstein on the matter:
The words or the language, as they are written or spoken, do not seem to play any role in my mechanism of thought.
The psychical entities which seem to serve as elements of thought are certain signs and more or less clear images which
can be 'voluntarily' reproduced and combined . The above mentioned elements are, in my case, of visual and some
muscular type. Conventional words or other signs have to be sought for laboriously only in a second stage, when the
mentioned associative play is sufficiently established and can be reproduced at will.
The eminent geneticist Francis Galton is also worth quoting:
It is a serious drawback to me in writing, and still more in explaining myself, that I do not think as easily in words as
otherwise. It often happens that after being hard at work, and having arrived at results that are perfectly clear and
satisfactory to myself, when I try to express them in language I feel that I must begin by putting myself upon quite
another intellectual plane. I have to translate my thoughts into a language that does not run very evenly with them. I
therefore waste a vast deal of time in seeking appropriate words and phrases, and am conscious, when required to speak

on a sudden, of being often very obscure through mere verbal maladroitness, and not through want of clearness of
perception. That is one of the small annoyances of my life.
Also Hadamard himself writes:
I insist that words are totally absent from my mind when I really think and I shall completely align my case with
Gallon's in the sense that even after reading or hearing a question, every word disappears the very moment that I am
beginning to think it over; and I fully agree with Schopenhauer when he writes, 'thoughts die the moment they are
embodied by words'.
I quote these examples because they very much accord with my own thought-modes. Almost all my mathematical
thinking is done visually and in terms of non-verbal concepts, although the thoughts are quite often accompanied by
inane and almost useless verbal commentary, such as 'that thing goes with that thing and that thing goes with that
thing'. (I might use words sometimes for simple logical inferences. ) Also, the difficulty that these thinkers have had
with translating their thoughts into words is something that I frequently experience myself. Often the reason is that
there simply are not the words available to express the concepts that are required. In fact I often calculate using
specially designed diagrams which constitute a shorthand for certain types of algebraic expression (of.
Penrose and Rindler 1984, pp. 424--34). It would be a very cumbersome process indeed to have to translate such
diagrams into words, and this is something that I would do only as a last resort if it becomes necessary to give a
detailed explanation to others. As a related observation, I had noticed, on occasion, that if I have been concentrating
hard for some while on mathematics and someone would engage me suddenly in conversation, then I would find
myself almost unable to speak for several seconds.
This is not to say that I do not sometimes think in words, it is just that I find words almost useless for mathematical
thinking. Other kinds of thinking, perhaps such as philosophizing, seem to be much better suited to verbal expression.
Perhaps this is why so many philosophers seem to be of the opinion that language is essential for intelligent or
conscious thought!
No doubt different people think in very different ways as has certainly been my own experience, even just amongst
mathematicians. The main polarity in mathematical thinking seems to be analytical geometric It is interesting that
Hadamard considered himself to be on the analytical side, even though he used visual rather than verbal images for his
mathematical thinking. As for myself, I am very much on the geometrical end of things, but the spectrum amongst
mathematicians generally is a very broad one.
Once it is accepted that much of conscious thinking can indeed be of a non-verbal character- and, to my own mind, this
conclusion is an inescapable conclusion of considerations like the above- then perhaps the reader may not find it so
hard to believe that such thinking might also have a non-algorithmic ingredient!
Recall that in Chapter 9 (p. 496) I referred to the frequently expressed viewpoint that only the half of the brain which is
capable of speech (the left half, in the vast majority) would also be capable of consciousness. It should be clear to the
reader, in view of the above discussion, why I find that viewpoint totally unacceptable. I do not know whether, on the
whole, mathematicians would tend to use one side of their brains more, or the other;
but there can be no doubt of the high level of consciousness that is needed for genuine mathematical thought. Whereas
analytical thinking seems to be mainly the province of the left side of the brain, geometrical thinking is often argued to
be the right side's, so it is a very reasonable guess that a good deal of conscious mathematical activity actually does take
place on the right!
ANIMAL CONSCIOUSNESS?
Before leaving the topic of the importance of verbalization to consciousness, I should address the question, raised
briefly earlier, of whether non-human animals can be conscious. It seems to me that people sometimes rely on animals'
inability to speak as an argument against their having any appreciable consciousness and, by implication, against their
having any 'rights'. The reader may well perceive that I regard this as an untenable line of argument, since much
sophisticated conscious thinking (e. g.
mathematical) can be carried out without verbalization. The right side of the brain, also, is sometimes argued as having
as 'little' consciousness as a chimpanzee, also because of its lack of verbal ability (of. LeDoux 1985, pp.
197216).

There is a considerable controversy about whether chimpanzees and gorillas are, in fact, capable of genuine
verbalization when they are allowed to use sign language rather than speak in the normal human way (which they
cannot do owing to the lack of suitable vocal chords). See various articles in Blakemore and Greenfield 1987. ) It
seems clear, despite the controversy, that they are able to communicate at least to a certain elementary degree by such
means. In my own opinion, it is a little churlish of some people not to allow this to be called 'verbalization'. Perhaps,
by denying apes entry to the verbalizer's club, some would hope to exclude them from the club of conscious beings!
Leaving aside the question of speech, there is good evidence that chimpanzees are capable of genuine inspiration.
Konrad Lorenz (1972) describes a chimpanzee in a room which contains a banana suspended from the ceiling just out
of reach, and a box elsewhere in the room:
The matter gave him no peace, and he returned to it again. Then, suddenly and there is no other way to describe it his
previously gloomy face 'lit up'.
His eyes now moved from the banana to the empty space beneath it on the ground, from this to the box, then back to
the space, and from there to the banana. The next moment he gave a cry of joy, and somersaulted over to the box in
sheer high spirits.
Completely assured of his success, he pushed the box below the banana. No man watching him could doubt the
existence of a genuine "Aha' experience in anthropoid apes.
Note that, just as with Poincare's experience as he boarded the omnibus, the chimpanzee was 'completely assured of his
success' before he had verified his idea. If I am right that such judgements require consciousness, then there is
evidence here, also, that non-human animals can indeed be conscious.
An interesting question arises in connection with dolphins (and whales). It may be noted that the cerebra of dolphins
are as large (or larger) than our own, and dolphins can also send extremely complex sound signals to one another. It
may well be that their large cerebra are needed for some purpose other than 'intelligence' on a human or near-human
scale. Moreover, owing to their lack of prehensile hands, they are not able to construct a 'civilization' of the kind that
we can appreciate and, although they cannot write books for the same reason, they might sometimes be philosophers,
and ponder over the meaning of life and why they are 'there'! Might they sometimes transmit their feelings of
jawareness' via their complex underwater sound signals? I am not cognizant of any research indicating whether they
use one particular side of their brains to 'verbalize' and communicate with one another.
In relation to the 'split-brain' operations that have been performed on humans, with their puzzling implications of the
continuity of 'self, it should be remarked that dolphins do not go to sleep4 with their whole brains simultaneously, but
one side of the brain goes to sleep at a time. It would be instructive for us if we could ask them how they 'feel' about
the continuity of consciousness!
CONTACT WITH PLATO'S WORLD
I have mentioned that there seem to be many different ways in which different people think- and even in which
different mathematicians think about their mathematics. I recall that when I was about to enter university to study that
subject I had expected to find that the others, who would be my mathematical colleagues, would think more-or-less as I
did. It had been my experience at school that my classmates seemed to think rather differently from myself, which I
had found somewhat disconcerting.
"Now', I had thought to myself excitedly, " I shall find colleagues with whom I can much more readily communicate!
Some will think more effectively than I, and some less;
but all will share my particular wavelength of thought. " How wrong I was!
I believe that I encountered more differences in modes of thinking than I had experienced ever before! My own
thinking was much more geometrical and less analytical than the others, but there were many other differences between
my various colleagues' thought- modes.
I always had particular trouble with comprehending a verbal description of a formula, while many of my colleagues
seemed to experience no such difficulty.
A common experience, when some colleague would try to explain some piece of mathematics to me, would be that I
should listen attentively, but almost totally uncomprehending of the logical connections between one set of words and
the next. However, some guessed image would form in my mind as to the ideas that he was trying to convey formed
entirely on my own terms and seemingly with very little connection with the mental images that had been the basis of

my colleague's own understanding -and I would reply. Rather to my astonishment, my own remarks would usually be
accepted as appropriate, and the conversation would proceed to and fro in this way. It would be clear, at the end of it,
that some genuine and positive communication had taken place.
Yet the actual sentences that each one of us would utter seemed only very infrequently to be actually understood! In
my subsequent years as a professional mathematician (or mathematical physicist) I have found this phenomenon to be
no less true than it had been when I was an undergraduate.
Perhaps, as my mathematical experience has increased, I have got a little better at guessing what others are meaning by
their explanations, and perhaps I am a little better at making allowances for other modes of thinking when I am
explaining things myself. But, in essence, nothing has changed.
It had often been a puzzle to me how communication is possible at all according to this strange procedure, but I should
like, now, to venture an explanation of a sort, because 1 think that it could possibly have some deep relevance to the
other issues that I have been addressing. The point is that with the conveying of mathematics, one is not simply
communicating facts.
For a string of (contingent) facts to be communicated from one person to another, it is necessary that the facts be
carefully enunciated by the first, and that the second should take them in individually. But with mathematics, the
factual content is small. Mathematical statements are necessary truths (or else necessary falsehoods! ) and even if the
first mathematician's statement represents merely a groping for such a necessary truth, it will be that truth itself which
gets conveyed to the second mathematician, provided that the second has adequately understood. The second's mental
images may differ in detail from those of the first, and their verbal descriptions may differ, but the relevant
mathematical idea will have passed between them.
Now this type of communication would not be possible at all were it not for the fact that interesting or profound
mathematical truths are somewhat sparsely distributed amongst mathematical truths in general.
If the truth to be conveyed were, say, the uninteresting statement 4897 X 512 = 2507264, then the second would indeed
have to be comprehending of the first, for the precise statement to be conveyed. But for a mathematically interesting
statement, one can often latch on to the concept intended, even if its description has been very imprecisely provided.
There may seem to be a paradox in this, since mathematics is a subject where precision is paramount. Indeed, in
written accounts, much care is taken in order to make sure that the various statements are both precise and complete.
However, in order to convey a mathematical idea (usually in verbal descriptions), such precision may sometimes have
an inhibiting effect at first, and a more vague and descriptive form of communication may be needed.
Once the idea has been grasped in essence, then the details may be examined afterwards.
How is it that mathematical ideas can be communicated in this way? I imagine that whenever the mind perceives a
mathematical idea, it makes contact with Plato's world of mathematical concepts. (Recall that according to the Platonic
viewpoint, mathematical ideas have an existence of their own, and inhabit an ideal Platonic world, which is accessible
via the intellect only;
of. pp. 127, 205. ) When one 'sees' a mathematical truth, one's consciousness breaks through into this world of ideas,
and makes direct contact with it ('accessible via the intellect'). I have described this 'seeing' in relation to Godel's
theorem, but it is the essence of mathematical understanding. When mathematicians communicate, this is made
possible by each one having a direct route to truth, the consciousness of each being in a position to perceive
mathematical truths directly, through this process of 'seeing'.
(Indeed, often this act of perception is accompanied by words like "Oh, I see'!) Since each can make contact with
Plato's world directly, they can more readily communicate with each other than one might have expected. The mental
images that each one has, when making this Platonic contact, might be rather different in each case, but communication
is possible because each is directly in contact with the same externally existing Platonic world!
According to this view, the mind is always capable of this direct contact.
But only a little may come through at a time. Mathematical discovery consists of broadening the area of contact.
Because of the fact that mathematical truths are necessary truths, no actual 'information', in the technical sense, passes
to the discoverer. All the information was there all the time. It was just a matter of putting things together and 'seeing'
the answer! This is very much in accordance with Plato's own idea that (say mathematical) discovery is just a form' of
remembering'. Indeed, I have often been struck by the similarity between just not being able to remember someone's

name, and just not being able to find the right mathematical concept. In each case, the sought-for concept is in a sense
already present in the mind, though this is a less usual form of words in the case of an undiscovered mathematical idea.
In order for this way of viewing things to be helpful, in the case of mathematical communication, one must imagine
that the interesting and profound mathematical ideas somehow have a stronger existence than the uninteresting or
trivial ones. This will have significance in relation to the speculative considerations of the next section.
A VIEW OF PHYSICAL REALITY
Any viewpoint as to how consciousness can arise, within the universe of physical reality, must address, at least
implicitly, the question of physical reality itself.
The viewpoint of strong AI, for example, maintains that a 'mind' finds its existence through the embodiment of a
sufficiently complex algorithm, as this algorithm is acted out by some objects of the physical world. It is not supposed
to matter what actual objects these are. Nerve signals, electric currents along wires, cogs, pulleys, or water pipes would
do equally well.
The algorithm itself is considered to be all-important. But for an algorithm to 'exist' independently of any particular
physical embodiment, a Platonic viewpoint of mathematics would seem to be essential. It would be difficult for a
strong-AI supporter to take the alternative line that 'mathematical concepts exist only in minds', since this would be
circular, requiring pre-existing minds for the existence of algorithms and pre-existing algorithms for minds! They
might try to take the line that algorithms can exist as marks on a piece of paper, or directions of magnetization in a
block of iron, or charge displacements in a computer memory. But such arrangements of material do not in themselves
actually constitute an algorithm. In order to become algorithms, they need to have an interpretation, i. e. it must be
possible to decode the arrangements; and that will depend upon the 'language' in which the algorithms are written.
Again a pre-existing mind seems to be required, in order to 'understand' the language, and we are back where we were.
Accepting, then, that algorithms inhabit Plato's world, and hence that world, according to the strong-AI view, is where
minds are to be found, we would now have to face the question of how the physical world and Plato's world can relate
to one another. This, it seems to me, is the strong-AI version of the mind-body problem!
My own viewpoint is different from this, since I believe that (conscious) minds are not algorithmic entities. But I am
somewhat disconcerted to find that there are a good many points in common between the strong-AI viewpoint and my
own. I have indicated that I believe consciousness to be closely associated with the sensing of necessary truths- and
thereby achieving a direct contact with Plato's world of mathematical concepts. This is not an algorithmic procedure
and it is not the algorithms that might inhabit that world which have special concern for us- but again the mind-body
problem is seen, according to this view, to be intimately related to the question of how Plato's world relates to the 'real'
world of actual physical objects.
We have seen in Chapters 5 and 6 how the real physical world seems to accord in a remarkable way with some very
precise mathematical schemes (the SUPERB theories, of. p. 197). It has often been remarked how extraordinary this
precision actually is (of. especially Wigner 1960). It is hard for me to believe, as some have tried to maintain, that such
SUPERB theories could have arisen merely by some random natural selection of ideas leaving only the good ones as
survivors.
The good ones are simply much too good to be the survivors of ideas that have arisen in that random way. There must,
indeed, be some deep underlying reason for the accord between mathematics and physics, i. e. between Plato's world
and the physical world.
To speak of "Plato's world' at all, one is assigning some kind of reality to it which is in some way comparable to the
reality of the physical world. On the other hand, the reality of the physical world itself seems more nebulous than it
had seemed to be before the advent of the SUPERB theories of relativity and quantum mechanics (see the remarks on
pp. 197,198, and 369, especially). The very precision of these theories has provided an almost abstract mathematical
existence for actual physical reality. Is this in any way a paradox? How can concrete reality become abstract and
mathematical?
This is perhaps the other side of the coin to the question of how abstract mathematical concepts can achieve an almost
concrete reality in Plato's world. Perhaps, in some sense, the two worlds are actually the same? (Of.
Wigner 1960; Penrose 1979a; Barrow 1988; also Atkins 1987.) Though I have some strong sympathy with this idea of
actually identifying these two worlds, there must be more to the issue than just that. As I mentioned in Chapter 3, and
earlier in this chapter, some mathematical truths seem to have a stronger ('deeper', 'more interesting', 'more fruitful'?)

Platonic reality than others. These would be the ones that would be more strongly to be identified with the workings of
physical reality. (The system of complex numbers (of.
Chapter 3) would be a case in point, these being the fundamental ingredients of quantum mechanics, the probability
amplitudes. ) With such an identification, it might be more comprehensible how 'minds' could seem to manifest some
mysterious connection between the physical world and Plato's world of mathematics. Recall also that, as described in
Chapter 4, there are many parts of the mathematical world- some of its deepest and most interesting parts, moreover that have a non-algorithmic character. It would seem to be likely, therefore, on the basis of the viewpoint that I have
been attempting to expound, that non-algorithmic action ought to have a role within' the physical world of very
considerable importance. I am suggesting that this role is intimately bound up with the very concept of mind'. "
DETERMINISM AND STRONG DETERMINISM
So far I have said little about the question of 'free will' which is normally taken to be the fundamental issue of the active
part of the mind-body problem. Instead, I have concentrated on my suggestion that there is an essential nonalgorithmic aspect to the role of conscious action. Normally, the issue of free will is discussed in relation to
determinism in physics.
Recall that in most of our SUPERB theories there is a clear-cut determinism, in the sense that if the state of the system
is known at any one time,5 then it is completely fixed at all later (or indeed earlier) times by the equations of the
theory.
In this way there seems to be no room for 'free will' since the future behaviour of a system seems to be totally
determined by the physical laws.
Even the U part of quantum mechanics has this completely deterministic character. However, the R 'quantum-jump'
part is not deterministic, and it introduces a completely random element into the time-evolution. Early on, various
people leapt at the possibility that here might be a role for free will, the action of consciousness perhaps having some
direct effect on the way that an individual quantum system might jump. But if R is really random, then it is not a great
deal of help either, if we wish to do something positive with our free wills.
My own point of view, although it is not very well formulated in this respect, would Le that some new procedure
(CQG; of. Chapter 8) takes over at the quantum-classical borderline which interpolates between U and R,(each of
which are now regarded as approximations), and that this new procedure would contain an essentially non-algorithmic
element. This would imply that the future would not be computable from the present, even though it might be
determined by it. I have tried to be clear in distinguishing the issue of computability from that of determinism, in my
discussions in Chapter 5. It seems to me to be quite plausible that CQG might be a deterministic but non-computable
theory * It may be pointed out that there is at least one approach to a quantum gravity theory that seems to involve an
element of non-computability (Geroch and Hartle 1986).
(Recall the non-computable 'toy model' that I described in Chapter 5, p.
220. ) Sometimes people take the view that even with classical (or U-quantum) determinism there is no effective
determinism, because the initial conditions cannot ever be well-enough known that the future could actually be
computed. Sometimes very small changes in the initial conditions can lead to very large differences in the final
outcome. This is what happens, for example, in the phenomenon known as 'chaos' in a (classical) deterministic systeman example being the uncertainty of weather prediction. However, it is very hard to believe that this kind of classical
uncertainty can be what allows us our (illusion of? ) free will. The future behaviour would still be determined, right
from the big bang, even though we would be unable to calculate it (of. p. 225).
The same objection might be raised against my suggestion that a lack of computability might be intrinsic to the
dynamical laws- now assumed to be non-algorithmic in character rather than to our lack of information concerning
initial conditions. Even though not computable, the future would, on this view, still be completely fixed by the past all
the way back to the big bang. In fact, I am not being so dogmatic as to insist that CQG ought to be deterministic but
non-computable. My guess would be that the sought-for theory would have a more subtle description than that. I am
only asking that it should contain non-algorithmic elements of some essential kind.
To close this section, I should like to remark on an even more extreme view that one might hold towards the issue of
determinism.
This ia what I have referred to (Penrose 1987fr) as strong determinism.

According to strong determinism, it is not just a matter of the future being determined by the past; the entire history of
the universe is fixed, according to some precise mathematical scheme, for all time. Such a viewpoint might have some
appeal if one is inclined to identify the Platonic world with the physical world in some way, since Plato's world is fixed
once and for all, with no 'alternative possibilities' for the universe! (I sometime; wonder whether Einstein might have
had such a scheme in mind when he wrote "What I'm really interested in is whether God could have made the world in
a different way; that is, whether the necessity of logical simplicity leaves any freedom at all!" (letter to Ernst Strauss;
see Kuznetsov 1977, p. 285).
As a variant of strong determinism, one might consider the many-worlds view of quantum mechanics (of. Chapter 6, p.
381). According to this, it would not be a single individual universe- history that would be fixed by a precise
mathematical scheme, but the totality of myriads upon myriads of 'possible' universe- histories that would be so
determined. Despite the unpleasant nature (at least to me) of such a scheme and the multitude of problems and
inadequacies that it present us with, it cannot be ruled out as a possibility.
It seems to me that if one has strong determinism, but without many worlds, then the mathematical scheme which
governs the structure of the universe would probably have to be non- algorithmic. 6 For otherwise one could in
principle calculate what one was going to do next, and then one could 'decide' to do something quite different, which
would be an effective contradiction between 'free will' and the strong determinism of the theory.
By introducing non-computability into the theory one can evade this contradiction- though I have to confess that I feel
somewhat uneasy about this type of resolution, and I anticipate something much more subtle for the actual (nonalgorithmic! ) rules that govern the way that the world works!
THE ANTHROPIC PRINCIPLE
How important is consciousness for the universe as a whole? Could a universe exist without any conscious inhabitants
whatever? Are the laws of physics specially designed in order to allow the existence of conscious life? Is there
something special about our particular location in the universe, either in space or in time? These are the kinds of
question that are addressed by what has become known as the anthropic principle.
This principle has many forms. (See Barrow and Tipler 1986. ) The most clearly acceptable of these addresses merely
the spatiotemporal location of conscious (or 'intelligent') life in the universe. This is the weak anthropic principle. The
argument can be used to explain why the conditions happen to be just right for the existence of (intelligent) life on the
earth at the present time. For if they were not just right, then we should not have found ourselves to be here now, but
somewhere else, at some other appropriate time.
This principle was used very effectively by Brandon Carter and Robert Dicke to resolve an issue that had puzzled
physicists for a good many years. The issue concerned various striking numerical relations that are observed to hold
between the physical constants (the gravitational constant, the mass of the proton, the age of the universe, etc. ). A
puzzling aspect of this was that some of the relations hold only at the present epoch in the earth's history, so we appear,
coincidentally, to be living at a very special time (give or take a few million years! ). This was later explained, by
Carter and Dicke, by the fact that this epoch coincided with the lifetime of what are called main-sequence stars, such as
the sun. At any other epoch, so the argument ran, there would be no intelligent life around in order to measure the
physical constants in question so the coincidence had to hold, simply because there would be intelligent life around
only at the particular time that the coincidence did hold!
The strong anthropic principle goes further. In this case, we are concerned not just with our spatiotemporal location
within the universe, but within the infinitude of possible universes. Now we can suggest answers to questions as to
why the physical constants, or the laws of physics generally, are specially designed in order that intelligent life can
exist at all. The argument would be that if the constants or the laws were any different, then we should not be in this
particular universe, but we should be in some other one! In my opinion, the strong anthropic principle has a somewhat
dubious character, and it tends to be invoked by theorists whenever they do not have a good enough theory to explain
the observed facts (i. e. in theories of particle physics, where the masses of particles are unexplained and it is argued
that if they had different values from the ones observed, then life would presumably be impossible, etc. ).
The weak anthropic principle, on the other hand, seems to me to be unexceptionable, provided that one is very careful
about how it is used.
By the use of the anthropic principle either in the strong or weak form one might try to show that consciousness was
inevitable by virtue of the fact that sentient beings, that is we', have to be around in order to observe the world, so one
need not assume, as I have done, that sentience has any selective advantage! In my opinion, this argument is

technically correct, and the weak anthropic argument (at least) could provide a reason that consciousness is here
without it having to be favoured by natural selection.
On the other hand, I cannot believe that the anthropic argument is the real reason (or the only reason) for the evolution
of consciousness. There is enough evidence from other directions to convince me that consciousness is of powerful
selective advantage, and I do not think that the anthropic argument is needed.
TILINGS AND QUASI CRYSTALS
I now turn away from the sweeping speculations of the last few sections, and consider instead an issue that, though still
somewhat speculative, is much more scientific and 'tangible'. At first this issue will appear to be an irrelevant
digression. But the significance of it for us will become apparent in the next section.
Recall the tiling patterns depicted in Fig. 4. 12, p. 178. These patterns are somewhat remarkable in that they 'almost'
violate a standard mathematical theorem concerning crystal lattices. The theorem states that the only rotational
symmetries that are allowed for a crystalline pattern are twofold, threefold, fourfold, and six fold By a crystalline
pattern, I mean a discrete system of points which has a translational symmetry; that is, there is a way of sliding the
pattern over itself without rotating it, so that the pattern goes over into itself (i. e. is unchanged by that particular
motion) and therefore has a period parallelogram (of. Fig. 4. 8).
Examples of tiling patterns with these allowed rotational symmetries are given in Fig. 10. 2. Now the patterns of Fig.
4. 12, like that depicted in Fig. 10. 3 (which is essentially the tiling produced by fitting together the tiles of Fig. 4. ",
p. 177), on the other hand, almost have translational symmetry and they almost have fivefold symmetry where 'almost'
means that one can find such motions of the pattern (translational and rotational, respectively) for / / / / z.
/ //^ / / . /~r" //// / / / / ^{m Fig. 10.2. Periodic things with various symmetries (where the centre of symmetry, in each
case, is taken to be the centre of a tile).
Fig. 10. 3. A quasi-periodic tiling (essentially that which is produced by fitting together the riles of Fig. 4. ") with a
crystaltographically 'impossible' fivefold quasi-symmetry.
which the pattern goes into itself to any desired pre-assigned degree of agreement just short of 100 per cent. There is
no need to worry about the precise meaning of this here. The only point that will be of relevance for us is that if one
had a substance in which the atoms were arranged at the vertices of the pattern, then it would appear to be crystalline,
yet it would exhibit a forbidden fivefold symmetry!
In December 1984, the Israeli physicist Dany Shechtman who had been working with colleagues at the National Bureau
of Standards in Washington DC, USA, announced the discovery of a phase of an aluminium-manganese alloy which
seemed indeed to be a crystalline-like substance- now referred to as a quasi crystal with fivefold symmetry. In fact this
quasi crystalline substance also exhibited a symmetry in three dimensions, and not only in the plane -giving a forbidden
icosahedral symmetry in all (Shecht- man et al.
1984). (Three-dimensional 'icosahedral' analogues of my fivefold plane things had been found by Robert Ammann in
1975, see Gardner 1989. ) Shechtman's alloys formed only tiny microscopic quasi crystals about 10~3 of a millimetre
across, but later other quasi crystalline substances were found and, in particular, an aluminium--lithium-copper alloy.
for which the Fig.
10. 4. A quasi crystal (an Al-Li-Cu alloy) with an apparently impossible crystal symmetry. (From Gayle 1987. )
icosahedrally symmetric units can grow to about a millimetre in size, and are quite visible to the naked eye (see Fig.
10. 4).
Now, a remarkable feature of the quasi crystalline tiling patterns that I have been describing is that their assembly is
necessarily non-local. That is to say, in assembling the patterns, it is necessary, from time to time, to examine the state
of the pattern many, many 'atoms' away from the point of assembly, if one is to be sure of not making a serious error
when putting the pieces together.
(This is perhaps akin to the apparently 'intelligent groping that I referred to in relation to natural selection. ) This kind
of feature is an ingredient of a considerable controversy that surrounds the question of quasi crystal structure and
growth at the present time, and it would be unwise to attempt to draw definitive conclusions until some of the
outstanding issues are resolved. Nevertheless, one may speculate; and I shall venture my own opinion. First, I believe
that some of these quasi crystalline substances are indeed highly organized, and their atomic arrangements are rather
close in structure to the tiling patterns that I have been considering.

Second, I am of the (more tentative) opinion that this implies that their assembly cannot reasonably be achieved by the
local adding of atoms one at a time, in accordance with the classical picture of crystal growth, but instead there must be
a non-local essentially quantum-mechanical ingredient to their assembly. 7 The way that I picture this growth as taking
place is that, instead of having atoms coming individually and attaching themselves at a continually moving growth line
(classical crystal growth), one must consider an evolving quantum linear superposition of many different alternative
arrangements of attaching atoms (by the quantum procedure U). Indeed, this is what quantum mechanics tells us must
(almost always) be occurring! There is not just one thing that happens; many alternative atomic arrangements must
coexist in complex linear superposition. A few of these superposed alternatives will grow to very much bigger
conglomerations and, at a certain point, the difference between the gravitational fields of some of the alternatives will
reach the one-graviton level (or whatever is appropriate;
see Chapter 8, p. 475). At this stage one of the alternative arrangements or more likely, still a superposition, but a
somewhat reduced superposition will become singled out as the 'actual' arrangement (quantum procedure R).
This superposed assembly, together with reductions to more definite arrangements, would continue at a larger and
larger scale until a reasonable-sized quasi crystal is formed.
Normally, when Nature seeks out a crystalline configuration, she is searching for a configuration of lowest energy
(taking the background temperature to be zero). I am envisaging a similar thing with quasi crystal growth, the
difference being that this state of lowest energy is much more difficult to find, and the 'best' arrangement of the atoms
cannot be discovered simply by adding on atoms one at a time in the hope that each individual atom can get away with
just solving its own minimizing problem. Instead, we have a global problem to solve. It must be a co-operative effort
among a large number of atoms all at once. Such co-operation, I am maintaining, must be achieved quantummechanically; and the way that this is done is by many different combined arrangements of atoms being 'tried'
simultaneously in linear superposition (perhaps a little like the quantum computer considered at the end of Chapter 9).
The selection of an appropriate (though probably not the best) solution to the minimizing problem must be achieved as
the one-graviton criterion (or appropriate alternative) is reached which would presumably only occur when the physical
conditions are just right.
POSSIBLE RELEVANCE TO BRAIN PLASTICITY
Let me now carry these speculations further, and ask whether they might have any relevance to the question of brain
functioning. The most likely possibility, as far as I can see, is in the phenomenon of brain plasticity.
Recall that the brain is not really quite like a computer, but it is more like a computer which is continually changing.
These changes can apparently come about by synapses becoming activated or de-activated through the growth or
contraction of dendritic spines (see Chapter 9, p. 512; Fig. 9. 15). I am putting my neck out here and speculating that
this growth or contraction could be governed by something like the processes involved in quasi crystal growth. Thus,
not just one of the possible alternative arrangements is tried out, but vast numbers, all superposed in complex linear
superposition. So long as the effects of these alternatives are kept below the one-graviton level (or whatever) then they
will indeed coexist (and almost invariably must coexist, according to the rules of U-quantum mechanics). If kept below
this level, simultaneous superposed calculations can begin to be performed, very much in accordance with the
principles of a quantum computer. However, it seems unlikely that these superpositions can be maintained for long,
since nerve signals produce electric fields which would significantly disturb the surrounding material (though their
myelin sheaths might help to insulate them). Let us speculate that such superpositions of calculations can actually be
maintained for at least a sufficient length of time that something of significance is actually calculated before the onegraviton level (or whatever) is reached. The successful result of such a calculation would be the 'goal' that takes the
place of the simple minimizing energy 'goal' in quasi crystal growth. Thus the achieving of that goal is like the
successful growth of the quasi crystal
There is obviously much vagueness and doubtfulness about these speculations, but I believe they represent a genuinely
plausible analogy. The growth of a crystal or quasi crystal is strongly influenced by the concentrations of the
appropriate atoms and long that are in its neighbourhood. Similarly, one might envisage that the growth or contraction
of families of dendritic spines could well be as much influenced by the concentrations of the various neurotransmitter
substances that might be around (such as might be affected by emotions). Whichever atomic arrangements finally get
resolved (or 'reduced') as the actuality of the quasi crystal involve the solution of an energy-minimizing problem. In a
similar way, so I am speculating, the actual thought that surfaces in the brain is again the solution of some problem, but
now not just an energy-minimizing problem. It would generally involve a goal of a much more complicated nature,
involving desires and intentions that themselves are related to the computational aspects and capabilities of the brain. I

am speculating that the action of conscious thinking is very much tied up with the resolving out of alternatives that
were previously in linear superposition. This is all concerned with the unknown physics that governs the borderline
between U and R and which, I am claiming, depends upon a yet-to-be-discovered theory of quantum gravity-CQG!
Could such a physical action be non-algorithmic in nature? We recall that the general tiling problem, as described in
Chapter 4, is one without an algorithmic solution. One might envisage that assembly problems for atoms might share
this non-algorithmic property. If these problems can in principle be 'solved' by the kind of means that I have been
hinting at, then there is indeed some possibility for a non-algorithmic ingredient in the type of brain- action that I have
in mind. For this to be so, however, we need something non-algorithmic in CQG. Clearly there is considerable
speculation here. But something of a non-algorithmic character seems to me to be definitely needed, in view of the
arguments put forward above.
How fast can these changes in brain connection take place? The matter seems to be somewhat controversial among
neuro physiologists but since permanent memories can be laid down within a few fractions of a second, it is plausible
that such changes in connections can be effected in that sort of time. For my own ideas to have a chance, this kind of
speed would indeed be necessary.
THE TIME-DELAYS OF CONSCIOUSNESS
I wish, next, to describe two experiments (described in Harth 1982) that have been performed on human subjects, and
which appear to have rather remarkable implications for our considerations here. These have to do with the time that
consciousness takes to act and to be enacted. The first of these is concerned with the active role of consciousness, and
the second, its passive role. Taken together, the implications are even more striking.
The first was performed by H. H. Kornhuber and associates in Germany in 1976. (Deeke, Grotzinger, and Kornhuber
1976. ) A number of human subjects volunteered to have electrical signals recorded at a point on their heads
(electroencephalograms, i. e.
EEGs), and they were asked to flex the index finger of their right hands suddenly at various times entirely of their own
choosing. The idea is that the EEG recordings would indicate something of the mental activity that is taking place
within the skull, and which is involved in the actual conscious decision to flex the finger. In order to obtain a
significant signal from the EEG traces, it is necessary to average the traces from several different runs, and the resulting
signal is not very specific. However, what is found is remarkable, namely that there is a gradual build-up of recorded
electric potential for a full second, or perhaps even up to a second and a half, before the finger is actually flexed. This
seems to indicate that the conscious decision process takes over a second in order to act! This may be contrasted with
the much shorter time that it takes to respond to an external signal if the mode of response has been laid down
beforehand. For example, instead of it being 'freely willed', the finger flexing might be in response to the flash of a
light signal. In that case a reaction time of about one-fifth of a second is normal, which is about five times faster than
the 'willed' action that is tested in Komhuber's data (see Fig. 10. 5).
In the second experiment, Benjamin Libet, of the University of California, in collaboration with Bertram Feinstein of
the Mount1}8ec -1 sec -jsec 0 ^sec Fig. 10. 5. Komhuber's experiment. The decision to flex the finger appears to be
made at time 0, yet the precursor signal (averaged over many trials) suggests a 'foreknowledge' of the intention to flex.
Zion Neurological Institute in San Francisco (Libet et al. 1979), tested subjects who had to have brain surgery for some
reason unconnected with the experiment and who consented to having electrodes placed at points in the brain, in the
somatosensory cortex. The upshot of Libet's experiment was that, when a stimulus was applied to the skin of these
patients, it took about half a second before they were consciously aware of that stimulus, despite the fact that the brain
itself would have received the signal of the stimulus in only about a hundredth of a second, and a pre-programmed
'reflex' response to such a stimulus (of. above) could be achieved by the brain in about a tenth of a second (Fig. 10.
6). Moreover, despite the delay of half a second before the stimulus reaches awareness, there would be the subjective
impression by the patients themselves that no delay had taken place at all in their becoming aware of the stimulus!
(Some of Libet's ^experiments involved stimulation of the thalamus, of. p. 491, with similar results as for the
somatosensory cortex. ) Recall that the somatosensory cortex is the region of the cerebrum at which sensory signals
enter. Thus, the electrical stimulation of a point of the somatosensory cortex, corresponding to some particular point on
the skin, would appear to the subject just as though something had actually touched the skin at that corresponding
point.

However, it turns out that if this electrical stimulation is too brief for less than about half a second then the subject does
not become aware of any sensation at all. This is to be contrasted with a direct stimulation of the point on the skin
itself, since a momentary touching of the skin can be felt.
Now, suppose that the skin is first touched, and then the point in the somatosensory cortex is electrically stimulated.
What does the patient feel?
If the electrical stimulation is initiated about a quarter of a second after the touching of the skin, then the skin touching
is not felt at all! This is an effect referred to as backwards masking. Somehow the stimulation of the cortex serves to
prevent the normal skin-touching sensation from being consciously felt. The conscious perception can be prevented
('masked') by a later event, provided that that event occurs within about half a second.
This in itself tells us that the conscious awareness of such a (a) | : Time of stimulus to skin g : Apparent time of skin
sensation vwwvwww^ Brain stimulation (b) No sensation ^WWW^I Sensation of brain stimulus (c)
<W%Wi%%S%%S5W No sensation! . unm . < (e)
JL.
i Time J I I >> Osec isec . }sec jsec Fig. 10. 6. Libet's experiment, (a) The stimulus to the skin 'seems' to be perceived
at about the actual time of the stimulus, (b) A cortical stimulus of less than half a second is not perceived, (c) A cortical
stimulus of over half a second is perceived from half a second onwards. (d) Such a cortical stimulus can 'backwards
mask' an earlier skin stimulus, indicating that awareness of the skin stimulus had actually not yet taken place by the
time of the cortical stimulus, (e) If a skin stimulus is applied shortly after such a cortical stimulus, then skin awareness
is 'referred back' but the conical awareness is not.
sensation occurs at something like half a second after the actual event producing that sensation!
However, one does not seem to be jaw are of such a long time-delay in one's perceptions. One way of making sense of
this curious finding might be to imagine that the 'time' of all one's 'perceptions' is actually delayed by about half a
second from the 'actual time' as though one's internal clock is simply 'wrong', by half a second or so. The time at which
one perceives an event to take place would then always be half a second after the actual occurrence of that event. This
would present a consistent, albeit disturbingly delayed, picture of sense impressions.
Perhaps something of this nature is borne out in a second part of Libet's experiment, where he initiated an electrical
stimulation of the cortex first, continuing this stimulation for a good while longer than half a second, and also touching
the skin while this stimulation was still going on, but less than half a second after its initiation.
Both the cortical stimulation and the touching of the skin were separately perceived, and it was clear to the subject
which was which. When asked which stimulus occurred first, however, the subject would reply that it was the skintouching, despite the fact that the conical stimulation was in fact initiated first! Thus, the subject does appear to refer
the perception of the skin-touching backwards in time by about half a second (see Fig. 10.
6). However, this seems not to be simply an overall 'error' in the internally perceived time, but a more subtle
rearranging of the temporal perception of events. For the cortical stimulation, assuming that this is actually perceived
no later than half a second after its initiation, seems wot to be referred back in this way.
From the first of the above experiments, we seem to deduce that conscious action takes something like a second to a
second and a half before it can be effected, while according to the second experiment, consciousness of an external
event does not seem to occur until half a second after that event has taken place. Imagine what happens when one
responds to some unanticipated external occurrence. Suppose that the response is something that requires a moment's
conscious contemplation. It would appear, on the basis of Libet's findings, that half a second must elapse before
consciousness is called into play; and then, as Kornhuber's data seem to imply, well over a second is needed before
one's 'willed' response can take effect. The whole process, from sensory input to motor output, would seem to require
something like two seconds! The apparent implication of these two experiments taken together is that consciousness
cannot even be called into play at all in response to an external event, if that response is to take place within a couple of
seconds or so!
THE STRANGE ROLE OF TIME IN CONSCIOUS PERCEPTION
Can we take these experiments at their face value? If so, we appear to be driven to the conclusion that we act entirely
as 'automatons' when we carry out any action that would take less than a second or two in which to modify a response.
No doubt consciousness is slow-acting, as compared with other mechanisms of the nervous system.

I have, myself, noticed occasions such as watching helplessly as my hand closes the car door a moment after I have
noticed something within the car that I had wished to retrieve, and my willed command to stop the motion of my hand
acts disturbingly slowly- too slowly to stop the closing of the door.
But does this take a whole second or two? It seems unlikely to me that such a long time scale was involved.
Of course, my conscious awareness of the object within the car together with my imagined 'free willing' of the
command to stop my hand could all have occurred well after both events. Perhaps consciousness is, after all, merely a
spectator who experiences nothing but an 'action replay' of the whole drama. Similarly, on the face of it, there would,
on the basis of the above findings, be no time for consciousness to be playing any role at all when, for example, one
plays a shot at tennis and certainly not at ping-pong!
No doubt the experts at these pursuits would have all the essentials of their responses superbly preprogrammed in
cerebellar control. But that consciousness should be playing no role at all in the decision as to what shot should be
played at the time is something that I find a little hard to credit. No doubt there is a lot in the anticipation of what one's
opponent might do, and many pre-programmed responses might be available to each possible action of the opponent,
but this seems to me to be inefficient, and a total absence of conscious involvement at the time is something that I
would find difficult to accept. Such comments would be even more pertinent in relation to ordinary conversation.
Again, although one might partly anticipate what the other would be saying, there must often be something unexpected
in the other's remarks, or conversation would be entirely unnecessary! It certainly does not take as much as a couple of
seconds to respond to someone in the normal way of conversation!
There is perhaps some reason to doubt that Kornhuber's experiments demonstrate that consciousness 'actually' takes a
second and a half to act.
While it is true that the average of all the EEG-traces intentions to flex the finger had a signal emerging that early, it
could be that only in some cases is there an intention to flex the finger that far ahead where often this conscious
intention might not actually materialize whereas in many other cases the conscious action came about much nearer to
the finger flexing than this.
(Indeed, some later experimental findings, of. Libet 1987, 1989, lead to a somewhat different interpretation from those
of Komhuber.
Nevertheless, the puzzling implications with regard to the timing of consciousness remain with us. ) Let us, for the
moment, accept that both experimental conclusions are actually valid. I should like to make an alarming suggestion in
relation to this. I suggest that we may actually be going badly wrong when we apply the usual physical rules for time
when we consider consciousness! There is, indeed, something very odd about the way that time actually enters into our
conscious perceptions in any case, and I think that it is possible that a very different conception may be required when
we try to place conscious perceptions into a conventionally time-ordered framework. Consciousness is, after all, the
one phenomenon that we know of, according to which time needs to 'flow' at all! The way in which time is treated in
modem physics is not essentially different from the way in which space is treated and the 'time' of physical descriptions
does not really 'flow' at all; we just have a static-looking fixed 'space-time' in which the events of our universe are laid
out! Yet, according to our perceptions, time does flow (see Chapter 7). My guess is that there is something illusory
This symmetry between time and space would be even more striking for a two-dimensional space-rime. The equations
of two-dimensional space-rime physics would be essentially symmetrical with respect to the interchange of space with
rime yet nobody would take space to 'flow' in two-dimensional physics. It is hard to believe that what makes rime
'actually flow' in our experiences of the physical world we know is merely the asymmetry between the number of space
dimensions (3) and rime dimensions (1) that our space-rime happens to have.
here too, and the time of our perceptions does not 'really' flow in quite the linear forward-moving way that we perceive
it to flow (whatever that might mean! ). The temporal ordering that we 'appear' to perceive is, I am claiming,
something that we impose upon our perceptions in order to make sense of them in relation to the uniform forward timeprogression of an external physical reality.
Some people might detect a good deal of philosophical 'unsoundness' in the above remarks and no doubt they would be
correct in such accusations. How can one be 'wrong' about what one actually perceives? Surely, one's actual
perceptions are just the things of which one is directly aware, by definition; and so one cannot be 'wrong' about it.
Nevertheless, I think it is indeed likely that we are 'wrong' about our perceptions of temporal progression (despite my
inadequacies in the use of ordinary language to describe this) and that there is evidence to support such a belief (see
Churchland 1984).

An extreme example (p. 547) is Mozart's ability to 'seize as a glance' an entire musical composition 'though it may be
long'. One must assume, from Mozart's description, that this 'glance' contained the essentials of the entire composition,
yet that the actual external time-span, in ordinary physical terms, of this conscious act of perception, could be in no
way comparable with the time that the composition would take to perform. One might imagine that Mozart's
perception would have taken a different form altogether, perhaps spatially distributed like a. visual scene or an entire
musical score laid out. But even a musical score would take a considerable time to peruse- and I would very much
doubt that Mozart's perception of his compositions could have initially taken this form (or surely he would have said
so! ). The visual scene would seem closer to his descriptions, but (as with the most common of mathematical imagery
that is more familiar to me personally) I would greatly doubt that there would be anything like a direct translation of
music into visual terms. It seems to me to be much more likely that the best interpretation of Mozart's 'glance' must
indeed be taken purely musically, with the distinctly temporal connotations that the hearing (or performing) of a piece
of music would have. Music consists of sounds that take a definite time to perform, the time that in Mozart's actual
description allows'. that my imagination lets me hear it. "
Listen to the quadruple fugue in the final part ofJ. -S. Bach's Art of Fugue. No-one with a feeling for Bach's music
can help being moved as the music stops after ten minutes of performance, just after the third theme enters. The
composition as a whole still seems somehow to be 'there', but now it has faded from us in an instant. Bach died before
he was able to complete the work, and his musical score simply stops at that point, with no written indication as to how
he intended it to continue. Yet it starts with such an assurance and total mastery that one cannot imagine that Bach did
not hold the essentials of the entire composition in his head at the time. Would he have needed to play it over to
himself in its entirety in his mind, at the normal pace of a performance, trying it again and again, and yet again, as
various different improvements came to hiniMcannonmagine that it was done this way. Like Mozart, he must
somehow have been able to conceive the work in its entirety, with the intricate complication and artistry that fugal
writing demands, all conjured up together. Yet, the temporal quality of music is one of its essential ingredients. How
is it that music can remain music if it is not being performed in' real time'?
The conceiving of a novel or of history might present a comparable (though seemingly less puzzling) problem. In the
comprehending of an individual's entire life, one would need to contemplate various events whose proper appreciation
would seem to require their mental en action in 'real time'.
Yet this seems not to be necessary. Even the impressions of memories of one's own time-consuming experiences seem
somehow to be so 'compressed' that one can virtually 're-live' them in an instant of recollection!
There is perhaps some strong similarity between musical composition and mathematical thinking. People might
suppose that a mathematical proof is conceived as a logical progression, where each step follows upon the ones that
have preceded it. Yet the conception of a new argument isJiardly likely actually to proceed in this way. There is a
globality and seemingly vague conceptual content that is necessary in the construction of a mathematical argument; and
this can bear little relation to the time that it would seem to take in order fully to appreciate a serially presented proof.
Suppose, then, that we accept that the timing and temporal progression of consciousness is not in accord with that of
external physical reality. Are we not in some danger of leading into a paradox? Suppose that there is even something
vaguely teleological about the effects of consciousness, so that a future impression might affect a past action. Surely
this would lead us into a contradiction, like the paradoxical implications of faster-than- light signalling that we
considered- and justly ruled out- in our discussions towards the end of Chapter 5 (of. p. 273)? I wish to suggest that
there need be no paradox by the very nature of what I am contending that consciousness actually achieves. Recall my
proposal that consciousness, in essence, is the 'seeing' of a necessary truth; and that it may represent some kind of
actual contact with Plato's world of ideal mathematical concepts.
Recall that Plato's world is itself timeless. The perception of Platonic truth carries no actual information- in the
technical sense of the 'information' that can be transmitted by a message- and there would be no actual contradiction
involved if such a conscious perception were even to be propagated backwards in time!
But even if we accept that consciousness itself has such a curious relation to time and that it represents, in some sense,
contact between the external physical world and something timeless how can this fit in with a physically determined
and time-ordered action of the material brain? Again, we seem to be left with a mere 'spectator' role for consciousness
if we are not to monkey with the normal progression of physical laws. Yet, I am arguing for some kind of active role
for consciousness, and indeed for a powerful one, with a strong selective advantage. The answer to this dilemma, I
believe, lies with the strange way that CQG must act, in its resolution of the conflict between the two quantummechanical processes U and R (of.

pp. 456,474).
Recall the problems with time that the process R encounters when we try to make it consistent with (special) relativity
(Chapters, 6, 8, pp. 369,480).
The process does not seem to make sense at all when described in ordinary space-time terms. Consider a quantum state
for a pair of particles. Such a state would normally be a correlated state (i. e. not of the simple form |^)|x), where |^ )
and |x) each describes just one of the particles, but as a sum, like lA)lx) + I")!?) + + |(?)|o)). Then an observation on one
of the particles will affect the other one in a non-local way which cannot be described in ordinary space-time terms
consistently with special relativity (EPR; the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen effect). Such non-local effects would be
implicitly involved in my suggested quasi crystal analogy to dendritic spine growth and contraction.
Here, I am interpreting 'observation' in the sense of an amplification of the action of each observed particle until
something like the 'one-graviton' criterion of CQG is met. In more 'conventional' terms, an 'observation' is a much
more obscure thing and it is hard to see how one could begin to develop a quantum- theoretical description of brain
action when one might well have to regard the brain as 'observing itself all the time!
My own idea is that CQG would, on the other hand, provide an objective physical theory of state-vector reduction (R)
which would not have to depend on any ideas of consciousness. We do not yet have such a theory, but at least the
finding of it will not be hampered by the profound problems of deciding what consciousness actually' is
I envisage that once CQG has been actually found, it may then become possible to elucidate the phenomenon of
consciousness in terms of it.
In fact, I believe that the required properties of CQG, when that theory arrives, will be even further from having a
conventional space-time description than the puzzling two- particle EPR phenomena alluded to above.
If, as I am suggesting, the phenomenon of consciousness depends upon this putative CQG, then consciousness itself
will fit only very uncomfortably into our present conventional space-time descriptions!
CONCLUSION: A CHILD'S VIEW
In this book I have presented many arguments intending to show the un tenability of the viewpoint- apparently rather
prevalent in current philosophizing- that our thinking is basically the same as the action of some very complicated
computer. When the explicit assumption is made that the mere en action of an algorithm can evoke conscious
awareness, Searle's terminology 'strong AT has been adopted here. Other terms such as 'functionalism are sometimes
used in a somewhat less specific way.
Some readers may, from the start, have regarded the 'strong-AI supporter' as perhaps largely a straw man! Is it not
'obvious' that mere computation cannot evoke pleasure or pain; that it cannot perceive poetry or the beauty of an
evening sky or the magic of sounds; that it cannot hope or love or despair; that it cannot have a genuine autonomous
purpose? Yet science seems to have driven us to accept that we are all merely small parts of a world governed in full
detail (even if perhaps ultimately just probabilistic ally by very precise mathematical laws. Our brains themselves,
which seem to control all our actions, are also ruled by these same precise laws.
The picture has emerged that all this precise physical activity is, in effect, nothing more than the acting out of some
vast (perhaps probabilistic) computation- and, hence our brains and our minds are to be understood solely in ternjs of
such computations. Perhaps when computations become extraordinarily complicated they can begin to take on the
more poetic or subjective qualities that we associate with the term 'mind'. Yet it is hard to avoid an uncomfortable
feeling that there must always be something missing from such a picture.
In my own arguments I have tried to support this view that there must indeed be something essential that is missing
from any purely computational picture.
Yet I hold also to the hope that it is through science and mathematics that some profound advances in the understanding
of mind must eventually come to light. There is an apparent dilemma here, but I have tried to show that there is a
genuine way out. Computability is not at all the same thing as being mathematically precise. There is as much mystery
and beauty as one might wish in the precise Platonic mathematical world, and most of this mystery resides with
concepts that lie outside the comparatively limited part of it where algorithms and computation reside.
Consciousness seems to me to be such an important phenomenon that I simply cannot believe that it is something just
'accidentally' conjured up by a complicated computation. It is the phenomenon whereby the universe's very existence is
made known. One can argue that a universe governed by laws that do not allow consciousness is no universe at all. I

would even say that all the mathematical descriptions of a universe that have been given so far must fail this criterion.
It is only the phenomenon of consciousness that can conjure a putative 'theoretical' universe into actual existence!
Some of the arguments that I have given in these chapters may seem tortuous and complicated. Some are admittedly
speculative, whereas I believe that there is no real escape from some of the others. Yet beneath all this technicality is
the feeling that it is indeed 'obvious' that the conscious mind cannot work like a computer, even though much of what is
actually involved in mental activity might do so.
This is the kind of obviousness that a child can see ~ though that child may, in later life, become browbeaten into
believing that the obvious problems are 'non-problems', to be argued into nonexistence by careful reasoning and clever
chores of definition. Children sometimes see things clearly that are indeed obscured in later life. We often forget the
wonder that we felt as children when the cares of the activities of the 'real world' have begun to settle upon our
shoulders. Children are not afraid to pose basic questions that may embarrass us, as adults, to ask. What happens to
each of our streams of consciousness after we die; where was it before each was born;
might we become, or have been, someone else; why do we perceive at all; why are we here; why is there a universe
here at all in which we can actually be?
These are puzzles that tend to come with the awakenings of awareness in any one of us and, no doubt, with the
awakening of genuine self-awareness, within whichever creature or other entity it first came.
I remember, myself, being troubled by many such puzzles as a child.
Perhaps my own consciousness might suddenly get exchanged with someone else's. How would I ever know whether
such a thing might not have happened to me earlier assuming that each person carries only the memories pertinent to
that particular person? How could I explain such an 'exchange' experience to someone else? Does it really mean
anything?
Perhaps I am simply living the same ten minutes' experiences over and over again, each time with exactly the same
perceptions. Perhaps only the present instant 'exists' for me. Perhaps the The' of tomorrow, or of yesterday, is really a
quite different person with an independent consciousness. Perhaps I am actually living backwards in time, with my
stream of consciousness heading into the past, so my memory really-tells me what is going to happen to me rather than
what has happened to me so that unpleasant experience at school is really something that is in store for me and I shall,
unfortunately, shortly actually encounter. Does the distinction between that and the normally experienced timeprogression actually 'mean' something, so that the one is 'wrong' and the other 'right'? For the answers to such
questions to be resolvable in principle, a theory of consciousness would be needed. But how could one even begin to
explain the substance of such problems to an entity that was notitseltconscious;; ?
NOTES
1. We have seen in Chapter 4, p. 152, that the checking of the validity of a proof in a formal system is always
algorithmic.
Conversely, any algorithm for generating mathematical truths can always be adjoined to the axioms and rules of
procedure of ordinary logic ('predicate -_ calculus') to provide a new. formal system for deriving mathematical.
truths.
2. Some readers may be troubled by the fact that there are indeed different points of view among mathematicians.
Recall the discussion given in Chapter 4. However the differences, where they exist, need not greatly concern us here.
They refer only to esoteric questions concerning very large sets, whereas we can restrict our attention to propositions in
arithmetic (with a finite number of existential and universal quantifiers) and the foregoing discussion will apply.
(Perhaps this overstates the case somewhat, since a reflection principle referring to infinite sets can sometimes be used
to derive propositions in arithmetic. ) As to the very dogmatic Godel-immune forma list who claims not even to
recognize that there is such a thing as mathematical truth, I shall simply ignore him, since he apparently does not
possess the truth-divining quality that the discussion is all about!
Of course mathematicians sometimes make mistakes. It seems that Turing himself believed that this was where the
'loophole' to the Godel-type arguments against human thinking being algorithmic lay.

But it seems unlikely to me that human fallibility is the key to human insight! (And randomizers can be closely
simulated in algorithmic ways. ) 3. The term 'black hole' became common usage only much later, in about 1968
(largely via the prophetic ideas of the American physicist John A. Wheeler).
4. It seems to me that the fact that animals require sleep in which they appear sometimes to dream (as is often
noticeable with dogs) is evidence that they can possess consciousness. For an element of consciousness seems to be an
important ingredient of the distinction between dreaming and non-dreaming sleep.
5. In the case of special or general relativity, read 'simultaneous spaces' or space like surfaces' (pp. 259,276) in place of
'times'.
6. There is a let-out in the case of a spatially infinite universe, however, since then (rather like in the case of many
worlds) it turns out that there would be infinitely many copies of oneself and one's immediate environment!
The future behaviour for each copy might be slightly different, and one would never be quite sure which of the
approximate copies of oneself modelled in the mathematics one might actually 'be'!
7. Even the growth of some actual crystals could involve similar problems, for example, where the basic unit cell
involves several hundred atoms, as in what are called Frank-Casper phases. It should be mentioned, on the other hand,
that a theoretical 'almost local' (though still not local) growth procedure for fivefold symmetric quasi crystals has been
suggested by Onoda, Steinhardt, DiVincenzo and Socolar (1988).
epilogue '. FEEL LIKE? Oh,. a most interesting question, my lad . er.
rather like to know the answer to that myself, said the Chief Designer.
"Let's see what our friend has to say about... that's odder ... Ultronic says it doesn't see what... it can't even understand
what you're getting at!" The ripples of laughter about the room burst into a roar.
Adam felt acutely embarrassed. Whatever they should have done, they should not have laughed.
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